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Foreword

After considering various ways of improving the Department's
monthly bulletin, External Affairs, it became clear that some-
thing new was required, and International Perspectives is the
result.

The change is not only of appearance and presentation.
Each issue of International Perspectives will contain, as did its
predecessor, External Affairs, essential material of an informative
and archival kind. But each issue will also contain contributions
from people who have no connection with the Department and
who are expressing their own personal views on Canada's role in
the world and on current international questions of interest to
Canadians.

Readers will be invited to submit their own criticisms and
comments on material presented, and I hope that by printing
a selection of these from time to time the new publication will
be able to offer a variety of views.

Appearing every second month and dealing to the extent
possible with current issues, International Perspectives will not
compete with the learned periodicals published by the universities
and the Canadian Institute of International Affairs.

International Perspectives is an experiment, with all the
risks that accompany experimentation. It remains to be seen if
one publication can combine expressions of official and unofficial
opinions with comments and criticisms from the public, compar-
ing and contrasting the views of the practitioners and the
theorists of international affairs.

Accepting this challenge, the Department is fortunate in
having the services of Murray Goldblatt, formerly Ottawa Bureau
Chief of the Toronto Globe and Mail, and Pierre Ducharme,
an officer in the Department, as editors.

i1,^d I10
Secretary of State for External A f f airs
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[tooking at the 20-year debate
wer Chinas voice at the UN

3y Marion A. Macpherson

Ché question of Chinese representation
ias been a problem for the United Nations

;ince the government of the People's
R.epublic of China gained effective control

)vér Mainland China and the Chinese
Vationalists withdrew to the island of
raiwan, claiming, however, to be the sole
.egnl government of all of China, a claim
thëy continue to maintain.

Over the years Canada has been re-
quired to take a position in the General
Asiembly of the United Nations on the
4uéstion of Chinese representation and on
twô occasions has taken the initiative in
suggesting ways to resolve this problem.

i The first occasion was more than 20
yeârs ago. The issue first came before the
General Assembly in 1950 when resolu-
tions were introduced seeking support for
the immediate seating of the represent-
atives of the People's Republic of China.
The Canadian delegation submitted a
resolution providing for the establishment
of a Special Committee of Seven to con-
sider the question of Chinese representa-
tion and to report back with recommend-
ations to the same session of the General
Assembly. It also proposed that, pending
a decision by the General Assembly, the
Nationalist Government delegates should
continue to sit with the same rights as
other representatives. This resolution was
approved by a large majority and amount-
ed, in effect, to the postponement of a
decision on Chinese representation. Al-
though the Special Committee held one
meeting, the question was overshadowed
by the Korean crisis and no further action
was taken.

At the 1950 session, the General
Assembly approved a resolution (396 (V) )
recommending that, whenever more than
one authority claimed to be the govern-
ment entitled to represent a member
stâte in the United Nations, and this
question became a subject of controversy,
the attitude adopted by the General As-
sémbly should be taken into account in
the other organs of the United Nations
and the Specialized Agencies.

-UPI Photo

Members of the delegation of the
People's Republic of China take their seat
in the UN General Assembly for the first
time. From left to right: Deputy Foreign
Minister Chiao Kuan-hua, Huang Hua,
China's permanent representatiue at UN;
and Fu Hao, his deputy.

For the next ten years no resolution
to seat the representatives of the People's
Republic of China was voted on in the
General Assembly, although the question
came up in various ways. Each time it did,
the Assembly approved a resolution post-
poning consideration of any proposal to
exclude representatives of the Nationalists
or to seat representatives of the People's

Republic of China.
This moratorium ended in 1961, when

a proposal to change Chinese representa-
tion was considered but not approved by
the General Assembly. In that year it was
also agreed that any proposal to change
the representation of China was an "im-
portant question" within the provisions of
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Article 18 (3) of the Charter, which
meant that this question would have to be
decided by a two-thirds majority. In the
calculation of a two-thirds majority only
the "yes" or "no" votes are considered;
abstentions are not included. Canada sup-
ported this "important question" resolu-
tion and voted against the proposal to
seat the People's Republic of China. At
the same time, it was indicated that
Canada was willing to consider carefully
any proposal to settle the question of
Chinese representation equitably. Canada
voted the same way each year until 1966.

Canada's Initiative
In 1966, the Canadian delegation again
took an initiative on the question of
Chinese representation in an attempt to
end the impasse in which the United Na-
tions found itself. For this purpose Cana-
da had consulted closely with a number
of governments on a suggestion that the
political realities could be reflected by:
(a) participation of the "Republic of
China" in the General Assembly as repre-
senting the territory over which it exer-
cised effective jurisdiction, (b) the par-
ticipation of the People's Republic of
China as a member representing the terri-
tory over which it exercised effective
jurisdiction and (c) the participation of
the People's Republic of China in the
Security Council as a permanent member.
In relation to this interim seating pro-
posal, Paul Martin, the then Secretary of
State for External Affairs, made it clear
that the solution was in no way intended
to imply the existence of two Chinas. It
was simply recognized that the real situa-
tion was that there were two governments
exercising control over two areas of terri-
tory, each claiming to be the government
entitled to the Chinese seat in the United
Nations.

Although Canada would have liked
to see its proposal translated into a reso-
lution, it was apparent that it would not
be acceptable to the majority of the
General Assembly or the parties imme-
diately concerned. What emerged from the
discussions was a proposal for the estab-
lishment of a committee to explore the
whole question of Chinese representation
and to make appropriate recommend-
ations to the next session of the General
Assembly. Canada supported this, but the
Canadian Government did not consider
that it represented much forward move-
ment over the proposal which Canada had
initiated in 1950. The proposal was, in
the event, defeated.

In deciding on Canada's voting posi-
tion on the resolution providing for the

seating of the People's Republic of Ch
it was considered that, having sugg_-s}cndeec
an interim seating of representativ.3s ^^gr
the two governments and having, in effechip. ]
rejected both the existing situation athat i;
the solution proposed by the co-spo iso:)oA c
of the resolution providing for the seatiture
of the PRC, the Canadian position couPlssen
best be reflected in voting terms by would
abstention. In 1966, therefore, the Can,
than vote on the resolution to seat tlVotin
representatives of the People's Rep ibDver
of China changed from a negative rc le +Iuésti
an abstention. Canada continued tc abeén
stain in the voting on the resoluticn thé vc
1967 and in the two subsequent y^arthe^ P
but continued to vote for the "impoit,athe; v,
question" resolution. that I

The Canadian effort of 1966 failanajor
for two basic reasons: the unwillin€ne.[n 19
of the parties concerned to accept a fopr^po
mula which would have permitted duRepul
representation, and the inability of tlalthoi
international community to press su ,h Th^ I
solution in the light of the attitudEs with :
those most directly affected. This re subecau
led to the conclusion that, if it was vvioûsl
possible to establish contact with tlportaj
effective government of China thrc.ugity, (
multilateral action, consideration w)u.teQuii

have to be given to a bilateral appro ic:of thi
It was in this direction that the Cana lia l
attitude was evolving. In May 1968, P inChinE
Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau decl irEof o*
that it was Canada's aim to recognizE tlPeôpl
People's Republic of China as sooir. Jegal
possible and to enable that governmer t ient t]
occupy China's seat at the UN. the s

Chinf
Reversing the order resôlc
The order of business, it will be nctea mui
was reversed. Negotiations with tlCanai
representatives of the People's Rept,blm th(
of China culminated on October 13, 1.)7tant
with the announcement of mutual re :o p"'pc
nition and the establishment of diplomItand r
relations. no lo

After that announcement, the C,-n,the q
than Ambassador to the United Nationwoülc
Yvon Beaulne, stated in the General A s^tec
sembly, on November 13, 1970, that tl senta
Canadian Government believed that ttan^ in
government of the People's Republic ( I r
China should occupy the seat of Chin i iwblcr
the United Nations. Canada would, th.reattitt
fore, vote in favour of the resolution . ^row^d
posing this. He added that Canada wculiof I t]
also vote in favour of the "important q iesRich^
tion" resolution. But he emphasized thaaften
Canada's vote on this resolution in th t6t
past had not been a procedural tactic deerl ^
signed to frustrate the will of the majo:1t:peOpl
of the membership but that its purl os t4ime,

had been to ensure that a decision o i^lt Iwo
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question which was important per se did
ndéed reflect the considered judgment of
i significant proportion of the member-

ec;hip. Mr. Beaulne made it clear, however,
ir.^hat if in its judgment the continued sup-
;c:)oA of such a resolution could in the fu-
iué frustrate the will of the General
a:Assembly, the Canadian Government
would change its position.

n;
tiVoting pattern

6Dver the years during which the

^uéstion of China's representation had
abeén considered in the United Nations,
the voting was consistently against seating

irthel People's Republic of China. Although
aithe; vote was tied in 1965 (47-47), after
that the vote was decisively defeated by

lanajorities in the order of 12 _ to 14 votes.
e.[n 1970, for the first time, the resolution
oprôposing the seating of the People's
uRepublic of China received a majority,
tlalthough a very slight one, of two votes.
jhé vote was 51 in favour to 49 against,
with 25 abstentions. It was not approved
ubecause the General Assembly had pre-
nAoûsly decided that the issue was an im-
t}portant one requiring a two-thirds major-
irity; (A two-thirds majority would have
a,tequired 67 votes in favour on the basis
C'of the actual vote).
(Q ^ In the months after the vote on
rChinese representation in 1970, a number
of other governments recognized the

ltPeople's Republic of China as the sole
Jeg21 government of China. It was appar-
{ent there was now a clear trend towards
the seating of the People's Republic of
China in the United Nations and that the
resolution on this question would receive

e,a much larger majority than in 1970. The
;tCanadian Government therefore decided,
lin the light of this trend, that the "impor-
7nt question" procedure had served its
)purpose of ensuring against an ephemeral
tand reversible majority, and that it would
no longer support the usual resolution that

l, the question was an important one, nor
nwoüld it support any resolution which
^,stated that a proposal to expel the repre-
p sentatives of the Republic of China was
I an!' important question.

c There then occurred the development
iwhich had a substantial impact on the
,Eattitude of the members of the UN to-
,ewârd the question - the announcement
3,of the decision that U.S. President
,Richard Nixon would visit China. Shortly
aafterward, the United States announced
h,thât it would support action at the Gen-
leeTal Assembly calling for the seating of the
t,Péople's Republic of China. At the same
qtime, the United States announced that
,it ^vould oppose any action to expel the

Republic of China or otherwise deprive it
of representation in the United Nations.

In support of their policy, the United
States and a number of other countries
tabled two resolutions. One stated that
any proposal which would result in de-
priving the "Republic of China" of repie-
sentation in the United Nations was an
important question under Article 18 of
the Charter. The second proposal would
have affirmed the right of representation
of the People's Republic of China in the
United Nations and would have recom-
mended that it be seated as one of the
five permanent members of the Security
Council. This draft resolution also af-
firmed the continued right of representa-
tion in the United Nations of the "Re-
public of China" and recommended that
all UN bodies and the Specialized Agen-
cies take into account the provisions of
the resolution in deciding the question of
Chinese representation.

Albania and other countries had be-
fore this submitted their usual draft re-
solution on the "Restoration of the lawful
rights of the People's Republic of China".
By this resolution, the Assembly would
decide to restore all its rights to the
People's Republic of China and "to expel
forthwith the representatives of Chiang
Kai-shek from the place which they un-
lawfully occupy at the United Nations
and in all the organizations related to it".

The U.S. resolutions providing for
representation of both the People's Repub-
lic of China and the "Republic of China"
in the UN posed political and legal diffi-
culties for many countries, including
Canada. The main difficulty was political.
As noted above, a variant of this type of
solution had already been cavassed by
Canada in 1966 (although never formally
submitted), but it was quite evident that
the political accommodation that would
have been required to make this solution
work could not be achieved at that stage.

Hardening of positions

Since 1966, moreover, the positions of the
parties had, if anything, hardened. The
PRC had stated over and over again,
publicly and privately, that it would not
appear at the United Nations if Taiwan
continued to be represented and Taiwan
continued to claim that it represented all
of China, a position it reiterated in its
final speech before the General Assembly.
In the absence of agreement between the
two contending parties, an attempt to im-
pose a solution of the type suggested in
the U.S. resolution would obviously not
have resulted in the seating of the People's
Republic of China. Moreover, it would
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have been in contravention of the United
Nations Charter, because, in effect, it re-
quired the admission of a new member of
the United Nations without complying
with the Charter provisions, one of which
is the prior agreement of the Security
Council. Thus, while Canada welcomed
the United States statement that it was
in favour of the seating of the People's
Republic of China, it considered that the
resolution proposed would, if adopted,
make this impossible and might well result
in no Chinese representation at all.

Speaking in the debate on the three
main resolutions on Ocotber 18, the Cana-
dian Ambassador outlined Canada's posi-
tion. Mr. Beaulne said that Canada would
again support the seating of the People's
Republic of China in the United Nations,
that this should be the clear purpose of
the United Nations and that Canada
would oppose any procedural or substan-
tive proposal which would tend to defeat
this clear purpose.

While there were a number of resolu-
tions and procedural motions put to the
General Assembly when the issue came to
a vote on October 25, three were of major
importance. The first was a request for
priority (that is, to vote first) for the
draft resolution, sponsored by the United
States and others, stating that any pro-
posal to deprive the "Republic of China" of
representation in the United Nations was
an important question. The Assembly
elected to vote on the question first.

The next vote was perhaps the most
crucial. The General Assembly rejected
by a vote of 55 in favour to 59 against
(including Canada), with 15 abstentions,
the proposal that the question was an
"important" one and that under Article
18 (3) of the Charter a two-thirds major-
ity was required. This meant, of course,
that the Albanian Resolution could be ap-
proved by a simple majority.

Since it was quite clear that this
resolution would obtain a simple majority,
the representative of the "Republic of

China" made his final statement befoi
the General Assembly and withdrew frot^
the hall. When the Albanian ResolLtio
was put to a vote, it received 76 in favo
(including Canada) to 35 against, with 1dn
abstentions. In fact, therefore, it receive
more than a two-thirds majority of tiioa
voting in the affirmative or negative.

It is possible, however, that, if tl .
resolution declaring the matter to be
"important" question had been adoptec)3y Wj
the Albanian Resolution might not haa
received a two-thirds majority since it i
believed that a few countries which n:igi
otherwise have abstained decided to vot«&n;
in favour of the Albanian Resolution vt heint^igu
it was quite apparent that it would loc'cup^
approved. It was also obvious that marpolicy
countries which had not recognized tlof )pol
People's Republic of China voted in favroquate
of Peking occupying China's seat in thni. I
United Nations. prôver

The representatives of the Peoplé^ rec;
Republic of China, after 23 years of beinha; b
in effective control of the Chinese maii I y
land, now speak for China at the Un?tethe c
Nations. Already there have been dWith
cisions by organizations related to tbtion I
United Nations such as UNESCO, traujurr
ILO and ICAO that the Chinese s:4watch
there should be occupied by the represenbelled
atives of the People's Republic of Cl:ir.foreig
rather than by representatives from T athât (
wan. The presence of the People's Ret uting it
lic of China in the United Nations anbadly
its related organizations can cnjthë st
strengthen the world organization's cI V
pacity to deal realistically with the is. uEStock
of international peace and security, ;Inwâtch
thus become an effective centre for hawôrld
monizing the actions of nations, to en: uiinfern
the greatest possible degree of intein<roâd t
tional co-operation in solving the wor dRépul
political, economic, social, cultural ,:rbu^np
humanitarian problems. thân
Miss Macpherson is Director of the arôun
United Nations Political and Institutiomnadiai
Af fairs Division, Department of find t
External A f f air., of Pel
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A shifting Asian power balance
and Chinas changing priorities

^

,13 William Saywell

t"China watching" has always been an
tintriguing and exciting, but hazardous
occupation. Hard, cold information on the
policy-making process and the shifting loci
of power in Peking is hopelessly inade-
quate at the time new policies are unfold-

iing. Most of us have fallen off the
prôverbial limb more often than we wish
to recall. In the past five years the record
ha; been staggering.

I Yet, for the courageous or foolhardy,
,,the contemporary remains compelling.
With the height of the Cultural Revolu-
ition having been safely passed by the
auiumn of 1968, the attention of China-
watchers riveted on what was then la-
'belled the "warming trend" in Chinese
1oreign policy. It was at about that time
thit China appeared intent upon improv-
Eing its foreign image, which had become
'badly tarnished in many capitals during
lthë summer of 1967.

When Sino-Canadian talks opened in
EStockholm in February 1969, they were
'watched with keen interest in countless
world capitals. But as they dragged on
linterminably observers warned that the
^roid to normal relations with the People's
^Républic of China remained a long and
bnmpy one, with Peking more insistent
than ever that there could be no detour
arôund the Taiwan tangle. It took the Ca-
^nadians more than 18 months not only to
find the magic formula of "taking note"
of Peking's claim to sovereignty over Tai-
wan but also to convince the Chinese that
we were sincere in our position and not
abôut to use it as some kind of "Two-
China" ploy.

In the next 12 months, the walls quite
litérally came tumbling down - walls in
many capitals and the procedural ones in
thé United Nations General Assembly.
The past year has afforded the spectacle
of dozens of new diplomats struggling to
find accommodation in Peking, ping-pong
players and American newsmen meeting
Chou En-lai, Henry Kissinger slipping in
and out of China announcing that Pres-
idènt Nixon would soon follow, and the

vote giving the Chinese entry into the
United Nations.

It was an extraordinary year. As one
looks back over it, a personal confession
must preface any attempt at analysis. I
applauded the long overdue establishment
of Canadian-Chinese diplomatic relations,
but warned Canadian audiences that it
would not have very momentous interna-
tional implications. After all, we had been
forced to confront the Taiwan issue more
squarely than the French, who in 1964
simply recognized the People's Republic
of China without any mention of Taiwan
at all. In this respect the Chinese had
grown tougher, not more flexible. Yet,
despite this and the more obvious limita-
tions to the influence a "middle power"
can exert, it now appears that Canada did
play a very significant role in breaking the
log-jam, both in bilateral relations be-
tween other nations and China, including
the United States, and at the United
Nations.

Other nations encouraged
Canada's role has not been limited simply
to finding the diplomatic formula that
could be used by other nations. Our suc-
cess unquestionably encouraged other na-
tions like Italy and Belgium to believe
that Washington's China policy was itself
changing. It had become widely rumoured
that on at least two earlier occasions di-
rect American pressure helped dissuade
Ottawa from beginning negotiations for
the establishment of diplomatic relations
with the People's Republic of China. In-
deed, even if direct pressure from the

Dr. William G. Saywell is chairman of
the Department of East Asian Studies
at the University of Toronto. His
main area of research interest is
the history and politics of twentieth
century China and, in particular, the
development of Chinese nationalism and
contemporary Chinese foreign policy.
The views expressed in the accompanying

article are those of Dr. Saywell.
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V.S. Response
raider scrutiny
frorn Peking

highest offices in Washington had not
been exerted, the intimate and complex
relationship between Canada and the
United States and the prospect of provok-
ing Congressional reprisals by a dramatic
change in our China policy would have
made any attempt at a Canadian initia-
tive exceedingly risky as long as Washing-
ton's policy of containing "Communist
China" was frozen in the pattern of the
Dullesian Fifties. Other nations, especially
our NATO allies, were fully aware of our
dilemma. This time, however, Ottawa's
initiative provoked ripples of dissent and
some rhetoric of caution, but no torrent of
protest in the United States. Indeed, there
was even speculation that some circles in
Washington were interested in seeing us
"run interference" in a forum where the
United States was itself re-evaluating the
ground rules. The successful negotiation
of Canada-China diplomatic relations,
therefore, undoubtedly had the effect of
encouraging other nations sensitive to
both the American and Chinese response
to follow suit.

No one watched the American re-
sponse more intently than the Chinese. It
is conceivable that Peking also interpreted
Washington's reaction to our move as a
signal (along with others) that the United
States itself was genuinely interested in
altering its own China policy. It was cer-
tainly as useful a signal to Peking as
American cutbacks on its trade embargo
with China, its easing of visa restrictions
and the virtually open-ended travelling of
Americans of many political persuasions
and professions to Ottawa to "exchange
views" with Chinese officials frankly yet
confidentially on a broader scale than at
any other time since 1949.

It must, however, be stressed that
this interpretation of the Canadian role as
a catalyst in improving Sino-Western con-
tacts does not imply that Canada's posi-
tion was motivated by Ottawa's having
anticipated Washington's response. In-
deed, it is likely that Canada would
have pursued its diplomatic initiative just
as aggressively this time even had it been
faced by strong American opposition. The
point is that the establishment of Ottawa-
Peking diplomatic relations also had these
important international implications far
beyond our relations with China as such.

It is also clear that China's receptive-
ness to these indicators of changing atti-
tudes in Washington was expressed in the
Canadian context before their more dra-
matic revelation in the sequence of events
that began with ping-pong in Tokyo and
ended with the announcement of Mr.
Nixon's visit.

The announcement that Huang ïJal
one of China's leading diplomats, was ;ojo ing
appointed Ambassador to Canada urtdE Wl
lined the fact that Peking was interpmti;taj tivE
the role of the Ottawa mission in bcth,olâtioi
North American and an international cc,ntirely
text. The Chinese simply would not satnition
appointed as senior and influential a diploritain
mat as Huang if only Sino-Canadian re^as the
tions were at stake. Clearly, his appoitroni th
ment meant that Ottawa would play nLeli(
pivotal role in China's strategy vis-a-c;ontain
both the United States and the Ur.iWoûthe,
Nations. The delay in the Ambassar.or,uf#icie:
arrival in Canada so that he could pu*hile o
cipate in the Kissinger talks, and hillizrg 1
subsequent appointment to the Ur itbcan p
Nations served to underline the obvicus;ome t

atérna
Canada's influence ?eôple'
Canada's support of the Albanian R I O,r
solution at the United Nations in Oct )b;vents
may also have had somewhat the s. mant cl
international implications as its estab uivoûld
ment of diplomatic relations. Cana3ai chanj
position on both supporting the Alba riaAou€
Resolution and opposing the two-th ircies ofe
procedural issue was articulated with ueipies.
usual clarity and force. The vote on tlrwârmi
procedural issue was, of course, the riaia^ bec
one, and since it was defeated by only : oeh shi
votes it might not be exaggerating otts^ iml
influence to suggest we may have il:urity
fluenced significantly the two votes -h^ion. A
gave China its triumph. -eives

Thus Canada both directly and ias â rE
directly played a major role in brealinf conc
the diplomatic log-jam on the bilat nriéwed
level of contacts between China and ol hof I the
countries, including the United States, rrince t
in the United Nations. Yet we must n(
exaggerate either the importance of :)ûino-Si
role in the past or the influence we ffo; do
exert in the future. It has been, and v3ne wc
remain, of secondary importance to ot.i3ince a
international considerations and char. gprôbe i
within both China and the United Ste ical roa

In the United States, China po-icyeârs,
has been under constant and intensive rto Chi
view during the past two or three ye, uinfluen
I cannot claim the competence requi rcasual
to analyze these trends in any depth, nntfier
clearly the most important single fa(tsqûare
that helps account for Washington's itthé Si
terest in a policy change is the tragic cortially
sequences of Viet-Nam. However )rtions ^
interprets "Vietnamization", Ameri.aabs,ent
policy seems to have become one of ev gr I A:
tual withdrawal from Indochina anc back I
cutback generally on military involvem:rMirch
in Southeast Asia. The cost of that üvojatili
volvement in men, money and intei dion Sc
social and political upheaval in the Uni tearid ex
States has been so enormous that w.ttdisput

3 International Perspectives January/February 1972



al has become a political necessity if
ing else.
Whether this reflects the first sub-
tive stage of a tide of American neo-

aolâtionism, as many believe, is not yet
ntirely clear. But withdrawal is by de-

inition a retreat from the policy of
ontaining China, which in very large part
ras the essential rationale of involvement
roni the early 1950s. Of those who persist
nLelieving that China does have to be
ontained, some are hopeful that their
ioûtheast Asian allies are themselves now
uf#iciently strong to play part of this role,
vhile others look more directly to Japan
illizlg the vacuum created by the Amer-

can pull-back. Others, however, have
:ome to realize that the only long-term
atérnative is accommodation with the
?eôple's Republic of China.

I Op the Chinese side, so far as the
wents of recent months reflect a signifi-
:ant change in China's foreign policy, it
voûld appear at this point to be more of

t c^ange in priorities than in principles -
dthough, in the long run, shifts in priori-
;ies ofen have the effect of changing prin-

:ip^es. Essentially, I would argue that the
`wârming trend" in Chinese foreign policy
ia^ been the result of China's reaction to

;h E balance of power in Asia and
ts^ implications for China's national se-
;urity interests and influence in the re-

;ion. At least in relative terms, China per-
:eives the position of the United States
is â receding threat to both these areas
)f concern, while, on the other hand, it has
viéwed with alarm the increasing threat
^f I the Soviet Union and, particularly
aince the autumn of 1969, of Japan.

3ino-Soviet conflict
ro; do justice to the Sino-Soviet conflict
)ne would have to trace its development
since at least the late 1950s, and in fact
prôbe much more deeply its distant histor-
ical roots. However, in the past five or six
yeârs, the full thrust of the Soviet threat
to China's national security and regional
influence has become obvious to even the
Msual observer. Important ideological and
Dtlier differences aside, the millions of
sqûare miles of disputed territory along
the Sino-Soviet border sustain a poten-
tially explosive dimension to China's rela-
tions with the U.S.S.R. that is entirely
absent from Sino-American relations.

Although the border dispute went
back to the negotiating table after the
Mârch 1969 border clashes, it remains a
volatile area fortified by more than a mil-
iion Soviet troops. Moreover, the physical
and cultural topography of much of this
disputed area of grasslands and nomadic

minority groups makes it a socially fluid
region difficult to define in a permanently
viable settlement. It is conceivable that
the advantages Moscow had in presenting
its case on the 1969 border clashes to the
international community encouraged the
Chinese to view more favourably the re-
turns they would receive from increased
diplomatic relations and membership in
the United Nations.

China's concern with the Soviet
threat has been overwhelmingly focused China sensitive
on the border. Yet the Chinese have also to Soviet goals
been sensitive to the diplomatic offensive in diplomacy
launched by Moscow since the mid-1960s
throughout the area from Japan in the
northeast to India in the south. Moscow
has signed new airline, trade, aid and di-
plomatic agreements with several nations
on China's periphery. Although the Soviet
call for a collective security agreement in
the region fell on deaf ears, it accentuated
Peking's concern with what China has
called the attempts of "the new Tsars in

the Kremlin to contain China". In the
south, rapidly accelerating Soviet influ-
ence in New Delhi, capped by the recent
Soviet-Indian treaty and reinforced by
Soviet naval power in the Indian Ocean,
has encouraged China to tighten its bonds
with Pakistan. In the northeast, improved
economic and diplomatic links between
Tokyo and Moscow, including discussions
on the possible joint exploitation of Si-
berian resources, led to repeated Chinese
charges of "collusion between Soviet re-
visionism and Japanese militarism". The
main Chinese concern, however, remains
the Sino-Soviet border.

Thus, as the American threat to
China's national security and regional in-
terests can be interpreted as having begun
to recede, the Soviet threat has continued
to grow and is both more pervasive and
potentially explosive. At the same time,
Chinese attention has also begun to swing
decisively to Japan and what it calls the
"revival of Japanese militarism". China's
mounting concern with Japanese power
can be traced back to the Korean War

years, when American policy on Japan
shifted from reform to accelerated recon-

struction. However, the most serious de-
velopments in the deterioration of Sino-
Japanese relations have occurred since

Prime Minister Sato assumed office in

1964.
Sato has been much more clearly

identified with the right wing of the ruling
Liberal-Democratic Party (LDP) than his
predecessor, Hayato Ikeda. As Prime Min-
ister he also more clearly aligned Japanese
foreign policy with that of the United
States. The famous Yoshida Letter, by
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which Japan refused the use of Export-
Import Bank facilities to finance impor-
tant sales to China, and Japan's normal-
ization of relations with South Korea in
1965 provoked major Chinese verbal
swipes at the revival of Japanese "mili-
tarism". The corner had been turned, but
it was not readily apparent until 1969,
because in the interim China's attention
riveted on the American escalation in
Viet-Nam, the Cultural Revolution at
home and the border clashes with the
Soviet Union.

A basic concern
with Japan's
economic surge

Attention on Japan

With the beginnings of American with-
drawal from Viet-Nam, the at least tem-
porary end of open hostilities with the
Soviet Union, and improved conditions
within China, Peking swung its attention
decisively to Japan. The pivotal events
were the Nixon-Sato communique of No-
vember 1969 and the renewal of the
United States-Japanese Treaty of Mutual
Co-operation and Security. The sections
of the communique most offensive to
Peking were those which referred to South
Korea as "essential" to Japanese security
and stated "that the maintenance of peace
and security in the Taiwan area was also
a most important factor for the security
of Japan". With a background of several
years of increased Japanese trade with
Taiwan, the prospect of direct Japanese
involvement in the security of the area
understandably outraged Peking. It was
interpreted in China as a threat of direct
Japanese military intervention in an inter-
nal Chinese affair.

Western and Japanese critics of the
Nixon-Sato communique supported the
Chinese claim that it represented at least
the start of an overt Japanese commit-
ment to the conception of regional de-
fence in compliance with Mr. Nixon's
Guam doctrine, and that this was the
price Japan had to pay for the reversion
of Okinawa and the rest of the Ryukyus.
Western and Japanese critics also warned
that this kind of regional commitment
would force Japan to increase its defence
budget and give greater priority to its air
and naval offensive capability.

Behind China's reaction to these
events was, of course, its basic concern
with Japan's growing economic power.
Japan's gross national product now ranks
third in the world. Some predictions see
it jumping into second place by 1980 and
perhaps parity with the United States by
the end of the century. China is acutely
sensitive to the international implications
it sees inevitably flowing from this super-
power economic status. In essence, the

Chinese interpretation is that of the Impt I
inist view of imperialism as the hig^ r4lai
stage of capitalism. Japan's spiral^ Th
economy, so the argument runs, is larg,ment;
dependent upon resources and mark^sed
abroad. These depend upon increased iwér i
eign trade and investment, which, in tue imp
will lead to greater Japanese politic,^dj botl
fluence in these areas and inevitable rranal i
tary commitments to secure the trier or
routes and the established political ormensi
in those nations where Japanese inv^d in
ment is highest. ents

More specifically, China claims tl tPh
this interpretation has already been Lo^,e dip:
out by the growing power of Japan's S4rtânt
Defence Forces ( SDF), which now ndyl ai
ber about a quarter of a million m(votal
backed by thousands of reservists aissy i
paramilitary police. They also cite i
creased military expenditures in Ja.)ar
fourth Five-Year Defence Plan and t
tabling of Japan's first postwar de!en
White Paper. The genuineness of Chin4^
concern with Japan's military po. t^
should not be underestimated. Relative'.
Japan's military strength is still bel^i^
that of the major powers. But, unlike tl^ln
of any other Asian country, it is bach
by such enormous economic power a
one of the world's most highly sophist _cAy StE
ed technological infrastructures that ti
gap could be closed very rapidly by ar
Japanese Government intent on doin; s i
In the light of a history of close to a ce)n Sai
tury of Japanese aggression against Crinioverr
much of it within the lifetime of Ch nao dev
present rulers, the Chinese positio i he!, fir
understandable. ras p

green
Tougher trade stance cribec
Peking has not stopped at slinging veorÿ o:
bal abuse in Tokyo's direction. In r.tion
cent months it has taken a much tou;;halks,
stance on its trade relations with JEpaitch 1
and has theréby helped encourage opt as T:
tion within Japan to Prime Min] 011 Au
Sato's China policy. Certainly Pekin ;)eared
fully aware of the leverage it has in ,)rf the
moting this kind of opposition, wliiolows
comes not only from the political left bloûnci
from within Sato's own party and, perr a?bjecti
most importantly, from some of Jap ir,nenta
largest business firms. The combinatio i nonet
mounting political opposition within XViion
pan, and the embarrassment suffered bf inte
the Sato Government because of defea t'signed
opposing the Albanian Resolution at t;vhé Ai
United Nations, the cruel economic k lo``tô la,
of the Nixon surtax, and the fact ' hto ^ ma
Washington's China policy appears tc lfairly
changing more rapidly and successfaL' 1 T
than Tokyo's, will almost certainly lea1 genera
a new leadership in Japan that will a;rôwir
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6pi as quickly as possible to improve
r^lations with China.

interpretation of recent devel-
Cbments in Sino-Western relations has
'byused on the shift in the balance of
twér in Asia and China's perception of

,ue implications of this in terms of threats
1i both its national security and re-
tron^l influence. It is, however, meant to
rier only one - though an important -
rmension of the complex set of domestic
74d I international reasons behind the
ents of the past year.

ti tPhe role Canada played in breaking

D,,,e diplomatic log-jam was extremely im-

;4rtânt. The Canadian position symbolic-
niyl and substantively, including the
nvotal role played by the Chinese Em-
aissy in Ottawa, was also of very real

i
ai
t

value in the field of direct Sino-American
relations. Finally, the strong and un-
equivocal stand Canada took at the
United Nations undoubtedly influenced
the outcome of the vote on the China
issue.

There is still a long and difficult road
to be travelled before Sino-American rela-
tions can be normalized. But the first im-
portant steps have been taken. Ottawa-
Peking relations will now level off to a less
dramatic position as bilateral ties between
the world's most populous nation and a
middle power dictate. Yet the events of
the past year must be reassuring for those
who believe, without any inflated sense of
importance, that the role of a middle
power in international affairs can still be
a very important one.

n;1he question facing Canada
in wake of monetary pact

:a l̂y Stephen Woollcombe
ti

ein Saturday afternoon, December 18, the
!niovernment of the United States agreed
w devalue its dollar in terms of gold for
he. first time in 37 years. This decision
ras part of an international monetary
greement which the U.S. President de-
cribed as the most significant in the his-

reorÿ of the world. It marked the culmin-
r.tion of a four-month series of monetary
halks, which had almost reached fever
oitéh before the settlement.
)! I The story behind this event began
bn August 15, when President Nixon ap-
)eared on television to jolt the economies

r►f the world with one of the sharpest
iolows struck in modern times. The an-
nouncement he made had no less an
objective than the drastic and funda-
r,nental reordering of established world
nonetary and trading systems. What Mr.
Niion presented was a complex package
bf internal and international measures de-
signed to provide major strengthening of
the American economy and, in his words,
)^`tô lay the basis for renewed confidence,
ito lmake it possible for us to compete
tfairly with the rest of the world".

The root cause of the whole crisis is
generally recognized to be the serious and
';rôwing disequilibrium in the United

States balance of payments. The postwar
era was characterized by the role of the
U.S. dollar as the principal monetary base
of international commerce.

But there was also, especially in re-
cent years, a tremendous net outflow of
U.S. dollars, for a variety of reasons in-
cluding the need for international liquidity,
to numerous other countries of the world.
At the same time, the United States was
supporting governmental budgetary defi-
cits on a huge scale and prices were rising
in an inflationary manner. Concurrently,
Europe and Japan were making rapid
economic progress, and the relative price
competitiveness of U.S. manufactured
goods, both for export and for domestic
consumption, was significantly affected.
International fears for the collapse of the
U.S. dollar and the prospect of a conse-
quent breakdown of the whole interna-
tional monetary and trading structure

were generated.
The need for determined action by

the United States and other countries was
thus widely recognized. The desirability
of adjustments in the international mone-
tary system so that it would be less de-
pendent on the U.S. dollar and more
reflective of the new economic and com-
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mercial strength of Europe and Japan
was generally admitted. However, the
sudden shock of the combined measures,
and particularly the import surcharge, was
quite unexpected.

Nixon program

The various features of Mr. Nixon's new
economic policy covered a broad spec-
trum. On the domestic side, they included
wage-price controls (preceded by a 90-day
wage-and-price freeze), repeal of the ex-
cise tax on automobiles, earlier-than-
expected increases in personal income tax
exemptions, reduction of government ex-
penditures, postponement of certain wel-
fare measures and a job-development in-
vestment credit plan. Measures having a
more direct international impact were the
suspension of dollar convertibility, a 10
percent import surcharge, the "Buy
America" provisions of the above-men-
tioned tax credit, the DISC program for
tax deferrals on export earnings and a 10
percent reduction in foreign aid. As a
whole, the measures were designed to curb
inflation and stimulate U.S. employment
and exports.

World reaction was immediate and,
outside the United States, strongly cri-
tical. Widespread concern was expressed
regarding the serious danger of ill-con-
ceived retaliatory measures which would
escalate to involve several countries, the
development of virtually self-contained
trade blocs and permanent damage to the
process of trade liberalization.

In many ways Long-run implications aside, the
Canada was most short-term effects of the measures clearly
vulnerable helped the U.S. economy and hurt those

of other countries. Canada, one of the first
countries to react, was in many ways the
most vulnerable. It is by far the largest
trading partner of the United States.

Approximately 70 per cent of Cana-
dian exports go to the United States, and
of these the surcharge potentially affected
a quarter of the total, or about $2.5 bil-
lion. This, in turn, represents 3.2 per cent
of Canada's GNP, considerably more than
in the case of any other industrialized
country. The "Buy America" feature of
the tax credit plan affected about a billion
dollars worth of Canadian exports, nearly
a third of which was also subject to the
import surcharge. Fortunately these two
measures were removed at the time of the
international monetary settlement.

The DISC plan, which has, however,
been enacted, is specially harmful for Ca-
nada. In addition to subsidizing U.S. prod-
ucts competing against Canadian products,
it in effect encourages firms to cut down
on investment in Canada and, indeed, to
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transfer export-oriented operations ac^nifed
the border. Moreover, it chiefly affec:spe'f hf
labour-intensive manufacturing sectoiqsitio,
Canada's economy. ad l ot

Canada responded to the Augustvaled
measures on three separate fronts. F'i'^ti,
at home, the Canadian Government :nt1ent c
duced an Employment Support Prc^gr, I Tl
by which a fund of $80 million was mprtan1
available for grants to firms which woies. I
otherwise have to cut back manpower ct the
to the surcharge. To supplement thi;,, fN^T
General Adjustment Assistance Prcgr?untri
(GAAP) was amended to provide lor.0 ^in
surance and direct loans to affiqsséml^
companies. sempi

Second, bilaterally, Canada tool, tE Uni
lines of attack. The extremely serious ^'ve1 a
plications for Canada of the U.S. rnaa^ag'
ures were energetically explainer it. I M
American officials, legislators and -rinciP
U.S. public at large. To the extent ttlonet,
the American Administration, Con gr.ntérn;
and the press now clearly demona tr7 01
much greater knowledge of the Cam, d^el ab
situation than formerly, these efforts wrm^,
not in vain. At the same time, Canâere r'
stepped up the tempo of discussior s°^^ 1
trade matters. While bilateral discusjirac^ed
on a host of items have been taking -a?conol
for many years, the U.S. measures brc una d4
into sharp focus the importance of ce ^alanc
trade issues. Tnitec

On November 4, senior official: 2r'otl
ministers began a series of closed-dc ^
meetings with their U.S. counterparrs'wlng
these issues. Each side has its compla.07heir
These include such items as the Autoested
tive Products Agreement, U.S. restrictic mtet
on uranium, Canadian tourist allowalc1 its
defence production sharing and trac'e egmn
aircraft and agricultural machinery. A te^ v
time of writing, December 20, no ccessior
clusive agreements had been reached a it

trade talks were continuing, the mon(tai ôTer
fsettlement notwithstanding. g+

The third area of action on the nâ e^
measures has been with multilateral 01St i
dies. Several major international oi gaave fi
izations gave urgent attention to tdjûst
crisis. One of the first to react was ^tiôns
GATT. The GATT Council, meetin ;lr^se
August 24 and 25, appointed a Woi ki,f rea]
Party to examine the implications of t^ Z,
import surcharge on international t' acJmtec
The Working Party, of which Canada R1er^ (
a member, concluded that the Ur.ittuctin
States was not justified in applying trade
surcharge or other trade restrictive n e,atëra]
ures to remedy its balance-of-payrrer;hé si
problem.

The six countries of the Euro-)e
Economic Community decided to n:a:
tain a united position in dealing wiff t'



clriit̂ed States and, in the GATT and
ere, voiced particularly strong op-

itqsition to the U.S. measures. The EEC,
Wothers, underlined the impediment

tvaled by the surcharge in arriving at

,L+,alistic exchange rates and a readjust-

1tien't of parities.
IThe United Nations has been an im-

nprtant forum for the developing coun-

Caes. Resolutions have been put forward
i the Trade and Development Board of
fN(:TAD, at a meeting of developing

guntries, known as the Group of 77, held
nt Lima, Peru, and within the General
,,ssémbly itself. The "LDCs" called for
semption from the surcharge, restoration

tf United States foreign aid to its former
^ve1 and other steps to prevent further

1aamage to their economies.
t I Most of the above meetings focused
.rincipally on trade problems. On the

ttionetary side, the annual meeting of the
,rntérnational Monetary Fund, September
^r7 io October 1, provided an occasion for
dheairing of views and identifying prob-

even if no important agreements
1,,eré reached. The Organization for Econ-
mic Co-operation and Development di-

iCcted the Working Party No. 3 of its
,l;cônomic Policy Committee to examine
1,nd; define the size of the change in the
t,alânce of payments required for the
Tnited States as well as the implications

â rother countries.

wing in payments
s,
.Ln7heir report, submitted October 4, sug-
ested a swing in the over-all U.S.

54ted States claimed a $13 billion swing
i its favour was necessary, while at the

eeginning of negotiations its trading part-
ers were prepared to offer at most con-
essions amounting to $3 billion.

aI It was in the meetings of the Groupcc

taf Ten that the most significant negotiat-
ig,of a multilateral nature took place. In
uccessive meetings, the finance ministers

^1nd central bank governors of the ten
^ost industrialized non-Communist states
.ave focused on the main monetary issues,
tdjûsted and defined their respective po-
titiôns on balance of payments, and ad-
lre'ssed themselves to the vital question

'l-f realignment in exchange rates.
t1 The over-all picture was one of the
a`Jruted States and its major trading part-

iers ( Canada, the EEC and Japan) con-
'tlucting bilateral discussions, chiefly on
trade issues, which complemented multi-

e`atëral discussions on monetary matters.
er;hé scenario was elaborate, and at times

)e
a:

confusing. But the mood was tense and
urgent, for the businessmen of the world
cannot long survive great uncertainty.
The stakes were very high.

The general agreement on the realign-
ment of currencies was finally reached at
the last of the Group of Ten meetings, on
December 18 in Washington. The settle-
ment included the devaluation of the U.S.
dollar by 8.57 per cent, the revaluation of
several other currencies, and the removal
of the import surcharge and the discrim-
inatory feature of the job-development tax
credit. It was agreed that the Canadian
dollar, alone among the major currencies
of the world in this respect, would con-
tinue to float for the time being.

The full impact of the Washington
agreement cannot be assessed immediate-
ly. The ultimate shape of an overhauled
monetary system and new patterns and
practices of trade between industrialized
countries will not be determined for some
time.

There now exist, however, some
grounds for optimism. Finance Minister
Edgar Benson reported to the House of
Commons on December 20 that the Wash-
ington monetary settlement "restores an
orderly exchange situation on the basis of
which world trade and financing can pro-
ceed with confidence. This will be of bene-
fit to all countries, not least Canada, hav-
ing in mind the vital importance of inter-
national trade to the Canadian economy".

Many of the immediate anxieties and
doubts have been removed, but some basic
question do remain in the minds of many.
Indeed, perhaps the most important long-
run conclusion for Canada arising out of
the crisis is the acute sensitivity of the
whole Canadian economy to events across
the border. The realization of this has
underlined the need for a comprehensive
review of Canada's place in the new world
environment, including the fundamental
economic interrelation between Canada
and the United States. Prime Minister
Trudeau pointed up the central theme of
the problem, when, after his December 6
meeting with President Nixon, he referred
to "the century-old desire of Canadians
to benefit from our North American
neighbourhood and to profit from our re-
lations with the United States, while at
the same time remaining Canadian to the
degree and extent that we choose".

Mr. Woollcombe is a member of the
Commercial Policy Division of the
Department of External Affairs.

Determining the
full impact will
take time
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A time for superpowers to hal
the trend to nuclear `overkill'

By George Ignatieff

Nuclear testing - what is the fuss all
about? In order to understand the case
against continued testing of nuclear wea-
pons and why Canada has taken a leading
part in trying to bring about international
agreements to constrain and end such
tests, it is necessary to cast an eye back
to the salient aspects of the history of
this issue, which is so much in the news
today, and then to look more closely at
the present deadlock.

The problem of verification bedevilled
efforts to achieve a comprehensive test
ban ( CTB ) from the start in the discus-
sions among the United States, the
U.S.S.R. and Britain in the Geneva Con-
ference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear
Tests, which lasted from 1958 to 1962; in
its successor body, the subcommittee of
the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Com-
mittee (ENDC), consisting of the same
three nuclear powers, which was set up in
March 1962, and lasted until December of
that year; and in the ENDC itself be-
tween February and July 1963.

The United States consistently in-
sisted upon the need for a number of
obligatory on-site inspections to resolve
doubts about ambiguous seismic events
where seismological facilities and data-
analysis could not discriminate between
underground nuclear explosions and na-
tural earthquakes. In the 1960s it was
believed that the number of such doubtful
cases might be quite large. The number of
annual inspections suggested by the
United States ranged from 21 to 12,
which was subsequently revised down-
wards to from ten to eight and condition-
ally to seven. On the other hand, the
U.S.S.R. professed, in the period 1960-63,
a willingness in principle to accept a quota
of from two to three on-site inspections a
year.

Unfortunately, instead of being nar-
rowed through negotiations, this on-site
inspection gap remained just as wide
when in 1963 the U.S.S.R. in effect re-
fused to discuss the question of on-site
inspections any further. It has subse-
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quently adhered to the argument thjt
site inspections constitute a form c,f
acceptable intrusion and that the ^
unnecessary, since non-intrusive seis
logical means (what the U.S.S.R. u.;u
calls "national means") are entirel}-
quate to monitor an underground tes ;}^
Consequently, efforts to achieve an agr.
ment prohibiting testing in all err,,ir
ments foundered and the best that ccI
be achieved was the Partial Test Farryi
(PTB) Treaty banning testing in thef the

mosphere, in outer space and under
wa OOOnthat was signed in Moscow on Aug^ ist'

1963, by the United States, Britain heI U,

the U.S.S.R. (A comprehensive reg.
prohibiting testing in all environraeESide:
might be achieved either by a new ccersial
prehensive test ban ( CTB ) that subs innyJ ot
the Moscow Partial Test Ban (P73wes
Treaty of 1963 or by supplementin; ntsidi
PTB with an underground test ban <,,grnder
ment. For the purposes of this articlr,, ;gplosi
terms "CTB" and "underground test ba 1 Si
are used interchangeably.) nd it:

Unfortunately, the PTB is partial, ^e I C(

only because the scope of its prohib ^ tid Gei
is limited primarily to three environmerrenera
it is partial also because France an(II lave
People's Republic of China have nevE r catio:
hered to it. Both continue to test nt clFounc
explosive devices in the atmosphere ia irnon€
face of international disapproval and he';Sv
spite the hazards of radioactive fzlhrlthi
which others have to suffer as a rest 1t'romo

xchar

Basic obligations ugges

In addition to the prohibition on te,t,iing l
in the atmosphere, outer space and ili Cvel
seas, the PTB does contain, however cF4 a
tain basic obligations of great imporj apvel;
with regard to underground testing. k'it^ler
in the preamble the three original pr r^spec
declare their object to be that of "sec 0on o
to achieve the discontinuance of all tnent
explosions of nuclear weapons for all tin;lques
and their determination "to continue ^wedi'
gotiations to this end", and Article In the
iterates that they "seek to achieve' hdj tl
conclusion of a CTB. Secondly, Artic le^^ im



^.
'li

he implementation of a CTB, once it was

y^arrying posters demanding cancellation
e f the planned U.S. nuclear test blast
►c Elmchitka Island in the Aleutians,

va,000 people demonstrated in front of
sthe U.S. consulate in Toronto. This was

1,esides banning tests in the non-contro-
,^rsial environments, prohibits those "in
iI,nyl other environment, if such explosion
,jauses radioactive debris to be present
ntside the territorial limits of the State

,inder whose jurisdiction or control such
Splosion is conducted".

ÿa Since the mid-1960s, in the ENDC
nd its successor body, the Conference of

1^e )Committee on Disarmament ( C CD )

;id Geneva, and in the United Nations
,r,reneral Assembly, various suggestions
,ave been put forward to close the veri-
cation gap and to facilitate an under-
1Found test ban to complete the PTB.
i+mong the most important have been: (a)
he'Swedish delegation's proposal of 1965

^lpr the creation of a "detection club" to
lt'romote international co-operation in the
xchange of seismic data; (b) the U.A.R.
uggestion for a "threshold treaty" ban-

tling underground tests above 'a certain
rvel (in seismic magnitude), together
,with a moratorium on testing below this
,Pvel; (c) a system for "verification by
ifhallenge", i.e. non-obligatory, on-site
,tnspection on the option and at the invita-
,^aon of the "challenged" state to supple-
tnent seismological identification tech-
^iques, which was first put forward by the
^wedish delegation in 1966 and embodied
u their draft CTB tabled in 1969; and
pdj the British suggestion of 1968 that

-Globe and Mail Photo

one of a number of demonstrations
held in Canada urging the U.S.
Administration to "Stop Amchitka."
The test explosion was detonated
on Amchitka November 6.

agreed upon, might proceed progressively
through accepted annual quotas of under-
ground test explosions with the scale de-
scending to nil in a period of four or five
years.

For its part, Canada has made a
major effort over the last several years to
try to break the deadlock on verification
through the development of international
co-operation in the identification by seis-
mological means of underground tests -
that is, distingushiing them from natural
earthquakes. The resources of Canadian
diplomacy and seismic research have for
a considerable time been directed toward
the ending of nuclear testing in all en-
vironments. As far back as 1962, the then
Department of Mines and Resources set
up seismographic stations designed to im-
prove techniques for the detection and
identification of underground events, and
Dr. Kenneth Whitham, chief of the seis-
mology division of the present Department
of Energy, Mines and Resources, and his
associates have, with rather modest re-
sources, put Canada in the van of inter-
national seismological verification re-
search. The results of this research have
been tabled in the CCD and are being
made available in scholarly journals and
official publications.

In addition, Canada has taken the
initiative of urging the two major nuclear
powers - the United States and the
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Canada wants a
scaling down of
testing plans

U.S.S.R. - to take some interim or trans-
itional measures to reinforce the PTB and
to prevent the situation from deteriorating
further while efforts are carried on to end
nuclear testing. In particular, the Cana-
dian proposal to the CCD of April 6,
1971, called on the two major testing
powers to undertake, either unilaterally
or on the basis of a bilateral understand-
ing, some or all of the following steps: (a)
as an earnest of their good faith in work-
ing toward an underground test ban, to
begin as soon as possible to scale down
their underground testing programs, be-
ginning with high-yield testing that can
be readily identified; (b) to announce in
advance data concerning underground
nuclear explosions so that existing moni-
toring facilities could be more easily test-
ed and improved; (c) to take special
measures to guard against potential en-
vironmental risks connected with testing;
and (d) to undertake to co-operate in the
use, development and improvement of
facilities for the monitoring of under-
ground tests by seismological means.

U.S.S.R: s position
The U.S.S.R. has tried to suggest - quite
speciously, we believe - that the Cana-
dian interim restraint proposals would
somehow "legalize" continued under-
ground testing. It also specifically rejected
suggestion (b) above on the curious
ground that it would facilitate the leak of
military information and thus endanger
Soviet security - a contention quite in-
consistent with the Soviet claim that other
countries' "national means" are adequate
to provide them with this same informa-
tion. The United States has so far not
offered any specific response to the Cana-
dian proposals, but seems to be quite
unenthusiastic.

Since the early 1960s, while the
negotiations have remained deadlocked,
ostensibly over the verification problem,
there has, in fact, been an increase in the
rate of underground nuclear-weapons
testing by the United States and the
U.S.S.R. (an unofficial total of 285 from
October 1963 to July -1970, compared to
475 in 15 years up to October 1963), as
well as continued testing in the atmos-
phere, with its greater risk of radioactive
contamination, by France and China.
Canada has, therefore, continued to press
for consideration and acceptance of some
or all of the transitional measures we have
suggested, together with any other re-
straints on testing that may gain general
acceptability, pending the resolution of
the issues between the two major testing
powers that have been allowed for all too
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long to prevent serious negotiation3 ^
real efforts to reach a compromise sol-1tmis

In an attempt to break this deadl;he
of inactivity, Canada's External Aff4ot

If
ini
rai
th^

Minister Mitchell Sharp appealed for as
tion by the nuclear-testing powers wlJnited

he said to the CCD on September 7, 19bncé i
Until this (a comprehensive test ban) ca+e ,^,e;
achieved, we believe that all members of érrent
United Nations would wish to appeal to t}..
governments that are conducting nuclear ton 0
to put restraints on the size as well as the n^^
ber of tests they are now carrying out, ^eterre
announce such restraints. This is a simple o
cept that does not involve any complicat.onteduCt

While the differing positions on vEf bot
fication procedures between the Unit f^ut
States and the U.S.S.R. are freqLen^^^h
advanced as the main reason for the f reasc
ure to conclude a CTB despite the ai oRrea
acceptance of this aim by both gcveb - p,
ments, it is becoming increasingly clhe lstr
that, in fact, the nuclear-weapons 'tabntini
apparently continue to believe that thances
security interests are best served by ^sting
ther nuclear testing. It is significant, ;e Pre,
instance, that overriding national secuind^ fe
interests were adduced by U.S. authcrit,mgre;
as reasons for proceeding with the hi^l an t
yield Amchitka test on November 6, 19' Tl
which followed by several weeks the rna;etyvee
Soviet test explosion recorded on Septent I in
ber 27 of between three to six megatcnce v
at Novaya Zemlya (according to to â r
published estimates). ^ss° th

reasir
Three conditions uclea:

Thus, regardless of whether current uisks C
derground tests are intended to guar^eapol
tee the continued reliability of ex, stiowers
nuclear weapons, as well as to devel3strai

more sophisticated weapons, it has to 3 D
carefully considered whether the fizttiade
security interests of any nuclear stat ^ cerific:
be safeguarded more effectively thr ouys^n
such testing than through an internat ioi'lduarar

agreement prohibiting tests in all enN I ou
%ai tl

ments, provided a reasonable dete.-rE.
against violations exists. Igber

In answer to this question, I v-ot^+t0
suggest that three conditions - first, tlolatc
attainment of approximate over-all st ra1On. I

âé^ ngic parity between the United States
the Soviet Union at very high force lEVe g
secondly, the progress in the ability ent c
monitor underground events by sel sff °unc
logical means; and thirdly, the daagdge t
that will ensue if the proliferatio i ice ccsst' ba
nuclear weapons to non-nuclear-weapc^ r
states should be allowed to gather mon
turn - all point to the urgent need Id ^ Trat
renewed efforts for the early conclusr oneace
a treaty banning nuclear testing in a:l anger
vironments. These points are worth ccferate
sidering in more detail.



If the maintenance of the reliability of
kgis ing nuclear stockpiles is advanced as
,,,he rationale for continued testing, is it
ot the case that, when nuclear arsenals
re as large and as varied as those of the

^nited States and the U.S.S.R., even
)orcé uncertainty regarding a portion of
be weapons constituting the strategic de-
érrent would hardly jeopardize the condi-
ion of "assured destruction capacity"
,,àat is regarded as the key to mutual

Jeterrence?

teduction of suspicions
'If both super-powers accept the state

it•f mutual deterrence, the maintenance of
°ihi^h traditionally has been advanced as
1` reason for continuing testing of nuclear
R^ar^eads, why would a CTB that served
e'v impede efforts to upset the stability of
1he 4strategic balance not be preferable to
anntinuing potentially destabilizing ad-
hances made possible by further nuclear
fiesting? One main value of a CTB could
+e precisely a reduction of the suspicions
^rnd" fears that some major, destabilizing
rogress was being made by the other side

i^i ah unrestrained testing situation.
9^ The choice that confronts us all is
a^etween, on the one hand, the risks inher-
kntlin an underground test ban, compli-
tcnce with which can only be verified up
Uo â percentage bound to be something
23ss° than 100, and, on the other, the in-
reasing dangers presented by a continued
uclear arms race, including the related
Uisks of further additions to the "nuclear

rEreapons club" if the existing nuclear
tiowers fail to set an example of nuclear
eFstTaint.

3; 1 Despite the advances that have been
ttiade in recent years, no seismological
^erification - and no on-site inspection
^Uystem of itself, for that matter - can
uarantee that all violations of a test ban

olould be detected. What is necessary is
nhai the parties to the ban should have a
Tigher degree of confidence in their abili-
iesl to detect violations than a potential

oiolâtor has in his ability to evade detec-
ion; For the main deterrent against vio-

râiiôn is obviously the sizable risk of
vEemg discovered (rather than a 100 per-
ent certainty of identifying all ûnder-

^roûnd events), together with the knowl-
'rdgé that the violator, if detected, would
gicé condemnation, the termination of the
(_st ban and the resumption of the nuclear
rms race.

nt
I There is an additional important con-

^ fderation to be borne in mind: world
eace and security may be further en-

Iângered if nuclear weapons are to pro-
cc ferate beyond the existing level, which,

with the inclusion of China among the
permanent members of the Security Coun-
cil, provides a natural plateau from which
to try to prevent the breakdown of the
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).

Article VI of this treaty, which was
signed in 1968 and entered into force in
1970, clearly places an obligation on the
nuclear parties to accept effective re-
straints on the arms race and on the com-
petition in the improvement of their own
nuclear weapons as a necessary counter-
part to the self-denying ordinance accept-
ed by the non-nuclear parties to the
treaty.

Article VI reads as follows:
Each of the Parties to the Treaty undertakes
to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective
measures relating to cessation of the nuclear
arms race at an early date and to nuclear dis-
armament, and on a treaty on general and com-
plete disarmament under strict and effective
international control. (author's italics)

The Secretary of State for External
Affairs stressed the connection between
nuclear testing and the NPT in his state-
ment in the House of Commons on Octo-
ber 15, 1971, when he called upon the
United States and the U.S.S.R. to fulfil
the formal treaty obligations to which the
NPT binds them in Article VI. The Min-

ister declared:
Unless the two major nuclear powers are willing
to accept effective restraints on their arms race
and on the competition in the improvement of
their own nuclear weapons - as they are com-
mitted to do under Article VI of the Non-
Proliferation Treaty - they cannot expect the
two less highly developed nuclear powers, France
and China, and the so-called `near-nuclear
powers' to accept or respect the restraints of the
Non-Proliferation Agreement which the U.S.A.
and the U.S.S.R. sponsored.

If serious negotiations are not begun
soon to seek a compromise solution to the
CTB problem and if even the modest re-
strains on nuclear testing suggested by
Canada cannot be accepted and imple-
mented, how can the two super-powers
party to the NPT claim to be fulfilling
either the injunction concerning the "ces-
sation" (and not just the curtailing) of
the nuclear-arms race or their undertaking
in the Moscow PTB Treaty which I noted
earlier?

Disturbing the pattern
Moreover, if the NPT breaks down, the
strategic pattern would be disturbed, and
the effects of this are likely to come into
play in the politically "hottest" interna-

tional areas. Military and political desta-

bilization and increasing world tensions
will loom large if the NPT is not rendered

viable.
Through the Strategic Arms Limita-

tion Talks, the United States and the

The dangers of a
breakdown in
nuclear pact
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U.S.S.R. are currently seeking to carry
out their part of the bargain by curbing
their strategic arms race, but so far with-
oût much success. A prohibition of under-
ground testing would, however, be a major
step towards preserving strategic stability
and curtailing the "vertical" proliferation
of nuclear weapons through further so-
phistication and qualitative improvement.
It could also facilitate decisions by some
"near-nuclear" states that are hesitating
to ratify the NPT to do their share in
stopping the "horizontal" proliferation
through the acquisition of nuclear wea-
pons by non-nuclear powers. A CTB would
also be an invaluable non-proliferation
measure in its own right, since it would
effectively prevent those non-nuclear-
weapons states that adhere to it from de-
veloping nuclear weapons through testing.
Conversely, if unrestrained underground
testing by the two major nuclear powers
continues, the future viability of the NPT
will be jeopardized.

Time for restraint
Thus, weighing the risks and the be-
nefits, it seems clear that the time has
come for prompt restraint measures and
for serious negotiations to begin imme-
diately on a CTB. For is a solution not
waiting to be taken up? Surely, in order
to bridge the verification gap, an under-
ground test ban agreement might combine
seismological monitoring facilities and
international seismic data exchange, per-
haps with some variant of "verification by
challenge" or inspection by invitation,
supplemented possibly by a few obligatory
on-site inspections. Surely such a system
should constitute sufficient deterrence to
any would-be violator.

If national security continues to be
advanced as the main justification for the
alternative course of continuing the nu-
clear arms race, it is legitimate to ask, how
much national security is enough? So
much "overkill" capacity is already avail-
able to both super-powers that restraints
on qualitative improvements in their stra-
tegic systems through an underground

f
ic^
an

ddstr
i ttis
ter P
ovïet

test ban could hardly detract from t^remie
respective deterrent capabilities. Now, ;, Cor
later, is the time to begin to call r. EJ
to creating further nuclear "overkill"
to start the journey that is so much m
promising for peace toward the fulfi:m
of the NPT and the PTB and toward
"discontinuation of all test explosions
nuclear weapons for all time".

Mr. Ignatief f is Ambassador and
Permanent Representative of Canadc I
the Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament in Geneva. The views
expressed in this article are personal tc
the author, except where they are
explicitly described as representing
Canadian Government policy.
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nadian-Soviet bilateral ties:
e record and the prospects

dian-Soviet relations in 1971 devel-
at a pace that might suggest a

wind courtship on the part of one
or the other. But the undertakings
ut in last year's bilateral accords
a product of relations fostered in a

ty of ways during the past seven

Nevertheless, events of the last 12
^o4hs represented the culmination of

developments. In January 1971,
da and the U.S.S.R. signed an agree-

^en for Co-operation in the Industrial
p ication of Science and Technology -
c annel for exchanges in the field of
dustrial technology and a spur to trade
i ttis area. In May, during Prime Min-
ter' Pierre Elliott Trudeau's visit to the
ovïet Union, Mr. Trudeau and Soviet

^remier Alexei Kosygin signed a Protocol
,^i Consultations - a document designed
h j

luring his Ottawa visit, Soviet Premier
^osÿgin was guest of honour at a
wtüdian Government state dinner.
t the head table, left to right:
fr.,Justice Gérald Fauteux, Chief Justice

to place Canadian-Soviet intergovern-
mental contacts on a more systematic and
structured basis. And in October, during
Mr. Kosygin's reciprocal visit to Canada,
a General Exchanges Agreement was
signed to expand bilateral exchanges in
scientific, technical, academic, cultural,
athletic and other fields.

Disparity in power
Canadian-Soviet relations are obviously
conditioned by a great disparity in
power, differences in political and social
systems and, in some cases, by conflicting
external policies. But both sides have re-
cognized the opportunities for mutual
benefit in closer bilateral ties.

Until about 1965, Canadian-Soviet
relations had been limited except for a
brief period in 1955-56 when Lester B.
Pearson, then Secretary of State for Ex-

of the Supreme Court of Canada;
Margaret Trudeau, Mr. Kosygin,
Prime Minister Trudeau, Mrs. Luidmila
Guishiani, Mr. Kosygin's daughter; and
former Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson.
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ternal Affairs, visited the U.S.S.R. and
the first trade agreement between the two
countries was concluded.

The present phase of relations dates
from early in 1965, when the U.S.S.R.
seems to have decided to follow up con-
tacts that stemmed from the first large

Soviet concerned Canadian wheat sales to the U.S.S.R.
about the gap in about 18 months earlier. By 1965 the
technology Soviet leadership was becoming increas-

ingly concerned about the gap between
the U.S.S.R. and Western industrialized
states in technology - particularly in the
application of computer science and in
automated techniques. Outside help would
enable the Russians to close and eventu-
ally eliminate this gap. Canada represent-
ed a key North American source of ad-
vanced technical, scientific and managerial
information. Canada was well placed in
other respects - its environment was
similar to that of the Soviet Union and
it had close links with the United States.

From the Canadian point of view,
there was a desire to improve relations on
the practical basis of co-operation in areas
of mutual interest - northern develop-
ment, trade, scientific exchanges, and
Arctic questions, for example. There were,
moreover, prospects for encouraging pro-
gress in East-West understanding, at-
tempting to counter traditional Russian
distrust of the West through increasing
contacts and discussion.

Air-sea links

With this kind of motivation on both
sides, a readiness to co-operate manifested
itself in a number of ways: a rapid devel-
opment of direct air and sea transporta-
tion links; growth in scientific, technolo-
gical and cultural exchanges; a Soviet
decision to participate in Expo 67; and
visits in both directions. Soviet Deputy
Premier Dmitri Polyansky visited Canada
in 1966 and again in 1967, followed by a
number of other Soviet ministers. Paul
Martin, then Secretary of State for Ex-
ternal Affairs, and a number of Canadian
ministers visited the U.S.S.R.

With the Soviet intervention in Cze-
choslovakia in mid-1968, there was a lull
in the interchange, but in the post-1968
period there were fresh Soviet initiatives
to resume the efforts aimed at closer rela-
tions. In a broad foreign policy statement
of July 1969, the Soviet Foreign Minister,
Andrei Gromyko, noted a "widening of
mutually beneficial links" in recent years
between Canada and the U.S.S.R. These
burgeoned in the economic, technical,
scientific and cultural fields and a good

basis had been laid for political contacts.
"We are for a further development of
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relations with Canada," Mr. Gror^ris
said. ^^(

The Canadian Government dec;dbR,r
invite Mr. Gromyko to pay an offici,,d yv^
to Canada. During his talks with C^nce
than leaders in October, 1969, the 8^^arjp
Foreign Minister invited Mr. Txu(^r^ c
and External Affairs Mi:nister Mitc6ntin
Sharp to visit the Soviet Union in ther4,^ g
future.

When Mr. Gromyko visited Ottc,ixgr
the subject of a formal agreementjl 5ix
scientific, technological and industr;:alQe^ ei
changes came up, but the question cf s^^e _ er
an agreement in a somewhat broade - f^^rr.
had been initially raised in discussio:isIrms
tween the two countries three years 6 nm'e
lier. The Canadian Cabinet approvein4 lc
recommendation in 1966 that Camhang,
proceed toward negotiating a comprehet ^ ul
sive agreement with the U.S.S.R. o i ^gain,
tural, scientific, technical and other j I Ii
changes. When Mr. Martin visiteI;onnti
U.S.S.R. at the end of the same yf!ar;lusior
was agreed that negotiations on su?hnent.
agreement would start soon. :he^ Si

Work on a draft was interrupt<^dJtiliz,
other priorities and resumed again an
Mr. Gromyko's 1969 visit. Can3d:^eâcef
authorities then saw an agreement crhé t'
fined to industrial exchange as havin T r`actor:
practical value after examining the e^:pNh^ngi
ence of other countries such as Bi itpents
Belgium and France in negotiaticn ^entre
various forms of exchange agreement: a3ciénti
the U.S.S.R. 5ulijec

The agreement was discussed wi 1 I T
M. Gvishiani, deputy chairman o: ^n Ma
State Committee for Science and '^ethân
nology, during his visit to Canada in , k,4nent.
1970, and negotiations on the text wJect of
conducted through the summer and :Canad
of that year. Prime Minister Trudeat. ^Prôpo`
to have signed the accord on his schet iwthe sp
visit to the U.S.S.R. in October 1970 bsugges
when that trip was postponed becau;ethe di
the Quebec terrorist crisis, the Indu..trbetwe+
Exchanges Agreement was signed in Jiworkei
uary 1971, by Soviet leaders and vis a:Mini.st
Industry, Trade and Commerce Mir isUnion
Jean-Luc Pepin. provid

With Mr. Pepin and Leonid YefrE mbil^ter
as co-chairmen, a Mixed Commi::si f^?s. '
made up of Canadian and Soviet rt ptd '
sentatives from government and indtstrel^tic

was set up and commission members cesy^ten
ferred for several days in Moscow ift C
the signing of the agreement. Thtwa , in
mapped plans for working groups to c pE both
ate in various areas under the corn rri a prot
sion's umbrella. Frânci

Such working groups, made u} ► lier w^
eight to 12 representatives from each ,;id Mi. T
were set up on: architecture, building m Mosco
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M,f, ri Is and construction; forest-based in-

ûst^es; non-ferrous metals; electrical
d^wi r industry; oil and gas industries.
di,W4 other groups have been proposed

C^nce the commission sessions, one in
3^tansportation and the other in agricul-
udarl' on "agri-business"; discussions are
^tc6ntinuing on the feasibility of creating

'L-chi groups.

;t4ix groups meet
Ql_5ix of the original working groups had
^nef^ either in Canada or the U.S.S.R. by
she#end of last year - first to exchange
fz1formation and then to tour projects and

rsirms in their fields of interest. They ex-
Émined potential areas for co-operation

'ein4 looked into the possibility of the ex-
n:hange of experts. The Mixed Commission
,hl
et up under this agreement will meet

i ügain, this time in Ottawa about mid-May.
ri In the field of atomic energy, the two
ountries had had links long before con-

u:lusion of the Industrial Exchange Agree-
hnent. Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. and
:he'^ State Committee of the U.S.S.R. for

i7tilization of Atomic Energy worked out
13n agreement for co-operation in the
d^eaceful uses of nuclear energy in 1964.
cl hé two agencies have established a satis-
1`actory relation, with at least two ex-
^ hânge visits a year to nuclear establish-
pents, universities and other research
-entres. The tendency is to emphasize

^sciéntific rather than nuclear-power
5ubjects.

I The Protocol on Consultations, signed
tin May of last year, had a shorter history
,thân the Industrial Exchanges Agree-
ment. The Soviet Union broached the sub-
-jecf of consultative machinery in 1970 and
;Canada said it was prepared to study any
proposal. The subject was raised again in
the spring of last year when Mr. Gromyko
suggested a declaration or protocol about
the desirability of regular consultations
.between the two countries should be
woiked out and endorsed during the Prime
Minister's visit to the U.S.S.R. The Soviet
Union felt that such a document would
prôvide a framework for consultation on
bilâteral questions and international af-
fai'rs. The U.S.S.R. has an affinity for this
kind of legal framework, setting out its
relâtions with other countries in a more
sy^tematic way.

Canada agreed that such a protocol
was in keeping with the kind of relations
both countries wanted to encourage and^
a protocol much like the one approved by
France and the U.S.S.R. six months ear-
liei was drafted and signed in May during
Mr. Trudeau's talks with Soviet leaders in
Mqscow.

In Mr. Trudeau's words during his
speech in the Commons on his return from
the U.S.S.R., the protocol would go "some
distance" toward placing Canadian-Soviet
consultations on the same basis as those
in existence for a number of years with
Britain, the United States and Japan. It
would ensure continuing consultations at
a variety of levels on international and
bilateral issues.

By the time of the Kosygin-Trudeau
meeting in Ottawa during Qctober, both
governments agreed that the protocol had
been of value in strengthening "mutual
confidence, friendship and good neighbour-
liness". They cited as examples the Sep-
tember meeting in New York of Canadian
and Soviet foreign ministers, the consulta-
tions between the two countries' perman-
ent representatives at the UN and between
Canadian and Soviet spokesmen in the
Committee on Disarmament at Geneva.
The tempo of consultations has been main-
tained since then with an exchange of
views on such international questions as
the Indo-Pakistan conflict.

The negotiations leading to the In-
dustrial Exchanges Agreement paved the
way for another accord last year. At Ca-
nada's suggestion, the Soviet Union
committed itself to discussion of a much
broader General Exchanges Agreement,
embracing exchanges, visits and contacts
in cultural, scientific, technical, educa-
tional and other fields.

Even without such an intergovern-
mental agreement, there had been general
exchanges in academic and scientific
realms. For example, three Canadian
agencies - the National Research Coun-
cil, Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. and
the Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources - had worked out exchange
agreements with their Soviet counterparts.
Two Canadian universities - Carleton
University in Ottawa and the University
of Toronto - had conducted exchanges
with Soviet institutions. But Canadian
authorities felt that a general agreement
by the two governments would provide an
incentive to much wider exchanges and Canada looked

would also ensure a better degree of bal- to incentive of

ance and reciprocity. general pact

The Canada-U.S.S.R. General Ex-
changes Agreement was finally approved
during Mr. Kosygin's visit to Ottawa in
October and signed by the two leaders.
Under the pact, professional, technical and
administrative contacts are to be encour-
aged and facilitated in a long list of cate-
gories ranging from atomic energy to
opera. A Mixed Commission will be set up
to implement the agreement.

Both countries will foster exchange of
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visits by scientists and the pooling of
scientific information. Other exchanges
will cover such fields as agriculture, fish-
eries, wildlife, forestry, water, mining and
energy, as well as development of natural
resources, particularly in areas where geo-
gaphy and climate create similar condi-
tions and problems. Special attention will
be paid to facilitating contracts and ex-
changes in transport, communications,
urban development, development in the
North and in other regions where environ-
mental conditions are similar.

The governments agreed on ex-
changes in such areas as management of
the environment and control of pollution,
social sciences, public health, medical ser-
vices and medical science. They agreed to
encourage exchange visits of professors,
lecturers and students in the sciences and
humanities; to promote contacts between
publishers, libraries and museums; to ar-
range exchanges in radio, television and
cinematography, in the performing arts
and in athletics; and to encourage devel-
opment of tourist travel.

Two economies
are competitive
in many respects

Trade prospects

Although trade prospects have repeatedly
been an element in discussions between
the two countries, Canadian trade with
the U.S.S.R. - apart from wheat sales -
have been slow to develop. For example,
in 1970 Canadian exports to the Soviet
Union were valued at a total of $101.5
million, with $86.6 million of it in wheat
sales. The balance was made up of items
ranging from mining machinery and parts
to cattle hides, wood pulp and sheet and
strip steel. In the same year, Canadian
imports from the Soviet Union were
valued at a total of only $9 million, with
cotton cloth and fabrics and raw sugar
leading the list.

The Canadian and Soviet economies
are in many respects competitive, produc-
ing great quantities of raw materials and
fuels of the same kind and growing sub-
stantial amounts of foodstuffs appropriate
to northern climates. For Canada's part,
technical experience has been developed
in certain industries - the large-scale
harvesting of forests, the design and con-
struction of pulp-and-paper mills, the ex-
traction and transportation of crude oil
and gas in northern areas. A Calgary firm,
for example, last year concluded an agree-
ment with the U.S.S.R. involving the sale
of 50 large, off-highway, tracked vehicles
for use in pipeline construction.

Canadian authorities foresee the In-
dustrial Exchanges Agreement leading to
an expansion of Canadian exports to the
U.S.S.R., particularly in more sophisti-
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cated manufactured goods and cap u
equipment. On the Soviet side, a xn p

e
of Russian-made tractors were impor s
by Canada in 1970, and the U.S.S.R. ^ "tic
indicated an interest in exporting b^d
copters.

rithin
Within the framework of maintjl*t! F

an open market policy, the Goverr,mig M
has expressed itself ready to assist So;,aders
officials in exploring Canadian mark^ard a
helping them to gain an understanding^Onorr
the distribution process and to makc cburitri
tacts with prospective customers. IV ^o

The first Canada-U.S.S.R. ^^atitute
Agreement, which set the pattern of ccstabli:
mercial relations between the two coielia"
tries, was signed in February 1956. 7mi^,
agreement extended most-favoured-n at:tial sp
tariff treatment to Soviet goods exp )rfiroâd
to Canada. It was valid for three vegréem
and included a Soviet commitment tv blepth.
Canadian wheat. I

This trade agreement was renewed1ther
1960, 1963 and 1966, and on each of tbF'here
occasions the U.S.S.R. undertook to p%anadi
chase additional quantities of Can-dieven
wheat and Canada continued to ea 4eve1ol
most-favoured-nation treatment to So^^m^ in
products. Ti

The 1966 protocol, however, did rwo' la.
provide for Soviet wheat purchases inizable
formal sense. Agreement took the form'f the,
a simple exchange of most-favoured-n itiirqar
treatment, but at the same time a masrrn^an
contract was negotiated between the çenses
nadian Wheat Board and Exportktilrl-S;S-]
the Soviet grain-purchasing agency, ^bout
the purchase by the U.S.S.R. of a spt c>ussia
quantity of Canadian wheat (nine m llikrthur
tons) during a three-year period endirrgWairs
July 1969. 'oviet

The Soviet Union had not take'i ^te,
its full commitment by that date. In su•thé ^ E
sequent talks, arrangements were mad: ^iisited
meeting that commitment and a pro o^gréen
worked out by February 1970 procidyy Go:
for extension of the original agreemer.t' 11 C,
mid-April 1972. The U.S.S.R., in di:-cyolicy
sions on a trade agreement renewal rvi}h tl
quested a simple extension without a^nôw1E
specific wheat purchase commitmeniolôgy
but the Soviet side indicated, as Mr. Pe^,tr^cti
explained in the Commons at the tin^geme
that the U.S.S.R. would "turn to Caiia^A çon
as a preferred source of suppy of w"eu.e^' n
when demand arises ...". This Soviet ing'de`
tention was followed in early June of .9'ieveloi
by completion of arrangements for t!xa^sp
sale of 3.5 million tons of Canadian wie, I Ir
(approximately 130 million bushels; ^luéti
the U.S.S.R. by May 1972. nent,

Talks aimed at a renewal of the uvâoviet
all trade agreement were scheduled the; tw



in late February or early March of
year. Canada has suggested that ef-
to improve the trade flow in both

birejtions would be enhanced if regular
rade consultations could be established
rithin the context of a renewed trade

^act° For its part, the Soviet Union, dur-
nJg 1Mr. Trudeau's talks with Soviet

"..aders in Moscow in May 1971, put for-
ard a draft treaty on development of

gcoriomic co-operation between the two

'buritries. This was not intended, accord-
ig `to Soviet officials, to replace or sub-
ratitûte for any existing agreements but to
cstablish a comprehensive "economic um-
rielta" for future co-operation in the econ-
lmi^, scientific, technological and indus-
t:tiA spheres. The Soviet proposal, with its
firoâd scope and implications for existing
;;gréements, is at present being studied in

6lepth.

thér elements in dialogue
1F'heie have been other elements in the

),,anadian-Soviet dialogue of the past
pvén years - co-operation in northern
e(evélopment, discussion of specific prob-
;^ms in the Arctic and concerning fisheries.

The Soviet Union and Canada are the
,wo; largest nations in the world with a
nizable portion of their territories north

the Arctic Circle. Both have experienced
l,imilar problems in development of north-
,rrn areas, although development in some
^enses has proceeded much further in the
J.S.S.R. The first meaningful contact
bout the North between Canadian and

L1ussian authorities came in 1965, when
ikrthur Laing, then Minister of Northern
,kffâirs, accepted an invitation to visit the
' oviet Union and travelled to several Si-
)erian centres, including Norilsk. A year
later, a Soviet delegation from Gosstroy
the State Committee on Construction)
isited Northern Canada and an informal

^gréement on exchange visits was reached
y Gosstroy and the Department.

Canadian authorities have pursued a
olicy of expanding northern exchanges

rvith the U.S.S.R. in an effort to deepen
môwledge of northern science and tech-
'zolôgy in such fields as design and con-
,truction of buildings on permafrost, man-
4geinent and development problems linked
'.o Conservation and anti-pollution meas-
^res, raising of living standards and assist-
ingfdevelopment of native populations and
ievelopment of northern industrial and
`aansportation networks.

In mid-summer of last year, Jean
r'hrétien, Minister of Northern Develop-
nent, made a 17-day, 10,000-mile tour of
Soviet northern regions. During that visit,
the'4.two countries agreed in principle that

a joint committee should be established
to define areas of Arctic science in which
co-operation would be possible and desir-
able. Mr. Chrétien said in Moscow at the
end of the tour he hoped co-operation
would develop in the fields of hydro-
electric dam construction on permafrost,
building construction, and gas-pipeline
construction in the Far North. During a U.S.S.R. supported

subsequent visit of Soviet officials to Ca- Canada's approach

nada in September, there was a further in Arctic waters

agreement to set up the committee on
Arctic science on a temporary basis with
a first meeting planned for Moscow by the
end of the year. Canada designated com-
mittee members to deal with areas of par-
ticular interest such as atmospheric, bio-
logical, hydraulic and earth sciences, edu-
cation, social and health sciences.

Canada's legislative initiative to com-
bat pollution in Arctic waters was sup-
ported by the U.S.S.R. and prompted
another set of consultations with Soviet
authorities. These consultations estab-
lished that Canada and the U.S.S.R.
shared similar views as to the special sta-
tus of Arctic waters and the special rights
and responsibilities of Arctic coastal states
to ensure safety of navigation and preven-
tion of pollution. Various forms of co-
operation in this field have been consi-
dered, but no agreement has been reached
on Canada's proposal for an international
legal framework for anti-pollution meas-
ures by states with Arctic coastlines.

Soviet fishing operations off Canada's
west coast gave rise to problems in 1969-
70, but these problems were resolved by
the conclusion of two bilateral agreements
signed in Moscow in January 1971.

Fishing limits
The first agreement provided that the
Soviet fishing fleet would move off a de-
signated area of the high seas off Vancou-
ver Island, where incidents had occurred
involving Canadian vessels. In return, the
U.S.S.R. acquired certain port privileges
and permission for Soviet vessels to fish
and conduct loading and unloading oper-
ations in designated areas of Canadian
waters. The second agreement established
certain provisional rules of navigation,
applicable to both countries. These were
intended to avert collisions and damage
to fishing gear off the Pacific coast of
Canada.

In the fisheries field, Canada is also
seeking to reach an accommodation in
such international forums as the 1973 Law
of the Sea Conference between the inter-
ests of such distant-water fishing states
as the U.S.S.R. and the special interests
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of coastal states in dealing with fisheries
conservation and management.

As can be judged from the list of
agreements and prospective meetings,
prospects for strengthening Canadian-
Soviet bilateral relations have grown in
recent years. Canadian-Soviet scientific
co-operation could be extended to broader
environmental questions such as the ef-
fects on the ecosystem of major projects
- particularly those which affect large
watersheds in the Arctic such as hydro-
electric power developments, gas and oil
pipeline installations, industrial and muni-
cipal expansion. There already exist areas
of scientific co-operation in air-sea inter-
action studies, as well as joint cruises for
research in oceanography and geophysics.

Looking to the North
There is room for significant growth in
trade. At his Ottawa press conference last
October, Mr. Kosygin said that once more
detailed studies had been completed
"trade will grow and grow considerably".
There is a possibility of joint ventures in
commercial and industrial schemes such
as those initiated by the U.S.S.R. with
German, Italian and Japanese firms. The
meetings of working groups set up to im-
plement the Industrial Exchanges Agree-
ment could define areas in which joint
ventures with the U.S.S.R. would be mu-
tually beneficial.

The general interest of both countries
in developing economic, technical and cul-
tural ties, as well as consultation on inter-
national questions, should increase in com-
ing years because of a recognition on both
sides that it would be valuable in a more
fluid world situation.

Welcoming Mr. Kosygin at a Cana-
dian Government dinner in Ottawa last
October, Prime Minister Trudeau declared
that "Canada and Canadians want very
much to be able to look to the north, as
they have looked to the south, and see
friends in each direction".

The Prime Minister of Canada and
the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R.
... reaffirmed the attachment of Canada
and the Soviet Union to peace and secur-
ity and the development of international
co-operation. They agreed that all states,
regardless of their political and social
systems, should in their relations with
each other steadfastly abide by the prin-
ciples of mutual confidence, reciprocity,
respect for independence, national sover-

Speaking in the Commons nearl- `
months earlier, on the day of his retrh
from a visit to the Soviet Unior,
Prime Minister said: " . . . As we h:
looked traditionally south to the L nijo
States and east to Europe and, more 1
cently, west to Asia, so should we nct (
regard our neighbour to the north ..
Mr. Trudeau said he harboured no "na
belief" that the achievement of a Pr,,6
on Consultations with the U.S.S.R. wo,'y L01
produce a relationship "which will refl,
nothing but sweetness and tender fE
ings". There remained fundamental dif
ences between the two countries re_at,he^ S,
to deep-seated concerns "springing frgency
historic, geographic, ideological, econorper^ati
social and military factors". But, Mr. Tl O^tta
deau added, "the only way to resolve thl
differences and eliminate these cor ceoe ^a:
is by increased contact and effo:tatiom
understanding . . . ". ^

S eakin
fficial

p g in the same debate i^i now
Commons, External Affairs Minister Sh^,Isn h
reminded Canadians that the U..>.Slee^in
and Canada shared some very basic o;udget
cerns: "As the two principal circun,pc:ot be
powers, we both have a special respor jcn^a
bility for the Arctic. We both have er:d]aunity
tracts of tundra, rich in mineral resourhat s(
but presenting developmental and ecol^^
ical problems of the greatest magn;tuille)'
In this area there is a great deal th,dceries
can learn from the Soviet Union. In thaige
field of technology and secondar;, g D^
dustry, there may be something they ciplom
learn from us." or the

Mr. Sharp saw the series of arrankgenc3
ments for consultation with other p w{1e I E
entered into by Canada in the last d'caBorde
- including the Protocol with the : olducat:
Union - as part of a new diplomacy n^lwâys
possible by great strides in the mes nsluebec
communication. "It is my hope", he saJo suc
"that in this new era of dynamic 46f►efdre
macy, we can avoid the misunderstan lirretary
and miscalculations that in the past hAitche
led to global conflicts". I Cu

.greed
uebec

nere -
Lwây t
ônditi

eignty, territorial integrity and equal;f Que
of all states, non-interference in int+s4overn
affairs, renunciation of the use or tl r^nd pr
of force and the settlement of disl u^nd Ti
through negotiation in accordance w^)n Oct
the United Nations Charter. The side; ^nent (
clare that in their mutual relations as R)uebe(
as in solving international problems th
will invariably be guided by these ;)r.;he
ciples.-Excerpt from Canadian-Son'An
Communique, October 26, 1971. ;hat tl

In
Po

Len
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Phe painful birth of an agency
LL,o link French-speaking states

Louis Sabourinô y

fÉ
f'.

t^ Second General Conference of their,he
gency for Cultural and Technical Co-

rperation (AGECOOP), which took place
h Ottawa and Quebec City from October
Q'1 to 16, 1971, has once more revealed
ehe ^aradoxical image of this new inter-
ational organization. On the one hand,
fficial statements testify that the Agency
now on its way and that "family quar-

'els" have been settled; on the other, the
ieelings have shown that with the limited
iudget allotted to it the Agency would
c;ot be able to play, as soon as was hoped,

major role in a French-speaking com-
lnunity organized in such- a manner and
rhat some nations, such as Algeria, Mo-
Ioccô, Guinea, Zaire and Congo (Brazza-
'ille), still refuse to join. Behind the
cenes there was even talk of a need to
`harige the Agency's name.
-^ During the discussions on what was
^iplomatically called "the fiscal outlook
Dr the next two years", as well as on the
Ilgency's activities, particularly those of
%e 1 Ecole internationale de Bordeaux
"Bordeaux International School) and the
ducational television programs, there was
,lwâys the fear that the conflict between
^luebec and Ottawa would crop up again.
a1o such thing happened. Only a few days
;►efôre the conference, the Canadian Se-
Iretâry of State for External Affairs,
Aitchell Sharp, and the Quebec Minister
I Cultural Affairs, François Cloutier,
.greed on a formula which would allow
Juebec to participate in the Agency. The
neré title of this agreement will take
Lwây the breath of any jurist: "Terms and
onditions under which the Government
4 Quebec is admitted as a participating
overnment to the institutions, activities
nd programs of the Agency for Cultural

4nd Technical Co-operation, agreed upon
►n October 1, 1971, between the Govern-
^nent of Canada and the Government of
)uebec".

,he
ton

:ha

In my view, this is a text in which
political flavour outweighs the legal
nt. These terms and conditions prove

t the governments of Messrs Trudeau

and Bourassa have given a very "liberal"
interpretation to the Agency's Charter.
But could we, in fact, have expected any-
thing else? This text takes its place along-
side the Convention and the Charter
which brought the Agency into being. The
negotiations which led to the concluding
of this agreement between Quebec and Ot-
tawa resemble, mutatis mutandis, the dis-
cussions held before and after Niamey:
more or less public conversations during
which each of the two large silent part-
ners, France and Canada, made eyes at
Quebec, sought to convince Belgium, "paid
their respects" to the other members and
tried to exert direct influence on a secre-
tariat which wants to do big things with
very limited means.

To understand fully the meaning and
scope of the agreement between Canada
and Quebec, one must first of all under-
stand the atmosphere surrounding the
creation of the Agency and its earliest
activities.

Pioneers of agency
It is usually pointed out, and justifiably
so, that the idea of a French-speaking
community was first proposed by Pres-
ident Senghor; two other African leaders,
Presidents Bourguiba and Houphouet-
Boigny, soon gave their support to this
project. On a visit to Paris in 1961, Paul
Gérin-Lajoie also spoke of the need to
"structure" the French-speaking com-
munity. History will undoubtedly record
that the Agency was established mainly
through the work of two men: President

Dr. Louis Sabourin founded the
International Co-operation Institute at
the University of Ottawa in 1968.
Dr. Sabourin has travelled extensively in
many developing countries as a
consultant for the Canadian International
Development Agency and for the Ford
Foundation. The opinions expressed in
the accompanying article are those
of Dr. Sabourin.
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The two men
who were key
to institution

Hamani Diori of Niger and the Montreal
journalist Jean-Marc Léger.

Amid political storms and diploma-
tic tensions, these two men succeeded in
laying the foundations of a multilateral
institution which they hoped to place at
the service, not of a particular culture or
language but of the peoples who use this
language or share this culture. For Pres-
ident Diori and Jean-Marc Léger, the
Agency was to be an,instrument for cul-
tural and technical co-operation - hence
its name - which would be of benefit to
all members, but particularly to the
French-speaking countries of the Third
World.

The First Conference of the French-
speaking Community took place in Nia-
mey in February 1969, exactly one year
after the famous Libreville conference in
which Quebec had taken part alone, with-
out the federal presence, and which was to
result in the suspension of diplomatic re-
lations between Canada and Gabon. Ot-
tawa and Quebec had both been invited
to Niger. Quebec sought acceptance for
the conception of "two delegations" (fed-
eral and Quebec) within "a representation
from Canada"; Ottawa never acknowl-
edged any such idea. The meetings were
marked by various incidents of protocol,
one of the most resounding being Pauline
Julien's cry of "Vive le Québec libre".

The Niamey discussions have been
described elsewhere. It need only be said
that they ended in an agreement which
provided, among other things, that Pres-
ident Diori would be responsible for set-
ting up a provisional executive secretariat
whose mandate for the following six
months would be to prepare the constitu-
tion and define the purpose of the future

organization. The provisional secretariat
would be entrusted to Jean-Marc Léger,
who, as Secretary-General of AUPELF,
had already played a very important part
in the French-speaking world. Lastly, the

resolution stated that these proposals
were to be designed in such a way that
"co-operation shall be carried out with re-
spect for the sovereignty of states, na-
tional languages ...". One can well ima-
gine the discussions that such a resolu-
tion would give rise to.

Points of view
Between the months of April and Novem-
ber 1969, the provisional Secretary-Gen-
eral of the Agency travelled throughout
"the French-speaking world" to learn the
points of view of all these states as to the
purpose and structures of the future or-
ganization. In November he submitted to
President Diori the outline of the proposal
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he intended to submit at the Second Ge' It goes
eral Conference of the French-spealc^ proposa
Community. The President of Niger th posal; a
sent out invitations to the countries wh, lies sole
had participated in the first conferen; In

except that this time Quebec was not i the pr'
rectly invited but simply informed, T Le Mo'

President explained his action by einpi Today,
sizing that, since he himself was stru^;gli French

teCulfor the strengthening of unity in hi3 a, for
lely.

country and against the secessionist kbeen ac
dencies in Nigeria, he could not play i reasoin?
game of those who would divide Cara^,dTaft^d

could n,
Difficult discussions then ensued i would I

tween Ottawa and Quebec. Several da to the g
before the conference began, when a de ities• I T
sion was still being awaited on the c a p^' ^
position of the Canadian delegatio:i, 6IZgei I
Quebec premier, Jean-Jacques Ber!T8I which ,
announced that an election would b., biorganiz^
in Quebec. This was to bring aboit t Tl

defeat of his National Union Party i)y tcircula l

Liberal Party under the leadership of fivided t
bert Bourassa. Because of the el-,ctibe oPei
campaign, not a single Quebec mtnisi and, l o
was able to leave the country, and Quetkind; c
was represented in Niamey by Juli chairm
Chouinard, Secretary-General of the dmarkec
net. As a public servant, he had to woMonde

discreetly within the terms of the agn Canada,
ment reached at the last minute bE tvrz Agency'
Mr. Bertrand and Mr. Trudeau. Tforfor c6-o
agreement was of such major importaian equ,
that the "terms and conditions" agrethe pre
upon by Quebec and Ottawa on Ovtotwith m<
1, 1971, reflect it quite accurately.

diction.
St

The delegates from the 25 coi :ntrclosed ,
represented at this Second Genera Gtariat's
ference of the French-speaking CornmLassistai
ity met on March 15, 1970, again i iiNOnlÿ a
mey. They received more than 400 pa;change
of texts prepared by the provisior.al get wa
cretariat. These documents dealt v ith agreéd
the questions requiring study on t^e that i p
casion of the founding of the Ager cy. tariat.
them Mr. Léger stated that: ^

the organization whose creation was accept^Atlnoy
the previous conference would offer four 'The ,r
characteristics: ( 1) a flexible and effic nirassed
strument for co-operation; (2) multilatt ral
operation; (3) co-operation achieved by metween
of the French language; (4) co-operatio« inbetwee
widest sense, that is, not reduced simpl^ to lese M
concept of technical assistance but seen it lfdiang,
equally as a permanent flow of e%char;es It is un
tween the civilizations represented ..• an Engi

The project proposed by Jear-11t'from cr,
Léger was an ambitious one, but re a1sioperatic
he insisted on the importance )f ,« a1c

Agency's getting off to a "real start" V A
rather large financial resources; the fi^car
of $10 million for 1971-1972 was ^to reac
tioned. However, Mr. Léger was ^^ ^etwèe
aware of France's reticence. This vas tegt wE
doubtedly his reason for adding:



It gces without saying that this is strictly a

)ropôsal, I might even say a preliminary pro-

)osal; about which the final decision naturally
ies sôlely with the governments concerned.

In reality, France at once opposed
be proposal. Jacques Amalric wrote in

Ge Monde of March 19, 1970:
Coday, relations between Mr. Léger and the

French Government have broken down com-

>letely. The provisional secretary of the Agency

or Cultural and Technical Co-operation has

)een accused of taking sides with Ottawa. The

-eason? If the proposed Agency constitution

irafted by Mr. Léger were adopted, Quebec

vuld not become a member of the Agency. It

vould have to act through Ottawa and submit

o the goodwill of the Canadian federal author-

ties. 1 This is a prospect which the French

tuthorities frown upon. The possibility even sur-

)rised them, for only a few months ago Mr.

Léger had considered drafting a constitution

n+hich would allow governments to join the new

)rganization . . . .

The French delegation immediately
:irculated a counter-proposal, which pro-
rided that full membership in the Agency
)e open to ordinary cultural organizations,
ind,l of course, to governments of any
iind: Secretary of State Gérard Pelletier,
haiiman of the Canadian delegation, re-
narked bitterly, according to the Le
Vonde account, that:
,anada, which is supplying 32.4 per cent of the

kgency's budget, is ready to use every means

ivailable to make the Agency a true instrument

or co-operation, but we refuse to be placed on

tn equal footing with just any association on

he pretext that such association is concerned
with matters coming under the Agency's juris-
iiction.

Stormy discussions took place behind
,losed doors. Most of the provisional secre-
;ariat's proposals in the field of technical
issistance were indefinitely postponed.
)nlÿ a few proposals for seminars and ex-
;hanges were accepted. The Agency's bud-
;et was correspondingly cut; the budget
greéd upon was less than one-third of
hat 1 proposed by the provisional secre-
ariat.

knnôyed by duel
The iThird World countries were embar-
'assed and annoyed by these quarrels be-
tween Canada and Quebec and the duel
)etween Paris and Ottawa. The Senega-
.ese Minister of Co-operation, Emile Ba-
iiané, went so far as to say:
It is unthinkable that a federal government with

tn English-speaking majority should prevent us

`rom creating a French-language agency for co-

)peration. If need be, we will do without them.
rLe Monde, March 21, 1970).

A goodwill committee, created by the
frican countries, managed with difficulty

±o reach a compromise. Finally, after ex-
-hanges of telegrams and telephone calls
)etwèen Messrs Pelletier and Trudeau, a
;ext was drafted which represented a com-

promise between the French and Cana-

dian Government positions. This text,

which became the famous Article 3.3 of

the Agency's Charter, reads as follows:
With due respect for the sovereignty and inter-
national jurisdiction of member states, any gov-
ernment may be admitted to the institutions,
activities and programs of the Agency as a par-
ticipating government, subject to the approval
of the member state representing the territory
over which the participating government in ques-
tion exercises its authority, and according to
procedures agreed upon between the latter gov-
ernment and that of the member state.

Paris was still not satisfied with this Pelletier sees
proposal but accepted it when the Cana- important role
dian Government indicated that it was not for Quebec
prepared to go any further. Gérard Pelle-
tier emphasized that, "though this text
does not give Quebec full membership in
the future Agency, it allows Quebec to
play an original and important role".

It only remained for the delegates to
sign the Convention establishing the
Agency for Cultural and Technical Co-
operation and giving recognition to the
existence of member states and associate
states. The Convention stipulates that
the Agency's motto is "Egalité, complé-
mentarité, solidarité". It also indicates
the procedure for joining the Agency, and
the privileges and immunity of the or-
ganization, and provides for registering
and amending the Convention. The Char-
ter was added as an appendix to the Con-
vention; it is a sort of internal constitu-
tion, in which the "Quebec clause" men-
tioned above is found.

Signatures by twenty
Some 20 countries signed the document,
most signatures being subject to ratifica-
tion: Belgium, Burundi, Cameroun, Cana-
da, Ivory Coast, Dahomey, France, Ga-
bon, Upper Volta, Luxembourg, Madagas-
car, Mali, Mauritius, Monaco, Niger,
Rwanda, Senegal, Chad, Tunisia and the
Republic of Viet-Nam (Saigon). Morocco,
Laos and Cambodia did not sign the Con-
vention, but indicated that they were in-
terested in the Agency's work. The ab-
sence of Algeria, the Central African Re-

public, Congo (Brazzaville), Guinea,

Haiti, Mauritania, the Democratic Repub-
lic of Viet-Nam (Hanoi), Switzerland and
Lebanon deserves to be noted. However,
the Government of Haiti subsequently

joined the Agency.
Quebec and the other Canadian pro-

vinces present in Niamey - Ontario, New
Brunswick and Manitoba - participated
in the signing by Canada, adding their
signatures beneath that of the Federal
Government.

The Assembly then became the First
General Conference of the Agency. Jean-
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Marc Léger was elected Secretary-General
and Messrs de Montera (France) and
Kekeh (Togo) were elected Assistant Se-
certaries-General, for a period of four
years renewable for two terms. In addition
to the Secretariat, the Charter provides
for a General Conference, a Board of Di-
rectors, a Programs Committee, an Ad-
visory Council, and creation of other
groups considered useful. A new group of
experts in administrative and financial
management has already been formed. It
was then decided that the next general
assembly of the Agency would meet in
Canada in 1971.

The press did not spare its criticism
of the participants when the conference
ended. While Le Canard enchaîné spoke
ironically of the "twilight of the franco-
faunas", Combat spoke of the "franco-
phone cacophony"; Jeune Afrique ex-
pressed the general feeling in its analysis
of "the difficult birth of the French-
speaking community"; Huguette Debai-
sieux wrote in Le Figaro:
All's well that ends well, but one cannot help
thinking that the result has been very labor-
iously achieved. Will the dissension between
France and Canada which overshadowed the
discussions continue to hang over the future of
the French-speaking community? One would
hope not .... It is to be hoped that the next
General Conference will take place in a calmer
atmosphere than that of the past few days, and
will show the French-speaking community to be
a concrete and effective reality.

Difficulties overcome
The agreement reached between Quebec
and Ottawa on the eve of the Agency's
Second General Conference seems, at least
at first sight, to have settled the many
difficulties anticipated as a result of the
Niamey meetings.

The agreement comprises 19 articles
and a preamble which refers to Article 3.3
of the Agency's Charter. The preamble
states that the agreement gives Quebec
the status of a participating government.
Must we, therefore, conclude that this
status has been conferred on Quebec by

the Government of Canada and not by
the Agency's General Conference? In my
opinion this is a very "elastic" interpre-
tation of the Charter; here again it needs
to be repeated that the political climate
had a determining influence. On the one
hand, the governments of Messrs Tru-
deau and Bourassa were determined at
all costs to reach agreement before and
during the conference; on the other hand,
Paris and Ottawa clearly wished to show
everyone that they had at last "normal-
ized" their political relations.

The first 14 articles deal with Que-
bec's participation in the Agency's insti-

tutions, while the following four artif
are devoted- to Quebec's participat otYeba
the activities, programs and financ;n^
the Agency. The final article state,}^n
the Government of Canada, alone, s}!f, ^
inform the Secretariat, and not the f^tw^
eral Conference, of the "condition," iami
participation by Quebec. he ^

This document is a very interes^bta
"file" not only because of the preced• ^aj
it establishes and the very debit^^q
aspects of some of its provisions but 4 1
because of the opportunities for p(sî
action it gives to Quebec. us

First, it is not a real agreement, Oirn^
simply terms and conditions. I sh iIl
told that this is just a question of s,.^mr^
tics; but it would be a mistake to
that in law words are of prime valus
importance. tgeD

Second, as was previously ernpdso'
sized, the Agency's General Assemb'y âghi
not actually come to any concl-:zsic^fio
about the conditions agreed upon b3 Q)e
bec and Ottawa. Of course, the I re;ie fa
delegate did perhaps express an ot)inqhi('
on the subject, but the General C)n'i'
ence did not do so, as is provided for:or
the Charter. Did it, in fact, wish to 110 3oai

Third, it is quite clear that th;o à
conditions have not made Quebec ais
member of the Agency. Only Cana(' a ins^
joys this privilege. Quebec does no p1ie
ticipate in the conferences as an inde?eiec'
ent delegation but as part of the Car.adivitb
delegation. iavi

Fourth, it must be acknowledg edmtle
all objectivity that Article 16 gives Q-ae',,1a1
rather exceptional opportunities 0
within the Agency and indirectly ack ncstc
edges its special status in the federa :ioalac

In short, these conditions will sit L2
those who wish Quebec to "act in po n b

)fte
o

fact" within the Agency; there is no -lo.
that Article 16 gives it the opportun t^^é
do so. On the other hand, this text v i11)tt,
rejected by those who wished to uÇ^ tF
negotiations to give de jure recognition^

advantages Quebec did not de f actc p,
},e

sess on the international scene. `l
agreement recognizes nothing of the k^.

These conditions raise immE dirhE
questions with regard to (1) Qurb^on
presence on the Board of Director: a^^e
(2) consultation between the A€ en:)tt

Quebec and Ottawa. auf
The satisfaction expressed by wot

Cloutier the day after agreement 4orr
reached came as a result, among Am
things, of Article 2, which emphasize: t^at
Quebec may "occupy one of the two p.kge
tions allocated to Canada" on the lto:ip
of Directors. In my opinion, this is av^ha



t or.Yebaitable interpretation of the Charter.
^ Charter only provides for one "repre-

,^ ^native" from each country on the Board

f birectors, adding that the represent-
É jtiv4 "may be" (not "will be") accom-

tanied by an alternate.
1 I It seems to me that the consent of

he other member states would have to be
res^bta^ned before a second "position" is of-
ced•cî ^ly allocated to Canada. Naturally, it^
)'ltyaslvery clever to have chosen the word
°t 'sposition", which is not the wording used

^c`srp the Charter; that term could apply
4uâlly to the representative and the al-

10,ernâte, and even to the advisers. The
10ramé comments apply to Article 6, which

arits Quebec "one of the two positions
°rçllo8ated to Canada in the group of ex-

" " in administrative and financial man-
igement". Moreover, consideration must

'nPilso`be given to the question of the voting
y âghts to be enjoyed by this Quebec "po-

4 9P on the Board of Directors. Will it

3 q)e Able to vote on all matters brought
F re^fôre the Board or only on the points
)t'4hich are under Quebec constitutional

urisdiction? Will the procedure adopted
i0t+or the General Conferences apply to the
'103oard of Directors? These are questions

th;o which the Agency's practices, and not
ais iegulations, will certainly provide the

.( i a mswer. Actually, a strict interpretation of

) p1ie {Charter would probably require Que-
e?6ec lto occupy a place as an alternate
r.adivithin the Canadian delegation, but still

iaving a right of veto. Quebec has indi-
^g e^mtérl, however, that it wanted more than

a ^ae':hat.
In the second place, it is hardly

k noistonishing to note that the emphasis is
a:ioalaced on "consultation" (Articles 3, 4, 5,

12 and 16). One of the grievances most
s rti^^n voiced by the Canadian Government
o niiboût Quebec's activities abroad con-
n t^^erned the lack of consultation between
P ill;he ^ two governments and the fact that

Jttawa was often faced with a fait accom-
tF

tion9li. Since this agreement was reached, the
atuation has changed, at least so far as

tc F^},e ^Agency is concerned.

e k'li^rnits for Ottawa
z(dirh é government of Quebec must in-
u''b^orm Ottawa about its activities within
r' s`he I Agency. Must we conclude that, if
c€ en:)ttawa were to disapprove of a particular

auebec action, the Federal Government
y woûld be able to demand that it be "re-
it 4ormulated"? Has the Federal Govern-

)t}?nent acquired a peremptory right to
e: tVatch over Quebec's activities within the
o P^ge^cy? Of course, it was necessary to set
I;o:ip Imachinery for consultation and ex-
a^'^hanges of information, but such machin-

ery will be effective and beneficial to
everyone only in so far as the Government
of Canada does not feel itself called upon
to narrow-mindedly supervise and approve
of Quebec's slightest actions.

Finally, it is important to note the
very "special" nature of Article 14, which
provides that the Agency's Secretariat
"shall send directly and simultaneously
to the Government of Quebec copies of
the notices of official conferences and
meetings of the Agency that are sent to
the Canadian Government". No other do-
cument could show more clearly that
Quebec is not a full member of the Agen-
cy. Quebec is entitled only to copies of the
official invitations, the originals being sent
to Ottawa. Another "simple matter of
formality" I shall ^e told again ....

Accepted by majority
These "terms and conditions" will un-
doubtedly be the subject of a number of
masters' theses in Canada .... Neverthe-
less it must be admitted that they have
been accepted or tolerated by the great
majority of member states, though some
participants expressed the idea that the
Charter had been interpreted in a "very
loose" manner.

Relieved for the time being of the
Canada-Quebec burden, the Agency must
still face a number of problems relating to
its role and its programs. Although Paris
has agreed to increase its contribution to
the Agency's budget (from 45 to 46 per
cent), France and Belgium do not now
wish the institution to operate on too
great a scale. Moreover, it is significant
that arrangements have been cleverly
made for the only two permanent institu-
tions so far created, the Secretariat and
the Bordeaux International School, to be
located in France. Simply a matter of geo-
graphical convenience and economy, it was

said.
As a participating government, Que-

bec will be able to make a substantial con-
tribution to the Agency in the fields over
which it has jurisdiction, such as educa-
tion and culture, in so far as the Quebec
leaders will give real support to such "par-
ticipation". For it is possible that, in the
event of a very engrossing politico-econ-
omic situation, the Quebec leaders may be
unable to give such participation all the
attention necessary. Quebec's participa-

tion may be even more significant if the
Agency's spheres of activity, as defined
at the close of the General Conference in
O,ctober 1971, coincide for the most part
with those areas in which Quebec has ju-

risdiction. Moreover, this is one manifes-
tation of the precise framework that has

Burden relieved
but agency still
faces problems
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been imposed on the Agency's activities;
it will not venture into the political sphere
in the near future. The apprehension in
that regard was increased by Jean-Marc
Léger's remarks about Quebec; stating
that he was satisfied with the results of
the Second General Conference, in spite of
the limited means at the Agency's dis-
posal, he declared:
The Agency was established as an instrument
by which peoples might meet and learn about
each other, and to provide cultural dialogue.
The French language is the Agency's eminent-
ly privileged and principal means in this. But
the means are not the purpose of the Agency.
The purpose is a unique form of co-operation
between peoples of all continents who use a
common basic tool, the French language. (Le
Devoir, October 19, 1971).

To give effect to this unique co-oper-
ation of which the Secretary-General
speaks, "development programs" that have
a more social and economic content should
be implemented; such projects should be
long-lasting and job-creating in the Third
World. Initiatives such as the Bordeaux
International School, youth exchanges,

educational television, disseminati,)n
books and films, and methods of intror'qon^
tion to French as a second language i^,
an interesting development but one whhati
is still too much centred on the "cul`urâer;
aspect. This, however, might be a sqi}^
that must be passed before the cbc ]
mentioned programs can be more
developed. ^hir

Be that as it may, two years aftar jramE
founding conference in Niamey the ^g,f a 1
cy for Cultural and Technical Co-f)pcng n
tion has definitely been recognized asttûi
institution. Setting it up has been s'bmii
and sometimes painful, but it is now cl^Vi;
ly established. The Second General C)n`.is G,
ence in Ottawa and Quebec has shc;
that development and pursuit o;' xyin
Agency's goals in the positive spirt )eop
sired by Hamani Diori and Jean D4qou1,
Léger, provide hope and a challen;eiIly,
Canada, Quebec and the entire Fren:ent
speaking community - particularly ^o irnm
member states of the Third World, sl:o 'I
have the right to demand a great dvlea
from this new international organiz:itixove

Behind the barricade of files

,errit
roul
!nclc
ts X
:he r

inside a troubled West Bengal nad,

By Clyde Sanger

Someone in our group who had seen Mr.
Sengupta's desk a few months earlier re-
marked upon the change. It had always
been an extraordinary desk. It lay in a
bare room with a high ceiling on the sec-
ond floor of the dour Writers Building in
Calcutta. Walls bare except for a single
calendar. The huge semi-circular desk do-
minated the room. Even months earlier,
files were loaded high along its perimeter,
our colleague told us. But now it was an
encampment, and Mr. Sengupta seemed
to be crouched down behind the manila
files like an infantryman behind a sandbag
barricade. There were seven telephones
along the rim, ranging from a snazzy car-
mine-coloured instrument to an ancient
field-telephone set.

Inevitably, military metaphors oc-
curred to us. He looked like a soldier
manning an outpost that was about to be
overrun. Yet the job of the eight of us -
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James George, Canada's High Coi:ur.:)res(
sioner in India, and the seven of us a)een
had come from Canada to talk abol .t rI
fugee relief - was to fire questio is __T
him. We pulled eight chairs up aroun I PYp
desk's perimeter and, as gently as pPQUi
sible, began to besiege the Chief Secr,^tPa^l
of Bengal . . . . Agëi

... It was calmer in the great 40ff^
where Governor Dias received us. Wen
Curzon hadn't actually occupied thi s4urij
lace, we were told, but it had obvi )uThe

been built to vice-regal proportions. Gxhe ^
ernor Dias had personal presence enouPre^
to complement the big room and its (.o,lnal
wobbly ceiling-fans. His engagements Pak,
the day were typed out and mountAreSp'
a photo-frame at his elbow, a subt:e inA
minder to visitors to put their bus ingndj
briefly. Yet he spoke in an old-fashi,)n;he^'
leisurely style and a little majestically; an
mentioned the continuing flow of ref-rgPe



^'XHs the border and then added: "I
ro^on t trouble you with the exact statis-

;e, cs'l. And when he spoke of the floods
whhat had swept through his state this sum-
`Urqer; he referred to them biblically as "the

stnsit^tion of the waters".
I,eaving his room, one got a little

h^;limpse for a moment of what went on
ehind the calmness: on one wall he had

'T Ramed a cartoon from Shankar's Weekly
a9.f a'fakir lying on a bed of nails and look-

')PEng up at some officials who obviously con-
asttûted a search committee or civil service
s';ominissioners. The holy man was saying:

cleWiat makes you think I'd be any good
)n^s Governor of West Bengal?"

Flic, Running the state of West Bengal,
xymg to improve the lot of its 60 million

t )eople, is not the job for anyone who
114qou1d turn pale at a bed of nails. Politic-

igeilly] it has lurched back and forth in re-
ren:ent years from an elected coalition gov-
^o rnment with some Communist members
sh:o ".President's rule", which means direct
d^ulea by a governor responsible to Delhi.

itixovernor Dias is a recent arrival from the
,erritory of Tripura, which has its own
roubles because it is almost completely
azclosed by East Pakistan and has had
ts population doubled since March by
the nearly 1,500,000 refugees flooding into
t. The good organization by which Tri-
)urâ has managed to cope with this influx
nade Governor Dias the obvious candi-
iatë for the much vaster job of dealing
,vith the problems of West Bengal.

The refugees who have straggled
cross the long border from East Pakistan

ire only the latest of these problems.
Ar i Sengupta pointed out that some
ï,000,000 refugees had crossed from East
Bengal during the last 20 years before the

^,mmesent disturbances. These people had
F ^ieen given land and had been absorbed
i.t^ ^

Is
,Ielyde Sanger, special assistant to

pPaul Gérin-Lajoie, president of the
r.^tpa^adian International Development

Agëney, was a member of the team of
;a;of ficials headed by Mr. Gérin-Lajoie that
I,,spent 12 days in India and Pakistan

i ; iduring late October and early November.
)tiThe mission's aim was to conduct an on-
Gihe7'spot study to determine the most

loepressang needs of Pakistan refugees in
<<olndia and of displaced people still in East
Is Pakistan. Mr. Sanger is a former cor-
,arespondent for the Manchester Guardian

in Africa and at the United Nations
,in,an served on the editorial board and in
i,3n;h^ Ottawa bureau of the Toronto Globe
ly;^^ Mail. This article is based on the
,, LgPerfonal observations of the author.

into the life of the state; they had become
dominant in some electoral constituencies,
and tended to support the most left-wing
candidates.

What Governor Dias had called "the
visitation of the waters" was a major prob-
lem also. For two months the summer of
'71 floods from the Ganges, the Hooghly
and the Damodar rivers had turned
8,000,000 West Bengalis out of their
homes; and the state and central govern-
ments had had to provide food for them,
also. The rations for these Indian citizens
in distress were, in fact, slightly smaller
than the governments were supplying to
the refugees from East Pakistan. There
are an estimated 7,000,000 Pakistan refu-
gees who have crossed into West Bengal
between last March and mid-November,
and the Indian authorities have been
achieving the daily miracle of supplying
each adult among them with 400 grams
of grain and each child with 300 grams.

Little tension
It is a remarkable fact that there has
been very little tension between the re-
fugees and the local population of West
Bengal. ("I shall keep my fingers crossed",
said Governor Dias when we touched on
this point.) The local population could
so easily turn on the refugees and com-
plain that they are gobbling up funds that
should go for the development of West
Bengal, that they threaten the state's job
and wage structure by offering a huge
source of very cheap labour.

So far they haven't done so. But the
officials are wary. They are not keen that
refugees should find jobs which would
mean depriving a local person of employ-
ment. No more than a small proportion
of the refugees were moved far from the
border, because it would give them what
was described as "a sense of permanency".
In every policy statement, Indian politi-
cians and officials are careful to refer to
the refugees as "temporary" - and the

motive is clearly to placate the local

population.
How temporary is "temporary"?

Coming from Canada, one could at once
conclude that millions of the refugees are
bound to be still in India for six months
- maybe a year or longer - after a poli-
tical settlement has been made that re-
moves the fear which sent them fleeing.
The Indian authorities, for reasons of do-
mestic politics, do not feel able to talk in
terms of planning over such a period. Each
new requirement which is as predictable
as the changing seasons since it is linked
to them-blankets for the winter months,

shelter materials for the monsoon next
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summer - is tackled on an emergency,
last-minute basis. A few months' fore-
thought can mean that tarpaulins and
woven polyethylene sheets can be shipped
from Canada, and blankets can be shipped
from Denmark. The last-minute rush has
meant that many of these relief materials
have had to be more expensively airlifted.

There is also the matter of the special

nutrition programs, known as Lifeline Al-
pha and Lifeline Beta. Alpha is operated
by the Indian Red Cross and other volun-
tary agencies and Beta is run by the In-
dian Ministry of Health. The biggest prob-
lem in the camps is the health of 2,000,000
children under eight years of age. If they
begin to suffer from malnutrition, they
become too weak to resist the infections
that come from poor sanitation and
other causes. Under Lifeline Alpha, the
plan is to supply all these 2,000,000

children with high-protein supplements,
which they eat at a feeding centre,

while Lifeline Beta is a scheme for

100 sick - bays where children suffering
from malnutrition may receive intensive

-AP Cablephoto

An East Pakistani refugee girl cares

for her brothers as her mother and

father seek food in the Indian town of
Barasat near Calcutta. Many of the
refugees lived in pathetic rag shelters.

At one point, refugees pushed the normal
town population f rom 40,000 to 300,000.
The CIDA team headed by Mr. Gérin-
Lajoie visited Barasat as part of its tour.

care. These schemes are difficult to „'

be

ganize in themselves; but they also had.
face objections from some quarters tb;^ ^^
local Indian children had never been G`
fered such care. Again it is a credit to t^ f j^
altruism of Indian authorities that ttN

schemes are now under way. I
To a visitor in early November, ol`

of the greatest needs in the camps seemE
to be people who could m- out arou^ By if
the tents and the huts and persua]
mothers to bring their children into fee:
ing centres for special food, into clinics fc
special care, before they became daage
ously sick. The death rate among chi!6Durili
in hospitals we'visited was said to be ^«poll
per cent - a low one, considering how;beco1
many children were brought there in eword
treme illness. We felt that if the circle beerj
sickness could be broken earlier by peoplossI
who needed only enough medical knoa beac]
edge to see a child was sickening but wf but l
had personality enough to invigorat,^ t]andj
mothers, a big step would be taken (whic
behalf of those very vulnerable 2,00),O:relie:

child refugees. triali
Now so much more is uncertain, wi,mosl

war having enveloped the territory it fEed a^
miles to the east of all these millions i
West Bengal. I think anyone in our grotof tl
will recall particularly two places a e ^ing c
sited, one on either side of the bordcr. also!

On the Indian side, was the rai hefor
town of Hasnabad, where thousands of rstric
fugees were camping along the very st.iticthe
platform and hundreds more were bu,id Clea
into a train which was not going to ieaAct
for a destination in the western pcrt'
the state for another day. On the E2necf
Pakistan side, was the reception cen- re dev4
Jwickeigacha, between the border amor
Jessore, where a few families who hf-d ition
crossed from India were staying a d ay of t
two before being sent on back to thrsign
home areas after being screened by tfnati
"peace committee". More vividly than end
other groups, these families portraye i tsou
flotsam flung back and forth by the te'A
sions of a great political current. Pe,,haole
some of those going west are cousins flov

those returning east, or come from tima1

same set of villages.
How can it all come together a;aÿ

And what, in basic terms, can out, idrthe
like us do beyond contribute towarcs^n
fugee relief a dollar for every Cana liais
What else can we do, beyond mour:l? l

Ge
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Stockholm call to challenge
the peril to man s environment

H. Dorothy Burwash

^ During the last few years, "environment"

• "pollution" and "ecology" have probably
Q=becôme three of the most frequently used
ewords in the English language. There has

e^beerj mounting concern not only at the
oPloss] of traditional amenities - clean
oR beaches, clear streams and pure air -
wf but ât the threat to the total environment
tand) to the whole complex network of

► (which man is a part and upon which he
i,a:reliés for life. Particularly in the indus-

trialized countries, where the problems are
wi,mos't acute, much action has been initiat-
fEed ât the national level.

is i jIn Canada, the federal Department
rotof the Environment finally came into be-
e ^ing during 1971 and several provinces have

r. also^ established governmental machinery

he:for the purpose. At the federal level,
)f rstricter standards have been adopted with
iticthe passing of the Canada Water Act, the
dlECleân Air Act, the Air Pollution Control

lea Act !and others.

rt ,
jAction at the international level is

E2necessarily less direct. There must first be
re devëloped among sovereign states a com-
amon' view and will to act before interna-

, d rtionâl "legislation" is possible in the form
ay of tieaties and conventions by which the
thEsignâtory countries agree to conduct their
, tlnatiônal activities in such a way as not to

11 sendânger an internationally-shared re-
, I{source like the oceans or the atmosphere.
E tfA further outcome of international co-
^ haoperâtion can and should be an improved
i.ns flow, of the scientific and technical infor-
.11 timation basic to any effort to preserve or

restôre environmental quality.

a;aÿ tThe United Nations Conference on
t, idEthe Human Environment, which is to -meet

Stockholm from June 5 to 16 this year,
a jiaas one among many conferences which
r. l? have been or will soon be discussing en-

vironmental problems. Others include the
Genéral Assembly of the Scientific Com-
mittee on Problems of the Environment
which met in Canberra in August-Septem-
ber 1971, the Intergovernmental Maritime
Consultative Organizations Conference on
Marine Pollution from Shipping, scheduled

for 1973, and the Law of the Sea Confer-
ence to be held in 1973 or 1974.

The Stockholm Conference differs
from all these in two important respects
which, taken together, make it unique. It
will take place at the intergovernmental
(as distinct from private or expert) level
and it will consider the entire range of
threats to the quality of the human en-
vironment. Follow-up action in the form
of binding treaties and conventions will in
many cases have to be worked out in more

specialized meetings such as the Law of
the Sea Conference, but the Stockholm
gathering is intended to give the essential
impetus to an all-out effort to save the
human environment from further and
perhaps irreversible damage.

More than 130 nations are expected
to send delegations to Stockholm next
June and, when representatives of other
international organizations plus the work-
ing staff of the Conference are added,
there will probably be something close to
3,000 people in attendance. Preparations,
under way for more than two years, are
complex and extensive. Unless they are A combination

carried out with thoroughness, precision of precision

and imagination, the results of the Con- and imagination

ference, given its short duration and the
large number of participants, could be pro-

foundly disappointing.
Maurice Strong, former president of

the Canadian International Development
Agency, assumed his duties as Secretary-
General of the Conference in November

1970. His main staff or secretariat is in

Geneva, with a branch in New York. He
is constantly in direct consultation with
governments and with co-operating organ-
izations such as the International Council
of Scientific Unions. In addition, he works
with a 27-nation preparatory committee,
of which Canada is a member. The com-
mittee has already held three sessions be-
ginning in March 1970, and will hold its
fourth and last meeting in New York in
March 1972. As is usual in the United
Nations, its membership has been care-
fully worked out to include representatives
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from all geographical areas and from coun-
tries in all stages of economic develop-
ment. In this way, the proposals for action
to be laid before the Conference are ex-
pected to reflect a degree of consensus
which will speed their general acceptance.

Winning the support of the develop-
ing nations is a major concern, as many
of them are fearful of new controls which
might limit their rate of industrialization.
But one of the aims of the Conference is
precisely to help the developing nations to
progress without stumbling into the envi-
ronmental problems now afflicting the
industrialized nations and, by pollution of
the seas and the atmosphere, threatening
the world environment as a whole.

Canada is contributing to the removal
of this misunderstanding by giving assist-
ance to some of the developing countries
in their preparations for the Conference.
Moreover, regional meetings held in Afri-
ca, Asia, Latin America and the Middle
East have provided forums for discussion
of the various subjects on the Conference
agenda of particular concern to each re-
gion. An example is that of the African
nations, which located along some of the
main tanker routes of the world are par-
ticularly vulnerable to marine-based oil-
pollution.

Put very broadly, the aims of the
Stockholm Conference are to reach agree-
ment on the kind of environment we want
and to formulate a general program for its
achievement. Even though many elements
of such a program may require further dis-
cussion and refinement in more specialized
meetings before they can be translated
into action, the development of valid pro-
posals to put before the Conference is a
problem which must be approached from
a number of angles.

On the scientific side, we have to as-
sess how much more information we need,
how we can organize the international
effort to collect it and how it can best be
put to use. For example, the effects of dif-
ferent pollutants upon the various living
organisms of the sea, and their consequent
effects upon man, require further study; so
too does the manner in which pollutants
are distributed by the global ocean-cur-
rents. The oceans have always been one of
the chief disposal areas for man's wastes.
This is a necessary function and the fun-
damental problem is to find the correct
balance, or in other words to determine
what kinds of waste, and how much, the
seas can absorb and dispose of without
damage to the marine environment.

Another approach is to determine
what matters are suitable for action at the
international level, and what must be dealt

with primarily by nations acting indivi` co
ally. Marine and atmospheric pollstic deC
seem to fall into the first group, goye
reclamation and the management of b,
man settlements for environmental quali^
into the second. To deal with these a:
other problems, the Conference prepar
tions have proceeded in two ways.

First, Mr. Strong has requestec at
is receiving very large amounts of fact^
information from governments and varia
consultants in the form of reports, asse,^
ments and scientific papers, of which C
nada alone has submitted 54. One resi
of these efforts will be a Report on f,
Global Environment, which will be d;
tributed before the Conference opens a
will serve as a bench-mark indicatL
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where Earth now stands in matters for] t
environmental quality. able

in 1sc
Five working groups merit
Secondly, the preparatory commit in 1h
has set up five intergovernmental ZVor:
ing Groups to develop action proposals ad a
guidelines in five different areas: marc gover
pollution, soil preservation and reciam Tol n
tion, monitoring and surveillance (of E coro
mospheric and marine pollutants), consf isters
vation of areas of national or histor thé r
importance, and a Declaration on t, agen(
Human Environment. Although it wo>•
not have the force of law, this declara6:
would be a statement of accepted pri
ciples and objectives. Canada has be
active in all of these Groups. Indee3 It
Intergovernmental Working Group r • •
Marine Pollution held its second sessi
in Ottawa in November. The Group w
report on these questions: guiding pr
ciples on the preservation of the man

•

environment and the prevention of mar' Maûr
pollution; a comprehensive plan to p: mild-1
serve the marine environment; and a Ca tinûal
vention to regulate ocean dumping, ^vhv langu,
it is thought may be ready to be ooea I V
for signing at Stockholm. Other conve eign
tions which have been discussed by t swift .
Intergovernmental Working Grou,) ! dian
Conservation, dealing with measuras self w
protect species of plants and anim^s of nar
danger of extinction and the preserl  ati thell ir
of important natural and historic sit large
may also be ready for signing at :^toc nation
holm. was vi

The organization of the Car ad impor
work on the Conference preparaticns obvioL
general parallels the internationa'. blo^s.
intergovernmental committee upon yyli

I
I]

the government departments interes! ed of nex
all 20 of them - are represented stOn the
principal co-ordinating agency. It ostaMr^ S
lishes task forces or working groups 4pieach
up to the present time have been chie! thelin



cerned with preparing the Canadian

ic dehegations to take part in the Inter-
golernmental Working Groups. They will

h, be,considering the proposals produced as

Z a restalt of these Working Group meetings
or ^v the Conference secretariat in prepar-

r atipn for the Conference itself in June.
Another important aspect of the

Stdrkholm Conference is the set of ar-
u ra^hements which have been made - at
x thâ international level and in many of the

participating countries - to facilitate the
expression of views by interested members
of the general public. A limited number of

r, representatives from recognized interna-

L tiotal organizations concerned with the
environment, such as the World Wildlife
FeAeration and the International Union
forl the Conservation of Nature, will be
able to attend the Conference sessions and
in some circumstances to make state-
merits, though not to participate generally
in the debates.

r: In Canada, an extra dimension is
ad ed thorugh the interest of provincial
governments in environmental questions.

i Tol meet this need, a federal-provincial
i committee has been established by min-
E isters to permit an exchange of views on
^ thé matters covered by the Conference

agenda. A companion to it, a national

preparatory committee, which consists of
the federal-provincial group plus repre-
sentatives of about 20 nation-wide organ-
izations, has been formed. It will devote
itself, in the first place, to revising and
expanding the report entitled Canada and
the World Environment, which has been
submitted to the Conference but is so far
still in provisional form. Later, this com-
mittee will be given the opportunity to
express its views on the final action pro-
posals to go before the Conférence and
will thus contribute to the formulation of
the Canadian position on them.

This account has been chiefly con-
cerned with a description of the prepar-
ations for the Conference and indications
of what it is hoped will be achieved. Per-
haps a word of warning is in order as to
what it will not do. There can be no
thought of a world police force for the
environment or even of a benevolent dic-
tatorship. Increased understanding of the
problems, a firm will to co-operate in their
solution and improved co-ordination of
international and national efforts to that
end must be the aims of the Conference.
Dr. Burivash is Deputy Director,
Scientific Relations and Environmental
Problems Division, Department of
External Affairs.

.The Accents of Global Crisis

Maürice Strong is a short, deceptively
mild-looking man who seems to be con-
tinûally on the offensive. He speaks the
language of crisis.

While he was head of Canada's for-
eign aid program for four years after a
swift rise to the top in the realm of Cana-
dian corporate business, he applied him-
self, with unremitting zeal to the question
of narrowing the dangerous gap between
thell industrialized donôr states and the
large group of less-developed recipient
nations. Narrowing that gap, he argued,
was vital to the peace of the world - more
important to global survival than the
obvious political differences among rival
bloes.

I In his new role as secretary-general
of next June's United Nations Conference
on the Human Environment in Stockholm,
Mrj Strong is still talking - some say
preaching -- about global survival. Both
the^ industrialized and the less-developed

states, he says, need to realize that coping
with the environmental crisis is a global
battle.

Visiting Ottawa for a session of the
Conference's Intergovernmental Working
Group on Marine Pollution, Mr. Strong
warned the delegates: " . . . Degradation
of our oceAns and seas represents a threat
to man's life and well-being . . . Marine
pollution fits into the larger picture of the
over-all global environmental challenge -
it is part of the urgent need to defend the
integrity of the biosphere. The world can-
not wait. We dare not permit the problem
to grow worse - perhaps irreversibly...."

What about the attitude of the less-
developed nations? What about the suspi-
cion of the poorer nations that they will
be saddled with environmental controls to
the detriment of their economic growth
by industrialized states which have gone
comfortably far beyond the economic
takeoff point?
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Mr. Strong concedes there is still a
"climate of suspicion" in some of the less-
developed states, but this is being over-
shadowed by other factors.

"More and more, the less-developed
nations are seeing that action on environ-
mental issues is in their own interest," he
says. "The best answer I can give is that

Resource base they are becoming deeply involved in the
still the key for regional meetings leading up to the Stock-
poorer states holm Conference. These meetings have al-

ready involved more than 70 developing
nations."

Mr. Strong believes these states have
begun to recognize that the environment
and economic growth are linked.

"Lack of proper environmental meas-
ures can actually impair their economic
growth . . . .

"These poorer countries are asking
the question, `how do we manage our na-
tural resource base?' They must make the
best of the resources they have. The re-
source base in these countries is very often
their natural capital."

In his travels from his base in Gene-
va, Mr. Strong finds that the poorer coun-
tries are becoming urgently concerned
about polluted water supplies, deterior-
ation of agricultural land, depletion of
wildlife and fisheries and the problem of
cities growing at unprecedented rates.

"Take irrigation projects, for example
- what happens? Without environmental
controls, the land could be salinated. Or,
in the case of fisheries, they could dis-
appear through the indiscriminate use and
dumping of certain chemicals . . . ."

Mr. Strong notes that the principal
resource in many of the developing nations
is still agriculture: "Their soil resources
are precious, but soil desecration in these
countries is proceeding at an alarming
rate. This problem has to be explored and
tackled to stop the trend and hence aid
the economy of the less-developed states."

As for the cities in these nations, they
face the prospect of water contamination
and health hazards which could make
some of them unfit for human habitation
within the next decade.

The man at the helm of the planning
mechanism for the Stockholm Conference
suggests that the real problem in tackling
the environmental crisis may lie in the
industrialized nations rather than the less-
developed ones, despite the fact that the
issue of the environment has acquired a
certain magic in the industrialized West.

After the Second World War, Mr.
Strong recalls, the industrialized states
went through a phase of "rampant inter-
nationalism", but in recent years this has
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been replaced by a trend to inward-lool!
ing policies - disillusion with po,^tw-'
international initiatives. Many of the
states turned to concentration on darr,esti
issues, applying or attempting to epp;"
domestic solutions. I

"Initially they took the same alI
proach to environmental problems. 'The
have been dealing with them as local prot
lems.... Now they are beginning to unde<
stand that the problems go much deepj`
- that there is a very real linkage h'
tween local and global problems".

What kind of international action ù'
organization does Mr. Strong envisage i
a result of the Stockholm deliberatiod
One thing to avoid, Mr. Strong says, is th'
establishment of another UN Speci,^lize'
Agency. Environmental problems involFt
a complex set of issues and cannot be cot?
fined to one sector.

What is needed, he feels, is a coi
pact, high-level "policy and control" uiÆ
at the centre of the UN system "able t
inject itself into the whole set of inta
national relationships". This small um`
would have a secretariat and someon`
with the rank of commissioner or undeF
secretary-general in charge. The uni
would control a special fund and be geareF
to dealing with all of the UN agencies co:^
cerned - among them, the World fieal^
Organization, the Food and AgricultotF
Organization, the UN's regional eco7lonl'
commissions. The environmental ub'
would also deal with national govern,nent
which would have to implement inta`
national conventions and commitments,1

Mr. Strong doesn't want to discoa
age national attempts to deal with polli
tion problems such as Canada's unil iten`
venture into Arctic anti-pollution legisl
tion. "This is all right for the short ten
and should act as a spur to other cou-6
to work at the international level or, sué
questions". But, if the Canadian movei.
simply imitated by others acting uni late
ally, that could lead to "interna.ionr
anarchy", he suggests.

With an enthusiasm that matches ^ Dorni
pace of his world travels, Mr. Stronr se Altir
the focus on the environmental crisis a., Uniler
fresh way of giving East and West i re to& a
son to co-operate. He notes tha : E^^n
Soviet Union has been fully invoh ed ^^ er
planning for the Stockholm ConfereV Ot
and he expects China to follow suit. : on

"The environment is the most Pr (ri;

W
4th
it,

mising route by which we can redis cO. Eae^_t
the need for a global perspective and nE` co^plE
forms of co-operation." 1 hei^ ht

I risg, t
- Murray Goldbl3tt co



^[elmets for headquarters
t,

Dorning construction helmets, External
Affâ=irs Minister Mitchell Sharp and
Uniier-Secretary of State A. E. Ritchie
toiic' a section of the new Department of
E^^rnal Affairs headquarters building
under construction on Sussex Drive in
OtJ^wa. They received a progress report
on ^he structure from William Rankin
^641t), project manager for the Depart-
me _t of Public Works. The headquarters
O^ plex is made of four towers of varying

hei^ht, the highest of which, Block A,
ris'l, ten stories. This main office tower
I contain a conference centre and two

smaller conference rooms, an auditorium
and a ninth floor area for official enter-
taining with an unobstructed view of the
sweep of the Ottawa River. The four-
element complex will be ready to accom-
modate the entire 1,500 headquarters staff
by the end of 1972 or early 1973, but parts
of Blocks A and B are expected to be com-
pleted by July. The Departmental staff
will move into the completed sections in
phases, starting in mid-summer of 1972.
Pictures of the building, nearing its final
form, can be found on Page 38.
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Two views of the four-block complex of
the new Department of External Affairs
headquarters building on Sussex Drive.
Composed of four towers of varying
height, the complex will house all 1,500
of the Department's headquarters staff.

At present, the heart of the Depar,mE,
1Xn

is in the historic East Block of the Streete

Parliament Buildings, but staff and 6 'To
offices are scattered among six other I viii
buildings in the capital. Thorns,
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The Indo-Pakistan conflict
âr^cl emergence of Bangladesh

Sin^ c its formation in 1947, Pakistan has
be4• described by many observers as a
$ag coalition of diverse elements whose
maj claim to nationhood was the unify-
ingjc^rce of Islam. In recent years, how-
evei. the unity evolving from this common
faid, was threatened by increased re-
gion il disparities and sentiments. This
was particularly true of the province of
Eas_ Bengal, where the Bengalis consider
the^ have derived little benefit from their
assô : ,a tion, other than a limited sense of
secû :v, and where Bengali political and

} eco^ ^mic interests were, in their view, for
man years systematically subordinated
to ^^se of West Pakistan.

.'akistan's first general elections with
fulla dult suffrage since independence,

= held n December 7, 1970, served to illus-
trat% the serious problems facing the coun-

try hen the results confirmed its political
pola zation into East and West wings.
Twô dominant political parties emerged

`- 1 :rie to represent each wing - but
' neitl.^'r could claim a significant political
follô ing in the other. Since Zulfikar Ali
Bhû: o of the Pakistan People's Party

`and;- neikh Mujibur Rahman of the Awa-
,mi V,ague had clear mandates to speak
J or 60 million West Pakistanis and 75

East Pakistanis respectively, the
coun _ry faced the most serious political
chai) n;e to its future since 1947.

ne political philosophies of the two
leadr ; were at complete variance; Mr.

)311û' `r) was a firm proponent of a strong
cent^-I government, but the predominant
posii n of the Awami League (which won
1671 the 169 Eastern seats) indicated
that ^n overwhelming majority of Bengalis
wank' a fundamental and immediate
ha^:. in the then-existing relations be-c4

twee East and West. President and Chief
,Ma^ al Law Administrator, General
Nah! y Khan, who was pledged to restore
Fàemi r;ratic civilian rule to Pakistan but

^e1^ ÿ determined not to allow the dis-
^teg.^ation of the country, sought a modus
vWeldi between the two.

^.s part of Yahya Khan's program for

restoration of civil rule, a Constituent
Assembly was scheduled to meet in Dacca
on March 3, 1971, in order to draft a new
constitution. However, Mr. Bhutto soon
announced that the Pakistan People's
Party would boycott the Assembly unless
Mujib declared that his six-point program
on increased autonomy was a matter for
discussion. Mujib refused. At the time, it
was suggested that this tactic was prompt-
ed by the desire of Mr. Bhutto to force
his participation in any government and
was strengthened by his growing belief
that the Awami League alone might use
its overwhelming majority to adopt a con-
stitution that might provide almost com-
plete autonomy for East Pakistan.

President Yahya, fearful of the deep-
ening divisions and growing mistrust be-
tween the two wings, and no doubt
influenced by the real possibility that the Motivated by fear
Awami League leadership might be pres- Awami League
sured by rising militant Bengali national- would declare
ism into declaring independence, post- independence
poned the Assembly sine die on the eve
of its session. Mujibur Rahman, appar-
ently convinced that the Martial Law
Authorities, in concert with West Pakis-
tani politicians, had conspired to maintain
their domination over the Eastern wing,
and under increasing pressure from his
followers, launched a hartal, or general
strike, against the military regime and
proclaimed local self-government under
the Awami League.

The President responded by announc-
ing a new Assembly date of March 25,
but the League declared its spokesmen
would attend only if martial law ended,
troops returned to their barracks and
power was transferred to the elected rep-
resentatives. In the face of the resistance
to established authority, developing unrest
and growing violence against the minority
Urdu-speaking communities, President
Yahya flew to Dacca for discussions with
the Awami League in the hope that some
compromise might be found between his
pledge to maintain the integrity of Pakis-
tan and the Bengali demand for increased



REFUGEES RETURNING TO BANGLADESH

Refugees from East Pakistan, who had
streamed into India in their millions
throughout much of 1971, started return-

ing to their homes as soon as the Indo-

Pakistan conflict had come to an end.
Top photograph: Refugees en route to
their homes in the newly-established
state of Bangladesh hold on to all their
possessions aboard a truck at a border-
crossing point at Boyra, India.
Bottom photograph: More refugees throng
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the station platform at Bongaon J cnctir the

a border stop on the railway line . o th^^ t

Bangladesh cities of Jessore and k hulr:; sul
The return of the refugees began xfteribe
the leaders of Bangladesh arrived n
Dacca from Calcutta to begin thF [of

enormous job of rebuilding their -zeï"" fug '

indenendent countrv. This task i, uolre, the.

the resettlement within the state of
nearly 10 million refugees and abc'lt
20 million displaced persons.
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vincial autonomy. Mr. Bhutto also tra-

ed to Dacca and played a vital role
,,,e talks.

V,'hile protracted discussions were
rvay in Dacca between President

y&;;, a Khan, Mujibur Rahman and Mr.
;r,to, a parallel administration was be-
,; =ned in East Pakistan by the Awa-
e<ygue and the fate of the nation was

,;: rom the conference room into the

ets. There was no meeting of minds
le[veen the political leaders and, on

rc;h 25, President Yahya returned to
Wj.t Pakistan leaving instructions for the

r.tly reinforced Army to "restore law
order".
The failure of these three persons to
i an agreement on the basis for a new
titution resulted in a civil war whose

art has been felt far beyond the bor-
; of East Bengal. The ensuing cam-

-i of terror and repression led to one
he largest movements of mankind in
rded history, a war between India and

,an and a fundamental change in the
or structure within South Asia.

Ci ti^,n casualties
3use there was no resident Canadian

di amatic mission in the provincial capi-
tal :t Dacca, because of severe press cen-
so '-ip and the expulsion of all foreign
co es-,Pondents from East Bengal, much

ce:,ik; the initial events of the civil war
w at the time, either unclear or sub-

r? to gross exaggeration. Available in-
f P.tion now indicates, however, that the
A n i League was totally unprepared for
th :1?,my clamp-down and Bengali resist-
an was disorganized and poorly equipped
to thstand the onslaught. Reports have
ge :°_dly been confirmed that there were
e 1=ive casualties among civilians, espe-

students and others associated with
th .,ationalist movement. Evidence has

of )o information reaching Canada con-

: een forthcoming that the Hindu
ation was a particular target for re-
ion. In all likelihood, the extent of

me sualties will never be determined.
The army terror tactics - dictated,

it been suggested, by the fact that
the vti ere only some 80,000 to 90,000
tro( in a country of 75 million - re-
sul in the displacement of large num-
ber East Bengalis, who soon began to
see nctuary in the neighbouring states

111113 . of Hindus, whose proportion was

-'s were members of the Awami

of ta. Although the first flow of re-
^g =was made up primarily of Muslims,

^ thei were soon joined by an increasing

eve r ;,,lly estimated to have reached in
ex ' of 80 per cent. Accompanyingying the

Wide World photo

flown to London, where he gave a press

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, released after
nine months of custody in Pakistan, was

con f erence in early January. The leader
of Bangladesh then travelled on to Dacca,
where he received a tumultuous welcome
from his Bengali countrymen.

League who had escaped arrest or execu-
tion. With the co-operation of the Indian
authorities, they established a govern-
ment-in-exile in Calcutta and declared the
People's Republic of Bangladesh on April
17. In addition, many members of the
East Bengal Regiment, East Pakistan
Rifles and the police are reported to have
sided with the Awami League and openly
opposed the Pakistan Government; these
were to form the core of the Bengali guer-
rila movement - the Mukti Bahini.

By the onset of the monsoon period
in May, the Pakistan Army appeared to
have established control over the main
centres of population and the principal
lines of communication, although they
were still subjected to harassment by
Bengali guerrilla groups. In many respects,
however, the Army was an army of occu-
pation and the flow of refugees continued
unabated. By June the numbers were esti-
mated by Indian authorities to have
reached approximately six million persons.

4

Plight of refugees
World attention to the events in East
Pakistan focused on the plight of the Ben-
gali refugees. Not only did this massive
influx into India pose a severe strain on
the limited resources of that country, it
also threatened its political stability and
communal structure and in so doing con-



tained the seeds of future military con-

flict. Efforts by the international com-
munity, including the United Nations, to
resolve this conflict were considerably
hampered by the reluctance of most na-
tions to interfere in the internal affairs
of another. Later they were made impos-
sible by the difficult attitudes of the par-
ties directly involved and their protectors,
who had their own axes to grind. Never-
theless, it was recognized at an early date
that, in spite of the extraordinary efforts
made by the Indian Government, the care
and maintenance of the refugees was an
international responsibility and not one to
be borne by India alone.

Relief supplies
cited as separate
from bilateral aid

ing the period from nud-June to und- so mc u e p
t^nct te

August, Hercules and Boeing aircraft of East Pakistan and wide-ranging a t

wide campaign to raise $2.5 million. Dur- ceptable to the military governri
al 1 d d se arate political statu'

assistance forme
-eenfor Pakistani Relief and began a nation- autonomy than had previouslY I

t m

d th Combmed Appeal provisions for mue greaagencies concerned with humanitarian published, is reported to have a !
h ter p: ovinc a

to purchase rapeseed and to assis ana- cem
dian voluntary agencies in their relief ef- amendment before being proclairr.ed• I ^eS

forts, was announced on July 26. At this The new constitution, which, beca^É she ;I

time a number of Canadian voluntary of the rapid course of events, w^• s n(1 ^'^
ntaia near

' t C ber 97 for consideration an ^_

Bengal.
A further sum of $2 million, intended to be submitted to the Assembldy on P0

S,;i: OD

assist the civi an popu a
write a new draft constitution, wl ich ¢

Canada's contribution
Appalled by the tragic plight of the

refugees, Canada was one of the first

countries to respond to a Red Cross ap-
peal for assistance when, on May 4, 1971,
External Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp
announced that Canada was making a
contribution of $50,000 for initial relief.
He also reiterated an earlier declaration
that Canada was prepared to provide fur-
ther assistance as soon as needs were
identified. On May 28, after an appeal for
assistance by the United Nations Secre-
tary-General and the Government of In-

dia, Mr. Sharp said the Canadian Govern-
ment understood that the financial burden
of providing relief could not be borne by
India alone. To meet urgent human needs

in West Bengal and other border states,
he announced the Government would pro-
vide $2-million in relief supplies, including
foodstuffs, medicines, medical supplies and

cash contributions. Mr. Sharp made it

clear the $2-million allocation was a sup-
plemental contribution and would not
affect bilateral development assistance for

India.
The Minister stressed, however, that

it was "most important that relief be pro-
vided in as effectively co-ordinated a man-
ner as possible", and expressed the hope of
the Canadian Government that Pakistan
would admit relief supplies under proper
international supervision and control to

li 1 tion of East
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the Canadian Armed Forces made 12 tn^,
from Canada to Calcutta carrying Caij
than and UN relief supplies, includi:lg 3;^t
tons of much-needed shelter mater:al.'[,`
assist the people of East Bengal &recd,l
the Government of Canada also provW
a $7-million allocation for the purchase l
food grains to be distributed by the Wor;
Food Program and a $500,000 cash gra
to help defray the administrative costs c
the UN's East Pakistan Relief Operativ,

Responding to international pubL

opinion, representatives of the UN HiÉ
Commissioner for Refugees and other U.
agencies were allowed to enter East Pakif
tan, charged with the task of supcrvisc.
the return of refugees and co-ordinat¢
relief and rehabilitation operations. ^

On September 5, in a belated effort:',
gain the confidence of the population :°
East Pakistan, President Yahya Khan r:{
placed the military governor Tikka Kh^`
by a distinguished Bengali civilitn, L'

A. M. Malik, appointed a civilian counc`
of ministers to assist him drawn from â
parties (including several elected rep^i
sentatives of the Awami League) a`
granted a general amnesty, accon.pani:
by a release of prisoners, to all thcse v`_,
had committed offences during the
turbances beginning March 1.

To further his declared aim of r
turning all Pakistan to civilian *ule ^
soon as possible, the President also r
nounced by-elections to be held fr)m U
cember 7 to 10 to fill the 79 out of 1"
Awami League National Assembl r se,S

r._+ ï7to

gü S i.

declared vacant because of the i:icMa si
ents' activities in the secessionist mor,
ment. The effects of these arranp..emerck th
were later blunted by the fact that 53 ca fi

}^^ '•,didates from a number of small East?.,
kistan parties - the Awami Lea€ ae iti; gai

ing been proscribed - reach,•d p as
agreements and were declared ele .ted'
acclamation. Moreover, of the 88 clea No
members of the now officially de^Ç ^
Awami League, of whom appro)imat^
40 remained in East Pakistan, few ^E^ P

65
of the National Assembly. A pane, of c thé
prepared to attend the proposed n

stitutional experts was establis `ied 1 se



most areas except defence, foreign re-

had been fought.

lalions and monetary policy. This would
c;een a significant step toward meet-
;';<^ six-point demands of the Awami

e on which the election of December

`^ese moves thus seemed to be in the

,It c:irection and it was hoped, given
t;;;d goodwill, that a political settle-

m r.: -n:ght be achieved by evolution and
; nvolution, that a framework could

• t',=s manner be provided within which
),::ar leaders could come forward in the
r- ahead. However, the Army's repu-

i,•--. for brutality and terror, the firm

or )(,,,ition of the Awami League and its

su,No,-ters to any political settlement

:r of complete independence and the

«' running-out of time contributed to
these encouraging developmentsb

T_,t^rht.

Grn^^?^illa growth
the end of the monsoon in October,

th ature of the crisis unfortunately
s'teci from what had been essentially a

É e domestic problem to one of danger-
0 international proportions. Raids on
E ^ Pakistan government installations,
co ii-unication lines and shipping became
md - frequent. The numbers of Bengali

r;ï;as grew as more refugees were re-
J, armed and trained on Indian soil.

.^:phically, guerrilla operations be-
C, more widespread as units of the

: Bahini, following classic guerrilla
-ns, controlled areas of the country-

night or operated against the Pa-
..+r Army from their sanctuaries across

thJ k-rder. Even with this increased ac-
ti however, it was doubtful whether
th '.:,zkti Bahini could, in the short term,

^ military control without outside
nce.
uring the months of October and

No} -aber tension on the subcontinent
-ed markedly as military activity
led along the frontiers of India and
.an and across the cease-fire line in

This was particularly true along
-.stem border, where, according to ob-

India was supporting the Mukti
by providing arms and, more im-

sanctuary and fire-cover for
^ns in East Bengal. To counter

.;ctivities, the Pakistan Army began
' Mukti Bahini bases inside India
as a number of strategic towns

-^.e border. The India Government
^ =-;)orted that infiltrators were dis-

_: Indian lines of communication.
e UN Secretary-General, con-

: at the deteriorating situation, at-
E-i to reduce tension in a number of

ways but his effectiveness was necessarily
hampered by the lack of clear direction
from the Security Council. His offer of
good offices was not accepted by India,
which claimed that the entire problem
was one to be resolved by the Pakistanis
themselves. Furthermore, efforts by the
Secretary-General to work for a mutual
pull-back of troops, proposed earlier by
Yahya Khan, were accepted by Pakistan
but rejected by India. The New Delhi Mutual pull-back
Government argued that this would prove of border troops
detrimental to its own interests, since In- was opposed by
dian cantonments were considerably fur- New Delhi
ther away from the border than Pakis-
tan's. A suggestion was also made by the
Secretary-General that representatives of
the UN High Commissioner for Refugees
be placed on both sides of the border to
facilitate and encourage the return of the
refugees. The Government of Pakistan,
which had again made similiar proposals,
agreed to accept these representatives.
The Indian Government, on the other
hand, refused, on the grounds that it was
offering no impediment to any refugee
who wished to return and therefore there
was "nothing to observe".

China-U.S.S.R. split
With the emergence of China as the main
supporter of Pakistan and the Soviet
Union, which had signed a Treaty of
Peace, Friendship and Co-operation in
New Delhi in August, the key supporter of
India, the possibility of a military conflict
on the subcontinent developing into a ma-
jor confrontation between two nuclear
powers could not be overlooked. The
United States, as spokesmen have indi-
cated, was acutely aware of the signifi-
cance of this development and worked
actively to secure a political settlement
which would maintain the territorial in-
tegrity of Pakistan.

The next step in the military con-
frontation came on November 21, when
Indian troops entered East Pakistan in
order to stop Pakistani shelling and to
prevent Pakistan armed incursions across
the border. This move came at a time
when the Mukti Bahini were attempting
to establish control over Pakistani terri-
tory contiguous to the Indian border. At
first, the Indian forces were under orders
to withdrav; after successfully completing
their objectives, but on November 27 units
of the Indian Army remained inside East
Pakistan. During this period both sides
also reported a number of air violations
by the other. On November 25, President
Yahya Khan announced that the crisis
with India had reached "the point of no
return". Several days later, Prime Minis-



`Actions of India
and Pakistan
placed both . . .
on a potential
collision course'

ter Gandhi demanded the withdrawal of
Pakistani troops on the grounds that their
presence "is a threat to our security".

In retrospect, it might be said the
Indian Government, which had up to then
exercised remarkable restraint when con-
fronted with the East Bengal crisis but
whose- sympathy for the Bengali people
was clearly reflected in a unanimous Par-
liamentary resolution, at this point pub-
licly opted for an independent Bangla-
desh. Whether this would result in a full-
scale two-front war with Pakistan was left
to the military regime in Islamabad.

As the flow of refugees continued un-
abated throughout the summer it soon be-
came clear that the problem could only be
resolved by a political settlement between
Islamabad and the elected leaders of East
Bengal which would create conditions of
confidence and thus ensure the return of
the refugees. It also became evident, as
the crisis developed, that the actions and
attitudes of India and Pakistan had
placed both countries on a potential col-
lision course, which, if unresolved, might
lead to war. It became the attitude of the
Government of Canada, therefore, not
only to assist in humanitarian relief but
also to try, in conjunction with other in-
terested parties, to lessen tension on the
subcontinent by working for a political
solution to the problems in East Pakistan.

Canada's role
The ability of Canada to influence events
on the subcontinent was, of course, ex-
tremely limited and had to be exercised
with care. Furthermore, there were others
who were in a far better position than
Canada to influence the course of events.
All permanent members of the Security
Council and many members of the inter-
national community sought, in various de-
grees and in a variety of ways, to resolve
the situation on the subcontinent. All ef-
forts were singularly unsuccessful.

Canada was one of the few countries
to comment publicly on the East Pakistan

situation when, on June 15, 1971, Mr.
Sharp announced "it is the purpose of the
Canadian Government to try to end the
conditions which led to the movement of
refugees from East Pakistan to India".
"We are doing everything in our power",
he said "to persuade the Pakistan Gov-
ernment to establish the kind of confi-
dence necessary for their return." Again,
on June 16, Mr. Sharp explained to the
House that there was only one possible
way of resolving the situation through a
political solution and "unless there is a
political settlement in Pakistan the refu-
gees are going to remain in India and
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continue to be a thorn in the side a
peace . . . ." "Therefore," he continue;
"all of us are working with everything
our command and using every posslb F
means of impressing on the Pakistan Go
ernment the need for a settlemert, oQ
that is democratic and made under ^ivilia`
control." The preferred settlement "wou;:
be one in which those individua-:s w^
have been elected pursuant to the recet'
election in Pakistan should be gh en J
responsibility of governing Pakistan, pa'
ticularly East Pakistan". He made :t qui-,'
clear, however, that "the Governr.lent ^
Canada is not supporting any movemet;
for the separation of East Pakistan
Pakistan".

On November 17, against a bad
ground of increasing tension and in F
sponse to a new appeal by the U_^d Hi^I
Commissioner for Refugees, the EYtert•',:`
Affairs Minister announced a further L
cation of $18 million to assist in Eist P^
kistan refugee relief. This amount ljrou^
to approximately $30 million the Gover.'
ment allocation for humanitarian relief
the subcontinent.

Speaking in the House of Co:nmor
Mr. Sharp explained: "Continu,-,,d, i
creased and effective aid is a que:,tion
the greatest urgency. It will help to abi
viate the suffering of those caugh up

this human tragedy. Dealing with tirE
aspect of the problem can also "ielp
reduce tension, but it does not o!'er ar`
solution to the underlying problen,. A pi

litical solution must be found wh .ch x^
allow the refugees to return to a serr
and democratic society in East P. kist2
I regret, Mr. Speaker, that at the rlome^
I see little hope of an early resolv.tion ,
the problem. Canada once again jo-ns V.
other nations in urging upon the , roveP
ments of India and Pakistan restreint a'
forebearance in the face of the gra -e dif,
culties that must be overcome l: ?fore
lasting settlement can be achie^ °d.°'
similar statement was made by th ^ Cat,
than representative in the Third ( ona,
tee of the UN General Assembly the fi
lowing day, where it was emphasiz-A tb^=
although Canada would play ar act`
role in alleviating human sufferi ig, t,
countries of the subcontinent must note;
pect that their economies, if dam! ged.'
war, would be automatically rel allt
major aid donors.

Exchanges with leaders
Privately, Canada had also atterr?ted',
contribute to a satisfactory resol .tion
the problem by means of a number of ^
changes with Prime Minister In
Gandhi and President Yahya K1-an•
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g,Ist 13, in a message to Mrs. Gandhi,

me Minister Trudeau explained in some

ai' the Canadian attitude toward East
kisi;m, as well as steps Canada had

Pr, to try to reduce tension. He ex-

6

"i support for U Thant's proposals
to stationing of United Nations rep-

Pr? aives on both sides of the border.
e_ i, ne day, the Prime Minister also
0,. to President Yahya Khan express-

,.is deep concern over the trend of

:s on the subcontinent, and stated
was quite clear in his view that the

a of refugees from East Pakistan must
s, ._ ..dped and reversed if the threatening
n- of events was to be arrested. Mr.
u,!eau noted that it was equally clear
t steps must be taken, both interna-

ti4na;:y and within Pakistan itself, to fa-
tv : e the return home of the millions of
plc:.°ed persons in India. While the
r-;, Minister was not willing to suggest

.ture of any political settlement, he
1 e::.;)ress his conviction that if any ef-

fo tz =,^ere to be successful it was essential
t t-rey be accompanied by measures in
E st akistan to create a climate of con-
fi en:e for all Bengalis. In a previous mes-

f, aan August 11, concerning the trial of
Mujibur Rahman, the Prime Min-

irew the Pakistani President's atten-
ti r. the Canadian view that, without

r,^nting on the merits of the case
a i,,_,t Mujib, it was a fact that Sheikh

iii?, was regarded in many places in the
wr?:} as the elected spokesman for a large

t-f the Bengali population. He there-
fore ;:,,ked President Yahya to consider

jiificance a humane and magnani-
mbr: .tecision would have for Pakistan.

St? _: e on aid
Al . ti.gh there were requests to stop

.nic assistance to Pakistan, the Ca-
nai ' Government took the view that
lig', ,,.,r no useful purpose could be served

-spending development assistance,
his would only have a detrimental
on the people of the country. This
.'e was shared by most members of
cl to Pakistan Consortium. Thus the

C.'an development program in East
^`est Pakistan continued so far as

under the circumstances. How-
'.'o new aid commitments were made
: this period, since it was recognized

V .iorities would need to be reassessed
a return to normalcy had been

Steps were also taken to ensure
t•" Canadian military equipment was

:) the subcontinent and that Cana-
d, particularly commodities, could

i: diverted to war needs. As the situa-
Vtteriorated, arrangements were made

to remove Canadian citizens in exposed
areas. Subsequently, during a period of
extreme tension, the Canadian Armed
Forces airlifted Canadians and other for-
eign nationals from Karachi and Islama-
bad.

Discussions on East Bengal were also
held between the Prime Minister and a
number of heads of foreign governments,
including Yugoslav President Tito, Soviet
Premier Kosygin, British Prime Minister
Heath and President Nixon, during visits
to Ottawa and abroad and between the
Secretary of State for External Affairs and
his counterparts, including Sardar Swaran
Singh of India and Sultan Khan of Pakis-
tan. Since the crisis first emerged there
was a constant dialogue between interest-
ed governments and the parties involved
as to how this potentially dangerous situ-
ation might be peacefully resolved.

It was a matter of deep regret that
war could not be prevented. Already, on
September 29, when addressing the UN
General Assembly, the Secretary of State
for External Affairs had outlined his great
concern about the inadequacy of the tools
available to the world community to pre-
vent such an outcome.

Lack of trust
One reason why the international com-
munity was unable to respond effectively
to the political, as opposed to the human-
itarian, needs of the situation was that
India and Pakistan were fated to a col-
lision course by the irreconcilable conflict
between their respective interests. Al-
though the leaders on both sides professed
to have no desire for war, there were
those holding positions of high respons-
ibility in both countries whose bellicose
public statements only served to exacer-
bate the situation.

Above all, there was no trust between
the leaders in both countries and no dis-
position to modify what had almost be-
come sanctified national objectives. Un-
fortunately, these objectives appeared to
be at complete variance.

Op his side, President Yahya Khan

No disposition
to modi f y national
goals

was attempting to preserve the unity of
his country while believing that all his

efforts were being thwarted by India,
whose primary objective seemed to him to
be the dismemberment of Pakistan. On
her side, Prime Minister Gandhi became
convinced that the only way to enable
the refugees to return home and thus to
ease the crushing burden they represented
was to facilitate the political solution the
Bengalis themselves wanted. It was no-
ticeable that, after Mrs. Gandhi's tour to
world capitals in November, from which
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Zulfikar Ali Buhtto, Foreign Minister of
Pakistan at the time, bitterly criticized
the tenor of UN Security Council deliber-
ations on the Indo-Pakistan conflict. At

she seemed to conclude that the inter-
national community was unable or unwill-
ing to respond as quickly as India might
wish, New Delhi gave increased and open
support to the operations of the Mukti
Bahini inside East Pakistan.

Pakistan air strikes
War erupted between India and Pakistan
on December 3, when the Pakistan Air
Force struck deep at Indian air-bases in
Northwest India, an action which may
have been decided upon as a riposte to
the escalation of Indian activity which be-
gan around November 21 in the Eastern
theatre. The Indian Army responded with
a full-scale invasion of East Pakistan. In-
dian air superiority in the East was estab-
lished within a matter of days. In the
West there was activity on the ground and
in the air, but at an intensity much lower
than during the 1965 conflict. In its ad-
vance toward Dacca and other major
centres in East Bengal, the Indian Army,
which eventually numbered about 132,000
on the ground, met fairly strong Pakistani
resistance, but India's overwhelming mili-
tary superiority, aided by the Mukti Ba-
hini and other guerrilla groups, who

JPI yh1.

the close of the conflict, Mr. Bhutto I
succeeded General Yahya Khan as
President of Pakistan.

fielded some 80,000 men, and an ef'ectif f
_seaward blockade, soon began to as&-,

itself and on December 16 the Pa:^istâl
Army in East Bengal surrendered. InC
then declared a unilateral cease-fire alocp
the Western frontier effective Dec.mh^
17. This was accepted by Pakista i. t,
December 22, Bangladesh leaders returnF
to Dacca from exile in Calcutta to be;
the massive task of rebuilding their r.ea'l;
independent country and resettling oiear`.

ten million refugees from outside the coT
try and approximately 20 milliol^

placed persons within.

Security Council bid I
After the outbreak of war, intense (ffor,
were made in the Security Council t) str'
the hostilities. Canada is not a m,^m^
of the Council. Because of the Soviet W;
of a resolution which had majority stppI,
and the lack of support for a Soviet spd'F
sored resolution, the Council ren:am?.
deadlocked and the issue was refer ed
the General Assembly. On Decem')er ^
the Assembly passed a resolution callt,
essentially for an immediate cease-fi; e5^
the withdrawal of troops to their oa n te
ritory. This resolution was rejected ^
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-a, and the India-Pakistan question re-
ned to the Security Council. Canada
ted in favour of the General Assembly

olution but, in explaining its vote, the
na lian delegation expressed the belief

t it did not go far enough and that the
sernbly should not only face the im-

diate need of a cease-fire but should
o rocognize the requirement for specific
ective supervision. It was also hoped
t the Security Council would rise to
occasion in order to fulfill the respon-

ilities assigned to it under the Charter,

ich would have included an examina-
,n of the underlying political issues.

Unfortunately, the Council could not
ch agreement until after war had, in

t, ceased. The resolution agreed on
ed on both India and Pakistan to ob-
e strictly the cease-fire and to with-

their forces to their respective terri-
ies as soon as practicable and to observe

Geneva Conventions of 1949. It also
tructed the Secretary-General to ap-
:nt a special representative to lend his
)d offices for the solution of humani-
an problems and called upon the in-

national community to provide humani-
ian assistance.

1. India recognized the People's Repub-
jPI*

liof Bangladesh as an independent state
° t},, day after war broke out. Although the

Ir:ialayan Kingdom of Bhutan followed
ost immediately, the majority of the

1I ernational community was somewhat
ectlf re hesitant. The Canadian attitude to-
asse ` w rd recognition of Bangladesh was ex-

istâ pl,; ed on December 6, when the External:'
Ind A '.fiirs Minister said that "we have not
alocp n formally requested to give recogni-
.mh ^:: to Bangladesh, but in any event it is

i 1, 0, n^;, our intention to do so". After the sur-
turnF der in East Pakistan, Mr. Sharp ex-

be; ^ P^ ir.ed on December 20: "The Govern-

r.ea•l; nt does not intend to recognize Bangla-
I ej" dt;h as yet, since we are not satisfied

coT` ^^t there is a government in that area
I, d ,»nsible for administration. As far as

Ita7 see, the principal control now rests
witl-x the Indian Army itself."

The Canadian attitude toward the
rffor ronnition of Bangladesh was determined
t^ str' ;('ly by legal considerations. Although

th^ re was no doubt that the break-up of
et ve P'.^:stan was an established fact, it was
l ppo;' le, clear who actually controlled the area.
t spd'F Hmever, the statesmanlike act of Pres-
n:ain?:
r ed !
n:)er
caD^i
; e ar',

an t^
ted ^

ident Bhutto, who had by then succeeded
General Yahya Khan as head of the Pakis-
tan Government, in releasing Sheikh Mu-
jibur Rahman from detention in West
Pakistan and the Bengali leader's subse-
quent return to Dacca on January 10 gave
a new dimension to the matter. His pres-
ence and the firmness with which he took
charge enabled the new government to
begin asserting its authority throughout
most of the country, even though the new
administration was still heavily depend-
ent upon the Indian Army to maintain law
and order, especially with regard to the
settling of accounts between various

groups.
While the Canadian Government was

reluctant to extend immediate recognition
to the state of Bangladesh, this did not
prevent it from announcing humanitarian
assistance.

Recognition criteria
In February, after discussions with a num-
ber of like-minded governments, and with
the full knowledge of the Government of
Pakistan, Canada decided that the criteria
for an independent government in effec-
tive control of a defined territory had been
substantially met and accordingly extend-
ed recognition to the new state of Bangla-
desh and its government headed by Prime

Minister Sheikh Mujibur Rahman on

February 14.
As the Government had delayed in

part in extending recognition to Bangla-
desh in order to give the Pakistan civil
authorities sufficient time to reconcile the
people and Government of Pakistan to the
loss of East Pakistan and the changed
circumstances on the subcontinent follow-
ing the war with India, it was with con-
siderable regret that the news was re-
ceived on January 31 that President
Bhutto had decided that Pakistan should
leave the Commonwealth. In a subsequent
message to him, Prime Minister Trudeau
expressed his hope that in the weeks
ahead he might re-examine the question
of membership and assured him that Ca-
nada would be happy to see Pakistan
once again a member of the Common-

wealth.

This article was prepared in the
Department of External A f f airs,
Bureau of Asian and Paci f ic A f f airs.
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The disintegrative forces
in the Indian subcontinent
By Milton Israel

There have always been regions in the
Indian subcontinent which have com-
manded a sense of loyalty among their
peoples at the expense of any national

identity. Geographical, historical, linguis-

tic, and cultural differences among the
vast population set this primary problem
for those who held imperial power here in
the past. For those who hold power today,
the essential question remains the same:
to what extent are regional identity and
differentiation acceptable within the con-
text of a viable central authority?

The issue has been joined in gener-

ation after generation throughout the
millenia of India's history. While the an-
cient Aryan built his empire in the north,
his legends and scripture described an
empire and culture which encompassed all
the land to the southern sea. The Mughal
emperors who ruled in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries controlled what
they considered to be a subcontinental
empire, but their hold was dependent on
the strategic placement of their armies,
always too few to possess all the land at
one time. The British inherited both the
power and the problem of empire in India.
Far more than any of their predecessors,
they achieved success. By a combination
of indirect control and direct administra-
tion, their empire did, in fact, spread from
the Himalayas in the north to Cape
Comorin at the southern tip of the sub-
continent. Their policy regarding the

h 1 of India and its various regions re-

dent
orld.
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administrative and educational system t
bind the parts closer together. They d^
clared a united and free India to be thé°
goal, but supported those elements in 6
country that resisted this conclusion. Ha^^
ing stimulated the growth of an all-Indt

nationalist movement which lookea fa

ward to inheriting power throughoc:t th
subcontinent, they supported and w ere II
turn supported by conservative interest
whose sense of "nationality" had far moi
limited bounds. They supported umitr

They stimulated division.
Opportunities for implementat==on c

ideas that challenged central aut!iorit
were precisely defined and limited b;
British authorities during the da ys c
their rule. Similarly, there was little roo:
for such deviation within the mainstrea:
of the nationalist movement as the ^.ntic,
pated goal appeared imminent in the &
ade before the Second World War. T^,
goal was the attainment of freedoi i a
a unitary national state in which iiffF:
ences would be blended and melted .o &
degree necessary to achieve a single 'n&
identity and nationality. Western pc litiG
theory, classical Indian myth, anc ce,
turies of imperial dreaming and ac ÿievr

, tlment had combined to underwrit,l
commitment. Wholeness had b6

achieved in an imperial context and -A6',
ness in a national context was to 'he ti

successor.

w oe
mained, however, full of inconsistency. Problem transferred

The British argued against the reality The result, however, was not to ful il tl

of a unitary India, but created a common dream - ancient or modern. PowE rZ
transferred to two successor states ^

Professor Israel is associate chairman of problem of national versus regional lcy

the Department of History of the Uni- was transferred as well, on both si( es ^

versity of Toronto. He has long been a the partition line. In both Indir. al

student of developments on the Indian Pakistan, the new governments I loV

subcontinent and twice within the past quickly to declare their national h)ut,.

eight years has studied in India - first aries, forced backsliders into line -mot

as a graduate student and then on an the princes and tribesmen and, whe: e

18-month sabbatical ending last Septem- problem resisted peaceful solutior,

ber. The iiews expressed in the accom- their respective armies to the task, as

panying article are those of the author. Kashmir. The arrival of two new ID^I
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dent states was announced to the

orld. More important, the Indian and
akistani people had to know, or at least
egil, the process of enlightenment, that

ey liad become the Indian and Pakistani

peop: e.
ç'iil September 12, 1947, less than a

monf.I after the transfer of power, Jawa-
harla_ Nehru addressed the diplomatic

4CL)rp; in New Delhi and tried to explain
the causes of the communal rioting and
gooâshed which had accompanied the
parti:-ion of the subcontinent into two suc-

ssor states. "The history of India has
r, one of assimilation and synthesis of

tIe various elements that have come in,"
di:clared, an d it was "perhaps because

e'tried to go against the trend of the
r, ^ ry's history" that the current tra-

d.y was taking place.

in this context, the creation of the
kïstani state 25 years ago can be seen
the major failure to accommodate one
ni^-.cant element of the Indian mosaic,

t1he Muslim minority. The partition,
ef 'ect, gave nation status to two regions

ol the country in which the primary ident-
i:ctor was Islam. The leaders of the

dian National Congress were far too
nce.rned with their "national" ideal to
cate the regional bias of the Pakistan
venent in the Punjab and East Bengal.

i the other side, fears of a repressive
nr'.;r Raj stimulated political develop-
n7 on a regional-religious level, finally

c iR_:,g the rejection of all-Indian na-
ti n,;Uy in favour of Pakistan. The com-

si ; state had been rejected as untrust-
wt rt:i Y.

i-listory may never repeat itself ex-
a^_'-. _ but there are lessons to learn from
pqst events, and to ignore. The events of

?ast ten months and the successful
;Pnce of Bangladesh as a new state
d out of Pakistan suggest one ob-

^: < conclusion. Here again, as in the
cl:- of the whole of Pakistan 25 years
ag„ ï egional identity has gone far beyond
th% "mftations meant to protect national
inL;city, and the nation was dismem-
be? -'. Here again, a variety of factors -
8 o1: old, some new - converged to create
t4 r;,oment of opportunity and commit-

to break from the old order and set
'?I a new path.

^^

na^^
I

themes
^ major themes dominated the brief

fJIy of united Pakistan - both
?=>rting the national ideal and event-

stimulating its denial: (a) the
'ï3ic state; (b) Indo-Pakistani confron-
^-'''; (c) Punjabi-Bengali incompatibil-
islam was the regional force which

prevented the establishment of a sub-
continental state in 1947. It was also the
key factor in establishing national identity
in the fragment which broke away. All the
obvious difficulties of geographical separ-
ation and historical and cultural difference
were ignored by the Pakistani leaders in
Muslim majority areas, just as they had
been ignored by the Hindu élite in the
Congress. Whether the cry was a conser-
vative "back to the Koran" and "Islam
in danger" or a progressive "revival of
Muslim culture", the thrust of the cam-
paigns was the same - separation. If
nothing else could claim a common loyalty
from these Punjabis, Baluchis, Biharis,
and Bengalis, Islam could. Recent events
suggest that religion was not a strong
enough tie to hold together peoples who
shared virtually nothing else.

Communal animosity
The entrenched animosity between In-
dia and Pakistan is the well from which
many of the major troubles of the region
have risen in the last 25 years. It has
exaggerated communal animosity, which
had already a long and unhappy history.

India's commitment to a secular state
as an accommodation to the 50 million
Muslims who remained in India after par-
tition was officially ignored by the Pakis-
tani leadership. Even 50 million were
overwhelmed by 400 million Hindus. Since
Muslim numbers were too small to allow
them control of their own destiny, they
lived under a Hindu Raj, - Islam's ancient
enemy in the subcontinent.

Indo-Pakistani rivalry has continually
reinjected communal bias into the affairs
of the area and has been the primary
reason for the failure of responsible at-
tempts to deal with it in India. This rival-
ry has also diverted the attention of both
governments from internal development to
grossly-inflated military expenditure. It
has also provided the key to big-power
involvement. It was perhaps inevitable
that both India and Pakistan should be-
come dependent to some degree on those
nations able and willing to provide devel-
opment support. The degree of depend-
ence, however, was vastly exaggerated in
the context of their unfriendly relations.
Finally, this antagonism has caused the
Pakistani leadership to overemphasize and
overvalue the significance of Islam as a
national unifier. Although some may have
believed that Islam was still in danger
from a Hindu threat to the south, many
Pakistanis were too taken up with internal
issues to accept the old war cry uncritic-
ally. They had lived in an Islamic state
for 24 years and those problems which

`Religion not a
strong enough tie
to hold peoples
together who
shared virtually
nothing else'
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seemed most important to them remained

unsolved. By 1971, the old communal

rhetoric would no longer suffice, at least

for East Pakistan.

`Myth-images of
lazy Bengali,
boorish Punjabi'

Little sense of identity
There is little, if any, sense of fellowship
and shared national identity between
Punjabis and Bengalis in either India or
Pakistan. Their regional history, language,
and culture have been largely distinctive
and at times antagonistic. In India, a cen-
tral government, sensitive to regional pres-
sures, has managed to maintain requisite
national authority while accommodating
recurring demands for regionalization. In
the process, India has partitioned and re-
partitioned itself to meet local demands
and achieved practical unity based on a

sense of multinational association. In

some measure, Pakistan was at a dis-

was a shared Bengali culture with the the British to such situa ons, -

Hindu. Through the Bengali language and adopted in the past, at least on the

in the past, and especially during the committing themse ves o

44 0
`oaot

transfer. But in significant measure there other. The old even-handed app+;rch

divided Bengal had taken countless lives in the past, this one saw e ^
1 t ne si(-: ^ or

Muslim left India amidst similar chaos power intrus on i • ^i
and bloodshed. Communal rioting in un- lar conflicts between India and =

th thre, pd th

Punjabi Muslrm nationhsm. V eng a
nto the area UnI ke s.

Th B li also be placed in the arger

jabi Hmdu, were the enemy. e es a
lishment of Pakistan was the triumph of the Indo-Pakistani confrontati( 1

1 vessE of

India secured a continued association. All haps permanent y, a is

others, especially the Sikh and the Pun- threaten India in the future.

Th t b- The internal Pakistani stru,'gle

tives and friends who chose to remain in sible terms for n ia a
1 P k +-'s a i lit`' f

country and settled in. TITr,l<
When the Punjabi Muslim left India imity of Indian troops to the b rder,

in 1947, he retained few ties with his
East Bengal), and the subsequer. b^' C-4

former homeland. After the carnage that repression carried outut by these3F' al+ist e

accompanied the transfer of population - troops set the stage for militar T^^i of eu,.
Muslims moving into Pakistan and Hin-

tation. Finally, there was the opp,)^ 1

dus into India -, only those Muslim rela- to fight the old enemy on the ti ^st V, de a:=
I d nd to dest-oy,^

advantage from the beginning, with only
two major regions rather than many and
with 1,000 miles of Indian territory separ-
ating the two parts. Rather than any
accommodation, the differences were mag-

nified.
The Islamic bond could not eliminate

the negative aspects of the stereotype
image which the Bengali and Punjabi held
of each other. The years of British occu-
pation in India entrenched these views,
especially among the educated classes. In
the lexicon of Anglo-India, the Bengali
was the effeminate, vocal, political

troublemaker, who could rock the ship of
state with his rhetoric but never defend

it with his muscle. The Punjabi was the
quiet, simple, apolitical fellow who could
defend the right cause but did not have
the mental agility to deal with policy. The
myth-images of the lazy, unreliable Ben-
gali and the boorish, irresponsible Punjabi
were carried across the borders of the new

its well-il litérary tradition, t^-1
retained a tie that could not be broke!
even amidst temporary carnage and seea
ingly permanent partition. The Bei^gali

Pakistan - for all his fear and reticene
concerning Hindu domination - was tiE,
to Indian Bengal in a manner that cou1;'
never be undone by his Punjabi cc^untr
men in the west. The Punjabi respon3
to Bengali estrangement was the in;atheE
ing of all political and military power u:
der their control in both wings of E!
country. Economic development in Pal;i?
tan reflected this power imbalance. T^
combination of all these factors cha llenge:
the single bond of Islam and finE ay d
stroyed its practical impact.

Flow of refugees I
The immediate reasons for India's coc

ce, by^
t asid
no,;nc
nt ^.f
e >o ^
hi t<

I-'p`^t r. [:h,

ÿÿerlt.^ Ô

tmen
^ite^l

Iln

opr^lE

te i
pi;rt

a fi
orldm.+=•;

ia ;=n
al „r

mitment to military action in the Ei n ^

and to the dismemberment of Pakistaç d a

reflect both the new situation cre,^.ted h; ' lue,^^.l

West Pakistani action in the ea„t ai^ 11-11

and problems of long standing l,etwe^ sfu`

the two countries. The inpouring of n m us
fugees from East Bengal into West Ben^' to mat ^
created a new and dangerous situation!: ^ e rao:-•^
India and could not be accepted f jr loi li' in
The new burden was obviously beyo,° t rd?
India's economic capacity and he°_p fr^c m lai ¢I
outside the area was extraordinarily itivr

adequate. Equally significant, th,,se m t nt
lions of additional people flowed into^ P -ist.
area that was already burdened w ith rc E t R,

jor political and economic problen s. I pr cti<:
Since the beginning of tl_e y^ gda

c1 no . I.(1971), there had been a significa <zt o:
mitment of military personnel in Ben. E-
to safeguard the national electiors (Frb h çç^:

ruary) and to bring under con^rol t ch er
anarchistic activities of the Naxali, es.T W n
large increase in the number of `'^'est I'k id it
kistani troops in the East, their p° oxie
to the Indian border (as well as tlepPal te;,
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ce, by the United States, was completely

t aside. China and the United States
no-nced their support for the Govern-
nt ^.f Yahya Khan and Pakistani unity.
e;,,viet Union sent its Premier to New
lhi to sign an Indo-Soviet pact and to

t,pryt Ç India's Bangladesh commitment.
't'iio choreography of big-power move-

ment:.suggested other changes in their at-j
ti^udc^ and in the nature of their com-

tment to the area. The primacy of the
;iteJ States as the major source for de-
v loprlent funds, grain products, and

hr.^::ogical assistance in India has yield-
to increasingly selective and reduced

pport in recent years. This change has
n n further stimulated by the extra-

11 okn.+.=•y U.S. commitment in Southeast
ia ;=nd a variety of economic and poli-

s coc tiia1 „ressures at home. The result has
e EK! bden ^i reduced American profile in India
akistaç d a subsequent reduction of American
^.ted luence in the area.

ai 'I ae Soviet Union has been very suc-
,etwe` sfu` in moving into the area with enor-

of h m us political benefit, without attempting
Beq, to mat ch past levels of American aid. The
tionk e rao:•dinary ineptitude of American po-
^r lon^ li v in the area in recent months has fur-
bey, ° t r r<<maged relations with India and sti-
p fnx^ m lai ¢,i Indo-Soviet association. China's

;rily ^ itivn on the situation in the subcon-
,^se m t' nt remains unclear. China supported
into ^ P -isi.:n in its confrontation with the

, ith z' E t Bengalis and with India, but with no
I S. I pr cti<:^l benefit to Islamabad. The propa-
t. e y^', g da flowed; the arms and troops did
3zt co:^ no . India crushed the Pakistani army and
r Ben: E t Pakistan became Bangladesh. China
rs (Frb h (:,:ne little more than provide large
i;rol t; ch eri.^.; crowds for Zulfikar Ali Bhutto

i, es. T. W n he arrived in Peking, the new pres-
Vest I; id it cf a vastly-reduced state.

oxi
t' le pr:I

) rder F
r t br^'.'
F' akistt

confv;
p )rtun^
tt. ^st V,

t^oy,
a ,ility

Paite.-.3 set
,^ ttern of interrelations, exclusive of

Ch^n<'l appears to be set for the imme-
e:;^.ture. West Pakistan, with United

S te-. ,upport, will engage in a program
of ec-:-,omic and political development
Wi 1r,_ater optimism than such a major
de a_ .,-ould suggest as reasonable.

^ critical factor will be Mr. Bhut-
^,ity to convince himself and his
hat the east wing is permanently

r,., from the rest of the country and
is probably just as well. Having
all attention to the West, he must

bt.-`i a co-operative relation with
e"JZo control the wealth of the coun-

spreading that wealth, especially
to a largely-increased percentage

e K)puiation without unduly limiting
*11, ty of the big businessman to build

up the industrial base and sell Pakistani
products in the world market. Mr. Bhutto
will get as much help as he can from China
and the United States. It is also quite
possible for him to establish a decent
working relation with the Soviet Union.
For the present, his relations with India
and Bangladesh will probably remain in
limbo. He must succeed within Pakistan
first, before a responsible agreement on
future relations among these three states
can be worked out.

India won the war, but must suffer
the burdens of big-power success without
a big-power bank account. A military foe
has been displaced, but an economic de-
pendency has been added. In the only
balance that will count six months from
now, India will be in a far more difficult
position vis-à-vis the fulfillment of the
campaign promises of Mrs. Gandhi and
the solution of even the most pressing in-
ternal problems than it was before the
crisis began. Economic and political sta-
bility will continue to be elusive goals for
India as well as Pakistan, and now Bangla-
desh.

There is no question of Bangladesh
dependence. The major question will be
who will take up the major responsibility
and whether political as well as economic
subservience will be involved. India and
the U.S.S.R. will carry the primary bur-
den - in part by choice, in part because
of strategic necessity.

The world community can also be
expected to respond, especially through
the United Nations,- but such contribu-
tions are likely to be inadequate, with no
relation to ability to give. The United
States will also help and will eventually
recognize the new state. But as long as
the present administration is in power
such help is unlikely to reflect the extra-
ordinary need. Again, the United States
is not likely to allow India and the Soviet
Union to carry away the spoils of war
without paying for them. Power politics
and humanitarian instinct - both funda-
mental strains in American foreign policy
- will vie with each other for prominence
in this area as a new evaluation of the si-
tuation takes place in the next few
months.

China retains the widest array of op-
tions and has apparently not as yet recog-
nized either a need or an opportunity to
move into the area with significant effect.
The commitment to Pakistan remains
vague and the opposition to India and
Bangladesh lacks any sense of finality.
China-watchers can now turn their atten-
tion again to South Asia and prognosti-

cate or await the next move.

`A military foe
displeased . . .
an economic
dependency added'



Rhodesian settlement plan40
as an tessay in gradualism
By Lôrd Garner

Southern Rhodesia thus becan e seli
governing, though not independeat, 6
years ago. Eventually the sole restrictiq
in domestic matters was the need to n
serve any discriminatory legislathn ic

k T_le

Through the last ten years, no single
problem has been more baffling, continu-
ous and intractable than Rhodesia. There
is no easy solution because in present con-
ditions it is impossible to devise any
arrangement which will be welcomed by

all concerned. There is now little room

for manoeuvre since attitudes adopted in
the contemporary drama have been fixed
in advance by circumstances often beyond
the control of the participants - by his-
tory, by geography, by events in other
lands, by conflicting ideologies.

- The events of the past have indeed
cast a long shadow. Cecil Rhodes first
beheld in 1888 the land that was to bear

his name and, after his dealings with
Lobengula (questionable no doubt by the
more exacting standards of today), the
British South Africa Company was in the
following year granted a charter. For over
30 years, until 1923, the chartered com-
pany administered the territory; it was
not commercially profitable and in the
early days there were unhappy clashes
with the Matabele tribesmen. But the
land was painstakingly developed and the
numbers of European settlers grew.

After the First World War, company

rule was no longer appropriate and in
1922 the electorate was given the chance
to decide between union with South Africa
and self-government; they opted for the

latter. The future of Rhodesia was thus
decided by an electorate that was over-
whelmingly white. This seemed right in
1922; except in Southern Africa, it would
no longer have seemed right in the eyes
of the world in 1972.

Lord Garner, then Sir Saville Garner,
served as Britain's High Commissioner in
Canada from 1956 to 1961. He was Perma-
nent Under-Secretary of State at the
Commonwealth Relations Office and its
successor, the Commonwealth Office, from
1962 to 1968. He is chairman of the Com-
monwealth Scholarship Commission, and
chairman of the Board of Governors
of the Commonwealth Institute.
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approval in London. Southern RI odes,
played a full part in the war against Hit1EI
and its Prime Minister invariably <.ttei;

ed meetings of Commonwealth priII:

ministers.
There followed after the 3ecob

World War the brave attempt to :orm:
Federation of the two Rhodesi,s L^
Nyasaland, in the hope of engend..nng;
spirit of partnership between the r, ces, q F
expanding the economy of all thre , ter.'
tories and of containing the adv^_nce r

apartheid into Central Africa. The Fedc^
ation brought many benefits for ^: fricaE

- in the franchise, in education and'
economic progress; but it failed to r
their hearts. It fell apart and was 4uiet
buried in 1963. The Federation is ralevæ
to the present theme because, for i Ze cr
cial decade when Africa was on the marc
all interest was focused on the Fedc ratic^
Southern Rhodesia virtually stood ,tilL%
was not until 1961 that, under pressu
from the British Government, a nt w cc'

stitution was introduced which uar
teed a minimum number of se:ts

African voters.
Shortly after the dissolution of tt'

Federation, Nyasaland and N ,rthE'

Rhodesia were both granted indep(nde
and the Government of Southern lh^
sia pressed for independence to be rant,
to it. This posed the question hat
essence still confronts us today.
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Rival claims
The attitudes adopted by the tv o ra`

are understandable. The EL^''ope`'^,

claimed with justice that they ab ne
been responsible for developing tl a coÇ
try and bringing it to its state )f pr
perity and that for 50 years tl.ey
proved their capacity to govc rn r
country. They could not understs. nd
independence, accorded so readil^ to



w countries of Malawi and Zambia, was
ithheld from them. The Africans, not
naturally, took the opposite standpoint
thLS' could not understand why, if free-
In was granted to their brothers in the
orth (and indeed elsewhere in Africa),

i sho,:Id be withheld from them.
I he grant of independence was -

and s.ill remains - a matter for decision

^
b' the British Parliament exclusively. But

e Rlzodesian situation was unprecedent-

°. The normal pattern had been to ac-
de `o demands for independence from

seti11 lf-governing colonies. The stage had long
t, ^
ictic
to
n fc.
odec,
Hit1E ,̂
ttek
prib

;ecob
om,

ces, d 3
ter

nce r
Fedc^ i
fricaE
and'
to r
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ce been set with the white Dominions
d, svithin a decade of the transfer of
mer in the Indian subcontinent, the
ocess of de-colonization went on apace.
t Phodesia was unusual in two respects.
rst- because the electorate represented
nI;; the white minority and took little

coz.:,t of the four million Africans (now
e n^illion) who outnumbered the Euro-
ans by some 20 to one. Secondly, be-
use., throughout the history of Rhodesia,
e l:°itish Government had never itself
en n control on the spot. During the
ye.^rs of company rule and the by now
y+r:irs of self-government, the British

venament had no one under its author-
st_:tioned in the country with powers
a& on its behalf - whether officials,
ecI services or police.
T:.iese factors governed the response

.he British Government. It could not
eq..;ty agree to an independence con-,

which did not make fair provi-Ze Cr. st

marc
ratic
stilL i
ressu
w cc'
uar
:ts f

n f,r the Africans. But it had no power
im:.,)se a solution of its own. It sought
t2_.a account of the needs of all the
pi^,- in the territory and made its views

clgar in terms later known as the Five
nc .;;Ies.

igotiations between the two Gov-
einrn `its in the early 1960s failed to

of react'- agreement. Indeed, at successive

rthe t ,:^s the European electorate moved

(ndea ^ fight, as did a rapidly changing
lh^

^ :. a ember 11 >1965>the Government ofrant^

u, ce of Prime Ministers. Eventually

hat I `- =-.ith made a unilateral declaration
onendence (UDI). This was rejected
b 1 th:< British Government as illegal. Bri-
^ ,. erted financial pressures, secured
di^lo"atic isolation and imposed economic

i", o ra^ s3jct;,^31s. On British initiative sanctions
.opes ^'u^

1 ne th
E_-.,dorsed by the Security Council of

^dted Nations and, in December
p e cot 116, made mandatory.
.,f Pr:,

l.ey 1), ng`°r of holocaust
,E ril dccs in other African countries have
;s.nd ^° Ifc',Ously demanded - at the United

to N tior,s and at Commonwealth meetings,

and, indeed, with some support - that
Britain should assert its power by the use
of armed force. But the case against the
use of force is strong; some of the reasons
are severely practical, some psychological.
The overriding consideration, however, is
that, once what would in effect be a war
between white and black had been started
in Southern Africa, who could tell where
the blood bath would end? The South
African Republic would not have stood
idly by and terrorist organizations, aided
perhaps by the Communist powers, might
well have intervened. The first shot could
have started a holocaust.

Aim of sanctions
Sanctions were originallyr imposed in the
hope that international action would
act as a shock to the European commun-
ity, would rally the moderates and would
lead to the formation of a new administra-
tion with which a reasonable accommo-
dation could be found. This hope was
shown over the years to be without sub-
stance and elections demonstrated that,
far from losing support, the regime gained
strength with the European electorate.
Nevertheless sanctions have taken their
toll and have corroded the progress of the
Rhodesian economy. They have also made
Rhodesia dependent on South Africa to an
extent that probably neither side wants -
because Rhodesia, whatever can be
claimed against its treatment of Africans,
does not adhere to the full doctrine of
apartheid and South Africa, however
strong its sympathies, does not wish to
add to its area of responsibility a vast
territory containing more than five million
Africans.

There is a further factor. In South
Africa, the proportion of blacks to white
is four and a half to one; in Rhodesia it
is over 20 to one. No small minority can
hope in the long run to dominate an over-

whelming majority of this order. The
European must recognize, at least in his
own mind, that ultimately his survival de-
pends on the acquiescence of the majority;
if the Africans are driven into the hostility
of despair, there will be no future for the

European.
Harold Wilson, when Prime Minister,

sought to achieve a settlement in discus-
sions on board HMS Tiger (December

1966) and HMS Fearless (October 1968),
but, in spite of Mr. Smith's willingness to
consider the terms proposed, these were
rejected by his Cabinet. As the years
passed, the economic - and particularly
foreign-exchange - difficulties of Rhode-
sia increased and further contacts with the
regime were established by the new Con-
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servative Government in Britain during
1971. Lord Goodman's visits to Salisbury
revealed that there was sufficient "give"
in the attitude of the Smith regime to jus-
tify a further attempt at negotiation. Sir
Alec Douglas-Home accordingly flew to
Salisbury in November last and agreed
with Mr. Smith on proposals for the settle-
ment of the dispute.

The terms of the proposals are de-
tailed and complicated and are at times
expressed in legal jargon. Moreover, there
is much fine print which requires to be
studied. There is no substitute for the
full text, but, in summary form, the pro-
posals contain the following:

Franchise
The present House of Assembly consists
of 50 Europeans and 16 African Members
(eight directly elected and eight elected
by tribal authorities). Under the propo-
sals more Africans will be eligible to vote
on the existing roll; in addition a new
African higher roll will be created with the
same qualifications as those for the roll of
European voters. Two additional African
seats will be created when the number of
voters on the African higher roll equals
6 per cent of the number of those on the
European roll and two further seats will
be added for each additional 6 percent
increase until 34 additional African seats
have been created, when the number of
African and European Members will be
equal. Provision is made for the position
when parity is reached, including the cre-
ation of ten common-roll seats for which
the two races will vote together. As the
number of African voters increases, they
will be able to secure a majority of these
seats.

Comment - These provisions are de-
signed to meet the requirement in the
Third Principle for an immediate improve-
ment in the political status of the African
population and in the First Principle for
guaranteeing unimpeded progress to ma-

jority rule. The fact that no one can
authoritatively forecast what the rate of
progress is likely to be shows that parity
is not likely to come about speedily and
its attainment must be measured in dec-
ades rather than years. Moreover, on the
percentage formula, an increase of African
seats would be delayed if there were to
be large-scale European immigration. In
any case, nearly half the African seats will
be held by Africans indirectly elected by
the tribal authorities (24 out of 50 when
parity is reached, though at that point
the Africans can decide in a referendum
that all the African seats should be filled
by direct election).
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The provisions in the consti tuti

they S; -I

which affect African political advance
be specially entrenched. Any change 4W;
require a two-thirds majority of all Mea,'
bers both in the House of Assembly andçl
the Senate and also, until parity, a sil il'
majority of the African Members and^
the European Members in the Assem6l;
voting separately.

IComment - This meets the requin
ment in the Second Principle that ther
shall be guarantees against retrogressii
amendment of the constitution and ^nd
provides that the blocking mechanism r!
rest in the hands of the directly electe
African Members. But it can be ûrgné
that the safeguard is a paper one ail
there is no external safeguard to preventî
breach of the constitution, as had. bef'
previously contemplated. This is an ^.! C
vious weakness; on the other hanc:, it
understandable that a country, after indt`
pendence, would resent any external lim`
tation on its sovereignty; indeed any e;t
ternal safeguard (except force) mu^t re! TPr
on co-operation. to st

R de,,

Declaration of rights : land f ro rE

A new Declaration of Rights will proW
the fundamental rights and freedoms C;
the individual and give a right of acce.^ s c
to the High Court. There will also Le sk fy 1cr
cial protection against discriminat'.on 11
new legislation. An independent cc mmi of he
sion will be set up to examine racial di` d C
crimination in existing legislation -vith € th^t
special duty to consider problems invohe` fo
in land tenure. An African will be one
the three members of the commis6on.

Comment - These provisions met d^t ;
the requirement in the Fourth Pr:nciµ pr X<,
for progress towards ending raci, 1 d t
crimination. But the Declaration of Zigb: spV} i
itself does not cover existing laws. As rt po^,,'s
gards land, everything will depend c:n bu, a n{ ^..
things work out in practice - particular, a b^
the recommendations by the comrrissiG pra
and the interpretation by the Rhc desir
Government of the qualification in s ts ulk Is =>
dertaking to carry out the commi isioc,.
findings "subject only to conside. atio° se
that any Government would be obli ;ed su ^ l.a
regard as an overriding character". q^rt=

Development
The British Government will prov: de ^k
to £5 million a year for a period of t^t
years to be matched by sums pr widPt ma
by the Rhodesian Government for a dev,D
opment program, aimed in particiaar

increasing African educational an3 ^p
ployment opportunities and stim^Jat^t p
economic growth in the Tribal 'IVg
Lands.
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iu^t re!` T Pr arce Commission, sent to Rhodesia
tost the public views on the proposed
R desian settlement, listens to evidence

prote
representatives of the Centre Party

doms ^ Comment - If this succeeds, it will
A acce, s

(

ap the pace at which Africans quali-
) 1•`:e sk fy or the higher roll.
at^.on There can be no serious questioning
ccmmi of e British Government's right, and in-
icial di` deid diluty, to see whether a solution to
i-vith! th tragic problem of Rhodesia could be
involve^ fo ,d. The question is whether the settle-
^e one^ m:t reached is fair and just.
is^ion. 't,^fe summary given above has not
ns met d` t;-ii detail with the mechanics of the
Pr:nciµ pr )<<,als, since, important though they
ci, 1 d the essence of the matter lies in the
)f Zig6, spI^^ ;̂t in which they are worked. The pro-
s. As r, poVs have been hailed as the dawn of
i c:n h^6 a n{ •. and brighter future and derided as
-ticular, a^` ,-,ya1 and a "sell-out". Either could
nrrissiG Pro+ to be right - for ultimately every-
hcIesi' thi will depend on whether there is or
n; ts ark is mutual trust between the races.
mi,sioc. O n the one hand, it is true that the
le. atio° ^ se iL rnent is not an ideal one - indeed,
bu i ;ed tsu+ a claim has not been made in any

quar t er. On the other hand it is clear that
thej'S,nith regime has made notable con-

ov:de
ons from its previous standpoint and

if the settlement is implemented,
d of tft '
pr )Vidé ma

a del, Un(
ict: lar
an3 ^
mt;lat^ P
tl T^^

sia would be set on a different and
e^,^romising road than it is now taking

r the ( illegal) constitution of the
^-'lic of 1969.
=se settlement is inevitably a com-
'Se and, by its nature, cannot be ex-

oea °.i to give complete satisfaction in any
er; only too obviously, it does not

Wide Wodd photo

at a public hearing in Salisbury. Com-
mission members, from left: Sir Glyn
Jones, Sir Maurice Dorman, Lord Pearce,
Commission Chairman, and Lord Harlech.

satisfy the full African demands - but
neither does it meet the claims of the
European extremists, and it is to Mr.
Smith's credit that he has so far kept his
right wing under control. Being a com-
promise, the settlement may contain the
seeds for later conflict; indeed, there are
already doubts whether words have the
same meaning for all. But also, being a
compromise, it may be realistic and may
contain enough to satisfy both sides so
that each will be willing to accept it as
tolerable and as a basis from which to
make progress. Everything therefore
turns on the good faith of the Govern-
ment of Rhodesia - not only Mr. Smith
but his unknown successors in years to
come and the response of the Africans.
The Africans are being asked to make an
act of faith - faith in the word of a Gov-
ernment in which hitherto they have not
felt able to place great confidence. It is
one of the tragedies that, in the last ten
years, the situation has polarized, the
sense of moderation and toleration (which
did to some extent exist at the time of the
Federation) has gone and effective dia-
logue between the races has been absent.

In effect, the proposals are an essay
in gradualism; they will not produce any
revolutionary change, but they do keep
the door open for African advance. They
could set them on the road (though it may
be a long one) to achieving parity with
the Europeans in Parliament and even-
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tual majority rule. But only if the Afri-
cans accept the settlement and co-operate
in working it will it bring this about. If
they refuse to register, as they have done
in the past, they will lose the prospect of
additional seats and run the risk of turn-
ing the Europeans irrevocably against
them. The vital questions are: Will the
Africans be able to place confidence in the
Government? Will they have the patience
to refrain from pressing immediate de-
mands and to wait for a future reward?
Will they be willing to co-operate in carry-
ing out the changes proposed?

Barren path of apartheid
There is one further important ques-
tion: If the settlement is not accepted,
what is the alternative? Immediately,
there are only two courses ahead: either
to accept the settlement, with its admit-
ted disadvantages but nonetheless clear,
if meagre, gains, or to reject it. Rejection
would involve a return to the status quo

with no prospect of improvement, but
rather to a Rhodesia treading the barren
path of apartheid, with no hope of redress
for the Africans unless and until at some
distant date they are sufficiently strong
to rise in revolt. Which way lies greater
hope?

These are some of the questions that
the Pearce Commission is putting during
the course of its inquiry in Rhodesia. The
Commission was appointed by the British
Government in accordance with the Fifth
Principle - that they would need to be
satisfied that any basis proposed for in-
dependence was acceptable to the people
of Rhodesia as a whole. The Commission
is entirely independent and will report to
the British Government. The chairman,
Lord Pearce, is an eminent judge; his fel-
low members are Lord Harlech, who has

Views from Westminster . . .

Lord Goodman, who undertook the nego-
tiations for the British Government,
argued in the House of Lords that to re-
ject the proposed settlement would be "an
act of consummate folly". There were
shortcomings in the settlement and there
was no occasion to "go dancing a jig
through the lobby" in support of it. But
the settlement proposals warranted sup-
port because they were "good enough to
give Africans and white Rhodesians ...
an opportunity of majority rule overtak-
ing massacre", Lord Goodman said. Sir
Alec Douglas-Home, introducing the mo-
tion in the Commons calling for approval
of the Government's proposals, said it was
his conviction that if the proposals were

had wide experience as Minister, Amba^.
sador in Washington and chairman of t^.
Film Censors Board, Sir Maurice L?orrna;
and Sir Glyn Jones, both distinguishe:
former Governors General of indepande,
African Commonwealth countries. The
will be assisted by a team of British ei',
perts all familiar with African pecples.

He would be a rash man who won6:!
venture to prophesy how the Com:nissio;1
is likely to report. At the time of writi4!
in January, some of the first local real,
tions to the inquiry - both by Mricazl
demonstrations and by the Rhodes
authorities' counter-measures - seet^
deeply disturbing. But a Commisjion c:
this standing and expertise shoull ha^;

little difficulty in sifting what = enuin
opinions are held, discounting intimida
tion, propaganda and pressure by eithe
side, or in reaching a judgment :hat i
both accurate and unambiguous. Thi
does not rule out the possibility t,iat tV
Commission might find itself conpellÉ
to report that circumstances, which couli
take a variety of forms, did not r lake:^
possible to record a verdict.

If the Commission finds tY at 6;
settlement is acceptable, then tho proE!
lems will not vanish overnight, but ;it 1ea^
this unhappy land will obtain forma
recognition of its independence a.id ca'
look forward to its future with som-^ mea^
ure of hope. But if the Commissior is nu'
able to find that the settlement is accept.
able, then the vital Fifth Principle vill nap
be fulfilled and it would scarcely )e po^,
sible for the British Parliament to gir,'
effect to the proposals. This resul woa::
mark a breakdown in confidence 1 etwee
the races (for which the African ; coula
not be blamed) and might set the n on:

1`4collision course. It would be a sad lay
Rhodesia.

accepted, all races in Rhodesia I ad tt:
chance to build a new and no.i-raal o Y
country. dd

Denis Healey, speaking for the Laboc

Party in the Commons, descril, A ttf
Government's approach as a"shab')y 6"'
rade". He charged the proposed settlr
ment in Rhodesia was regarded by tt,
majority of people as a"hypocriti^al seh
out of African interests". If the ^^oW
ment went through with it, theN woul,
carry responsibility for the neNnet h9,

century in Rhodesia "around their necl,
like an albatross, with immense da: nage t`
Britain's influence and interests t arouro

out the world".
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aking the case for rejection
f the agreement on Rhodesia

e Government of Canada has assessed
e basic characteristics of the Rhodesian
gime in unequivocal terms. In Foreign
licy for Canadians, it has said of Rho-
sia, South Africa and the Portuguese
lonic,s, that:

h is governed by a white minority whose
perity and power are based on command of
resc.trces of the country and the subordin-

on of a black majority, and each recognizes
t thp application of the concepts of political

racial equality would be ruinous to the
stin; way of life and is therefore to be re-
d to the bitter end.

This is undoubtedly a correct assess-
nt. It is, therefore, perhaps most fruit-
in an article in this publication to move

Jr Rhodesia, the dominant commun-

1dd. ?rime Minister from 1956 to 1958,

1 ni,^:,-; from 1958 to 1962, attempted a

iftly from this widely-shared apprecia-
ti n of the racist and authoritarian char-
a ter if the Rhodesian regime to a dis-

ssio-n of Canada's policy towards the
posf•d settlement.

haJ long recognized that a genuinely
rescf,tative legislature would overturn
di .^riminatory laws that protect its

h standards of living and its ruling-class
tw. As Africans developed politically,

tl^ey c_,me to recognize the same truth. By
the lai:-^ 1950s several outstanding white
1R^od-:^;an leaders realized that a major

r-- in the direction of Rhodesian poli-
s«"s necessary if African resentments
re t, understandably, to develop to

o orious proportions. First Garfield

d"-n Sir Edgar Whitehead, Prime

oiet,7 of modest reforms. Their efforts
fa}led. The patterns of racial domination

re ; o entrenched, the changes that
11uld ventually be needed were too un-

tlir>; and, in any case, the European
nor;;,.- seemed able to defy African
nic::, without serious challenge. As the
cto;,te was almost entirely white, Gar-
d{f..-=dd and Whitehead were easily re-
tect. The Rhodesian Front then took
r> ]rd by men with a total commitment
Eur',pean hegemony.

Inevitably, they resented the fact
that Rhodesia was still a British colony
and that the British Parliament was the
final constitutional authority for Rhode-
sia. From 1962 on, their major preoccupa-
tion was to win independence for a
European-controlled Rhodesia. They could
achieve this constitutionally only if Bri-
tain could be persuaded to abandon one
of the most central of its colonial policies,
the policy that independence is granted
only after majority rule has been achieved.

Change by Britain
By the early 1960s, Britain was ready to
abandon this principle in Rhodesia. At
first it sought to negotiate a constitutional
settlement with both European and Afri-
can leaders. However, when Ian Smith
became Prime Minister in 1964, he vetoed
the participation of African leaders in the
constitutional talks. When he accepted
this, Sir Alec Douglas-Home added the
condition that the British Government
would have to be satisfied that any basis
proposed for independence was acceptable
to the people of Rhodesia as a whole.

In the extended negotiations that
followed, Sir Alec, and later Harold Wil-
son, sought to exchange independence
now for Rhodesia for guarantees that
there would be unimpeded progress to-
ward majority rule and toward an end-
ing of racial discrimination. It was, how-
ever, precisely to be free of pressure for
such objectives that Mr. Smith wanted
independence. A deadlock was, therefore,
inevitable and led to the illegal unilateral
declaration of independence by the Smith
regime in 1965.

Cran f ord Pratt, Prof essor of Political

Science at the University of Toronto,
has published extensively on questions
relating to African governments and

politics. He has served as consultant to
the Canadian International Development
Agency and the Government of Tanzania.
The views in this article are those of the
author and do not necessarily represent
those of the External A f f airs Department.
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Changes in position
since British policy
of 1966 outlined

With UDI, the British position had
also to provide for a return to legality in
Rhodesia. Its policy was outlined to the
Commonwealth Conference in 1966 as
follows:
After the illegal regime comes to an end, a legal

government will be appointed by the Governor,

who will form a broadly-based representative

administration and have authority over the po-

lice and the army. Britain will negotiate with

this administration a constitu^on directed to

achieving majority rule. Britain will not consent

to independence before majority rule unless the

people of Rhodesia as a whole are shown to be

in favour of it. The settlement will be submitted

for acceptance to the people of Rhodesia by ap-

propriate democratic means.

After the Smith regime failed to en-
dorse the results of the further negotia-
tions held between Mr. Wilson and Mr.
Smith, Britain agreed, in February 1967,
to honour its commitment to the Com-
monwealth that "the British Government
will withdraw previous proposals for a
constitutional settlement and will not sub-
mit to Parliament any settlement which
involves independence before majority
rule".

However, in 1968 and again in 1971,
there were further negotiations and, in
November 1971, Sir Alec Douglas-Home
and Ian Smith reached an accord. This
agreement is presented by Sir Alec as
"fair and honourable". It is rejected by
many African leaders, Rhodesian and
non-Rhodesian alike, as a "sell-out". "Sell-
out" is an aggressive and emotional word,
but "fair and honourable" is no less a
euphemism. In fairness to this African
opinion, consider how much the British
are now willing to concede, in contrast to
their 1966 position:

(1) Independence would be granted many
decades before there would be any
chance of majority rule.

(2) No interim, broadly-based adminis-
tration has been or would be estab-
lished.

(3) Independence would be on the basis of
the 1969 constitution, an illegal and
racist constitution which is entirely
the product of the planning of the
Smith regime.

(4) Mr. Smith and the other leaders of
the rebellion would remain in power;
the leaders of the African resistance
to it would face terrorist and sedition
charges if they returned to Rhodesia.

(5) No meaningful safeguard is possible
against retrogressive legislation under
this agreement. A public affirmation
of good intentions, which is all that
much of the agreement involves for
Mr. Smith, might check a retrogres-
sive use of government power for a
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brief period. It is nonsense to imagia:
that these undertakings will be n.
garded as in any way binding ovF,
the next 50 years, which is the leng^,
of time they need to be of real worti

(6) Majority rule will never be achieve,
under the agreement. An Africa
majority is theoretically conceivabl•
in the distant future, but, given tE
income qualifications for tl^.,; frx,
chise, the majority of Africans a:
bound to remain totally without ar,
elected representation.

(7) It is not reasonable to expect an Ah,
can majority in the legislature in an.
foreseeable future under the agre
ment. By using the most favouraE:
assumptions, Dr. Claire Palley's ms
ticulous analysis in the Sunday TimN
produced the year 2035 as the earlieF;
possible date for an African majorit.
These assumptions included no ri
in the rate of increase of the Eun
pean population, an unbiased enfo
ment of the requirement '.^hat
higher-roll voter,., must speak, read ar:
understand English, and a 50 per c
per annum expansion in Afri
secondary-school places for each
the first five years, followed hy ve
high rates of continued expansic
thereafter. These are all favom
able rather than realistic assumE
tions. Moreover, to be able tc predi
majority rule by 2035, Dr. Palleylu^
also to assume that all secondar,
school graduates would earn anu+f
nual income of at least £600, tl;,
being also a higher-roll requ'remec'-.
This is enormously unreali;tic.
1968 the four highest earnierg ca'xi
gories of African wage-earncrs Re
those in commerce, banking educ,
tion and health. These categ ories a^
cluded most educated Africar i s. Th'

average salaries in 1968 were, respe;
tively, £318, £310, £271 and L266;
the same year the average aarnu;,
of all employed Europeans wa s£1,41 k

It is understandable that no whi-^ e ^Se;,
bers of Parliament have rejected tl e agn'
ment. They understand, as do pc'iticaLi
aware Africans, that the settler::ent a
sures that the European mino-,ity a,
be able with ease to control a^^d, if
wishes, to halt the rate of Afr:can E'^
vancement.

These are forceful reasons for Cana^,
to decide that it does not ref and
agreement as a reasonable bas i for.`:
settlement in Rhodesia. However, t`j
most fundamental reason for suc:. a de^
sion is that the leaders of the 0
majority, which constitutes 95 per cent
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he total population, took no part in the
egotiations and are not a party to the

gree:rent. This is not an acceptable way
Geek to determine the future of a

^.op (e.
The Canadian position on the Rhode-

ian agreement has not yet been adequate-
y Sta A. Mr. Sharp's statement in the
3ou:.e of Commons on December 1 was
uapje=.tly critical of the agreement. How-
ver, he conceded to the British the one
oint that was just then essential to their
,fforts to win international acceptance of
he agreement - that the agreement
night conceivably be the basis of an accept-
,ble settlement. The rationale behind this
oncession to the British merits close

crutiny.

Exiernal Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp,
in r:. statement made in the House of Com-
mons, set out the Canadian Government's
position on the proposals for settlement
of the constitutional dispute over the sta-
tus of Rhodesia.

Mr. Sharp noted in his statement of
December 1 that the constitutional ar-
rangements announced as part of the pro-
posed settlement between Britain and
Rhodesia fell short of the long-sought ob-
jective of full rights for Rhodesia's black
masority.

"From the beginning," Mr. Sharp
said, "Canada has held that the solution
in iihodesia should be a constitution pro-
viding for the rapid election of a govern-
men t broadly representative of the Rho-
desian people, of whom the overwhelming
ma:ority are black. The constitutional ar-
ran-^aments which have been announced
fal: short of this objective.

"The period for the transition to
mâ;.?rity rule is not specified and the
means for achieving it are highly compli-
cat^-d. Given the past experience with
col;;:'icated constitutional provisions in
Rh,-,-:'.esia and in various other parts of the
wo; ;;;, there is inevitably concern as to
ho=., these arrangements will be imple-
rne, -ed, Much will depend on the good-
wiff and co-operation of all concerned -
Qu;^-x<ties not always evident in recent
yes^^-^ in the conduct of the Rhodesian

`,Ir. Sharp said there would be strong
mi^:vings on the part of many African
gov^''ments over the proposals. It was
"en:;xely understandable that they should

Mr. Sharp has said that we ought not
to substitute our judgment for that of the
Rhodesian people. This is, of course, a
totally acceptable proposition, but its
meaning must be made more explicit. In
1969, Canada was, I believe, one of the
majority of Commonwealth members that,
during the London Commonwealth Con-
ference, urged that "the test of accept-
ability . . . could only be carried out
through the normal democratic process of
election or referendum" and doubted
"whether adequate safeguards for free
political expression could be safeguarded
as long as the rebel government remained
in power". Mr. Sharp has, for the moment
and to the great convenience of the Brit-
ish, retreated from that position. He has

wish all Africans in Rhodesia to have the
same advantages which they themselves
have obtained through independence on
the basis of majority rule".

The External Affairs Minister said the
provision for a commission appointed by
Britain to determine whether the settle-
ment was acceptable to the Rhodesian
people as a whole represented a serious
attempt to test the opinion of Rhodesian
Africans. But there were inherent compli-
cations in the commission plan.

The vast majority of Rhodesian Afri-
cans had been given little opportunity in
the past to express their political will, cer-
tainly not on complicated constitutional
questions. There were physical limitations
on how large a survey the commission
could make. Moreover, the state of emer-
gency prevailing in Rhodesia left African
nationalist parties unable to operate, with
their leaders barred from influencing pub-
lic opinion during the consultations.

Mr. Sharp said he hoped that in spite
of the limitations the commission would
be able to ascertain the views of the Rho-
desian people and, in particular, the Afri-
can population, as to the acceptability of
the proposed agreement.

"As Canadians, we may view the pro-
posals as falling short of what is desir-
able, but we cannot substitute our judg-
ment for the judgment of the Rhodesian
people themselves as to whether they pre-
fer to go on as at present or to accept the
settlement that has been proposed. What-
ever happens, Canada will not cease to be
concerned with the attainment of full
democracy and social justice in Rhodesia."



agreed that an all-white, all-British Com-
mission may be a legitimate alternative
way to discover the views of the Rhode-
sians as a whole He has expressed his con-
fidence that "men of the integrity of those
nominated to be chairman and vice-chair-
men will report not only the views they
hear but also on the adequacy of the pro-
cedures for ascertaining those views". This
is a skilful sentence. It no doubt reas-
sured the British. However, it did not say
that Canada would accept the judgment
of the Commission.

This caution was well advised. Other

Claim procedures men of integrity, Bishop Abel Muzorewa,
for testing pact for example, and Garfield Todd, have said
biased against that the procedures for testing the accept-
its opponents ability of the agreement are profoundly

biased against its opponents. Faith in the
integrity of British peers cannot excuse us
from the obligation to exercise our own
judgment.

The conditions under which the
Commission operated had these features:
(1) The two most prominent African po-

litical leaders and some 60 of their
most active supporters remained in
detention or prison, almost all of them
without trial.

(2) Access to the media was denied to
the new leaders who emerged in the
present crisis.

(3) The chiefs, as paid employees of the
state, were required to follow the re-
gime's line.

(4) Prominent opponents of the agree-
ment, including Garfield Todd and
his daughter, were detained.

(5) Police and special branch members
have attended the meetings at which
the Commission solicits African

opinion. Without, of course, so in-
tending, the Commission thus assist-
ed the Smith regime in identifying
the next generation of African leaders
who are replacing within Rhodesia
those in detention or in the liberation
movements outside the country.

(6) The agreement provides that normal
political activity will be permitted
before and during the test of accept-
ability. However, on the ground that
it is not normal in Rhodesia to per-
mit political activity in the tribal
areas, the opponents of the agreement
have not been permitted to hold polit-
ical meetings in the tribal areas
where 60 per cent of the Africans live!
(There can hardly be a blunter warn-
ing than this of what will be the
value of the other commitments made
by Mr. Smith if the agreement is

accepted.)
Canada was right in 1969. The way
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to test the acceptability of an agreement
is by a referendum held under conditions
of political freedom. Certainly the PearQ
Commission, whatever its final judgment
is not an acceptable alternative. Canada
ought to have said this immediateiy. IVE
ought, in any case, to say it now.

An influential argument in favour of
the settlement has been made ir, thek
terms by the British Prime Minist..r:
If the 1969 constitution was continued, nothin4
in the future, as far as anyone could foresee
would change that situation except for tt:e woN

the African would be left with tce 19ô9
constitution, he would be saddled with i t as far
as anybody can see in the future and by ais owa
hand. There would be nothing else.

The Sunday Times has call(d thi
"mere propaganda". An African befon
the Pearce Commission describec! it a
"intimidation from the highest sou: ce". A
lack of settlement is not a settlemer:t. The
Africans' main hope lies in the issu;_^ being
left alive internationally, with th ; pre+
sures on the white minority beirg sus.
tained and increased until the L50,0N
whites come to realize that their Prosper.
ity and the stability of their counrry ad
both be permanently threatened unies
they abandon their oligarchic rue over
five million Africans and seek to c)me to
terms with their leaders.

A just Canadian policy towa^ ds thE
Home-Smith agreement would h,,•e thE
following features:

(1) A reaffirmation that a settlemc nt car,
not be regarded as acceptable to thE'
Rhodesian people as a whole unlec
it is endorsed in a referendu, a, hek'
under conditions of genuine t olitic4^f
freedom.

(2) An early statement that the Canaj
than Government cannot acc pt ^tk
proposed settlement and that . wha:
ever the Pearce Commission eport
Canda will advocate the main enann^
of international sanctions again>k
Rhodesia and their more c ',fectil}^
enforcement.

(3) An affirmation that honest egotis
tiations between African anc' wivtt
leaders of a constitution trar. iition.j
to majority rule is a first prei -qui
to a just settlement and that we et..,
pect that such a negotiated settl
ment would provide for a Bi tish C ,

international presence until r iajorit
rule is achieved.

(4) A commitment that, as a cons, quenrt,
of such a settlement, we sho! Id ]o",
with other states to support si ch Pmp
jects as a major program of lz :id pur
chase and assisted emigratior to Ea^
cilitate the departure of Eu:o
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I who did not wish to remain in Rho-
desia; a major training program for
P};odesian Africans; and a technical-
a,,Astance program to replace those

ropeans in the public service who
but who could not immediately

replaced by Rhodesians.
, policy statement along these lines

•r; 1l ii: e entirely consistent with present
z,ia!:.an policies, though it would articu-
te t:,ern more forthrightly. It would in-
olve -ro contradiction of the Prime Min-
ter's pragmatic comment to his African
omnronwealth colleagues in 1969 that
ey :ight have to settle for something
com: or third best. A willingness to ac-
pt << second- or a third-best settlement
ould certainly be needed if negotiations
ere 'o be successful. I do not believe
at ^:,e Prime Minister intended that a
con, É or third-best settlement could le-
tima;.ely be imposed without negotia-
ons. 'ndeed, the more genuine the com-
omi --s in a settlement the more essen-

a1 tt-_: t African leaders participate in its
goti z tion.

&A what of the whispered advice for
de-,-Ie that so often seems to have a

cidii ;; influence? Why ought Canada to
ke uch a forthright position on this

' ue?
F_:.>t, race is likely to become a

jor '_ictor in international politics, com-
undi:1.g the difficulties of achieving pos-

i ve ^:,d harmonious relations between
ri,h a'.-,,1 poor countries. It is important
tlat sT , tie white middle powers continue

es.: :.ge from Lord Pearce. . .
e 1` .^rce Commission returned to Bri-
n ir oid-March to begin work on its re-
rt - a task Lord Pearce described as

fhc^ precedent. Following are excerpts
^roadcast he gave in Salisbury be-
departure:
. The resnonce to our invitatinn

119S Fç overwhelming and most impres-
'e- not only the politically minded,
w ose -:ews we expected to hear, but all

tio:, of Rhodesian society have willing-
prc, ::ted their views. We are particu-
Y°- _:ieful to the so-called `silent ma-

ho have not let their views go by
Many thousands of ordinary Rho-
have taken the trouble to attend

méetrr -^,, send delegations or write to us
^ 'ct •,•. Not only has the level of re-
s nsE oeen impressive, but also the ob-
ri us r incerity and the cogency with
w ich ^ much has been expressed. I re-

t th_ - we have been unable to interview

to bridge these chasms. We need to de-
monstrate our willingness to adhere to a
basic principle even though we should
thereby irritate a major white power with
whom we have close historical links.

Secondly, we have already played an
important role in regard to Rhodesia,
particularly at the Commonwealth con-
ferences at London in 1964, at Lagos in
1966 and at London again in 1969. By
supporting the same long-term objectives
for Rhodesia as were supported by the
non-white members, we gained an influ-
ence that we employed to win African,
Asian and Caribbean acquiescence in the
British attempts to negotiate with Mr.
Smith. This was perfectly proper and hon-
ourable as long as we now remain faithful
to these principles and as articulate when
they require that we oppose the imme-
diate objectives of the British Govern-
ment.

There is a final point to make. The
Canadian Government is properly reluct-
ant to make gratuitous and moralistic
comments on issues in which it plays no
role. The Government also claims that so-
cial justice is one of the main objectives
of its foreign policy. If these two stances
are to be compatible, Canada must be
ready to play a positive role in those few
international issues in which it has a spe-
cial status because of historical associa-
tions, earlier involvements and the trust
of the major participants. Rhodesia is one
of these few issues.

absolutely all those who offered to supple-
ment their written statements, but their
views will, of course, be taken into
account.

". .. Those who have spoken or
written in confidence can rest assured that
their confidence will be respected. All
papers are being taken back to London
with us. There we shall consider the mass
of evidence we have obtained. We are com-
pletely independent. I hope there are no
lingering doubts about this. Our analysis
will be entirely impartial . . . . Working
with this commission has been a unique
experience and quite a hard one but my
colleagues and I have found it rewarding
too...."

Lord Pearce undertook to produce
a report as speedily as possible and said
he hoped to submit it to Sir Alec Douglas-
Home during the second half of April.
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The quest for counterweight:
Canada, Britain and the EEC
By Peyton V. Lyon

Canada's response to the current expan-
sion of the European Economic Commun-
ity contrasts sharply with its official
posture during the abortive Brussels nego-
tiations of 1961-63. The Diefenbaker
Government at that time had drawn pes-
simistic conclusions about both the econ-
omic and political consequences of British
membership. It feared that Canadian ex-
ports would suffer drastically and that Bri-
tain's role as Commonwealth primus inter
pares would be terminated and its special
ties with Canada abandoned.

Canadian ministers rallied the oppo-
sition to Britain's plans at the Common-
wealth economic conference in Accra in
October 1961, and Canada's High Com-
missioner in London delivered a series of
public addresses designed to keep the Brit-
ish British. Canadian ministers made
thinly-veiled accusations of bad faith, and
Mr. Diefenbaker's emotional speech to the
prime ministers' conference in September
1962 was specially resented by the British.
Anglo-Canadian relations reached their
lowest ebb in decades.

In the recent negotiations, Britain en-
countered little difficulty from Canada.
Once again, Ottawa's official position was
that "accession to the EEC is for Britain
and the Community to decide". This time
it was meant. The Government anticipat-
ed that "some Canadian exporters, partic-
ularly in the agricultural sector, are likely

to have difficulties"; they have taken
every opportunity to ensure that the Brit-
ish and the Europeans are fully informed
"of the interests that stand to be adverse-
ly affected", and have asked that they be

Pro fessor Lyon since 1965 has been
a pro f essor of political science in
Carleton University's School of
International Affairs. A former member
of the Department of External Affairs, he
served as professor of political science
at the University of Western Ontario
before joining the Carleton staff.
The views expressed in the accompanying
article are those of Pro f essor Lyon.
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taken account of in the transition i1 an.
rangements. Op the other hand, xiniG
terial statements have consistentl r es.
pressed optimism that the expanded EEC
will be outward-looking and good for the
world.

In part, Ottawa's attitude reffi-cts a
less pessimistic estimate of the ecolomic
costs to Canada. The Kennedy Rourd has
intervened, lessening the significarce of
tariff structures. In spite of the Common.
wealth preference, Canada's expofts to
Britain have been growing only one-: ourth
as rapidly as its exports to the EEC, and
the exports to the two markets are non
comparable in volume ($1.2 billion -̂ o the

EEC and $1.5 billion to Britain). Aoread
the sales to the EEC include substantiall^
more manufactured goods ($160 n illion
compared to $107 million), and it is these
rather than raw materials, that Can,,diac
are eager to export; they find the though-
repellent that they might become men
"hewers of wood and drawers of «atei'
If, as is hoped, membership in the EE(
brings Britain an EEC rate of eccnomii
growth, the total British demand f>r ia:
ports should increase in time, thus tendl
ing to offset the deterioration in acce ^
conditions for Canadian goods.

Welcomed by Pearson
During the earlier negotiations, hint 3 wer
heard from Ottawa of Common vealr^
alternatives that would ease BritaiCs d:
ficulties if it remained outside the EEi;
No such alternative ever materializA. LS
1961-63, moreover, Lester Pearson, tha,
leader of the Liberal Opposition, v arnv"
endorsed the British bid for EEC m,:mhe',
ship and roasted the Conservativvs
"anti-British" activity. Although Pie r

Elliott Trudeau, Mr. Pearson's hiller

successor, has played down Pearson an
ternationalism, he has maintaine d
party's sympathetic understandir:g hi
Britain's European aspirations. ^

Not all the reasons for this corrmej
able attitude are comforting to Co'nW,
wealth enthusiasts. However faulf y n â
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lost of his Prime Ministerial visits have
een to Commonwealth capitals, and one

entary traditions retain some vitality.
eaders of polities in which British Parlia-
ive ease of communication between
shed. He has come to appreciate the rela-
oward the Commonwealth has dimin-
ealVa. Mr. Trudeau's initial scepticism
etween Common Market and Common-

ritish connection, and convinced that
ritain was confronted with a stark choice

trongly motivated by devotion to the
is manners, he and his ministers were

f his rare personal involvements in inter-
atio-nal diplomacy - certainly the most
nergetic - was his attempt to rescue the
ommonwealth from the consequences of
Ir. Heath's stubborn resolve to supply
rms to South Africa. Support for the
omr.onwealth, especially as a multiracial
ommunity, is probably stronger in Cana-
a than in any other country, and Mr.
rudeau shares this enthusiasm.

Nevertheless, part of his Govern-
ent "s benevolent attitude towards Brit-
h en-Iry into the EEC must be attributed

a^.^ecline in emotional attachment to
rown and Commonwealth. A majority of
anadians are inclined to regard the
onarchy as an anachronism destined to
de a4vay in time. Key ministers hint that
ey are reluctant to tackle the issue head-

only because they regard it as of in-
ffic;ent moment to warrant the divisive
bat:; that would certainly ensue. AI-
oub:r not antagonistic to the Common-
ealth, French-speaking Canadians are
der^.tandably determined that compar-
le ,i.pport be given to La Francophonie
d i±s institutions such as L'Agence de

oopc=ration culturelle et technique. In-

lati-.ely recent and because Quebec
ed, because this institutionalization is

gh . under a different administration,
Zair, seek to displace Canada in the

wer. r encii-speaking community, Ottawa is
veal 4 ite properly paying more immediate
s a ten;ion to the francophone "Common-
EEi:; al:::." than to the British original.

;,A. LÇ The institutionalization of La Fran-
tba phc,cie has made it easier for French-

arm^ eak i ng Canadians to support Canada's
mterï a tivi:,Y in the English-speaking world.
vs 1c ver^heless, Ottawa's response to the
Pie r', d cli-'s; of the Commonwealth can best be

E,iber' scr_i^ed as regret rather than acute con-
an ^r . Mitchell Sharp, the Secretary of

:,d tl S

:g

ate for External Affairs, occasioned
lile "ontroversy when he commented ear-,_

thi„ year that the Commonwealth had
ttenuated to the point that it can no
ges he a cornerstone of policy although
en ^.ins a useful institution, particularly

for its smaller members". Almost a year
earlier, responsibility for Britain within
Mr. Sharp's department had been trans-
ferred from the Commonwealth to the
Northwest Europe Division. "We are now
treating Britain," a senior official has said
privately, "as a country instead of a con-
cept." This is not to say that Britain is
being treated less seriously. Indeed, the
contrary is closer to the truth.

Heath's stance
The Commonwealth, and Britain's central
role, need not be further weakened by the
merger with the EEC. Although the Com-
monwealth's military and economic sub-
stance has largely dissipated, the consul-
tative and cultural features can be main- `Strong inclination
tained if the will is adequate. That will is to let Europe
now more evident in Ottawa than London. monopolize British
From across the Atlantic, it often appears energy and
as if Prime Minister Heath, and many of attention'
his countrymen, increasingly regard the
Commonwealth as a burden and a bore. The
inclination is clearly very strong to let the
opening to Europe monopolize British
energy and attention. Although Mr. Heath
should be grateful for Canadian forebear-
ance during the recent negotiations with
the European Community, he is less en-
thusiastic about other Canadian attitudes
and actions - such as opposition to arms
sales to South Africa, unilateral cuts in
troop strength to Europe and benign in-
terpretation of current Soviet intentions.
If Ottawa and London are drifting apart,
however, the explanation lies less in any
particular dispute than in preoccupation
with different problems and opportunities.

Of the two, Canada may well be the
first to so regret the trend that it takes
energetic steps to reverse it. This action
would be conceived as part of a campaign
for national survival. While London la-
bours to integrate its economy with that
of the adjacent continent, Ottawa is be-
latedly responding to the widespread
Canadian worry about the consequences
of economic integration in North America.
Canadians might take some comfort from
the disappointing European experience,
where economic integration was intended
to foster political unity and has failed as
yet to do so. Instead, they appear to sub-
scribe to the Marxist proposition that "as
goes the economy, so goes the polity",
even when political unification is con-
sciously rejected as a goal.

Experience elsewhere suggests that
nations can survive even though integrat-
ed in significant respects with larger en-
tities. The high degree of economic inte-
gration between Ireland and Britain, for
example, or the cultural similarity of
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Austria and Germany, has not led to to-
tal integration or homogenization. Never-
theless, Canadians fear that, unless Amer-
ican ownership of Canadian industry can
be reduced and alternative markets found,
Canada will be inexorably absorbed into
the United States.

This apprehension . is resulting in
measures to control the entry of foreign
capital. More constructively, it has re-
awakened interest in the "counterweight"
approach to Canada's "American prob-
lem". Policymakers in Ottawa have tradi-
tionally striven for balance between Ca-
nada's relations with Britain and those
with the United States. Counterweight
imagery, however, is misleading in so far
as it evokes the balance-of-power model.
In the Canadian context, it has almost
no military significance, and it never pre-
scribed the promotion of tension between
London and Washington; indeed, strife
between them has always been perceived
by Ottawa as a deadly threat. The coun-
terweight metaphor is also subject to cri-
ticism in so far as it mistakenly suggests
that any set of Canadian external rela-
tions could now approach in significance
those with the United States. The expres-
sion "countervailing influence" is less vul-
nerable on this score, while some officials
prefer the still blander "diversification".

Alternative markets

Whatever the term, the approach has
both material and psychic dimensions.
The most obvious, and substantial, rests
on the proposition that a nation is better
able to withstand pressure, or pull, from
a powerful neighbour if it has alternative
markets for its exports and alternative
sources of capital and technology. Un-
easiness about the high concentration of
Canadian eggs in the American basket
was intensified by Washington's aggres-
sive economic measures of August 15,
1971. Although Canada has emerged rela-

Moves by U.S. tively unscathed from the immediate
exposed Canada's crisis, it exposed starkly its vulnerability,
vulnerability

and tough negotiations with Washington
have followed on a wide range of sticky
issues. These have not been made easier
for Ottawa by indications that the world
may be entering a GATT-less era, one
dominated by economic blocs from which
Canada is excluded. Many Canadians,
moreover, are now persuaded that the
price tag on American investment is ex-
cessive in terms of the scientific and in-
dustrial base needed to shape its own
destiny. Servan-Schreiber's warning to
Europe, if valid, applies a fortiori to
Canada.

In spite of the presence within Cana-
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ua ul a supstantral French-speakir-,g (
munity, the cultural differences 1,etv
the majority of Canadians and thei - R,
ern neighbours are diminishing. Th,s t
calls into question the cost, indw,ed
possibility, of separate national e). ist,
Increased cultural and technolog ical
change with nations other than the Un
States is now recognized as the obvi
and positive, means to counteract it.

Expectations may be of crit;cal
portance. If Canadians become convin?
that they are losing control ovt^r t!Y,
destiny, and their identity, th,,y t
adopt extreme, counter-productiv ^ mj
ures. They are just as likely to bec^
defeatist and to cease resisting f sll e;
tinental integration. °

The degree of integration ir
America - economic, military nd ^
tural - is probably too substantiaf ta
decisively altered at acceptable cost'
fully counterbalanced by interacti on
third countries. Nevertheless, if cham
in tendency can be effected, espe -iallr' '
ways that penetrate the Canadi an cr'
sciousness, the confidence nece,,.sary
national survival may be securec. C
dians, therefore, need not be an i-A
ican in order to attach oxerri^ Fo
importance to intensifying ties w- ,-,h ttIs
countries.

Relations with Britain, thor gh
extremely close in the cultural re ; lm (J,
nourished by visits and fresh imm:gran, C
have clearly become inadequate to pror^ p
all the necessary countervailing h fluec^ if
Trade between the two has lecV o
sharply in relative importance, and
symbolic links are weakening. E ped co
since the early 1960s, when Cana( iand
came fully aware of the releN ince^ __
Paris-Ottawa relations in the mairtena rel
of harmony within Canada, Fra :ice ^ in
been perceived as a vital source ?f cor n
tervailing influence, but putting s, bstalk
into these relations has not be n ea"
Even before Charles de Gaulle s( t out;` sul
1967 to disrupt Canada, co-operai on tI N^7
Paris had proved difficult, and Fra°^
had disappointed as an alternativc mar}a o e
and provider of immigrants and cap«: pl e
Since de Gaulle's exit, Franco-C ana6^
relations have improved.

Western Europe as a whol. ^ is r'
viously a more adequate source J cou S
tervailing influence. The expand A co,',' P
munity will be by far the world'.- larO; to
importer, and Canadians nmQz-- : fa¢4 obles
and cultural ties with all of its natioc Pl^in
components. A strong secondary ar•gtrM allrf
for Canadian participation in NATO kca
been, from the beginning, that it 011^1
a means to meet Canada's securi ty nllj g'
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tkeep troops in Europe. They doubt
est European governments ever
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ed States. De Gaulle's treatment of
ad` has 'cast doubt on the familiar
o,.t; ion that "there is less risk of rape
7-:. e in the bed", but most Ottawa
ia'^- continue to believe that the West
op,-an allies provide the only serious
ztr.veight to Canada's involvement

e United States, and also that an
ve role in NATO, is essential if these
tir--; are to be sufficiently close. An
ea -i g minority, however, contest the

et .;;;lerican influence, is itself so com-
ely ;i.orninated by the United States

recover independence Canada
ver all alliance connections.

hecr Trudeau
e _inister Trudeau appeared initially

ha ,f some of these views, but not the
ess3 %: fear of U.S. domination. He com-

''.l 1969 that NATO had dictated
of anada's external policies, advo-
d ^ater attention to domestic prob-

s a?'- _; less to European security, and
era?? . appeared rather bored with the

UPI cablephoto

Palace garden before resuming their
official talks. These discussions in Paris
last year helped pave the way for
admission of Britain to the EEC.

Western half of that continent. Mr. Tru-
deau's timely initiative in seeking diplo-
matic relations with Peking, well-publi-
cized visits by his ministers to Latin Amer-
ica, and his own travels to New Zealand,
Australia, Japan, Malaysia, India, Pakis-
tan and the Soviet Union, underlined his
conviction that Canada should give prior-
ity to generating relations well away from
the North Atlantic.

This was also the message of the
first booklet in Foreign Policy for Cana-
dians (1970), the Government's most con-
sidered statement of intentions: "The pre-
dominance of transatlantic ties - with
Britain, France and Western Europe gen-
erally (and new links with the Common
Market) - will be adjusted to reflect
a more evenly distributed policy emphasis,
which envisages expanding activities in
the Pacific basin and Latin America"
(P. 38).

With longer experience, Mr. Trudeau's
Government has displayed increasing
awareness of Canada's need for counter-
vailing relations, and decreasing confidence
that they can be established - on the
necessary scale - beyond the Atlantic
community. Relations with developing
nations, although growing, are too one-
sided to ease greatly Canada's overwhelm-
ing involvement with its super-power
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neighbour. Trade with Japan is expand-
ing rapidly, but its interest in Canada
extends little further than its need for raw
materials, and there are as yet relatively
few of the personal, historical and cultural
bonds that link Canada to Europe. Until
1971, Mr. Trudeau had said almost no-
thing to suggest that he personally at-
tached 'importance to counterweights in
foreign relations. Ironically, he made good
this deficiency when in Moscow; while
stressing that Canada would remain close-
ly allied to the United States, he advo-
cated intensified ties with the Soviet

Union to counteract the danger posed by
the "overwhelming presence of the United
States ... to our identity from a cultural,
economic, and perhaps even military, point
of view".

Although most Canadians approved
the sensible new agreements with the
Kremlin, a large number objected so strenu-
ously to the notion of exploiting the Soviet
Union as a counterweight to the United
States that Mr. Trudeau has since felt
constrained to deny repeatedly that his
Government is anti-American or imagines
that trans-polar relations could ever ap-
proach in intimacy or weight those that
cross the 49th Parallel.

`Canada's leaders
have returned
to Mother Europe'

Courting Western Europe
So, after an extensive tour d'horizon in

search of non-Atlantic sources of signifi-
cant counterweight, Canada's leaders have
returned to Mother Europe. Mr. Trudeau
has yet to acknowledge this explicitly, and
he has made no Prime Ministerial visits
to Western Europe in any way compar-
able to those already paid other contin-
ents and the U.S.S.R. His ministers, how-
ever, have been courting the West Euro-
pean governments and trying to make
amends for Canada's earlier, inexcusable,
neglect of the European Community. In
1970, Messrs Pepin and Sharp became the
first Canadian ministers to call at the
headquarters of the European Commis-
sion. The next year, the Governor General
paid official visits to Belgium, the Nether-
lands and Luxembourg. Canada is now
seeking an agreement with the Community
that will provide a more institutionalized
means of consultation. Ottawa officials are
increasingly inclined to disregard the first

booklet in the Foreign Policy for Cana-

dians packet, the one upon which the
ministers concentrated their efforts, and
ta take their cues from the more sensible
booklet entitled Europe. In this, Europe
is recognized as:
the only area outside North America where the
major themes of Canadian policy converge ...
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(P. 38). The maintenance of an adequate met,
ure of economic and political independel.cei
the face of American power and influence iy,
problem Canada shares with the EuropeLn n^
tions . . . (P. 14). The more the Europes
countries combine their efforts, the more <^ppa;
tunities there will be for Canada to find r(warc
ing forms of co-operation with them. It is ix
realistic to imagine that the present tre I
could be changed 90 degrees in directioii
but there would be much merit in seeking
develop at least some measure of countervailib
influence . . . (P. 27).

Ottawa is energetically engaged in idet
tifying activities which allow scope f )r ej
panded collaboration with the Europe ;
and in negotiating new agreements.

In 1968, during the debate over mer
bership in NATO, a frequent qu^stio^
was: "Must we go on helping the af lue,
Europeans?" Now the most preaale
query is: "How can we persuade the Eun,,
peans that it is in their interests t.o ir
crease interaction with Canada?" Is it t{
late, one wonders, to convince the Eur,'
peans that Claude Julien, a leading F`renc I
editor, was right when he wrote in 19fi.`
Outside Europe, Canada is the only Wester
power able to maintain the delicate equi: ibriQ
that sways from one side of the Atlantic to ih
other. If Canada's weight falls on the Arieri^
side of the scale, the balance will be fore% er la'
If it falls on the European side, then a chan'
of maintaining this balance will remain.

Must Canada continue to be ac-.,ive'^
European security in order to ge^ierat
the other relations that it needs wi:;h 6.
West Europeans? Probably yes. Miaiste
of foreign affairs, finance and defen ce ai
concerned about Canada's military --onti
bution to the common defence, an. l in.
position to give consideration to Ca;,.adia
interests. If Canada had no troc ps ^
Europe, it might not now be nec-,ssar
to dispatch a contingent. However, tt
task of convincing the West Eu-,Europe
governments that Canada wants clo,
ties was hardly facilitated by the spi. cW
of Canadian troops hurrying home. : t nr
well be significant that Bonn, th( mc^
security-conscious of the Europear o
tals, is also the most responsi ve t
Canadian requests.
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Inside the Club
What help can Canada expect (f Bc
tain from inside the European clut
Appeals based on sentiment or tr::dibc
are of limited value, and Britain viIl r
hard pressed to gain the conc lssi^
needed by its own economy. Britcin f
be reluctant to give the slightest pPe^
ance of entering as anyone's rraJg,
Horse". On the other hand, Cana .la C
at least expect the consideration due 9.,
developed nation with a gross n atio>;k
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roduct approaching $100 billion and

ritain, with the largest stake in the
anadian market, will be the EEC mem-

,er with the greatest interest in negotiat-
ng reductions in Canada's tariff structure.

The task of generating substantial
elations with third countries without pre-
udicing Canada's position with the
nited States should be less difficult in

,Vestern Europe than anywhere else. On

balance, it will probably be facilitated by
the enlargement of the European Com-
munity from six to ten. Intensified efforts
to strengthen ties with Britain are in
order, but no longer because it is a coun-
try (in Canadian eyes) unlike all the
others. Rather it is because Britain is soon
to be one of the three leading members
of the European Community, Canada's
best hope for countervailing influence.

Berlin negotiations: the path
o easing East-West tensions

he signature of the inter-German agree-
ents on Berlin in December marked the
nd of the Berlin negotiations. It only
em,ains now for the four powers concerned

Finn the final protocol, which has al-
ady been negotiated, to bring the inter-
er<.uan agreements as well as the four-
owEr agreement of last September into
rce. Although the U.S.S.R. has tied its0

gnature of the final protocol to the rati-
ation by the Federal Republic of Ger-
any of its non-aggression treaties with
e U.S.S.R. and Poland, there is

1Eason to hope that the treaties will be
tified and the final protocol signed in®
e next few months. If the Berlin agree-
ent is to be fully effective, it should,

owt-ver, be complemented by the nego-
ation of a modus vivendi between the
.R.tx. and the German Democratic Re-
blic (East Germany). The conclusion
bcr !.h the agreement and a modus viven-
w:-,uld provide an impetus to the relax-

10Y: of tensions in East-West relations.
The history of the last 25 years in-

a;,,s how closely the Berlin question
d^Ihe German question as a whole are

5tv, .ried and how central both are to East-
est relations. The Berlin blockade of
48 arose directly out of the growing

(f Er vision of Germany. This attempt to force
3.n clut t e!;'estern allies out of West Berlin was
tr::dibc e f;rst major test of strength of the Cold
n dll b ar. It contributed considerably to the
ne ^ssi^ f rm<<tion of the North Atlantic Treaty
itc in 1K, ga:+:zation and to the integration of
t, ppe^ est and East Germany in their respec-

«iroj5 °e c,:.mps.
na la af The failure of the blockade left a gap

due 9 the Iron Curtain which the Soviet
r atio>;, ior found disturbing from a strategic,

political and ideological point of view. Ber-
lin became a major and continuous source
of friction between the two Germanies,
and between the Communist bloc and
NATO for the next 13 years. Through
West Berlin flowed Western publications
and broadcasts in one direction and East
Germans in the other. From 1949 to 1958,
2,188,000 East Germans left for West Ber-
lin out of a total population of 17,500,000.
The city was, as Khrushchov put it, a
bone in the Soviet Union's throat. His
attempt to remove the bone produced the
second Berlin crisis. In the four years be-
tween 1958 and 1962, at least three major
efforts were made to force the West out
of Berlin by means of threats and intimi-
dations of various kinds.

The confrontation with the United
States over the Cuban missiles led the
U.S.S.R. to revise its policy on Berlin.
The need, from the Soviet point of view,
to see the West removed from Berlin had,
in any case, been diminished by the erec-
tion of the Berlin Wall on August 13,
1961, which stopped the flow of refugees.

Even though the U.S.S.R. abandoned
any active attempt to expel the West, it
did not give up its claim, which had
brought on the crisis, that occupation
rights of the Western powers should cease
and that West Berlin should become a
special political unit without any special
political, economic and financial links
with West Germany ( F.R.G. ). Both the
U.S.S.R. and East Germany continued
within limits to promote this aim. The
East Germans prohibited the West Ber-
liners from visiting the G.D.R. and first
restricted and then stopped, except in
emergency cases, visits by West Berliners
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A f ter signing the four-power agreement
on Berlin, the four ambassadors step
outside the former Allied Control Council
Building in West Berlin. From the le f t:

to East Berlin. Both the U.S.S.R. and the
G.D.R. harassed the access routes when
political events not to their liking took
place in West Berlin. The other Com-
munist countries, by not accepting the
right of the F.R.G. to represent the West
Berliners abroad, effectively denied the
West Berliners consular protection in
Eastern Europe and made it difficult for
West Berlin products to be sold there. As
a result of all these factors, Berlin re-
mained a continuous source of tensions in
East-West relations, although at a lower
level than previously.

Berlin key position
As both East and West started to explore
the possibilities of reducing tensions in
the second half of the 1960s, Berlin came
to resume its central position in East-
West negotiations. During the latter part
of the 60s, the F.R.G. began to move to-
ward a policy of accepting the existence
of the G.D.R. and Germany's postwar
border with Poland. It hoped in this way
to establish closer relations with Eastern
Europe as a whole and thus to reduce the

Wide W, .-Id p^

Britain's Sir Roger Jackling, Pyotr
Abrassimov of the Soviet Union, Ke.anet!
Rush of the United States and Jean
Sauvargnargues of France.

growing division between the two G(=
states. It, and the three Western pi>wer.
recognized, however, that a general inte
national recognition of the sovereigi ty a
the G.D.R. could affect the four-.)oWE
occupation rights on the access-rou es
Berlin because of the G.D.R. clam f,'
sovereignty over them. Furthermore, 't%-,
considered that no genuine relaxat on '
tensions could be achieved betweer EaI
and West unless there were an end `.o 6
continuing harassment of West Berl n an:
an acceptance of its links with the i'.R.(
The Soviet willingness to see that tl is ^

^
^

ir4
4.

done in exchange for the acceptar .-e 6: q
the F.R.G. of the territorial status ,uo
Eastern Europe was regarded as a^ esta
the U.S.S.R.'s desire for détente.

During this period, signs be€ an
multiply that the Soviet Union was inde
interested in détente. Relations wit:a ^
na had deteriorated. The Soviet anis
penditure was heavy and the 30 ,
economy and technology were s] pp5
further behind those of the West. T,
U.S.S.R. seemed to hope that a dW,
would strengthen the position of thi "'a
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aw Pact in Eastern Europe, lead to great-
economic and technological co-opera-r

ion with the West and perhaps encourage
e withdrawal of American troops from
éstern Europe. In March 1969, in Buda-

0

st, a conference of the Warsaw Pact
wers renewed a long-standing proposal
r a Conference on Security and Co-oper-

tion in Europe ( CSCE ). A month later,
e foreign ministers of NATO, meeting in
asûington, replied by indicating that
y such conference would have to be

receded by a removal of sources of ten-
on, especially in and around Berlin. One
ear later, after various exchanges on the
bjr-ct, the first meeting of the ambas-

® dors of the four powers was held, on
iarch 26, 1970, to consider the situation

and around Berlin. At approximately
e same time, negotiations on other as-

t.:,4 of the German question began. Onge
arch 19, West German Chancellor Willy
randt had met the East German Prime

m nister Willi Stoph; while, in December
69, representatives of the F.R.G. and
e U.S.S.R. had begun discussions on a
n-aggression treaty.

f+
At the beginning of the Berlin talks,

w observers were willing to express any-

ing more than cautious optimism about
eir outcome. The positions of the two
des were too far apart. The Western
ies were seeking: (a) a four-power guar-

aitee of unhindered and preferential civil-
L n a

. .̂.ess to West Berlin; ( b) a similarly
guara,lteed restoration of inner Berlin

avei and communications; and (c) an
e^'tance by the U.S.S.R. of the finan-

^2conomic and political ties between
est Berlin and the F.R.G., including the

rïght ,if the latter to represent West Berlin
4ro,-:.1. In exchange, the allies, after con-

lto;:on with the F.R.G., were willing to
ed the performance by the F.R.G. of
ojrtu:n political actes de présence in West
B^r1i _,. The Western allies based their de-

s on the four-power status of all of
B^rli% established in the war and postwar
a$re=. nents.

he Russians, on the other hand,
re only willing to admit that: (a)
ad.:.parti}e status applied to West Ber-
a=d not to the whole of the city; (b)

rst Berlin constituted a distinct poli-
al entity which was not part of the

, whose political activities there
sti^.uted a violation of the city's status;
dfc) that the access routes to Berlin

^^e ander the full sovereignty of the

The possibility of the success of the
ks was further diminished by the op-

tik n of the G.D.R. to the Western de-
ndy since they would vitiate its claims

to sovereignty over the access routes, un-
dermine its pretension that West Berlin
lay on its territory, and threaten its abil-
ity to apply pressure on both the F.R.G.
and West Berlin through harassment of
the access routes. In addition, the G.D.R.
seemed to be worried that a reduction of
tensions between East and West might
threaten the internal stability that it had
built up since the erection of the wall.
For this reason, the G.D.R. ended the
inter-German negotiations in May 1970,
when the F.R.G. proposed the establish-
ment of special relations and closer co-
operation between the two German states,
to be followed by the admission of both
to the United Nations and the inter-
national recognition, but without any spe-
cial relations or substantial co-operation
with the F.R.G.

Accommodation with West
The signature of the German-Soviet non-
aggression treaty on August 17, 1970,
however, gave a strong indication that the
U.S.S.R. was prepared to reach an accom-
modation with the West. The treaty and
its associated documents amounted to a
settlement by West Germany and the
U.S.S.R. of their outstanding differences
in Eastern Europe. Major concessions
were made by the F.R.G. It agreed to
accept the Oder-Neisse boundary, the
Czech boundary and the G.D.R. as a fully
sovereign and equal state. It also agreed
to conclude similar treaties with Poland,
Czechoslovakia and the G.D.R. The
U.S.S.R., however, made some significant
concessions, too. It renounced the right,
given to it as one of the victors of the
Second World War by Articles 53 and 137
of the United Nations Charter, to inter-
vene in the internal affairs of the F.R.G.
It did not insist on the F.R.G. recognizing
the G.D.R. as a foreign state, which would
have excluded the special relations the
F.R.G. was seeking, and it did not exclude
the possibility of reunification.

The non-aggression treaty also gave
the three Western powers an additional
lever in the Berlin negotiations since the
F.R.G. indicated that it would not submit
the treaty for ratification until there had
been a satisfactory conclusion to the Ber-
lin negotiations.

In spite of the expectations raised by
the non-aggression treaty, however, pro-
gress remained slow for the next eight
months. Although part of this slowness
was due to the extraordinary difficulty of
the subject matter, a good deal seems to
have been due to the continuing opposi-
tion of the G.D.R. During this period, the
G.D.R. tried to bring the F.R.G. to ne-
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gotiate a transit agreement that would
have recognized the G.D.R.'s sovereignty
over the access routes at the expense of
four-power rights. The F.R.G., while will-
ing to negotiate an agreement covering
transit between the two states, refused to
have it cover the Berlin access routes. It
was only. after the replacement of the
East German leader, Walter Ulbricht, by

Erich Honecker at the beginning of May
that rapid and substantial progress was
made in the negotiations.

Agreement pro-
vides unhindered
civilian access

Allied aims met
The negotiations were completed on Sep-
tember 3 with the signature of the four-
power agreement. The agreement is in
many ways a diplomatic tour de force. It

manages to set out several practical im-
provements for Berlin while remaining
neutral on the mainly contradictory legal
positions of East and West on the city's
status. The improvements thus achieved
largely correspond to the allied aims at
the beginning of the negotiations. It is
doubtful that the allies would have been
able to achieve so much in the face of the
strong East German opposition without
the allied refusal to move forward in areas
of interest to the U.S.S.R. until the Berlin
agreement was satisfactorily concluded.
The F.R.G. had postponed its ratification
of its non-aggression treaties with the
U.S.S.R. and Poland while the NATO
countries had refused to engage in multi-
lateral preparations for a European secur-
ity conference.

The agreement reaffirms the final
responsibility of the U.S.S.R. for civilian
access to Berlin and provides that it
should be unhindered. It allows the West
Berliners to visit East Berlin and the
F.R.G., including the right of the F.R.G.
to represent West Berlin interests abroad.

In return for these substantial im-
provements, the agreement allows the So-
viets to open a consulate and certain trade
offices in West Berlin, and prohibits the
F.R.G. from performing certain constitu-
tional and official acts that might be inter-
preted as an exercise of direct state
authority over West Berlin.

The agreement provided that the sec-
tions on access and communications were
to be implemented by agreements between
the competent German authorities, after
which the four powers would sign a final

protocol bringing all agreements into
force. In the inter-German negotiations,
which began immediately after the sig-
nature of the four-power agreement, the
opposition of the G.D.R. to the Berlin
agreement once again became apparent.
The G.D.R. rejected the German transla-
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tion of the agreement, which it had heiped
prepare, and spent sevéral weeks trying to
force the F.R.G. to accept significant
changes that would have altered the mean.
ing of the agreement.

Even after the G.D.R. abandoned
this attempt, progress in the talks re.
mained slow and uneven. Finally, F irst
Secretary Leonid Brezhnev, during his vis.
it to East Berlin at the end of Octc.ber,
publicly emphasized the need for speed in
concluding the talks. From that mornent
on, the talks proceeded much rnorE
smoothly. The agreement between the
F.R.G. and the G.D.R. on access to `Vest
Berlin was concluded on December 17;
while that between West Berlin and the
G.D.R. on communications between ^Vest
Berlin and the surrounding terri tory.
which also provided for minor border reo
tifications, was signed on December 0.

Protocol next
The signature of the inter-German a;ree-
ments marked the end of the Berlin rego.
tiations. It only remains now for the four
powers to sign the final protocol for the
whole agreement to come into force. Al-
though the Western powers are willing to
sign at any time, the U.S.S.R. has indi-
cated that it will not sign before the rati.
fication by the F.R.G. of its non-aggre3sior.
treaties with the U.S.S.R. and Pc(and
The F.R.G. presented these treaties to the
Bundestag after the conclusion of th l- ne ObE
gotiations. It is likely that they will c,)tair ^t
the necessary parliamentary apr:rovà d
sometime late in the spring. e

Even though the Berlin negotir, tion. tIC r
may be considered a success, it is sti'I too l^vE
early to say to what extent the resLltan' ^rn
agreement, assuming it enters into orce t

^will succeed in accomplishing the atm of ca
the negotiations, that of reducing ter sion; pfa
in and around Berlin. No matter ho•i air Bra
tight the wording of the agreement - biT
and it does inevitably contain ambigaaiti^,
and unclarities - there is, in fact, ncthin;
that can prevent tensions in and a-ounc at^a
Berlin except the political will of th,-! par v
ties concerned to avoid them. Beca::se o: Lis t;
the close connection between the t3erlit e

problem and inter-German relations, a5
the central position both occupy in East e:
West relations, the success of the 13erlir t^r
agreement will depend to a consid !rablE
extent on the progress than can be madE
in accommodating differences betwef.n tbt
F.R.G. and the G.D.R. and then cn th'
degree to which tensions can be reduc^
in other areas of East-West relations.

The next aim in the F.R.G.'s ost'
politik is to negotiate a modus ufuend
with the G.D.R. that will provide a stablr

"
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amework for the resolution of many of
t^eir existing differences and for the de-

lopment of closer relations. These nego-
t^atior.s are bound to be difficult, however,
hecattse of the differing aims of the two

des. The F.R.G. wishes to postpone ac-
ptance of the international sovereignty

the G.D.R. until after the modus

auenfli is concluded. The G.D.R., is, how-

er, disinclined to negotiate on substan-
+e rriatters with the F.R.G. Instead, it is
seekir.g immediate international recogni-

n in order to strengthen its internal
ity and to consolidate its position in
eparation for any adjustments that the
ocess of détente in Central Europe may
ing.

A powerful incentive for the G.D.R. to
negotiate with the F.R.G. on substantive

matters is the opportunity of thereby gain-
ing international recognition. The fact that
the great majority of countries has re-
frained from recognizing the G.D.R. is

therefore an important contribution to the
prospects for an accommodation between
the two German states. If an inter-German
modus vivendi can be reached to comple-
ment the Berlin Agreement, a significant
obstacle to the improvement of East-West
relations will have been removed.

This article was prepared in the
Department of External Affairs' Bureau
of European Affairs.

Along the uncertain road
achievement of MBFR

y Albert Legault

Obsem-ers of the international scene are
^th troubled and reassured by the nature

d diversity of the problems which have
b^en the subject of East-West negotia-
t^ons in recent years. At the strategic
lelvel, tirst of all, the U.S.-Soviet Strategic
Arms Limitations Talks (SALT) con-

9'o-t'r,:rds of the Berlin agreement has

1ese achievements, therefore, constitute

ue ro occupy diplomatic experts and
cDancr-'leries. On a more strictly Euro-
p^an level, it is clear that Chancellor
IranCt's ostpolitik-supported, of course,
b his allies and also encouraged by the
o^eniré of Soviet diplomatic channels to

e`V?st - has met with considerable
cces , as evidenced by the German-I

^viet and German-Polish treaties. At
làst, ter a great deal of secret multi-

erai negotiation at the diplomatic level,

en n;alized, and there is every indica-
n tt.at the third step is well on the way

Y c

completion.,

kground of the DiBFR

mar-y milestones on the road to rappro-
c eme; ^ t between the two Europes. Above

, they have made it possible partially to
ove the obstacle2 which has so far de-

ed the calling of a European conference

on security and co-operation (CESC), as
well as the opening of negotiations on mu-
tual balanced force reductions (MBFR).
It is not our intention to retrace the devel-
opment of the proposal for a conference on
European security.3 However, it should be
remembered that the first time the War-
saw Pact countries officially conceived the
idea of calling a conference on European
security was in July 1966, i.e. at the time
of the Bucharest statement regarding
methods of reinforcing European peace
and security.4 The origins of MBFR lie
in the work which led to the presentation
in December 1967 of the Harmel report on
the future role of the alliance. Paragraph
13 of the report states that "the allies are
currently studying disarmament meas-

Dr. Legault is professor of political
science at Laval University and director
of research for the interntional security
section of the Quebec Centre of Inter-
national Relations. Professor Legault,
an authority in the field of strategic
studies, served from 1966 to 1968 as
assistant director of the International
Information Centre on Peacekeeping
Operations in Paris.
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Both sides
see need for
initial studies

ures and the practical control of arms, and
specifically the possibility of balanced
force reductions".5 The principle of MBFR
was officially approved by NATO, France
abstaining, during the meeting of foreign
affairs ministers in Reykjavik in June
1968.6

It was not until two years after the
Reykjavik appeal that the socialist-bloc
countries began to show some interest in
the MBFR question? This is especially
understandable in view of the fact that,
directly following the "Czechoslovakian
Affair", the Warsaw Pact countries had
plenty of other things to concern them-
selves about, that the Sino-Soviet conflict
was soon to flare up again, and that the
Soviet policy of rapprochement with the
West did not appear to have the unan-
imous support of the Government.e

At the beginning of 1972, there
seemed to be no fundamental differences
between the countries of the East and
West blocs. Both sides insisted on the
necessity of carrying out preliminary stu-
dies and initiating exploratory discussions
in order to assure the success of the con-
ference. One thing was certain, Helsinki
seemed to be the most likely choice for a
preparatory conference in 1972. Nor,

strictly speaking, were there any prere-
quisites as far the West was concerned,
except that the latter repeated to anyone
who would listen that a true security con-
ference could not take place without a
thorough discussion of MBFR.

Since it is still not known whether
the Russians will give the green light to an
"exploratory" trip by Mr. Brosio, it is dif-
ficult to see how - in the event of a
Soviet refusal - the allies will ensure that
there will, in fact, be preliminary contacts
on MBFR prior to the opening of a dia-
logue on the question. No doubt that is
a procedural detail which will take care of
itself in time. This does not eliminate the
possibility of other formulas being ad-
vanced, or of the proposed ambassadorial
meetings in Helsinki being put to good
use solving this problem.

Let us now turn to the main problems
raised by the MBFR question, beginning
with an examination of the military bal-
ance report.

The military balance
(a) Land forces

Most of the data in this section were
supplied by the International Institute of
Strategic Studies in London, an authority
in the field. According to The Military
Balance 1971-72, the NATO countries
have 15 armoured divisions at their dis-
posal against 37 (22 of which are Soviet)
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for the Warsaw Pact countries. The latte.
have 58 infantry divisions at their co¢.
mand (26 of which are Soviet) against 4t
for NATO,. In short, a total of 95 soci alist.
bloc divisions opposes 61 divisions for th
NATO countries, i.e. a ratio of thr^^e tr,
two in favour of the former.

If the figure for the divisions sta.
tioned in the southern sections of NATO
(Italy, Greece, Turkey) and of the war.
saw Pact (Hungary, Bulgaria, Romunia.
are excluded, leaving the armed forces lc•
cated in Central Europe (central an;
northern sector), i.e. the most exoose:
regions, the imbalance still remains; tht
advantage is again with the sociali,
countries, which have a total of 65 diii
sions against 309 for NATO. According t
SIPRI,' ° 75 divisions for the sociali
countries, as against 35 for NATO, ^oal^
be put on a war footing in three o-, for
days after the opening of hostilities. I:
the month following the commencem^nt c:
hostilities, the socialist countries coub:
mobilize 118 additional divisions a,,ains
42 for NATO."

Larger NATO divisions 'i
However, this situation of absoluta im
balance must be viewed in the lirht o:
other factors, which, in fact, lessen t^.ie im
port of the above figures. With reg,-,rd t:
armoured divisions, for example, an Anis
ican division would comprise almost ta1r^ ^r

as many men as its Soviet count.^rpac ]

(16,500 against 8,400). And accord ng t
a statement of the former Under-Sec •etar
for Defence, Alain C. Enthoven, "a ,tanc
ard NATO division would compri e a;
proximately 23,600 men as oppo: °d t
13,500 for a standard division of th( NVa
saw Pact".12 This means that, in pri iciplE
a NATO division enjoys a better 1)gisti^
support and greater endurance ca )acir

(then its equivalent formation in a V arsr,
Pact country.

As far as tanks are concerne 1, th^ v]
V'arcaw Pact has the upper han 1, bu d
NATO enjoys 50 percent superiwity
anti-tank weapons. However, thes- 0
pons are probably widely scattered, whic
would enable the U.S.S.R. to concE ntrat
its attack in the areas of its choice. 1AT'
troops, on the other hand, would be a
sured of better mobility, and th ^ fir^
power of its conventional artillery w6`
be much higher and much more a( ,-Of'
than that of the Warsaw Pact cor ntrie
The latter, however, seem to have (on`i^
erably improved their fire-power in certe
units,' 3 as well as the number o' the"'
armoured troop-carriers.

In short, there is no doubt tl.at
Warsaw Pact countries have supericritY



The latte: mbers, although the imbalance may not

their co¢. as pronounced as the figures would
againit 4t dicate.
5 soci al^t. ) Air forces
)ns for th, E, comparison of air strengths is even
f thr^^e tr ore uncertain, as everything depends on

9 Tu,'-,ey, is said to be an electronic mar-

e range of the aircraft and the theatres
'sions st. o?wration to which they are assigned.
of NATO is also difficult to ignore carrier-based

f the war anrs, counting only those committed to
Rom unia e Central European theatre.
^ forces ic• NATO planes which would be in a
ntral an; sition to carry out an attack on or
;t expose: oui:d Soviet territory number several
nains; & nd;•ed for carrier-based aircaft and ap-
^ sociali` oximately 1,750 for land-based aircraft14
A 65 diii ccording to Secretary Laird, 600 Ameri-
:cording t c in parsuit and fighter planes are normal-
e sociali,.^ I deployed in Europe. The Warsaw Pact,
TO, mal^ the other hand, is equipped with 700
,ee o-, for ediam-range bombers15 capable of reach-
tilities. I: ' g the European territories of NATO
zcemmt c: emr-ers, and 1,820 others of shorter
ries coub: gc, Thus, there does not appear to be
ns a,,ains fun.lamental imbalance between the of-

f^nsi?-e air forces of the two alliances.16
Nevertheless, comparisons are very

fficult to make owing to differences in
soluta im mpoaition between the forces. Thus,
ie lir.ht o: ATO possesses a large number of multi-
,en t^.ie im rpose aircraft (31 per cent) capable of
i reg,-',rd t: th offensive and defensive action.

an Anis irty-four per cent of the Warsaw Pact
most talr r force, in contrast, is composed of inter-
ount.,,rpar ptors, totalling 3,000. To this solid
xord ng t e c` defence may be added approx-
r-Sec •etar, ' ate;..^, 10,000 ground-to-air missiles,

"a stand w ich. moreover, the socialist countries
cnpri e a^ ve s_ipplemented with thousands of ra-
ippo: ed t dr i^astallations. NATO, on the other
4 th( NVa 4nd, ^as only 600 to 750 interceptors at
1 pri.iciplE i di: -osal. Like the socialist countries, it
ter 1)gisti t o i- well-equipped with anti-aircraft
e ca jacir apo-,s and its air-detection network

a V arsa, ( AL=],E), forming an are from Norway

:erne 1, 6 v I. D<;Lpite the quality of its anti-aircraft
han 1, bu d fenc --, it does not appear likely that
eriw ity TC can even consider altering the si-
thes.1 0 atio- to its advantage, in view of the
xed, whic e orm-us superiority of the Warsaw Pact
!oncE ntrat, th z-;;ard to interceptors.
ice. 1AT^
uld be a
I th ^ fir^
lery w6`
re a( curat

; cor ntrié

4 jec; of the negotiations
I will be remembered that in June 1970

e for,.ign affairs ministers of the Warsaw
P ct ;: ,untries showed some interest in

e rE, uction "of foreign armed forces
ave ^ on^idt s
r in t:,ert.ar
cr o ` the",

)t tl.at
pericrity.

tiol;<^d on the territory of European
tes", Since the problem was formulated
such general terms, some clarification
s o1- ', iously required. The NATO, mem-
rs tl<;,refore decided in December 1970
take the initiative of proposing an ex-

amination of various force reduction pos-
sibilities " in Central Europe, including a
possible mutual balanced reduction of
stationed forces, as part of an integral re-
duction program for both stationed and
local forces".17

All this statement did, in effect, was
to reintroduce an aspect of the question
previously developed by the ministers of
the allied countries involved in the inte-
grated defence program. During their
Rome session in May 1970, the ministers
had expressed a desire to see both "sta-
tioned" (that is, foreign) and "native"
forces reduced. The Rome communiqué
also invited interested states to discuss
MBFR, and to give particular attention
to "the central region",18 Specific refer-
ence to "Central Europe" thus constituted
a new element in the Brussels statement
of December 1970.

This approach seems to have received
the approval of the Soviets, since the Se-
cretary-General of the Communist Party,
Mr. Leonid Brezhnev, stated on March 30,
1971: "We insist on a reduction of armed
forces and armaments in those areas
where a military confrontation would be
particularly dangerous - above all, in
Central Europe ...".19 On June 11, 1971,
Mr. Brezhnev remarked, regarding the
direction of Western proposals: "They
continue (the Western countries) to ask
us the following questions: `Do your pro-
posals only apply to foreign forces, or do
they also include national armed forces?'
Our answer is this: `We are prepared to
discuss both'."

Finally, it remains to be seen whether
discussions would deal with the reduction
of tactical atomic weapons as well as con-
ventional ones. In this regard, all NATO
communiqués have been silent. The So-
viets, on the other hand, seem to be ready
to discuss the question, if Mr. Brezhnev's
statement in Tbilisi is anything to go by.
The latter, after referring to the direction
of Western speculation, added: "In this
regard, we also have a question to ask: do
not all these wondering minds resemble
the man who tries to judge a wine by its
appearance alone, without tasting it? ...
Translated into diplomatic language, this
means: start negotiating this question".20

In any case, the problem of tactical
atomic weapons reductions might compli-
cate the MBFR debate unduly. It should
be noted here that the work group estab-
lished by NATO on this question has only
one mandate, at least for the moment, and
that is to study plans for mutual bal-
anced reductions of conventional weapons.
In addition, it is important to remember
that if the problem is to be included on

Silence on cut
in tactical
atomic weapons
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Canada's External Affairs Minister
Mitchell Sharp with Ross Campbell,
Canadian Ambassador to NATO, as
they prepare for a session of the

the agenda for the proposed European
conference on security and co-operation
-in which neutral countries will probably
participate - this assembly will undoubt-
edly not provide an ideal forum for nego-
tiation on so complicated and important
a problem.

Some authors have recommended the
opening of bilateral negotiations, similar
to the SALT talks, in order to discuss the
question of tactical atomic weapons reduc-
tion. The TALT (Tactical Arms Limita-
tions Talks) would thus be the counter-
part of the SALT. Such a formula would
obviously not be welcomed by the allies,
who, no doubt with cause, believe they
should have the opportunity to speak on
questions which - as a result of the fact
that NATO is estimated to have 7,200
tactical nuclear warheads at its disposal
- are of direct concern to them. Thus,
although it is too soon to determine what
the exact object of these negotiations will
be, it appears at this stage that it will con-
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NATO ministerial meeting held in
Brussels in December 1971. Concepr of
a NATO "explorer" was reviewed
at this meeting.

cern foreign and native forces ane armm,
reductions in Central Europe.2'

Reduction criteria
The Reykjavik communiqué publis. -ied it
June 1968 outlined a number of prit ciple;
which were to govern the reduct on 1'
forces. It stressed the necessity fa- re^
procal reductions, on the one hand, r nd fa'
balanced reductions in both tim 0
space, on the other. All reductions ,hod
be compatible with the vital natio ^al ir,
terests of the parties and must not affe
the balance of power.

Countries participating in th( intp
grated defence program subsequent (y u^-
dertook a thorough study of the pr-)blem
and came up with the more specifi pr^
ciples presented at their Rome meEingi
May 1970, otherwise known as the "RoSt
criteria". The following is a list o' the^
criteria:

(a) Mutual force reductions 3houl^
be compatible with the vital secur ;4 ^
terests of the alliance and should ° ot

si te
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,cep - of
ed

ané armm,

blis,led it
prit ciple;

luct on it
r fa- re^
id, r nd fa'
tim ,^ o
)ns ;houk
itio ^al ic
not affec

th( inte

ient (y C
> pr_)blem

eifi pr^
nec : ing i
,he "FOC
t o` the§

,ris 3houlc

cur i ty ^'
Id ° iot fe

uit in military disadvantage on either
ide, consideration having been given to

he and rate.

eographical or other differences.
(b) Reductions should be based on a

eciprocal arrangement and should be
cheduled and balanced in terms of both

(c) Reductions should include both
tat,oaed and native forces, as well as their
eapon systems in a given area.

(d) Adequate supervision and con-
rols are necessary to assure that agree-
ents regarding mutual balanced force

eductions are respected.22
The first criterion is easily explained

y the major structural differences be-
ween the opposing military forces of the
lliances, which we saw in our examin-
tion of the latter. The geographical char-
cteristics of the theatres of operations
nquestionably favour the Warsaw Pact
ountries, which can operate along an in-
mal line and, as a result, rapidly dis-
atch troops to an uninterrupted front.
he NATO countries, on the other hand,
o not have depth of field23 and, even
ssurr.ing that the United States had suf-
cient logistical means to provide Europe
pidly with supplies, there is no guaran-

that in wartime European ports would
e open to them or that their planes could
nd on airfields which would undoubtedly
e de:,troyed during the first hours of
attle. It is difficult to say whether the
oviets are sensitive to this kind of argu-
ent or not. However, it is interesting to
ote that the latest communiqué from
rague stresses the fact that possible
rce reductions should not be carried out

`^ o th-_- detriment of any of the parties",
^hich may indicate that there is no fun-
;mental divergence of opinion in this
area.

It should also be noted that this was
the fiï ;t time the Warsaw Pact had ever
Jficia;.y agreed to extend the debate to
bpth "ioreign and national" forces. Thus,
Aere is reason to believe that the notion

re;procal balanced reductions has
ken root. As for the supervision and con-
ol criterion, the question which has
way,, raised the greatest reaction in the

p^St ir,,rn Warsaw Pact countries, espe-
lly *he U.S.S.R., it may be more the
sult if overbidding on the part of the

est - - a standard bargaining tactic -
t an 2! uncompromising attitude. In any

se, 0,ere are not many aspects of a mu-
al recluction which could not be ob-
rved by NATO members through "na-

f na1 i.ieans", a well-known euphemism
r the feared system of photography by

s tellitü
with which the United States is

mpped.

â::

Several hundred pages of analysis
could be devoted to a discussion of this
problem alone. It is true, for example, that
a whole range of plans could be applied to
the MBFR problem. We shall therefore
limit ourselves to recalling the American
position in this regard. In his report to
Congress on foreign policy, President
Nixon outlined two main methods of ap-
proaching this problem:

(1) proportional reductions, each
side reducing its strength by the same
percentage;

(2) asymmetrical reductions, involv-
ing different ratios in the various weapon
categories, such that one party would
carry out a greater reduction in one area
in return for a larger reduction on the part
of the other party in another.

The first approach would have the
obvious advantage of simplicity, but pre-
sents the disadvantage of once more un-
derscoring the nature of the military
imbalance between the forces of the two
alliances. The second might eventually
contribute to the maintenance of the bal-
ance of power at reduced strength, but, on
the other hand, may further complicate
analysis of the problems and be difficult
to negotiate.

Principles underlying MBFR
The philosophy behind the Harmel report
and the origins of MBFR can be summed
up very briefly as follows: détente and
security represent the two sides of a single
coin and thus, in this sense, are comple-
mentary. The main objective of MBFR,
therefore, is to assure maintenace of the
balance of power, but at reduced strength
and cost. Under the circumstances, it is
doubtful whether the former plans for
"de-atomizing" or denuclearizing" Europe
will figure again in negotiations. Rather,
consideration is being given to the perpe-
tuation of the present deterrent system of
stability in Europe and, as the latter is
assured only as a result of a variety of
systems which go to make up the deter-
rent pyramid, it seems unlikely that there
will gradually be either a total withdrawal
of tactical atomic weapons or a complete
disappearance of conventional forces. At
most, it is hoped that equitable but signi-
ficant reductions may be carried out which
might eventually transform the European
security climate, so that the military
threat is no longer in the foreground of
the political scene.

The real paradox of the MBFR is
that it is difficult to carry out a reduction
in forces without inviting an attack. Mili-
tary authorities tend, therefore, to em-
phasize the qualitative reinforcement of

Chief objective
to maintain
balance of power
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defence forces, if only to compensate for
possible reductions in numbers. Even ex-
cluding the possibility of improving de-
fence forces, it is quite apparent that
force reductions should, at the very least,
attempt not to create a new situation in
which the inducement to attack would be
greater. On the other hand, any reduction
will encourage an attack, as the opponent

will always be able to concentrate his
troops before attacking, while the country
attacked - since the length of its borders
has not changed - will have been obliged
to dilute its military strength, if only to
ensure some kind of protection at all

points.
These considerations perhaps indicate

two general trends: on the one hand, the
military authorities are not prepared to
relinquish nuclear tactical armament, and,
on the other, they will probably insist on
the necessity of guarantees, so that in the
event of mutual force or armament reduc-
tions being carried out in a given geogra-
phical theatre, troops or weapons will not

t First step: signing of a
quadripartite general agree-
ment. Second step: inter-
German negotiations with a
view to implementing and
completing the general agree-
ment. Third step: signing of
a quadripartite protocol under
which the provisions and
arrangements concluded
between the appropriate
German authorities come into
effect at the same time as the
quadripartite agreement.

YI'he Members of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) had made progress
in the SALT talks and the
conclusion of a Berlin agree-
ment prerequisite to the con-
vocation of a conference on
European security.

31n this regard, the reader is
referred to the invaluable
work by Michael Palmer.
The Prospects for a European
Security Con(erence- (Lon-
don, Chatham House/PEP
European Series No. 18, June
1971.) See also the outstand-
ing work of Karl E. Birn-
baum, Peace in Europe: East-
West Relations 1966-1968
and the Prospects for a Euro-
pean Settlement. (London,
Oxford University Press,
1970.)

4Some authors trace the idea
for his proposal back to 1955.
See Philip Windsor, Germany
and the Management of
Détente. (London, Chatto &

Windus [published for the
Institute for Strategic
Studies]. Studies in Inter-
national Security: 15. 1971-
P. 194.) Robin Alison
Remington, for his part, gives
an account of a proposal for
"a pan-European conferencé'
presented by the Soviets in
the fall of 1954. See The
Warsaw Pact: Case Studies in
Cammunist Con f lict Resolu-
tion. (Cambridge, The M.I.T.
Press, 1971, P. 10.)

SYATO: Documentation,
Brussels. Information Service
(NATO), 1969, Appendix 14.
P. 364.
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blbid. Appendix 15, Pp. 365-
366. The occupation of
Czechoslovakia was to delay
the response of Warsaw Pact
countries to this appeal. It
was successively repeated by
the Atlantic alliance in
Washington in April 1969, in
Brussels in December 1969,
in Rome in May 1970, in
Brussels in December 1970,
and in Lisbon in June 1971,
where it was decided, at
Canada 's suggestion it seems,
that the time had come to
appoint "one or more rep-
resentatives to the council for
exploratory talks with the
Soviet and other interested
governments" (see Paragraph
16 of The Lisbon Press
Release, dated June 4, 1971).
It is known that Mr. Manlio
Brosio was appointed by the
alliance as an envoy respon-
sible for pursuing exploratory
talks with the Soviet Govern-
ment and it was decided that
he "should only speak on
behalf of the countries which
appointed him, and not on
behalf of the Alliance itself"
(see statement by the Secre-
tary-General of NATO
October 6, 1971). At the time
of writing, February 1972, Mr.
Brosio had still not been
received by the Soviets.

At a meeting in Budapest on
June 21 and 22, 1970, foreign

affairs ministers of the War-
saw Pact requested that
consideration be given to the
problem of reducing "foreign
armed troops stationed on
European territory", which
question. moreover, could be
discussed "by the body pro-
posed for the establishment
of a pan-European confer-
ence, or dealt with in any
other form acceptable to the
States concerned" (see
Budapest Memorandum;

Paragraph 7). Subsequent
communiqués failed to men-
tion the MBFR problem,
concentrating instead on the
calling of a European security
conference. It was not until
the spring of 1971 that new
indications of Soviet interest
were revealed, notably in a
speech delivered on March 30,
1971, by the Secretary-
General of the Communist

suddenly be reintroduced into that tl;eatlE
except under strictly-defined conditions
negotiated in advance.

Despite the number of difficulti('s and
complexity of the problems, it now ai.tpear^
that, three years after the Reykjavik com•
muniqué, the Warsaw Pact countrieti have
finally begun to respond to the appf-als of
the Atlantic alliance. This is a w( lco>nf
development, as the hopes entertair ed by
certain countries with regard to MBF$
represent more than just wishful thi-lking.
Canada, for its part, has never mis°;ed an
opportunity to defend the alliance the^
despite the hesitations of certain allied

countries.
If the road to MBFR is still uncer.

tain, at least some progress ha,, been
made and NATO and Warsaw Pact p4
tions currently seem to have con--erged,
The groundwork and exploratory t("^ks ar(
far from over, but perhaps, like the SALI
talks, the most important thing abou:
these negotiations is the fact the., the,,
took place at all.

Party, Leonid Brezhnev, 2.8 million for the Jarsaw
before the twenty-fourth Pact countries.
Party Congress, and during
Mr. Brezhnev's statement in
Tbilisi. May 14, 1971. In May, 12lbid., P. 75. In to, l, the

on the occasion of the Cana- distribution of mili'iry fottr

dian Prime Minister Pierre in Northern and (-ntral

Trudeau's visit to Moscow, Europe is assessed 3t 58a D)

and in June of the same year, men for the West rainst

the Soviets announced that 960.000 for the Eas,.

they were ready to consider
the problem and to enter into
negotiations. It should be
noted that the Warsaw com-
muniqué, published on
December 1, 1971, upon con-
clusion of the meeting of
Warsaw Pact foreign affairs
ministers, made no mention
of the MBFR question. The
Atlantic alliance, however, re-
opened the question some ten
days later (see Brussels Com-
muniqué- Paragraphs 14 to
18) and ultimately obtained
the first signs of a positive
response from the Warsaw
Pact foreign affairs ministers
when, at the January 1972
meeting in Prague, the latter
recommended the opening of
discussions on the reduction
of "foreign" and "national"
forces (see New York Times,
January 27, 1972).

alt is now known that the
First Secretary of the Ukrain-
ian Communist Party, Mr.
Chelest, has been the spear-
head of the opposition to the
Soviet policy of rapproche-

ment with West Germany.

91ncluding the six French
motorized divisions, two of
which are stationed in
Germany.

IoSIPRI Yearbook of World
Armament and Disarmament.
1969-70 ( Stockholm Inter-
national Peace Research
Institute, Stockholm, Alm-
qvist and Wiksell, 1970.
P. 72).

"Ibid., P. 70. If, on the other
hand, the total number of
mobilizable men on either
side is taken into consider-
ation, the advantage would go
to the NATO countries, which
have a mobilization capacity
of 3.5 million men against

13In a ratio of one hird,
according to Gene- it A. J
Goodpaster. See A uceliesu
f'OTAN, March-A ri1151
XIX/3-4, P. 11. S e also
SIPRI, 1969-70, op cit., P.F

r 4SIPRI. 1969-70. :,p. cd
Pp. 46 and 71.

tsIbid. P. 47.

tbHowever, NAT( air fom

would have a nun^*r, of 2c

vantages owing to he 100
range and greateT carn'iu
capacity of their . .rcrattx

relation to those f the Ea

17See Brussels Cc rmurdqu
of December 1970 Paraga
16. The italics an the
author's.

talbid.

19See Nouvelles r. • fOT.(^

July-August 197: XIX+'

P. 29.

zolbid. Which amuntede
telling Western ol ervers'^
Mr. Brosio's mar., ate c"
sisted of tasting t e SO

twine without dri; ciag It

ztMorevoer, the' arsa"p
countries have ar ep^ t-
formula, since th latestg
muniqué from Pr gue• dace'
January 1972, re' rstotk
reduction of both atro°a

and "foreign' tro ps.

azRome statemer. , Parr
graph 3.

zaThe problem h is beco
even more cruciàsina
France's withdra a] fr0m
NATO.
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I,of UN Assembly's 26th session
IA plus-and-minus checklist

Murray Goldblatt

p. Cà..

he twenty-sixth session of the United

The Assembly and its key commit-

the international monetary crisis, the

amour over nuclear testing by the super-

the U'•; may have seemed marginal to

they r^-ocognize that the UN is simply a

atiaas General Assembly fell well short
f ep:,ch-making stature. The seating of
e People's Republic of China was the

ingle major event. But apart from this
istoric change in membership makeup,
e session was, in fact, dominated by

vents outside the UN framework.

es had to adjust to the impact of the
otential Sino-American rapprochement,

Indo-Pakistan conflict, the proposed An-
^o-Rt_,:desian agreement, the public

wers.

This set of circumstances, in which

^orld vvents, hardly comes as a surprise
to tho- e who long ago stopped expecting
IxiraclF: , from the world organization.

trection of the forces at work in a tur-
bulent world.

Rt.viewing the General Assembly ses-
sion of r he autumn of 1971, Yvon Beaulne,
Çanad's Ambassador to the UN, remind-
ed an ?. terviewer that the UN at its pres-
it stage could be no more than a

rmar.._ nt diplomatic conference - at
st i- the political realm: "That's all it

^ rld in a way I think it is a good
thing i.?,.at it should be no more than that.
Je wc;adn't want countries like Canada

bI a mere pawn in the power poli-
Içs of the permanent members of the
Securi*,! Council . . . ."

M(. Beaulne, who has headed Cana-
s msion at the UN since 1969, said

f^at, s,^ce the first political function of
the org;-mization was to be a kind of round-
d calendar diplomatic conference, it
QIlld sI fve in this way only with the pres-

ce of the main participants. The entry
Chin -'. therefore, was a vitally import-
t dev<<topment.

If t.-:e UN was to be more than a built-
confetonce reflecting the conflicting ele-
°L-s cf today's world, member states

WInld have to be ready to surrender some

of their sovereignty to an international
regime. Mr. Beaulne said that in economic
fields, where vital national interests might
seem less involved, UN members indi-
cated a readiness to give up a little of their
freedom. For example, he noted, there had
been a consensus in the UN on the econ-
omic strategy to be employed in imple-
menting the Second Development Decade.
But, in the political arena, progress in
the direction of shedding the armour of
national sovereignty had been minimal.

Mr. Beaulne, however, did see signs
of change in the approach of UN members
to many issues. There was less rigid ad-
herence to groups - geographical, his-
torical or ideological, which had domin-
ated the Assembly in the past. "There is
more fluidity now - changing patterns as
a growing sophistication of states enables
them to perceive concrete individual in-
terests transcending often artificial align-
ments," he said.

In a sense, the twenty-sixth session
of the General Assembly suffered from
the handichp of the fanfare surrounding
its predecessor - the 1970 session that
marked the first quarter-century of UN
existence. That was the session when the
consensus was reached on strategy for the
Second Development Decade - a fresh
initiative in dealing with the problems of
the less-developed nations. A number of
other economic and environmental pro-
grams were launched to mark what was
hoped would be a new era in the world
organization.

"Now, in 1971 and 1972, we have to
implement all of this," Mr. Beaulne said.
"This is the beginning of the implementa-
tion period, and that cannot be as drama-
tic or glamorous . . . . Now we have to
start doing these things, and that is more
difficult, of course."

The UN wound up its twenty-sixth
session with a specific achievement - the
selection of a new Secretary-General to
succeed U Thant, retiring after ten years
in the arduous post.

The new Secretary-General, Kurt
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Waldheim warns
future of UN
keyed to ensuring
financial solvency

Waldheim, a career diplomat and former

Foreign Minister of Austria, was recom-
mended for the office by the Security
Council after two veto-ridden sessions in
which the Council was unable to agree on
a candidate. The General Assembly ap-
proved the appointment of the Austrian
diplomat for a five-year term, and Mr.
Waldheim, who observed his fifty-third
birthday on the day before the appoint-
ment, pledged to continue "in the direction
indicated by my distinguished predeces-

sor".
Mr. Waldheim saluted the entry of

the People's Republic of China to the UN
as a major step and said it should be fol-
lowed by the early admission of what he
described as "the divided countries" -
East and West Germany and others.

He warned the Assembly that the fu-
ture of the organization depended on re-
storation of its financial solvency so that
it could carry out the decisions endorsed
by member states. At the Assembly ses-
sion earlier, the factors contributing to
the impending financial crisis were re-
viewed in the Fifth Committee, which
deals with administrative and budgetary
questions. The key factors are the cumu-
lative effects of the failure of such powers
as the U.S.S.R. and France to help finance
past peacekeeping operations in the Congo
and the Middle East, and the arrears in
regular contributions to the UN budget,
which have affected the organization's
cash position. The session ended with the
establishment of an ad hoc Committee of

15, including Canada, to consider all as-
pects of the financial crisis and report
back to the twenty-seventh Assembly ses-

sion next fall.
The General Assembly approved a

gross operating budget for 1972 of $213.1

million. Although this figure represented
a 9.5 percent increase over the revised
amount of $194.6 million made available
for 1971, it was a reduced rate of increase

Franklin. Globe and Mail
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compared to the budgetary rise between
1970 and 1971. Of the 9.5 percex.t in.
crease, about 1.5 per cent was attrib:_Itable
to variations in rates of exchange which
occurred before December 10, 1971.

Secretary-General Waldheim ad.
dressed himself promptly to the UN's fin.
ancial problems. He outlined his fir.anciaf
strategy in a memorandum sent to [i,^T
department heads on January 11 and in
his statement to the initial meeting of the
Committee of 15 nine days later.

Mr. Waldheim issued instructions to
UN department heads aimed at ac1-.i.eving
a saving of $6 million in 1971 tl.rough
more rigid controls on expenditures. In the
memorandum, he emphasized that, in pre.
paring estimates for 1973 spending. there
could be no increase in staff resourcas
beyond the level authorized for 1972. This

would not rule out new programs or ac•
tivities, but the policy laid stress o:-i mak.
ing better use of existing staff caps 2ity.

Two distinctly separate financial
problems confront the UN. One has been
created through late payment of contri•
butions by most members, includirg such
major contributors as the United States,
the U.S.S.R., Britain and France. LatE
payments by member states result in cash
shortages in the first half of the ^ ear for
the UN.

The second major financial I roblen
stems from the deficit incurred In pasO
peacekeeping operations. To de.l -Ait6

this question may require a revi ed ap
proach to peacekeep;ng in the ;_ ecurit
Council, and this in turn involves a pol
tical solution rather than a merel- finan-

cial one.

Improving procedure
The UN Assembly made more prc: ress a'
its twenty-sixth session on rationa'_izingit;
procedures and organization than t did i
the sphere of budgetary lags. Car, 3da ha:
spearheaded the drive for progres^, in 6;
field at the 1970 session and th^ res^'
was the creation of a 31-member Specia
Committee on the Rationalizatior of Pm
cedures and Organization of the Generg
Assembly. Canada participated acï-i.velyi
the work of this Committee anc in t
drafting of its report, which was ^ aprO,
by the Assembly.

Far-reaching proposals such as di^
ing or reducing the length of Assem6;
sessions or altering the responsib lities 1
the main committees did not garrer sd

fil^cient support for adoption. But he
committee report as adopted should wl`^
an improvement in the functionirg of ^
Assembly and its committees.
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The rule changes include, for ex-
ample., a much more nearly complete de-

initior, of points of order; lack of a pre-
^so definition has caused the UN a good

^ei i of procedural grief in the past. Im-
roventents have been made in arranging
he UtiT Assembly agenda and in organiz-
ng the workload of the main committees.
te;)s :iave been taken aimed at shorten-

ng gr ieral debates in committees and at
ombining discussion of related items. The
umb: -e of congratulatory speeches to be
ermitted has been cut and closer control
nstitLSted on explanation of votes and the

ight (-^f reply. Moves were also approved
o cut down on the flood of UN documen-
ation. Distribution of such documents
'll also be curtailed and the documents

hemsslves will be trimmed.

ofiticxl issues
n the crucial political realm, the Indo-

takista.n question was injected into the
ecuri t y Council and General Assemblyf

^eliberations, overshadowing other ques-
ions such as the Middle East debate and
iscussion of the perennial issues concern-
g Southern Africa.

The Indo-Pakistan conflict was de-
ated initially in the Security Council in
ecem',l?r as it struggled to deal with a

series ^)f resolutions in an atmosphere4
,here :;ewly-admitted China and the So-
iet U^:.ion took opposing positions. The
oviet :: nion lined up with India, insisting

on for-n-mlations that would have placed
e blame for hostilities on Pakistan.

^hina zwung behind Pakistan in assessing
^ sponY^^^ibility for the crisis.

A United States draft resolution
daIled '•sr an immediate cessation of hos-
tâlities and immediate withdrawal of
ârmed f,;rces. It authorized the Secretary-
Çxenera:, at the request of the Government
of Ind<<r; or Pakistan, to place observers
gong he India-Paskitan borders to re-
Port ol: implementation of the cease-fire
an4 d trop withdrawals. This resolution
Ion th- support of 11 Security Council
membc.but it was vetoed by the Soviet
dnion; ?3ritain and France abstained in
4e4 vot.;.

Aj.S.S.R. resolution calling for a
litica' settlement in East Pakistan and
gmg ; he Government of Pakistan to
ase a: acts of violence in East Pakistan

was re;r,.^ted by the Council. The Soviet
itlativ_ won only the support of the
lish ^;-Flegate; 12 Council members ab-

, ined and China voted against it.
e•'Erai other resolutions were circu-

.led and then withdrawn before the
ilitroduc?ion of another resolution

/1042^), drafted by an eight-nation

group including Argentina, Japan, Italy,
Belgium, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Burundi
and Nicaragua. This resolution attempted
to deal with elements of previous resolu-
tions emanating from both sides of the
dispute. In a preliminary paragraph, it
recognized the need to deal appropriately
at a subsequent stage - within the
bounds of the UN Charter - with the
issues that had given rise to hostilities,
the necessity of an early political solution,
the need to restore conditions of normalcy
in the conflict zones and to enable the
refugees to return. In its operative section,
the resolution called for an immediate
cease-fire and withdrawal of the armed
forces of both sides, urged that efforts be
intensified to create conditions necessary
for the voluntary return of the East Pak-
istan refugees and requested the full co-
operation of all states with the Secretary-
General for giving assistance to the refu-
gees. This resolution was similarly vetoed
by the Soviet Union. Eleven Security
Council members voted for the resolution;
Britain and France again abstained and
Poland again was the only member state
to endorse the Soviet position.

Referred to Assembly
With a stalemate in the Security Council,
member states approved a resolution spon-
sored by Argentina, Burundi, Sierra
Leone, Somalia and Nicaragua to refer the
Indo-Pakistan question to the General
Assembly.

The entire issue was considered by
the Assembly on December 7 and a reso-
lution similar to the eight-nation proposal
in the Security Council (S/10423) was
approved by a vote of 104 (including Ca-
nada) to 11 opposed, with ten abstentions.
The resolution specifically called for an
immediate cease-fire and withdrawal of
armed forces by India and Pakistan and
urged intensification of efforts to bring
about conditions necessary for the volun-
tary return of East Pakistani refugees to
their homes.

Canada voted for the resolution in the
Assembly on the grounds that it called for
a cease-fire and incorporated a humani-
tarian appeal on behalf of the refugees.
But the Canadian delegation suggested
the resolution did not go far enough. Ca-
nada maintained the call for a cease-fire
should have been accompanied by specific
UN arrangements to supervise it and that
the Security Council should be in a posi-
tion to address itself to the underlying
political issues.

The question was again considered
by the Security Council on December 21,
but this was at a time when India had

Canada main-
tained resolution
failed to go far
enough
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issued a unilateral declaration of a cease-
fire in the Western theatre of conflict and
Pakistan had agreed to a cease-fire in the
same area effective from December 17.
The Security Council simply approved a
resolution calling for strict observance of
a durable cease-fire and cessation of hos-
tilities in all areas of conflict, urged inter-
national assistance in the relief of suffer-
ing and rehabilitation of refugees and their
return in safety to their homes and re-
quested the Secretary-General to keep the
Council informed on developments relating
to implementation of the resolution.

The debate on the Indo-Pakistan
question demonstrated again the restric-
tive effects of the venerable institution of
the veto on Security Council operations
and the inability of the General Assembly
to get action on its resolutions in the poli-

tical sphere when individual member

states were determined to pursue a differ-

ent course.

Middle East resolution
On the Middle East question the debate
was climaxed by General Assembly ap-
proval of an Egyptian draft resolution
urging that Israel withdraw from Arab
territories it occupied in the six-day war

in June 1967. The resolution affirmed
that establishment of a "just and lasting
peace" in the Middle East should include

Israeli withdrawal of its forces and "re-
spect for and acknowledgment of the
sovereignty, territorial integrity and poli-
tical independence of every state in the
area and its right to live in peace within
secure and recognized boundaries free
from threats or acts of force".

The resolution, sponsored by 22 na-

tions, also urged reactivation of the
Middle East peace mission talks under the
guidance of Sweden's Gunnar Jarring, the
UN's special representative designated for
this task at an earlier stage. The resolu-
tion noted the "positive" reply given by
Egypt to Mr. Jarring's initiative of Febru-
ary 1971, and called on Israel to respond
favourably to this initiative.

The resolution was adopted by a vote
of 79 to seven, with 36 nations abstaining,
including Canada, the United States,
Australia, New Zealand and the Scan-
dinavian states. Israel and six Latin Amer-
ican nations voted against the resolution.
The Canadian decision to abstain on all
of the competing drafts before the As-
sembly, including the Egyptian one that
was adopted, was explained in a statement
delivered in advance of the voting. In
Canada's judgment, none of the formula-
tions was likely to lead to early resump-
tion of the Jarring mission in pursuit of
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full implementation of the original K`ecar.
ity Council Resolution 242 of Nov(-mbel
22, 1967. That resolution called for with.
drawal of Israeli armed forces from terri.
tories occupied in the 1967 war, arged
affirmation of the right of every st«te in
the area to "live in peace within ^-ecpre
and recognized boundaries free from

threats or acts of force" and asserted tbR
necessity for guaranteeing freedom of na.
vigation through international waterwav^
in the area, achieving a just settl ment
of the refugee problem and guaran :eeinl
the "territorial inviolability and pclitical
independence of every state in the aret
through measures including the estr.^blish.
ment of demilitarized zones . . . ".

The Canadian statement said Cmada
had hoped that the debate on the P-liddle
East would produce recommendationr
broadly acceptable to both parties whict
could have provided "new and positive im.
petus to Ambassador Jarring's effor s".Ir
Canada's view, none of the texts efon
the Assembly provided "a realista ani
forward-looking basis for renewed peacc
talks". The Canadian statement st_essed
however, that the framework for a peacek
settlement and ample machinery f)r ela
borating its terms remained intact ;nd a'
the disposal of the parties in the f)rm in
Resolution 242 and the Jarring mis;ion.

There were other resolutio is or
Middle East questions dealt with n th-
Special Political Committee and in i lenan
session. The most controversial of these
sponsored by Afghanistan, Indones a, Pa-
kistan and Somalia, was sharply riticw
of Israel's decision to move thous< nds c:
Palestinian refugees out of their icco¢
modation in Gaza refugee camps. In $
Special Political Committee, this °esolu
tion was adopted by a vote of 66 f) four
with 32 nations abstaining; in t'eW
the vote was 79 in favour to four ooposed
with 35 abstaining. Canada absta ned if
both cases.

Southern Africa
Three questions affecting Southerr: Afric.
were again before the UN at its : wenty
sixth session - issues concerning 3hodF
sia, Namibia and the Portugues teri
tories in Africa. These are hkrd-cor
colonial questions in territories whc :'e PoL
tical power has remained in the h{nds c
a white minority and Africans, who cor,
stitute the overwhelming majorit3 of tI'
population, are still deprived of m.=nY t`
sic political rights.

On the Rhodesian question, Bflt1^
negotiations with the Rhodesian (love"
ment on a possible constitutional settlE
ment reached a climax just as tl-e F^c
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I ew UN Secretary-General Kurt
l'ald.^eim ( left) attends his first session
f th? Security Council. He listens as

esian item came up for debate in the
eneral Assembly's Fourth Committee.
ltho.lgh many delegates spoke against
he principle of negotiating Rhodesia's fu-
ire :+,ith the minority regime of Ian
mith. the Canadian delegation made it

of NISMAR (No Independence Before

rois ::,egotiated between the Heath Gov-

Canada also abstained on a later re-

lear that Canada was not opposed to the
3nnca;;le of negotiations and wanted to
^dge any proposed solution on its merits.

A resolution condemning any settle-
ent i.hat was not based on the principle

41ajori,-y Rule) was adopted by the
ourth Committee shortly before the Brit-
h settlement proposals were announced.
anad ; abstained in the vote. The Cana-
ian c3t^legation said the Government con-
nued to believe that NIBMAR would be
e best solution for Rhodesia, but Cana-
a did not want to prejudge whether the

meu- t and the Smith regime would be
cceptz:ble to the people of Rhodesia as
who? ;,.

lutiol: condemning the British settle-
ent Proposals which was approved by the
,^"emUy. The resolution adopted by the

_Iq

UPI photo

greeting to him is read by Abdulrahim
Abby Farah of Somali, Council
president for January.

Assembly branded the settlement plan a
"flagrant violation" of the right of the
African people to self-determination. Ca-
nada said its abstention was based both
on procedural grounds and on the fact
that the Rhodesian people had not yet had
a chance to express themselves on the
settlement terms. A similar resolution be-
fore the Security Council was subsequently
vetoed by Britain.

Attention was once more focused on
Namibia, formerly South West Africa, as
a result of the advisory opinion of the
International Court of Justice in June
1971, which declared the continued pres-
ence of South Africa in Namibia to be
illegal and considered South Africa under
obligation to withdraw its administration
from the territory. Canada supported
withdrawal by the UN of South Africa's
mandate over the territory, but urged that
measures taken by the UN to implement
its decision - now confirmed by the
World Court - must be practical and
take into account South Africa's present
de facto control of the territory.

The Security Council adopted a re-
solution reaffirming that the territory was
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Assembly cites
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the direct responsibility of the UN. The
General Assembly also debated the ques-
tion and adopted several resolutions simi-
lar to those approved in earlier years.
These welcomed the ICJ advisory opinion
and condemned the Government of South
Africa for its continued refusal to put an
end to its "illegal occupation" and ad-
ministration of the territory of Namibia.
South Africa was urged to comply with
the pertinent resolutions of the Security
Council and General Assembly. The main
resolution reaffirmed the "inalienable
right of the people of Namibia" to self-
determination and independence and en-
dorsed the legitimacy of the struggle "by
all means".

Canada abstained on the general re-
solution because of its implications regard-
ing coercive measures, but supported an
appeal for contributions to a fund provid-

ing assistance to Namibian refugees.

Canada continues to believe that the UN
should pursue efforts to reach a peaceful
settlement of the dispute and feels that
offers by South Africa to allow a referen-
dum in Namibia may provide a point of
departure for these efforts.

Dealing with the Portuguese terri-
tories of Angola and Mozambique, which
Portugal has traditionally regarded as in-
tegral parts of a unitary Portuguese state,
the twenty-sixth Assembly again called
on the Lisbon Government to accept the
principle of self-determination of these

territories. The resolution adopted by the
Assembly in this case, on recommendation
of the Fourth Committee, omitted refer-
ences to the use of "all necessary means'
for attaining independence, distinguished
between NATO members that supported
Portugal and those that did not, and used
language less likely to be construed as
assuming the prerogatives of the Security
Council. For these reasons, the Canadian
delegation voted in favour of the resolu-

tion despite a number of reservations

about certain other provisions.
In general, on Portuguese issues, the

Canadian delegation reiterated Canada's
disapproval of Portugal's continued colo-
nial role, denied any NATO responsibility
for Portugal's African policies, opposed
expulsion of Portugal from international
bodies and stressed the advantages of
peaceful means in the attainment of inde-
pendence for the Portuguese colonies.

Commissioner for Human Rights
In the broader area of human rights con-
sidered in the Third Committee, the cre-
ation of the post of High Commissioner for
Human Rights - a subject first raised in
1965 - was debated again, but discussion
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was adjourned for a further year. Creation
of this office was recommended by the
Economic and Social Council to the
twenty-second session of the Genera: As.
sembly in 1967 and again put to the As.
sembly in three successive years. Re.liza.
tion of the proposal has been hindered in
part by the heavy agenda of the Cor.imit.
tee, but even more by strong oppo,ition
to the creation of the office from Soviet•
bloc nations and some of the Arab s ates.

Canada and a number of other ^oun.

tries have been strong proponents cf the
idea, believing the proposed office v.-ould
provide an important instrument fo ° pra
tection of human rights. Opponents c;f the
idea see it as an avenue for external nter•
ference in what should properly be nter•
nal matters. Others are opposed on grr.unds
of cost at a time when the UN is c=;ught
up in an atmosphere of financial pre:?sure.
Still others, aware of the vigorous o; posi•
tion to the scheme, do not feel pre?ared
to support the initiative at this timi.

Arms control
In the field of disarmament and arm con-
trol, the twenty-sixth General Assf:mbly
recorded an encouraging developmen > with
the endorsement by an almost unan^mous
vote of the draft convention on bio: )gical
weapons. The convention, worked c ut in
two years of negotiations at the C)nfer.
ence of the Committee on Disarm:.ment
(CCD) in Geneva, provides for the _)rohi-
bition of the development, productic 1 and
stockpiling of biological and toxin weapons
and their means of delivery. Morec.Ier, it
provides for the destruction withir. nine
months of existing stocks of such wr apon:
held by any of the parties to the c; nven•
tion. This is the first international igree-
ment to disarm - in the sense of doing
away with a class of weapons rathe - than
merely limiting their use.

The new convention on bic:ogical
weapons will come into force wr.an 2'
states, including the United Stat(s, the
Soviet Union and Britain, have rati ied it
In line with Canada's unilateral rer uncia-
tion of biological weapons, annour ^ed ^1
March 1970, Canadian delegation pl

full support to this convention l- )th i°
Geneva and at the UN.

The biological weapons cow ention
stipulates that the states involve i con'
tinue their efforts to seek agreemer t on a
prohibition of chemical weapons - 0^
agreement that has so far eluded `.`1e né
gotiators at Geneva because of sigr ïficant

f 'f t' n In 0differences on issues o ven ica io
effort to underline this effort, Geo ge It
natieff, Ambassador and Permaner Rep
resentative of Canada to the Genev.. CoM
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mittee, announced in his statement on dis-
Iarmament at the UN a modification in
Canada's policy. The Canadian Govern-
Iment, he said, would no longer exclude
tear gas from Canada's commitment nei-
ther to use chemical weapons in warfare
nor to develop, produce, acquire or stock-
1pile them for this purpose, unless these
1wea;oons should be used against the mili-
;tary forces or the civil population of Ca-

ada and its allies.

tNuclear testing
In the sphere of nuclear testing, the
,twenty-sixth Assembly session adopted on
ïDecember 16, by a substantial majority,
!a resolution proposed by Canada and co-
)sponsored by 15 other nations. The Cana-
1dian draft sought to lay a realistic basis
for progress in efforts to extend the Par-

!tial Test Ban Treaty of 1963 to a ban on
Qerground testing. The 1963 treaty pro-
^hibits testing in the atmosphere, in outer
space and under the seas. Pending
âchievement of a comprehensive test ban,
the Canadian resolution called for reduc-
I tion in testing as well and, in particular,
ocused on three objectives:
(1) Making the nuclear-testing problems

a top priority task in the next round
of negotiations in the CCD, the UN's
negotiating instrument for arms con-
trol and disarmament agreements;

;(2) inducing the two major nuclear

the Canadian resolution in the Assembly,
vith two - China and Albania - op-

powers - the United States and the
U.S.S.R. - to put forward specific
proposals for negotiations directed to-
ward a solution of their long-standing
differences on the verification issue;

3) u^-ging the nuclear super-powers to
a,iopt immediately reciprocal meas-
ures of restraint to cut back the size
a<id number of underground tests
ptnding achievement of a full ban.
14:inety-one nations voted to endorse

^osed; the United States, the Soviet
nion, Britain, France and 17 other states

lowever, abstained. The fact that all five
iuclear powers either abstained or, in the
^ase os China, voted against the Canadian

ropo-al, was regarded as a disappointing
develcoment. But Canada and a majority

f member states are on record as pressing
or im nediate action by the major nuclear
owera to introduce specific negotiating
ropos4ls and, as an interim measure, to
ut ba::x on the size and number of their
nderg;•ound tests.

Apart from disarmament questions,
he First Committee considered a draft
onventi.on on international liability for
amage caused by space objects drawn up

by a legal subcommittee in June 1971. With
Sweden and Japan, Canada had opposed
the original draft because, in their view,
it was not sufficiently "victim-oriented".
The super-powers had agreed that, where
debris from space vehicles landed on each
other's soil or that of others, they were
willing to compensate "on the basis of jus-
tice and equity". Canada felt this fell
short of what should be done. Canada's
position, in the words of a UN mission
member, was that "if a space object hits
an Alberta cow, compensation should be
made on the basis of Alberta law". Canada
failed to achieve the principle inherent in
this statement, but succeeded in getting a
reference inserted in the resolution com-
mending the liability convention for sig-
nature giving states the option of accept-
ing the binding award of a special claims
commission. But a similar provision could
not be included in the convention itself.
As a result, Canada abstained on the over-
all resolution.

The twenty-fifth UN Assembly ses-
sion approved the expansion of the mem-
bership of the Committee on the Peaceful
Uses of the Seabed Beyond the Limits of
National Jurisdiction and decided to con-
vene a Law of the Sea Conference. The
conference was tentatively set for 1973,
but no final decision was made and the
conference date may yet be put back to
1974. At the Assembly's twenty-sixth ses-
sion, the First Committee decided to con-
fine debate on the seabed and the law of
the sea to procedural questions. The only
substantive decision was to again expand
the Seabed Committee by five to a total
of 91, including China.

Expansion of ECOSOC
Increasing attention is being given within
the UN to economic, aid and environmen-
tal questions and, in particular, to the
problems of economic development of the
less-developed nations that make up the
bulk of the organization's membership.
This emphasis was reflected in the deci-
sion to expand the Economic and Social
Council. ECOSOC, which meets semi-
annually in Geneva and New York, has
the role of co-ordinating the broad range
of UN economic and social activities under
the General Assembly's authority.

At the twenty-sixth session, the UN's
Second Committee, and subsequently the
Assembly, approved the expansion of
ECOSOC from 27 to 54 nations and the
similar enlargement of its sessional com-
mittees. This enlargement, approved ear-
lier at the fifty-first session of ECOSOC,
is designed to help revitalize the Council
and permit it to exercise its charter re-

Increasing focus
on environmental
and aid issues
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sponsibilities more fully. The less-devel-
oped states will be more fully represented
on the expanded Council. There has been
a feeling among these states that ECOSOC
was unrepresentative of the UN member-
ship as a whole. They felt that ECOSOC
was in a sense a club from which they
were excluded.

The Assembly also endorsed another
part of the ECOSOC "package" - a de-
cision to establish two standing commit-
tees of 54 members: one to deal with the
application of science and technology to
development and the second with the re-
view and appraisal of the objectives and
policies of the Second Development Dec-
ade strategy.

Canada has become a member of the
three sessional committees of ECOSOC at
which all substantive issues will be dis-
cussed, and will become a member of the
expanded Council itself when the UN
Charter is amended to permit the enlarge-
ment approved by the Assembly.

In the field of economic assistance,
Canada pledged an increase of $2 million
in its contribution to the UN Develop-
ment Program, which is responsible for
most of the UN's technical assistance and

pre-investment activities - making a to-

tal Canadian contribution of $18 million.
The UN's Second Committee, which deals
with economic questions, reviewed the re-
port of the 1971 conference of the UN

Industrial Development Organization

(UNIDO) held in Vienna in June and
reviewed preparations for the third UN
Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), to be held in Santiago, Chile,
from Apri113 to May 10. During a two-week
break in Committee sessions, 95 of the less-
developed nations met in Lima, Peru, to
draw up a general document setting out
their position in advance of UNCTAD III
in Santiago, much as these nations did at

an Algiers meeting which preceded

UNCTAD II in New Delhi in 1968.
The Second Committee also discussed

arrangements for the UN Conference on
the Human Environment set for June in

Stockholm. (See International Perspec-

tives, January/February 1972 issue.) Ca-
nada has been serving as a member of the
conference's preparatory committee, and
Maurice Strong, former head of Canada's
external aid program, is secretary-general
for the conference.

Canada took the lead in mapping
strategy for dealing with the current crisis
in edible protein resources in the less-
developed states and gained unopposed
passage of a resolution on the subject.

Within the Sixth Committee, which
handles legal issues, the protection and se-

curity of diplomats in missions accrec:ited
to the UN prompted lively discussion dur•
ing the twenty-sixth session. Debate on
the subject was spurred by recent violent
acts, directed mainly against Arab and
Soviet missions. The Committee agreed to
establish a special 15-member body, in.
eluding Canada, to deal with the prollem,
as well as other issues previously con.
sidered by an informal joint committee on
the protection of diplomats generally. The
International Law Commission was re.
quested to prepare a draft conventicn on
the protection of diplomats.

Despite a growing scepticism ^.bout
the feasibility and utility of definin.; ag•

gression, the mandate of a special 3^
country committee created to stud.,, the
subject was renewed for a further ye,^r. In
1969, Canada had co-sponsored a draft
definition of aggression aimed at ensurin;
that UN Charter principles would ha up.
held and that the Security Council',, spe^

cial responsibility would be recognized

Definitions have also been submitt(d by
the U.S.S.R. and a group of Latin ;imer-

ican delegations.
The Sixth Committee heard a num.

ber of suggestions as to how greater use
might be made of the International ',.one
of Justice at The Hague, but efforts sup
ported by Canada to launch a study )y an

ad hoc committee of experts was agaic
deferred. Canada has taken the positior
that the initial attempts should be cirect.
ed to improving the ICJ's procedures, witl
the eventual goal to win greater rea iine-,
by member states to accept ICJ dec ision.
as binding. In response to requests froa

the Secretary-General for submi:'sion
Canada has suggested a plan for wha
amounts to an international legal ai l sys
tem. This would be aimed - mucl as i^
legal aid in a domestic setting - al elim
inating situations in which a nation ,vo^
feel inhibited from going to the Cot rt be
cause of a feeling that the process vas ta
time-consuming or expensive.

The catalogue of issues discus,ed
this review - from budgetary bala,l ces t

outer space objects - by no meaz s reE

resents an exhaustive list of the sr bjec"`
under consideration at the UN Asse:nbl}
twenty-sixth session. But enough of tt
decisions, deferments, defeats and celibV
ation have been recorded to indic, te
soundness of Ambassador Beauln,,'s a^

praisal: The UN is not a private worlc
sealed off against the impact of r?alitie
that shape the real world. The wcrld o`
ganization, is in fact, a reflection of tl
imperfect world beyond the soarin ; a'9

of UN headquarters overlooking Ne'

York's East River.
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;Canada signs nuclear accord

g

^,

anada has signed an agreement with the
ternational Atomic Energy Agency pro-
ding for the application of safeguards to
anad^a's nuclear programs. The picture
ows Norman F. H. Berlis, Canadian Am-

bassador to Austria and one of the Gov-
Tors of the IAEA board (left) with Dr.

gvar,j Ekland, IAEA Director-General,
ter signing of the agreement in Vienna.
e a^,reement fulfills Canada's obliga-
s!:nder the Treaty on the Non-

olife,ation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT).
e trEaty requires adherents to accent
feguards set out in a pact with the
EA for the purpose of verifying that
ere has been no diversion of nuclear
ergy from peaceful uses to nuclear
apons or other nuclear devices.

More than 60 non-nuclear-weapon

states have ratified the NPT, and those
with nuclear programs have either con-
cluded or are expected to conclude similar
safeguards agreements with the atomic
energy agency. Another 30 countries have
signed the NPT and are expected to ratify
it later this year - among them Japan
and member states of the European Econ-
omic Community.

As nuclear-weapon states, Britain and
the United States are not required to ac-
cept safeguards under the NPT terms.
But both have offered to open their peace-
ful nuclear activities to IAEA inspection.
Inspectors from the IAEA will carry out
safeguàrds inspections in Canada later
this year in co-operation with officers of
the Canada's Atomic Energy Control
Board.
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Focus on the constant dilemma
ôf US.-Canadian relationships

W. Holmes

hortl. after the last war, the Manchester

^uard;cin, commenting on British foreign

hcy, 7uggested that it seemed simply to
^e a mat ter of finding out what the Russians
were d{)=_ng and telling them not to. Ameri-
ans must sometimes wonder whether not
nly th=:ir professed antagonists but also

^heir asumed friends work on a similar
I rincip}e applied to the United States. The
ssumi•.tion that whatever the United
tates oes is bound to be wrong seems also

4o be shared by many articulate Americans.
stubborn persistence in the past decade

Vi courses which have proved wrong has
ffered some justification for these assump-
tons.

Uz, ess one accepts, however, a deter-

)^ss cos.•,incing. . . .

at th CIA is the source of all evil even
nd t:; :- fashionable contemporary view

4
aced ,; a switchboard in the Kremlin, I

inist = nterpretation by which all action
^y a gr eat power is by nature malevolent,
uch simplistic assumptions about the
reign ^olicy of any country are irrational
nd unprofitable. Never having accepted

^e view prevalent in Washington 20 years
go th,,: all the ill in the world could be

We suggest often enough what we do

_.^

ether we cast the United States in the
le of bogey-man or fairy godmother. It

SI

not «-o r:t the United States to be and do.
We gi1;:, too little thought to the more dif-
ri^cult ci,_^estion of what kind of role we do
tqant tl, ;: United States to play in the world.

We ;ive the impression in Washington
9at w(: should just like the United States
4 go 'i v .-ay and stop bothering us at all,

end t>- ,e cold war by abandoning one side
o it, :• shut down its arms factories,
i mobi' ze its armed forces and get all its

Tops c. . other people's soil. One principle
at se:_ms agreed upon for the United

S^tates i;: that of non-intervention. However,
310 sooner have we banished the Americans

isola;ion and military impotence than
sOme Of the same voices insist that they
iDterve ^ promptly and forcefully in East

ngal ^r Rhodesia or Haiti or Czecho-

must on no account intervene in the inter-
nal affairs of other countries but somehow
or other it must support peoples' movements
against local autocrats. Of course, these
contradictions are not all found in the same
individual critics, but I am thinking of the
impressions given by a chorus.

We cannot expect utter consistency in
the policies of any great power - or smaller
power for that matter. Utter consistency
would be dangerous anyway, as it would
be incompatible with the minimum flexibil-
ity necessary for the world to survive.
Nevertheless, it is necessary for non-
American critics to construct some rough
positive image of the role we see for the
United States, not only with respect to our
own countries but in the world at large.
This means thinking about what the United
States should do and what it can do, given
the present state of world and national poli-
tics. If, as it likely, we assign to the United
States a positive and active role in main-
taining world security and promoting pros-
perity, then we must accept the fact that
the United States must maintain armed
forces, cultivate its own economic capacity,
favour countries it considers to be its part-
ners and expect that some sacrifices should
be shared. In a world as complex as ours
it is bound, furthermore, to determine its
policies without necessarily taking into
consideration the conflicting wishes of 100
or more countries. It certainly isn't going
to allow Ottawa or any other capital a

veto. . . .
. . . Nervousness has been expressed

of late in Canada that, if the United
States finds itself rebuffed militarily in

John Holmes, Director-General of the
Canadian Institute of International
Affairs, served in the Department of
External Affairs in a number of areas,

culminating in the post of Assistant

Under-Secretary of State for External
Affairs. He is working on a study of
Canadian foreign policy. This article
is adapted from a paper delivered at
Northwestern University in February.
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Asia and faced with powerful economic
blocs abroad, it will pursue a new twen-
tieth century version of "Manifest Des-
tiny", some signs of which are detectable.
What concerns Canadians is that the
United States, more and more worried
about the sources of power to maintain its
industry and standard of living at its cur-
rent high level, will take a ruthless
attitude toward resources existing on this
continent. The President himself has sug-
gested that he would like talks with
Canada about a continental resources pol-
icy, and Canadians have shuddered for
reasons that are hard for Americans to
understand. They feared that the Nixon
economic measures of August 1971
indicated an intention to force them into
acquiescence. If we are to avoid serious
clashes, Americans outside as well as

inside Washington will have to under-
stand Canadian fears of continentalism.

It is not surprising that Americans are
confused because a great debate rages in
Canada on the subject and there are con-
tradictory points of view. There are Cana-
dians only too happy to exploit the Ameri-
can need for Canadian oil, gas or water-

Representatives of the Group of Ten
highly-industrialized nations met in
Washington in mid-December 1971 to
deal with the international monetary

crisis. The Washington meeting
produced an accord on realignment of
currencies and an undertaking by the
United States to devalue its dollar in

power to make a "quick buck". They assn

their American friends that econoir
nationalism in Canada is just the `°yackin,
of a bunch of feckless professors - ar.d th.,
are only partly right. Increasingly, t;
Federal Government is responsive to thc
voices that argue that Canada, if it is r.
to remain a hewer of wood and drawer
water for a wealthy, populous Am?ric
industrial state, must conserve the.
resources to develop its own industry a
population.

Americans may find it difficult
understand why Canadians would not
interested in continental planning bo sed:
a concept of fair shares. The Ca iadi,
argument is that, if the Americans have pr
digally used up their share of resourcc
they ought not to consider Car.adi,
resources, and in particular Car.adi;
water-power, as continental. If fair sha

implies an acceptance of the status qzro, tl
does not appeal to Canadians, as th:

believe they have the wherewit^lal
increase considerably their ratio of ir dust
and population to that of the United 3tatE
Canadians have learned, furthermoï e, tl
it is unwise to have American indus, ry E

W ide ''orld F`

terms of gold. The U.S. Governm< rct 61
agreed to remove its import surchal ;e
imposed earlier in the year. In the
foreground of the picture are U.S.
Treasury Secretary John Connally ,left^

a key spokesman for the United Sta^es,
and Italy's Rinaldo Ossola, chairm'n
of the conference's deputy ministers.
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ees that this will be for a limited period.

ev know that, if, for example, a large

i dustry and new cities grow up in the
erican Northwest on power and irriga-

ti n from Canada, cutting off the source
en the time comes would be virtually

a^asus belli.
If Canadians want to preserve their

r1sources while at the same time selling
a profit what they can spare, it is obvi-

o^sly up to them to take the necessary steps.
ere is little the United States can do to

1p, except refrain from using high-
essure methods to secure Canadian
pplies. It may take a good deal of under-

P
s

nding on the part of Americans if heating

orne highly unreasonable blustering for

d li€:hting and air-conditioning, as well
ind, ^stry in the United States, should

n do°:+-n while Canadians enjoy the advan-
es c^'a larger ratio of resources to popula-
n. The United States has been a good

n ighbour of Canada during most of two

c tur-es when Americans had no strong

r son to envy the Canadian standard of
li ing. 11ow would they adjust to a situation

i whic:n, even if the Canadian per capita

ome remained lower, its standard of life
s ap;:arently higher?

aying rough
ere will be opportunities for Americans
play rough. They will note, for example,

th-re is a considerable difference of
w between many of the Canadian provin-
1 go^^ernments, including the govern-
nt of Quebec, and the Federal Govern-
nt o:a the question of selling resources
the rJnited States and importing U.S.
estroent. The opportunity for American
vate <is well as public interests to exploit
s dif; ;-rence are obvious. A Canadian can
y p,-ad that Americans bear in mind
ir lcog-range interest in a healthy and
sonably united Canada on their north-
bor,:;ers. Americans might bear in mind

o that Canada was created and has on
er oc^,asions been united by a threat from
soui h. One is almost tempted to suggest
t wl'at we want from Americans most

sak? of Canadian unity; perhaps we
uld, rect a statue to Treasury Secretary
nal iy.

ana;;ian trying to decide what he would
e the United States to do or not do is
stan tly confronted with the amorphous-

]Ws and intangibility of "the United States"
the :%mericans". How can one persuade
force or even bargain with Americans
a whole?

On questions of foreign and defence pol-
thet e is the Government in Washington

Wf'ich makes decisions; but even here the

way to the decision-making process is
exceedingly difficult. The State Depart-
ment, through which Canadian diplomats
deal, is not the decisive organ. To secure
attention for its opinions and its interests,
a foreign government has to campaign on
many fronts. It has to get involved in the
political side of government but avoid
involvement with opposition elements in
such a way as to turn the powers-that-be
sour. The problems of Canadian "input" are
staggering, but what can we ask the United
States to do to help, short of altering its
basic form of government to something
closer to our own system of Cabinet respon-
sibility?

We can plead for a wider and deeper
understanding of Canada or we can make
American legislators more conscious of the
strength of our own bargaining hand. We
shall probably do both. Well-meaning
Americans from time to time suggest that
Canada might have observer status in the
Senate or some formal right to a part in
the decision-making process. However
generous in intention, this is for Canadians
the wrong kind of solution. If the ten prov-
inces of Canada are going to have a
legitimate place in the American policy-
making process, they should go the whole
hog and become states. These other clever

schemes simply commit Canada in ad-
vance - morally if not constitutional-

ly - to share responsibility for policies in
the making of which it might have had some
more assured position than at present, but
on which, because of the balance of forces,
its influence would rarely be decisive. We
learned in the evolution of the Com-
monwealth that no major power can deter-
mine its foreign policy other than unilater-
ally, and pretences to the contrary only
breed friction.

Somewhat more interesting might be
the acceptance of a special Canadian right
to point out before important American
foreign and defence policy decisions are
made in what respect they might have a
harmful effect on Canada. In the case of
the decision to establish ABMs, for exam-
ple, a Canadian opportunity to explain the

possible consequences on Canadian terri-
tory was reasonable to expect. As American
policy affects many countries, Canada
would have to justify this special position
on a basis of continentalism. It would be
a kind of right of complaint, not intended
to imply that policy made in Washington
should be considered joint policy and
automatically supported by Canada. Here,
however, we are dealing not with legal
obligations but with political assumptions.
Favouritism based on a continental associa-
tion would diminish Canadian independ-
ence because it would encourage the

Getting attention
from Washington
means a campaign
on many fronts
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assumption of partnership and make a
Canadian deci-ion to go its own way look
like ingratitude or disloyalty.

In this whole cloudy and emotional
issue of independence, the constitutional
issue is clear. Canadians talk too often as
if it was their sovereignty which is at issue
rather than their freedom of movement.
Canada's sovereignty and its legal right to

'What we are do anything it likes is limited only by inter-

concerned about national agreements to which it has freely

is what a country subscribed. What we are concerned about

can get away with' is what a country can get away with in a
world in which its interests drive it in con-
trary directions. Rivers across the Cana-
dian border flow in both directions. We have
learned that sometimes it is in our interest
to maintain downstream benefits and some-
times it is in the interests of the United
States to do so. That is what foreign rela-
tions across a long continental dividing-line
are largely about. There is nothing the
United States need do to assure us of our
sovereignty in general, although there are
questions of encroachment on our
sovereignty in the North and in the
extraterritorial application of U.S.

economic legislation.
These are all parts of the manoeuvring

for advantage that is endemic in a divided
continent. The United States has the power
to get away with what it wants. Canadians
can appeal to its better instincts, take it
to court, or retaliate. The threat of retalia-
tion varies in effectiveness depending on
the issue but, as the recent controversy over
the U.S. import surcharge revealed, there
is a healthy realization on both sides that

it would be bad for both to be dragged into
the escalation of retaliation.

Economic challenge
Dealing with the United States Govern-
ment is relatively simple compared with the
problems posed by the economic and cul-
tural challenge of the American people. Our
major problems result from the exuberant
operations of American private enterprises
of all kinds, industrial and cultural, par-
ticularly in the field of communications,
over which Washington has limited control.
The United States Government can be, and
often is, the ally of Canada in seeking to
restrain operations by American enter-
prises that do harm abroad. Not only in
the State Department but in the other
policy-making establishments in Washing-
ton, there are people concerned with the
overall relationship with Canada and dis-
turbed at Americans who upset this. Ap-
peals on the part of the Canadian Govern-
ment to the President and the Secretary of
State have in the past alleviated the im-
pact of American legislation governing, in
accordance with American foreign policy,

the commercial policies of American sJ
sidiaries in Canada - notably in conL
tion with trade with the People's Repu^
of China. It is, of course, the respons ibi
of any government to support the in-;,erh
of its citizens and it is under strong press
to do so. United States diplomacy ^
pleaded the case of the Mercantile B

and Time Magazine just as Canadi:_n

lomats support the interests of Carlir.

beer or Bata shoes. What is not appar;
to us is the extent to which Wasl inr
bureaucrats with a broader perspecLivE

these interests in Canada have used t^
influence on industrialists or Sens tor,
encourage compromise. Some Canadi^
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complain that their diplomats wr o d byls
with Americans turn soft. They for„et ^ a
importance for Canada of the sof erc<tid
up process of their opposite numbers. an

Mistaken rhetoric
Most Canadians are aware that Nv1

they talk about the American econo
threat to Canada they are talkin^ ab
a hydra-headed creature. Nevert rel
we should watch our language more c
fully because much political rhet )ric
the subject conveys the impressi(,ntGi
we are faced with a single well-cor,troi^

monster, rather like Mr. Dulles's v ,sioc c
the Kremlin, which is engaged in av th
conspiracy against our independer.ce
prosperity. The trouble with that assu
tion isn't so much that it is unfair as - se
it is a wrong diagnosis and getsno

nowhere. Le défi américain is the :mi.of

of the enormous vitality of the Ar ieriJof

economy and the American cultui e. 111n
based not in Washington but i n Ttav

York and Houston and Hollywo )d dsu
Cambridge, Mass., and is anyth ng"cat
monolithic. The United States Gové,ma
ment couldn't bottle it up even if it wan'the'

to. What is more, most of us wo-tld^^,

want it to do so. This "threat" is r: gar:^en
by most Canadians as a mixed ble: sil
it is a subversive movement, thei ►t jfolli
a large fith column. Before w( 1cD taj
what, if anything, we want the iJn: ati
States Government to try to do at =out 's^
challenge, we have to decide what rest oni
tions 22 million Canadians can at r'ee a
And in most cases it is up to th^ Ca 1

than rather than the United Sta' pe
Government to do something. Ca,iadi'

too often think their problems are unic,

but le défi américain, a term coin^d 1:
European, is universal and must )e;
in that context. We resist the way An

cans have regarded progress and rnoc

nization as synonyms for American

tion, but we ma.ke the same mistakfoii

reverse by identifying the evils o' incfur

S
th
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lrzation and pollution with one coun-
rather than recognizing that Ameri-
c(rruption is just an advanced case ofc

niversal disease. We certainly want to
fit from American mistakes, but we
t escape the disease just by quaran-
ng the United States.

eration of subsidiaries

C sirer, for example, the problems posed
he operations in Canada of subsidiariesby
rg-, foreign, especially American, corpo-of
on.,-3. The question of how to bring multi-ra
ional corporations under national andna

in rnational control is a large and complex
ev,,hich has been thoroughly discussed
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roiving consensus that these corpora-

s r.n ust be brought under some control

that it is in the interests of the United
tes as well as other governments that

be done.
H^)wever, the imposition of controls

es camost as many problems as it solves.
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paradoxes are evident, for example, in
perverse question of arms sales. The
t obvious solution to the horrible trade

Uni lue case of the automobile indus-

rn s to developing countries is a ban
xports by the producing countries. The

It. of course, is that one has either
tei? a consortium of rich countries that
trot international armaments and
eby acquire a decisive hand in inter-
onal strategy and politics or one has
uraged poverty-stricken countries to
up their own arms industries. I am
arguing against international controls
u]tinational corporations, including,

ourse, Canadian-based corporations.
eed, they are essential if we are to
d ir, ternational anarchy. I am merely
es:ing that, because of their ramifi-
on- we are not likely to get at the
n i,:-es in a bilateral approach. In

we have experimented with a conti-
al <xrangement, but it is doubtful for
y reasons if this is a precedent to be
we('. If we are to press the United
es into action on multinational corpo-
ns. we should be wise to widen the
ssin. There are plenty of Americans
erned with this problem in and out of
hin ton, and we are more likely to
e progress if we regard this as a co-
tive enterprise rather than an anti-

rica^i campaign.

n the meantime there are advantages
e fect that the American "threat" is
scip:ined. It would be hard to argue
any one of the great corporations is

ed c._)lely by the national interests of
^'nited States - and, from a Canadian
of view, that is a good thing. The pres-

s and the interests that guide their

policies have become international, even if
special. Far be it from me to argue, like
some romantic apologists of the multina-
tional corporation, that they ought to be
left entirely unchecked because in the pro-
cess of the market they inevitably reflect
the interests of all the peoples of the world,
although there may be a more controlled
argument to be made along these lines.
Nevertheless, there are advantages for host
countries in their competing against each
other and their competitive stake in a coun-
try such as Canada obliges them to show
concern for the interests of Canadians.
(Whether they do or do not serve our best
national interests is a subject much debated
but not necessarily relevant to this argu-
ment.) I would be much more worried if
Washington had totalitarian control over
its industry.

A good Marxist would, of course, argue
that the socialist ethic would take the sting
out of this kind of international commerce.
Perhaps it would do so if we could produce
a state able or prepared, in a naughty world,
to abide by classical principles of socialism.
Examples we have had so far have not been
encouraging. Americans have had mes-
sianic visions of their service to the world
through the medium of free enterprise. Mes-
sianism can have capitalist or socialist
labels to justify national advantage. What
we need is more pragmatism on the right
and on the left. So, aside from the fact that
a socialist United States still seems quite
a way off, it is doubtful whether this slogan
is a precise solution for our problems.

Curbs on capital
We are constantly driven back to recogniz-
ing that there isn't a great deal the United
States can do for us; we have to do things
ourselves. What we have to do to preserve
a healthy national life includes the imposi-
tion of some restrictions on the free entry
of American industry or capital or culture.
This cannot be an end in itself. We prefer
to act more positively by developing our own
resources, but such is the power of Ameri-
can industry and the American media that
tender plants are strangled or bought out
before they acquire roots. Our Government
has the power to do anything we want,
although, of course, we are answerable to
international agreements like GATT and
in our own interest we must avoid provok-
ing retaliation. As far as the United States
Government and Americans in general are
concerned, all we can do is ask them to be
understanding and not be cowed by their
own special interests.

In particular, we must ask Americans
to recognize that we are not two equal states
on this continent. We are one over-

developed and one underdeveloped country,

Need restrictions
on free entry
of U.S. industry
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'Genuine anti-
Americans are a
small but
shrill minority'

and it is not fair to expect in all things
reciprocity. The anxiety to establish as
much control as possible over our own
resources is not to be dismissed as
emotionalism or anti-Americanism. It is an
assertion of the same responsible civic ethic
of self-reliance as that in which little
Americans were indoctrinated. History
might have made us a single continental
community but it didn't. This is not an error
to be corrected but a blessing to be counted,
for North America is too vast to be governed
from a single centre in the twentieth cen-

tury.
Like the United States we have over

two centuries of a separate tradition. If we
want to preserve those social, political and
constitutional habits and institutions
which we have nourished, there is no reason
to confuse this instinct with the kind of
nationalism which created wars in the past
century. Americans have an infuriating
tendency to call Canadian resistance
nationalism, the assumption being that the
case of the American bank or publication
which wants entry into Canada is inter-
nationalism. Resistance to cultural and
economic forces from the United States
should not be confused with anti-

Americanism. Genuine anti-Americanism
is a world-wide phenomenon found in
Canada, though to a lesser extent than in
the United States. It can be either an irra-
tional neurosis akin to anti-Semitism or
other racial phobias or it can be an honest
ideological conviction about the inherent
weaknesses of capitalism and imperialism.
Genuine anti-Americans are a small but
shrill minority in Canada. If Americans do
not want to swell their ranks, they must
learn to distinguish between the predomin-
nant forms of nationalism in Canada and
malevolent anti-Americanism.

What we want Americans to under-
stand is that, because we are unequal, we
in Canada are obliged to do things the
United States is not obliged to do. We must,
for example, go in for more state enterprise.
If there are to be Canadian airlines and
railways and a Canadian broadcasting and
television service, we have to fall back on
the resources of the state because our own
private interests find it impossible to com-
pete against the magnitude of U.S. inter-
ests. Of course, this is sometimes an excuse
for inefficiency, but that is by no means
the whole answer. We can admire the good
work done by CBS or NBC on American
public affairs, but we don't dare let them
into the country because we are not confi-
dent that Canadian television in their
hands would pay the amount of attention
to our own problems and policies that is
essential for the nourishment of a healthy
state. There is no question of banning

American television because th. V2
majority of Canadians live close enough
the border to receive it directly or by cabd
permitted by the federal authorities.

Alarm sounded
Licensing of air-waves is, however, simpl
than control over other mass media.
maintenance of a healthy Canadian aeri
ical industry has been a losing game. Al
has been sounded about the publ•.shi
industry, much of which is being taken on
by wealthy and resourceful American co
parties. It was a Conservative gover nme
in Ontario that stepped in recently to
vent the sale to Americans of an esta"Idish
Canadian publisher notable for its cncou
agement of Canadian authors.

It is easy for Americans to iden+ifyt
reaction to this process with book-bl.;rni
but wrongheaded. Canada is still one of
most liberal countries in the world n wÉ
coming foreigners and foreign cultu -e. R'
have welcomed them so liberally ir.to o
universities that we are now con,ernc
about the amount of Canadian con eut.
our education. Canadian anxiety t) ha,
textbooks in Canadian schools tl:at a
related to Canadian history and sooiety
no affront to culture as an intern ctio
phenomenon. Canadians themselve; oftr
argue the case badly. They talk to, mut
about preserving Canadian culture ratb
than preserving culture in Canada, gain
the metropolitanization of the arts that
a universal problem. Because of t ie tr
mendous radiation of American c.ilturr
Canada could become a zombie nati m.

If, for example, we do not w^ nt ot
young citizens to apply the standard ; of tt
American political system to our ;wn,
is not because we consider the Ar.-eria
system bad but just that its princip-tes ar
usually inapplicable. You canno` run
healthy machine with parts that be:ongt
a different kind of motor. Here again I don
see anything we can ask the Unitec Statr
to do. Steps which seem necessary to ?rote:
Canadian education and communi:atioc
have to be taken by Canadian .rovec
ments or by Canadian instituticns a'
organizations. What we require fro
Americans is forbearance and undcrstan
ing. We require also the magnanin ity a'
conscience of a great and powerfu- W
who are much more likely to unc ermi
their neighbour heedlessly or bene -olen!
than consciously or malevolently. . • •

Many Canadians, if asked wh'it tht

would like the United States to dc woti
be inclined to put it negatively. Tt
United States should stop pusl:ing L
around; it should allow us more eedo'
in our foreign policy and our i_itet^
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Cnadiun delegates to the Group of Ten
co fere?^ce in Washington prepare for

ortant windup session on December 18.
T evareDefenceMinisterEdgarBenson,
th n Conada's Finance Minister, and

tianal relations. The American would
te properly ask the Canadian to be

M1 e specific about the particular con-
ints the United States has placed on

Cânadian independence. The Canadian
would };_t hard put to it to document his
coriplaint because there is little available

dencY of what might be called United
St^tes c'ictation to Canada. The extent of

c;;ntrol" of Canadian industry is
oqn p_ oduced as evidence, but the con-

ion that foreign-controlled enterprises
so eho^•, or other intervene to determine
ou foreign policy is unproved. The
U ited States (Government and citizens)
ha con.<istently, and often forcefully, pre-
ss('jd its %,iews about policies it would like

ada to follow, but this is no more
n hr,)pens in normal diplomatic inter-

corse, nd particularly among allies and
se a-sociates. It might, in fact, be
er tc^ list awards meted out to Canada
an American administration grateful
Canadian co-operation in interna-

al emerprises. There is some evidence
t Canadian initiative in the Cyprus
s of 1964 gained President Johnson's

port on the auto pact issue. One would
^te to search hard for concrete examplesnf _.

11 ishrnent to Canada for mi.sbehaving.

Wide World Photo

Louis Rasminsky, Governor of the Bank
of Canada. There was agreement at the
conference that the Canadian dollar,
alone among the major currencies in
this respect, would continue to float.

I am not suggesting that our close links
with and dependence on the United States
economy are of no consequence in our
foreign policy, but that they ought not to
be thought of in these concrete terms. I
would be more concerned, as a Canadian
nationalist, with the effect of these links
on the attitudes of Canadian industrialists
towards foreign policy. The Canadian Old
Right seem to me to have identified them-
selves with the American community
almost as much as the Canadian New Left.

It might be argued, of course, that Canada
has never sufficiently "misbehaved" to
bring down upon itself such a reaction. The
Canadian recognition of Peking was
delayed until the American attitude had
grown soft. The continuation of Canadian
economic and diplomatic relations with
Cuba was passive enough not to provoke
retaliation even though it certainly soured
the attitude of some Congressmen on
issues that would have benefited Canada.

The fact is that this kind of argument
is unreal. The restraints upon Canadian
diplomatic freedom by the United States
operate like the system of deterrence. It is
not that the United States pursues a cal-
culated policy of deterrence by threat of
retaliation or future displeasure. It is
doubtful if the United States has ever cal-



culated a conscious Canadian policy of
any kind - until recently at least. The
strength of deterrence, however, is in the
mind of the beholder. It is the restraints
Canadians place upon themselves out of
consideration for American attitudes or
possible American attitudes which are
the determining factor. These restraints
are. by no means inspired only by fear of
the hope of favour. For the most part they
are a natural consequence of the alliance
diplomacy in which Canada has freely
participated and the conviction that
maintenance of the strength and prestige
of the United States is in the interest of
the alliance in general and of Canada in
particular. This conviction is by no means
as universally accepted as it was 20 years
ago. Criticism of and dissociation from

U.S. foreign and defence poli^^ie;
advocated and practised to a greaj
extent than in the early days of allian
but the assumption of basic comrr,
interest still seems to guide official

majority opinion.
What I am concerned with here, h[

ever, are the restraints imposed by wo
over the consequences to the vulnera';
Canadian economy of action displeasing
Americans. We have to judge on a ba
of speculation, because the Uniteci Sta^
has never really shown what it would
and undoubtedly Americans do n,t kn,
themselves what they would do, if Cana
provoked them seriously. Many Cenadi
like to speculate that the Unites, Sta:
would be certain to move troops into Cana
if a socialist or neutralist governm,nt tc

The Nixon concept . . .

The mid-April meeting between U.S.
President Nixon and Prime Minister
Trudeau in Ottawa produced a wide-
ranging discussion of bilateral issues and
an undertaking by both leaders to review
their respective positions in the trade dis-
pute between the two countries as a first
step toward resumption of negotiations
that came to a halt earlier in the year.

The two leaders also reviewed a
number of international questions and
rounded out the meeting with the signa-
ture of the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement - an accord designed to foster
a clean-up of the Great Lakes, the world's
largest reservoir of fresh water.

The meeting also produced a declara-

tion by President Nixon on his conception
of Canadian-American relations within a

framework that would permit each nation

to realize and maintain its separate iden-
tity. Mr. Nixon set out his concept - the

"Nixon Doctrine" applied to Canadian-
U.S. relations - in an address to a joint

session of Canada's Houses of Parliament
on April 14. The section dealing with this
question read in part:

11 * .. It is time for Canadians and

Americans to move beyond the sentimen-
tal rhetoric of the past. It is time for us
to recognize:

- That we have very separate identi-
ties;

- that we have significant differ-
ences; and

- that nobody's interests are further-
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ed when these realities ^ re of
scure.....

"Our policy toward Canada r-flect,
the new approach we are taking ir all a:
our foreign relations - an apI road
which has been called the `Nixo:: Da.
trine'. That doctrine rests on the I:: emis^
that mature partners must hac-
autonomous independent policies:

- Each nation must define the latun
of its own interests;

- each nation must decide Cie re

quirements of its own secu ity;
- each nation must determi; e thr

path of its own progress.
<<What we seek is a policy vhict

enables us to share international espon
sibilities in a spirit of internation l pan
nership.

"We believe that the spirit of F.rtner
ship is strongest when partners a e sel
reliant. For among nations - as vithic
nations - the soundest unity ;; that
which respects diversity - a. d th^
strongest cohesion is that which -eject,
coercion. . . ."

President Nixon noted that ( anada
was the largest trading partner of thE
United States and that the econo_aies of
the two countries had become Aghls
interdependent. But, he continue:: '°ThE
fact of our mutual interdepender °e and
our mutual desire for independenc ° need
not be inconsistent traits. N, seU'

respecting nation can or should acc ^pt the
proposition that it should alw .ys be
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trol. In fact, it is the Canadians who
co

ocate most strongly that Canada defyd
^J great neighbour who inspire timidity

heir exaggerated picture of American
•y

ra^lessness. Now if Canada were to join
thl waisaw Pact or offer the People's

I;epublic of China bases on Vancouver
n;?, Own drastic military action by the
ted `tates might be contemplated. But

^ m,,,;; T. any substantial body of Canadians
ad ocuïe. is disengagement from military

ia':.ion with the United States, and the

nce.ï of Canada actually wanting to join
ost:' •-? coalition are simply not worth

kir,a about unless one wants to be mis-

vo^l;.
Ter; or fifteen years ago, there might

ha ,e been some grounds to expect drastic

aci on, L3 nd possibly even military interven-

con:>mically dependent upon another
a t ir: n. Let us recognize once and for all
hat the only basis for a sound and
ealt :y relationship between our two
rouci peoples is to find a pattern of
cono,:ric interaction which is beneficial
o bc;'.h our countries - and which
espects Canada's right to chart its own
cono!nic course. . . ."

I-troducing Mr. Nixon to the joint
essicn of the Commons and Senate,
rime Minister Trudeau said the two
ount^ ^.es and the two peoples had much
n corr::non "but they are not identical in
heir :noods or in their interests, and I
ugges, that it is a disservice to a proper
nder-.^:anding of one another if we over-
ook t.!_ese distinctions. Our friendship is
ore ynamic because of our differences
nd a.; relationship deeper and wider....

".-Yur relationship with you is too
omp ._-x to be described, too involved to
e u^derstood fully, too deeply
ntre,-hed to be disregarded. We are no
ore apable of living in isolation from

ou t;-,,n we are desirous of doing so.
those reasons, the basic friend-

hip 14 Canada in the past several
ecad:,,, has been taken for granted by the

U.S..^., as we have accepted yours. I
UsurE you that that friendship will con-

lnue fcr it is a permanent feature of our
elati.o:.ship with you. It will adjust to cir-
umst.-,,ices and be made more articulate
n the process, but it is not regarded by
s as ..^'gotiable. . . ."

tion, if Canada had rudely broken off its
military relations with the United States.
In the present international atmosphere,
and with the diminished importance of
Canadian real estate to the defence of the
United States, the worst Canadians could
expect would be a cancellation of the special
considerations accorded to an ally and a con-
viction in Washington that a ruthless
defence of American interests was justified
in all relations, economic or political, with
its northern neighbour. Some Canadians
would argue that that is the way Americans
act anyway, but I suggest that they think
hard for a while of what the United States
could do if its actions were restrained by
no good will at all. It is a frightening enough
prospect to cause thoughtful Canadians to
shudder, because their country has always

Canadian Press Photo

Applause for President Nixon at the
conclusion of his address to Parliament



depended on at least a modicum of good
will and tolerance from a neighbour which
could crush them at will.

Canada stronger
than Canadians
have assumed

No real test
So Canadian policy toward the United States
has been cautious. Its "independence" has
never seriously been put to the test because
the basic community of thinking on world
problems between Canadians and Ameri-
cans has not as yet disposed Canada to want
to take steps which would mortally offend
the United States. If Canada wants to dis-
regard entirely the interests of the United
States, the only way it could feel safe is
to build its own resources and reduce its
present dependence on the United States
economy to such an extent that it could
worry less about the consequences of Ameri-
can displeasure. There is a good argument
to be made that Canada is in fact stronger
than Canadians have assumed and that its
foreign policies have often been too timid.
We cure this, however, by acting less
timidly or more recklessly, not by telling
the United States to stop doing what they
are not in fact doing. An increasing number
of Canadians argue that we ought to make
greater use of the cards we hold - in par-
ticular the growing dependence of the
United States on Canadian resources and
the stake of Americans in Canadian indus-
try. The Canadian Government is likely to
do so and Americans, who believe in free
competition, ought not to mistake bargain-
ing for hostility. For Canadians, however,
a difficulty is that it may not be in the inter-
ests of the weaker party to start playing
poker. Washington might be tempted to pile
all its cards together, and, with the use of
computers, come up with a Canadian policy.

My point is that this kind of constraint
on Canadian freedom is not something
which can be abolished or ended by unilat-
eral American action. Like the economic
and cultural threat from the United States,
it is a product of the sheer existence of this
enormous power. Such power is by nature
intimidating. A continuing dilemma for
Canadians, among others, is to determine
whether the United States and its inhabi-
tants will become less intimidating if one
deals toughly with them or if one makes
certain sacrifices to maintain their good
will. There are strong arguments for stand-

ing firm - not allowing super-powers to
trample on one's rights, because they so
often tend to do so without even noticing.
On the other hand there is a strong argu-
ment that super-power people are more
understanding and accommodating when
they feel secure rather than when they
feel threatened.

In the Canadian case, there is a par-
ticularly strong argument for combining a

policy of firm defence of Canadian rig^
with constant reassurance that nc thrf
to the security and prosperity of the Ur^t.
States can come through Canada. T'_:e ar6
ment for remaining in some form of -milik
alliance with the United States at the pr
ent time is not so much that the milite
infrastructure is required but tha^ a ru.
ture of the relationship would er cour^.
or provide a good excuse for American`
refuse consideration of Canadian i-iteres-
The cynical Canadian is fond of sa3 ing
that is the situation anyway, but he ^t
his country no good by saying so. H s im^,
nation does not contemplate a sitt:atio.
which relations between these tv o Nor.
American countries would be de' ermifl:
solely on the basis of a struggle f r poR

Avoiding provocation
There is no such thing as solving he pr;
lems of the Canada-U.S. relatioïrship
border of this extent goes on generati:
problems all the time. If Canadi, ns w
to gain as many points as possi:::1e, tl
have to keep their wits about if _m. a
of the things I suggest that they s.ou1d .
to avoid is provoking the United S+ atesic
having a Canadian policy. One of the 1~
ways of doing so would be to give th ! impr
sion that Canada is not a friend' a poR:
We get nowhere, of course, if w, are
automatic satellite, which is quite .'iffere:
Canadian survival has depended o a cr
siderable extent on the fact that C ana '
American relations consist of an f normo
number of different strands and that
negotiate sometimes from stre: gth a:
sometimes from weakness, but ur tot
weakness would be consideral ie if t:
United States were a phenomen )n in c
singular.

So my admonition to the Uni' :d Sta'
is: Don't have a Canadian policy. I"m'tha
one even if Canadians have to h, ve soff
thing which purports to be an :.meric
policy because their existence dr aends,
a rationalization of their positior ois4l
the elephant. As a matter of fact, he Cu
than Government is confronted vth M^
of the same problems of diversit when
tries to determine an American p! icy T^
it has not yet done so to its own s< ' isfacti
is illustrated by the omission of f, is imp
tant subject from the 1970 revie ; Forei,

Policy for Canadians. North Amf ica isr

only two sovereign states; it is - systet:
agglomeration and its relations -re a c`
web over which no government can h,I
unlimited control. One way Ame, icansr^
help is to join Canadians in tryin^ to und'
stand the nature of this systerr- and h
improve it. If American political e onomi`
could take their eyes off the Wes^ 'rn Eti

tem or the politics of eve'.1 rem0'^
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1 tinents to look more intensely at their
n, Canadians would not have to consider
nadian-American relations in such a

ci
C
ei ffocatingly unilateral way. There is a

nul, of course, that too much American
elle(tual attention to the relationship

uld lead some American administration

wr:r.l a Canadian policy, but I suspect
it ct,:!y would prove how unmanageableil tiirouI r be.
Ti_a paper is supposed to tell Ameri-

s1vi, at to do about the displeasure they
pire in this hemisphere, and my conclu-

n, in the case of Canada, is that there
is very little the United States as such

c ► do because most of the necessary steps
protect Canadian interests have to be

t4ken by Canadians. We would like
ericans - some at least - to change
e of iheir attitudes and their habits, but

se c..n't be legislated. I could be faulted
not p.)inting out to Americans how much
y w oiuld improve their relations if they

wquld iot out of Vietnam, establish racial
alit ; and control the rapacity of their

ec^nomï c thrust. That I did not harp on
se th:%mes does not mean I consider them
impor t ant. . . .

I have emphasized the importance of
A)nerican understanding of Canadian

eside; ; Nixon and Prime Minister
üdear< .igned the Great Lakes Water

Q ality^;greementduringthePresident's
tawa 'isit, The treaty, subject of two

Y rs of ,'+egotiation, commits the two
tions `-^ a program of combating

lutior: in the Great Lakes through

P gress; ^^e reduction of pollutant

eh'rgE's, Provision of waste treatment

problems, not only so that United States
policies will be just and aware but also so
that Americans in and out of office will
exercise forbearance when Canadians
have to do things that may look hostile.
This is a very old theme for Canadians.
Personally, I have tended to be more
patient than most Canadians on this sub-
ject, because I realize that the United
States involvement is worldwide and
Americans have to concentrate their
attention on countries which cause them
more trouble. I have even seen advan-
tages in American ignorance of Canada
because it has saved us from too benevol-
ent an intervention. (I am more afraid of
Americans doing good than Americans
pursuing their national interest.)
However, when the President of the
United States can say publicly in 1971
that Japan is his country's largest trading
partner, apparently unaware that Ameri-
can commerce with Canada is larger than
that with Japan and the EEC put
together, I am tempted to shrillness and
reminded of the danger to my country of
such ignorance. When I read the news in
American papers or look at the curricula
of American universities, I wonder if
Americans ever look at a map of the

Information Canada Photo

facilities and a strengthening of the
powers of the International Joint Com-
mission to monitorpollution on theLakes.

Pictured with Mr. Nixon and Mr. Trudeau
at the treaty signing are Russell Train,
chairman of the U.S. Council on Environ-
mental Quality, and Jack Davis, Canada's
Minister of the Environment.



world. What in God's name do they make
of that great pink blob which is all over
them and larger? When I find books on
American foreign policy, even a recent
book on American "imperialism", in which
Canada does not appear in the index ex-
cept in some historic references marked
"See Great Britain". I wonder how Amer-
icans. can understand anything of the his-
tory of their own country. It is curious and
perverse that these histories talk much
about Mexico, where the American record
is infamous, and ignore Canada, the exist
ence of which, it seems to me, inspires
grave doubts about the proposition that

imperialism is as American as apple-pie.
Or maybe Americans still haven't noticed
that a small band of Canadians outwitted
them and copped more than half of their

continent.
What we need is a more adult relation-

ship on both sides. We have to recog;,^
that we are friends and foreigners and tha:
foreigner is not a pejorative word. ' Ne hav,
to recognize that our relations cannot b,
based upon or solved by the simple-minde:
slogans of service clubs - although tha:
simple-minded good will is helpful if iti
not based on mistaken notions about a total.
ity of common interests. Our basic commor
interests in a peaceful and prosperc zs world
must be assumed, but we are also r.atur^
competitors. Americans who belie}. e in thE
competitive system must - and for th,
most part do - accept competition as anot.
mal aspect of relations between "'riendlh
powers. The relations are complex and nt
have to work at them. They can go :^noothls
or roughly, but they will never ^-o awati
Perhaps Americans are misled by the sam.,
romantic notions about alliance v iat the
are said to have about marriage.
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. . . Taking the American pul se
Concern over Canada-U.S. relations has
become almost an obsession for Canadians
in recent months in the wake of the U.S.
economic measures of mid-1971 and the
difficult trade negotiations that followed.
Canadian attitudes to American policies
and the American presence have been
examined and analyzed with the kind of
ardour that baseball partisans normally
reserve for players' batting averages.

But what about American attitudes to

Canada? What about the feelings and
thoughts of U.S. citizens beyond those
reflected in official exchanges with U.S.
authorities? The Canadian Embassy in
Washington set out to measure current pub-
lic attitudes toward Canada, commission-
ing a study by the American Institute of
Public Opinion. Canadian authorities felt
it would be useful to test Canadian pre-
sumptions about American public opinion.
The poll was conducted in late November
and early December of 1971 among more
than 1,500 civilian adults, 18 years of age
and older.

The results of the Gallup survey, con-
tained in a 40-page report submitted by the
Institute, indicate that, although the U.S.
public's "image" of Canada remains a little
fuzzy, Americans generally still display a
benevolent attitude toward Canada. In fact,
Canada is held in high esteem by most
Americans, according to the survey.

Using a rating scale for countries, the
survey put Canada at the head of the list:
65 per cent of the Americans polled placed

Canada in the "extremely favoura?! le" catt
gory as a country they liked. Anotl er 28 p
cent had a "mildly favourable" rea : tion
only 4 per cent gave Canada a neg: aive n
ing. Of those with a negative im:)ressioi
many cited Canada's acceptanc.: of Ci
draft-dodgers as the key to their attitu^.J cÿnt

Would Canada be a good plac ^ to liT,
Seventy-three per cent of thora pollc
answered in the affirmative; on,; 13 ^j
cent said no. Of those who appr)ved t'.
idea, one in five said it was becaus r Cana i ve
"is much like the U.S". Others ^ iggestr^ n^ti
Canada was a cleaner nation ° han tt
United States and that Canada i."free t
many of the social and political )roble• C
we have here".

Americans are evenly dividt I on
current state of relations betweer the tF^ ^ tl

countries. Thirty per cent of the toY cl

sample said these relations were `imp5
ing"; another 30 per cent said t iey
"getting worse", while 27 } er ce'
thought they had not changed Amo'
those with college training, the -jeight
opinion was that relations bet,. een t
two nations were, in fact, gettirg wor
the opposite was the case amon;. pers(
who did not get more than a gra.Je-sch
education.

Each respondent was asked to th^
of himself as the president of a l::rge i;
company and indicate the degree of ci
ence he would have in locating his Cl
pany in Canada. The responses we. e larB`
favourable, with 71 per cent of tl_e san
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aving they would have either a "great
eal" or "some" confidence in Canada as
place for business. Only 7 per cent said

fhardiy any", while 4.5 per cent indicated
ey,ti-nnld have "no confidence" in locating
bus, ness in Canada. The chief reason cited
v thoa who said they would have a great
eal of i,onfidence in Canada was: "I trust

ana,i ; - they are a fair and honest

eopl( ' Others mentioned Canada's

atui e esources and some said they would
ake,,uch a move because they viewed
anad: as a stable nation, politically and
ononsically.

The survey raised a series of questions
out American economic relationships

ith Canada and the extent of American
i vestrnent in Canada. The responses

nded to underrate the U.S. role in Cana-
an E.,onomic life. Respondents were
ked, for example, to provide their best

gUess as to what percentage of industry in
^anada is owned by American investors.
^e me^aian average response was 29 per
Int --,vell below the actual level. Indus-
ty, Trude and Commerce Minister Jean-

c PeF.in noted in a recent speech tMarch
1972 that at last count Americans con-

olled the majority of shares in Canadian-
sed companies accounting for 43 per cent
all a:4ets in manufacturing, 51 per cent

of all assets in mining and 67 per cent of
1 assets in mineral fuels production; the
oport,on was much higher in specific sec-
s of zr.anufacturing, ranging from 73 per

nt in transportation equipment to 76 per
ctt in l:etroleum refining and 84 per cent

rubber products.
Respondents in the survey were also

ked to guess what share of every $100
i veste,; by the United States in other
n tion< of the world was invested in

nada. "nhe typical American guessed less
t an $1 d of every $100 was invested in
CI nada - again below the actual level.

port surcharge
the uestion of the U.S. Government's
ch-&'^>ated import surcharge and other
nom; s- measures introduced last August,
ive' ~:11t of opinion among Americans

by a ratio of 46 to 34 per cent - was
tbht the _ eUS

t
w U.S. economic policies would

affF. ^ t Canada to a greater extent
n it _lid other countries. Among per-
s Wi! : a college background, the ratio

Wkjs eve-= more pronounced - 56 per cent
^ this category felt Canada would be no
wrse

Of than others affected by theM 1, charc:;. On a regional basis, only two
as -- ;^,ew England and Rocky Moun-
-1 %n counter to this trend; respon-

ts ir, hose regions indicated Canada
'Iquld be more severely affected.

1 WoL, d it be a good idea to eliminate

'Arnericans generally still display
a benevolent attitude toward Canada'

trade tariffs or duties between the two
countries altogether? Forty-eight per cent
of those polled favoured erasing the tariffs
as opposed to 37 per cent who thought it
would be a poor idea. The ratio in favour
was much greater among college-trained
adults - 64 to 28 per cent. In the overall
poll on this issue, more than 15 per cent
said they didn't know if it was a good idea
or not.

One of the largest "blanks" or "don't
know" replies in the survey was registered
in response to the question of whether
Canada manufactured any products which
are purchased in large quantities by the
United States. More than 53 per cent said
they didn't know and 20 per cent said flatly
there were no Canadian goods which the
United States purchased in large quan-
tities. Of the 26 per cent who said that
Canada did manufacture products bought
in large amounts by the United States, the
majority cited autos, wood products and
such natural resources as oil, gas and cop-
per; a sizable number also mentioned
whisky.

Canada's present trade with Commun-
ist-bloc nations might have been expected
to draw adverse reaction in a survey of this
type. But a majority of Americans (53 per

15



cent) said they believed such trading rela-
tionships were not damaging to the best
interests of the United States. Almost 25
per cent believed they were damaging and
22.8 per cent had no opinion on this subject.

Of those who found no objection to
Canada's trading links with Communist
states,.most based their reply on a feeling
that countries should be free to trade with
any nation. About 13 per cent felt such trade
had no effect on the U.S. economy and
another 11 per cent made the point that
if the United States traded with the Com-
munist bloc, why shouldn't Canada. Among
those who balked at Canada's trading rela-
tionships with Communist nations, the larg-
est number said they took this position
because Canada was "giving aid and com-
fort to our enemy".

Independent role
The survey examined American attitudes
to the broader issue of whether Canada
works out its foreign and domestic policies
in an independent fashion or whether it is
inclined to follow, to some extent, the
wishes of other nations. Forty-one per cent
of those polled believed Canada does, in part
at least, follow the wishes of other countries;
31 per cent thought Canada acts independ-
ently in formulating its policies. A total
of 28 per cent had no opinion. Among
college-trained respondents, only 36 per
cent thought Canada develops its policies
independently, while 59 per cent thought
Canada shapes its policies to suit the wishes
of others.

Of those who pictured Canada bowing
to the wishes of others, the largest num-
ber - 26 per cent - placed England at the

top of the list; this was obviously a reflection
of the deeply-rooted feeling among some
Americans that Canada remains merely an

'Among some Americans, Canada
remains an appendage of Britain'

'Majority see Canada as a supplier
of lumber, oil, autos - and whisky

appendage of Britain, an ouiposto
"Empire" ruled from the `°motherland'
Second on the list ofcountries whicl responi
ents felt moulded Canadian pol ^ies w.
the United States itself. The on ly othe
countries mentioned in any s rnifica
statistical way were France and tie SoSi^.
Union - and these were far belw%, Brita:
and the United States on the scaie^.

The survey dealt briefly with intem
Canadian questions. For example. it post
the question of whether there -•^ere a:
groups in Canada whom An ericac
thought were being unfairly trea ed. Oà
a tiny proportion of those polled (4 per cet
believed there were groups in Ca,adaw`
were not being fairly treated. T le gro.:
most frequently mentioned am( ig tho^
who answered affirmatively wU > Fren.
Canadians, with Indians seco, sd. NE-
95 per cent said they didn't kno`^ whetl:
any groups were being mistreate

On the question of whether t' .e Umu

States should offer encourageme,,:t if ms
French Canadians voted for separ tion,^
survey reflected a similar Americ: n detac"
ment. A total of 96.3 per cent of hose st
veyed said they didn't know; 3.: per o

^said no and a miniscule fraction - 0•4
cent - said they would end; rse L
encouragement in the event of ^- major
vote for separation among Frei.+ 0a^
dians.

On the sensitive questio i of Lr
draft-dodgers, A m e r i c a n s we e e°e:
divided between those who oeliel
Canada should refuse to accept hem a
those who felt Canada was acte lg w7t
its rights in accepting them. The sF
was roughly 44 per cent each xaY,R
nearly 11 per cent expressing r',) 00`
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Sharp differences of opinion on this
estion were noted by age and education.
majority (59 per cent) of those under 30

years of age had no objection to Canada
-dodgers; the opposite vieww'cevtir g draft

Jas heil by persons over 50. A majority
of coilezye-trained respondents (59 per cent
afain' l^ ad no objection to Canada accepting
draft-da igers, while 56 per cent with only
grad -,--hoo1 education held the opposite

^n^ o? view.
The Gallup survey did not, of course,

omit the perennial question: what comes
t mina first when you think of Canada?

The replies were moderately hearten-
mg to Canadians who have wearied of the
s, ereot,^ tped image of Canada abroad as the
h d of 7 :e and snow with only a sprinkling
o^blounties and Eskimos to festoon the
If dscape. The first image called to mind

b1 the lürgest number replying to this ques-

tion in the survey was Canada as a
neighbour - "Canada is a good neighbour".
The next most popular image was beauty -
"a beautiful and scenic country" - and
third, an image of nice people - "a very
friendly population".

But the next-largest categories (12 and
10 per cent) were still made up of those
who, predictably enough, thought first of
Canada as "open country - a wilderness"
or "extremely cold in the winter". Hunting
and fishing came next ("a great nation for
sportsmen"), with sports generally and
hockey, in particular, cited by 3 per cent.
The mounties, not to be forgotten, were
mentioned by another 3 per cent as the
image that surfaced first when they
thought of Canada.

- Murray Goldblatt
- Drawings by James Power

'Dur goals as neighbours are broadly para11e1

G vernor-General Roland Michener and
me ^'linister Trudeau welcomed Presi-

d it Ni-,-on to Ottawa for his mid-April
v it. F;;llowing are excerpts from the
r arks by the Governor-General:

" You know, as we do, that the
visibl^ line which has been drawn

a oss o•!r continent by the vagaries of
h tory ;;ivides us as sovereign nations
b t does not separate us as people with
c, ntlee;: interrelations of family, friend-

p and „ersonal interests.
"We are all North Americans, with

of^gins -,hich touch at many points.

separate identities He continued:.
°°. . . We respect the separate identity,

houz-._ our systems of representative
ernr,-_-nt have developed somewhat

ferenË y and our relative positions in
t, con-,

nun Ly of nations, in terms of
nbers and power, are on a rather dif-
, lefnt s-:,^le, nevertheless our purposes

' our ;. oals as neighbours and in the
W ld at r,rge are broadly parallel.
^"Thi, is not to say that we are always
agree-:;ent, or that our perspectives

^ appa aches to problems must neces-
11Y con-

erge at all points. But our rela-
ti ship as generally been characterized
b sYmp,'-hy and by efforts to understand
a' I reSp-= t each others' viewpoint. ..."

In r,- ;ly^ president Nixon noted that
C ada =,d the United States have dif-
fe ences in forms of government; theyCo

pete ;; onomically and have their own

the right to pursue its own way that the
people of Canada desire for their own
destiny.

"What we are really saying very sim-
ply is this: That while we do not have a
wall between us, while we do have this
great unguarded boundary, this does not
mean that we do not have differences, but
it does mean that we have found a way to
discuss our differences in a friendly way,
and without war, and this is the great
lesson for all the world to see. ..."

^ ^
=

^

'What makes you think
the lakes are polluted)'

Ben Wicks

The Toronto Sun Syndicate
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The year that put an end
to the old bipolar world
By Alastair Buchan

I,

10

For some years past scholars and analysts,
official or academic, have been predicting
the end of the postwar structure of interna-
tional politics. In this system there were
really only two primary centres of power

and responsibility, Washington and Mos-

cow, which, through a mixture of their
strategic and their economic strength, have
exercised so high a degree of influence over
the policy of almost every other developed
country, virtually all of which were allied to
one or the other, as to make the word "im-
perial" applicable to their role. By contrast,
the historic areas of European imperialism,
the countries of what we now call "the
developing world", have remained largely
non-aligned in this bipolar struggle or rela-

tion.
But this apparent similarity in the

function of the two super-powers has con-
cealed an essential difference in their con-
ception of their long-term interests. The
Soviet Union believed 20 years ago, and
still believes, in the validity of its imperial
function, not simply for ideological reasons
but because its leaders have been educated
to think primarily in terms of power. The
United States has never regarded its own
hegemonic position as more than transi-

tory. The Sino-Soviet dispute has been a
source of deep anxiety in Moscow for a
decade. The United States, by contrast, has
been encouraging the development of Euro-
pean unity and Japanese economic growth
for much longer than that. A bipolar world
has always suited the Soviet Union, given
the opportunity it has provided - on the
one hand, to erode the influence of the other
super-powers in Europe, in Asia or in

Alastair Buchan, Professor of Inter-
national Relations at Oxford University,
served as director of Britain's
Institute of Strategic Studies from 1958
to 1969 and as Commandant of the
Royal College of Defence Studies, London,
from 1970 to 1972. This article is
based on a lecture he gave at the
Royal College this year as
outgoing Commandant.

Africa, and, on the other, to limit tae ris!
of major conflict by having only on ^ adve
sary partner in the control oi cri,,^

But far-sighted Americars has
always doubted their own count „ymec
readiness to sustain a hegemo iic rc
indefinitely - given the dynaraic a;
experimental nature of American societ
This distaste for dominance is nt sac
thing that has been forced on the Unit;
States by recent events, but was evidf
in the thinking of American pla, iners
the immediate postwar - indeed ' he v
time - years. It is only in the lim: ted fit
of strategic nuclear deterrence ^ hat t :

United States has had doubts about its re,
iness to accept the principle of polyc entris
or about its ability to share its respr
sibilities with its major allies.

For ten years the old bipol,,.r wu
under which we have all grown up ias
gradually eroding: the continui ^~̂.g Si:

Soviet dispute, General de Gaulle'sdefi
of the United States, the growing a atono
of Romania, the accelerating drai a on
American balance of payments, the "Ni,

Doctrine", the economic growth of JaE
But it was not until 1971 that the t- ,. -o s0

powers, and the rest of the world w th tht1
came face to face with the logic of ti'
own aspirations, through a series cf drai
tic events, some of which wE re o:'
indirectly related to each other.

The most sensational of thesE was.
course, the opening of direct r,4atiC
between Washington and Peking, start
with the ping-pong diplomacy -f Ap
moving through the lifting of A me5
embargoes on trade with China in J!
to Henry Kissinger's melod ama

appearance in Peking on July 15 and
retary of State Rogers's statemen of (
ust 2 that the United States v ould
longer under all circumstance: oPP
China's entry to the United Nati(ns.
did the American policy of 2) ye
standing change so secretly and
rapidly?

Perhaps it was because Wa ihin
saw an increasing number of coun ries.
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bef;re the overt change in great power

relations and it has not been a Russian
interest to disturb the delicate balance of
power within the subcontinent itself. But,
since the balance has been destroyed, the
Soviet Union, is, for the time being, the
principal beneficiary among the external
powers, though in the longer run one must
expect China to have few scruples in
exploiting the unrest to which an area as
poor, proud and crowded as Bengal, both
East and West, is always prone.

Berlin agreement
It would be wrong to suggest that there is
a necessary connection between the in-
creasing Soviet preoccupation with Asia
and its more reasonable attitude on certain
European questions. We must record as
one of the significant events of a crowded
year the Soviet initialling in September of
the first Berlin agreement in 24 years, and
Mr. Brezhnev's readiness to put pressure
on East Germany to accede to the inter-
German aspects of it. More likely this
was an outcome of the skilful ostpolitik of
Willy Brandt over the last two years, for,
in general, developments last year in
Western Europe have been antithetical to
Soviet ambitions, moving as they appar-
ently did towards greater unity and
coherence when its interests has been to
Balkanize and "Finlandize" the area.

I say "apparently" because it is too
early to state with finality that Western
Europe is acquiring this coherence, and if
it is, just why it should be so. Is it because
the American dollar ceased, with dramatic
finality, on August 15 to be the linchpin
of the Western monetary system? Or is it
from a more general sense that European
and American interests in the world at
large may be beginning to diverge, as the
United States defines its national interests
more carefully and more sharply?

We shall not know until the archives
of many governments are opened a genera-
tion hence, but, whatever the cause, one
of the central developments of world politics
in 1971 was the decision to enlarge the
European Economic Community. The deci-
sion in principle was, of course, taken over
two years ago at the summit meeting in
The Hague of The Six. But it was acceler-
ated last year, first by the Heath-Pompi-
dou conversations in May, when those two
pragmatists found that their conceptions of
the future organization of Europe were
broadly similar; by the negotiation of
terms that satisfy the British Govern-
ment's essential requirements, notably the
safeguarding of New Zealand and Carib-
bean markets in Europe; and by an over-
whelming vote in favour of adherence in
the House of Commons late in October, a
vote which crossed party boundaries. It

Central event
was the decision
to enlarge EEC
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ich it had close relations - Canada,
l^ly, Ethiopia, Austria and others - en-
t^rng into normal diplomatic intercourse
vlth Peking so that it ran the risk of itself
beco1,1ing isolated rather than continuing

ls,,'.ate; perhaps it was from a recognition

if the Western world was becoming
re polycentric, there was everything to
gain-d from encouraging polycentrism

th:^ Sastern world. Whatever the true

eXplar.L-ion, the beginnings of Sino-
Ainerican normalization unleashed emo-

ti ns elsewhere in the world which it was
b yond the power of the United States

ministration to control, so that in late
tober China was aamittea to tne u mtea

^ations by an overwhelming majority vote

As it h&opens, it is the Russians, not, as

thout any concession on the Taiwan ques-

ti n. A quarter of a century of debate and
d bt in the chanceries of the world was

e ed as if a candle had been snuffed out.
President Nixon has said on several

asions that Washington has no intention
making trouble between Moscow and
ing, but it is not easy for the Russians,
en the popular fear of China that exists
re, to take such professions on trust. The
sterr, postwar grand strategy of "con-
ning'' the Soviet Union ceased to have

va^idity some years ago when Moscow
an to establish strong positions of influ-

ete in Southwestern and Southern Asia
in North Vietnam. In my view, its objec-

tides thrre are only partly aimed at the cir-
scri,ption of Western influence in Asia
Af: ica and are equally aspects of the

U.S.R.'s own grand strategy of containing
C ina. The possibility of Sino-American
e ente made it essential for it to con-

'date its position, and so it came about
t it r.egotiated the first genuine treaties
llis.:^ce with non-Communist states

s ce the 1940s - with Egypt in May of
197 1 and India in August. The countries
of two of the great architects of non-

nmï: -at, Gamal Abdel Nasser and Pandit
Ntru, ore now part of the super-power
syt em T alliances.

H rs of Empire

Y p-ople supposed for 20 years after
^Jwar, the Americans, who are the heirs

e obi British Empire, because the Rus-
s have an imperial conception of foreign

po cy and the Americans do not. And, as
th Brit_sh discovered a century ago, who-

is iA1e prime mover in the affairs of
subc,ontinent must have a dominant
tion in Egypt. But I personally do not
'but,-- the recent tragic conflict in the
onti r,ent to Russian manipulation. The
ess cf events which led to a breakdown

Of
,:tlil o-rder in East Pakistan started some



also appears probable that both Denmark
and Norway will decide to adhere to the
Community, although the answer will not
be known for certain until their referenda
in the fall. The question is politically and
strategically significant because, if the one
stays out, the other may; and, if either re-
mains economically divorced from West-
ern Europe, it is likely to drift into a form
of Nordic neutralism.

Opportunity for the weak
Finally, I think one cannot appreciate the

Israel resisted nature of the change in our political and

pressure from U.S. strategic environment without noting last

to modify position year's evidence of a growing phenomenon
of our time, namely the ability of the weak
to resist the strong. Just a year ago, at the
Singapore Conference, the smaller Com-
monwealth countries, some of them with
fewer resources than an English county,
successfully thwarted Mr. Heath's expres-
sed determination to protect the oil-routes
of Western Europe by selling frigates to

South Africa. In February, the oil-pro-
ducing states of the free world, many of
them rich but none of them strong, forced
a 25 percent increase in oil royalties upon
the great Western multinational oil com-
panies. Throughout the whole year,
Israel, which has made itself almost total-
ly dependent on the United States for
armaments, successfully resisted the
strongest possible American diplomatic
pressure to modify its negotiating posi-
tion with the Arab states. In March, a
number of external powers which are hos-
tile to each other -the Soviet Union, the
United States, Britain, India and Pakis-
tan - found themselves giving military
assistance to the Government of Ceylon
in suppressing a revolt which had been
largely inspired by its new Prime Minis-
ter. Throughout the year Malta conducted
a tough negotiation with Britain and its
allies, which has led to an eventual set=
tlement that triples the subsidy it
receives. Last, but sadly not least, the
UN Security Council has had virtually no
influence upon the Indo-Pakistan conflict
or its settlement.

The dividing-line between a polycen-
tric world that provides increasing freedom
of action for the middle and small powers
and a disorderly world in which the stan-
dard of international behaviour deterior-
ates is not easy to draw. Peace, unfor-
tunately, has become divisible; it is a sad
fact that the conception of the UN as a
keeper of the peace, as the expression of
a common standard of world order, is for
the time being moribund.

But, if last year registered a significant
change in the nature of the international
system, the salient features of the world

that developed after 1945 are not l;oing
disappear overnight. There will continue;
be only two super-powers in the tn.
sense; there will continue to be a higb,
degree of common aspirations ana valuF
as between North America, ^Vester
Europe, Japan and Australasia, than 4
tween any of them and the Soviet Unionc
China; the developing countries will cot
tinue to have quite different p-coblerc
from the developed. What we are aztne,:
ing is not a transformation scene br:t sonu
thing more like the jerky rotati on of:
kaleidoscope. And, in this situation [
major but not as yet fundamental ;,hang
one should first ask what is occu^•ring ;_
the central balance of power. Is it shiftir;
against the West, or is its focus moviz.
from Europe to East Asia?

Balance of power
The first point to make, I think, is that,
balance of power is a very difficuit thit;
to measure; its reality does not der, ve frit
comparative statistics of strategi•: har :
ware and is only clearly revealed whe
a crisis like Cuba or Suez throws a fla
of illumination upon the relative s?renb^
determination and will-power of, he co:
testants. It is true that the Sovie- Unic
has in the past five years achieve(t a po.
tion of numerical superiority in lar3-basr
ICBMs over the United States of t`ie ord:
of three to two, even though it ; emaiL
inferior in missile-firing submar: -iesar
long-range bombers. It is true that it h-
a modern fleet of oceanic range, so-uethii
quite new in Soviet, though not in `dussia
history. It is true that it has 20 m.re 6
sional formations, 160 as against 140, th^

it had five years ago. It is true that `sVeste.
governments are finding considera k)le di^
culty in sustaining their existing level
deployed military strength in th^ face
competing demands for public rcsourr
and the increasing domestic preoc upa>;
of their electorates.

The consequence is that the :.rdina
man, including the ordinary poli.:;^cian,
beginning to carry at the back of ;lis mi'
a stereotype of a West that is re'reatir..
however dynamic and creative it ; coml
nent societies may continue to b.. , and
a Soviet Union that is steadily gaini'
power and influence. The sense of a9rO1
disparity between Soviet assur< nce a'
Western disarray has been accentuatr
first by the monetary difficulties of l°

and second by a sense in Western Eurç
and in Japan that the United Stat^s isn^
pursuing a form of national re^ lpojI'

rather than continuing to underpi a the'
curity and interests of the free wxld a^
whole.

Such generalizations neec, inr
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ew, very considerable qualification. For
e thing, the Soviet Union has in no real
nse acquired a position of strategic
periority over the United States, in the
llst of a capability to disarm it in a nuc-

:noart
uncl'.ed by land, sea or air, than its
val, &-nd has a much broader technologi-
l b,s^, than the Soviet Union. Moreover,
hat p:'wides stability in a crisis is the
isterce of an assured destruction capa-
litv on each side and this the Soviet
nion has had for some time. Parity in
e effective sense of the word has existed
roug:^out most of the 1960s. Despite thehe
istence of the SS-9, which might be
le to knock out large sections of the

merica n Minuteman force, the exist-
ce of Polaris and Poseidon makes a
st-stïike strategy a suicidal option for
e U.S.S.R. and this the Soviet leaders

now.
It raay well be that the large Soviet

vestn.ent in land-based missiles is a very
or use of its limited resources, like its

i vestnnent during the 1950s in a large fleet
o diese' submarines. It might also be the
c se th„ t this build-up is not directly con-
c rned with Soviet confrontation of the

nited States, but is related to the fact that,
th the gradual development of Chinese

s ateg: ,_- power, it now has more than one
tenti:,l adversary to deter, as well as

4

w ales over whom it must cast a
clear umbrella of deterrence.

1ar txcilange. The U.S. still has a larger

1

- of deliverable nuclear warheads,

It staf^ quite well - that the present Ad-

universal retreat
I the econd place, the United States is
b no r.;eans in a situation of universal
r treat. ,he Nixon policy of disengagement

s bee^. applied only to the Pacific littoral,
atd I h.ave no doubt whatever - and I
speak as one who happened to know the
piesent ;ncumbent of the White House and

m}nrstr,:iion will fight a stiff rearguard
a^tron a.,ainst a weakening of the American

litar, . position in Europe and the Atlantic
ea, e^ en though some adjustments may
i.nev:_ able in the middle of this decade.

Ffr one °: hing, many of the social difficulties
t ha;-;, weakened the international posi-
n of ",^e United States have begun to
elior<,e in the last year.
The policy or strategy of containment

not & ;d; the United States has simply
corne more specific about the places
ere Communist power can and must be

Leonid Brezhnev. It may be that there is

led the recent change in Sino-American

taine:', and Europe is certainly still one

each other

then-I It is not, however, correct, and
er «-::.,, to speak of an American "°guar-

tee", ,uclear or otherwise, of Western
rope: t'here is no such thing as a cast-iron
arantre in international relations; but

the likelihood of effective American action
in a European crisis remains high because
its own survival is involved with that of
Western Europe.

Nevertheless, there is a new degree of
assurance in Soviet policy. It may be simply
the outward reflex of an internally decadent
society, as Richard Lowenthal has asserted.
It may be that there is a streak of adventur-
ism in the Russian temperament, par-
ticularly exemplified in the personality of

a growing conflict between the desire of the
republics for 20 years of peace in which to
put their economic and social affairs in
order and the enjoyment of the technocrats,
the bureaucrats and the politicians at the
centre of their new position of global
acceptance and influence. One thing is cer-
tain. This new note of ambition has little
to do with ideology or with any desire to
expand the frontiers of Communism, except
so far as Marxism provides an assurance
that history is on their side.

I shall return shortly to the implica-
tions of this for Britain and continental
Europe. But first it is necessary to
examine the other half of my question.
The fulcrum of the old bipolar balance
was Europe; as it ceases to be bipolar, as
China begins to exert increasing ideologi-
cal and political influence in the world, as
Japanese economic power grows, will the
new centre of political rivalry, the new
focus of world politics, be in the eastern
rather than the western half of the north-
ern hemisphere?

There has been a great deal of specula-
tion on this subject, but I think it is too
early to return a clear answer. On the one
hand, it is true that the four powers which
consider that they have vital or important
interests in East Asia - the Soviet Union,
China, Japan and the United States - are
powerful, independent countries and have
no great trust or affection for each other.
The way in which the United States hand-

relations and the Western monetary prob-
lems has seriously diminished Japan's
confidence in the United States and has
undone much of the good achieved by the
agreement, negotiated last June, to return
Okinawa to Japan.

In theory there are a number of pos-
sibilities: a Russo-Japanese entente to
exploit Siberia and contain China; a
super-power agreement emerging from
SALT to contain conflict in the area; a
Sino-Japanese entente based on cultural
sympathy and economic interdependence;
a Sino-Japanese-American entente to
resist Soviet pretensions in Asia; or a
Sino-Soviet rapprochement, perhaps after

Four great
powers have
little trust in
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Sino-American
rapprochement
remains limited

Mao's death, to resist the capitalist pow-
ers.

Clearly, President Nixon visited Pek-
ing partly in order to clear his own mind
upon this question. But before basing any
serious planning for the near future on
such a range of hypothesis, I think it is
important to enter a number of caveats.
First; the question of Vietnam is by no
means disposed of, even if the possibility
that there may be another major main-
force battle there should prove unjus-
tified; and while American military
installations remain near China's vulner-
able southern border, the degree of Sino-
American rapprochement can be only
limited. Second, the future of Taiwan,
which has acquired a quite disproportion-
ate importance in great-power politics, is
still not fully resolved and limits the
prospects both of Sino-American and
Sino-Japanese understanding. Third,
China, which, except for a brief member-
ship in the League of Nations, has never
really been part of the modern system of
multiple sovereign states, will, in my
judgment, be somewhat reluctant to play
the politics of balance of power. If a fluid
balance does develop in East Asia, it is
likely to be of a more subtle kind than
that in Europe, which, as a result of Sta-
lin, has been dominated by considerations
of military force. Fourth, Japan is still
deeply uncertain about its role in the
world, about the political direction in
which to channel its steadily expanding
economic power. I think it will be very
reluctant to break its treaty relationship
with the United States. I fear it may
acquire some neo-imperialist interests of
its own in Southeast Asia as it becomes
reliant on cheap labour in the countries of
that area to compensate for its own infla-
tion and labour shortage; that it will wish
to get deeply involved with either the
Soviet Union or China in the near future
still seems to be problematical.

Finally, one must recall that those who
actually run the Soviet Union - the party
bureaucrats, the technocrats, the soldiers
- are still European, not Asians, and,
however dynamic the politics of East Asia
may become, however deep the fear of China
may run, Moscow is not going to turn its
back on Western Europe or reach a final
accommodation with it by reason of its prox-
imity, its potential power and its associa-
tion with the United States. I detect in some
of my friends in Germany a tendency to
think that East Asia and Europe offer alter-
native areas of concentration for the Soviet
Union (indeed, I remember Chancellor
Adenauer saying just this to me ten years
ago), whereas the whole theory of the Heart-
land, which the Russians imbibed from Hal-
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ford Mackinder, even if we ourselve^. do
give it much credence in the nuclear
suggests a belief that they can plat
central role in both areas....

So, let us turn to Europe, wl.ere
per cent of the defence resourc(,.s a
many of the political hopes of my o
country are now concentrated. Befcre
cussing what we have learnt about 4'^
organization of Europe or the Westej
alliance, I should like to develop -a po)
that I made earlier about the Sovi
Union as a European power. It ist
strongest one and will remain so throur
out our lifetime because Western Eurc
is too vulnerable and will rem.iint
preoccupied with its own organiztion
acquire the characteristics of a su
power in our lifetime. Nothing h
occurred that alters the Soviet long-te
objective of dominating Western Europ
in traditional diplomatic terrr:s, a:
splitting it off from the United Stat
However, I personally believe that t:
last situation the Soviet Union ha 3 on
priority list is a Western Europ-3 Co
munized by force, though, if the French
Italian Communist parties were :o co:
to power, especially by legitimate me
this might provide a situation to i!is ta:
Moreover, for the time being it ;s m^
concerned with its position in I'asta
Europe than with making tro.lble
Western Europe.

Military intentions
If I may make a brief digression this
where the familiar dichotomy letwe
capabilities and intentions often saems
me misleading. Nations have r:iilit
capabilities which grow out of loig-te
policies, very often dictated by f(ar,
they have national goals or interf sts,
instinctive reactions. They rarE ly h
military intentions in time of pea ee. n
Gandhi did not "intend" to elimin :te E
Pakistan; she reacted in a partic> lar
to a particular set of circumstancc s in
light of her knowledge of 'ndi:
capabilities. The United States did:
"intend" to get involved in Vietna n 'Ni
larger military force than it sent overa
in the First World War. July-Aug ist 1^
is perhaps the classic case wreret
actions of the major powers bo:e lit
relation to their real interests. S milar
the Soviet Union has, I think, no 'nili
intentions toward Western ? ura
though no doubt it has a drawerfi:l of ^,
tingency plans and might react 'aelli,^
ently in a European crisis.

This said, it remains of the firex imP
tance to maintain a degree of jailit:

strength in Western and Southern E
as well as a framework of collective secu
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a travail throughout most of this decade,
ght between the requirements of a flex-

is without itself giving an impression

otrategy and the genuine political dif-
1_ty of maintaining adequate ground
air forces to enable NATO and its

ita, v commands to react calmly, intel-
^itlv and effectively in a European

eliigerence, as, for example, a prema-

e threat or use of tactical nuclear
w4apons might do.

The problem is going to be different in
erent countries because all have differ-
manpower systems and different struc-

t^es of public finance, but I hope the objec-
ti requi.rement can be sustained. The dif-

ty will almost certainly be to absorb
a ertain reduction in American forces in
E rope before a European organization
t it can get better value out of the $25
b' ion Europe spends on defence is even
a eed upon. I do not think that American
fo e reductions will necessarily be drastic,
b they will almost certainly take place,
ex ept in a situation which none of us
de ire, namely a marked heightening of
te sion in Europe.

This will not happen because the
erican interest in European security is
inishing but simply because, if the

Uqited States turns to a system of volun-
enlistment at a time of competing

Pressure for public resources, it will not
be able to maintain 4% divisions, 25 air
sq adrons and a two-carrier fleet in
Europe, Moreover, as all sensible Europe-

recognize, the present balance of re-
sot^rces in an inequitable one by any stan-

d The present structure of forces in
TO could probably absorb a reduction
ne Ÿ merican division without a radical
ganization of its strategy, but anything
her would necessitate a complete re-
king of the whole force structure, at
t in Central Europe.
Nor do I think there will be any easy
rnative to a solution whereby Europe
ribl.tes a greater share of the over-all
es required for deterrence and detente
urope. I am a firm believer in the princi-
of arms control, namely that two adver-
es or groups of adversaries can identify
control certain common interests or

gers without changing their political
tion S. So far it has proved the most effec-
Way of educating the Soviet leadership
its c.rude perception of the use of power
mcve civilized attitudes. But force

Is in Europe have never been a promis-
field for such negotiations, by reason
e gergraphical asymmetry of the two
r-powers and for other reasons. I do not

hold out much hope for MBFR, though the
two governments that have the most direct
interest in the question, the American and
the German, may come up with more suc-
cessful formulas than it has been possible
to work out so far.

By the same token a European confer-
ence on co-operation and security holds for
me very little promise. For one thing, a con-
ference of 30 states varying in size and
interests from Malta and Cyprus to the
Soviet Union and the United States seems
to me a hopeless forum for serious negotia-
tion. For another, the conference is clearly
going to have three elements: a Soviet-
inspired initiative to get formal recognition
of the status quo in Europe, which the West
may be ready to concede but which will
excite the strong opposition of Romania and
Yugoslavia, which want the formal abroga-
tion of the Brezhnev Doctrine; a Western
initiative to liberalize contacts between
East and West, which the Soviet Union will
resist; and a negotiation on technological
co-operation, which Eastern Europe badly
needs. The difficulty is that the three ques-
tions are so dissimilar that there are no
necessary trade-offs between them. And,
though I have sympathy with the view that
the Western governments cannot appear
merely to be sitting on their bottoms, simply
in terms of credibility with their own elec-
torates, if the first major European confer-
ence in more than 40 years were to produce
no concrete result, the last effect might be
worse than the first.

Western Europe's framework
This gives a new urgency to the political
construction of Western Europe, which has
hardly started, for today, despite its size
and wealth, it has the institutions not of
a super-power but of a supermarket. His-
tory has in a sense caught Europe
unawares, its leaders assuming until last
year that they had a longer time ahead of
them in which to create a monetary and
economic union on the one hand and on the
other to expand the Rome Treaty to
facilitate a common exercise of sovereignty
in foreign and defence policy than is in effect
proving to be the case. The difficulty will
be to generate the political will-power to
tackle these two immensely complicated
fields simultaneously - particularly in an
atmosphere where the younger generation,
nearly half the voting population, never
knew what George Steiner has called
Europe's "season in hell", at a time when
central bureaucracies are increasingly dis-
trusted, and when industrial integration is
complicated by the otherwise quite proper
emphasis on social objectives.

These factors emphasize the impor-
tance not of the central bureaucracy, the

Europe's institu-
tions those of
supermarket
rather than
super power
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'Britain will
feel less
odd-man-out
in the Seuenties'

Commission, but the Council of Ministers,
men who come out of the political process
in their own countries, as well as the rapid
development. of an effective European par-
liament. But, even in the most favourable
circumstances, it will be some time before
Marseilles, Manchester and Munich, Sicily,
Scotland and Sein-Inferieur develop a
real and permanent sense of community.
I think it will take most of the decade to
achieve a monetary and a true economic
union.

I am inclined to doubt whether we shall
have got much beyond co-operation by 1980,
more effective than today one hopes, in the
field of European defence. For one thing,
military power lies nearer to the heart of
what the man in the street calls sovereignty
than economic power or money; the Euro-
pean central bankers have been co-
operating closely since the 1920s, their
chiefs of staff have not. However, at some
point in the near future the road forks - to-
ward achieving the best form of European
co-operation that is possible without France
and within NATO or toward the develop-
ment of more specifically European forms
of defence and political co-operation. It will
be a very difficult choice despite the greater
flexibility in French policy.

Moreover, despite Mr. Brezhnev's
recent public acceptance of the EEC, one
must reckon on continuous Soviet opposi-
tion to a European political and defence
union. In addition, every step will have to
be taken in a fashion that does not alien-
ate American interests in Europe, for I
hold firmly to the view that there is no
substitute, nothing that the British and
French can do jointly or separately, to
replace American strategic power in such
a way that it is fully credible in Soviet
eyes.

To this difficult process I believe that
Britain, which I judge to be just emerging
from a period of low morale, has much to
contribute. Britain, I think, will feel less
than odd-man-out in the developed world
in the 1970s than in the 1960s; industrial
growth rates elsewhere are likely to be more
comparable to its own; the problems of both
decolonization and of the reorientation of
its interests are substantially completed; it
is no longer dogged by balance-of-pay-
ments deficits; its military force structure
is likely to give less trouble than that of
other countries.

Internal changes
The change in the relations of the major
powers is complicated by an equally rapid
pace of change in the internal preoccupa-
tions of their societies, including the erosion
in the developed world of our faith in the
traditional idea of progress through

economic growth and scientific innevatiot
Not only are we wrestling witl': a neR

type of inflation, which is not amerablet
Keynesian techniques of control; rut onh
are we concerned about spiritual, social ani
ecological effects of the prosperity we haeE
achieved; we cannot even be sure rhat thE
political and material foundation,^ of ou
civilization are secure. It is at best a;•guaNE
that it will remain possible to gov:^.rn ané
organize societies by the liberal and demo-
cratic techniques evolved in recent cer,
turies, as, on the one hand, the c^Fntro( o;
increasingly complex societies requireslar.
ger bureaucracies but, on the oth-r, com.
munications make people more sceoticalo:
politics and politicians. At the g=llopiu,
rate at which we are consuming natura
resources, our own grandchildren coulc
emerge into a world as impoverisr;.ed asi'
there had been a third world war.

The OECD report Science, Gro:.vth an

Society,states bluntly: "We are less thar
two generations away from the tir: e whe!
the human population must reacI ii a neu
equilibrium in the distribution of; ts mem
bers and in relation to its environm, nt. Th::
will modify the age composition ol'popula
tions and call for profound chang, s in lif:
style, in values and in the stru ,ture a:

institutions."
There is an old cowboy song -one(

the genuine ones from the l,.st cer
tury - describing the pioneer lea •ring tt:
upward slope of the Sierras for t^,e penli
of the Continental Divide, which contail,
the haunting phrase:

"From here on up the hills Jon't g^
any higher

But the valleys get deeper
and deeper."

The great prizes that technol )gy an:
organization have won for us, the Peak'
may lie behind us; but a false stel, a sera
of careless decisions, may take us )lung.
down into the valleys. I am the h_ it persr.
to belittle scientific progress bi:. as tE

OECD report states:
"Science has received socia suppc'

over the last 15 years, primaril, becat^,
of its role as a source of technc.!ogy,
in the future it will be equally :Worta
in providing a wider intellectua'- base
the control and orientation of tec'
nology - a more subtle and n ore cor

plicated role."
Very possibly a future historianofa:

civilization - a Gibbon, a Macaulay Or
Sainte-Beuve - may ignore all ^he Pol^
cal developments of 1971 on wh ch I ha
concentrated and mention just tne oc^
rence of that year: the fact that t;ie legi^
ture of the most technologically- advallr
nation the world has ever known r•efused
vote funds to build a supersonic transpO
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;anada and Latin America:
nding a historic isolation
Jc,;in D. Harbron

he geographical fact of a common
M mispheric existence has never been

(11

ough to dispel a hazy, inaccurate, and
en i:reverent, view that most Cana-
ans hr^ld of Latin America, its cultures
d its oeoples.

The larger republics of Latin
erica may have common economic and

cial problems of development and iden-
t v with us. But these are rarely if ever
d scribed with any sense of community in

nadi:,n media or by Canadian commen-
t tors.

The idea that Brazil's huge develop-
ntal needs in the tropical Amazon and

G^nada's equally large requirements in
e Arctic might require similar defini-

lJn of national interests and similar pub-
dialogues is discussed only among

seholars. and therefore articulated in a
rPr^ativel y, small circle of specialists.

What national governments in the
ericas are doing to modernize their

i igenous peoples - the Canadian, Mex-
icn and Peruvian, to name three with

jor st,ate activities on behalf of Indian
pulati..>ns - are rarely assessed in a
pan,t;ve light.

The historic reasons for our relative
iflatior^ from Latin America, compared

our long and close ties with Europe
a^d the 'acific countries, relate to our
B itish, French and other cultural heri-

es. A nemispheric nation like Canada,
nded and colonized by France and

ffE glan,,. later settled by immigrants
" mc,_,t of the major nations of West-

Eurr:pe, would have little rapport
th othor hemispheric societies, where
e colonial powers were principally
ain an:;, Portugal.

Our colonial ties with Britain were
antecedents of our twentieth century

ociai:^Dns with Britain in war and
P^ce, fi: ,t in the two global wars and
' ce 19-f5 in associations, both political

ecor.:,mic,
with the postwar Com-

m^nwea,th. These connections made
r nada a

major participant in the
ombo Plan for Asian development and

modernization from the year it was
formed in 1951 - 13 years before Canada
would participate in a similar context to
aid the economic growth of Latin America
through the Inter-American Development
Bank.

The "British connection" has made it
difficult for us to associate some of our
problems of development with, say,
Spanish-speaking Venezuela. Like
Canada, this is a big, empty country,
underpopulated, with an urgency to open
up its underdeveloped regions and with
an economy dominated by foreign-owned
subsidiary companies.

Caribbean ties

But our associations with small, Carib-
bean island societies, where the British
settled and created political and judicial
institutions like our own, have been close
and persistent. Jamaica, Barbados,
Trinidad and Tobago, and Guyana on the
South American mainland, are not only
newly-independent English-speaking
countries of the western hemisphere but
fellow members with Canada in the Com-
monwealth.

The Dominican Republic, Spanish-
speaking neighbour of Jamaica, with
many social and economic problems much
in common with Commonwealth Carib-
bean countries, does not hold the same
priority in our thinking, in spite of the
fact that two major Canadian business
institutions - our banks and one of our
largest mining corporations - play a
dominant role in its economy.

John Harbron, a specialist in Latin
American affairs, has written on this
subject for a number of Canadian news-
papers, most recently as associate
editor of the Toronto Telegram. He is
the author of Canada and the
Organization of American States and
several studies on the Caribbean for the
Canadian Institute of International
Affairs. The views expressed in this
article are those of the author.
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In the wake of the decision of the
Organization of American States to grant
permanent observer status to Canada, a
Canadian delegation made its official
appearance at a meeting of the OAS
General Assembly in Washington in April.
Paul St. Pierre (left), Parliamentary
Secretary to the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, said Canada viewed

A similar historic pattern has been
true of Canadian associations with former
French places in the world. There are not
too many of them in the western
hemisphere - only one independent
republic, Haiti, and several colonial and
dependent territories still under French
rule.

But one of our new thrusts in the
post-1945 developing world has been in
French-speaking Africa, where a host of
newly-born French-speaking republics are
receiving Canadian economic, social ser-
vices and educational assistance and dip-
lomatic missions newly-established dur-
ing the 1960s.

This pattern of disassociation from
our own hemisphere is, fortunately, only
part of the picture. In fact, Canada has
more diplomatic missions in Latin
America than it has in new French-
speaking and English-speaking African
nations. In Latin America, Canada is rep-
resented directly or indirectly through its
embassies and the broad assignments of
trade commissioners in countries where
Canada has no embassies, including
Cuba, with which Canada has had
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its new link with OAS as an opportunih
to participate more fully in the affnirs
of the hemisphere. With Mr. St. P:-?rre
at the OAS session is Galo Plaza, 9AS

Secretary-General. Alfred J. Pick,
Canadian Ambassador in the Neth.-rlands,

has been named as Ambassador av2d
Permanent Observer to the OAS.

unbroken diplomatic and trade ,•elation.
since Castro came to power in 19,.9.

Cautious and, on occasion, non-
committal statements over the ye_irs fror
our national leaders about full Canadiac
membership, sometime, some dav, in the
Organization of American States belie the
fact that our national governme,.ts sinci-
the war have slowly but surely ,noved L
close to Latin America through ,?ecisioa
to enter agencies of the OAS, to seek full
membership in the Inter-A,,1ericac
Development Bank (IADB) ard, mosl
recently, to request permanent observe'
status in the Organization of r+mericaç
States, an application which the Wha

approved.

OAS observer

Alfred J. Pick, Ambassador to th.^ Nethel'

lands, has been named Canada'= frrst Per

manent observer to the OAS, with
rank of ambassador. He will ser ve as th^
head of a small ambassadorial r:ission fl
the OAS headquarters in Wa:.hinOpD
acting separately from the C;anadia'
Embassy to the United States.
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Paradoxically, and in spite of the his-
oric associations with Britain and France
nd postwar alliances concentrating on
ur common interests in the Atlantic
cgion, Canadian Federal Governments
iace Cie war have taken the view that
e are an hemispheric power and have a
ole to play in the hemisphere that could
est rciate our interests in international
eve':oi) t;ent to the needs of the less-
evelo;l^,d republics of Latin America and
he Caribbean.

This has meant that Canada would
ove closer to international associations
oncerned with economic and social
evelop-nent than to those concerned with
iplomacy - presumably the rationale for
ecoming a full member of the
ADB - before Canada becomes, if ever,

full member of the more politically-
rienteû OAS.

On July 29, 1971, in a letter to
ntonia Ortiz Mena, the distinguished
lexican banker and financier who is
resident of the IADB, Secretary of State
or External Affairs Mitchell Sharp
aTote:
Vithin the context of our review of foreign policy,
he Canadian Government, as you know, has been
xaminïng various ways of developing and

rengthe:,ing our relations with other countries in

his hen isphere. One of the avenues which we
ould ver; much like to widen is our development
ssistance program for Latin America. Since the
nter-Amprican Development Bank plays such a key

ole in the promotion of economic and social
evelopn:ent of the area, we have obviously been

aying ct^.,e attention to means whereby we might

hrther our co-operation with you and members of
he Bank.

Tha foreign policy review of 1970
ecommended these kinds of Canadian
ove t,)rvard the two leading interna-
ional iostitutions of the Americas, full
anadian membership in the IADB,
hich at present administers $74-million

n Cana;;ian dollars, from which the Bank
as ma;?e 18 loans for a total of $68.8-
Ilion, and a permanent observer at the

AS.
The foreign policy review documents,

n turn, were preceded by two foreign
olicy se;ninars conducted jointly by the
epart:.;ent of External Affairs and the
anadian Institute of International Rela-
ons early in 1969. These discussed our
^ATO i.^lations and our relations on the
roadest scale, cultural and academic, as
ell as governmental, with Latin
merica.

In ^Lpril 1969, Prime Minister
rudeau announced the new priorities for
anadia:i foreign policy, the first of which
sovere; gnty and national development.

he statements made later by hi.m during
979 rel•ative

to the extension of our ter-
torial

waters and anti-pollution zones

around our Arctic islands, were made in
the context of this enlarged concern with
our sovereignty in the hemisphere.

These are policies - and expressions
of policies - that Latin American nations
readily understand. Their unilateral
declarations on control over territorial
waters and firm implementation
measures, though much more severe than
Canada is ever likely to announce or
employ, also relate to the protection of
sovereignty and to those resources of the
sea that they claim are part of their
national economies.

Equally important, the conception of
national development, funds for which in
the 1940s and early 1950s could have
come from a future hemispheric develop-
ment bank, is vital to' all hemispheric
republics. That bank, which some of the
major Latin American republics called for
during OAS meetings as far back as 1954,
is the present IADB, in which Canada
became a full member in May.

`Wait and see'
All this is a very long way indeed from
classic "wait-and-see" statements of the
kind made by former Prime Minister
John Diefenbaker in Mexico City, April
23, 1960, on a state visit to the late Presi-
dent Adolfo Lopez Mateos:
... We are a member of a number of organizations,

we are a member of the Commonwealth of Nations;
we are members of NATO ... any announcement of
a decision in this regard (to send a permanent

observer to the OAS) would be made in Parliament

... I would not at the moment, even before a full
consideration of all the pros and cons, deny the pos-
sibility that Canada's presence as an observer
might some time be contemplated at any event.

If we were to rely solely on historic
patterns of political party foreign policy,
such a response would have been antici-
pated from a Conservative Prime Minis-
ter whose ties were strongly British,
monarchist and European, compared to a
later Liberal Prime Minister like former Postwar pattern
Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson, who of drawing nearer
said publicly several times that Canada to the Americans
should some day join the OAS, and whose
party was traditionally more continental-
ist than the Conservatives.

But history would play us false if we
did not keep our eyes on that slow but
unbroken pattern, which all Federal
Governments since the war have main-
tained, of drawing nearer officially to the
Americas. It was a Conservative Govern-
ment, not a Liberal one, that established
the Latin American Division of the
Department of External Affairs in May
1960. And that Government's External
Affairs Minister, Howard Green, gave the
impression during his major tour of South
American states early in 1960 that he
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would do his part in moving Canada to
full entry into the OAS.

"Canada going Pan-American," said
the English-language Buenos Aires

Herald in its lead editorial of June 24,
1960. "I myself have fewer reservations
than many Canadians about joining the

OAS," said Mr. Green in May 1960, after
his return from South America. The
immediate result was a Canadian
delegate in attendance at the OAS meet-
ings in Quito, Ecuador, in February 1961
and an "official observer mission" headed
by a minister at the special meeting of
the Inter-American ECOSC at Punta del
Este, Uruguay, in August 1961. This was
the very important inter-American meet-
ing that adopted President Kennedy's
program of the Alliance for Progress.

Action against Cuba
We did not have observers at the two cru-
cial inter-American meetings that would
affect Latin American international rela-
tions through much of the 1960s. These
were the Eighth Meeting of Consultation
of Foreign Ministers at Punta del Este in
January 1962, which decided to expel
Cuba from the inter-American system,
and the OAS meeting suddenly called in
Washington October 23, 1962, which sup-
ported the U.S. "quarantine" against
Cuba at the time of the Cuban missile
crisis.

The main criticism of Canadian OAS
membership has been related to crises

No geographic monolith'
Senator Paul Martin, Government

Leader in the Upper Chamber, outlined
the Canadian Government's current
approach to Latin America in a paper
delivered at a conference on Canada,
Latin America and United States foreign
policy held at Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois, in February. Senator
Martin reviewed the developing links
between Canada and Latin America and
suggested that Canadian thinking on
relations with Latin American countries
was undergoing a basic change:

". . . Canadians have been very
unsure of themselves in the Latin Ameri-
can environment. We thought of this area
as a comparatively impenetrable jungle of
political problems, economic conundrums,
social malaise and military booby-traps.
We thought about Latin America as an
enormous underdeveloped area toward

such as these. As a member state, we
might have been approached to choose
between supporting the United States on
a very controversial unilateral action that
appeared to be in contravention c. f the
Charter of the OAS or supporting inï7uen-
tial Latin American republics, cl:iefly
Mexico, that abstained on juridical
grounds from voting on the January 1962
resolution to expel Cuba.

Would defiance of the United States
in a hemisphere where its interests are
much more direct than ours result in
some unnecessary tensions in smcothlv-
flowing Canadian-American rela ions?
This view has lost a good deal of its valid-
ity, not only because Canadian-Am 2rican
relations have entered rough waters with-
out any intrusion of hemispheric aiffer-
ences but because Canada, und<r the
OAS Charter, like other member states,
could abstain from decisions on cri.-es in
other member states, in which it could
not officially become involved.

For example, if Canada had been a

full member of the OAS at the time of the
unilateral U.S. invasion of the Dom. nican
Republic in April 1965, and the late.r for-
mation of the OAS Peace Force in Santo
Domingo, it would have conceivabls
abstained from the OAS Peace Force
resolution, and certainly any troop partici-
pation in it. As that matter deve!oped,
Brazil sent a major peacekeepin;; con-
tingent to the Dominican Republic with a
Brazilian general in command of a mixed

which we would eventually turn
attention. . . but not now.

"Today such a lethargic N
American outlook on Latin America
geographic and economic monolith i
only obsolete, it is absurd. Latin Am
is changing almost beyond recogni

as a
not

•rica
ion.

Indeed,... Latin America as a conve -:ient
monolithic conception has, in fact, ct.ised
to exist. In its place are some two cïozen
countries of our hemispheric commU -lity,
each nation with a very different an(: dis-
tinct political structure; each with it. o'Wn
experiment in economic nationalism: each
with its own peculiar preoccupation: and
problems.

"Of course, Latin American cou:-tries
may still find common ground on :^ome
fundamental international issues, but
Latin America as a political, economic,
social or cultural collectivity is no more
- if, indeed, it ever was. ..."
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Brazilian - American - Paraguayan - Ec-
uadorian force. Chile and Mexico, on the
other hand, abstained from the Dominican
peacekeeping action.

Public opinion has often been used by
Canaaian prime ministers as a gauge for
their action on behalf of OAS entry or
not. If this had been their only gauge, we
shouïJ not have moved as far as we have
towa d the Americas - even though it has

takei; us many years to do so. A Gallup

Poll published in The Toronto Star,
January 12, 1944, indicated "72 per cent
of Canadians haven't heard of the Pan-
American Union " (the predecessor body
before 1948 to the Organization of Ameri-
can States).

,11artin's forecast

Strong OAS enthusiasts like Senator
Paul Martin, the former Secretary of
State for External Affairs, in many
speeches in Parliament and to interested
private groups, were making predictions
like this one he offered on May 31, 1967,
to the former Canadian Inter-American
Associatioli meeting in Ottawa: "For my
part, I have no doubt whatsoever that
membership in the OAS is part of the
ultim.ate destiny of Canada as a country
in the western hemisphere."

On that occasion and others, as
recently as in his speech to a Canadian-
American relations conference at
Northwestern University in February,
Senaï,;r Martin reminded his audience
that Canada had long been a member of
several of the OAS agencies and might be
joininz another one of them soon.

Since 1970, that old uninterest of
Canadians and Canadian opinion-makers

^ in Latin America has changed substan-
tially lbecause of new developments out-
side g;;vernment. In the summer of 1970,
two new associations - CALA ( Canadian
Association for Latin America) and
CALAS (Canadian Association for Latin
American Studies) - were formed in
Toron;o.

CALA, which represents Canadian
corpoi <; tions and private enterprise doing
busineis in Latin America, replaces the
formeï Canadian Inter-American Associa-
tion and has already held many impor-
tant a:eetings bringing together senior
official-, of federal and provincial govern-
ments, Canadian industry, the OAS and
IADB in selected Canadian industrial
cities.

C.ALAS has held three annual meet-
ings a rid represents most of the approx-

imately 300 Latin American scholars cur-
rently teaching and studying on Cana-
dian campuses. Many of these are former
American academics who have immi-
grated permanently to Canada. Many are
Canadians who studied in Latin America
and returned to accept posts in Latin
American studies that did not exist in
Canadian universities as recently as five
years ago.

By the end of 1972, Canada will be a
full member of the IADB and a Canadian
team will have joined it both to serve in
its general administration and to help
administer the $74 million of its Cana-
dian loans.

These funds, the first instalment of
which was made available to IADB in
1964, have been dispersed widely
throughout the hemisphere in projects
that required Canadian approval. Such
diverse needs as teaching supplies for a
Chilean university, port development in
El Salvador, enlarged hydro-electric
facilities in the Dominican Republic and a
highway-feasibility study in Paraguay
have all been paid for from our IADB
loans.

By the end of this year, the first
Canadian permanent observer to the OAS
and his small mission will have settled in
to watch and report on its activities.

In Canada, outside government, the
recipients of the Canada Council's new
and generous scholarships for graduate
studies in Latin America will be at work
in the hemisphere and the ambitious plan
of CALAS for Canada's first Latin Ameri-
can scholarly journal may result in publi-
cation of the first issue early in 1973.

At the same time, Canadian
industries and institutions in Latin
American and Caribbean countries facing
rapid change and its concomitant, social
upheaval, must be prepared to cope with
attacks, intellectual but now occasion-
ally physical, against their local facilities.
The latter have already taken place in
the Commonwealth Caribbean, where we
always thought our common interests
were to be found.

Nothing is certain in the hemisphere
today except social change, violent as well
as peaceful. At the same time, the hour
has probably come when Canadians will
finally understand the remarks of the
President of the OAS Council in 1960
about the contribution to it "of the syn-
thesis of Anglo-Saxon and Latin political
genius in Canada," and see a new vision
of our country as a leader in the
hemisphere we have too long ignored.

Nothing is
certain in the
hemisphere
except
social changes,
violent as welt'
as peaceful'
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Planning policy to reflect
the new reality of Japan
By D. Gordon Longmuir

The first recorded Canadians to reach the
shores of Japan in the nineteenth century
were Christian missionaries, intent on
converting the heathen and bringing
educational and social reforms to what
must have appeared to them to be a sin-
gularly alien feudal society. Many Cana-
dians tend still to think of Japan in some-
what bizarre terms, although their mis-
sionary zeal is now directed to more sec-
ular pursuits. Japan is looked upon as a
market for raw materials (and a few
manufactures) and as a source of hard-
ware and (lately) technology. There is a
large cultural and linguistic barrier
between these two Pacific neighbours, a
fact which becomes increasingly vexing
as the bilateral relation grows. Japan and
Canada have trade agreements, co-
operate in a large number of interna-
tional forums, exchange visits of cabinet
ministers and senior officials at regular
intervals, send tourists back and forth
and exchange students, journalists and
businessmen - and yet the barrier
remains. A major task facing Canadians
in the Seventies is to find a means of
communicating better across this barrier.

Nevertheless, the impression still
abounds that Japan is one of those far-
away countries - rather exotic and mys-
terious - a mixture of oriental tradition
and economic magic. The simple and
pragmatic fact is that Japan is not only
the third most-important industrial
nation in the world but is well on its way
to becoming one of the two or three most
important political powers in the Pacific.

As the Government has taken pains
to emphasize, Canada too is a Pacific
nation. While trade and economic inter-
ests provide the most tangible ties
between Canada and Japan, it is vital
that Canadians begin to think in terms of
the political, social, and cultural aspects
of the relation. What Prime Minister
Trudeau has referred to as the "Near
West" has much to offer Canada in an era
when both countries are seeking to diver-
sify their external ties and to promote
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new policies that will serve pri;narilr
their own national interests.

Relationship with U.S.
An important factor Japan and Canada
have in common is the special relation v.'
each with the United States. In japan'^
case, the connection is of relatively reca,
vintage, having grown out of the pater
nalism of the occupation, a willingness arl
the part of successive Japanese C overn
ments to go along with U.S. foreigr, poli.,
and the all-important question of securit
in the Western Pacific. To a consic±eraK
extent Japan has avoided the synibiotic
economic ties that characterize lJnitec
States-Canadian relations, but it is th;
largest overseas trading partner of th-
U.S., and economic difficulties b^twee:
these two powers can be earth-shaki.ng.

In the past year, a dramatic s_^riesa
events has served to accelerate a trans
tional trend in Japan's foreign poli ^y, n:
the exclusivity that has marked is rela
tions with the United States over the la,
25 years has begun to be eroded. .lmoci
the events that have led to this :,-hang
the most important have been Presiden
Nixon's visit to the People's Republicc
China in February, the United State:
new economic policy" (and the suh-ea

sequent revaluation of the yen), t,ie cor
troversial settlement of the '. extilt
restraints question with the t nitec
States, the agreement for the re_urnt,
Japanese rule of the Ryukyu Islands ai
finally, the entry of China into tb;
United Nations. In response to g'owin_
internal pressures, the Japanese t rover
ment has made its own decision to noc
malize its relations with the People
Republic of China, but this is an agor^
ing, and so far unrequited, process. Initi,
tives have taken place as well for bette
relations with the Soviet Union, inclu1
ing first steps in the negotiation of'
long-delayed peace treaty. Japan his VO
recently taken measures to diversifyi"
diplomatic relations in Asia by rc cog5:
ing Bangladesh, establishing dip`omat
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lastair Gillespie (centre), Minister
Statt, for Science and Technology,
d a Canadian mission to Japan in
arch to explore the possibilities for

- creased co-operation in scientific
lds. Both governments pledged to

s«-ith Mongolia and promoting infor-
al exchanges with other Communist
ian ,;)untries such as North Vietnam.

The particular importance and
genc,,- of the question of relations with
ina has led Japan to consult closely

with tlnCP WPC^arn rniin+rinc f1,a+ l-vn

read% established diplomatic ties with
t e Pe,-,ple's Republic of China. In this
r^spect, Japan tends to look on Canada as

e couritry that took the major initiative
briz,;ing China back into the world

mmu; ity, and thus as a country of some
litical distinction in the Pacific area.

Evidence of the mutual desire for
ser :Snd more productive consultative
s May be drawn from the variety and
nera: success of high-level negotiations
d vis;ts that have taken place during

h

e pa-t year. In September 1971, the
nad>-;-Japan Ministerial Committee
Id its sixth meeting in Toronto. This

c
mmittee was established in 1961 during

t e vi^„t to Canada of the then Prime
ni.st(>ï Hayato Ikeda. It was designed to
able informal contacts to take place
tweec:i senior Canadian and Japanese

work toward further exchange in this
area. With Mr. Gillespie at a recep-
tion for the mission are Koji Kobayashi,
president of Nippon Electric Company,
Limited (left), and Dr. D. A. Chisholm,
president of Bell-Northern Research.

ministers at regular intervals, and was
originally envisaged mainly as a forum
for the discussion of trade and economic
questions. Its agenda has expanded over
the years to cover all aspects of
Canada-Japan bilateral relations, as
well as many multilateral questions of
mutual interest. The most recent meeting
took place in the wake of what the Japan-
ese have referred to as the two "Nixon
shocks", i.e. the decision of President
Nixon to visit China and the "new
economic policy". The meeting was a
splendid opportunity for two of the
countries most profoundly affected by the
U.S. economic measures to discuss their
respective problems and to suggest pos-
sible solutions to the subsequent economic
crisis. At the same time, the committee
did not lose sight of the bilateral
economic problems that still exist
between Canada and Japan, particularly
in the field of trade. The frankness of the
joint communiqué is indicative of the
close rapport that has been established at
these meetings; this latest was regarded
as one of the most candid and productive
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high-level exchanges ever held between
the two countries.

Trade is key
By far the most important aspect of
Canada-Japan relations today is trade.
Japan is Canada's third-largest trading
partner; total trade between the two
countries in 1971 exceeded $1.5 billion.
For the first time in many years the bal-
ance of trade last year was in Japan's
favour. In an effort to promote Canadian
exports to Japan and to emphasize the
need to improve their quality (i.e., to
increase the percentage of manufactured
goods), Industry, Trade and Commerce
Minister Jean-Luc Pepin led a trade mis-
sion to Japan in January. As Mr. Pepin
pointed out, this was the largest trade
mission Canada has ever sent to any
foreign country; it included 31 senior
Canadian businessmen, as well as a large
number of Canadian Government offi-
cials. The benefits of the mission can only
be assessed over the long term, but its
impact was undoubtedly felt in a number
of areas of Japanese business and indus-
try that had previously thought of
Canada as a supplier only of raw materi-
als or as a northern adjunct of the United
States.

Another important aspect of Canada's
economic relations with Japan is in the
field of energy and resources. In 1971, a
special sub-committee of the Canada-
Japan Ministerial Committee was estab-
lished to study this area. Japan is a major
importer of Canadian resources, espe-
cially minerals, and has begun in recent
years to invest heavily in this sector.
Japan is also vitally interested in find-
ing new sources of energy to power its
vast industrial heart. The Japanese

Japan is seeking search for fossil fuels and possibly joint
new energy sources ventures in nuclear enrichment will be of
for 'industrial immense importance to Canada in years
heart' to come.

In March 1972, a mission led by
Alastair Gillespie, Minister of State for
Science and Technology, visited Japan to
explore the possibilities for increased co-
operation in these spheres. This initiative
was received with great interest by the
Japanese; the joint communiqué issued at
the end of Mr. Gillespie's visit pledged
that both governments would work
toward further exchanges in all aspects of
this important field.

In the continuing effort to present a
favourable and accurate image of Canada
in Japan, a travelling exhibit called (in
Japanese) "Canada-Ten" opened in Tokyo
in April 1972. This exhibit is scheduled to
visit every major centre in Japan over the

next year. Although it is meant to hati,
broad public appeal, it will be aime:
chiefly at bringing the image of Cc.nai^
to a rather select audience of Japane;
opinion leaders. The exhibit's objective i
to erase some of the stereotypes tha t di,
tort conceptions of Canada abroad and t,
present this country as a modern i ndu,G
trial state with an innovative techn=)lop
It is the largest effort of its kind in Japa:
since the successful Canadian part icipa
tion in Expo 70.

Cultural exchanges
Cultural exchanges of all kinds hav< bee;
encouraged between Canada and J^apa;
on both a private and a govern :nenc
to-government basis. Each year a nT,mbe
of postdoctoral fellowships are offe.•edt:
Japanese scientists by the Nationa
Research Council. In addition, sccres o:
students are exchanged annually onde
inter-university programs. During tht
past three years, both the Toronto an^
Montreal Symphony Orchestras have visit
ed Japan, as well as a large numUer r
popular entertainment groups. Durin:
Expo 70, Les Feux Follets, the Na.iona
Ballet and the Charlottetown cast c:
Anne of Green Gables, among othen>, rep
resented a cross-section of Canadas caf
tural assets. Japan has reciprocatec' iO:
visits of outstanding Japanese a-tist,
and a tour by the noh theatre in 1971
Contacts between sports teams ar:^ fre
quent and have proved valuable in oper
ing up people-to-people communication
Canadians, for example, participate annm
ally in the world kendo (Japanes _^ fec
cing) championships. Canada, of c oun
participated in the Winter Olymp .cs i:
Sapporo in February.

The importance of improving con
munications between Canada and Japa
must not be underestimated. Alt .oug:
there is a growing awareness in Car adiz:
universities of the need for exp inde'
facilities for Asian studies, the puce c
change is not nearly fast enough; the',
are far too few students of Japane e lar
guage and culture and it is essentir 1 th^
these programs be accelerated ov,r tb
next few years. Japanese stud es 0
Canada, to be sure, have not beea Pr`
found or far-reaching, but most Ja; alles
students at least study English a nd a
increasing number travel to Cana( a a
other Western countries each year Edti
cational exchanges should be stim_ilate
and strengthened so that more yoT
Canadians will have an awaren ass c
Japan and its society.

In the immediate future, we sh 311 s'
a much stronger and more apparer
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apanese presence on the international
age. It is important to avoid misap-
rehensions about that country's inten-
ans. Japan can be expected to take an
creasingly stronger and more construc-

r-e role in international economic rela-

ons, development assistance, disarma-
ent. law-of-the-sea matters and a
yriad other international issues. It is

sser tial to Canadian interests to adjust
e _onduct of our bilateral arrange-
ents, both private and official, to reflect

the new reality of Japan by broadening
and deepening both the quality and quan-
tity of exchanges and consultations. The
clearest possible understanding of Japan-
ese policies is of prime importance as our
bilateral relations grow both in scope and
intimacy.

Mr. Longmuir is a member of the Bureau
of Asian and Pacific Affairs of the
Department of External Affairs.

. . Pattern for the Pacific
roaûer Canadian interest and involve-
ent in the Pacific region have been
commended by a special report of the
enate Committee on Foreign Affairs as

es.,ential part of Canada's developing
reign policy.

The report said the Committee's evi-
ence indicated clearly that Pacific Asia
as t-he least familiar to Canadians of all
e«-orld's great zones of civilization. As
e Committee put it: "Canada lags

behin:l other developed countries of the
Igion, and some of the less-developed, in
F nerating a regional consciousness of the

cific Rim and in acquiring the neces-
ry knowledge and expertise." The Com-
ittee concluded that a large-scale and

cncerted national effort to improve
anar;ian understanding of the Pacific
gior: was a vital prerequisite to broader
d m,-,re fruitful Canadian involvement.

Tre Senate Committee study was an
tgrowth of the Federal Government's
reig:a policy review And, in particular,
e pi^,licy paper on the Pacific region.

Y e e Committee's report, a 54-page docu-
nt, ;vas a product of 18 months of hear-

4gs ar:d inquiry by the Committee under
e ch.-,irmanship of Senator John B. Aird.

T^e report noted that the Pacific
ea, ;±s defined in the Government's pol-
Y p.per, embraced more than 20

o
untr:es and territories with more than
e-t;,i.rd of the world's population.
nar.a's Pacific trade has grown spec-
cularl ithy in the past six years, but rapid

ejpansion of profitable economic relations
s s^,metimes obscured a number of

her vital concerns for Canada, the Com-
ittee feels.

"It is probable that Canada cannot
ng sustain relations with its Pacific

neighbours solely on the basis of trade,
particularly trade which is in its own
favour. Commercial considerations alone
require a concern for reciprocal advan-
tage and a widening knowledge and
understanding of the partner countries
involved. The emergence of any broader
sense of community involves the ac-
ceptance of wider responsibilities for
the general well-being of the region...".

The Senate Committee report
examined Canada's relations with the
countries of the Pacific region under four
general headings: the basis for involve-
ment; Canada's economic interests;
Canada's interest in development aid, and
Canada's political and security interests.

The Committee made a number of
proposals aimed at deepening awareness
and understanding of the region. For
example, the report urged the Govern-
ment to make special grants available to
expand the teaching of Chinese, Japanese
and perhaps one additional Pacific lan-
guage in existing centres of Asian
studies. The Committee also recom-
mended that the Government establish
regular intensive language-training
arrangements in the Pacific area and
offer a number of places in these facilities
to business representatives and provincial
officials.

Coupled with training in Pacific lan-
guages is a need for more study of all
aspects of Asian civilizations. Greater
efforts should be made to make use of
existing resources in the field of Asian
studies at Canadian universities and
steps should be taken to strengthen those
resources where deficiencies exist, the
report suggests. The Government could
provide stimulus to Pacific area studies
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Report advocates
increased ex-
changes, closer
scientific ties

by endowing a number of research fel-
lowships at Canadian universities; an
initial six fellowships could be established
at an approximate annual cost of $60,000.
For non-Commonwealth countries, there
should be the equivalent of the Com-
monwealth Scholarship and Fellowship
Plan to permit scholars to môve between
Canada and these countries.

The report advocated a wider range
of sports and cultural exchanges as an
effective means of increasing public inter-
est and awareness of the region. The
Committee also endorsed closer ties with
Pacific countries in terms of scientific and
technological co-operation.

Economic sphere
In the economic sphere, the report
reviewed the phenomenal expansion in

Canadian trade with Pacific coun-

tries - a doubling in volume between
1965 and 1970 - and the steady growth
in two-way flows of investment. All indi-
cations are that the Pacific will continue
to be an increasingly important focus for
Canadian economic interests.

Within this sphere, Japan is
undoubtedly the dominant factor,
accounting for 60 per cent of Canada's
exports to the Pacific and almost the
same proportion of imports. Japan could
become Canada's second-largest market
in the next few years.

The Committee said, however, that it
was deeply concerned with the need for
upgrading and diversifying Canadian
exports to Japan. The great bulk of Cana-
dian exports to Japan are in a few large
commodity groups such as copper, lumber
and lumber products, grains and other
agricultural products, aluminum and
primary aluminum products. Only about
3 per cent of the total flow is made up of
finished products. In contrast, more than
96 per cent of Japanese sales to Canada
are accounted for by a diversified range of
processed and manufactured goods.

"There is no longer any justification,"
the Committee stated, "for the great bulk
of Canadian exports to be shipped to
Japan, as the policy paper says, `in their
rawest transportable and least profitable
form'. The time has come for Canada to
begin redressing this imbalance.... The
Committee considers this an urgent prior-
ity for action by industries concerned and
by governments at all levels."

The report said the Canadian
Government was justified in pressing for
further tariff liberalization by Japan and
for elimination of Japan's many non-tariff
barriers. But there were other factors, the
report emphasized, such as the lack of
familiarity, imagination and aggressive-

ness on the part of Canadian busines>me;
in the area and the general problem o;

lagging scientific and technical innova.
tion in Canadian industry.

The Committee cited the develop
ment of Canada's trade with the Pec,ple',
Republic of China and said there was con
siderable potential for further growth
But the present large imbalance of TradÉ
in Canada's favour could not be sustainec
indefinitely. The Committee pred:cte^
that China would press Canada to accep,
more of its exports in return for a con
tinuing and growing place in the Chine.^

market.
To improve co-ordination of Car a&:

economic relations in the Pacific, tht
Committee recommended further a ctior
be taken on the Government policy pape
proposal for establishment of a joir.:
Pacific economic advisory counci3 an^
indicated that this might be accomplishe(
by broadening the representation cf thr
present Pacific Basin Economic Cour cil.

The report urged establishmen.: an:
enforcement of uniform national rec uirF
ments for processing of resource expon.
and a national approach to scientifi -, an7
technological innovation. The Gc vern

ment, it said, should also study the type
of trading corporation structure ',^ein^
used by other nations, such as Japan
with the eventual aim of encour, .gin:
creation of an appropriate Cana diar

counterpart.

Development aid
Turning to development aid for couatrie
on the Pacific Rim, the Senate rpor
endorsed the Government's view tha:
such aid should be one of the mail elr
ments in Canadian policy in the are, . Ba
it said it must be recognized that E ana
than aid at present would be limit,d b;
the scarcity of Canadian resourcesi•
relation to the size of regional need an
by continuing aid commitments els'
where. It was clear, for example, tl at
the existing areas of emphasis -[nd:
and Pakistan, the Commonwealth fIaril

bean and francophone and Cor mon
wealth Africa - will continue to rE quir
intensive Canadian assistance. As
result, the Senate Committee fore aw
gradual growth in Canadian aid pr(
grams in the Pacific region and sug; -est^
that selectivity would be essential b th'
to countries and fields of operation. On
regional scale, Canada is already .ctil
in the Pacific programs of the NJor!
Bank group and the Asian Develop mer
Bank.

The Committee recommended «
orous expansion of Canadian assistaace
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untries and territories of the Southc
cific in co-operation with other nations,

t warned it was important for Canada
avoid creating paternalistic relations.

The Committee underlined the

"Ientr-3 1 role of providing expanding trade
port snities" in the economic growth ofo
e Pacifrc's developing countries. "Their

athi<,vement of economic growth and
ng-term stability," it stated, "will

pej^d to a vital degree on their ability

find markets for their products of all
nds, especially labour-intensive man-
act rred goods." The Committee called
r early implementation by Canada of
e generalized preference system(GPS)
manufactured and semi-manufactured

p oducts of developing states. Both
nada and the United States had fallen
hind the European Economic Commun-

i and Japan in putting GPS schemes
to etfect.

ecurity interests
ealing with Canada's political and secu-
ty interests in the region, the Senate

r^port supported the Canadian Govern-
ent'9 position against participation in
ilit:,ry alliances with Pacific countries.
iority should be given to co-operative
liti;:al and economic action to alleviate
e rc;ot causes of social and international
nsi;?ns. The Committee did endorse,
wever, Canada's limited programs of
ilitary co-operation and training
sisrance with a number of Pacific
untries such as Malaysia and Singa-
re.

The major element in Pacific activity
involving Canada's direct security inter-
ests is in jurisdictional, coastal and ter-
ritorial protection on Canada's West
Coast. The Committee noted that these
activities had been assigned high priority
in the Government's revised defence pol-
icy and said that it considered this an
important step in the "effective utiliza-
tion of the Federal Government's overall
capabilities to promote important
national interests in the Pacific coastal
region".

With respect to truce supervisory
functions in Indochina, the Committee
said that it understood the reasons for the
Government's current reservations, but
added that it was important for Canada
to indicate its continued willingness to
accept a role in helping bring an end to
the war in Vietnam.

According to the report, Pacific
countries are anxious to see what part
Canada will play in the achievement of
peace and security and in co-operative
action to share the benefits of economic
development with the disadvantaged
countries. "The fact that Canada is a
Pacific nation has long been viewed (in
Canada) simply as a kind of geographical
accident, with the world's largest ocean
serving more as a barrier than a bond," it
said. The Senate Committee put forward
its proposals with the aim of banishing
that image.

- Murray Goldblatt

most Canadians, a kind of `Terra Incognita'

tional policy of fuller and more
tiv > participation in Pacific affairs is
re ;:istic unless Canada is prepared to
sert a unified national presence and
rsi.e consistent and coherent national
lici a.

The Pacific remains to most
ana dians a kind of `Terra Incognita'.

er venturing out into what the Prime
ini::,er has called `the New West', it

sjandr to reason that Canadian explorers
off:•.^.ial, commercial or academic -

s^oul.' share the benefits of their particu-
r k.r:owledge and experience. It is also a

fact ... that, in dealing with the

sion was cited as an example of the kind
of technique required for successful col-
laboration between government and
industry, and it is notable that the mis-
sion to Japan in January 1972 was the
largest economic mission that Canada has
ever sent anywhere in the world.

"As Mr. Robert Bonner pointed out,
however, the trade mission `is only the
first thrust of the effort'. Continued col-
laboration is required in the 'follow-up'
stages.

". . . Patterns of co-operation between
industry and government are still ham-
pered by mutual lack of knowledge and
often suspicion. A related problem is the
lack of communication and co-operation
among Canadian businessmen themselves.

" (Excerpt from Report on Canadian
Relations with the Countries of the Pacific
Region, Senate Committee on Foreign
Affairs).

o g_ants of the region, China and Japan
nd :ncreasingly with other countries),
litital, commercial and other relation-
ps are inseparably mingled.

' Clearly such an environment
mai.ds re-thinking and new approaches
the part of Canadians. The trade mis-
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How should Canada approach
the many faces of Maghreb?
By Antoine Ayoub

In the field of social science, there are
very few points of view that win the
approval of a majority of experts.
Nevertheless, very curiously, a single
point of view appears to achieve unanim-

ity: we are told that once their political
independence is proclaimed, formerly col-
onized countries always find themselves
facing problems and serious and urgent
economic priorities. But nothing is easier
than to cause this "nice" unanimity to
crumble, to start the controversy again
and to re-establish the traditions of the
"trade." In general, it is sufficient to ask
a single and unique question: why is it
precisely like this? Why have years
- sometimes centuries - of colonialism
only aggravated the economic situation of
colonized countries? Exploitation and
economic imperialism, reply some; cling-
ing to tradition and difficulties of adapt-
ing to the modern world and to changes
on the part of the inhabitants, retort
others - and here the discussion resumes
with renewed vigour.

The fact is that, in the three
countries of the Maghreb (Algeria,
Tunisia and Morocco), the economic situa-
tion immediately after political independ-
ence was no exception either to the
generally-accepted rule or to the con-
troversy that generally follows it.

These three countries responded to
the challenge of economic development by
different strategies: Algeria is adopting a
socialistic state capitalism, Tunisia
wavers between a loose co-operativism
and a hesitant liberalism, and Morocco is
settling down to a newborn capitalism

Antoine Ayoub is Professor of Develop-
ment Economy in the Department of
Economics at Laval University.
He previously taught at the
Institute of Economic and Social
Development of the University of Paris
and served as Dean of the Faculty of
Economics at the University of Aleppo,
Syria. The views expressed in this article
are those of the author.
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back to back with a strong rural `'eudal-

ism.
However, the three regimes do not

reject planning as a means of stat: inter•
vention in economic activities. But it goes
without saying that this planning, is well
as the meaning given to it, differs accord-
ing to the countries involved and . eflect;
serious differences of opinion fr„m the
doctrinal and political points of vie-v.

These three regimes also E ive in
common their refusal to practise a despot-
ic commercial policy and to cut f.,r good
the bridges with the former mothe.• coun-
try. But, in this case also, the po4!tionof
principle is not given the same i.r terpre-
tation in Algiers, Tunis and Rabat

Toward this Maghreb of man, faces,
various riches and different regimes.
Canada appears to want to brinr a rea
and continuous interest in its nev policr
of opening-up toward the countrie of the
Third World in general and th fran-
cophone countries in particular.

Actually, the opening-up is not
recent, at least for Tunisia. This countrs
has been designated for a few y-ars bs
the Canadian International Deve apment
Agency (CIDA) as a "concentratio: " coun-
try. But the desire of this body which
reflects in certain respects the , evelo^
ment of the great trends of Ca iadian
foreign policy, to change the list f these
countries, the recent contacts at the
ministerial level between Alge- :a and
Canada and the desire to open its . If more
and more to francophone countri s lead_

us to ask the following questions:
(1) What is the balance-sheet of e,onomi^

relations between Canada a 2d the
Maghreb?
(2) What is the situation of tht econo-
mies of the Maghreb countries in he face
of the challenge of economic deve vment
and what are their respective nE :,ds and
priorities?

Wager on Algeria
Apart from the United StatYs, the
economic relations of Canada " ith the
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est of the world" can be summarized iti
few sentences and two or three figures.
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xceed 8,260,000; on the other hand, the
he three countries to Canada did not

1 ^ res: for the three years 1968, 1969he fir

Ind the total value of the exports of

Tl;;, reality can be read clearly from
ntil rocent times.

lagh! n is very far from Canada geo-

rapiu-;ally and has been politically remote

e noce the sentences and the figures

111 ? ld to shrink. Moreover, the

he further away the partner country,

otal N alue of their imports for the same
eriod amounts to $51,800,000, resulting

a climulative deficit of the balance of
ade in favour of Canada of the order of
43,5-10,000. It is Algeria that has
chie,,ed the lion's share of this last
igure i$29,300,000) and this is a first

ndication; the persistent desire of this

ountry to industrialize rapidly necessar-

ly pu, Les it to increase its purchases of

quipzr?ent goods from the industrialized
ountries. The 1971 figures confirm this

endency more clearly; Algerian imports
mounï to some $30 million, whereas its
xport^ï amount to a few thousand -
ence a deficit for the year 1971 alone
quiva'ient to the cumulative deficit of the
hree preceding years. This also creates a
roblem to be resolved, as much for
]gerhi as for Canada. The latter country
annot allow this situation, which is "ap-
arentiv" favourable to it, to last forever.
imilarly, Algeria cannot allow itself the
uxury of a chronic deficit in its balance
f trade at a time when it wishes to prac-
ise a l..-ealthy policy of currency manage-
ent. The recent negotiations between

he AiinÉster of Industry, Trade and Com-
erce. Jean-Luc Pepin, and his Algerian
ounterpart, Layachi Yaker, for the
mport by Canada of Algerian wine and
as toc::,̂ place in this context.

Relations with the two other
ountr: _ s (Morocco and Tunisia) are less
mportc,it in absolute figures, in percen-
age ar _? in rates of growth. Tunisia has
early evened its balance for 1970

$6,901, 000 in imports for $5,900,000 in
xport- - . Morocco, although it registered
defrc:^ of some $5 million for the same

^ear, d. -:,s not appear to practise a coher-
nt ext.,:^rt policy, since its purchases in
anad<_ in 1969 amounted to $1,500,000,
aving '^een $4,600,000 in 1968. An ini-
ial co;clusion appears to emerge from
his qu;;k analvsis - namelv. that a cer-

umsi;: next, and finally on Morocco.
ppear: to wish to bet on Algeria first, on
nteric_. of the "concentration". Canada
arn "cr: ztralizati.on" stands out from the

tYs, the At first glance, this conclusion can
," ith the _ ppear debatable when we analyse the

second aspect of the economic relations
between Canada and this group of coun-
tries - the "assistance" policy. In effect,
according to the 1970 report of the OECD,
on a net capital "contribution" on a per
capita basis, Tunisia receives $21.48 (of
which $1.44 comes from Canada) and
Algeria $8.10 (of which $0.28 comes from
Canada). In absolute figures and by way
of allowances for food aid, Tunisia leads
for 1970-71 with $4 million, followed by
Algeria and Morocco, each of which
receives $3 million. With regard to public
bilateral development assistance in 1970-
1971, the hierarchy is the following:
Tunisia $5.49 million; Morocco $4.77
million, and, in last place, Algeria $4.01
million.

Tunisia in lead
In the field of technical and professional
co-operation calculated according to the
number of advisers, education co-operators
sent, students and trainees received,
Tunisia leads, followed by Algeria and
Morocco (for all these figures, see the
annual report for 1970-71 of CIDA). The
privileged position of Tunisia is explained
by the relative seniority of its indepen-
dence, on the one hand, and the priority
of its diplomatic relations with Canada,
on the other. But when we consider that
the first ambassadors were exchanged
between Algeria and Canada only a few
months ago, and when we take the trou-
ble to follow recent events concerning the
relations between the two countries, we
shall notice very quickly that the conclu-
sion we have just drawn is certainly not
unfounded.

The latest indication that serves to
confirm our impression is the reaction of
businessmen after their recent visit to
Algeria with Mr. Pepin. The same
reasons that a few years ago provoked the
enthusiasm of American financiers and
engineering firms for Algeria have oper- Algeria's programs

ated to make their Canadian colleagues for industria-

think about the tremendous possibilities alization offer

contained in the industrialization pro- vast scope

grams of the young state. Already, and by
way of example, the Bank of Montreal, in

March 1971, granted a credit of $10 mill-
ion to SONATRACH (Société nationale de
Transport et de commercialisation des
hydrocarbures) repayable in eight years
with a deferral of 18 months for the
financing of the Mesdar-Skikda pipeline.
Already Canadian economic consulting
firms have taken an interest in the for-
mulation of models with regard to the
improvement of inter-industrial tables of

the Algerian economy.
These are indications that are not

deceiving. In effect, if private enterprise
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is becoming involved, it is because the
Algerian context is considered to be
favourable enough. Without neglecting
the tremendous potential of the Moroccan
and Tunisian tourist industries, it
appears to us, however, that Canadian
private enterprise considers itself more
competitive in the field of.several well-
defined industrial branches. And it is
toward these branches that it intends to
direct its efforts with Algeria.

It goes without saying that public
enterprise can have other priorities and
other concerns. Even though one of the
criteria for the granting of assistance
according to the foreign policy declaration
of June 1970 is "the manner in which the
country has effectively used development
assistance in the past and its future pros-
pects in this field". Everything allows us
to believe that Algeria has brilliantly
passed the obstacle of this criterion. But
four other criteria (see the report of
CIDA) must be met that together lead to
our second question.

Economic development
In a certain sense, the strategy of
development is the most effective, the fas-
test and the least costly manner of com-
bining economic, natural and human fac-
tors with a view to a sustained increase
and self-maintenance of national product,
on the one hand, and a structural change
in the environment (institutions, men-
talities, etc.),on the other. At a given
moment, the socio-economic system
reflects this strategy and embraces it. The
adequacy of this strategy and of the
regime that supports it for the realities
characteristic of each country measures,
in a general manner, the degree of suc-
cess of this country on the road to
economic development.

Using the jargon of the development
"experts", we can summarize the actual
economic situation of the three Maghreb
countries in the following manner:
Algeria appears to have "taken off"
rapidly in the industrial field, but it will
remain weak if its agricultural problems
are not quickly solved; Tunisia is under-
going a difficult period following the
failure of the Ben Salah experiment, the
increase of its external debt and the
instability of its internal political
situation; Morocco is more or less
"marking time", except in the field of
tourism and tertiary activities.

It must be recognized, however, that
these situations are the result, on the one
hand, of the after-effects of colonization
and of the independence that followed it
and, on the other hand, of the degree of
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Industry, Trade and Commerce Mi -aister
Jean-Luc Pepin led a trade mission of
Canadian businessmen and officiais to
Algeria last November. Mr. Pepin

is pictured with Algeria's Trade
Minister Layachi Yaker (right)
during sessions in Algiers.

effectiveness of the strategy that was
adopted.

In effect, the discovery and (^ploita
tion of Algerian oil and gas by the Frenct,
a short time before independence ,roughi
out the desire of the national le^Aersti
stake this sector and to "sow", as we saY
their oil to industrialize their economy
On the other hand, the massive dc aarture
of the French from Algeria, the ^::)andoo-
ment of agricultural farms and t' e troa-
bles of the national policy of rural self-
management made the agricultur .i sector
the Achilles' heel of Algerian e^ onomi(
construction. Following that, t;e con*
tinual exodus from the countr', to th,
cities and the employment of capital'
using" methods in the new-bon indus'
trial sector (petrochemistry, met Ilurg}'
mechanics) had a negative effec on Of
rate of employment. In last place, the Pol'
icy of purchasing factories, ' key iD
hand," in order to obviate the & "icienq
of national engineering, while ar,)earing
to be the only practical policy at t:ie pr&
ent time, must not conceal its raedium'
and long-term disadvantages from the
point of view of the establishm:,nt of a



cal and qualified labour fôrce. The very

nous difficulties without a qualified

ilfiar.t and dynamic small elite that has
ndertaken the management of state

mpanies runs the risk of encountering

bour force to support its deserving

rorts.
With regard to Tunisia, the principal

oblc r,: at the present time appears to be
e n f i -m of the state sector in industry
d of the co-operative sector in agricul-
re. Put another way, it is the express

esire of certain leaders to see private
terprise resume its preponderant place
economic life in order to repair the

amage they say that the centralized
anning policy inflicted on the whole

onomy. This "new internal policy" is
e result of a concern with appeasement

foreign capital. In effect, in the absence
an :^.bundant internal source of cur-

ncy ioil, for example), and facing the

mbitious industrialization policy adopted
the beginning, the growth model of the

unisian planners runs the risk of
evouring itself as long as 50 per cent
nd m:^re of internal investment comes
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om external financial sources. If Tunisia

4 deve?:-.pment strategy that concentrates
In pro t vts that are well-selected accord-

ceives more external financial contribu-
I ons for each inhabitant than any coun-

y in the world, it is only normal to
serve that the ratio of its indebtedness
also .he highest. The reabsorption of
e extcxnal debt and the increase in the

dtandard of living of the population can
occur orly if internal production increases

a hi.:h enough rate to compensate for
ese t%. o combined needs. Moreover, this
crea. c in production depends in turn on

g to tÂe criterion of their contribution
add-i value. But to go from that to

ondernrn the very idea of a plan and to
vish tc: initiate a return to an economy
entrec' on services and tourism is a step
at it would perhaps be risky to take

^uickl,N without reflecting upon the very
^lea of development. It must not be for-
otten '-;ere that the "Destourian Social-
ts", d-.:iring the battle for independence
nd sh-ortly after its proclamation, had
ade repeated promises to the Tunisian
opulat:on concerning a radical change of
he eco-,omic structures inherited from
he colc nial era. One must ask whether
he imj.;ementation of these promises is
n an ^qual footing with the new
conomi strategy.

forocco more precarious
t.ie pre ' he sit^;^.tion of Morocco is still more pre-
raedium arious. Shortly after independence, this

f^ om the ountry did not have at its disposal either
n:, nt of a he nati,ral advantages of Algeria (oil and

gas) or the human advantage of Tunisia
(a technocratic and intellectual
élite) - in such a manner that the
changes in the economic and social struc-
tures had very little significance and
were sometimes clearly negative. The
"Moroccanization" of the administration
and a part of the economy only transfer-
red in favour of nationals a part of the
national revenue and of the capital pre-
viously held by foreigners. But it rapidly
became evident that this transfer cannot
be the sufficient condition for economic
development, even if it is a necessary one.
In effect, the former feudal class in the
country and the new bourgeoisie in the
cities have shown only a very weak incli-
nation toward productive investment. The
enormous needs of job creation, education
and the training of management person-
nel, and the improvement of the standard
of living of the mass of the population,
remain and increase with population
growth.

Problems for Morocco
The major problems encountered by the
Moroccan economy on the road to develop-
ment are: the reorganization of the
agricultural sector to make cultivation
more productive (the Code of Agricultural
Investments of 1969 is one step in this
direction); the accelerated formation of
capital that remains mortgaged by the
weight of all types of transfer toward
foreign countries; the revision of the tour-
ist policy, which, in the actual state of
affairs, cannot be considered as "the
motor of economic development"; the
institution, although certainly difficult in
regard to religious traditions but
nevertheless necessary, of a policy of fam-
ily planning that would reduce one of the
highest population growth rates in the
world; finally, the limitation, if not the
suppression, of the wasting of public
funds and the more rational use of the
savings of the propertied class.

What can Canada do in the face of
this very rapid balance-sheet of Canada-
Maghreb relations and this very sum-
mary table of the Maghrebian economic
context? '

The first reply to this question is that

it would be illusory to believe that
Canada can - even if it wanted to (and
this is certainly not the case) - sub-
stitute itself purely and simply for the
former partners of the Maghreb. At the

very most, it can offer in a few well-
defined fields an alternative that would
reduce and not replace the dependence of
these countries on one or two traditional

partners.

7llusory to believe
Canada can
substitute itself
for former
partners of
Maghreb'
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The second reply is that, despite its
high level of development, Canada is an
average economic power, which, being
aware of its rank, does not intend at all
to act as a great power.

This being said, it remains true
nonetheless that the Canadian contribu-
tion to the solution of problems of the
Third World (to which the Maghreb evi-
dently belongs) appears to us to be cap-
able of becoming a very appreciable con-

tribution. This is why.
The increasing interest actually mani-

fested by Canada in the problems of devel-
opment and international co-operation is
part, it seems to us, of a total policy in-
tended to project a "specific" image of this
country on the international scene.

This image is drawn from two objec-
tives: 1) to show, as much as possible,
that Canada is not - or rather, does not
intend to be - an appendage of the United
States and 2) to demonstrate to the devel-
oping countries that a Western industri-
alized country can propose a doctrine of
definite co-operation to them without too
much of a political ulterior motive. These
countries are ultra-sensitive to such an
argument, especially when they place their
political independence at the level of a

"Three essential elements underlie the
unique urban pattern of North Africa,
foreshadowing as well as illuminating its
current and future problems. These are: a
history of 5,000 years of uninterrupted
experience with urban settlement; a
series of cultural invasions which
introduced new urban forms that only
gradually have displaced earlier ones;
and a present high rate of urban popula-
tion increase that can be expected to
reach unprecedented levels in the next
generation.

"Throughout North Africa, embrac-
ing... Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya
and the United Arab Republic (Egypt),
are cities of great antiquity, which are
now undergoing radical transformation.
They present a paradox, since they com-
bine externally-stimulated urban forms
with indigenous impulses, needs and
problems. North African urban
life ... constitutes a testing-ground to
investigate the relative impacts of
environmental continuity and cultural
change....

"North Africa will create its future
cities through integration of older and
newer patterns, as it has in the past
through periods of transition and even-
tual synthesis to blend what appeared to
some as incompatible urban patterns and
influences. . . .

principal that takes precedencz! ove,
everything (the case of Algeria, for er
ample).

In effect, Canada holds the trum:
cards for the implementation of tiis ]a
objective: absence of a colonial l-.i.stor,
bilingualism that permits overt=ires a:
much to the francophone countrie.- as tl;

anglophone countries; the presenc ^ in it
bosom of active ethnic groups, a'thoug:
minorities, coming from the cour.trirsc
the Third World; a high technc logica
level in well-defined fields; r4atit:
abundance of human and financia
capital; and, finally - a basic poir t abor

all - a profound humanitarian pe:rceptic:
(which must not be confused ;vithE
hypocritical charity) of the imp-ct tha.
the future of the Third World can iave oc
world peace.

It is in taking account of thes,2 limit,
of these two objectives and of it., trum
cards, that Canada can formulate a cohe
ent economic policy of long dun tion ¢
close relation with the M;tghre:
countries. Even if it will not help to soin
all the problems of the Magl- rebiat
economies, this policy has a grea- chant
of reducing the social tensions these prol
lems spawn in the three countries

"In the short run, however, `'le lael
of integration offers advantages botht
students of urban life and to urb,: 7 dwel
1ers. The student of urbanism can find.
variety of distinctive types of c^.des ro-
existing in North Africa, each pi :maril;
derivative from one or another t, iditior
For instance, Marrakesh in Moro. 2o co¢
bines the Islamic heritage with thato
sub-Saharan Africa. . .. Other ^ ities o

religious significance, such as 4oula;
Idriss (Morocco), Tlemcen ( Alget ia) an.

Kairouan (Tunisia), are ciiefl^
Islamic.. . . Casablanca and, incr(. isinglti
Tunis are examples of French cii .es ITS
taking on an indigenous character .••

". . . The two most pressing l"oblem

of North African cities today ... are t
integrate the older and newer )rms c
urbanism and to expand to abr >rb th
next generation of anticipated ur: anitie:

"Traditional Western preced( rits ac:
standard planning solutions ma; not F
very relevant. A different kind ( 'pla5
ing will be needed which will )cus c'
social as well as physical goals It 111
have to aim less at `neatness" G id s5
metry and more at laying down
lines within which the cities rr ^y e^à

ve - adapting modern cultural ,hangE

to North Africa's geographic, clirratic ar

social continuities." (Janet Abu-'_ugh°`

writing in Africa Report, June 1`t I'1•)
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JDRC: Pioneering a new style
bf international aid agency

y Da j-id Spurgeon

ext vovember, the Commission of the
Andean Common Market will consider
ropc:^,als for a regional science and
chn,Aogy policy for the Market area,
hich :ncludes Colombia, Ecuador, Peru,
olivin and Chile. The aim is to decide on
regional strategy for technology imports
nd to ink this strategy to national science
olicie in such a way as to promote domes-
c industrial development. Science policy
pert, believe it is the first such regional

ppro«.h h to be undertaken anywhere.
JIn - rder to make possible the necessary
esear,_h to formulate these policies,
anad:, s new International Development
esear _ h Centre last June approved funds

ôf $14r500. It was a swift response to a
pressir.- need, because it was only in 1969

at t)! e Andean Common Market was
^rmer`,. and it was 1970 when the Commis-
mon mcl;le known its intention to stimulate
ffidigeous scientific and technological

pacit, related to development goals. The
ovem:'er 1972 deadline for policy deci-
ons w=s set without regard to IDRC par-
cipati n. Without the project, then, deci-
ons u-uld have had to be made on the
sis w far less knowledge than will now

be avai,:ble, and in what would necessarily
have b(Jn a less systematic way.

The. project is typical of the kind IDRC
as set ;p to support: it is a research project;

^ is ai,,, zd at promoting growth and well-
being ;,' less-developed nations; it is
^gom; in scope and international in its
TIpli.ca ons; it is a response to a priority
s t by ., less-developed nation; and it is
béing c,,rried out by personnel from the
develot^:_:ig countries involved.

Th_^ Andean Pact project also is
o iente,; toward science policy in a way

RC _-^es as essential for developing
untri:,^;. Mrs. Ruth K. Zagorin, director
the (_'.ntre's Division of Social Sciences
d Hu°•;an Resources, says:

"T(_'-,e looking at science policy as sim-
Y P01_;--Y for science doesn't make any

Inse fc.; a developing country at this point.

f est
ask, science policy for what? We

ust t lo;,,k at it in relation, not to creation

of a scientific establishment - which is
often already there - but instead in rela-
tion to technology policy and economic
growth."

The member countries of the Andean
Common Market are not attempting to close
out foreign technology; on the contrary,
they recognize that the region will long be
dependent for much of its technology on
foreigners. "They may find it to their advan-
tage to import a particular kind of
technology rather than to create it," Mrs.
Zagorin says.

Geared to need
At the same time, they do want to build
up a regional science and technology system
geared to their own needs. Thus the IDRC-
sponsored study is expected to identify the
types of technology most appropriate to the
needs of the region (with particular atten-
tion to creation of employment, an issue
of great concern to the Andean countries)
and the ways in which the region can bar-
gain for importation of appropriate
technologies at least cost. It is also aimed
at identifying the institutional framework
most suitable for the formulation of
national and regional science policies, for
conducting research and for feeding
research results into technological produc-
tion.

In order to meet the Commission's
November 1972 deadline, much of the
research will have to be completed by July
of this year. From then until November,
efforts will be devoted to interpreting the
data and preparing policy proposals.

The project is based at the headquar-

David Spurgeon, Associate Director of
Scientific Publications for IDRC, was for
nearly nineteen years a reporter for
the Toronto Globe and Mail. He served

as specialist in reporting on such
scientific developments as the U.S.
space shots. Mr. Spurgeon is founding
editor of Science Forum and President
of the Canadian Science Writers
Association.
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ters of the Junta in Lima, but also involves
field work by national teams in each of the
Andean countries, the teams consisting
mainly of Latin Americans from the
countries of the region. International
experts will be brought in to review the
work and help in preparation of policy pro-
posals. When the project is finished, a series
of studies will be financed by the national
governments, so as to make continuing use
of training received during the project.

The Andean Pact project is one of 30
approved by the IDRC by December 31,
1971. Ten of these are in the Social Sciences
and Human Resources Division. Estab-
lished in May 1970 with the passage of an
Act of Parliament, the IDRC is a Crown
corporation that reports to Parliament
through External Affairs Minister Mitchell
Sharp. Its funds come from Parliament,
but it is unusual - and perhaps
unique - among nationally-funded inter-
national development organizations in
having an international Board of Gover-
nors. The Board's chairman is Lester
Pearson. Ten others are Canadians, but
another ten are from other countries,
including six from less-developed regions.

The Centre's purpose, as set out in the
Act creating it, is "to initiate, encourage,
support and conduct research into the prob-
lems of the developing regions of the world
and into the means for applying and adapt-
ing scientific, technical and other knowl-
edge to the economic and social advance-
ment of those regions . . .".

Four program areas

The Centre's operations are divided into
four program areas: agriculture, food and
nutrition sciences; population and health
sciences; information sciences; and social
sciences and human resources.

Special attention Special attention is given to the prob-

giuen to problems lems of rural peoples, who often are the last

of rural peoples to benefit from technology and who, in
developing countries, make up the mass of
the population. Emphasis is given to pro-
jects that embody the priorities of the
developing countries rather than those of
the donor, and to those that employ scien-
tists from the developing. countries.

An example of this approach is found
in the Population and Health Sciences
Division's pilot program for family-
planning research in Mali. This is the
first such activity to be undertaken in
black francophone Africa - an area that
includes 20 countries with a combined
population of some 80 millions, where
governmental family-planning programs
have simply never existed.

"There has been particular sensitiv-
ity to family planning in black francophone

Africa," says Dr. George Brown, direct
of the Population and Health Science
Division. "We have been looking t.) th;.
area as one where we might have a p^
ticular input in future because of its bi
ingual traditions and because not mu,i
has been done there in this field."

The project arose througli th:
Malians' own interest. The Cenf re d:
Planning familial, a private organizatio:
in Montreal, held two summer worl sho;
for interested African nations, which le,
to contacts with IDRC. "They appmache:
us," Dr. Brown said. "This is their prol

ject."
The program will be administe:•ed h

the Government of Mali through tl.
Malian Association for the Protecticn at:
the Promotion of the Family. All th.
clinic and research staff are M iliac
except for one IDiZ,C research acvise!
André Laplante. Their pioneering exper
ence will provide a base on which t, j bui
future policy and action througl. sul

Saharan francophone Africa. Regul:Ar m
tact is being made with professior als i_
other countries of the region th:•oug'.

seminars, conferences and travel.
Under the project, one central ar...dfo:

satellite family-planning clinics are to 1,
established and equipped and per;.onnr
trained. A research unit will provVe cor
tinuous evaluation and opera- iona
research.

The objectives are to determine t iebez
practical approaches to establis.:ing:
national family-planning program and 1
provide the Government with the ii r`orm
tion necessary to organize such a p: ograr
in the future. Improvement of the healt
and well-being of Malian families is al,

an objective.

Response of population
The response of the population to t'1e pr
gram will be studied as part of the rt searc
and future policy implications of th- s rea:
tion will be examined. Mali's Minstry
Social Affairs has become interested n far
ily planning because of the difficu ties ,
providing adequate social and hea' ^h se
vices in the face of the continuing hit h rat^
of maternal and infant mortality , nd tt
problems posed by inadequate spE ing

children. Mali's population is , _ppro'
imately 4.8 million, and is estim^ -ed, z
the basis of incomplete demograph c dat°
to be growing at the rate of approx mate
2.5 per cent a year.

The Malian program has, of :;oV^
important regional implications. Ai.hou,'

a few other countries, including - eneg

and Dahomey, have limited nc`
governmental activities in famil; pla'
ning, and there has been some c:ffici
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ilterest in the field, cultural, religious

r

d legal factors supporting high birth
tes have made governments reluctant

t initiate or support family-planning
a tivities. And mortality rates in the

r e on - although declining - are higher
an in. any other part of the world.

Yet it is now clear that the question

o pop:ahtion growth rates - not just in

ica but throughout the developing

orld - is vital to the future of these

untries. Without a stabilization of the
owtli rate, progress in standards of liv-
g will be impossible. The developingi
tiors' populations are growing at a rate
2.2 per cent a year, which means a
ubling of population in 32 years. And,

death rates continue to decline as a
suit of better medical care and other

ctors, this growth rate will increase,

less fertility also declines.
Equally important is the relation of

fmily planning to health. It has been
earl, demonstrated that, with adequate
acing of children, both maternal and

fant mortality can be reduced. This is of
rtici_dar interest to African states, where
ese iliortality rates are high.

rban squatters

ne of the problems many developing
untries face in common is the migration
urban centres of large numbers of rural
ople who become squatters and slum-

d'}vellers, making up as much as one-
arter to one-third of the total popula-

tfon of a city. A study undertaken by the
ternutional Association for Metropoli-

t^n Research and Development
TERMET), in Toronto, has been spon-

s red 1-..T IDRC to examine this problem in
e ght !netropolitan areas: Bandung,
I don:,sia; Lima, Peru; Caracas,
lenezt,4a; Seoul, Korea; Istanbul, Tur-

k^y; I._adan, Nigeria; Kuala Lumpur,
alayaia; and Manila, the Philippines.

I div:duals and institutions in the
untr--s involved are taking part in the

s dy.

Tliis project, which falls under the
Scial ;^ciences and Human Resources Divi-
s on, is to formulate policy proposals and
p^ograrts to cope with the migrant problem

each of these countries and to conduct
aJcomr arative study generalizing from

err c; :lective experience. Factors such as
e palzs, rates and tempos of migrationt

wiill be Audied; the economic and social fac-
rs that influence the migrants either to

s y or () move; the -governmental and other
tiviti:^s that affect life in both rural and
ban areas; and the personal and group

11 otivaiions of those involved.
This project demonstrates another

p incip ,^ espoused by IDRC. "It is gener-

ally believed the developing countries
have a lot to learn from each other, and
the foreign aid process generally has not
encouraged this," Dr. Zagorin says. "It is
this the Centre is trying to encourage."
Dr. Zagorin refers to this as the "network
principle", which simply means establish-
ing networks through which developing
countries can communicate with each
other about their mutual problems, and
providing studies with a common design
that allows comparison of results that
will permit development of general prin-
ciples.

A major turning-point in the orienta-
tion of foreign aid programs was the
development in the Philippines and Mexico Triumph mirrored
of new strains of rice and wheat that greatly by new strains
eased the threat of famine in Asia by of rice, wheat
increasing crop production. This triumph
of applied science showed how developing
countries could benefit from the application
of science and technology. Yet the so-called
Green Revolution has also had side effects,
and a social and economic impact that has
not yet been fully measured.

Assessment of that impact is the aim
of another study in the Social Sciences and
Human Resources Division of IDRC. One
of the agencies responsible for the new crop-
strains - the International Rice Research
Institute in Los Banos, the Philip-
pines - together with universities and
other agencies in India, Pakistan,
Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia and South
Vietnam, is carrying out the study, called
"Impact of Rice Farming Changes (Asia)",
which will provide information on the
changes taking place on farms as a result
of the new rice technology.

The project is expected to shed some
light on such questions as: Who benefits
from the new technology? How have
improved rice yields affected landlord-
tenant relationships, the employment
structure in rural areas, land costs and the
capital structure in villages? What has been
the extent of acceptance of the high-yielding
rice varieties? And what changes have
occurred in farm practices as a result of
the new technology?

The Agriculture, Food and Nutrition
Sciences Division has 11 projects under
way, ranging from a study of rural develop-
ment in Caqueza, Colombia, which is
designed to help small farmers to improve
their productivity and incomes, to a multi-
ple cropping project in the Philippines, to
support research in the growing of crops
other than the staple, rice.

The Information Sciences Division is
attempting to promote development of
world-wide information systems on inter-
national development. One way it has done
this is by providing support to the Organiza-
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tion for Economic Co-operation and
Development in preparation of a multilin-

gual thesaurus.

Puzzled reaction
The stress laid by the IDRC on the need
for projects that conform to priorities of the
developing countries sometimes produces a
certain puzzlement among its potential
clients. Their natural reaction is to wonder,
if only to themselves: "What's in it for
you?" Recently, the first meeting between
an IDRC representative and Kenyans who
had a proposal to discuss was cool and for-
mal, and faintly suspicious. The second
meeting, by which time it was clear that
nobody was trying to impose anything on
them, was totally different - open and

friendly.
The Centre's President, David Hopper,

contends that this hands-off attitude is
essential once the decision has been made
to finance a project. "I hold that it must

be founded on a confidence that they, not
we, are the best judge of what is relevant
to their circumstances," he says. "Unti l this
confidence is proven misplaced, I w,11 4
content to leave the direct management of
our support in the hands of our parÉners,
reserving to ourselves only the rights of
audit and periodic substantive review."

He says he expects collaboratorn: in a
particular project to meet frequen!ly to
review their work, and to work out their
own techniques for self-monitoring, s,, that
a minimum of overall supervision will be
required from IDRC.

This is an approach that has been
adopted only infrequently among ..lonor
countries and agencies, Dr. Hopper says.
He speaks from a background of lor,g ex-

perience in the field of foreign aid.
"If this is successful," he says, "we will

have pioneered a new style of interna .ional
operation that can remove the stigma of
charity and donor control from the support
of research in development."

Impact of the arms race
and a plea for its reversal

The armaments race, which threatens
mankind with destruction, also exacts its
price by diverting urgently-needed re-
sources away from economic and social
development. In spite of pressing needs in
the fields of education, health, housing,
transportation, and the protection of the
environment, world military expenditure
is now running at about two-and-a-half
times the estimated total of publicly fin-
anced health expenditure, one-and-a-half
times the expenditure on education, and
30 times the total of all official economic
aid granted to developing countries. Never
in history has such a large proportion of
the world's resources been devoted to
military uses.

If the arms race were halted and re-
versed, not only would progress towards
the goal of general and complete disarma-
ment be more readily achieved but the
social and economic development of all
countries would benefit and the possibil-
ities of developed nations providing
additional aid to developing countries
would be increased. From these conclu-
sions, the recent report of the Secretary-
General of the United Nations, entitled

Economic and Social Consequences of the

Armaments Race and its Extremely Harm.

f ul E f f ects on World Peace and Se,uritp.
declared that all countries shared ' he re-
sponsibility of taking steps to achie re sig-

nificant reductions in military e4 oendi-

tures and concrete measures of di arma-

ment.
The report, which originated in ar

item included in the agenda of the t venty-

fifth United Nations General As ,embl^
at the initiative of Romania, was pi 2parec
in 1971 by the Secretary-General w th thE
assistance of qualified consultant eKperts
and came under consideration n thP
twenty-sixth session of the Gene7 al As-
sembly last fall. The 15 consultant F xpert=
- among whom was Professor I-ouglà
LePan of the University of Toro -ito -
considered their study a successor to th^
1962 report of the Secretary-Gene •al eD'

titled The Economic and Social 7o0

quences of Disarmament. Each of he es

perts served in a personal capacit, •
The 1962 report had examin'd tN

scale of resources then being devc ted t^
military purposes and the peacef•?1 use`^
to which they might otherwise be p kt. Tb`
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1962 report somewhat optimistically dealt
with the conversion problems which many
countries would face in restructuring their

and difficulties of transition connected

of the opportunities for economic and

were convinced that there could be no

research and development among the

nain f:lature of the modern arms race -

teps in which first a new weapon is de-

erono;nies in the event of general disarm-
lament, and also discussed the impact of
disarrr-ament on international economic
relatir,ns. It concluded that the problems

twith disarmament could best be met by
âppropriate national and international
ineasures, and that the diversion to peace-
ful purposes of the resources now in mili-
tary use should be used to improve world
econo:ni.c and social conditions.

The 1971 report approached the same
general problems from the point of view

social development which were lost as a
consequence of the arms race and of mili-
3tary expenditures. The consultant experts

assun-nce of international peace and no
soluti-.tn to the pressing economic and so-
cial nreds of the world until the arms race
was halted and reversed. The report, re-
flecting the experts' sense of urgency, is
not only an examination of the arms race
but also a call for its reversal.
^ In its analysis of the nature and dy-
namics of the arms race, the report point-
éd ou!; that it had already resulted in the
4
stockf.iling of more destructive power
than had any conceivable purpose. De-
spite this, the arms race not only con-
tinues but is escalated by its own momen-
^um ^s a result of the emphasis on

jor powers. Although the outlay for
fesearca and development is only about
0 per cent of total military expenditure,

lt rs This outlay which determines the

'ts dyr:amic momentum which causes the
^ffort 'o improve the quality of arma-^̂

ents (or to defend against them) con-
antly to escalate in urgency.

0n the surface, it would seem that
ualitative improvement in weaponry

frould orogress through a logical series of

Tised, rnen a counter-weapon to neutralize
the new weapon is produced, and then a
$ounter-counter-weapon. In fact, the re-
^ort says:

These s;eps neither usually nor necessarily occur
in a raIonal time sequence. The people who

4esign i?aprovements in weapons are themselves
e onea who as a rule envisage the further

Orps t1:ev feel should be taken. They do not
lait for a potential enemy to react before they
neact arainst their own creation.

This chain of new weapon, counter-
Teapor, and counter-counter-weapon is

e1npl_fied by the nuclear weaponry de-
elopecz during the 1960s. After the devel-

opment of ballistic missiles, special radar
networks and anti-ballistic missiles were
designed which in turn resulted in the
devising of missiles with multiple war-
heads (MIRVs) capable of being aimed
at a number of targets from a single
launcher, and so, theoretically, being cap-
able of overwhelming anti-ballistic missile
(ABM) defences. A parallel phenomenon
has characterized the technological devel-
opment of conventional weapons systems.
In all fields, the arms race has in fact be-
come essentially a technological race, with
constant striving for improvements in
quality.

Rapid obsolescence
One of the results of the constant search
for qualitative improvements in weaponry
has been the increasing variety and ex-
tensive technological elaboration of arma-
ments which characterized the decade of
the 1960s. A second and related result of
the highly competitive nature of the arms
race during this period was the rapid ob-
solescence of such weaponry. Because of
the technical complexity and rapid obso-
lescence of weapons, the cost of military
armaments tended to skyrocket:
In the sphere of defence, research and develop-

ment projects are limited only by the extremes

to which scientific and technical knowledge can

be mobilized and pushed, and by the extent to

which nations are capable of. and are willing

to divert resources from, other social, economic

and political ends.

Whether measured in direct expendi-
ture or in terms of the number of men
involved, the arms race exacts its price by
diverting resources away from such ur-
gently required social services as educa-
tion, health, housing, transportation and
protection of the environment. Although
there have been, as the experts and the
Secretary-General point out, relatively

few statistical studies of world military
expenditures, the report estimated that
during the decade 1961-70 world military
expenditures totalled about $1,870 billion
and that by 1970 world annual military
expenditures exceeded $200 billion. The
latter figure represents between 6 and 6.5
per cent of the total world national

product.
It is instructive to compare the mili-

tary expenditures of the developing coun-
tries with those of the developed countries.
At the present time, military expenditure
is highly concentrated in a few large and
highly industrialized countries which de-
vote to military spending a large percent-
age of their resources, and which are the
pace-setters in the technological arms

race. Developing nations account for only
6 per cent of world military expenditure,
devote a smaller share of their resources

Diverting resources
from urgent
needs of social
seruices
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to military purposes than do the indus-

trialized countries, and have a mini-

mal influence on the technological arms

race. However, the rate of growth of mili-
tary expenditures on the part of develop-

ing countries is accelerating.
In its analysis of what the resources

absorbed for military purposes imply in
terms of the sacrifice of other opportun-

ities, the UN report considered several

means of measurement other than direct

expenditure. Measuring the "manpower

absorption of military expenditure", the
report estimated that about 50 million
people are employed directly or indirectly

for military purposes throughout the

world. The personnel in the world's armed
forces as a whole rose at a rate of about
2 per cent a year during the decade of
the 1960s to a total of 23 to 24 million
by 1970, with almost all of the increase

in military manpower occurring in the

developing countries.

Military research
absorbs quarter
of scienti f ic corps

$25-billion allocation
From the viewpoint of overall research

and development, military research

and development probably absorb some
$25 billion of an estimated world total
research and development expenditure of
some $60 billion. Probably at least a quar-
ter of the world total of scientists and
engineers who are engaged in research and
development are employed on military
work. Qualitative changes in armaments
also generate quantitative and qualitative
changes in manpower within the armed
services, with the result that the constant
updating of scientific, engineering, man-
agerial and technical talent becomes very
costly.

Two other possible measures of the
arms race were also considered by the re-
port: first, a "depreciated capital stock"
estimate for measuring changes in the
world's stock of weapons and, second, an
estimate of the world's stock of lethal
power. Both these measures, however,
have a greater relevance to a military ana-
lysis of the arms race whereas measures
of expenditure and of manpower absorp-
tion have a greater relevance to an econ-
omic and social analysis of the arms race
because they are measures of the alterna-
tive uses to which the resources, had they
not been claimed for military expendi-
tures, might have been put.

The "opportunity costs" of military
expenditures (by which are meant the al-
ternatives of spending which the latter
pre-empt) become apparent when one
considers the enormous social problems of
all countries and of the world as a whole.
Public services, health, education, housing,

and the protection of the environmcnt all
need the resources which the arm:^ race
consumes. Military expenditures are also

in direct competition with private con-
sumption and thus with the effort to raise
standards of living.

The economic growth of nations is
hindered by the arms race absorbing re.
sources which might otherwise be invested
in projects such as industry, agriculture,
and transportation - projects which

many countries are unable to start the
through lack of resources. Ecenomic qu;
growth also suffers from the diversic:n into thr
military uses of resources which might ac
otherwise be used for the training of the an,
labour force and in raising the I;teracy len
rate of the society. Moreover, beca^,se the tio
arms race has absorbed a high pro; portion ter
of the total professional manpow r and wh
the limited resources which the co .tntries als
involved have available for all rr search an,
and development, a reduction in arms
spending and concentration of rc:search pei
and development outlays on pro(,uction wit
exclusively for civil purposes wou! 1 lead in
to an improvement in the efficienc y with ex;

which capital and other resources -e util-
ized and hence would accelerate ti:e rate
of economic growth.

By diverting resources from other
uses, the report points out, military ex-
penditure tends to produce distort ons in
the social and economic developrr.ent of
nations. Notably, the traditional - vlation

between the civil and military se(tors of
the economy tends to be altered. In na-
tions with high military expenditu, es one
observes the institutionalization of a mili-
tary-industrial complex embraci:. -g, be-
sides the military forces themsJ. es the
firms and industries serving , lilitary
forces, the scientific research inst::utions
associated with defence and the .uthor-
ities in regions where the military c,mplez

is situated. As a result, the dis.. urbing

effects of the fluctuations which often

characterize military expenditure end to
be concentrated in particular regi, ns and
industries. The result is local dis : uption.
great waste of capital and high :^gional
unemployment.

Disrupting economic pattern
On a national as well as a regionel level,
the sharp changes in expenditure ,harac-
teristic of military programs cause disrulr
tion in national economics which can re-
sult in inflationary spirals or in t^alance
of-payments problems which are r'.ifficult
and costly to correct. The size of lefence
appropriations is decided prima^-ily on
political and military grounds and i he rest
of the economy has often to be aijusted
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ncnt all to fit in with military exigencies and with

n^ race the time cycle of military developments.

tre also Increased military expenditure, if inflation

te con- 's to be avoided, requires increased tax-

to raise ^ ûtion or reduced social expenditure, thus

the rate A mass;ng of armaments and the continued

disio,3ting long-term social policies. In
ti-ons is budgetary terms, developing countries

aing re- which vish to acquire sophisticated wea-

nvested pons can incur considerable balance-of-

culture, payn: _^nts problems.

which Although the social consequences of

o start the arms race can only be considered

ccnomic qualitatively, the arms race, with its

dc:n into threat of the annihilation of mankind by

i might accident, if not design, exacts a toll _n

g of the anxiety and resulting psychological prob-

I;teracy lems. Besides contributing to the disaffec-

a^, se the tion of millions of people, the fear and

o; ,ortion tension of living in a world which is every-

,i--r and where vulnerable to nuclear attack serves

o.tntries also to intensify conflicts between groups

rt search and between nations.

in arms In terms of international relations,
rc:search periods of tension are usually associated
o(:uction with an acceleration in the arms race and,
u! 1 lead in turn, a speeding-up of the arms race
cv with exacerbates international tensions. In the
a e util- words A the report:

n:^ other
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develop nent of new weapon systems cannot but

::enerate more suspicion and greater tension

than exists at the start and by so doing provoke

hostile reactions - ranging from a stepping-up

of milit^,ry expenditures to talk of war - on

the part of those who feel threatened.

The accumulation of weapons also
increases the possibility that nations might
resort to a military solution of interna-
tional :problems. Moreover, the rate of
obsolescence in modern armaments, which
,provides considerable quantities of surplus
,war m<>terial every year, results in the
resale of these armaments by arms-
produci:sg powers to developing nations.
The res^lt is often the exacerbation of re-
gional conflicts and the risk that these

^onflict - might spread to neighbouring
rountri=^s and even involve the military

and the instituting of protectionist policies

lorces c; the major powers.
In,, ^rnational suspicions resulting

rom th.? arms race also inhibit trade and
'the exchange of knowledge and techno-
^ogical k now-how. The hoarding of strate-
gic con:. nodities and of advances in tech-
^ o1ogy, the stockpiling of raw materials,

rto prev,^t dependence on foreign trade for
-ital su,z olies in time of war are all at least
)artiall consequences of the arms race.

Di=;tortions resulting from the arms
'ace ah: occur in relations between devel-
^ped ami developing nations. Since many
levelop;.ig countries must import arms
rom More industrialized nations, foreign
xchange needed for the import of invest-

ment goods for economic development is
diverted into military expenditure. Wheth-
er a developing country pays for import-
ed armaments in cash or through the
export of primary products, its growth po-
tential is adversely affected through this
pre-empting of scarce foreign-exchange re-
sources. In addition, not only does mili-
tary expenditure reduce the priority given
to aid in the policies of donor countries
but, because of international tension asso-
ciated with the arms race, aid tends to
become viewed not primarily in terms of
a solution of the problems of the Third
World but as a means of increasing the
donor country's influence.

Even if military expenditures were
sharply decreased, resources would not
automatically be channélled to economic
and social development of the countries
most in need of this development. The aid
problem is complicated by the fact that
developed countries account for the bulk
of world military expenditures. Even if
their military expenditures were reduced,
there would be many other claimants be-
sides aid for the resources freed.

Transfer of Resources
Nevertheless, the report of the Secretary-
General expresses the hope that as large
a proportion as possible of the "disarma-
ment dividend" resulting from reduced
military expenditure would be directed to-
wards relieving the urgent problems of the
developing nations. Total world military
expenditures are about 30 times the level
of official development assistance, which
now adds up to some $7 billion and which
in 1970 was equivalent to only one-third
of 1 per cent of the combined gross na-
tional products of the donor countries. A
substantial curtailment of the arms race
would permit a massive transfer of re-
sources, which could make a fundamental
change in the prospects for social and
economic development in the developing
countries. The resources released in the
developed countries could also make pos-
sible increases in the volume of investment
in the developing countries through pri-
vate investment.

Besides examining the harmful ef-
fects of the arms race and military expen-
ditures, the report also considered the
so-called benefits, direct and indirect,
which the arms race is said to have pro-
duced. With respect to the purpose of
military forces, to serve the interests of
national security, the experts claim that
the quantity and technological sophistica-
tion of armaments today make the threat
of ultimate disaster far outweigh whatever
short-term advantages armaments may

Developing states'
growth potential
adversely affected
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`The cost of war
. . . too high a
price for spill-over
gains through
technology'

achieve in providing peoples with a sense
of national security. Another benefit of
the arms race which has been claimed is
the spur given to technological progress.
During the Second World War a number
of scientific and technological advances
were accelerated: for example, the devel-
opment of. atomic power, of computers, of
air-transport and radar, and of electronics
in general. Vast research and development
organizations were set up to implement
precise technological programs and this
new organizational approach has left its
mark on all advanced technologically-

based industry today.
The report claimed, however, that the

Second World War occurred at a time
when new scientific knowledge was avail-
able and readily exploited, especially at a
time of mobilization of national talents in
the competitive challenge of war. The spe-

cialized military and space technology of
today is less adaptable to civilian use and
to solving the world's present social and
economic problems. Moreover, military se-
crecy always retards the pace at which
civil benefits can be extracted from mili-
tary developments. Whatever "spill-over"
effects there may have been from military
technology, the cost of war in human lives
and misery has been far too high a price
to pay for them. Indeed, if countries were
to allocate to a frontal attack on some of
the main economic and social problems of
the world even a fraction of the resources
which have been devoted to military re-
search and development, mankind ought
to be able to achieve even more rapid
technological progress without war or an
arms race.

Waste of capital

It has also been claimed that disarm-
ament, even though desirable, could result
in major instabilities. In the past, the
fluctuations which often characterize
military expenditure have resulted in con-
siderable local disruption, great waste of
capital, and, at least in some countries,
high regional unemployment. Moreover, it
is sometimes argued that those developing
countries which sell strategic materials
would suffer if there were substantial re-
ductions in military expenditures by the
industrialized powers.

The report maintained, however, that
no major instability need result from dis-
armament. Because of the many claimants
for the world's scarce resources, those re-
sources released from military expenditure
would be absorbed in private consumption
and social services. The report cited cal-
culations to show that for a selected group

of strategic materials sold by developing
to industrialized countries there .vas no
commodity except perhaps bauxite where
the impact on sales would have been si^
nificant were total military demand trans.
ferred proportionately to the various cate,
gories of civil demand.

Recognizing that the world';^ prob-
lems would neither automatically : ior im.
mediately be solved even if the arsns race
were to halt, the experts maintainfd that
arms control itself and the diveriing o(
released resources to economic anii social
development would both serve the causes

of world peace and human bett,;rment,
Although the arms race was inteded to
serve the interests of national secu. ty and
although it has contributed to pro;-;ress in
scientific and technological fields, its ex.
tremely harmful effects far outwe h any
short-term advantages. In additio_- to the
threat of annihilation of the hun- in spe•
cies through all-out nuclear war, t:,e arm
race consumes resources, mater-al and
human, which could otherwise co,.tribute
to economic and social developme;.t. MiG•
tary expenditures produce distor ^,ions in
national economies and social poll .,ies. By
exacerbating international tensi-::ns the
arms race endangers world peace and se-

curity, raises barriers to inter;iational
trade and both distorts and hinJers the
flow of aid from developed to de• eloping

countries.
The sooner concrete measures of diG

armament, particularly nuclear eiisarma•
ment, are achieved, and the arm.ï race i
thereby halted and reversed, tl.n fastec
will be the progress towards the goal 01
general and complete disarmamerr. More
over, a halt in the arms race anc si06-
cant reduction in military exp( tditure;
would help the social and econon_7c devel
opment of all countries and would -ncrea^
the possibility of providing addit:!r)nal aid
to developing countries.

From these contentions, tb-^ Secr^
tary-General's report recommenC that a
substantial reduction in the mil ^ary eS-
penditures of all countries, partic° ilarlyai
those whose military expendit res 0
highest, should be brought abou as soon
as possible. The report maintain that aD
countries, regardless of their sizE or staa
of development, share the respom-bilityof
taking steps to achieve this goal.

This digest of the UN report on he
impact of the arms race was prep :red
by an officer of the Arms Contrc and
Disarmament Division of the Dei artme`if

of External Affairs.
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Canada's stake in the EEC

.In an appearance before the Senate Com-

Imitte,, on Foreign Affairs, External Af-

4fairs ti'j i nister Mitchell Sharp put the case
for dtvclopment of closer ties by Canada

with die enlarged European Economic

Comrnn,.nity. Mr. Sharp's statement on

,Nlarch 21 marked the start of a series of
hearimv s by the Senate Committee to ex-
amine Canada's relations with the EEC.
The lV:nister described the impact of an

enlaras d EEC:
°'Iri political terms, the entire Atlan-

tic world is going to be affected by this
new dmamic Europe which is taking
shape '.-efore our eyes. Adjustments are
going r.> have to be made in recognition
of the new balance which will come about
in the Western world. For its part, the
United States has long wanted the Euro-
peans to assume a greater share of the
.burden. of ensuring their own security.
These :wo tendencies have a cumulative

effect on the way the Atlantic

allianc.: ... will work in future. Euro-
Ipean u.,ity is by no means incompatible
1with si.ronger ties with Europe's major
partne.°s. Thus, there are problems of
adjusti__.g relations as between the West-
ern countries. These require solutions not
^only fo: their own sake but also because
^solidari y in the West is as important as
ever in -n era of rapidly evolving relations
with Eastern Europe.

"A= Western relations evolve, it is
aturall for Canadians to worry over the
ossibï!ity that tension may develop

betwee._ Europe and the United States.
ffhere is an interaction among relations
I^etwee^, the United States and Europe,
^aur ow:, relations with the United States
,and ou.r relations with Europe. The
Gover:,ment's review of foreign policy
t ought co demonstrate that a policy that
ttemp;;=: to diversify Canada's relations
nevit,:.bly draws Canada closer to
urope Equally - as the monetary and
rade •risis of last year made us
ware --- a breakdown in the mechanisms

govern;,ig relations between the United
^tates <ld Europe can result in the isola-
111o11 of ;:anada in North America. ..."

Éc1110:11ic impact
e Se 'etary of State for External Af-

airs nc? ed that, from the economic point

of view, the new Europe raised equally
far-reaching considerations. By 1980, im-
ports of the enlarged EEC from the outside
world could climb to $130 billion. As the
world's fourth-largest exporter, Canada
must take the Common Market very seri-
ously.

"The ten countries already form what
is by far the world's largest trading unit;
they imported over $70-billion worth of
goods from the outside world last year. Of
these $70-billion worth, over $2.7-billion
worth came from Canada. This rep-
resented 17 per cent of our total exports
and about half of our exports outside
North America, making the EEC our
second-largest trading partner by a con-
siderable margin. . . ."

But Mr. Sharp suggested Canada
could do much better:

"We shall have to do much better.
Since 1958, Canadian exports to the EEC
have increased greatly. They have not,
however, kept pace with the increase in
total EEC imports from the outside world.

"Our share of those markets has
declined. Just as important, our exports to
the EEC have not followed the trend in
EEC imports toward manufactures and
processed goods and away from primary
materials and commodities. It is here, par-
ticularly in sectors of intensive technology,
that we shall have to improve greatly.. . . "

Relations with U.S.
Mr. Sharp emphasized that the prospect
of closer economic relations with Europe
would not mean any weakening of Cana-
dian ties with the United States:

" There is nothing in what I've
said which could be seen as being in any
way `anti-American'. Nothing I have said
is intended to suggest that the closeness
of our relations with the United States
needs revaluation in the light of possibili-
ties for closer economic relations with

Europe. . . .
<< The EEC, with Great Britain

and Ireland, Norway and Denmark, is a
developing economic power of great
strength and wide-ranging political sig-
nificance. Canada has much at stake in
the Community. Canada has much in
common with the Community. And I am
convinced both our stake and our common
interests will grow."
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dangers of remodelling
the UN's security function

^ew peoples have a stronger faith in the
United Nations as a practical instrument
or preserving peace than we Canadians.
in spite of the expulsion of the Canadian
ÿeacekeeping contingent from Gaza, ac-

United Nations peacekeeping tabled by the

been a principal element in Canada's post-

tording to a 1970 po11, 64 per cent of our
population still favoured the establishment
of a permanent United Nations force -
âdmittedly a falling-off from the 80 per
tent figure recorded just prior to the ex-
julsion of the United Nations Expedition-
iry Force (UNEF). The same instinct was
âffirmed in high rhetoric in the report on

House of Commons Committee on Ex-
ternal Affairs and Defence in June 1970:
j "Supporting for peacekeeping has

Tar foreign policy. The need for our con-
tinuing and active support for it has not
diminisl•red with the passage of time. For
Canada now to lose heart, and reduce its
mterests in peacekeeping would be an
abdication of responsibility. No other
country could fill the gap thus opened -
and the development of effective peace-
feeping would be set back with incalcul-
able, but certainly disastrous, effect."
J Ha,/ ing twice within a generation been
mvolve ^ in European conflicts they had
Aone nching to provoke, Canadians were
ready ir 1945 to put their trust in the
lNations. Parliament overwhelm-
mgly a=-proved a resolution on March 28
offèring support for "the establishment of;
an effective international organization for
the mair, tenance of international peace and
âecurity '. A few years later, with the col-
lapse of .vartime collaboration between the
Soviet Union and the West, Canadians
iealistic:^jlly faced up to the need to estab-
6sh NA.'0. Even so, that decision was pre-
sented a consequence of the failure of
the UN --- that is, as an unavoidable alter-
native, no be jettisoned as soon as the
Inited'ations began successfully to func-
hon as rz guarantor of security. In April
1948, Louis St. Laurent, then Secretary of
8tate for External Affairs, expressed his
historic proposal for a mutual defence sys-
^m in s;ach terms:

". . Pending the strengthening of the
United Nations, we (Canada) should be
willing to associate ourselves with other
free states in any appropriate collective
security arrangement whicl-, may be work-
ed out under Articles 51 or 52 of the
Charter."

My contention is that there was little
chance of the United Nations playing a
central security role when it was founded,
and that subsequent developments within
the organization and in the world now
exclude anything more than a peripheral
security role for the UN. So that my point
of view will not be misunderstood, I want
to state clearly that, although the UN's
security role may be marginal, it is also
inexpensive if contrasted with the cost of
modern arms, and I am in no way suggest-
ing that the peacemaking efforts of the UN
be curtailed. Likewise, in spite of my as-
sertions, I favour continued efforts by
Canada within the Committee of 33 to se-
cure prior agreement on terms of refer-
ence for peacekeeping missions - although
I think the prospects of success are slight
- and I support a continuing Canadian
willingness to provide peacekeeping forces
whenever needed for UN service, however
infrequently such operations may be au-
thorized. Direct challenges to our security
being almost non-existent, Canadians can

afford to expend some effort on behalf of
others beyond our borders. Thus, although

Mr. Dobell is founder and director of
the Parliamentary Centre for Foreign
Affairs and Foreign Trade. He serves
as adviser to the Commons Committee on
External Affairs and National Defence
and to the Senate Committee on Foreign
Affairs. He was a member of Canada's
External Affairs Department for
16 years before founding the
Parliamentary Centre. His recent book
Canada's Search for New Roles is a
survey and analysis of Canada's inter-
national policies. The views expressed
in this article are those of the author.
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'Europe has become
the model for
reconciliation and
constructive
integration'

I believe that the Canadian Government
should persist in working for an improved
UN peacekeeping capability, I likewise con-
sider that it should be supported by a real-
istic public awareness of the limited pros-
pects of the organization. It is with this
objective that I intend to assess the UN's
achievements and its potential in the tough
and sometimes dirty business of maintain-
ing peace and security.

Two basic facts regarding the postwar
world have to be digested: first, the im-
pressive number of armed conflicts that
have occurred since 1945 (David Wood had
by 1968 counted some 80 such conflicts);
and secondly, the armed peace that has
prevailed in Central Europe in the same
period. Although the world is still a place
of violence, Europe, which has spawned
within a generation the two most devastat-
ing wars of human history, is not only at
peace but has become the model, even the
inspiration, for reconciliation and con-
structive integration.

Why has peace prevailed in Europe,
in spite of the persistence of the greatest
peacetime military confrontation ever re-
corded? The usual explanation, presented
by George Ball among others in the July

1969 issue of Foreign Affairs, is:
"We maintain the peace by preserving

a precarious balance of power between
ourselves and the Soviet Union.... It is the
preservation of that balance which... is
the central guiding pririciple of American
foreign policy."
This kind of analysis, with its analogies to
the nineteenth century Concert of Europe,
has now been brilliantly challenged in a
remarkable book by Coral Bell entitled
The Conventions of Crisis. She writes:

"It is not a balance of power (in the

sense of an equality) which preserves
peace: it is a solid preponderance of power
on the side of the status quo coalition,

formal or informal."
This assessment is supported by a most
stimulating examination of diplomatic re-
lations between the great powers. Among
the additional factors Dr. Bell believes
have contributed to the absence of great-
power conflict are these:
(1) The exchange of hostages each side

achieves through the capability of its
nuclear-strike forces to inflict un-
acceptable damage on its adversary;

(2) new methods of surveillance, supple-
menting traditional methods of espio-
nage, which assure a high level of
knowledge of the adversary's forces
and virtually rule out the risk of
strategic surprise;

(3) what Coral Bell calls "common stra-
tegic analogy". (What a paradox that
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the nation states of Europe at thi-. turn
of the last century, sharing common
social systems and economic doctrines,
had less mutual understandi.;ig of
strategic relationships than E:o the
United States and the U.S.S.R. A most
encouraging observation to be t'rawn
from President Nixon's experience in
China is that the Chinese leadership
seems, if anything, more able than the
Russians to appreciate benefits (;f lim-
ited compromise with the T'nited
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States where the risk of nucle,^r war Ifac
is involved.)

Security through crises
Coral Bell's principal theme is ^at a
highly-sophisticated security syste.n be.
tween the nuclear powers and their allies
has, in fact, been gradually dev»loped
through the experience of postwar ^-rises.
This involves increasingly implicit : ccept.
ance of the notion of strategic sph- res of
influence. Never has this approacl. been
put more directly than by President Nixon
in defending his decision to mine th,^ porte
of North Vietnam:

"I particularly want to addre s my
comments tonight to the Soviet Unit n. We
respect the Soviet Union as a great .)ower.
We recognize the right of the Soviet Union
to defend its interests when thE ^ are
threatened. The Soviet Union, in turn,
must recognize our right to defer d our
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interests.... We expect you to kee ) your ai

allies and you cannot expect us to d other F1
than continue to keep our allies. But let us, te,

and let all great powers, keep our allies a

only for the purpose of their defencc - not es
for the purpose of launching im asions ^'i
against their neighbours. Otherwi: e, the tir.
cause of peace, the cause in which v ^ both 1h
have so great a stake, will be se iouslY
jeopardized."

Compare this with the rollbac'rhet-
oric that Nixon himself and John Foster
Dulles had used 15 years earlier, a-d that
once prompted a commentator to tloserve
of Dulles that his assertions shc ild be
taken "with a whole warehouse ull of
salt". In the past, for example, when Hung•
ary was invaded, the United Stat s pro-
tested loudly, but recognized in p;ctical
terms a Soviet sphere of influenc . Nor^
the United States has accepted o^ =nlY a
divided world. Nor is this new ?alism

th,

Al

limited to the United States. Cho -1cellor 1 ar
Willy Brandt's great achievement h s been
to bring Germans to accept publi ly the
division of their country into two sta _^s•

This description of internatior :1 Pol"
tics suggests a world divided into pheres
of influence. This is only a partia truth'
Large parts of the world lie outs, ie RO
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super-power's control. Even so-called
client states may decline to take directions
from their protector, although the pro-
tecting state may, in turn, disengage by
refusi!?g in specific instances to provide

nucle cr back-up. Thus China's decision to

adopt the nuclear option probably flowed
from a Soviet refusal to support their at-
temp'- in 1958 to take over Quemoy and

14ats :-
This situation points to the develop-

ment of nuclear weapons as the main new

to sten back from direct conflict with one
factor that has caused the nuclear powers

another. However, where nuclear con-
lfrontation is not involved, local conflict
can stil occur. Hence, Kashmir has been a
egiorf of intermittent battle for 23 years,
whereas Berlin and the East German bor-
der have not. There remains the tricky
lproblem of handling situations of indirect
:confrontation such as Vietnam. Compare
, the Soviet attitude in 1960, when shooting
down an unarmed U-2 led to the cancella-
ti-on of President Eisenhower's visit to the

with the Soviet acceptance of
President Nixon's visit to Moscow within

dre s my three weeks of ordering the mining of
Jni;:n. We gaiphong harbour. Is this not a demon-
^at )ower. ^ traticn of the degree to which both sides

,iet Union have ;:dopted the "limited adversary" ap-
th( y are ^proach? With specific reference to Viet-
in turn, ^am, the extent to which the Americans

efer d our ^have consistently assessed correctly how
kee ) your ^ar they could push the Russians and
o d other hine.e without their feeling obliged to
But let us, ^eact in self-defence is surprising. At the
our allies ame time, they have consistently under-

ncc - not estimai ed the determination of the North
im asions ^'ietna;nese. Can it be that great powers

rwi: e, the unders and each other's reactions better
both ^han they do those of smaller nations?

se iouslr In;s Claude, in a perceptive assessment
ntitle..ï The Changing Nature and Role of

bac'rhet• the Un ited Nations, has written: "In con-
)hn Foster Ëiderat.=±e measure the UN has served as
, a-. d that the re,;istrar of prudential pacifism, the

to serve deposit,)ry for ratifications of the proposi-
shc ild be ^ion that war has become excessively dan-
^se `ull of gerous business". This cautious opinion
her. Hung• was ex :ressed in 1964, at a time when the
itat s pro- United Nations was at the summit of its
1 p lctical p'eacen aking achievements.
enc . Now
i o^ =nly a Cuban settlement role
v, ?alism Âlthough the Congo force was the most
Cho -1cellor ambiticas and costly of the UN's peace-
it h, s been ieepinL, operations, the high point of its
ubli 1y the çontribiztion to the preservation of world
sta: ^s. peace v,, as, in my judgment, its inconspic-
tior :1 poli tous but critical role of facilitating a set-
1to , pheres lement of the Cuban crisis of 1962. The
rtia trutb ecreta, y-General's appeal, prompted by
,uts; ie RO ^group of non-aligned nations, to the two

super-powers to stand down provided
Nikita Khrushchov with an opening for a
conciliatory reply indicating a desire to
find a solution. Subsequently, the UN head-
quarters provided neutral ground for the
Kusnetsov-Stevenson talks, which worked
out the final compromise settlement.

This important facility in moderating
a major East-West crisis stands in splendid
isolation. Article 107 of the Charter has in
practice been used to justify the exclusion
of the UN from consideration of the Berlin
and German problems and the efforts of
successive Secretaries-General to mediate
the Vietnam conflict have consistently been
rebuffed by the participants. Some had
thought the admission of the People's Re-
public of China would open Vietnam for
UN consideration, but Secretary-General
Kurt Waldheim's offer of his good offices,
first made early in April, fell as flat as the
efforts of his predecessor. It is true that,
in earlier years, the United States had
taken the Vietnam question to the Security
Council, but this had been done to under-
mine domestic critics pressing for UN in-
volvement, in the full knowledge that the
Security Council would fail to reach any
decision. This kind of action weakened
rather than strengthened the UN, and il-
lustrates why an uninformed and idealistic
public can be a harmful influence.

Boycott on Korea
In the early days of the Cold War, when
the Soviet Union was always in the min-
ority at the UN, it experimented brief-
ly with a boycott of the Security Council.
The stratagem was a disaster, in that it
freed the Council to approve a UN cover Soviet convinced
for operations in Korea in 1950. Ironically, of need to use
this use of the UN against a Soviet interest powers of Charter
convinced them that - whatever the dis-
comfort - they had to participate in the
organization in order to use the powers
granted them in the Charter to protect
themselves. It also explains why no further
Korean-type operation is conceivable. Thus
they persevered through a decade, a decade
in which the Soviet veto was circumvented
by taking issues to the General Assembly
under the "Uniting for Peace" resolution.
But, with the loss of their majority in the
1960s, the Western nations have increas-
ingly come to share the Soviet view of the
Council as an instrument to protect their
interests. As a result, the "Uniting for
Peace" procedure, as a device for seeking
General Assembly authority for peace-
keeping missions, has been allowed to lapse.

The United Nations has, not surpris-
ingly, a more impressive record in mod-
erating conflicts in which the great powers
have not been centrally involved. UN as-
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sistance in these situations has ranged
from mediation through the provision of
lightly-armed forces to support ceasefire
agreements. All have required the assent
of the host country; no coercion has been

involved.
It is instructive to divide these various

operations into five-year periods accord-
ing to the dates of their establishment.
Four observer missions had been set up by
1950. Nothing happened during the next
five years. Three operations were estab-

means or another. Only the unsuccessful
operations drag on -in Cyprus, Kashmir
and the Middle East. The fourth, UNEF,
was spectacularly expelled in 1967 evet
though its establishment in 1956 vas a
brilliant and highly constructive achieve.
ment. Little wonder, therefore, that an im

pression of failure prevails.

Congo operation
The United Nations force in the l'•elgiac
Congo was the most successful op<^ratioe
in terms of local achievement by the UN,
The force initially prevented direct Soviet
support to Prime Minister Lumu;nba-
thereby forestalling a direct grea^ -power
confrontation in Africa - and, aft -r four
years of confused conflict, conductec: a mil
itary o p e r a t i o n that defeated the seces.

sionist movement in Katanga. Thus the
Congo owes its unity to the United I\ ations
But the cost to the organization ir even
respect was so great that success can at
best be regarded as a Pyrrhic vi ctors
Debts were built up that, in spite - - f son

dubious financing experiments, still, weigh
down the organization. Defeat of thti
position of the Western nations on ArticlE

19 established the principle that paymer
for peacekeeping operations could not bE

by assessment - a principle whic' I per
sonally am happy to see confirmed. fhe in
dependence and initiative of the Secretan-
General were drastically curtailEd, aa
Hammarskjold lost his life in thi crisiï
Even more important, the idealisr s of th^
newly independent Third World tiatioil
toward UN peacekeeping was blig•Aedb!
the four years of constant bicker ag ans
struggle within UN headquarters ( ver thF
direction and financing of the o},eratia,
and, when some of the more radic il Afr'

can states tried to end it, they fou id the
could not. I consider it significant chat n
peacekeeping operations have 1-?en ar
proved since the final winding-u; of th.

Congo operation.
The Cyprus force has been or statio'

for over eight years. It has done : suPe'`
job of keeping the peace in a s tuatiu:

where civil war constantly th 'eaten:
Measured by what it has prevent d, bot
on the island and in keeping Grk ?ce at
Turkey from being drawn into t le la`
conflict, this UN operation is wor h ever
dollar it has cost. However, even ti ese sü^
cesses have required, in additio-. to tt
UN's own efforts, the vigorous inte 'cessO:
on three occasions of very sen:or L.
officials backed by the Sixth Flec -• M°Ir
over, the local political conflict se( ns tot
no nearer resolution than when ' he for ..

was established. Critics who say hat t
UN should engage in peace-restc : ing f'

lished between 1956 and 1960, and four
more in the next five years. Since 1966, no
new activities have been approved or even

formally proposed.
These peacekeeping missions have all

involved one of four regions or activities:
three covered the withdrawal of a former
colonial power; four have occurred in the
Middle East, two in the Indian subconti-
nent and two in the Eastern Mediterrane-
an. Peacekeeping operations in colonial sit-
uations have arisen only when the Western
nations were prepared to have the UN in-
volved; sometimes the United States has
even forced the pace, as it did over West

Middle East New Guinea. But interested Western na-

remains tions have since used the veto if necessary

most likely area to prevent UN involvement when serious

for future venture conflict could be expected, namely over

in peacekeeping Rhodesia and South Africa.
The Middle East is a special situation

for several reasons: the UN's responsibil-
ity for the creation of Israel; the personal
involvement of Dag Hammarskjold in pre-
ventive diplomacy in that area; the reputa-
tion he established there; and, finally, be-
cause the great powers are desperate for
any instrument to control that powder keg.
In spite of Egypt's expulsion of UNEF, the
Middle East remains the most likely area
of future UN peacekeeping activity. The
same cannot be said of the Indian sub-
continent. Previous Indian sympathy and
support for UN peacekeeping efforts have
been largely destroyed by their frustration
over what they regarded as the UN's in-
effectiveness in preventing Pakistani mili-
tary activities in Bangladesh and the at-
tendant refugee problem.

The UN's exclusion from all recent
major conflicts - Biafra, the Sudan, Ban-
gladesh and Northern Ireland - has gen-
erally been interpreted as proof of the
organization's ineffectiveness. Some attri-
bute this situation to the UN's relative lack
of success in those operations it did organ-
ize, success being measured in terms of
some kind of resolution of the problem that
caused the conflict. This seems to me to be
a rather superficial assessment. Seven of
the 11 situations in which UN missions
operated were successfully resolved by one
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get that a mediator was initially appointed
for this purpose. Galo Plaza took his task
serioasly, ând after about a year of study
and mediation issued a report. It was im-
;nediately attacked by the Turkish com-

n;u:-,ity, and that effort suffered a setback

The following is a list of United Na-
ticâ> peacekeeping missions. These include
operations involving observers serving in
a supervisory role and those involving the
dep'oyment of armed forces interposed be-
tween disputants to a conflict:

UNSCOB: 1947-51; observers in Greece
to report on intervention
from Yugoslavia, Albania
and Bulgaria; terminated
soon after Yugoslavia's de-
cision to cease support of the
Greek insurgents brought an
end to the conflict.

UNCI: 1949-50; observers to super-
vise the cessation of hostili-
ties between Indonesia and
the Netherlands; success-
fully assisted in the trans-
fers of sovereignty to Indo-
nesia.

UN^.^.IOGIP: 1949 to the present; observ-
ers in Kashmir to supervise
the local cease-fire; has ex-
ercised some moderating in-
fluence, but has not prevent-
ed periodic incidents and
even battles along the cease-
fire line.

UN ;.SO: 1949 to the present; observ-
ers in Jordan and Syria and
now informally extended to
Lebanon; has not prevented
two major wars and constant
border raids, but has exer-
cised some moderating in-
fluence on this most explo-
sive and multi-faceted con-
flict.

UNEF: 1956-67; a force of several
thousand men that success-
fully carried out patrols to
control the cease-fire line in
Gaza for 11 years until its
expulsion by the U.A.R.
Israel had never a l l o w e d
UNEF to operate on terri-
tory under its control.

UNC•^IIL: 1958; a short-lived observer
mission that, in effect, cov-
ered the landing of U.S. ma-
rines and subsequently suc-

from which it has never recovered.
Assessing the significance of UN

peacekeeping missions, Coral Bell observed
that they had "been an essential element in
the success of what may be called the `tidy-
ing-up' phase of many a crisis". "Yet", she

ONUC:

UNTEA:

UNYOM:

cessful U.S. mediation to
maintain unity in Lebanon.

1960-65; a force amounting
at one time to 20,000 men,
which ultimately conducted
a military operation that de-
feated the secessionist move-
ment in Katanga and restor-
ed unity to the Congo.

1962; achieved its objective
of covering Dutch with-
drawal from Dutch New
Guinea in seven months.
There was token en-
dorsement in 1969 of the
process of consultation of the
Papuans, although this was
regarded as an act of ex-
pediency.

1963-64; a small force acting
as observers in Yemen, paid
for by the two antagonists,
Saudi Arabia and the U.A.R.
Fightirig continued after the
force was withdrawn until
Saudi Arabia gave up sup-
porting the royalists and the
republicans established over-
all control.

UNFICYP: 1964 to the present; a force
of a few thousand men, now
reduced in size, which has,
under difficult conditions,
effectively preserved the
ceasefire between the Greek
and Turkish communities on
the island of Cyprus. The
UN's mediation efforts have
achieved no conspicuous
success.

UNIPOM: 1965-66; an observer team
set up for the Indo-Pakistan
frontier (as distinct from the
cease-fire line in Kashmir,
already manned by UNMO-
GIP) after frequent military
attacks on each other's terri-
tories. It owed its speedy suc-
cess to Soviet mediation at
the highest levels in Tash-

kent.



continued, "when the UN role is examined
more closely in particular crisis situations,

it will be seen very often to consist of con-
ferring legitimacy on crisis management
by the great powers." I consider this to be
an accurate assessment. Operations that
have achieved success have often owed it to
parallel activity by a great power, such as

Soviet mediation of the India-Pakistan

No new operations conflict in Tashkent, or U.S. promotion of a

will be established political settlement in Lebanon in 1958.

without tolerance Now that the Security Council is again

of great powers acting as the primary UN organ com-
petent to authorize peacekeeping missions,
it follows that no new operations will be
established unless the great powers look
with favour - or at least tolerance - on
them. Seen in these terms, involvement in
peacekeeping operations is almost a sur-
rogate alliance role. Canada has been ac-
ceptable because of, rather than in spite of,
its NATO membership, although trust and
respect beyond the alliance have also been

important.
Inis Claude has pointed out that "the

United Nations has no purposes and can
have none - of its own." "it is a tool," he
said, "and like other tools, it has possibili-
ties and limitations, but not purposes."
Comparing the UN to a hammer whose
handle competitors seek to take hold of,
each for its own purposes, he noted a
"struggle to decide whose purposes will be
served by the UN".

Limited in mediation
This lack of independent power greatly
limits the UN's capacity for mediation.
While an indust..al mediator is backed up
ultimately by the power of the state, UN
mediators dispose of no autonomous pow-
ers. I have already noted that Galo Plaza's
utility ended once he had taken a public
position on Cypriot problems. To avoid
similar rejection, Ambassador Gunnar Jar-
ring refrained for four years, until his
memorandum of February 1971, from tak-
ing a public position on any matter of
controversy between Arabs and Israelis.
Egypt's favourable reaction to his 1971
memorandum may have ended his accept-
ability to Israel. If so, how great is his
utility now as a mediator?

In its early days especially, the United
Nations had a moral authority that to some
degree compensated for its lack of power.
This has been important because, the Con-
go force excepted, no UN mission has ever
had the kind of strength that would enable
it actually to prevent conflict between
determined local adversaries. In addition
to having good communications and an
ability to talk to both sides, these UN mis-
sions have also sought to exploit their

symbolic significance to prevent incid3ttt
from getting out of hand. In Gaza, it wa
perhaps fortunate that Canadian fcrce
were expelled when they were. Had '.he
remained, they would have been caugl.t
crossfire like the remaining UN coi tir.
gents and, lacking the means to de -et:
themselves in a full-scale battle, w.)uF
probably have suffered casualties. Ti,
position of the British in Northern Ire anr
is a frightening example of the limitai iob
of an intermediate military force. A UI`

force might have done better. for a fea
weeks. But, as the mystique wears of
which has long since happened in thE
Middle East and Kashmir, their abili ty t;
deter conflict declines. The one advar tag;
that remains is international publicit ^.

The great powers have, of co irsc
never relied on the United Nation-, fo
their security. But most of the states th4

recently acquired independence te nde
initially to put their faith in the UN. : ioa
ever, these days have passed; and tl.
developing world is now arming, s auc'
faster relatively than the great po,ver
though naturally in absolute terms the.
arms supplies are miniscule. In the Ia
nine years, only seven nations have r^du,
ed their military budgets in absolute 1 e
(and of these Canada is the largest st itet
do so). By contrast, some 100 na ;ioL,
mainly Third World countries, ha,, e ie
creased their military budgets by an ave
age rate of 11 per cent a year. Thie ph:
nomenon naturally varies with the se(:uri
threat as perceived by each country. Ind
has in recent years increased its df fen,
expenditures to more than 3 per cent of i
limited gross national product an l t6
figures for Egypt and Israel in 197( we,
at the alarmingly high rate of 19 z p
cent and 261/2 per cent respectively.

Colonial vestiges
Tensions in the Third World have bee'
aggravated by anomalies inherited fro:

their colonial past - especially unn..tur-
frontiers. In addition, there is the coi stai
and natural process of adjustme at 1
changes in the local disposition of } owe'
resulting in recent years primarily fro'
the withdrawal of the protecting ce;onil
nations. An illustration of this procE is fa
lowed from Britain's decision in 11, 67 t
withdraw its military presence fron: Ea
of Suez. In 1971, just as Britain di -esV
itself of its last defence commitme-lts
the Persian Gulf, Iran occupied the 'i`uil
Islands, formerly held by one of tl
Trucial Sheikdoms supported by Bit,al^
in order to reinforce its position .s tc
strongest power in the region. IncrF isir
ly, India has begun to act in the su? coV
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at as the primary regional power, which

is. Should the United States, frustrated

its Vietnam experience, withdraw its
firces from other parts of the world, one

rauld anticipate a serres of regional con-

11 cts and military operation as local forces
ught to adjust to the new constellation of

fbrces.
Some have suggested that the UN

ould anticipate these troubles and take
eN entive action. This sounds prudent and

ise, but how could it be done? The UN

CE nnot act without authority; and the Se-

0 rity Council is unlikely to authorize

tion until a crisis develops. This leaves
ly the possibility of a personal diplo-
atic initiative by the Secretary-General,

m
d here the individual qualities of the
an can vary greatly. Hammarskjold was
subtle and resourceful diplomat, and U
ant was not, so that during the latter's
nure of office the possibility of preven-
ve UN diplomacy scarcely existed. In any

® se, have outsiders - even the United Na-

4 any action in such situations until con-

1ess,;res for more drastic and dangerous

Toments of international tensions.

ons - the right to intervene in a situa-
on that may or may not lead to tension
d conflict? To be specific, an impartial
reign observer looking at the Quebec
tuation might conclude that trouble
igbt erupt within a decade. To suggest
e least offensive possibility, how would
e Canadians have reacted if the Secre-
ry-General, when receiving his honour-
y ciegree from Carleton University in
te ::Iay, had warned of trouble and of-

4 red good offices. In fact, I see no prospect

ict actually threatens.
Apart from any action the Security

ouncil may or may not take once conflict
curs, holding a debate in the Council un-

( oubtedly has some dampening effect. The
-orld publicity generated by the debate on
e Iiungarian invasion in 1956 inhibited
oviet conduct and increased the cost of a

stmilar intervention in future. The United
tates was likewise affected by the unfa-

nour?ble publicity over the landing of
i ces in the Dominican Republic. Finally,
e orportunity to let off steam acts as a

I rme;tic safety-valve, reducing internal

actior that are always generated at such

ues _,ioning reforms
^edicsted supporters of Charter reform,
Tcluç ing the World Federalist Move-
ment, advocate giving the United Nations
^ effective security capacity by measures

ch as the elimination of the veto, a per-
nent UN force, etc. Not only do I see no

ospezt of such reforms being agreed to;
1 question whether they are desirable. It

is true that, in the early days, the UN was
more active, but it could afford to be be-
cause its membership was limited to the
victorious states. With the Soviet Union in
a continuing minority position, the United

States acted in effect as a majority leader
and gave the organization certain purpose
and direction. With the admission of 16
nations in 1955 - a move which Canada
led - this arrangement began to collapse.
The United States lost its dependable ma-
jority once the newly independent nations
began entering the UN in numbers after
1960, and with this development the or-
ganization lost that particular sense of
direction achieved in an earlier phase.

OAS used power
Canadians, more readily than most other
people, support proposals for giving the
UN autonomous power because the or-
ganization has never in any vital matter
acted against Canada's interests. But we
should stop to think of what is being ad-
vocated. Only one international organiza-
tion providing for the use of force, includ-
ing economic sanctions, by majority de-
cision has actually used that power - the
Organization of American States. It was
under the provisions of the Treaty of Rio
that United States forces were landed in
the Dominican Republic. The Canadian
Government, when considering the pos-
sibility of seeking membership in the OAS,
decided against doing so in view of the
"potential obligation to apply political eco- 'Proper use of
nomic sanctions against any other country military force
by virtue of an affirmative vote of two- implies centralized

thirds of the members". political direction'

This was a correct decision so far as
OAS membership was concerned. At the
level of the United Nations, the proper use
of military force implies a centralized po-
litical direction that does not now exist and
is hardly even conceivable within a cen-
tury. Canadians should find it easier than
most to understand the problem; we are
having enough trouble trying to hold our
own federation together. How would it be
in a world federation? The OAS can - in
spite of difficulty - take decisions by ma-
jority because of the dominant presence of
the United States. As long as there are
rival super-powers in the United Nations,
this possibility is not politically feasible.

The more the UN becomes a genuinely
world organization, the more important
the veto becomes, as a necessary device to
permit its continued functioning. Inis
Claude brilliantly illustrated the impor-
tance of the veto: "(It) was not intended
not to be used, but to function, in the man-
ner of a fuse in an electrical circuit, as a
safety device to stop action whenever the
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heat of opposition might threaten other-
wise to start a conflagration (within the
organization)." Reformers of the Charter
want to remove the fuse. If they were
allowed to do so, they might destroy the
UN as a world organization, and it would
then become another regional organization
dominated by one or other of the great
powers, and serving the interests of that
power and its allies.

Intervention questioned
Now let me introduce another heresy.
Would UN intervention in Biafra and Ban-
gladesh to stop the fighting have produced
long-run benefits? Even assuming succes-
ses of the kind achieved in Cyprus, would
the balance of advantage have rested with
an operation intended to stop the fighting
and, in effect, preserve the status quo?
Even on the matter of relief, where a good
case can be made, Hugh Winsor - a Cana-
dian journalist who had strongly advocated
international relief for Biafra - reluc-
tantly acknowledged, in a recent review of

John de St. Jorre's The Nigerian Civil

War, "that the net effect of the massive
relief operation was to prolong the war
and increase the total suffering". What, of
course, has surprised everyone in Biafra
has been that, in spite of the famine and
fighting, it proved possible to reconcile
Biafra and the rest of the country so quick-
ly. Obviously, with the benefit of hind-
sight, we can now say that any measure
that delayed a military settlement increas-
ed rather than diminished human suffer-
ing.

An even stronger case can be made
out for non-involvement in Bangladesh.
Suppose the UN had been patrolling India's
Eastern border; this might have inhibited
the military solution achieved through
Indian intervention. If so, India would
have been left coping with 10 million ref-
ugees and fighting would have dragged on
in Bangladesh between West Pakistani
regulars and the Mukti Bahini. Now the
refugee problem has been largely resolved
and fighting has ended with minimal cas-
ualties. India has also benefited from a se-
cure Eastern border, so that it can afford
to reduce its high level of military ex-
penditure and devote more resources to

In the span between 1957-58 and 1967-68,
Canada contributed $5.04 million in sup-
port of UN peacekeeping operations in the
Middle East to secure and supervise the
cessation of hostilities between Egypt and
Israel. Between 1906-61 and 1964-65, Can-

internal development. Perhaps even Fakis-
tan is better off as a consolidated and
united state of 60 million people. Tüere-
fore, instead of lamenting the non-recc.urse
to the United Nations in these two con-
flicts, I see actual benefit.

I can reach these conclusions wi thout
anguish because I believe there are other
activities in which the UN has a nece5sary
role to play, as our only general, an(-i now
almost universal, world organization The
business of the UN is increasingly o try
to find common ground for interna ^ ional
action - on the control of the sea c nd of
continental shelves, on pollution, o-^ dis-
armament, on international trade, o bet-
ter aid. The more the UN becomes a-,vorld
organization, the better it can contlibute
to the reconciliation of these issues; and,
at the same time, the less it can serve as an
instrument for promoting security, even
if it retains a peripheral role that may
occasionally have great importance. So I
say, do not try to remodel the United Na-
tions into a security organization. For, if
you succeed, you will weaken its ca,,:acity
to act as an instrument for promoting a
broader world order.

`Possibility of justice'
This argument is open to the chall^_^nge
that the system on which the centra: post-
war peace has been built involves ti ? tol-
eration of some injustice. Michael He ard,
in an article in the April issue e En-
counter, postulates an imaginary c( -iver-
sation with a young idealist who cril s out
to his elders: "Do you realize wh^. you
are doing?" To which he has the . tders
reply: "Yes, unfortunately we do." F)r, in
Howard's view, "the system of in:erna-
tional stability which we have constr icted
since the war does involve the accel: lance
of necessary injustice". Coral Bell -ioted
the same point, apropos of Munic}- "As
often happens in international poli, cs, a
moral impulse (to remedy the injus` ce of
the Versailles settlement) had disa trous
consequences." All of which led her o the
unexciting but surely wise conclusic . that
"evolving the conventions which s stain
order (or at least reduce the most c? mag-
ing forms of disorder) opens one's v: iy to-
ward the possibility of justice".

ada provided another $10.18 mill: )n to
support UN operations in the Con -o for
peacekeeping, reconstruction and rel abili-
tation. Contributions to both opera ions
were assessed by the UN Generr I As-
sembly.
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ârning from Waldheim...

SomF analysts of the United Nations struc-
ture and its potential for dealing with the
world's problems have decried the tend-
ency of member states to relegate the UN
to the periphery of major events and
issues. But this theme has acquired a new
impetus in the wake of the India-Pakistan
conflict and the latest developments in the
Vietnam war.

On his visit to Canada late in May,
UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
called attention to what he described as an
"alarming trend" toward bypassing the
methods of settling disputes offered by the
UN Charter. Instead, he said in a convoca-
tion address at Carleton University, gov-
ernments often seem to prefer to settle
their problems "either through secret
diplomacy or even by force".

Mr. Waldheim said it was fashionable
in some quarters to "express contempt for
the world organization set up by the vic-
torious powers of World War II to `save
succeeding generations from the scourge
of war"'.

The Secretary-General continued:
"What is the reason for this reversion?
The United Nations machinery, cumbrous
and long-winded as it sometimes is, tends
in the end to re-establish communication
and to reduce tension and risk in a con-
flict situation. The process of secret diplo-
macy, on the other hand, contains elements
which easily lead to misunderstanding and
which tend to disregard the general inter-
est of all members of the international

;commanity in peace. The world at large
has paid dearly for such misunderstand-

; ings in this century.
^ "I do not say that United Nations
^ peacekeeping or the procedures of the
', Security Council are by themselves ade-
^quate to solve the international conflicts
of our time. I do say, however, that they
point in a far more promising direction
,than the methods of the past, which have
produ:,ed wholesale disaster twice in this
centurv. But the United Nations will not
5fulfil : ts promise until governments decide
to use it in the way it was intended to be
used.

1. "There is also a tendency at present
to deriae the United Nations as a weak and
meffective political organization which is

^no ma ch for the guile and superior wealth
^and «-sdom of powerful sovereign states.
And P2t it was the great powers brought

Canadian Press photo

During his visit to Ottawa, UN
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim con-
ferred with External Affairs Minister

Mitchell Sharp and had talks with Prime
Minister Trudeau. They reviewed inter-
national problems, including the Vietnam
conflict and specific UN issues such as
the world body's financial situation.
The Secretary-General (right) is shown
with Mr. Sharp and Mrs. Waldheim as he
signs the guest book on his arrival at
Canadian Forces Base Uplands.

face to face with reality in six years of
total war that took the lead in setting up
the United Nations and that pioneered its
system of conciliation, negotiation, dis-
armament and collective security. . . ."

Mr. Waldheim recalled that, ten years
ago, in the Cuban missile crisis - regarded
by many as the most potentially dangerous
international confrontation since the Sec-
ond World War -, the UN Security Coun-
cil was very soon involved by the parties
themselves. They recognized that the sit-
uation threatened not only the relations
of the United States and the Soviet Union
but also the peace of the world at large.
"Greatly to the credit of all concerned,"
he said, "the Security Council and the
Acting Secretary-General played a major
role in assisting the two great powers in-
volved to put an end to the crisis."
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But ten years later, the Secretary-
General said, the situation seems differ-
ent: "Last year a war between two of the
larger members of the United Nations,
India and Pakistan, took place in spite of
all the efforts of my predecessor, for
months in advance, to involve the United
Nations in a peacemaking role and to
assist the parties to avoid a military con-
flict. In recent weeks, the world has watch-
ed with anguish and anxiety the raising
of the stakes and the escalation of military
activity in Vietnam. Although this is one
of history's longer and bloodier wars, the
United Nations Security Council has never
become effectively involved in an attempt
to find a settlement. Now that the war is
more violent and more dangerous than
ever, there appears to be even less likeli-
hood of the involvement of the Security
Council or of the peacemaking possibilities
of the Charter. . . ."

In a press conference in Ottawa on
May 24, the Secretary-General referred
specifically to his proffer of the good
offices of the UN to the parties in the
Vietnam conflict. He said the UN could
not force permanent members of the
Security Council to do something and the
UN Secretary-General had no executive
power. But there were possibilities of be-
ing helpful.

In his convocation address, Mr. Wald-
heim noted that UN peacekeeping had
served well in many parts of the world,
especially in filling the power vacuums
that resulted in some areas from the pro-
cess of decolonization.

"Peacekeeping has always been to a
large extent an improvised affair and it
is in every sense a voluntary activity," he
said. "Host governments voluntarily ac-
cept peacekeeping operations on their ter-
ritory; troops are voluntarily provided by
other governments; and United Nations

"The practice of peacekeeping ... has per-
sisted over 20 years. It has now reached a
plateau where it may become lodged and
atrophy or from which it may move for-
ward and be renewed, beginning a new
chapter in international efforts at conflict

control.. . .
"Those conditions which gave rise to

peacekeeping after the Second World War
- decolonization and the ensuing discord
- will not, in all likelihood, be repeated in
the same manner.... But conflict will cer-
tainly occur, and it is erroneous to believe
that peacekeeping was an adaptation only
to those kinds of conflict generated by the

peacekeeping succeeds to the extent that
the conflicting parties.voluntarily r(-.rain
from using force.

"The peacekeeping technique still
plays a very useful role, for examl le in
Cyprus, as a guarantee to all partie, and
as a helpful and calming presence. The re.
cent stationing of United Nations obscrvers
in southern Lebanon is a good exam )1e of
the use of United Nations militar3 per.
sonnel to decrease tension in a c,.:tica]
area."

Peacekeeping has its limitation ; and
long-term disadvantages, the Secr tary.
General made clear. The voluntary n iture
of the peacekeeping technique limi :s its
application to areas where the confl:cting
parties are prepared voluntarily to exer.
cise great restraint. In addition, altl.ougb
it has proved in some situations a val iable
method of stopping actual fighting a id re-
ducing tension, "it has also had a c,.rtain
tendency to freeze situations rather than
to provide incentives or method 3 for
achieving a basic settlement of f mda.
mental issues".

The Secretary-General concl ided
therefore, that it was highly imprrtant
that, in future, peacekeeping shou d]x
complemented by more effective m(-thods

ofpeacemaking.
"It is important to remembe also

that the improvised technique of 1"nited
Nations peacekeeping, effective tho gh it
has been in a number of crucial situ itions
in the past, is historically at bc it an
emergency stopgap until the wide, aims
of the Charter can be realized. Only when
disarmament becomes a reality and when

all nations decide to give the l.'nited
Nations Charter a real chance in tr , field
of international co-operation and sc mrit^
shall we see a really significant a( vancE
toward a reliable system of world order
and world peace."

retirement of imperial powers aJ d the
birth-pangs of fledgling states. Resp Ming
to conflicts which threaten the pea e, the
United Nations evolved peacekeepir g asa
substitute when faced with inabilit^ of th'
Security Council to enforce the aeacF
under the authority granted it y the
Charter. The challenge now is to re oncilP
these two methods of preservi- g th
peace.. . .

(Henry Wiseman, in his study of pe, ce-
keeping for the Behind the Headlin-s
series, Canadian Institute of
International Affairs, February 197. J
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Ihe long, frustrating quest
,for a peacekeeping formula^

r h? urray Goldblatt

e concept of United Nations peacekeep-

jVorkï>;g Group composed of eight mem-

an eff.rt to draft accepted procedures

1oth r.:odels would concern only those

ng to assist in the settlement of conflicts
y inierposing disinterested forces or ob-
ervers has been applied in a series of mis-
ions since the inception of the world body.
But there has been no overall agreement
n the future form of UN peacekeeping

chinery. Instead, the long and frustrat-
ng q,-test for such an agreement on the
onstitutional and practical procedures
overziing UN peacekeeping operations
ontir;ues.

The latest phase in this search began
n 1905, when the UN General Assembly
uthorized the establishment of the Special
omn;ittee on Peacekeeping Operations -
now,-1 in UN nomenclature as the Com-
itte- of 33. Its assignment was to under-

ake'`_a comprehensive review of the whole
uesti::rn of peacekeeping operations in all
heir aspects, including ways of overcom-
ng the present financial difficulties of the
rgan; ^!ation".

F,r the first three years, the Com-
ittet- of 33 made a 1 m o s t no progress.
hen, ?n 1968, it decided to set up a small

ers chosen from the committee. The
Vorkirzg Group was made up of four big
power:-the United States, the Soviet
>}.rnio,. Britain and France-and four
middL.- powers - Canada, Czechoslovakia,
iexico and Egypt. This Working Group

Jook a,- the first model in its program a
tudy cf UN military observer missions in

Dnder r; hich they could function. This type
f mis,,-on - known as Model 1 - was dis-

^inct from larger-scale operations involv-
1119 trcop contingents (Model 2). There
as ag,eement in the Working Group that

4perat;;;ns authorized and established by
iie Se 'urity Council. As Henry Wiseman
^ the :Jniversity of Guelph noted in his

cent =.tudy of the subject, this set to one
ffide thc question of the "residual authority

the (xeneral Assembly with regard to all
Phases of observation and peacekeeping".

Or.;:e reference material on previous

UN military observer missions had been
prepared, the Working Group got down to
serious study of Model 1 in early 1969. The
result of the Working Group's delibera-
tions in the balance of that year was agree-
ment on a partial draft of Model 1- the
model dealing with observer missions.
There was provisional agreement on five of
eight proposed chapters in the model, but
basic questions remained unresolved-and
it should be remembered that final agree-
ment on any one of the chapters was de-
pendent on an accord covering the com-
plete text of all eight.

Progress in the Working Group was
confined to provisional agreement on such
questions as the Security Council's author-
ity to fix the approximate length of the
peacekeeping mandate; organization, func-
tion and deployment of observer missions;
operating procedures such as t h o s e for
patrols and fixed observation posts; equip-
ment, facilities and services for the mis-
sion; and administrative matters.

Split on basics
Basic questions on which there was no
agreement included these:

- Establishment, direction and con-
trol of the mission, involving the
respective responsibilities of the
Security Council and the Secre-
tary-General;

- role of the Secretary-General and
the Security Council's Military
Staff Committee in day-to-day con-
trol of peacekeeping operations;

- method of financing peacekeeping
operations.

The Working Group also failed to
achieve a consensus on a number of related
matters, such as the procedure for ap-
pointment of a commander for the mission
and the legal arrangements that would
govern relations between the UN and the
host country.

At this stage, the impasse on key ques-
tions could be traced to a disagreement
between the United States and the Soviet
Union on the fundamental issue of control
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and direction of peacekeeping operations.
The United States envisaged the Secre-
tary-General in the primary role, while
the U.S.S.R. maintained that control and
direction should remain in the hands of the
Secretary Council.

The Committee of 33 and its eight-
power Working Group registered no fur-
ther progress in meetings during 1970. In
its report to the UN General Assembly's
Special Political Committee in the autumn
of 1970, the Committee of 33 noted it had
been unable to continue the "encouraging"
progress reported for the previous year.

Failure to achieve But it recommended its mandate be re-
accord in five years newed and suggested continued negotia-
prompted voices tions in the Working Group offered the
of dissatisfaction best available way of reaching agreement.

During general debate on the question,
some delegations expressed dissatisfaction
with the failure to report agreement on
the essentials of a model for military ob-
server missions - to say nothing of larger
scale peacekeeping operations - five years
after the appointment of the Committee of
33. In particular, some delegations drew at-
tention to the failure to deal effectively
with the problems of financing peacekeep-
ing initiatives.

Kuwait introduced a resolution calling
for establishment of a peacekeeping fund to
be financed by compulsory contributions
and placed at the disposal of the Security
Council. But a majority of member states
considered this proposal premature, argu-
ing that it was impractical to try to resolve
financial difficulties while the essential
political obstacles to an acceptable approach
on peacekeeping remained to be overcome.
The UN Assembly set aside the Kuwait
proposal and unanimously adopted instead
a resolution introduced by members of the
Working Group; this called for a study of
Kuwait's plan and other proposals by the
Committee of 33 and intensification of the
work of the Committee in order to com-
plete Model 1 by May 1, 1971. If that was
not possible, the Committee was to "re-
examine its methods" in order to enable
it to fulfil its mandate before the conven-
ing of the twenty-sixth Assembly session
in the fall of 1971.

No progress in '71

But 1971 was in effect a re-run of the
previous year. The Committee of 33 re-

ported that it had been unable to fulfil its
mandate; no progress had been made to-
ward achievement of agreed guidelines for
peacekeeping operations. The Committee,
however, recommended a "renewed collec-
tive effort to break the deadlock".

In response to this recommendation,
the Committee's mandate was again re-

newed by the General Assembl.y ^
its twenty-sixth session through adoptio^
of a resolution on December 17, 1971, no^
ing the need to reach agreement on th;
nature of UN peacekeeping operations. Th;
resolution recommended the submission c
quarterly reports to the Committee of 3,:
by the Working Group and requcste:
member states to provide the Committe,
before mid-March of 1972 with any view;
or suggestions on the overall subjecc. Ir
mid-January, UN Secretary-General :^ur
Waldheim drew special attention to thi:
reqaest in transmitting the text of th,
resolution to member nations.

Despite the repeated failure of th^
Committee or its Working Group to raak;
progress toward fulfilling its manda-.e ii
1970 and 1971, the General Assembl3 wa:
obviously prepared to adopt an attitu je c
forbearance on this issue. This attitu&wa
a reflection of a number of elements. Ther
was an appreciation in the Genera'! As.
sembly that the dispute on the natt re o:
peacekeeping operations involved a fur.
damental question of interpretation ( , f th,
UN Charter. Secondly, the pressur^ fa
some solution to the issue had eased; 1er
was no early prospect of a new peaceKeep
ing mission and therefore no s e nse o
urgency surrounding the debate. Fi iall}
the conflict in the Committee of 33 reprF
sented an open clash between the vic ws i
the United States and the Soviet Union an.
other member states were reluctant t
force a direct confrontation or th
question.

Adoption of the resolution ^ t th
twenty-sixth Assembly last fall dic: no.
produce any immediate results in cor
mittee, and, in fact, the Working (Trou
itself, as of mid-June, had not met in 19-1"'

As part of an effort to revitalize is dr
liberations, the Committee decided in Jur
to enlarge the eight-power Workin,
Group and broaden its representatioli. R.
Committee's Bureau, originally cons,stin,
of Mexico, Canada, Czechoslovaki•, an:
Egypt, was expanded to six nations a: id th:
Working Group, including Bureau net
bers, to a new total of 13 instead of 8 ME
tries. The Bureau - executive arm A th
Committee of 33 - will include Nigc t-ia a
chairman; Canada, Czechoslovakia, 3r,9
and Japan as vice-chairmen; and ']gfP
continuing as rapporteur. The eniarg
Working Group will embrace these Bareal
members, the original four big puwer
(the United States, the U.S.S.R., Eritai^
and France) and three additional st,-tes-
Argentina, India and Pakistan.

Although by mid-year the Comtnitt^
had achieved little apart from this reor
ganization, there has been a respoase t'
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e General Assembly's r e q u e s t for the
iews of member states. Submissions have
een received from the United States
nd the U.S.S.R. - key participants in
e prolonged discussions - as well as

rom 14 other countries.
As already noted, Canada has been a

ember of the Committee of 33 from its
ception and of the eight-nation Working
roup. In that capacity, Canada did sub-
it a detailed memorandum on the facili-
es, services and personnel that member
tates might provide for UN standby
rces and observer missions. This was
llowed by a working paper in March
969 containing Canada's proposals dealing

J
The U.S. plan still vests the Secretary-

ith prior agreement on certain recogniz-
d procedures to be employed by the UN
nd member nations after a peacekeeping
peration had been authorized. The Cana-
ian proposals also set out guidelines for
election of a force commander, strength
nd composition of a UN force, standing

dperating procedures and training. Can-
da's position on the entire range of issues
volved in peacekeeping machinery has
een in process of being re-examined.

.S: Soviet plans
oth the U.S. and Soviet positions, set out

^t their submissions to the Committee of
â3, represent some modification of earlier
ârpproaches. The United States had origin-

ly conceived of a framework for peace-
keeping in which the Secretary-General

ould have full authority. The Soviet
nion had striven to endow the Security
ouncil with sole executive power at each
age of the operation. But, in the submis-

ions of March and April of this year, each
super-power had moved from the position
^sumed in 1968-69.

.eneral with actual control and direction
o^f the operation after it has been author-
ited b.^- the Security Council. But it pro-
poses creation of a new consultative body

advisory subcommittee to be established
>n the Security Council in line with the

N Charter's Article 29 ("The Security
ounc^l may establish such subsidiary or-
us as it deems necessary for the per-

^rmance of its functions"). This subcom-
I littee would include permanent members

the Council (the United States, the
.S.S.fI., China, Britain and France) and
presentatives of nations contributing

eniargn^
,se Barea:
g pc,wer^

R,., E ritai^
il sta_tes-

Comrnitte
this reot

espoase t'

fiinds, personnel and facilities to the oper-
a}ion.

Under the U.S. plan, the subcommittee
I ou d hold a "watching brief' over con-

ct of the operation on behalf of the Se-
ri ty Council. The subcommittee would

^ovide continuing consultation and ad-

vice to the Secretary-General on key op-
erational matters. But the subcommittee's
deliberations would not be governed by
the great-power veto. In the words of
George Bush, U.S. Ambassador to the UN,
the Secretary-General would retain "suf-
ficient discretion to assure managerial ef-
fectiveness in the conduct of the peace-
keeping mission and in adapting it, within
the bounds of the Security Council's man-
date, to changing circumstances". The U.S.
plan also provides that decisions of the
Secretary-General, as executor of the Se-
curity Council's mandate, would be sub-
ject to "disapproval" by the Council. But
any vote in the Council based on an appeal
of a d e c i s i o n by the Secretary-General
would be deemed procedural - in other
words, not subject to veto.

The U.S. set of proposals was put for-
ward initially in bilateral discussion with
Soviet representatives in February 1970.
The two powers had begun these discus-
sions late in 1969, reviewing the issues in-
volved in Model 2 (operations with troop
contingents), although Model 1 (observ-
ers) was incomplete. The U.S. plan sug-
gests that, until such time as a "reliable
and equitable system" for financing peace-
keeping is agreed on, permanent members
of the Security Council would undertake
"to pay their fair share of operations
authorized by the Security Council".

The Soviet submission clearly retains
control and direction of the operation in
the hands of the Security Council, with
the possible assistance and advice of the
UN Military Staff Committee. The Soviet Souiet submission
proposal's governing clause reads: "Hav- retains control
ing authorized a United Nations peace- in the hands
keeping operation, the Security Council of Security Council
shall continue to exercise supreme control
with regard to all aspects of the establish-
ment of this operation and the direction
of it through the entire operation."

Veto retained
But the Soviet plan also contemplates the
creation of a subsidiary organ by the Se-
curity Council in accordance with Article
29. Such a subsidiary organ or committee
of the Council - tentatively labelled Com-
mittee on Direction of Operation - would
be directly responsible to the Council for
advice and assistance in regard to the op-
eration. In the Soviet view, the nucleus of
this committee would be made up of the
permanent members of the Security Coun-
cil. These big powers would constitute a
subcommittee working on the basis of
"agreed decisions of all its members; there
will be no voting". In other words, the
veto would apply to its proceedings. De-
cisions of the overall committee would be
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Corporal W. A. Wright of Oshawa, Ontario,
meets a Greek Cypriot during a jeep
patrol in Cyprus. Cpl. Wright is a member
of the 1st Battalion, Royal Canadian
Regiment, which is in Cyprus for a six-

considered adopted if a majority of com-
mittee members, including all members of
the subcommittee, agreed to them. The Se-
curity Council could invite other UN
member states - and in particular non-
permanent members of the Council and
countries furnishing military personnel,
facilities and services to the operation -
to become members of such a committee.

Under the Soviet plan, the Secretary-
General would assist in the implementa-
tion of Security Council decisions, per-
forming such functions "as are entrusted
to him" by the Council and reporting to the
Council on "the performance of these
functions".

There is clearly a common element in
the U.S. and Soviet plans in the form of a
subsidiary organ to the Security Council,
but each plan is keyed to a different con-
cept of where primary power rests. The
basic U.S. position envisages actual control
and direction of the operation in the hands
of the Secretary-General, with a consulta-
tive body serving in an advisory capacity
to him. The Soviet scheme has the opposite
thrust: it casts the Security Council with
its subsidiary Committee on Direction of
Operation in the role of executive body
and the Secretary-General in a consulta-
tive or advisory role.

The Special Committee on Peacekeep-
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Canadian For-s phoke

month tour of duty as part of the UN
peacekeeping force on the island.
Canada has provided a contingent for
the seven-nation UN force on Cyprus
since its creation in 1964.

ing Operations (Committee of 33) i, stil
considering these and other submissi( as or.
procedures for peacekeeping opera tions
Its mandate also embraces a study of
methods for financing such operatior i, bu:
there has been no progress in this a? ea.

Inquiry into financing
At the twenty-sixth General Ass -mbl^
session last fall, the Assembly estabishec
a separate special committee of 15 nlitiM
to consider all aspects of the UN's fine incia
situation and report back to the tA entT
seventh session later this year. Th, fivc
permanent members of the Security 'Coun
cil as well as Canada are represented or
this Committee of 15, which began é iscus-
sions in New York in February. Tht, com-
mittee is dealing with the full ra: ge a
financial difficulties facing the UN as i^
copes with the problems of restorirg thc
organization to solvency. These difficultie_
include cash availability, rising bud;.;etar;
levels and the cumulative effects f tht
failure of such powers as the U.S.S.: Z• o
France to help finance past peacek• epir^
operations in the Congo and Middle E:st:

With the Committee of 15 in s^ ssion
there is a possibility that the two qucstion
- procedures for UN peacekeeping opel'
ations and a method of financing tl-en"
could be resolved separately. But, ii ther;
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eacekeeping operations in the Committee
f 33, it might facilitate a consensus on a
ethod of financing.

Its membership and activity in the
ommittee of 33 and its Working Group,
well as the new Committee of 15, makes

t obvious that Canada has had deep and
bidir,g interest in the concept of UN
eacekeeping. As Peter Dobell notes else-

,vhere in this issue, Canada has participat-
in ten peacekeeping missions. Moreover,

n the periodic assessments of Canada's
stance in the foreign policy and d e fe n c e
pheres, a commitment to possible UN
eacekeeping operations has been repeat-
dly cited by the Government and by Par-
i.amentary committees which have under-
ake:•^ studies of the subject.

In the White Paper on defence of.
1964, for example, peacekeeping was rank-

am.ong the priorities in the organiza-
ion of defence forces. Peacekeeping was
inked on this list with forces for the direct
rotection of Canada - the first priority;

^orces in-being as part of the deterrent in
1 he European theatre; maritime forces
#contr:buting to that deterrent; and re-
serve forces and mobilization potential.

":re White Paper said that the fact
^that i Canada was "one of a small number
of po^;,^ers capable of and eligible for Unit-
ed Nations service, with a highly trained

ualiiies it for varied roles in United Na-
ions operations". The Government s a i d

Canadian forces would be trained and
equip.eed in a way which would permit
f`imn:r,diate and effective response" to UN
Tequi : ements. Success in UN peacekeeping
pperr..ions may depend on the speed with

hic}: they can be established and the
!^bilit ,, to function with limited personnel
^n bi-oad areas, the White Paper said.
,Ther~. would be a need for mobility in de-
^loyr •ent, method of operation and logistic

qppCIrt.

I t a new statement of defence priori-
ties _--i 1969, the Government listed the
perf;rmance of an international peace-
.^eep_ ;g role that might be assumed by
i Cana _:a as fourth on a roster headed by
surve llance of Canadian territory and
coast';nes. Other priorities were defence of
Nortl America in co-operation with U.S.
force, and fulfilment of such NATO com-
mitm -nts as might be agreed on.

Fore`gn policy review
The C:overnment, in its Foreign Policy Re-
view - abled in the Commons in June 1970,
4noted that it has been a continuing objec-
tive ^ f Canadian foreign policy to work
^oWar i strengthening the authority of the

United Nations, particularly the capacity
of the UN "to act as a peacekeeping
agency for the control of conflict and the
mediation of disputes". The Government
committed Canada to a continued pursuit
of this objective, although the review, in
its UN sector paper, suggested that pros-
pects for major operations involving peace-
keeping forces were limited. The review
said the types of strife likely to occur
with increasing frequency were related to
internal conflict and hence did not readily
lend themselves to UN intervention. De-
mands on the UN were more likely to
take the form of requests for establish-
ment of military observer missions for
specific purposes. The Government said
Canada should continue its standby ar-
rangements and training of Canadian
forces for possible service with the UN.

The Foreign Policy Review said that,
because of Canada's exceptional knowledge
and experience in peacekeeping, it should
continue to take an active part in UN
negotiations on the organization's peace-
keeping role and in preparation of guide-
lines or models for UN operations. But the
review made it clear that Canada's re-
sponse to requests for participation in fu-
ture UN peacekeeping missions should be
decided in each instance "in the light of its
assessment of whether the UN can play a
useful role".

In the Government's defence White
Paper issued in August of last year, this
theme of assessing the usefulness of pos-
sible UN peacekeeping missions was devel-
oped. This was coupled with a reaffirma-
tion of Canada's support for the peace-
keeping concept.

The defence White Paper, Defence in The experience has
the Seventies was perhaps blunter in its all too often been
characterization of earlier peacekeeping frustrating and
ventures than previous documents. Can- disillusioning'
ada's experience had provided it with an
exceptional insight into "the successes and
failures" of past and present missions:
"The experience has all too often been
frustrating and disillusioning. Some oper-
ations have been severely hampered by in-
adequate terms of reference and by a lack
of co-operation on the part of those in-
volved .... Certain operations have tended
to become `open-ended' in the absence of
a political settlement between the parties to
a dispute."

The White Paper said benefits could
be derived from these efforts, however,
and the Government "will consider con-
structively any request for Canadian par-
ticipation in peacekeeping ventures when,
in its opinion, based on the lessons of the
past and the circumstances of the request,
an operation holds the promise of success
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'The rules of the
game should be
very clearly stated
in advance. . .'

and Canada can play a useful role in it".
In keeping with this statement, the

White Paper again asserted the Govern-
ment's intention to maintain a battalion
group of the Canadian Armed Forces on
standby for possible peacekeeping missions.

The Defence document cited Indo-
china and the Middle East as two areas
where creation of some kind of péacekeep-
ing or truce supervisory operation might
form part of an eventual settlement. "If
asked to participate in such an operation,"
the White Paper said, "as major factor af-
fecting the Government's decision would
be the existence of realistic terms of ref-
erence. They would have to reflect a con-
sensus by all parties on the purposes which
the operation was intended to serve and
the manner in which it was to discharge
its responsibilities."

External Affairs Minister Mitchell
Sharp has repeatedly made the same point
in statements and interviews about the
need for realistic terms of reference. In
one interview in February of this year, for
example, the Minister said in reference to
the Middle East: ". . We believe, in the
interest of the world, not only our own in-
terest, that the next time any peacekeep-
ing forces are established the rules of the
game should be very clearly stated in ad-
vance ... and that that is agreed to by both
sides, not by just one side." In answer to
another question, Mr. Sharp said that, if
the terms of reference were clear and sat-
isfactory, Canada would participate and
this would be true for Indochina as well
as for the Middle East.

Shortly before the Government pub-
lished its foreign policy review in June
1970, the Commons Committee on Exter-
nal Affairs adopted and released the re-
port of its Subcommittee on the United
Nations and Peacekeeping, product of an
18-month study. In strong terms, the sub-
committee urged Canada to maintain its
support for peacekeeping as a principal
element in Canadian foreign policy. Dif-
fering with other forecasters, the subcom-
mittee said its study led it to believe the
opportunities for effective peacekeeping
would increase.

"No system of order, even that order
temporarily facilitated by UN peacekeep-
ers, is absolutely neutral - i.e., value free.
Under any order, some élites are pre-
ferred over others, some claims are en-
dorsed over others.. . .

. . . UN peacekeeping has particular
utility in conflicts outside Soviet-American

The subcommittee report warned that
for Canada to lose heart and reduce its
interest in peacekeeping because of ob-
servations predicting a declining role
for such missions would be "an abdication
of responsibility". The report recommend-
ed a strengthened system of UN peacekeep-
ing, proposed creation of a UN stardby
force of up to 25,000 and establishmert of
a UN Peace Fund of at least $60 millic i to
support peacekeeping ventures.

During the latter part of 1970 and
early 1971, the full Commons External Af-
fairs Committee conducted a study of the
Government's Foreign Policy Review r:nd,
in particular, the first general volum=, of
the six-part review. The committee's re-
port, tabled in June 1971, suggested t hat
this general policy outline implied a rather
more "cautious" attitude toward Canac ian
participation in UN peacekeeping t'ian
formerly. The committee said the rex iew
rightly pointed out the limitations to Ûa-
nadian peacekeeping, but was troubleci by

this passage: ". . . The Government is de-
termined that this special brand of Cüna-
dian expertise (in peacekeeping missi ,ns)
will not be dispersed or wasted on ill-on-
ceived operations but employed judiciously
where the peacekeeping operation and the
Canadian contribution to it seem likelv to
improve chances for a lasting settlement."

The External Affairs Committee's
concern about what it felt was a in-,ore
cautious attitude on the part of the Gov-
ernment has been echoed by other obs ^rv-
ers, who have suggested Canada was dis-
playing a dwindling interest in peacek,ep-
ing. But Canadian readiness to participate
in peacekeeping missions has been re-
affirmed by the Government in the ,or-
eign Policy Review and last year's Deft nce
White Paper. The change - if there has
been any at all - represents no diminu ion
of commitment to peacekeeping. The re-
casting of Canadian intentions is in a s^ nse
a product of the wisdom of hindsight. ( an-
ada wants to make it clear that it .vill
press for terms of reference designed - - as
much as is possible in ventures of this ; ind
-to assure the usefulness of any fu' ure
essays in peacekeeping.

spheres of influence, where the two st per-
states back different factions and w iere
the factions are relatively balance-[ in
power. . . .'

(David P. Forsythe, "UN Peacekeeping
and Domestic Instability", Orbis,
Winter 1972)
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Examining UNCTAD 's plan
to help the `hard-core' 25
By Mary Fletcher

The adoption of a program of action on
behalf of the least-developed among the
developing countries was one of the major
items of political importance at the third
session of the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development in Santiago.

UNCTAD III, like its predecessors in
Geneva and New Delhi, was concerned
with evolving aid and trade policies that

will give all the developing countries a
chance to make progress.

But within that broad framework, the
conference in Chile's capital over a six-
week span in April and May devoted spe-
cial attention to the needs of the least-
developed - the 25 nation states of the
Third World that had been classified as
the "hard core least developed among the
developing nations". A review of UNC-
TAD's approach to this question involves
an examination of the way in which the
action program came into existence, its
rele-;ance to the real needs of the least-
developed countries and its likely devel-
opme.ntal impact on them.

It is difficult, however, to discuss the
acti:-.n program without defining in devel-
opment terms what we mean by the least-
dev;^loped among the developing nations.
This is a complex problem heavily depend-
ent on value judgments as to what devel-
opmmt is and how to achieve it.

The term "hard-core least-developed"
furt' .er defines the continuum of develop-
mer Lal stages between rich and poor. Pre-
sumribly this continuum graphically dis-
play> the picture of economic and social
evol,;tion from the most unsuccessful eco-
nom<c unit to the most successful. But how
do v2 define success in economic and social
tern-<; - viability, material comfort, con-
tent%aent, energetic creativity, health, lit-
erac ;, long life? Even if we could agree on
a qL_ality that represents success, there re-
mai.:s the difficulty of quantifying it for
the purpose of graphic display. Some
mat:,ematical indicators of economic
grov. th do exist. Growth rate, gross domes-
tic ,3roduct (GDP) per capita, sectoral
indi;:_ators such as literacy-rate and share

of manufacturing in the economy are the
major ones. It would seem, however, that
all are inadequate as measures of success.
It is easy to use a numerical concept such
as GDP , per capita as a yardstick for
development, but it only measures average
income. It fails to measure the distribution
of wealth and, in failing to do so, glosses
over the existence of impoverished sections
of a population. Surely the reduction of
poverty is the problem we should be con-
cerned with in development. But we have
no mathematical formulae to describe the
transfer of welfare or the way in which
population expansion, political decisions
and other factors may impede such trans-
fers.

Why not Bangladesh?
If the reduction of poverty is our goal in
development assistance, why do India,
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Indonesia not
appear on the list of hard-core least-
developed? The answer given by the UN
body responsible for identifying the least-
developed was that those four countries
possess the internal resources to improve
their status without massive outside assist-
ance. In other words, they are capable of
pulling themselves up by their own boot-
straps. This is not the case with those
nations that have been identified as the
hard-core least-developed. The latter are
slow-growers because of their physical re-
moteness from world markets and their
lack of developed human and material re-
sources.

The 25 nations classified as the
least- developed are :

Afghanistan Laos Somalia

Bhutan Lesotho Sudan

Botswana Malawi Tanzania

Burundi Maldives Uganda

Chad Mali Upper Volta

Dahomey Nepal Western Samoa

Ethiopia Niger Yemen

Guinea Rwanda

Haiti Sikkim
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In more precise terms, the criteria
used to identify the least-developed coun-
tries were:

Number of nations
may lack potential
for development

- gross domestic product per capita
under $100;

- manufacturing share in total prod-
uct less than 10 per cent;

- literate adult population over 15
years under 20 per cent of popu-
lation.

These countries have certain other char-
acteristics than those used to identify them.
Many of them are landlocked, or not easily
accessible from the major trading-routes.
The majority lack petroleum or significant
mineral resources; some have insufficient
navigable waterways, or terrain unfavour-
able to beasts of burden, accompanied by
a complete or partial lack of rail network.
Their economies are heavily dependent on
subsistence agriculture; their export
structure is undiversified; their growth-
rate is poor; their mortality level is high.
Their populations are often nomadic; they
lack cohesive, large internal markets. They
also suffer from the lack of administrative
infrastructure and the high unemployment
that afflict all developing countries.

The most significant symptom of a
least-developed country appears to be a
slow rate of growth. This suggests that
these countries are facing difficulties of a
special kind and that the measures in aid
and other fields taken to help the devel-
oping countries in general have been less
effective in such cases.

Certain of the characteristics that
have been mentioned, such as the lack of
petroleum and other significant supplies of
mineral resources, suggest that some of
these countries may lack potential for
development. With this in mind, one may
ask whether it was worth while to under-
take an action program on their behalf. If
the majority of these countries lack poten-
tial for development, would not welfare
payments in perpetuity from the developed
countries be a theoretically realistic solu-
tion? Perhaps - but significant petroleum
and mineral resources may yet be dis-
covered. Dryland farming and water-con-
servation techniques may be developed
and change their development prospects
radically. In the meantime, much can be
done to modernize the economies and de-
velop the human-resource potentials of the
least-developed.

These ideas suggest not only the de-
sirability but also the necessary main lines
of an action program for the least-devel-
oped. Ideally, it should attempt to survey
in detail the needs and potential of each of
the least-developed countries. It should

concentrate on research into gene-all
recognized problems such as water cot
servation and dryland farming. Incre isec
technical assistance should be forthcorzinyl
to build up administrative infrastructure,
and communications and financial net 3 fo!
a modern market economy. Export-or^ ent.
ed industries must be developed if th
least-developed countries are to ha=-e a
chance to gain an equitable share of v orld
trade. In order to undertake these a(tivi.
ties, of course, more development as,ist.
ance is needed from the developed c)un.
tries and international institutions o-,er a
long period of time. Even more impor'ant,
a fresh approach to the setting of prior .tie;
and the choice of projects to be implerr ent.
ed is needed. For example, the UN Dc vel.
opment Program might be asked to urder.
take small-scale capital projects - w iicl,
it is not currently authorized to do -- tc
speed up the process of development ir th(
least-developed countries.

Three-point program
The action program approved by the d&
veloped and developing countries at ' )an.
tiago incorporated these ideas and a hos^
of others of rather more marginal us ^ful
ness. Its major components include on
mercial policy measures, aid measures and
a procedure for reviewing the pro^ res^
made in implementing the action progr..m.

There were three important ur der
takings by the developed countries or be
half of the least-developed countries ir th^
area of commercial policy. First her
agreed that, in pre-financing buffer o- re
serve stocks, the least-developed coun rie:
should, in principle, be exempted t ron
paying their share or, if this were nc
possible, assistance should be give; ç t
alleviate the financial burden on tl.em
Secondly, the developed countries ag ee(
that, in current and future multila` era
negotiations to reduce tariff and non-t irifl
barriers, special consideration shouh i b^
given to products of interest to the hast
developed countries. Basically this m>an:
that developed countries agreed that ir th'
course of the 1973 GATT negotiat iori
products of interest to the least-devel )ped
countries, such as coffee, oils and oil s(ed-1
cotton, and hides and skins, could be (ealt
with first. Although there is no undei tak-
ing to this effect, it is also possible tha
"special consideration" may mean tha tht
tariff cuts on those products migh bé
larger.

The third major concession to thé
least-developed countries by the devel )pec
countries was an agreement to extenc thF
scope of the generalized system of pr 4er-
ences to include agricultural, mineral an^
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he Canadian delegation to the UNCTAD
si^)ns was headed initially by Senator

aul Martin, Government leader in the
1pp,r Chamber, with Donald McPhail,
anc?dian Ambassador to Venezuela,
rvi,cg in his place when Senator Martin
turned to Ottawa. Pictured are some
em ^^ers of the Canadian delegation during

ne s^ssion in Santiago. front row
eft :.o right) Maurice Rochon, Trade

andicraft products of interest to the least-
developed countries. In Canada's case,
agric ;.ltural and handicraft products are
^rea^y included in its preference offer.
aw -naterials, including minerals for in-

Lstr_al processing, are, in general, allow-
ed in o Canada at very low duty or duty
iee. i lowever, the undertaking to consider
4 ter. 3ing the generalized systems of pref-
Tenc---s to these products will have some
T po:-iance to the European countries.

might be worth while to ask what
f ect these concessions can have on the

vei,,pment of the economies of the least-
devel•)ped countries. Assistance in the pre-
jnan:_ing of buffer stocks or exemption
om he payments could assist the least-

^ vel,,ped countries by liberating foreign
e^rcha,ige, which in most of their cases is
{ery -imited, for other uses such as the
purcb ase of equipment and supplies to
^vel-: p and continue the operation of their
expor" -oriented industries. The result,
^owe = er, of releasing this additional for-
elgn,:xchange would not have as large a
^ulti^;lier effect on the economies of the
1 ast-'eveloped countries and would,

eret:;rre, be of less direct benefit than
herher <neasures, such as tariff reductions,

tl eir produce. The decision to give

and Commerce Department, Mr. McPhail,
and Senator Martin; back row, David
Roberts, Finance Department, Eric
Bergbusch, External Affairs Department,
Counsellor at the Canadian Permanent
Mission to the UN in Geneva, William
Dobell, executive assistant to Mr. Martin,
and Mrs. Margaret Catley-Carlson,
External Affairs Department, Aid and
Development Division.

special consideration to products of inter-
est to the least-developed countries in
multilateral tariff negotiations raises the
possibility that there may be a multiplier
effect on the economies of the least-devel-
oped countries if their access to the mar-
kets of the wealthy developed countries
and the centrally planned economies of
Eastern Europe is really improved.

The likelihood of positive repercus-
sions, however, is limited by two factors:
(1) the products concerned are primary
products and may, therefore, have little
multiplier effect in the economy; and (2)
any tariff cuts that are made for these
products will not offer special advantages
to the least-developed countries but will
merely maintain their competitive status
with other producers of the same products.
The effect of the possible extension of the
duration of the generalized system of pref-
erences for a long-enough period to permit
the least-developed countries to benefit
from the scheme could be of great value
to them. But its value depends on the
development, over the next few years, of
significant export-oriented products in
which GSP offers were made. In sum-
mation, one could say that the measures
adopted in the field of commercial policy
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Proposal at Santiago...

At the UNCTAD conference in Santi-
ago, Canada proposed that donor na-
tions increase by one third the amount
of concessional aid to developing coun-
tries channelled through multilateral
financial agencies. This proposal was
discussed in UNCTAD's finance com-
mittee, but no final action was taken on
it. The proposal on concessional financ-
ing was included in the. report of the
conference.

The Canadian proposal was put be-
fore UNCTAD III by Senator Paul Mar-
tin Government leader in the Upper
Chamber and head of Canada's delega-
tion at Santiago, in a speech to the con-
ference that brought together delegates
from 141 countries. In this portion of
his statement, Mr. Martin said:

" Canada believes that increas-
ing amounts of development assistance
are needed on soft terms if the devel-
oping countries are to advance toward
a minimally acceptable standard of liv-
ing within a reasonable period. We rec-
ognize that both the quality and the
volume of assistance are important.

Canada, for its part, has accepted
the international targets for total flows
and official development assistance.
While we have been unable to accept
deadlines for their achievement, we see
the targets as incentives to developed
countries to continue increasing the
amount of their development assistance.

for the least-developed countries are of
very slight immediate value to them. In
the longer term, they are, however, of
value, if their industrial-development pro-
grams over the course of the next ten or so
years are pursued with energy and success.

Aid measures
The aid measures agreed upon in the con-
text of the action program for the least-
developed countries give more reason for
optimism. The principal measures agreed
upon by the developed countries include
the acceptance of a recommendation that
they increase their aid flows to the least-
developed countries through both bilateral
and multilateral channels. Further, they
agreed to study the possibility and desir-
ability of establishing a special fund speci-
fically for the least-developed countries.
The developed countries also agreed that,
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And we ourselves have made significant
advances. Since UNCTAD II, Canadian
appropriations for development assist-
ance have increased at an average an-
nual rate of 15 per cent while our G:VP
has only increased at about half that
rate.

". .. There is a related area of c)n-
cern to Canada. Although flows of con-
cessional aid through major multilate °a1
institutions now amount to about $1..5
billion a year, it is apparent that de-
veloping countries require additio-ial
resources on concessional terms. S^v-
eral proposals have been put forwarc to
increase the transfer of resources to de-
veloping countries. It is in this cont 3xt
that Canada would propose that this
conference accept an objective of $2-
billion for concessional financing
through the multilateral agencies. We
would hope that the funding of th se
agencies might reach this figure as and
when new levels of subscription re
agreed upon. This proposed increase in
resources would be distributed
through such institutions as the I')A
(International Development Associa-
tion), UNDP (United Nations Devel )p-
ment Program) and the regional e-
velopment banks. If this one third in-
crease in the program were accepted in-
ternationally, Canada would be prep ar-
ed to shoulder a proportionate sharF of
the burden.. . ."

in identifying projects for the least-iev
oped countries, more flexible c ite
would be used, and they recommende d t
international institutions such as t:ie
ternational Development Associatic 1
the United Nations Development Pr- igr
adopt the same flexible approach.
conceded that it would be extreme y
portant to offer increased technical ïtssi
ance to the least-developed countries in
field of administration and undert ,ok
recommend that individual, in-depth Co
try surveys of each of the least-dev 1o
countries be conducted to determin( th
needs and development pôtential.

It can be seen that the measures in
aid field correspond more to the F„es
real needs of the least-developed cor nt
than the measures agreed upon in the tv
field. If these measures are pursue:i,'
cessfully, they will make commercial pol
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The process of negotiating this action
p gram at UNCTAD III confirmed many
o the features of UNCTAD confrontation

pitics. The principal paradox was that
hopes of the least-developed countries,
embodied in the first draft of their

r olvtion, far exceeded what was polit-
ic 11y attainable, and may even have gone
b ond what was needed.

The second feature was that the facade
nity among the developing countries as

whole, the Group of 77, masked only
ghtly an unwillingness of the more-
eloped to countenance any measure to
p their least-developed friends which
ght have any adverse effect on the more-

de?veloped.

Although the action program adopted
UNCTAD III did not reach the level of
hopes of the least-developed countries,
i^chievement embodied in the action

P gram is real and corresponds closely to
real needs of the least-developed coun-

es. Whether It has any hope of achieving
puxpose of moving them into the cate-

S of developing countries with normal

growth-rates will depend very much on
several factors. The first is luck. If the
surveys reveal in individual cases that
certain countries are destitute of natural
wealth, there is very little hope that they
can become viable economic entities unless
they can develop a tourist potential. Even
if their natural wealth is adequate, their
ability to enter into world trade on a more
adequate footing and to improve their
economic state will depend very much on
political decisions taken by the govern-
ments of the least-developed countries
about how to develop their resources.

The action program adopted at San-
tiago is a statement of our intentions and
earnest hopes. Its potential as a means of
assisting the least-developed countries de-
pends on the way in which both sides move
to implement it.

Miss Fletcher is a member of the policy
branch of the Canadian International
Development Agency who served on the
Canadian delegation at the UNCTAD
sessions in Santiago. Articles assessing
the overall results of UNCTAD III will
be published in the next issue of
International Perspectives.

nada's five-point program ...

ring the sessions of the Sixth Committee
of'UNCTAD in Santiago, the C a n a d i a n
Negation in its submission outlined five

se tial to progress in resolving the prob-

cial measures which it considered es-

+s of the least-developed countries.
ese included:
(1) Immediate attention to provision

of ncreased technical assistance in partic-
r areas. In the bilateral field, the Cana-
n^_elegation considered "training in
nornic planning, project identification

a 1 ir_iplementation to be very important
if he least-developed countries are to be-
co e fully masters of their own destiny".

(2) Individual country surveys of the
pVsical resources and development poten-
ti I Of each of these countries - possibly
b an international agency such as the
U ited Nations Development Program.

(3) Progress in rural development,
e bracing production, marketing and
co mFnity development activities. "Since
tU a gricultural sector dominates the

nornies of the least-developed coun-
s, we believe progress here is essential

their development prospects, especially
si ce the agricultural sector must provide

marketable surpluses to supnort urbaniza-
tion and industrialization . . . ."

(4) Regional co-operation among the
developing countries aimed at speeding up
the development process for all. Such co-
operation "could offer an opportunity to
link assistance to the landlocked and least-
developed countries, especially in the de-
velopment of transport and marketing
facilities".

(5) An increase in the financial re-
sources available to the least-developed
countries - a measure without which none
of the other activities can take place. The
submission noted that Canada's bilateral
assistance will continue to be oriented to-
ward a few countries of concentration. But
a significant proportion of aid will be pro-
vided on a multilateral basis. Canada is
giving serious consideration to earmark-
ing a portion of these funds to the least-
developed nations. One possibility is al-
location to them of a portion of Canada's
increasing contribution to the UNDP.

(Summary and quoted passages from

statement of Canadian delegation to

Sixth Committee, April 24, 1972).
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Possible sources of conflict
after the Sino-American thaw
By Roger Dial

In the events of mankind, Richard Nixon's
stroll on the Great Wall of China is taken
to be of the order of feats performed by
John Glenn and Moses. Having said this,
however, it remains difficult to assess the
future impact of the visit or explain how
the détente in fact came into being. A mul-

titude of factors surely lay behind the sur-
prising thaw. Indeed, the biologist with a
theoretical understanding of the genesis of
life is probably better equipped than the
international relations specialist to explain
the complex and rare configuration of

forces that allowed or caused the policy
shifts in China and the United States at
this time. It is quite apparent that the
Sino-American rapprochement, if it is
that, came on President Nixon's initiative.
Our focus here, however, will essentially
be on the C h i n e s e side. Why were the
Chinese willing and prepared to move into
accord with the United States after more
than two decades of hostility?

One should probably say at the outset
that, from the Chinese perspective, a
patching up of Sino-American relations
has been a possibility at other junctures
since the late 1940s. In particular, the sum-
mer of 1955 saw a most conciliatory China.
A brief reconstruction of that situation
may, in fact, be instructive.

The Americans had recently completed
the construction of a containment instru-
ment for their policy against Communism
in Asia (Southeast Asia Treaty Organiza-
tion, September 1954). The Taiwan Straits
crisis that lasted from September 1954
until April 1955 revealed a military stale-
mate, and indeed served to formalize the

Mr. Dial is assistant Professor of
Political Science at Dalhousie
University and a member of the
University's Centre for Foreign Policy
Studies. An analyst of Chinese foreign
policy, he has written articles in this
field of interest for the Dalhousie
Review, the Journal of Asian Studies
and Pacific Affairs. The views expressed
in this article are those of the author.
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Formosa-American defence alliance (D
cember 1954). The military side of th
Sino-Soviet alliance was very mu c;i i

question in the wake of the Korean Nai
not to mention Nikita Khruschov's w,ae
support during the Taiwan crisis (Oc obi
1954). The non-aligned states, led b:- th
Colombo "powers", were on the diplor iat
offensive in reaction to bipolarism in ge:
eral and American alliance-buildi_ig
particular. China's clearest option w is t
align itself with the non-aligned. The Bai
dung Conference (April 1955) pro-ide
China with friends, a forum separate fro
the Soviet Union and a diplomatic acva:
tage over the Americans to compensa e f
the very obvious military and strateg c ai
vantage of the United States. The ('ipl
matic advantage, of course, could ha,
been lost by a lesser statesman than Ch
En-lai. But 1955 found Chou at the peak.
his power internally and fully capal le
making foreign policy decisions on th^ fl,
as it were.

By the end of July 1955, the i nte.
national images of Chou and John Fostr
Dulles were caricatures of their respc cti`
countries: Chou, the reasonable, undE rdo,
proponent of compromise and concili^ tio•
Dulles, the intransigent, sabre-ra tl'
proponent of unnegotiable armed coi tai:
ment. Dulles had, in fact, been succe isfi:
in his own terms, in implementirg
European-style containment policy i i tr.
Orient. Only the image was distastefu , ar.
that, of course, was the source of Ch .ne:
and non-aligned strength. To polish u p t}-
image, the Americans agreed to talk wi:
the Chinese (contrast to the vivid pi .tu'
of Dulles refusing to shake Chou Er
hand in the previous year at Geneva .^'
bilateral talks began on August
Geneva (later switched to Warsaw , b'
were doomed to failure. The Chinese van
ed American recognition, a U.S. mi: ita
withdrawal from Taiwan, trade an( Cu
tural exchange and a seat in the Unit
Nations. The Americans wanted 4) n
tionals being held in China and sc,.rce
anything more. One side was dissat isfic
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th the status quo and compelled to
ke compromises in changing it. The

o lier side was satisfied with the status

q o, indeed the architect of it. The Chi-
n,e position wasn't stationary by any
means, nor was Chou's internal authority.
Tilat opportunity to reverse the direction

Sino-American relations had been lost.0

Côntext of 1971-72
1 o general aspects of the present situa-

ti n are auspicious by comparison to the
1^55 configuration. Chou En-lai is again at

e top of the Chinese political heap, with
de personal discretionary power. And
e United States could scarcely be less
pp-y with its international situation. The

1eadership question does appear to be cru-
l. With his ingenious adviser, Henry
ssinger, Richard Nixon has reorganizeda
e r'a.merican foreign policy system in
ch a way as to make it work for him as
has for no other President. How long he
n iranipulate the bureaucracy and main-
in a personal initiative in the foreign
)licy field is open to question.

The similarly unique power position
Chou En-lai has, of course, come into

,ing through a different process. In a
nse, China was a divided polity before
e Cultural Revolution. The division was
merally most apparent in the contradic-

o

n; etween the revolutionary national®
elhos and the pragmatic policy behaviour

a well-institutionalized bureaucracy.
ly through considerable introspection
d calculated attack was the division
ansf ormed into conflicting groups. A
volLtion, after all, must have two sides
an enemy to conquer. But China is no

1 nge- a divided polity, except perhaps in
r gioral terms. Bureaucracy and expertise

ive been the survivors, if not the out-
^oke 1 victors, in the epic drama of "cul-
ral revolution". And Chou En-lai is the
idis,?uted architect, protector and master
the state bureaucracy, with particularly
ose t ies to the foreign relations organiza-0
ns. His authority is probably morema

Jable and long-term (ignoring his age)
an that of Nixon or Brezhnev. For the
vie* leader there is the "Khrushchov

path'` (the garden and the illicit memoir)
oul:i he take a tack in foreign affairs
popular with his party colleagues. At the
me time, Nixon's rare licence in foreign
licy could disappear rapidly should the

^aditional powers in the American foreign
polic3- process (State, Defense, CIA) out-

arh

nk the Kissinger task force.
Flthough an auspicious leadership

^ïguration was surely an important,
taps necessary, feature, it alone was not

sponsible for the Nixon-Chou cordiali-

Great leaps forward

ties. Other factors need consideration.
First of all, what brought out the Chinese
red carpet so fast for Kissinger and Nixon?
Was Taiwan the calling-card?

Pragmatic on Taiwan
The Chinese have demonstrated a thor-
oughly pragmatic approach to the Taiwan
question since the establishment of the
regime in 1949. The only position they have
not taken in that time is one of writing-off
the island province and its satellites. A
well-planned amphibious assault was the
first tack. Unfortunately, the prolonged
preparations aborted with the Korean War
and the intervention of the American navy
in the Taiwan Straits. By 1953, there was
little hope of a military solution - war re-
sources had been squandered on the
Korean campaign, and the Americans had
moved into something of an alliance with
Taipei, albeit inexplicit and ambiguous
from the m a i n 1 a n d perspective. Thus,
China sought a multilateral diplomatic
solution by way of having the Korean
peace talks include other Far Eastern
questions, in particular Taiwan.

This approach having failed, China
returned to a combative position in the
autumn and spring of 1954-5. Marginal
success was achieved regarding some off-
shore islands, but the campaign also stim-
ulated a formal Taipei-Washington secur-
ity pact. Chou next announced in 1955 that
the PRC was prepared to take up the Tai-
wan question on a bilateral basis with the
United States. Though such talks were, in
fact, initiated, they did not lead to a return
of Taiwan to the mainland, nor did the
direct offers of autonomous status and an
honourable position for Chiang bear fruit.
By 1958, a military posture was again as-
sumed, but this time with the rather lim-
ited objective of assuming control of
Quemoy. On Chinese initiative, the War-

Neither talks
nor direct offers
produced change
in Taiwan status
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saw talks were begun again in September
1958 and, while no concessions were made
on ultimate rights to Taiwan, alleviation of
the Quemoy "thorn" was the immediate
diplomatic objective.

We do not know, of course, exactly
how Taiwan features in the Sino-American
thaw. The Americans can no'more deliver
Taiwan to China than the Chinese can de-
liver South Vietnam to the United States.
But a mutual "interest-out" agreement
seems a likely trade-off. Neither Hanoi nor
Taipei can sustain their position over the
long haul without their present allies. The
Chinese leadership is no doubt prepared to
be patient if the ultimate outcome is as-
sured. As for their "unbreakable bond"
with Hanoi - well, there is the June 1954
precedent for "compromise", and I imagine
such a double sell-out would come as a
greater shock in Taipei than in Hanoi.

At a more general level, the Chinese
constellation was positively oriented to the
Nixon orbit by the beginning of the 1970s.
There have probably been only two major

President Nixon helps China's Premier
Chou En-lai take off his coat before
the beginning of their historic series
of meetings in Peking in February. On
his return to Washington, the President
described the visit as the Mnecessary
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complex Chinese foreign-policy formula.
tions or phases since 1949. Both had at
their core essential questions of national
defence. The first phase consisted cf an
alliance with the Soviet Union and Corn.
munist-bloc solidarity. Traditional Chinese
interests and geopolitics from the begin-
ning militated against a perfect union or
thoroughly functional alliance. Long b Aore
the last bit of cement melted from that
package of international relations. the
Chinese had set about constructing aa al-
ternative international alignment
for themselves in the Afro-Asian v orld.
To do this, the Chinese did not have to
invent non-alignment, anti-colonialis,n or
revolutionary movements. All of these ele•
ments were available in great abundance
from roughly 1955 to 1965. What they were
required to do was facilitate the uniy of
those forces and fashion them into the kind
of alliance or bloc that would alter the
bipolar system into a tripolar one - a sys-
tem that would offer China the secarity
lost more than a century earlier. Unfor-

W ide Worl I Plwia

beginning" of a new relationship with
the People's Republic of China. "We
have started the long process of
building a bridge across the gulf
that separates the Chinese and Amer ican
people," Mr. Nixon said.
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nnately, the clays of non-alignment, anti-
olonialism, and revolution were of differ-
nt textures and unwieldy. What began at
andung in 1955 crumbled into absolute
isunity at Algiers in 1965.

Though half a decade has passed since
hina's two major foreign-policy ventures
ame to naught, no alternative had been
xplored. The years were ones of intro-
pection. Ironically, as the Chinese passed

the time in internal struggle, the United
States' postwar policy of containment and
nti-Communism met its gruesome end in

South east Asia. As Chou En-lai and Chen
i once appeared frantic in the vain last-
'tch struggle for Afro-Asian unity, John-
on and Nixon have taken strong measures
n vain to make an archaic policy work
n Indochina. In a very real sense, the
nited States has found itself without

nuch of Nixon's unparalleled summitry
e Nixon answer comes virtually un-

ltered from one of Henry Kissinger's
ooks - a concert of the great and middle
owers to replace armed bipolarity.

Gains for China
fust how much Kissinger's new order will
erve Chinese national interests remains to
)e seen. Indeed, we cannot be sure yet how
nuch of Nixon's unparalleled summitry
,vill fade with the newsreels, not to speak
>f the forthcoming American elections.
3owever, if we suppose for the moment
hat the concert is real, that the Soviet,
kmerican and Chinese leaders have gen-
iinely agreed to reduce the tensions and
)eacefully resolve the problems between
,hernselves, what, may we ask, is in it for
Mina? Taiwan is the obvious first plum.
)ne may expect diminished tension on
he Sino-Soviet frontier. No doubt there
vouid be access to broader trade to facili-
;ate the economic expansion that almost
:erta'=nly will be the Chinese priority in
he coming decade. A voice in the United
Vati(,,ns has, of course, already fallen to
,hem. Most of all, of course, it means that
1hina would no longer be encircled and
)eleaguered by Soviet and American hos-
iliti%, That end has been the preoccupation
f Chinese foreign-policy makers for the
ust two decades; is it possible that they
^ould reject it now?

However, the grand Metternichian de-
ign for peace in our time may not be the
ana^ea that it seems. It is a "big boys"'
olution to a peculiar "big boy" problem.

To be sure, the thought of a world without
Sino-Soviet, Sino-American and Soviet-
American cold wars is comforting. But the
big boys probably cannot resolve the prob-
lems of the little boys. They may well dis-
regard the interests of the lesser states
and, worse yet, disagree about what is
good for them. This is simply to say that
the concert of the super-powers will solve
what is essentially a rare and l i m i t e d
source of international systemic disfunc-
tion - i.e., fear, suspicion and ideological
antagonism. The ongoing major source of
systematic disfunction - hard, real con-
flicts of national interests - requires an-
other kind of machinery. Perhaps the
United Nations could become such a ma-
chinery if divorced from the Security
Council; perhaps not.

The issue is particularly pertinent to
China for several reasons. The Chinese
often speak of "problems left over from
history", by which they mean debts owed
by the former imperialist powers. Unlike
the assault on so many other states and
cultures that succumbed to colonialism, the
assault on China was prolonged and ulti-
mately incomplete, albeit narrowly. Where
others were swallowed up whole, to be re-
born more or less whole as the empires
were dismantled, China was taken apart
territorially, materially, and psycho-cul-
turally in a piecemeal fashion. Even with-
out the Cold War atmosphere, the solution
of these problems will be highly complex
and conflictual.

Secondly, China is a large state with
multidimensional international interests.
At many levels - e.g., arms control - it
is the newcomer. Its interests have n o t
been represented, or even considered, in
existing accords, and one may expect that
they will take the unpopular position of
"undoing some of the a 1 r e a d y done".
China's largeness as a state also means that
it will have a big stake in the "future
issues" - environment, seabed, fisheries,
for example.

Conflicting interests are inevitable.
When do little conflicts of interest become
big ones? Quite clearly, the end of the Cold
War, if that is the Nixon-Chou-Brezhnev
aim, does not in any sense mean peace.
Conflict is here to stay, and the Chinese
are likely to be in the thick of it. The
Nixon-Chou talks were an instance of in-
ternational politics, not an end to inter-
national politics.

The big boys . . .
may well disregard
the interests of
the lesser states'
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The Law of the Sea conference v
factors behind Canada's stanc e
By J. Alan Beesley

The United Nations on December 17, 1970,
took a decision of considerable importance
to Canada. The world body decided that a
third UN Conference on the Law of the
Sea would be held in 1973 if necessary
preparations could be made by then. The
first two such conferences were held in
1958 and 1960.

In Resolution 2750 adopted at the UN
General Assembly's twenty-fifth session in
1970, it was agreed that among the sub-
jects to be included on the agenda of a
third conference were "the establishment
of an equitable international regime - in-
cluding an international machinery -for
the area and the resources of the seabed
and the ocean floor, and the subsoil there-
of, beyond the limits of national jurisdic-
tion, a precise definition of the area, and a
broad range of related issues including
those concerning the regimes of the high
seas, the continental shelf, the territorial
sea (including the question of its breadth
and the question of international straits)
and contiguous zone, fishing and conserva-
tion of the living resources of the high seas
(including the question of the preferential
rights of coastal States), the preservation
of the marine environment (including, in-
ter alia, the prevention of pollution) and
scientific research".

The decision was arrived at after
many weeks of negotiation, with some
countries arguing that all that was needed
was a conference limited to three issues:
breadth of the territorial sea, passage
through straits, and coastal fishing rights.
Others, including, in particular, Canada,
argued that any approach to redeveloping
the Law of the Sea must be comprehensive
and must deal with the whole range of
issues left unresolved or resolved imper-
fectly at the first conferences. The Cana-
dian delegation played an active part in the
negotiations and in fact chaired the final
rounds of negotiations that reached agree-
ment. As a consequence, it was the Canadi-
an delegation that introduced the "com-
promise" resolution into the UN and read
into the record a number of "understand-
ings" relating to the decision.
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Canadians may wonder why Ca iada
has taken and is continuing to take su; h an
active interest in resolving the variou; con-
tentious issues of the Law of the See and
of the environment. The answer ca i be
deduced in part simply by looking at a map
of Canada. Canada is obviously a ccastal
state. It is said to have either the lo ;gest
or the second-longest coastline ir the
world, and that is the first fact of 1^. ?e in
determining Canada's approach to ar r at-
tempt to resolve Law of the Sea issu s. A
second major fact of life, which is not luite
so evident, is that Canada is not a: iajor
maritime power with an extensive ;hip-
ping fleet, and this affects the Can, than
position considerably, compared, fo ex-
ample, to that of many other Wes ern
states. A third important fact of life is that
Canada is a coastal fishing nation int( rest-
ed in preserving the living resources i i the
waters adjacent to its coasts rather tl an a
distant-water fishing nation.

These three facts,.or factors, te, d to
group Canada with other coastal statE >, in-
cluding, in particular, those of atin
America, but the matter is more cor plex
than that. Canada is also one of the ; iajor
trading nations of the world, and, as uch,
interested as much as any state in r-ain-
taining freedom of commercial navig, `ion.
Given the lack of a Canadian merc: ntile
fleet, the Canadian approach to cE tain
questions such as flag-state jurisdi tion,
especially flags of convenience, is u ider-
standably different from that of r ajor
flag states, however close Canada's rela-
tions with such states may be. An ol: ious
example is the relevance to the wo id of
today of present international law con-
cerning flag-state jurisdiction to the )rob-
lem of pollution by oil-tankers.

Continental shelf
Yet another factor influencing the ( ana-
dian position on the Law of the Sea is 1at,
unlike many other coastal states (ir, 1ud-
ing most of the Latin American st- tes),
Canada has a huge continental shelf .om-
prising an area amounting to almo t 40
per cent of its land-mass. It is consi, ered
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o be the second-largest continental shelf quired to develop its offshore resources
n the world, exceeded only by that of the (or considers that it does, which may have

t.S.S.R., and is said to comprise approxi- the same consequence in policy terms).

the ;.lobe. But, at the same time, Canada

Tnately two million square miles. Moreover
anada's continental shelf, like that of
rgcntina, is deeply glaciated, with the

f onsequence that it extends to great depths
at c(^nsiderable distances off Canada's
coast in the north and off its east coast, so
ihat simple distance or depth formulas for
defining the outer limits of the continental
shelf have little relevance to the Canadian
',situation. Thus, not surprisingly, Canada
icontinues to support the "exploitability
est" laid down in the 1958 Geneva Con-

Ivention, defining the outer edge of the
continental shelf in terms of the limits of
éxploitability and the recent decision of
the international Court of Justice in the
Vort;i Sea continental shelf case. This de-
cisio:: affirmed that the continental shelf
was not some artificial, highly theoretical
'or abstract concept but the actual physical
éxtention seaward of the submerged land-
inass

I ',,.nother factor of some importance is
,that Canada is not a major power. Al-
thout=h Canada is an ally of some of the
worlc;.'s major Western powers and there-
fore ; o some extent shares their preoccu-
patio.^ s concerning global Western naval
'stratf gy, at the same time it has much in
common with other coastal states con-
cerne•d about their own security interests,
particilarly those involved in naval pas-
'sage t arough straits, close to their shores.

Anoti er significant factor is that Canada
Is a non-nuclear power and is deeply com-
mitte..': to disarmament, and this has af-
fected Canada's approach to such questions
âs the Arms Control Treaty and the de-
nucle, rization of the seabed. Not surpris-
ingly, ',here has been a distinctly Canadian
àppro.: ch on that issue (as on most others
in the related field of disarmament and en-
vironr2ental protection in international lawi
in ge;:,<<,ral).

t another factor, or rather a range
ofcon: iderations, influencing Canada's ap-
proac' to the Law of the Sea issues is that
Canac a is at one and the same time both a
develc _)ed and a developing country. This
dichot:;my of perspective has particular
applic: tion to the offshore, that is to say
the co tinental shelf. Canada has the tech-
nolog^ developing countries desire, gained
the h,,: rd way by learning through doing,
and i.: this respect Canadians probably
rank °. mongst the foremost in the world.
Canacï an experts can be found involved in
drillir. ; operations and offshore explora-
ion c ^erations in widely-scattered parts

lacks he vast amount of risk capital re-a

Huge investments
Exploration and exploitation of the petro-
leum resources of the seabed involve huge
investments. On this issue, Canada's point
of view is more analogous to that of devel-
oping countries concerned about control-
ling such investments in their interests
than to that of many developed countries
which are primarily concerned to protect
their own investments in offshore explora-
tion and exploitation operations near other
countries' coasts from being nationalized.
Canada tends to be more interested in
guarding and protecting its own resources
on its own continental shelf.

It is not surprising, perhaps, that it
was a Canadian delegation that first pro-
posed, in a UN forum, in September 1971
in the Sixth (Legal) Committee, that it
was time for the world organization, to
consider developing a code of ethics lead-
ing ultimately to a multilateral treaty to
regulate the activities of multinational
corporations. The Canadian proposal was
based on the argument that, if states had
long been the subjects of international law,
and individuals were now the objects of
international law, as in the Human Rights
Conventions for example, why not attempt
to develop international law applicable to
the large multinational or transnational
entities, many of them with budgets bigger
than those of most Western governments,
which were regulated on a hit-and-miss
basis by unharmonized national legislation.
The application of such an initiative to the
question of pollution havens suggests the
need for the development not only of trade
law on these questions but of international
law.

Connected with this aspect of the
problem is one that is becoming increas-
ingly important in Canada at present, and
that is the whole issue of foreign owner-
ship and control of multinational corpora-
tions. Merely to consider in a superficial
manner the range of problems raised by
the possibilities brought about by new
technology to exploit the non-living re-
sources of the continental shelf and the
seabed beyond national jurisdiction is to be
aware of the complexities of the problem.
In the exercise of "sovereign rights" over
the continental-shelf mineral resources,
pursuant to the 1958 Continental S h e 1 f
Convention to which Canada is a party, the
problem is perceived through the perspec-
tive of a country which requires a very
clear-cut, authoritative interface for deal-
ing with companies drilling off its shores -

Time to consider
a code of ethics
for governing
multinational
firms
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Canadian laws
geared to faster
exploration
and exploitation
of resources

particularly with respect to pollution con-
trol, but also on many other commercial
and economic issues. (This explains why
Canadian legislation administered by the
Department of Energy, Mines and Re-
sources and by the Department of Indian
Affairs and Northern Development is as
tough as any in the world, both on pollu-
tion control and on such matters as the
terms for exploration and exploitation of

offshore mineral resources. However,

Canada's laws on these questions are
development-oriented and deliberately
designed to encourage exploration and ex-
ploitation of resources. It is that element
that makes Canadian legislation rather in-
teresting to developing countries and this
is why Canada's delegation has spent much
time in the UN Seabed Committee ex-
plaining the approach embodied in Can-

ada's legislation.)

Innocent passage
Another factor in the Canadian position is
that, although Canada supports the gen-
eral conception of the widest possible free-
dom of commercial navigation consistent
with environmental protection and coastal
state security, Canadians are understand-
ably sensitive about the need to redevelop
and "modernize" the conception of "in-
nocent passage" through such straits as
Canada's Northwest Passage. Under what
conditions can loaded oil-tankers be cap-
able of innocent passage of such straits?
An additional and related factor is that
Canada has already established the 12-
mile territorial sea, which has long been
claimed by the U.S.S.R. but is not accept-
ed by Canada's major ally, the United

States, except as a part of a comprehensive
settlement of outstanding Law of the Sea
issues. (As a result of Canada's 12-mile
territorial sea, Canada has control of the
eastern (Barrow Strait) as well as the
western (Prince of Wales Straits) "gate-
ways" to the Northwest Passage, whether
or not other states accept Canada's long-
standing claim that the waters of the Arctic
archipelago are Canadian.)

Another factor in determining Can-
ada's approach to the third Law of the Sea
Conference relates to the question of free-
dom of scientific research. While, like
other technologically-developed states,
Canada has a high degree of expertise, en-
abling it to carry out its own scientific re-
search in coastal waters and the subjacent
seabed, Canada shares some of the concern
of developing countries about the difficul-
ty in differentiating between "pure" scien-
tific research and commercial research by
other states and about protecting Canada's
"sovereign rights" over the continental

shelf researches, not only on eco..iomi^
grounds but for well-founded r e a s ons c,
national security. Although it shares som
of the preoccupations of the deve opinE
country coastal states, Canada is at t^
same time interested in fostering and fiu.
thering, as are other developed countrie^
the freest possible basis for scientific re
search in coastal waters. Merely to con
sider the question is to perceive ver
clearly that the problem is not sirr.^^)1y on
of "free access to coastal waters" ir retur,
for "free access to scientific infort-iatioc
gained from research in such wate,•s. On
of the underlying problems is the lack c:
the technology on the part of man,; devel.
oping countries to make adequatc use

the results of such research.

Marine environment
The final preoccupation of CanadE -an:
one of the most important - flow s froc
the first - the length of Canadacoast
line. This is the need to protect C-,nada'
own marine environment from d grai

tion. It is sufficient to refer to C nada
Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Ac
and the breakthrough it is achiE ving i
developing international enviro, <ment_
law, and the recent amendment to tl
Canada Shipping Act extending C tnadiE
pollution control to the Gulf of E t. La,,
rence, the Bay of Fundy - Hecat::^ Stra
Dixon Entrance and Queen Cliarlot
Sound. Canada cannot be obliviou to aa.
development concerning internati,nal e:
vironmental law, if only becaust of tl
position it has taken in its own :Iati
legislation. The importance of the :ssue
Canadians can be gathered from `he fz
that the Arctic pollution control le.. islati
was affirmed unanimously in the iouse
Commons and, more recently, the Cana.
an stand on the Cherry Point - olluti
spill, which was also affirmed una- imou
in the House of Commons.

In the light of the considerat )ns ot
lined above, it is easy to see why Cana
attached importance to being a rr: •mber
the original 35-member ad hoc I N Co

mittee on the Seabed (establishecl as a
sult of the initiative of Malta), and ^
later Standing Committee of 42, now
panded to 96 members at the ini iative
Sweden. Since passage of the U + res°
tion on a third Law of the Sea Co.aferec
the mandate of the Seabed Comrr Atee t
been extended to include pr, Parat`
work for the Conference on al of t

issues mentioned in the 1970 Re-̂ oluti

2750, together with any other is ues tl
warrant consideration at that tin e.

Turning to how Canada is im )leme,

ing its own approach to these L, ' of t
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a questions, the best way of explaining
e Canadian position is to say that Canada

is adopted a pluralistic approach - act-
g unilaterally, bilaterally or multilater-
iv Q; appropriate.

Canada has not hesitated to move uni-
- terally when it was the only way to meet
particalar problem. It was by this means

4at Canada established its Arctic Waters
ollutinn Prevention Zones, its 12-mile
4rriteri'il sea, its fishing zones and its

lution-control zone.
In the light of the controversy that

s arisen over Canada's "unilateral" leg-
ation, it is appropriate to bear in mind
at the Law of the Sea has always been
veloped by state practice, i.e. unilateral

leasures gradually acquiesced in and fol-
1â`ved by other states.

The three-mile territorial sea, to the
eftent that it was a rule of law, was
e^tablisized by state practice. The 12-mile

ritorial sea, which is now virtually a
lie of law, has been established in exactly

e san-a way, by state practice, by coun-
es doing just what Canada has done,
mely passing their own legislation. Can-
a does not, however, take the position
t every country has an unlimited right
set its own maritime boundaries. It rec-

o izes, as is pointed out in the 1951 de-

c' ion of the International Court of Justice
' the Anglo-Norwegian fisheries case, that

v act by a coastal state delimiting its
ritime jurisdiction has effects on other

stites.

For just such reasons Canada has
otiatA with other countries affected by
fisher,ies and pollution-control legisla-

. Th_ s is, of course, a difficult, labor-
s, tirre-consuming and delicate process
aintr.ining Canada's national position

ile sti;? attempting to seek equitable ac-
modu.tions with other states that are
cted 1)y its measures.

ies of agreements

s, it can be seen that, if Canada has
n acti-, e unilaterally, it has been equal-
ctive bilaterally and has negotiated a
es of :,greements phasing out the fish-
s acti=. ities, in Canadian territorial sea
fïsh:;:g zones, of Norway, Britain,

mark, Portugal and Spain (not yet in
e), arid has negotiated a completely

agr` ement with France concerning
ch f;;hing rights in the Gulf of St.
ence. Canada has also carried out

nsive negotiations with Denmark and
.?ce coicerning the delimitation of the

^^lnent.^ l shelf between Canada and
countries and has undertaken the

ess a`' negotiating continental shelf
itat^r-,ns with the United States. Can-

ada has also negotiated and recently re-
newed a reciprocal fishing agreement with
the United States whereby the nationals
of either country may fish up to three
miles from the shoreline of the other.

Canada has also negotiated a fishing
agreement with the U.S.S.R. applicable to
waters off Canada's west coast and is en-
gaged in negotiating an analogous agree-
ment with the U.S.S.R. covering waters off
Canada's east coast. Canada has also car-
ried out a series of intensive negotiations
with the United States and the U.S.S.R. and
other Arctic countries concerning the pos-
sibility (not yet in sight) of developing a
multilateral agreement to ensure the pre-
vention of pollution and the safety of navi-
gation in Arctic waters.

What has Canada béen doing on the
multilateral level? One need only look at
the records of IMCO, of the Seabed Com-
mittee and of the Stockholm Conference

to get some idea of how active Canada has
been in attempting to develop international
environmental law and a new international
Law of the Sea.

Canada is probably as active as any
other country on a whole range of Law of
the Sea problems, technical rules of the
International Maritime Consultative Or-
ganization and international environmen-
tal law issues. The question arises as to
why Canada has consistently advocated a
comprehensive co-ordinated and integrat-
ed approach to the Law of the Sea rather

than an attempt to settle some of the easier
issues first seriatim and proceed to the
more intractable ones. There are three
reasons for this approach. First, the Cana-
dian view is that only at a comprehensive
Law of the Sea Conference can there be a
balancing as between the national interests
of individual countries and as between na-
tional interests and those of the inter-
national community. Secondly, the com-
prehensive approach represents an at-
tempt to meet the difficulty in reaching
agreement as to which issues are the pri-
ority questions. States are generally
agreed on the high priority of one issue -
the seabed beyond national jurisdiction -
but are deeply divided on the relative im-
portance to be attached to almost all other
issues. Thirdly, almost no single issue left
unresolved in this field of contemporary
international law can be settled in isolation
from other unresolved issues. There is in-
terpenetration and interconnection which
can be illustrated by examining any one
of them.

For example, Canada from the begin-
ning has been active in the Seabed Com-
mittee on the question of the seabed be-
yond the limits of national jurisdiction.

States in accord
on high priority
of seabed zone
beyond national
jurisdiction
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Zeal to protect
'sovereign rights'
over resources
of continental
shelf

This question, raised by the Ambassador
of Malta, concerns the limits to be desig-
nated for this region, the regime applica-
ble and the machinery for implementation

of such a regime.
Canada has accepted from the outset

that there is an area of the seabed beyond
national jurisdiction. While Canada sup-

ports the "exploitability test" laid down in
the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Con-
tinental Shelf, it does not argue that this
give it the right to march out into the very
centre of the ocean. So Canada has taken a
serious interest in this question, and made
a number of proposals and suggestions and
participated in all of the deliberations of

the Seabed Committee.

Seabed issues
The issues being discussed in the Seabed
Committee involve first the regime

for the seabed beyond national jurisdic-

tion. What international law will apply in
that area? Where do the limits of the area

begin? What are the kinds of legal rule
states will agree to as governing explora-
tion/exploitation in that area? What kind
of international machinery will be requir-
ed, if any, to implement this regime? There
are a whole host of problems raised by
this issue, ranging from such matters as
serious security questions to basic econo-
mic problems for developing countries, the
always very delicate issue of boundaries,
although they are not national boundaries
in the usual sense because no state has
sovereignty over the Seabed beyond its
own territorial sea. States are naturally
zealous to protect their "sovereign rights"
over the mineral resources of the con-
tinental shelf.

In addition to the seabed problems in
the context which has been explained,
there is a widespread feeling in the UN
that the Continental Shelf Convention it-
self requires some elaboration and clarifi-
cation. The Continental Shelf Convention,
in Canada's view, represents a significant
development of international law, and
much of that convention will have to be
retained in any new approach. The "ex-
ploitability test" is an elastic one, and it
may be that the international community
will have to devise some different legal
basis for measuring the extent of national
jurisdiction. There is a clear interrelation
between the regime and limits of the sea-
bed beyond national jurisdiction and the
limits and regime of the continental shelf
(which begins at the outer edge of the
territorial sea and ends at the edge of the
international area which will be preserved
"for purely peaceful uses for the benefit
of mankind, particularly the developing

countries").

lem has to be resolved through reco;.;nitio^

To take another example, Canada i
very seriously concerned about the prd
lem of over-fishing, and believes the tim
has come to do something about i^. It i
somewhat ludicrous, in an age when tecl
nology has made fishing quite a d:;ferec.
thing from what it once was, to say simpl
that "freedom of the high seas" appl'es ai^
that one of the freedoms is the r,ght t
fish at will. We think that the fishii:; pro

by the international community, in the ii
terests of conservation, that ther ^ wi
have to be an agreement on a mana;_;emer
conception, with the coastal states °layiu:
a very large role in managing the fishe
ies resources off their coasts. We nie no
arguing that the coastal states shou `.d havr
exclusive rights to all the fish in suc z area
but are supporting the inclusive aF)roacE
whereby other states would be pe. mittk:
to fish subject to certain prefrenti
rights to the coastal state. All cor -erna
however - and this is important - wou
fish on the basis of strict conscrvatiu:
rules, so that it would no longer b:- a can
of whoever comes first grabbing up all th
fish and letting the others go hor:.e vii
empty ships.

The fisheries problem is linker:: to tl.
problem of the breadth of the te; riton
sea, because a number of Latin Azeri
states claim a 200-mile territor^al s
within which they restrict foreign ishin
Closely connected with the breadt'I of ti
territorial sea is an issue that bas bt^
raised by the United States and the' '.S.S^
- namely, the right of passage ir stra
that would be affected by the 12-r ile tF
ritorial sea. What they want is an
restricted right of passage, not moce:

passage. That is a question that n :ses
ficulties for many coastal states a, well
Canada (with respect to the N(Ahv^
Passage). That is one of the issues hat a
have to be resolved if we want a omplr
accommodation and not merely a.9ick?
away at the problem.

Pollution problem
The problem that, in a sense, is ° ie m'
complex of all is that of polluti n, fr
because the law is so undevelopeô This
why Canada acted unilaterally. I is 1^
Canada reserved its position on tl1 e
national Court on this issue. ThE 'e is
most no environmental law on t' e int
national plane. What there is, Cai adat
helped to create. Canada has beer: cons.
ent. In the Boundary Waters Tre .ty 5^
the United States, as early as 1909- thet
countries agreed to an obligatio . not
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,o Trail Smelter case was an arbitration
se involving a dispute between Canada
d the United States, which went on for
any years, ending in a ruling that a state

uld not so use its own territory as to
Image the territory of another state. A
g.melter in Trail, B.C., was sending
me- across the border and damaging
ees and agriculture, etc., in the United

ate:. Canada accepted state responsi-
lity :ur the aamage.

Canada had a very strong position on
e Partial Test Ban Treaty (an environ-
entai as well as an arms-control meas-
e), on the Non-Proliferation Treaty
nother arms-control measure with en-
ronr,iental implications), and on the sea-

^d Arms Control Treaty (which also has
virenmental aspects).

A second reason why the pollution-
ntro: problem is so complex is that
astal states, in attempting to protect
eir environment, must necessarily pass
easures that affect not only commercial
ssels or fishing vessels or naval vessels
private yachts but all of these. Thus all
rmai means of navigation are at one and
e same time subjected to controls by
astal states. However minimal the inter-
rence with freedom of navigation, these

leps aise for major maritime powers
basic questions concerning their conception
i the i'reedom of the high seas.

V6 io.at is the particular policy being
pursue.t by Canada on the many unresolv-

Law of the Sea issues? The idea basic
a Canadian approach - unilateral, bi-
eral and multilateral - to all of the
ues aentioned is "functionalism". The
nad.an approach is not a doctrinaire
e basad on preconceived notions of tra-
tionai international law nor is it a radi-
1 or anarchistic approach careless of con-
ibuti:,g further to the already chaotic
ate of the Law of the Sea. The Canadian
sitio: has been to analyze the problem

+d attempt to determine the specific
measur s needed to resolve the issues. On
^e mu"t,ilateral plane, Canada, at both the
1958 a,, d 1960 Law of the Sea Conferences,
Pioneer-,d the functional approach (which
as one embodied in the Law of the Sea)
hereb; states assert over various kinds
`contiguous zones" only that amount and
at kiad of jurisdiction necessary to meet
e pat ticular problem in question. When
nada. has acted unilaterally, it has re-

'ained as much as possible from asserting
tal sc-ereignty and instead has asserted
st thàt jurisdiction necessary to fulfil the
rtict;lar functions required.

Sovereignty comprises a whole bundle
juris iictions - that is to say, everything
om cs•iminal law, customs law, fishing

regulations, shipping regulaticns and anti-
pollution control to security measures. A
state will exercise its sovereignty, for ex-
ample, in the territorial sea subject only to
a right of innocent passage. States also
exercise their sovereignty over their in-

ternal waters (subject to no qualifications.)

Canada suggested at the 1958 and
1960 Law of the Sea Conferences that a 12-
mile territorial sea may or may not have
been required at that time, but what was
essential was to accord to coastal states
fisheries jurisdiction out to 12 miles. This
was the origin of the well-known Canadian
"six-plus-six" formula (i.e. a six-mile ter-
ritorial sea and a further six-mile exclu-
sive fishing zone). The proposal failed by a
fraction of a vote to become accepted at
the 1960 conference as a rule of interna-
tional law.

Classic example

Canada's Arctic Waters Pollution Preven-
tion Act provides a classic example of the
functional approach. Only that degree of
jurisdiction was asserted that was essential
to meet the real (as distinct from the
psychological) needs, as has been made
clear by a number of statements by the
Prime Minister and the Secretary of State
for External Affairs. The same can be said
of Canada's amendments to its Territorial
Sea and Fishing Zone Act. Where total
sovereignty was needed (as in the case of
Barrow Strait, for example), it was as-
serted and, for this as well as other rea
sons, Canada established a 12-mile terri-
torial sea, replacing the 1964 Canadian
legislation, which had established a 9-mile
exclusive fishing zone adjacent to Canada's
pre-existing 3-mile territorial sea and laid
down the basis for determining it from
straight baselines.

In the same 1970 amendments to the
Territorial Sea and Fishing Zone Act,

Canada laid down the legislative basis for
proclaiming exclusive fishing zones "ad-
jacent" to its coast. Subsequently, by

Order-in-Council, the special bodies of
water on the east and west coasts mention-
ed earlier were established as Canadian
fishing zones. A little later, pursuant to
amendments to the Canada Shipping Act,
pollution control was established over
those zones. (Canada did not legislate to
implement its long-standing claims that

certain bodies of water, such as, for ex-
ample, the Bay of Fundy on the east coast
and Hecate Strait and Dixon Entrance on
the west coast, are Canadian internal wa-
ters. Canada simply asserted the kind of

jurisdiction necessary to extend fisheries
and pollution-control jurisdiction.)

The ways in which Canada has applied

Fraction of vote
blocked adoption
of 'Six-plus-six,
coastal formula
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Ainz at declaration
of principles
as a framework
for enuironmental
lar.v

the functional approach to such issues as
marine pollution, fisheries control and the
seabed beyond national jurisdiction will be
discussed in subsequent issues of Interna-

tional Perspectives. But it may be useful
at this point to explain the relation, in the
Canadian view, between the UN Confer-
ence on the Human Environment held in
Stockholm in June, the IMCO Conference
in 1973 and the Law of the Sea Conference,
also scheduled for 1973.

It has been the Canadian position since
the decision of the UN to hold an environ-
mental conference in Stockholm this year
that such a conference could provide a
unique opportunity to adopt a multi-dis-
ciplinary approach to the future develop-
ment of international environmental law.
Such law has been virtually non-existent
until now, and it was the Canadian view
that it would be a major achievement if
the conference could reach agreement on a
declaration of principles that would not
only provide guidelines to states for their
future action but lay down the frameworl
for the future development of interna-
tional environmental law. What was pro-
posed by Canada to achieve this end was
the adoption and endorsement by the Con-
ference of marine pollution control prin-
ciples and of a declaration on the environ-
ment which would embody principles of in-
ternational environmental law founded on
the Trail Smelter case.

Stockholm guidelines
Canada therefore argued strongly that the
Stockholm Conference s h o u l d produce
legal principles as well as exhortations to
co-operative action. Canada argued that
these legal principles should then be re-
ferred by Stockholm to the 1970 IMCO

Conference for information and guidance
and translation into technical rules for the
safety of navigation, since only IMCO has
the necessary expertise to carry out such a
task. Canada has argued further that the
Stockholm principles should be referred
to the Law of the Sea Conference for
action. Only the Law of the Sea Conference
provides a forum for the major redevelop-

ment of the Law of the Sea so badly re-
quired, particularly that relating to the
protection of the marine environment.
(IMCO is not by its constitution a law-
making forum, and it is the Canadian view
that no attempt s h o u l d be made to re-
develop the Law of the Sea under the aegis
of IMCO.)

With these considerations in mind,
Canada was the first (and only) state to
table a declaration of marine pollution
control principles in the Inter-Govern-
mental Working Group on Marine Pollu-

tion that was preparing for the Stoc khola
Conference. At the same time, Canada b<.
gan to work with the United Statf,s anr
other countries to develop a conven: ion tc
forbid dumping into the sea of ccrtait
toxic substances carried from land ^o sea
in ships. Canada was also the first c.untn
to table a declaration on the hum<,n en
vironment, and the Canadian declai-ation
had a high degree of legal content anal.
gous to the UN declarations on himan
rights and on outer space.

The marine principles elaborated i
the Working Group on Marine Pollution
at Ottawa in November 1971 and the draft
Convention on Dumping (first sub nittec
by the United States at that W-;rking
Group and later redeveloped at a m^etinf
in Reykjavik) have now been referrA on.
ward by the Stockholm Conference for
action by the Seabed Committee (the prep
aration committee for the Law of ti-,e Se^
Conference) and for the informat.on of
the IMCO Conference (in the case o

marine-pollution principles), and to a sep.
arate conference to be held in Lon6n (iE
the case of the draft articles for a du:npin
convention).

Three principles endorsed
It is worth noting that not only the I'
marine-pollution principles agreed to a^

the November 1971 UN Working GrouE
meeting in Ottawa were endorsed ;.,y thc
Stockholm Conference and referred t:
IMCO and the Seabed Committee 1 zt th-,,
three controversial Canadian coasta stafc
jurisdiction principles were also rc'errec
to the Seabed Committee. It shot Id bc
noted also that the draft Dumping C. nven
tion articles "blessed" by Stockhol n arc
now no longer a "licence to dump" -.s w'a
the case with the earlier draft>. Thc
articles now provide the basis for an ef
fective draft convention. It is effect ve fo1
two reasons: first, environmentally, ^
that it specifies a "black list" of tox:c sub
stances that cannot be dumped at al and
"grey list" of other toxic substanct i thn
can be dumped only under strict cc itroh.
and, second, from a jurisdictional p int c
view, because it would permit enforc• -men'
by all parties to the Convention -aivs
ships "under their jurisdiction" (Th:
action proposal actually appro-A a
Stockholm read - "against ships ir area
under their jurisdiction".) Thus th- dra^
Convention may represent a real :)reab
through in that it may lay down a br sis fc'
an accommodation between flag statos an,
coastal states, enabling both to enfonce th^
Convention against offending Fartie.
much as is the case with respect t,: s1al^
ships and pirate ships.
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The draft declaration on the human
vironment approved by the Stockholm

such damage. Thus the first objective in

or.ference contains a number of legal

rinciples based on those embodied in
anada's original draft declaration, prin-
pally the duty of states not to carry out

tivitiF s within their jurisdiction that de-
ad 1 he environment of other states or
e(,n% ironment beyond any state's juris-

ctior, and the duty to develop further
e law of liability and compensation for

^anacla's three-pronged approach has been

^chieved. Needless to say, much still re-
ains to be done.

One closing comment may be in order.
he impression is sometimes created that
anacia is attempting to assert its claims in
ays that ignore the interests of other

oountries. An examination of the action
t ken by Canada and the statements made
^v Canadian representatives in a series of

V and other forums (going back to the
69 Brussels IMCO Conference) indicates
e contrary to be the case. Canada has at-

ti mpted to work out the basis for an ac-
commodation between coastal states and

maritime powers, between coastal fishing
states and distant-water fishing states.
Canada has suggested that these issues be
approached conceptually as matters in
which maritime - distant-water fishing
states - agree that coastal states exercise
certain management and conservation and
environmental preservation powers on be-
half of the international community as a
whole, subject to strict treaty rules and
subject to third-party arbitration as to the
manner in which such authority is applied.
The concepts that Canada has been sug-
gesting are "delegation of powers" by the
international community to coastal states
and the acceptance of the duties of "cus-
todianship" by coastal states in the inter-
ests of the international community as a
whole. Whether these concepts eventually
find general support, it is worth noting
that they were reflected in the third Cana-
dian principle just referred by the Stock-
holm Conference to the Seabed Committee.

Mr. Beesley is Legal Adviser to the De-
partment of External Affairs.

The pressing implications
of Canada as a seabed power
y Goi,don Hawkins

^'e are, occasionally pla.gued by contem-
porary C anutes. Learning nothing from his,
p¢^esuniption or the intransigence of the
s^ a, tl. ^y seem to think that, almost on

1
e Ge,,eral Convention on the Continental

mma:rd, the ocean is now ready to yield
the vast mineral wealth that lies buried

in its k ^;d.

Th -y do not recognize clearly enough
t^at its extraction depends not only on the
establi=hment of a steady mastery by man
alld 1i=s machines but on agreement

tween man and his neighbour as to the
gbvern^^nce of the ocean floor.
1 Yet these modern myth-makers -
s^ lence-popularizers, speech-writers, writ-

for the slightly-less-than-learned
)^urnai;: - do have a point. League by
1^ agtre and fathom by fathom, the seabed

responding to man's probing and is giv-
1g up ,,)il and gas and other minerals at a
emster rate than was foreseen in 1958, when

Shelf was signed. In another decade, more
than a third of the world's production of
oil and gas will come from under the sea.

Since 1958, the advances in under-
water technology and the world's galloping
consumption of hydrocarbons have made it
clear that management, more than plunder,
is essential if the seabed is not to be a
divisive element in the world's affairs.

It is clear that sooner or later, what-
ever the conflicting evidence on the rate
at which oil and gas and mineral mining

Gordon Hawkins is executive director of
the Centre for Foreign Policy Studies
at Dalhousie University. The Centre was
established last year. For the previous
five years, Mr. Hawkins was executive
director of the Canadian Institute of
International Affairs. He is currently

engaged in research on the problems of
an international regime for the seabed.
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will develop economically in the deeper
waters, and whatever the conflict of inter-
est between and within states, some sort of
international organization for the control
of the seabed is inevitable.

We have come to realize, too, that for
this purpose a program and structure will
have to be created radically different from
any we now have. The problem of its
creation is sui generis. It concerns the

Program to control control of territory that, whether it be-

territory that is longs to everybody or to no one, is now

'both sought after both sought after and ungoverned.

and ungoverned' The purpose of this article is three-
fold: to substantiate the strong conviction
that Canada has the capacity to become a
major influence in the future of seabed
development; to touch upon some of the
problems involved and Canada's attitude
and performance in relation to them; and
to argue that the continued effectiveness
of the Canadian role will depend upon the
readiness of the policymaker to adopt the
pace that the bureaucrat has set.

On three oceans
For Canada, the subject has to be of major
importance. W i th a shoreline on three
oceans, the second-largest continental shelf
in the world, a special concern for the
economics and management of non-renew-
able resources, a record of innovative
action in the related problems of pollution
prevention, and with considerable experi-
ience and expertise at its command in in-
ternational law and marine science and
technology, it hardly has any choice. It is
no accident, therefore, that there should
be forceful and creative Canadian partici-
pation in what, with the universal ex-
plicitness of United Nations prose, is
known as "the examination of the question
of the reservation exclusively for peaceful
purposes of the seabed and the ocean floor
and the sub-soil thereof, underlying the
high seas and beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction and of the use of their re-
sources in the interests of mankind".

In any discussion of an international
seabed regime, recognition must first be
given to the prior or at least equal need to
resolve the problems contained in the
phrase "beyond the limits of national juris-
diction" and the complex questions posed
by the enigmatic wording of the 1958
Geneva Convention on the Continental
Shelf. This instrument stated that a
nation's seabed jurisdiction shall run to a
depth of 200 metres, or beyond that to
where the depth is such that it "admits of
the exploitation of the natural resources".
In other words, if you can work it, it's
yours. And oil and gas technology in ad-
vanced nations has been working it well

beyond the 200-metre mark.
Proposals for new limits abot rid:

greater depth criterion; a distance mari
a mixed depth-and-distance rule (s,-,y 2a
metres or 50 miles, whichever is t1-2 bet.
ter); the end of the continental sht_lf, or
often, the continental margin, whicr is th^
point at which the abyssal depths ^; roper
begin. It has even been proposed that iimiti
are potentially boundless and that t ie en.
tire ocean floor should be carved up arbi
trarily along lines drawn equidistar . frot
the closest points adjacent to and og posi
coastal states and islands, and tl- 3t w^
should leave it at that. The prob, em i
further compounded by existing cla: ms o
the extent of the territorial sea, s, me o:
which run to three miles, some (inc udin;
Canada) to 12 miles and some - Latic
America states with little or no conti tenta
shelf - to 200 miles. To some, the r eed tc
resolve this issue before an intern< tiona
regime can be considered makes th, pro,
pect of any kind of regime distant ; eyon:
belief.

Others, accepting that the limit<.tioni:
a sine qua non, insist that agreer ent ii
not out of the question. Canada has take
the view that the only possible prog.. essiv
procedure is to discuss both questi ms .;i
multaneously, and the Canadian re; resec
tatives on the UN Seabed Committ e pro
posed that every state should make .now,
the limits beyond which it will never claiir
in the hope that this practical movE: migh
lead to the resolution of some ver bas
differences while, at the same time, allon
ing the question of a future regiml to t
argued with a greater sense of real:y.

Issue for conference
Another conditioning factor to be ta el
into account as one looks at the pr spect.
for a seabed regime is the Law of t_e Se,
Conference promised for 1973. If it neet
the question of the establishment of a
equitable international regime wil proh
ably be the most spectacular of the issue
on its agenda. It should be noted, h( veve'
that the relevant resolution of ti e U
General Assembly that called for tl .s coc
ference charged it with the respon. ibilir
of dealing with a broad range of elate
issues, including "those concerni g tl
regime of the high seas, the cent nenr
shelf, the territorial sea (includi- g tl
question of its breadth and the que: Lion(
international straits) and conti ;uoa
zone, fishing and conservation of tht livin:

resources of the high seas (includi lg th
question of the preferential ri€ its c
coastal states), the preservation A tt
marine environment (including, int r ali^

the prevention of pollution) and suent
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esearch". The seabed issue thus takes its

if to, ighly-concluded agreements, first on

any ways, such a procedure might yield

and E•iong broad-shelf states, narrow-

Tade :.vailable to the underdeveloped

rese c ntributions will be small in amount

lace in a full-scale revaluation of inter-
ational marine questions.

It has been suggested that, with the
esm' deep differences between states,

he 19:3 conference might never happen.
lterr.atively, it could be argued that with
preparatory committee of more than 90
en l..•f states, the conference has, in a

ense : Iréady begun. And, as with the UN
isarmament Commission, it might expect

o me t for a long stretch of years, spinning

ne and then on another of the topics
ssig.ed to it by the General Assembly. In

uch :learer and more lasting results than
ne in which the pressures and deadlines
f a_.ingle meeting forced compromises
ubseç;uently found to be unacceptable, as
rove:i to be the case with the Continental
helf convention itself in 1958. It is illus-
rati-,1 of one of the themes of this paper
o no:.-.+ in this connection that a structure
r th- future international machinery of
seaL:^A regime, complete with the outline
f let.-islative, executive and regulatory

odiec and of an administrative tribunal,
ere .,ut forward by the Canadian dele-
atior at the July 1971 sessions in Geneva.

rth - r, viewing the prospects of the con-
itself, the delegation made pro-

osals for the establishment of transitional'
achi-tery so that, without waiting for a

^ost-7;' treaty to come into force, the
order'y and safe" development of seabed

Jesour -es might take place "without wait-
Tg fc. the law to catch up with tech-
nolog" ".

T1 are are differences in approach to
le se-:ned issue that exist between capi-
talist <. d socialist states, between econom-
T and defence interests within states,

s^ elf s^tes, and shelf-locked states (whose
dge o continental shelf abuts on the shelf

ano,)er state). But it is between the
chnc::.,gically-advanced countries and
ose r.± the developing world, coastal and
ndlo: :zed alike, that the deepest divisions

Xlst.

Br 1.ind most of the proposals that have
een :-ade for an international seabed

+egrm+, there lies the assumption, explicit
Or oth: 'wise, that some part of the royal-
4es a:::1 profits of exploitation shall be

ation< either through the United Nations
evelc,.:ment Program or by some other
eans The plain fact, however, is that

nd a 1:-,lg time coming if they are to come
om mi= ning income beyond the continental
el£ ? ne problem, therefore, may not be

one of simply achieving consensus on the
new limits of national jurisdiction. It may
mean a choice between a narrow limit and
the abandonment of claims beyond that
point, or a combination of a wide limit
and a levy on that part of production that
occurs within the outer limit but beyond,
say, a distance of so many miles from the
base-line of the territorial sea. These pro-
ceeds would then be placed at the disposi-
tion of the UNDP or a comparable agency.
The points at issue, of course, are: where
those lines should be drawn; how much
shall be retained by the coastal state or its
oil, gas, and mineral mining industries;
what percentage shall be allocated to the
developing world and by what formula;

and how the administering agency should
be constituted and governed.

Nixon proposal
One of the most widely advertised attempts
to tackle this problem was the Nixon Pro-
posal of May 23, 1970, which called for a
treaty-based renunciation of all national
claims over the natural resources of the
seabed beyond the depth of 200 metres,
and the creation of an international regime,
whose writ would run beyond that depth.
The proposal also called for a trusteeship
zone between the 200-metre isobar and the
seaward limit of the continental margin.
This intermediate zone would be adminis-
tered by the coastal state, and its industry
would explore and exploit the area on the
understanding that a percentage of the
royalties and profits would be paid to an
international seabed-resource authority
for use as aid funds in the developing
world.

The proposal met resistance, on the
one hand from within the petroleum in-
dustry of the United States, which regard-
ed it as a gratuitous dispersement of
wealth from an extension of its own land-
mass and on the other from within the
developing world, which saw the device,
and particularly the proposals made for
its administration, as a stratagem to en-
sure effective control of that part of the
seabed wealth that was likely to be eco-
nomically exploitable in the foreseeable
future. Clearly, the stand that Canada
finally takes on this issue is crucial. Is it
to take the national interest/economic
growth position as this is understood from
the Government's foreign policy review?
Or will it act as an adequately endowed
"have" country, which does not need to
claim for itself alone the whole of the
resources of the continental shelf, slope
and rise, and hence is prepared to commit
itself to a regime that will substantially
and directly benefit the "have-not" coun-
tries of the world?

Plan of President
prompted resistance
from within
developing world
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It is because Canada's contribution to
this overall debate has been so substantial
and its position on the central issue so
crucial that it is necessary to consider at
this point the Government's policy posi-
tions and, more particularly, the means by
which it is reaching them.

Its record in the UN Seabed Com-
mittee and Subcommittees, the main arena
for this debate, is, by any measure, extra-
ordinary but, within the country, largely
unknown. This is true in both the legal and
the economic and technical spheres. It is
probably true to say that the general rec-
ognition, if at times grudging, of Can-
ada's forthright position on some issues,
the acceptance of its mediatory role in
others, and a respect for the expertise on
which it draws, are very considerable. It is
quite apparent to anyone who roams the
corridors when the Seabed Committee is
in session.

Because of the different priorities,
skills and ambitions of senior civil servants
who make up interdepartmental commit-
tees, and the rieed for constructive ma-
noeuvre and accommodation within the in-

Seabed regime issue ternational conference room, a totally co-
'should be looming ordinated and monitored policy is always
much larger on the difficult to pursue. Yet what little evidence
domestic scene' is available seems to show that, as this

large nexus of issues is subjected to the
rigours of multilateral diplomacy, the co-
ordination of Canadian policy at the bu-
reaucratic level, if far from ideal, is im-
pressive.

Canada's contribution
In manpower terms, there seems to be an
almost disproportionate Canadian contri-
bution at this level. The reasons for it are
worth speculating about. The small inter-
national law fraternity in Canada, both in
the public service and in the ranks of its
academic mentors, has been of special
quality. The conspicuous role it has oc-
cupied in discussions of the current issues
of "hydrospace" has come about, it could
be argued, because it is matched with an
equally marked technical competence in
the fields of natural-resource development
and marine science and technology. While
this latter has been most apparent in the
size of investment and the quality of per-
sonnel in government-sponsored research,
development in the private sector of Ca-
nadian marine industry has been picking
up some speed. It is interesting to note that,
at the recent Oceanology International Ex-
hibition and Conference in Enaland, there
was a Canadian section of 17 companies,
advertising a range of oceanographic
equipment from deep-diving manned sub-
mersibles and surface ships for off-shore
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drilling-rigs to underwater towing sv
tems and seismic sub-bottom prefïli
equipment.

Another complicating factor ir th
measurement of Canada's role is it,, lon;
experience in the West and the riort}
and now on the ocean floor, of de : isin.
procedures for the control and encor. ragE
ment of oil and gas exploration arid es
ploitation. Our methods and our lE,;isla
tion are of considerable interest to cour
tries with less experience.

It is precisely at the point where irt
can fully appreciate the public-sÇ^rvic.
lawyer and resource-development exper
that a critical question has to be post d. jl'
have reached a point where able bureau
crats, in the full exercise of their oxper,
function and operating in an area of tech.
nical complexity, have been able to f,rmu.
late relatively hard policy positions ')efore
the issues themselves have surfaced i a ans
significant way in domestic political argu.
ment. Furthermore, scientific and t^chni-
cal negotiations in a multilateral s tting
acquire a momentum of their own t',iat it
is difficult for the policymaker to -lirect
once the dynamic process has begun. This
raises a question of political responsibility.

No one supposes that this quest'. -in, in
some form or other, is not in the mi nds of
the foreign policy community. Ind..ed, it
may seem to require a special kind X gal'.
to use this particular vehicle for air ing it,
The point, though, is that, if, as is being
argued here, the issue of an interne tional
seabed regime is of special concer:i and
responsibility in Canadian externa rela-
tions, it is essential not that burea, cratic
initiative and expertise should be con ainei
but that the issue itself should be lcomin;
much larger on the domestic political -^cene,
so that, under the scrutiny of the 1: arties
and the attentive public, a much closec
political direction is exercised.

Political security
The need for the maintenance of sharp
political perspectives on this kind o' issue
is accentuated still further by the ^.roi4
of what might inelegantly be called ':rans-
national specialist coalitions" or the t.'owth
of contact and power that specialis' unit-
within a bureaucracy, through reprc ;enta-
tion in transnational organizations c. "both
an official and an unofficial charac er. In
their concluding essay in the Summc:' 19i1
volume of International Organizatic i, en,
titled "Transnational Relations and '&rld
Politics", Joseph S. Nye and Robert O.
Kachane conjure up a complicated night,
mare stemming from the interac: on of

private and public foreign policies. "Imag'
ine," they suggest, "in relation To the
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^jelopment of ocean resources, a coalition
international oil companies, some ele-

tpents in the Pentagon and the Department
^ the Interior and parts of other govern-

ent departments opposing a coalition
ade up of international scientific organ-
ations, the Department of State, other
emFnts in the Pentagon and the Depart-
ent of the Interior and certain foreign
vei nmental units." If this seems too

t^uch of a fantasy, it should at least be
oonceded that the development of informal
q0 oalitions of parts of one national bureau-

t7 -

with parts of another against

^

either governments or a combination of a
national bureaucracy and the bureaucracy
of an international agency against govern-
ments are not far-fetched formulations.
The essence of this present argument is
that the politician has a pressing responsi-
bility to see that this issue is brought out
and argued about more fully in national
politics so that a special conjunction of
talent and opportunity can be turned to
full account. Then what D'Arcy McGee
called "the sense that comprehends the
sea" could give a new and appropriate
depth to our international role.

S^abed Arms Control Treaty ratified

C`anada has ratified the Seabed Arms Con-
t^ol Treaty negotiated in the Conference
tif the ^^ommittee on Disarmament and ap-
proved by the United Nations General As-
semblv in the autumn of 1970. In announc-
nlg Canada's ratification on May 18, Ex-
tiernal Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp de-
i
Triber the treaty as an important step

vard the exclusion of the seabed from
e arris race.

The treaty prohibits the emplacement
f nuc'.ear weapons and other weapons of

mass destruction (i.e. chemical and bio-
)logical weapons) on the seabed and ocean
floor beyond a 12-mile coastal zone. It also
prohib-`s the emplacement of structures,
launcl;ïng facilities or installations design-
éd for storing, testing or using such^
iveapor:s. It does not prohibit the em-
placerrent of conventional weapons that
are not part of systems for mass destruc-
tion or any other underwater weapons
svsterns that are not actually placed on the
ôcean floor - for example, nuclear sub-
fnarines.
I Tb, Canadian delegation to the

Genev. Conference of the Committee on

isarn-;:-^ment (CCD) played an active rolea
V1 neg^_tiations leading up to the treaty.
Çanad,- was among the first states to urge
that th q broadest possible range of arms-
tontrol :neasures should be extended to the
R^hdest possible area of the s e a b e d and
ocean f:oor.
I With its ratification by 22 govern-
ments, including the United States, the
tS•S•h. and Britain, the treaty now enters
nto fo;-ce. The Secretary of State for Ex-

ternal Affairs welcomed this development
as "a major step forward in the long and
difficult process of achieving a comprehen-
sive system of arms control and disar-
mament".

Canada's ratification is accompanied
by an interpretative declaration intended
to make clear Canada's position on a num-
ber of Law-of-the-Sea issues related to the
treaty. The declaration makes these
points:

(a) The treaty cannot be interpreted
as allowing states to place non-prohibited
(i.e. conventional) weapons on the seabed
and ocean floor beyond the continental
shelf, or to use this area for anything but
peaceful purposes.

(b) The tréaty cannot be interpreted
as allowing any state other than the coastal
state to place non-prohibited weapons on
its continental shelf.

(3) The treaty cannot be interpreted
as in any way restricting the right of the
coastal state to carry out inspection and
removal of any foreign weapons or com-
ponents or weapons systems on its con-
tinental shelf.

Instruments of ratification were de-
posited on May 17 by Canada's representa-
tives in London, Washington and Moscow,
where the treaty is open for signature and
ratification. The document is officially
known as the Treaty on the Prohibition of
the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and
Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-
bed and Ocean Floor and the Subsoil
Thereof.
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The goals in the dispute
over Namibia's future status

At the heart of the protracted dispute be-
tween South Africa and the United
Nations over Namibia (South West Africa)
lies the question of to whom jurisdiction
over the territory belongs and how this
jurisdiction should be effected and exer-
cised. Below this surface issue are some
very complicated legal issues, as well as
moral and humanitarian considerations.

On the resolution of this question de-
pend a great many consequences for the
future of Southern Africa, as well as for
international institutions. At the same
time, many of the most intractable dilem-
mas of the post-colonial heritage in Africa
are present in the Namibian situation.
While it is very easy for many people to
say that they do not want the territory to
become an integral part of South Africa,
it is much more difficult to specify with
any precision a course that will satisfy the
aspirations of all its diverse peoples, not to
mention those of UN members themselves.
The new Secretary-General of the United
Nations, Kurt Waldheim, could hardly have
chosen a more difficult problem as his
first major mission in multilateral diplo-
macy.

The early explorers of the African
coastline referred to the area north of the
outlet of the Orange River as the Skeleton
Coast because of its dry and inhospitable
nature. Further inland lies sparse grass-
lands and a small area of more fertile land,
but the great bulk of the territory is only
marginally susceptible to cultivation. The
total area of Namibia, 318,000 square
miles, is slightly smaller than that of Brit-
ish Columbia. The generally inhospitable
climate has had the effect of preserving in

the area a substantial number of Bushmen
and other primitive people who were
largely eliminated elsewhere in Africa by
the technologically more advanced Bantu-
speaking and European peoples.

The boundaries of Namibia are a typi-
cally bizarre and arbitrary result of colo-
nial coincidence. It was, in effect,
scraped together by Germany from lands
other colonial powers did not want. The
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one substantial deep-water port alor
coastline, Walvis Bay (with some 4':
square miles of surrounding territor 3 ),
indisputably an integral part of :,ou
Africa, having been incorporated in t
(British) Cape Colony by Sir F ar,
Frere in 1878, at the same time th at
refused a proposal to annex all South W
Africa. The Caprivi Strip, which stre tch
along the northern border of Botswa za
the Zambezi from the northeast con er
the territory, was acquired by Ger^na
in 1890, along with Heligoland, as co
pensation for ceding Zanzibar to Br ta;
and was part of a drive for Germûn
fluence in Central Africa. The nor :he
boundary cuts the territory of the Ovan:
people in two, and similarily fractm
other peoples as well.

Germany fought a bloody war w
the Herero and Nama peoples in the c)u
of securing its hold over South NV
Africa, with the result that a large se^ me
of the Herero people fled South NVc
Africa in 1904 and have lived ever si; xe
Botswana (where their descendant^ c
rently number about 50,000).

Mandates concept
Early in the First World War, South A
can forces under General Botha caF.ur
South West Africa from the German. ,
South Africa pressed strongly to ha, e
territory incorporated into the Union
the Paris Peace Conference, where Ge ne
Botha cited its strategic importance
South Africa as well as its contigu.ty
South Africa proper. U.S. President `Va
row Wilson, however, was strongly (pp
ed to the principle of territorial at gr
dizement by the victorious power:
wished to see the former German coon
placed under supra-national control )y
proposed League of Nations. G( ne
Smuts was instrumental in bringing ab
the compromise whereby the former
man territories became "mandates" )f
League of Nations administered byin
vidual League members.

General Smuts advanced the Mar da
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1nted the former German colonies to re-

agie Council, to which South Africa

fluai reports on the administration of

the tri-isteeship system was purely volun-

r^cept as an argument against those who

o rt to Germany, and was not entirely
pfeas;d to see it applied to South West

Afric_i., which the South Africans regarded
4 a wpecial case. In response to pressure
from Australia, New Zealand and South
Africa to annex the former German colo-
n^es they occupied, the Allied powers at
Paris agreed that those territories should

"Ci ass C" Mandates, which were defined
`<=erritories, such as South West

'rica . .. which . . . can best be adminis-
ed under the laws of the mandatory
te as integral portions thereof . ...". All
e League mandates included obligations
tl:.e mandatory power to administer the
nd ate in the interests of the indigenous
abitants, and to fulfil certain other re-

irements. General Smuts subsequently
tei that administration of the territory
a Class C Mandate was tantamount to
annexation into South Africa. The

brritted annual reports on the adminis-
tic n of the territory, included a voting
re.sentative of South Africa when the
ndate was being discussed, and was re-
ire:i to take decisions on these occasions
a Lnanimous vote. The Permanent Man-
tes Commission, which undertook the
ague's detailed supervisory functions,
s composed of experts who were not

sdppc ^ed to represent the political views
tht-ir countries of nationality. The re-
rts of the Commission on South West
rie-, were, on the whole, favourable to
utl. Africa.

A fter the Second World War, the
; ag,; e of Nations was dissolved, and all4

manc.xtory powers except South Africa
cônch,.ded agreements with the United
R^âtic;.is to convert their League mandates
io I'nited Nations trusteeships, as pro-f

for in Article 77 of the UN Charter.
the last session of the League of Nations
19.1.6, there was an opportunity for the
p(!tent League organs to pronounce

on the succession of its legal responsi-
itiea with regard to mandates, but they

n:-^t do so. In 1946, South Africa pro-
sed to the UN General Assembly that
prorï al be given for the incorporation of
uth West Africa into South Africa. This
eA.ssembly refused to do. Despite the
sen:^e of a trusteeship agreement, South

icc- submitted on a voluntary basis two

uth West Africa to the UN Trusteeship
ncil in 1946 and 1947. The Charter

ID^de no provision for the continuation of
nd aes and South Africa contended that

Y•

With the Nationalist Party coming to
power in South Africa in 1948 and the ac-
cession of a steadily increasing number of
ex-colonial countries to United Nations
membership (to whom the Nationalists'
policies of racial segregation were pro-
foundly offensive), the prospects for a
trusteeship agreement vanished. From this
point on, a series of increasingly strong
resolutions was passed in the General As-
sembly condemning South Africa both for
its racial policies and for its failure to
recognize any UN authority over South
West Africa.

Ruling of 1950
A series of cases before the International
Court of Justice failed to elucidate
clearly the nature of South West Africa's
international status, although the Court
did rule in 1950 that, although South
Africa was not obliged to conclude a
trusteeship agreement, the Mandate re-
mained in force and competence to modify
the international status of the territory
rested with South Africa acting with the
consent of the United Nations.

In 1962 Ethiopia and Liberia brought
a suit against South Africa charging that
it had failed to administer the territory in
the interests of its inhabitants, in particu-
lar by applying apartheid laws in South
West Africa. The significance of this suit
lay in the fact that, under Article 94 of the
UN Charter, Security Council sanctions
could be invoked to secure compliance with
an ICJ judgment in contentious proceed-
ings (the only other grounds for Security
Council sanctions are in cases of a threat
to the peace, breach of the peace or act of
aggression). After extended presentations
by both sides, however, the Court finally
d e l i v e r e d an eight-to-seven verdict in
1966, stating that Ethiopia and Liberia had
failed to establish a legal right or interest
in the subject matter of the case, thus

avoiding any legal decision on the sub-
stance of the case.

The majority of General Assembly
delegates registered their dissatisfaction
with the Court's judgment in no uncertain
terms and responded to the situation by
passing Assembly Resolution 2145 on Oc-
tober 27, 1966, by a vote of 114 to 2 (South
Africa and Portugal), with three absten-
tions (Britain, France and Malawi). This
resolution declared that "South Africa has
failed to fulfil its obligations in respect of
the administration of the mandated ter-
ritory and to ensure the moral and mate-

rial well-being and security of the in-
digenous inhabitants of South West
Africa"; and resolved "that in the circum-

°"--i:,'3è'.''-^t

Ethiopia, Liberia
brought suit
against South Africa
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Assembly's
authority to
withdraw mandate
from South Africa
affirmed by Court

stances the United Nations must discharge
those responsibilities with respect to South
Africa". In effect, therefore, the General
Assembly moved the South West African
issue from the juridical to the political
arena. By its affirmation that "South West
Africa is a territory having international
status" it registered the conviction of
practically all UN members that South
Africa must not be left to decide the fate
of the territory unilaterally. The adminis-
trative responsibility for the area would
henceforth lie with the UN, pending the
early realization of the inhabitants' right
to self-determination and independence.

The Security Council subsequently
passed Resolution 264 on March 20, 1969
(Britain and France abstaining), which af-
firmed the essential provisions of Assem-
bly Resolution 2145 but stopped short of
labelling the situation a threat to the peace.
Subsequently the Security Council asked
the ICJ for an advisory opinion on the
legal consequences for states of the con-
tinued presence of South Africa in Namibia
and the Court (whose membership had
been substantially altered by the Assem-
bly in elections for vacancies following the
1966 judgment) came up with an opinion,
in June 1971, that in substance affirmed
the competence of the Assembly to with-
draw the mandate from South Africa.

In its judgment, the Court relied on
the argument that, while the General As-
sembly had only recommendatory powers
under the Charter, its Resolution 2145 had
been endorsed by the Security Council,
whose decisions all members were requir-
ed to accept under Article 25 of the
Charter. It should be noted, however, that
Britain and France, two permanent mem-
bers of the Security Council, have stated
that they continue to believe the General
Assembly exceeded its jurisdiction in pass-
ing Resolution 2145. There appears to be
good reason to doubt that unanimity could
be attained among the permanent mem-
bers of the Security Council at this stage
in favour of measures of coercion against
South Africa over the Namibia issue.

Council's role
In the United Nations, a great many reso-
lutions have been passed in both the
General Assembly and the Security Council
aimed at affecting the removal of South
Africa from the territory and securing its
early independence. The UN Council for
Namibia, created in 1967, was given the
task of administering this country but,
owing to the South African de facto con-
trol, the Council has failed even to set foot
in it. The Council has been able to fulfil a
few extraterritorial functions, however,
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such as issuing travel documents
Namibians abroad, which are recog:iii
by a number of countries, including Cd
ada. There is also a United Nations _A
for Namibia, which undertakes payrrie
for refugee training and provides finanr
support to Namibians suffering from p
secution or oppression.

South Africa, which has had effecti
control of the administration since 191
has nevertheless stopped short of accordi
South West Africa the same status a
treatment as the provinces of South Afr7
proper and has made other moves t
imply a recognition that South West Afri
enjoys a certain international statu,,,,.
meetings with an ad hoc Assembly _-o
mittee in 1951-53, South Africa offer,^d
negotiate an agreement with Bri ta:
France and the United States, as the thr
remaining Allied and Associated PowF
of the First World War, for some for m
continuation of the mandate (this propo:
was, however, rejected by the UN As 3e
bly). In 1958 the Assembly establist ed
Good Offices Committee, which met Sot
African officials and reported back t
South Africa was willing to consider
scheme for partitioning the territory. T
Assembly rejected this idea. In Janu
1971, at the time that the ICJ was cr,
sidering its advisory opinion on Narr i6
the Republic offered to conduct a pleb_sc
among the people of the territory as
their preferred future course, under I
supervision. The timing of this offer
the conditions attached led the Court
refuse it consideration, and South P fr:
subsequently withdrew the offer.

The plans South Africa is at presF
implementing for Namibia are base i
the report of the Odendaal Commissi )n
1963. This report recommended tha-. t
territory's 567,000 population (estin,ac
in 1966) should develop along segrega ti(
ist lines in 11 separate "homelands". Thé
vary in size from one for the 270,01
Ovambos to one for the 10,000 Kaoke ve'
ers. The overall administration of th f t
ritory under this plan would remain c l.
ly linked with that of the Republic.

There were about 96,000 whitEs
Namibia in 1966, of whom about 7( 1
cent were Afrikaner, 20 per cent Ger m
and 10 per cent English-speaking. L; nc
the "homelands" scheme, the whites v o'
continue to control the main centr-,s
economic activity and (along with, to
lesser extent, the coloured and Reh(bc
"Basters") enjoy a markedly higher Al
dard of living than the other peopl ^s
the country.

The economy of Namibia depend 3
its cash economic base mainly on its d:
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- ond and base-metal mines, although nat-
rally many inhabitants remain dependent
n the agricultural sector. A number of

rge multinational corporations are es-
blished in mining Namibian resources,

1cluding, inter alia, Falconbridge and Rio

into. The extent to which this mineral
evelopment is exploited in the best inter-
sts of the inhabitants of Namibia is one of
e points in hot dispute between South
'rica and opponents of its administration.
ndeniably, however, the mineral in-
ustry would provide the basis for a viable
utonomous economy of the country should
become independent of South Africa.

The problem of Namibia is both a
a:lenge and an opportunity for the
nited Nations. If successfully resolved, it
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would provide a demonstration that multi-
lateral diplomacy under the aegis of the
United Nations is capable of significant
accomplishments. Having advanced exten-
sive claims of jurisdiction, which have now
been supported by the International Court
of Justice, the Assembly majority under-
standably is seriously concerned that South
Africa should be able to defy its quasi-
unanimous resolutions with impunity. The
Security Council has committed itself to
obtaining a change in the Namibian status
quo and the permanent members' com-
mitment to the world organization will
inevitably be measured for many by the
willingness they show to give substance to
the relevant General Assembly and Secur-
ity Council resolutions.
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Despite the overwhelming UN sup-
port for early independence for Namibia
as an integral unsegregated whole, how-
ever, it is far from clear that universal
agreement exists on the form that it should
take or the processes to attain it. Experi-
ence in decolonization elsewhere has shown
that the administration of a territory in
the years immediately preceding inde-
pendence plays a key role in determining
its future course. Should direct UN control
of Namibia ever be attained, the type of
interim pre-independence regime to be in-
stalled would crucially affect its future.
Any UN administration of Namibia would
be faced with highly delicate and contro-
versial policy decisions on, inter alia,

language (Afrikaans, German, English or
Ovambo), political representation, land
distribution, water rights and economic

policy. The UN administrative structure
would have to attempt to cope with these
problems under the pressure of strongly
divergent views from interested parties
both inside and outside Namibia.

Strike by miners
of Ovamboland
led to concessions
for contract labour

Shaken by strike
Recent events in Namibia indicate that the
South African grip on Namibia may not be
as firm as its officials have hitherto be-
lieved. The strike by 13,000 Ovambo mine-
workers in January severely shook the ad-
ministration and led to unprecedented
Government concessions regarding the
conditions for contract labour in the dia-
mond mines and other sectors of the econ-
omy (without, however, fundamentally
altering the basis of this harsh system).
The strike led to something approaching
open rebellion in Ovamboland and the ex-
pulsion of the outspoken Anglican Bishop
Colin Winters and three of his colleagues.
Previously Ovamboland had been the first
"homeland" to be established in Namibia
and the Ovambo were regarded by Pre-
toria as pro-South Africa. South African
observers apparently underrated the col-
lective consciousness of the people there
and the symbolic nature for them of the
ICJ advisory opinion.

In March of this year, UN Secretary-

General Waldheim visited South Afri[
and Namibia on the invitation of the R:
public and in accordance with the pr
visions of Security Council Resolutio,l3(
of February 4, 1972. This resolutio_i ai
thorized him, in consultation with a coa

mittee of representatives of Argei,ti
Somalia and Yugoslavia, to initiate co

tracts with all parties concerned w ith
view to establishing the necessary c:ond
tions in order to enable the people.
Namibia to exercise their right to se'
determination and independence.

This exercise in multilateral ,iipl:
macy is extraordinarily difficult, not on;
because of the vast gulf separating `iout
Africa's position from that of the L"V,

majority but also because divergentes
interest among UN members themsx,lw
hitherto submerged, could make solatic
even more difficult to achieve. Mr. !:Val^
heim's mission nevertheless had an ai spi
ious beginning; he and his five Secret a
advisers were able to travel widel
throughout Namibia meeting represent
tives and leaders of every community a
well as holding substantive confid(n

discussions with South African Gove

ment leaders in Pretoria.
There is still considerable reas in

hope that South African Goverr m
leaders will see the wisdom of avoidir g t
type of open confrontation with the Unit
Nations that could not fail to have s( ri
consequences for all concerned, bot 1 à
mestically and internationally. For oth
UN members, there remains a ne d
think hard and deeply about the cor. cre
steps that can be undertaken to re dee
the international responsibilities all 'ou
tries bear toward the people of this e
tory. The foremost goal for everyone su
ly is still the one spelt out in Art cle
of the Mandate agreement of Decemb ^r 1
1970, which is ". .. the material and ;nor

well-being and the social progress cf t
inhabitants of the territory. . .".

This article was prepared in th,? B
reau of African and Middle Eastern ^ ffai
of the Department of External Affairs
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NATO and European security

e NATO ministerial meeting in
nn on May 30 and 31 coincided
th the completion of President
xor.'s talks with Soviet leaders
Mcscow. Foreign ministers of
al i iance are shown at the open-

ill.,' session in the Deputies' Tower
Bonn. Reporting on the meeting
the Commons on June 5, Ex-

te nai Affairs Minister Mitchell
Sl4 arp said NATO members wel-
colnec the strategic arms limita-
ti n a,-reements as an "important

in;-point in efforts to curb
th nu ,1ear-arms race and enhance
in ern :tional security through nu-
clear-^,rms control".

^X'i. '. Sharp noted that on June
he foreign ministers of the3

Uqite^' States, the U.S.S.R., Britain
b d F.'snce had signed a final pact
^gi`lg the Berlin Agreement

^ f, rce. At the same time, rep-
resent:,tives of West Germany, the
4'iet Union and Poland had ex-
ch nged instruments of ratif'ica-
tm^ c.)ncluding their non-agres-

treaties.

"Together these developments
open the way for the alliance to
take part in multilateral prepara-
tory talks on a Conference on Se-
curity and Co-operation in Europe
and for the two German states to
begin negotiations on a modus
vivendi. . . ."

Mr. Sharp said"NATO minis-
ters agreed in Bonn to accept the
invitation of the Finnish Govern-
ment to hold multilateral prepar-
atory talks to prepare for a Euro-
pean security conference. The de-
cision to convene a formal confer-
ence will depend on the outcome of
these preparatory talks.

In addition to a European se-
curity conference, NATO ministers
devoted considerable attention to
the question of mutual and balanc-
ed force reductions (MBFR). Mr.
Sharp said: ". . We believe any
real improvement in security in
Europe will remain illusory unless
it is accompanied by some reduc-
tion in the concentration of mili-
tary power in the area."

The Minister suggested that
this did not mean that force re-
ductions should be negotiated at a
conference. It would be impossible
in practical terms to carry out ne-
gotiations on such a complex mat-
ter among 35 conference partici-
pants. He felt, however, that prep-
arations for a conference and for
MBFR negotiations should proceed
as far as possible in parallel: "In
order that force reductions com-
plement the political achievements
of a security conference, talks on
the two subjects should be concur-
rent but separate."

Mr. Sharp stressed that there
sh o u l d be no illusions about the
difficulties ahead: ". . . We shall
have to combine continued defence
preparedness with pursuit of dé-
tente, alliance solidarity, with
willingness to seek accommodation
with the other side, and firmness
on basic principles with flexibility
on means . . . ."
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ir global environmental law
tockholm: creating the basis

the fall of 1968, the UN General As-
bly decided to hold a world conference

4ple and their natural environment

) 1 the human environment in Sweden in
V 12, While some countries had programs

regulations designed to protect their

q ainst excessive pollution and against the
lanned exploitation of their natural re-

,o rces, few recognized that the cumula-
I effects of pollution and of the unreg-
Aterl use of the earth's resources were
)e mning to threaten the health of the hu-
n n environment. Indeed, those few wise

n and women - one thinks immediately
Rachel Carson - who tried to warn of
risks of the uncontrolled use of chemi-

*, the careless disposal of industrial and
i an wastes in the atmosphere, rivers,
tes and seas and the irresponsible ex-
litation of the world's renewable and

iop-rilnewable resources, were often
abelled as prophets of doom. In short, the

ce. n for the environment, which is so

lesnread in 1972, was scarcely recogniz-
and certainly had little political force,
1968.

It was Sweden in 1968 that enlisted the
5u port of Canada and a number of other
^ ntri.es, that recognized and expressed
h dangers facing the world environment
nd successfully appealed to the UN and all

)f ts member states to act quickly before
t was too late.

A little more than three years later,
,h international community met in Stock-
1011 in June of this year and the theme of
h^ conference was, appropriately, "Only

Earth".
As discussed in an earlier article in
rnational Perspectives, the t a s k of

repa_lng for this conference was formid-
61e• The secretary-general of the confer-
Il4e Maurice Strong, the former head of
`ânad a's foreign aid program, assisted by
I! mail secretariat and guided by a 27-
V^ior; preparatory committee, of which
aiada was a member, sifted through

s2nds of pages of scientific, technical,
^omic, social, legal, historical and gen-
r information material in order to pre-

pare the final 700 pages covering more
than 200 recommendations and the sup-
porting documents for governments to
consider at the conference. Their work in-
volved an assessment of the present state
of the environment, the identification of
the threats to it and the determination of
the measures that people and their gov-
ernments must take in order to manage
the world's resources and to limit the rate
of pollution to levels consistent with a
healthy environment and the need for con-
tinuing economic growth in developed and
developing countries.

Only one earth
The results of the conference are in, and
it is now clear that, as the "first step on
a new journey of hope for the future of
mankind", as Maurice Strong put it, it was
an outstanding success. In approving the
Declaration on the Human Environment
and 109 recommendations for international
action, the representatives of 113 countries
recognized that there was only one earth,
that it was threatened and that it must be
protected. Although none of the decisions
are legally binding, the governments rep-
resented at Stockholm committed them-
selves morally and politically to act in-
dividually and in co-operation with other
governments and interested organizations
to work together in establishing an "Earth
Watch" to keep the state of the environ-
ment under constant surveillance and in
creating an organization and an environ-
ment fund to co-ordinate the environmen-
tal programs and activities of the UN sys-
tem and its member governments.

While many countries have done
much, and while much remains to be done,

Mr. Bruce is Director of the Scientific
Relations and Environmental Problems
Division of the Department of External
Affairs and Mr. Riddell is a member of
the division. Mr. Bruce served as secre-
tary-general to the Canadian delegation
in Stockholm and Mr. Riddell was a
member of the delegation.
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the UN Conference on the Human Envi-
ronment was an indispensable step toward
the recognition of the sensitive interdepen-
dence of living things on earth. The con-
ference created a comprehensive basis for
a new international law of the environ-
ment. This conference will undoubtedly
take its place as one of the most important
in the history of the United Nations..

Who was at Stockholm? And how
were these important results achieved in a
conference of only two weeks' duration?

The representatives of 113 govern-
ments and of many international and na-
tional organizations representing environ-
mentalists, scientists, humanitarian causes,
trade and industry, labour, education, na-

The Canadian delegation to the
Stockholm conference included a broad
spectrum of federal and provincial
spokesmen and representatives of non-
governmental organizations. The dele-
gation was headed by Jack Davis, Can-
ada's Minister of the Environment, and
included:

Senator Alan Macnaughton, vice-
chairman of the delegation; Dr. Victor
Goldbloom, Quebec's Minister of the
Environment; William Yurko, Alberta's
Environment Minister; Eymard Corbin,
Parliamentary Secretary to the federal
Minister of the Environment; Paul
Tremblay, Associate Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs; Glen Bag-
nell, Nova Scotia Minister of Mines; Neil
Byers, Saskatchewan Environment
Minister; G. W. N. Cockburn, Minister
of Fisheries and Environment for New
Brunswick; William C. Doody, New-
foundland Minister of Mines, Agricul-
ture and Resources; and R. F. Shaw,
Deputy Minister of the federal Depart-
ment of the Environment.

Secretary-general of the delegation
was Geoffrey Bruce, Director of the Ex-
ternal Affairs Department's Scientific
Relations and Environmental Problems
Division. Advisers to the delegation in-
cluded representatives from the federal
and provincial governments and five
non-governmental organizations:
Everett Biggs, Deputy Minister of On-
tario's Department of the Environment;
W. W. Mair of Manitoba; Arthur J. His-
cock of Prince Edward Island; James
MacDonald, Canadian Labour Con-
gress; George Manuel, National Indian
Brotherhood; David McCreery, Nation-
al Youth Conference; Miss C. N. Nor-
minton, Canadian Federation of Agri-
culture; V. C. Raudsepp of British Col-
umbia; and Louis Renzoni, Mining As-
sociation of Canada.
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tive peoples, agriculture, fishing an( f
estry, the churches and many other int
ests gathered in Stockholm for this c
ference. The Soviet Union and se-,e
countries associated with it refused i o
tend because the German Democrati ,
public (East Germany) was not imit
Those governments will have an oppo rtl
ity to participate, if they wish, in th( pi
gram of work flowing from the confe °e,,
when its decisions are taken up this f ill
the UN General Assembly, in the Sp ^ci
ized Agencies of the UN system a:id
many other governmental and nor-g:
ernmental organizations.

Six themes
It is difficult, if not impossible, to c.efi
what is covered by the term "en-in
ment" - and fortunately governmen Is i
not try. What it does cover is suggested
the general themes of the work of th^ cr.
ference, which were considered as sep ar."
but closely interrelated problem areT
They were: i

The planning and managemw^
human settlements for enviro. m
tal quality;

- the environmental aspects of n ita
resources management;

- the identification and control of
lutants of broad internationa 1
nificance, e.g. the release of (he
cals into atmosphere, river:, a
oceans;

- the educational, informational, sa
and cultural aspects of en^ir
mental issues;

- development and the environr. en
- the international organizatic -i

plementarion of the recomn en
tions of the conference for 'ut
action.

The Declaration on the Human Er.
ronment was considered as a sepan
dimension of the conference's progr am
work.

Among the wide range of issu ;s
cussed by the conference was the qi es
of population policies. Delegates a top
the Secretariat's recommendatio i t
special attention be given to popul ati
concerns as they related to the er vin
ment in the preparations for the 19 41
World Population Conference. The, ^
approved two new recommendatior i, (
dealing with the provision of famil., -p1
ning information and the other w-th
search into human reproduction. Tt ey ^
not, however, have the time to con., ide,
world population policy that wouH t
into account the capacity of the rorl
resources and economic systems to s.ipP'
human life. This question will undoL bt
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e Stockholm conference dealt with the
w-.ng problems of marine pollution
hcas those caused by oil spills.

n he picture an oil-retaining boom
is 1rc. wn into place around a 240 foot

o,-.e of the central themes in the 1974

je c : s. Canada opposed this recommend-

f..rence on Human Population.
7'le Stockholm conference approved
a.ia's proposal for a UN Conference
castration on Experimental Human

t1F nents. This conference, which is to
hE:d in Canada in 1975, evoked con-
era, ble interest and may prove to be a
ir for broad-ranging discussions of

el pment policy as well as technical
blt..ns of human settlements. All Cana-
n r;avernments will undoubtedly be in-
veo; in preparations for this conference.
T4ie conference also approved an In-

n/l:ibyan recommendation to establish
in ernational voluntary fund to h e 1 p
elfping countries establish housing

on 'aecause it believed that there al-
dy ,vere funds and progams in existence
ea: with such projects. But the delega-
s ited that Canada would be willing to

rea ,e its foreign aid to take into account
irc:zmental and urban-growth prob-
s i=l developing countries. This proposal
f c-nsiderable importance and will cer-
nly be reconsidered in the two confer-
es on population and human settle-
nts

rir: e pollution
e q.:estion of pollutants of broad inter-
tioral significance was dealt with in two

p s--- marine pollution and other pollu-
h n 1he conference endorsed Canada's

UPI Photo

oil-tanker that ran aground off the
northeast Atlantic coast of the United
States. The ship left a ten-mile trail
of home-heating fuel at the entrance
to Long Island Sound.

recommendation on marine pollution (in-
cluding ocean dumping) - an action which
represented a major breakthrough in Can-
ada's efforts to obtain recognition of the
rights of coastal states and to establish the
basis for international law governing the
marine environment that will replace the
doctrine of the freedom of the seas. The
proposed ocean-dumping convention has
been referred to the UN Seabed Committee
and to a further intergovernmental con-
ference to be held in London before Nov-
ember 1972. Canada will want to review its
position in preparation for these meetings
as well as the 1972 Conference of the In-
tergovernmental Maritime Consultative
Organization and the Law of the Sea Con-
ference, tentatively s c h e d u l e d for next
year. Both these conferences will deal with
aspects of marine pollution.

Canada will also want to continue its
efforts to secure support for the fisheries-
management principles it advocated at
Stockholm, and may wish to use the pro-
posed fisheries-management conference of
the Food and Agriculture Organization in
February 1973 or the meetings of the Sea-
bed Committee for this purpose.

The Stockholm conference also ap-
proved a Canadian proposal for the estab-
lishment of an international registry of
clean rivers. This proposal will require
further development and refinement.

Dealing with other pollution prob-
lems, delegates strengthened the secretar-
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iat's original proposals and endorsed de-
velopment of arrangements for testing the
potential dangers of pollutants, interna-
tional inter-calibration programs, a reg-
istry of chemicals in the environment, a
registry of releases of radioactive mater-
ials into the biosphere, international cor-
relation of medical and environmental data
and primary protection standards for
humans. One important dimension of the
program for monitoring the earth's atmo-
sphere and thus detecting changes in the
world's climate was the conference's de-
cision to set up a global network of 110
stations "to keep watch" on climatic varia-
tions. Canada has already completed three
of these and will build a total of ten.

The question of nuclear testing, and
particularly atmospheric testing, also
aroused considerable attention. China at-
tempted to expand the condemnation of
tests of nuclear weapons to other weapons
of mass destruction and to obtain a world-
wide ban on the use of all such weapons.
France indicated that it w o u l d no t be
bound by any resolution against n u c l e a r
tests. Canada supported a resolution con-
demning all nuclear tests.

The question that received the most
attention in the area of resource manage-
ment was an American proposal for a ten-
year moratorium on commercial whaling.
Canada supported this proposal as the les-
ser of two evils, but noted that its stand
was contrary to its general principle that
all renewable resources should be harvest-
ed for the benefit of man on the basis of
optimum sustainable yield. The conference
also approved a proposal for an interna-
tional study of available energy resources
and called for environmental-impact
statements for all development projects.
Canada supported this proposal, both as an

energy- and resources-rich country and as
a major aid donor.

Formula for trade
As expected, economic development issues
in developing countries were a major

Canada undertakes theme of the conference. Canada declared
to increase aid that it would increase its aid at a faster
at a faster rate rate in recognition of the environmental

needs of developing countries and, to
break a serious impasse in the conference
between developed and developing nations,
introduced a formula on measures to miti-
gate the impact of environmental measures
on world trade.

Conference discussions of the educa-
tional, informational, cultural and social
aspects of environmental problems under-
lined the concern the Canadian public had
expressed in the government's pre-confer-
ence hearings in each of the ten provinces
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and the Northwest Territories - na.rnels
that a new and multi-disciplinary ap
proach must be taken to public educatiot
in order to stimulate public support and
and understanding for environmental
programs. The conference also recog niz^
the importance of involving local gc vern.
ments and non-governmental orga:iiza.
tions in this process. The Canadian delega.
tion, which included representatives fron
the federal and provincial governn.ents
the Mining Association of Canada, the Ca.
nadian Federation of Agriculture, th 3 Na.
tional Youth Conference, the Na.ional
Indian Brotherhood and the Canadian La.
bour Congress, provided a precede; Lt for
effective team-work for this purpose.

In its treatment of the education il, in.
formational, cultural and social aspE cts o'
environmental problems, the confcrenu
also discussed a number of conser-. ation
conventions currently at various sta;es a'
negotiation among governments. " hm
are: (1) a draft convention for thF pre
servation of islands for science; (ii) i con
vention for the protection of the wor'd cul.
tural and social heritage; (iii) a ccnven.
tion on the export, import and trac sit c:
certain species of wild animals and i 1ant,
and (iv) a convention to set the fram ,worl
for international regulations gove nin^
the management of migratory game

Post-Stockholm machinery
On the question of post-Stockholm i; :stita
tional arrangements needed to co-or iina4
the UN's environmental activities aid iii
plement conference recommendatio,.s, t&
conference recommended creation oi

(1) A 54-member governing c.ounci

for environmental programs to p: omotc
international co-operation in envirc nmea
tal matters and give general policy gui
ance on environmental programs of tht
UN and its Specialized Agencies;

(2) an environment secretariat head
ed by an executive director elected oy th^
General Assembly, with the core of hi:
staff paid from the regular UN bud, et;

(3) a voluntary environmen. funi
with a five-year target of $100 mil ion t
finance new environmental activi` ies b}
the UN and its Specialized Agencie ,;

(4) an environmental co-ord iatia
board to ensure co-operation and co-OI
dination of plans and activities am ng ^
organizations concerned with impi<:ment
ation of environmental programs.

All these recommendations we e sup
ported by Canada.

No decision on the location of fie ne
UN environment secretariat was ` aket
but it is expected that the General Assen
bly will select the city this fall.
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The problem of obtaining and ex-
hanging information and scientific and
echnical data recurred in the examination
f almost every area of the conference's

Pwork. To meet these needs, the conference
pproved the establishment of an Interna-

t(onai Referral System that will link en-
-ironmental institutions of countries in a
etwork designed to improve and speed up
he exchange of scientific, technical and
ther data.

Contrary to initial expectations, the
eclaration on the Human Environment
roviked the major debate of the confer-

ence. Argentina and Brazil differed about
he need for consultations in the event
hat a country planned or implemented a
roject that would have environmental con-
equcnces for its neighbours. Since the con-
erer.ce was unable to reach agreement on
his principle, it was referred to the forth-
omi;ig UN General Assembly for consid-

^rati )n.

Declaration approved
Mina wanted an international commit-
ent not to test or use nuclear, chemical

r binlogical weapons. Other states made
urth-1--r proposals. In the end, the confer-
nce approved a 26-principle declaration,
he basic item of which recognizes the

soveneign right of each state to exploit its
own resources but with the proviso that
each -tate has the responsibility to ensure
f hat as activities do not cause damage
ither to other states or to areas beyond

The United Nations Conference on the
fIurnu;r Environment in Stockholm adopt-
pd a,:eclaration of principles to serve as
the fo^!ndation for a global attack on pol-
1ution. The document, entitled Declaration
n th:, Human Environment, goes before

the U 4 General Assembly for ratification
It its t^venty-seventh session in the fall.

^ T;e declaration is regarded as the
^u'st s_ep toward development of environ-
rente law. Despite its non-binding char-
cter, the document is being considered as

e supI h sort of constitution against which future

;^.Ie ne
ssecenvrrc nmental actions could be measured

aket
Y wc==°ld opinion. The achievement of a

^onser.• sus among representatives of the 113
^ atior, s at the conference gives the pro-
9'an -trong moral backing.

national jurisdiction. The Chinese main-
tained reservations about the principle on
nuclear testing, but did not oppose the ap-
proval of the declaration by the confer-
ence.

One disappointment at the conference
was the lack of support for a proposal put
forward by Jack Davis, Canada's Minister
of the Environment, for establishment of
international pollution-control standards.
In the section of the Conference Report on
Development and the Environment and in
the Declaration of Principles, the confer-
ence opposed uniform application of pol- Lack of support
lution-control standards. The developing for establishment
countries regard the unused assimilative of standards for
capacity of their environment as an eco- pollution curbs
nomic resource. They do, however, accept
the fact that the assimilative capacity of
the environment is limited and they would
support standards designed to keep pollu-
tion emissions below the danger-point. The
Canadian delegation was able to obtain
recognition of the importance of harmo-
nization of international product stand-
ards -a move aimed at averting use of
environmental and pollution controls as
devices for restricting trade.

The delegates discussed the question
of holding a second Conference on the
Human Environment in several years and
Mr. Davis, who headed Canada's delega-
tion, said Canada would be pleased to serve
as host for such a meeting. The delegates
agreed to leave the decision on a second
conference to the General Assembly.

Following are the 26 principles adopt-
ed after much debate at Stockholm:

(1) Man has the fundamental right to
freedom, equality and adequate con-
ditions of life, in an environment of
a quality that permits a life of dig-
nity and w e l l-b e i n g, and bears a
solemn responsibility to protect and
improve the environment for present
and future generations. In this re-
spect, policies promoting or perpet-
uating apartheid, racial segregation,
discrimination, colonial and other
forms of oppression and foreign
domination stand condemned and
must be eliminated.

(2) The natural resources of the earth,
including the air, water, land, flora

7
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UPI Photo

Shirley Temple Black, one of the U.S.
delegates to the UN Conference on the
Human Environment, listens to the debate
in Stockholm's Congress Hall. In this
session, Chi na pressed for reconsideration
of some aspects of the Declaration on
the Human Environment, the document
containing the principles designed to
govern a global attack on pollution.

and fauna, and especially represent-
ative samples of natural ecosystems,
must be safeguarded for the benefit
of present and future generations
through careful planning or manage-
ment as appropriate.

(3) The capacity of the earth to produce
vital renewable resources must be
maintained and wherever practicable
restored or improved.

(4) Man has a special responsibility to
safeguard and wisely manage the
heritage of wildlife and its habitat
which are now gravely imperilled by
a combination of adverse factors. Na-

Duty to safeguard ture conservation, including wildlife,
wildlife heritage must therefore receive importance in
- and its habitat planning for economic development.

(5) The non-renewable resources of the
earth must be employed in such a
way as to guard against the danger
of their future exhaustion and to en-
sure that benefits from such employ-
ment are shared by all mankind.

(6) The discharge of toxic substances or
of other substances and the release of
heat, in such quantities or concentra-
tions as to exceed the capacity of the
environment to render them harm-
less, must be halted in order to en-

sure that serious or irrever, ibl
damage is not inflicted upon ec )sy;
tems. The just struggle of the pe,)pl
of all countries against polLltia
should be supported.

(7) States shall take all possible ste ?s t
prevent pollution of the seas by sut
stances that are liable to create 4
ards to human health, to harm 1 vin::
resources and marine life, to da= ia
amenities or to interfere with , 3thE
legitimate uses of the sea.

(8) Economic and social developme it j,
essential for ensuring a favou; abl
living and working environmer t fc
man and for creating conditior s a:
earth that are necessary for th( in
provement of the quality of life.

(9) Environmental deficiencies gen rat
ed by the conditions of underd 2vel
opment and natural disasters )os.
grave problems and can best be rem
edied by accelerated developr ien 1wo-yE
through the transfer of subst. nti ins h
quantities of financial and tecl- nof( iay ar
gical assistance as a suppleme zt t:
the domestic effort of the devel )pin:
countries and such timely assis,anc
as may be required.

(10) For the developing countries, s:abi:
ity of prices and adequate ear iing:
for primary commodities and ra
material are essential to en, ire
mental management, since ecol.om:
factors, as well as ecologica pn
cesses, must be taken into accoui t.

(11) The environmental policies A a..
states should enhance, and n(t ac
versely affect, the present or ; utur
development potential of deve )pin;
countries, nor should they ha npe'
the attainment of better living ^ond:
tions for all, and appropriate step^
should be taken by states and inter
national organizations with a v ew,
reaching agreement on meetil g th:
possible national and interna .ion
economic consequences res iltir.
from the application of enviro ime'
tal measures.

(12) Resources should be made av,- ilab!,
to preserve and improve the envi
ronment, taking into account t:e ci'
cumstances and particular re luirc
ments of developing countrit s ar.:
any costs which may emanat( fur
their incorporating environl ientLL
safeguards into their develoF mer
planning and the need for m-.kin:
available to them, upon the:r ►^
quest, additional internationa tect
nical and financial assistance f^r thi
purpose.

(13) In order to achieve a more ra üon-l

a4)

5)
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wo-year-old Aaron Christopher Graves
ins hundreds of other San Francisco

hy area residents in helping clear

management of resources and thus to
improve the environment, states
should adopt an integrated and co-
ordinated approach to their develop•
ment planning so as to ensure that
development is compatible with the
need to protect and improve
the human environment for the bene-
fit of their population.

4) Rational planning constitutes an es-
sential tool for reconciling any con-
1ict between the needs of develop-
ment and the need to protect and im-
prove the environment.

5) Planning must be applied to human
:,ettlements and urbanization with a
view to avoiding adverse effects on
;h e environment and obtaining maxi-
num social, economic and environ-
mental b e n e f i t s for all. In this re-
spect, projects which are designed
for colonialist and racist domination
must be abandoned.

6) Demographic policies which are
without prejudice to basic human
rights and which are deemed appro-
;riate by governments concerned
..hould be applied in those regions
where the rate of population growth
z>r excessive population concentra-
tions are likely to have adverse ef-
fects on the environment or develop-
rzent, or where low population den-
:ity may prevent improvement of the
human environment and impede de-
velopment.

7) Appropriate national institutions
r:iust be entrusted with the task of
planning, managing or controlling

Wide World Photo

beaches of bunker oil that spilled when
two Standard Oil tankers collided under
the Golden Gate Bridge last year.

the environmental resources of states
with a view to enhancing environ-
mental quality.

(18) Science and technology, as part of
their contribution to economic and
social development, must be applied
to the identification, avoidance and
control of environmental risks and
the solution of environmental prob-
lems and for the c o m m o n good of
mankind.

(19) Education in environmental matters,
for the younger generation as well as
adults, giving due consideration
to the underprivileged, is essential in
order to broaden the basis for an en-
lightened opinion and responsible
conduct by individuals, enterprises
and communities in protecting and
improving the environment in its
full human dimension. It is also es-
sential that mass media of communi-
cation avoid contributing to this de-
terioration of the environment but,
on the contrary, disseminate infor-
mation of an educational nature on
the need to protect and improve the
environment in order to enable man
to develop in every respect.

(20) Scientific research and development
in the context of environmental
problems, both national and multi-
national, must be promoted in all
countries, especially the developing
countries. In this connection, the free
flow of up-to-date scientific infor-
mation and transfer of experience
must be supported and assisted, to
facilitate the solution of environmen-

9



(22) States shall co-operate to develol
further the international law regard.
ing liability and compensation fo
the victims of pollution and other en.
vironmental damage caused b^
activities within the jurisdictio:-r o
control of such states to areas be, yon^
their jursidiction.

(23) Without prejudice to such criteria a
may be agreed upon by the interna
tional community, or to standard;
which will have to be deterrr iner'
nationally, it will be essential in al:
cases to consider the system of v<:lue.

UPI Photo

IngemundBengtsson, Sweden's Minister of

Agriculture, presides at the final session

of the conference, which approved the

Stockholm declaration of principles.

tal problems; environmental technol-
ogies should be made available to de-
veloping countries on terms which
would encourage their wide dissem-
ination without constituting an eco-
nomic burden on the developing
countries.

(21) States have, in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations and
the principles of international law,
the sovereign right to exploit their
own resources pursuant to their own
environmental policies, and the res-
ponsibility to ensure that activities
within their jurisdiction or control
do not cause damage to the environ-
ment of other states or of areas be-
yond the limits of national jurisdic-
tion.

Peter Calamai of Southam News Ser-
vices noted that the real challenge facing
the Stockholm meeting was elequently
summarized by British economist Lady
Barbara Ward and U.S. ecologist Rene
Dubes in their book Only One Earth:

"The establishment of a desirable
human environment implies more than the
maintenance of ecological equilibrium,
management of natural resources and the
control of the forces that threaten biologi-
cal and mental health.

10 International Perspectives September/October 1972

prevailing in each country, anc: the or tl
extent of the applicability of stand. enta
ards which are valid for the nos ssoci,
advanced countries, but which m ty he nce c
inappropriate and of unwarranted umbE
social cost for the developing c oun ic an(
tries. he st:

(24) International matters concerning
the protection and improveme-it of
the environment should be handlec
in a co-operative spirit by all E oun•
tries, big or small, on an equal foot.
ing. Co-operation through mul alat-
eral or bilateral arrangemen:s or
other appropriate means is essc ntial
to effectively control, p r e v e n^. , re-
duce and eliminate adverse en, iron
mental effects resulting from ectiri-
ties conducted in all spheres, in such
a way that due account is tak m of
the sovereignty and interests f all
states.

(25) States shall ensure that int2rna.
tional organizations play t co-
ordinated, efficient and dynami role
for the protection and improv(nenc
of the environment.

(26) Man and' his environment mi st be
spared the effects of nuclear we jpon
and all other means of mass de truc-
tion. States must strive to I each
prompt agreement, in the rel want
international organs, on the eli_nina-
tion and complete destruction o^' such
weapons.

"Ideally it requires also that s)cial
groups and individuals be providec with
the opportunity to develop ways of li° and
surroundings of their own choice."

Mr. Calamai suggested the confirence
had largely faced up to the first part )f the
challenge, but "only in the vaguest v; iy did
the conference talk about curbir, the
greed of one-quarter of the world s.) thar
the needs of the remaining three-qL arW
could be met". (Ottawa Citizen, Juae 21.
1972).
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^nc: the or the average Canadian with environ-
st and tentai awareness and concern, the events

e:nos, ssociated with the United Nations Confer-
m tybf nce on the Human Environment had a
•ranted umLer of components. In Canada, a pub-
; c oun ic and semi-public process culminated in
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)cial begot:ations. Though widely recognized by
with iheir , nternational colleagues, Canadians
and gener;^aly are unaware of their contribu-

irence ' I Most Canadian environmentalists
)f the x"ere cpenly dismayed at the way in which
iy did he Canadian position statement was de-

the elope.3, and this triggered considerable
,.^ that Ynici;:m about the Stockholm conference
aner^ itself. ^any had hoped that Canada would
;ie 21. 'lake a strong position of leadership in the

No empty ritual, conference

D. A. Chant

pointing out the environmental hazards of
continued`°boosterisrn': population growth,
uncontrolled technology, unregulated pro-
duction and consumption and heedless re-
source exhaustion. Instead, they b e c a m e
aware of a series of drafts of Canada's
paper that were developed in rapid se-
quence. Some of these were semi-secret
and, when they could be obtained at all,
bore little apparent relation to one an-
other or to the hopes of environmentalists.
The first few were trivial, over-written,
self-congratulatory overviews of the Ca-
nadian environment and the progress be-
ing made by our Government and industry
to clean up pollution. There followed one
or two that seemed to deny the existence
of these hazards and the concern felt by so
many people. Environmentalists were fur-
ther dismayed by the difficulties and frus-
trations of attempting to identify exactly
what our Government's position was.

Suddenly a series of public hearings
was announced, to be conducted at the last
minute, in April, by E. G. Corbin, Parlia-
mentary Secretary to Mr. Davis; Robert
Shaw, Deputy Minister of the federal En-
vironment Department; and Senator Alan
Macnaughton, vice-chairman of the Cana-
dian delegation to Stockholm. Notice of
these meetings was short, background in-
formation from Ottawa was scarce, and
few were able to prepare presentations of
real substance. Tokenism and condescen-
sion were so obvious as to be almost vis-
ible, hanging like a fog in the meeting halls
across the country. The atmosphere was
not improved by a number of obvious and

he statement on Canada's position to the
ousa of Commons during the first week
f June by the Minister of the Environ-
nent, Jack Davis. The official paper for
resentation to the conference was then

^ompleted. At the conference itself in
tockholm, June 5 to 16, our official dele-

lation and other Canadians played some
^nterf;sting roles, which received consider-
ble domestic attention.

Also widely reported in Canada was
the I-)dependent Conference on the En-
ironnient organized by Dai Dong and
ponscred by the International Fellowship

of Recunciliation; it convened in Stockholm,
1une 1 to 8. Canada had three Dai Dong
participants: Professor Fred Knelman of
Montreal, Professor Henry Regier of To-
^onto and myself.

L.^ss well reported and not widely
recog7-ized by environmentalists was the
w,ork done by federal, provincial and in-
iernational civil servants in drafting posi-
} ion F;pers for the preparatory committee
of the United Nations conference in Gen-
Iva. In effect, over a period of several
years. these people negotiated the formu-
lation of objectives and recommendations,
many of which subsequently were accept-
éd. Canada's experts on various aspects of

playei^ an especially leading role in these

tions.

I 10rld community, recognizing and clearly

Dr. Chant is chairman of the Department
of Zoology at the University of Toronto
and a leading Canadian environmentalist
who serves as chairman of the board
of advisers of Pollution Probe at the
university. Dr. Chant is a member of
the Canadian Environmental Advisory
Council and of the board of directors,
The Institute of Ecology in Washington.
The views expressed are those of
Professor Chant.
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sarcastic remarks about "academic ecolo-
gists", who made up a large part of the
audience at most of the sessions. The word
"ecologists" slipped from some tongues
with what can only be described as venom,
almost as though we were Communists and
these were the 1950s, or socialists to B.C.
Premier W. A. C. Bennett's fôllowers.

'Canada began
to come of age
environmentally'
on world scene

Fears not justified
As a result of all this, many Canadians be-
came convinced that the Stockholm UN
conference would be a meaningless inter-
national ritual, without substance or sin-
cerity, insight or action.

Happily, in retrospect, the Stockholm
conference, and Canada's participation in
it, did not justify these fears. Environ-
mentalists are not filled with satisfaction,
it is true, or very optimistic about the de-
termination, or indeed the ability, of the
international community to preserve the
integrity of the global environment. But
the conference accomplished far more than
I personally predicted, and Canada began
to come of age environmentally, on the in-
ternational scene, though we remain em-
barrassingly compromised on many major
environmental questions.

There was widespread misunder-
standing in Canada about the immediate
purposes of the United Nations conference.
Many assumed, apparently, that its pur-
pose was, then and there, to develop effect-
ive policies for pollution abatement and
environmental protection and by interna-
tional agreement to put them into effect
immediately. Maurice Strong, Secretary-
General for the conference, pointed out
many times that the goal was much more
limited: simply the acceptance of a declar-
ation on the human environment and the
establishment of an agency within the
United Nations to monitor environmental
quality and to co-ordinate international
environmental activities. The conference
was entirely successful in this, though all
recommendations still must be approved
by the UN General Assembly. To some,
this may seem to be too little, too late, sim-
ply standing by and carefully recording
the progressive deterioration and eventual
destruction of the global life system. But to
me it is an important and necessary first
step to the eventual control and reversal
of deterioration and I am surprised that it
was accomplished with such unanimity.

Against the background of these limit-
ed objectives, further accomplishments of
the conference are icing on the cake. And
there were many additional accomplish-
ments, ranging from a recommendation for
a ten-year moratorium on whaling (which
has no chance of UN approval) to one sup-
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porting the principle that nations do not
have the right to pollute air or water that
will shortly flow into a neighbour terri.
tory. Astonishingly, almost all of t he rec.
ommendations on the agenda, nursbering
more than 200, v^ere approved, n uch td
the credit of the experts who forr.• -ulated
them. Of course, even assuming tf.at the
General Assembly accepts most o; all of
these, there is little the UN can do c irectly
to enforce them. But the very fact t: at the
official, government-appointed de egates
of 113 nations approved these recor:mend-
ations, albeit sometimes in a dilut(- I form,
is an achievement of considerable limen-
sions.

Despite the natural reservatior,, cyn•
icism, even suspicion, of many peoF ;e, this
must be viewed with optimism. Ce tainly,
there is a vast gulf between agreer::ent on
the formulation of a problem and he de.
velopment of a co-operative, effect' ,e pra
gram for its solution. And the fui^ prob-
lem has not yet been formulated i<^terna-
tionally. We have yet to see in ful^. the re,
sentment of the have-not nations .)wards
the haves over resource disparit s and
economic and resource imperialisr . They
suspect that we are playing games, ith the
environmental issue to achieve pc :itical
and economic objectives. They poi.r to the
many "important" Canadians v, o still
hold to the dangerously-outworn convic-
tions that growth per se is good, z id that
bigger is better. The link betwee i such
boosterism and environmental d, eriora-
tion is now so clear that the Thir ' World
suspects our sincerity when we do r. ot even
have clearly-stated internal poli ies on
such questions. These problems rr.^ .y stag-
ger the mind with their complea ,y, and
the UN's record of effecting inter ational
co-operation is not good. But withe :t these
first steps nothing could ever be E hieved,
and they have now been taken.

Canada's role
Canada can indulge in some self -atisfac-
tion over its participation in the St.: ckholm
conference for several reasons. 'irst, of
course, because of the leading ro: played
by Mr. Strong in organizing it an; achiev-
ing the success it enjoyed. Second because
of the important role played by th! faceless
civil servants who helped to draft ;he con-
ference documents. And third, b, °ause of
the effectiveness of the Canadia, delega.
tion, both in formal sessions and biind the
scenes in achieving agreement, anc at timeç
compromise, on contentious is,, ^es that
threatened to disrupt, if not rAn, the
conference.

Canada's official delegation ncluded
Mr. Davis, Mr. Corbin, Mr. Shaw Senator
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tend frcm the academic community, was

of the Canadian party eventually was dis-

that the statement was written almost

Ver th,- hard facts of ecological reality,

inisters responsible for environmental
âirs, Dr. Victor Goldbloom and William

i'urko. In addition, the party of officially
accredi`:ed observers was composed large-
v of the environmental ministers from the
ther provinces or their designates, and
ivtl servants representing federal depart-
ents ond agencies. Only a handful of non-
overn:nental organizations were repre-
ented and there was no one from en-
ironmental or conservation groups. The
ack of representatives from the latter,

^idely criticized and interpreted as a re-
buff and an insult when the composition

flosed. However, our delegates, unrepre-
eentative as they were, did work diligently
ând dia add greatly to Canada's reputa-
on for sincerity and concern about en--
•ironm:,ntal issues, even though at times
their viewpoints may have been ecological-
)y nâive. In an age when the discipline of
economics still reigns supreme, ecological
aïvet^ is seen by some as no serious

tr•eakness.
Tho final reason for some degree of

atisfact.i.on was Canada's background doc-
ent and its official statement to the con-

erence's plenary session. Rumour has it

^ingleh"ndedly by Mr. Davis himself. It
'as the>e two documents that had roused
he gre Aest criticism and dissatisfaction

ong Canadian environmentalists. The
eason ' or this is that ours is a relatively

^ophisti:;ated society with some awareness
iOf the root causes of the environmental
crisis tc be found in the Canadian dream,
'nd we recognize that our affluence does
Permit °!s to do something about curing
I hese causes now.

The co-,t of affluence
G radua'1y, Canadians are beginning to
recogni : e the necessity of population regu-
^jation vnd of control of "growth". T r u e,
^lnany sE ill draw a false dichotomy between
obs, or the one hand, and the e n v i r o n-
ent, o:â the other. And yet, from the pin-
acle o'' our high living standard, with all
he mat -,rial things it brings us, we are be-
nning ^.o acknowledge the environmental

ost we iave paid for our affluence and to
orTy --)out the real quality of our lives-
n their : mpatience, environmentalists may
ometir•,es forget the privations of less
ortuna: ) peoples, and some made the mis-

Rake of r*eacting to Mr. Davis' documents as
° they were addressed only to ourselves.
e resE nted their simplicity, their seem-

°g supETficiality, their apparent glossing

°Çgetti.:g that they were not phrased for

us primarily but for the international
community, much of which has not yet
reached our level of awareness.

To the credit of Mr. Davis and his
advisers, some Canadian initiatives were
important and skilfully balanced on the
borderline between bland emptiness and
the harsh reality that is still unacceptable
to the majority of nations. Many Third
World countries still have as their highest
priority the attempt to struggle to the
same peak of conventional affluence that
we now enjoy. Paradoxically, then, in the
Canadian context our position papers were
timid and equivocal; in the global context,
in some ways they were remarkably bold. Third World nations

There is a moral in this paradox. In still have goal
future, the Government should take Cana- of achieving
dians more fully into its confidence. If we affluenceuence of others
had been told that Canada's documents
were recognized as not being as emphatic
as many would wish but were considered
to be pushing the outer limits of likely in-
ternational compromise, then they might
have been accepted far less cynically. Crit-
icism and confrontation might have been
reduced and constructive responses might
have been more common.

Dai Dong conference
These insights (if such they were) were
sharpened for me by Dai Dong's Independ-
ent Conference on the Environment. Notice
the absence of the word human, with its
anthropomorphic arrogance in this con-
text. Dai Dong came into being two years
ago, when a dozen prominent scientists
from around the world gathered in Men-
ton, France, to consider environmental
problems. They drafted a strong document,
entitled "A Message to Our 3.5 Billion
Neighbours on Planet Earth", on environ-
mental deterioration, resource depletion,
population, overcrowding and hunger, and
on war and the environment. The Menton

statement was subsequently endorsed by
more than 3,000 scientists in many coun-
tries, with more than 100 in Canada. A
year ago, it was presented to U Thant, then
UN Secretary-General, at UN headquar-
ters in New York. U Thant also endorsed
the statement and arranged for its publi-
cation in the UNESCO Courier in July
1971.

Dai Dong literally means "a world of
great togetherness", a conception which
originated in pre-Confucian China. It was
adopted as the name for the organization
that emerged from the Menton Conference,
and its members are those who signed the
initial message. The independent Stock-
holm conference arose from an idea first
explored at the time of our meeting with
U Thant, and was supported by the staff
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Maurice Strong (centre), Secretary-
General of the Stockholm conference,
holds a press conference and urges an in-
ternational consensus on ways ofpreserv-
ing and improving the environment. The
conference approved an administrative
structure for the UN's environmental

and financial resources of the Fellowship
of Reconciliation, an international organi-
zation dedicated to the prohibition of war
and the promotion of human rights. The in-
dependent conference was not organized to
confront the official UN conference, but
rather to complement it by bringing to-
gether a group primarily composed of
scientists to examine the environmental
crisis, free, it was hoped, from national
self-interest in ways not possible for the
UN delegates. The Dai Dong conference

Dai Dong sessions was to culminate in an independent state-
used to pursue ment on the environment, to be presented
national aims to the UN conference. These purposes were
of revolutionaries achieved in a limited way only.

The Dai Dong conference had two
main discordant features. Of the 40-odd
delegates, fewer than half were scientists
and not all of these were competent en-
vironmental scientists. Perhaps because of
this, the supposedly objective examination
of environmental problems played only a
minor part in the proceedings. The other
problem was that some of the participants
were idealistic revolutionaries. A number
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unit and Mr. Strong, former head of
Canada's foreign aid program, is
expected to be named executive direct )r
of the program once it has been
endorsed by the UN General Assemb'y.
Mr. Strong is flanked by UN official
W. M. Bassow (left) and William PowE^.

of these organized a caucus more inr --rest-
ed in overthrowing their home go : ern-
ments, establishing their own n,, ional
sovereignties, smashing Western ec( omic
and resource imperialism. While ar. ocat-
ing an end to imperialistic wars, th y en-
dorsed violence in revolutions of th , peo-
ple. This raised the impossible inc nsist-
ency of "good" wars as well as "bad" ones.
For these participants, the environr entai
issue was simply there to be explo -ed to
achieve their objectives. Worthy a d de-
sirable as some of these objectives night
be in their own right, so blatant n ex-
ploitation of the environmental iss e did
little for the cause of environment I pro-
tection.

Process of compromise
Similar disparate views and purpos s also
appeared, of course, at the United N< tions
conference itself. Here they were a oided,
rationalized and/or overcome mort effec'
tively than with Dai Dong, perhs )s be
cause there had been a period of mol- ^ than
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two years for the processes of compromise
to be perfected, whereas we at the In-
dependent Conference had little more than
a week. Some issues were virtually drop-
ped from the UN agenda long before the
conference because it was impossible to
achieve any sort of consensus, whereas the
Dai Dong delegates continued throughout
their short time together to argue and de-
bate them hotly. In the much smaller and
more intimate forum of the Dai Dong con-
ference, where discussion was to be free
from national posturing, consensus was
rare, compromise always difficult and
sometimes impossible, schisms between the
so-called developed and underdeveloped
nations frequent, and personal confronta-
tion sometimes unpleasant, particularly on
the issues of population, sovereignty and
violence. The result was an independent
statement, duly presented to the UN con-
ference and now to be widely distributed
around the world in many languages,
which contains a number of strong and
worthwhile statements but falls short of
the directness and clarity of its parent, the
original message from Menton.

Perhaps the strongest inference that
emerged from the Dai Dong conference
was that the developed countries are the
main culprits in environmental degrada-

tion. If, as we state repeatedly, the growth
of populations, conventional economics,
asocial technologies and the like, are such
threats, why do the developed countries
not have honest internal policies on such
questions? Why are such gluttonous liber-
tines urging abstinence in the developing
countries? As one Dai Dong delegate relat-
ed, he can easily raise funds from Western
nations for 20 birth-control clinics in
Kenya but not one penny for a school.

It is far too soon, of course, to judge
accurately the full value of all the activi-
ties associated with the United Nations
Stockholm conference to Canada, let alone
to the world community. Mr. Strong ac-
quitted himself well and the conference
may have accomplishec, much more than
its rather modest objectives. C a n a d i a n s
emerged as realistic analysts of environ-
mental problems and as skilful negotiators.
And the participants in the independent
conference contributed to global awareness
of the magnitude and complexity of the en-
vironmental problems that confront us.
The world community must now capitalize
on these steps, resolve its differences re-
garding the environment and, on this
foundation, develop international co-oper-
ative programs to restore and preserve its
quality.
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"We consider that there is a fundamental
need for an environment which permits
the falest enjoyment of the basic human
rightt reflected in the Universal Declar-

,ation of Human Rights, including, in par-
s ticul;:r, the rights to life itself....

"yVe recognize that life on the planet
Earth is dependent on the land, the earth,

forme of life on Earth.
We are aware that human life is also

}the --ater and the sun and upon other

depe:,dent upon the maintenance of the
ecolouical balance of the biosphere ....

"Ne are increasingly aware that
hum<.n life is affected by environmental
proce-3ses and influences which are in turn
affect .,d by human activities . . . .

" Ne are conscious that economic and
social development and the quality of the
envir•)nment are interdependent . . . .

"We accept that the limited resources
of the biosphere, including in particular
land, air and water, require rational util-
ization , , , ,

"We recognize that there is cause for
concern that irrational utilization of these
resources is posing an accelerating threat
to the environment . . . .

"It is the firm position of the Cana-
dian Government and people that environ-
mental problems are the concern of all
human beings and all peoples irrespective
of their social or political systems, geo-
graphic situation or state of economic de-
velopment . . . .

"It is the equally firm position of the
Canadian Government and the Canadian
people that all human beings and all peo-
ples have equal rights to an environment
adequate to their needs . . . ."

(Excerpts from a statement delivered
at the Stockholm Conference by J. A.
Beesley, legal adviser to the Department of
External Affairs, in which he noted that
the concepts he had set out were reflected
in the Draft Declaration on the Human
Environment.)
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Ostpolitik: the results for Bonn
and its implications for Europ e
By Robert Spencer

In the two and a half years since Willy
Brandt became the German Federal Re-
public's first socialist Chancellor (and the
first member of the Social Democratic
Party to head a German government since
Hermann Mueller's "great coalition" tot-
tered to a fall in March 1930), the shape of
West German's policies vis-d-vis Eastern
Europe has dramatically altered. Old dog-
mas have been abadoned, old shibboleths
cast aside; new links, which no one would
have dreamed of a few months e a r l i e r,
have been forged.

One should not forget that the current
Ostpolitik was preceded by Christian
Democratic Union Foreign Minister's
Schroeder's efforts in the earlier Sixties to
penetrate the ice in the East; and, of
course, it was Brandt himself who, as For-
eign Minister in the "great coalition" of
1966-69, reaped the first fruits of estab-
lishing diplomatic links with Bucharest
and Belgrade. But the formation of the
Brandt-Scheel Government after the elec-
tions in September 1969 opened a period in
which initiative has followed initiative in
such a manner as to provoke criticism that,
under the energetic direction of State Sec-
retary Egon Bahr in the Chancellor's of-
fice, the Government was moving too
swiftly.

Since 1969 the Ostpolitik has unfold-
ed in clearly-defined stages. The first, and
essential, preliminary was the conclusion
of the treaties with Moscow and Warsaw in
1970, which accepted the territorial status
quo as their basis. This stage, in which the
Federal Republic appeared to be making all

Professor Spencer, a member of the
History Department of the Uniuersity
of Toronto for 22 years, has specialized
in analysis of German history
and politics. He is co-editor of the
Canadian Institute of International
Affairs quarterly International Journal.
Professor Spencer is currently on
sabbatical leaue studying one phase of
nineteenth-century German history.

the concessions, with no tangible qu d pro
quo from the East, was followed 1 ^ the
Berlin agreements of 1971-72. Thes took
the form of an agreement between the four
occupying powers, underwriting a:-d in-
deed strengthening the existing posi ion of
Berlin; and they included two supplmen-
tary intra-German agreements-o, e be,
tween the Government of the Ge^•man
Democratic Republic (East German-; ) and
the Berlin Senate concerning access for
West Berliners to East Berlin and East
Germany, the other between Bonn and the
Government of the GDR concerning t-ansit
traffic on the land and water rout,^s be.
tween West Berlin and the Federal l'epub-
lic. The ratification of the Mosco v and
Warsaw treaties by the Bundestag on
May 17, 1972, paved the way for 'ormal
approval of the four-power agreements on
Berlin; these duly came into eff ct on
June 5. This, in turn, opened the v ay to-
ward the next stage in Bonn's Os- )olitik
- the gradual development of « more
peaceful order in Central Europe.

Historic pacts
Conclusion of the Moscow and W rs aw
treaties has been hailed in some qi arters
as a great turning-point in Ger , .iany's
postwar history. A writer in th Sud-

deutsche Zeitung has compared Ylay 17,
1972, with the capitulation of the Third
Reich on May 8, 1945, and the regai. ing of
sovereignty by the Federal Repul tic on
May 5, 1955. Such rhetoric has its hzards;
but preoccupation with details ough not to
obscure the historic significance of the
agreements. As Theo Sommer exprc ,sed it
in the respected weekly Die Zeit, .1 sin"
ple reading of the treaty texts m kes it
clear that they were not only forml non,
aggression pacts but agreements th; t fixed

frontiers; that the Federal Republic :'or the
rest of its existence has renounced -..1y ter-

ritorial claims against any other st^.e; and
that, while an acceptable revision ^f fron•

tiers is juridically possible, politic: ay the

prospect is unrealistic.
The Bundestag's vote has als- been
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° escrit-^ed as a decisive act of self-liber-
tion, in that it delivered Bonn from the
andicapts of unresolved territorial issues
nd the lack of a satisfactory modus viu-

^ndi with its Eastern neighbours. The
ecognition of prevailing political realities
nvolved something more, a form of self-

^ecognition, for Bonn has now acknowl-
tdged the Federal Republic for the endur-
ing pol itical structure it has been and will

, remain. The German-born French writer

^lfred Grosser has recently noted that in
948 the majority of West Germans made

a choir-e that is very rare in the twentieth
rentury when they demonstrated their
^reference for a certain political and eco-
pomre system even at the cost of turning
xheir backs on the achievement of national
6ity. In mid-1972, they ratified that de-
ision but in a more definitive fashion.

In the course of the protracted pro-
ceedingrs before the final ratification, the
Bundestag approVed, with no votes against
and or,ly five abstentions, a ten-point in-
^ erpretative statement, previously agreed
'to by both government and opposition
eader:„, and presumably acceptable also to
^onn's negotiating partners in M o s c o w
and Warsaw. The statement clarified some
points in the treaty texts; and in recogniz-
I ng thût, though the treaties were based on
4 oday's frontier, they did not anticipate an
eventual peace treaty and in reiterating
,the inalienable right of Germans to self-
determïnation (and thus including a more
^pecifi reference to the undiminished
^ight t. an eventual peaceful reunifica-
tion) it undoubtedly eased the consciences
,of mar;y deputies, even if it did not win
,one me:•e vote for the treaties. Certainly it
preven;:ed a decisive split between the op-
positior; CSU under Strauss and Reiner
Barzel` CDU. But, of course, only the
treaty -exts themselves have any legal
,validitj:,.

W^,ile Moscow would not stand in the
w'ay o; an eventual desire of the GDR to
join thF Federal Republic, the acceptance of
the Oc^,r-Neisse Line as the Western bor-
der of "'oland is clearly irrevocable. Pain-
ful as i^ may have been, the West Germans
have a_ {nowledged the loss of the Eastern
territo:-es. From that undertaking there
,cancan be no turning back. Confirmation of

la t point came early and rather un-
éxpeCtFIly, when, within a few weeks of
the rat iication of the Warsaw Treaty, the
`'aticar drew the appropriate conclusion.
Rome E,nnounced at the end of June that it
^ad er ied the 27-year provisional ar-
^^gen.ents in the former German terri-
tones <: ast of the Oder-Neisse Line, and
^'as re;lacing the temporary apostolic ad-
` inistrütors by Polish bishops and remov-

ing Berlin from the theoretical dependence
on Wroclaw (the former Breslau).

Bonn-Moscow relations
If the Warsaw Treaty, as an act of recon-
ciliation, puts German-Polish relations on
a new footing, the same cannot be said of
the Russo-German Treaty. Bonn and Mos-
cow have had diplomatic relations s i n c e
1955. And relations between Bonn and
Moscow will depend in the long run on
other factors than a mere treaty. The new
phase of Ostpolitik was initiated in 1969
not as the result of the discernment of any
hopeful opening to the East but rather out
of the conviction that the attempt must be
made whatever the prospects of success. It
has been one of the remarkable features of
the diplomatic landscape that Bonn's
Ostpolitik coincided in time with a Soviet
Westpolitik, so that Moscow was unex-
pectedly receptive to Bonn's advances.
How long the winds will blow warm from
the East will depend, of course, on the
U.S.S.R's perception of its own interests.
There appears at the moment to be no les-
sening of desire for closer relations with
Bonn. But one should not envisage this as
a permanent feature. Nor do the treaties
guarantee peaceful and friendly relations
with the East for an indefinite future.

In taking a decisive step away from
the provisional, by acknowledging existing
frontiers, and in disclaiming any terri-
torial ambitions in the East, Bonn has
aligned itself with Western Ostpolitik, in
the sense that its relations with the East
are now no different from those of any
other Western state. At the same time,
freed from political encumbrances in the
East, Bonn can now work more energeti-
cally towards its West European objec-
tives. The launching of the Ostpolitik was
preceded by the major initiative in West-
politik (or Europapolitik) in The Hague in
December 1969. The treaties just ratified
do not involve a sacrifice of 25 years work
in the West. Rather they provide the in-
dispensable basis for a further strengthen-
ing of ties with the enlarged European
Economic Community and with North
America. The importance Bonn attaches to
the forthcoming European summit derives
in part at least from the need, after all at-
tention has focused on the East, to drama-
tize the key importance of the West. In-
deed, the longer-range significance of the
acknowledgment of existing frontiers may
well lie in the recognition that Germany
has moved westward.

For centuries Germany was regarded
as das Reich der Mitte, the kingdom of the
centre, lying astride the line d i v i d i n g
Europe's heartland. That line has now be-

'How long winds
will blow warm
from the East'
will depend
on U.S.S.R. view
of its own interests
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West and East German officials have held
a series of meetings on intra-German
problems such as Berlin pass and transit
arrangements, and are moving on to a
broader exchange on establishment of

come a frontier. Since (and indeed before)
1945, the German population has shifted
westward, reversing the pattern that re-
sulted from the great colonization move-
ments of the Middle Ages. Crowded be-
tween the mouth of the Elbe and the Saar,
and comprising three-quarters of the in-
habitants of the former Reich, the Federal
Republic now appears unmistakably as a
Western, rather than a Central, European
state. Ironically, too, although the quest for
some form of unity has been one of the
strongest drives in German history, Ger-
mans have repeatedly failed to enshrine
unity in any viable institutional form. This

Frontier separates pattern is now being repeated; and the
two antagonistic tragedy of the current division is that, un-
political systems like the earlier patterns of division, today

it is mitigated by no single uniting institu-
tion; and the frontier - unprecedented in
German history - separates not states of
similar character but two antagonistic
social and political systems.

Modus vivendi in Berlin
The more immediate consequences of the
Eastern agreements are apparent in Ber-
lin. Once again, and perhaps for the last
time, Berlin has been at the centre of the

18 International Perspectives September/October 1972
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normal relations. In this photo, West
German State Secretary Egen Bahr (1eft,
says goodbye to his East German cot nter-
part Michael Kohl at the end of a sessiof ,
while reporters surround them.

diplomatic exchange, as in a rare di ;plar
of unity Bonn and its allies agreed thr t the
ratification of the treaties would d,- pend
on the prior conclusion of agreement, over
Berlin. Here, too, one must be cau ious
about such rhetorical flourishes as 'new
era". The Berlin agreements represe It no
final solution to the Berlin problem; what
they do is to underwrite a modus vi,endi
on the basis of the current situation , 'hich
goes far beyond what had been consilered
possible when the negotiations op,. n ed
And that is a very great gain. The four-
power agreement provided fresh guIran-
tees for the security and independer ce
West Berlin, as the legal position ar i the
obligations undertaken by the Soviet t-nion
and the GDR have been laid down for all to
see. Especially, as Richard Lbwenth I put
it, they ensured against Berlin becor inga
second Taiwan, subject to abandonm nt at
any time, by prolonging into an indE `inite
future the indispensable United S ates
guarantee.

If Berlin can now live in safety, with,
out having to lay in stockpiles in the -,vent
of a fresh blockade, and without hav ng t0
face the meetings of the Bundestag, vhicb

in the past have served both to un&rline
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Bonn's role in the city and at the same time
to bring about serious traffic interrup-

tions, Berliners have already seen some of
thq more tangible benefits which the intra-
German agreements have brought t h e m.
For example, they can now visit East Berlin
and East Germany for up to 30 days a
year, with a delay between application and
entry permit that can be as short as 48
hours (and, as in the past, if they can pro-
duce telegraphic evidence, stamped by the

`East German police, testifying to a family
!crisis, with no delay at all); and they can
#travel along the Autobahnen (and the
Harn.burg Bundestrasse) to the West
with only a brief identification check at the
border points.

Trafic access
All the evidence that has accumulated
since June 5 is that traffic along the ac-
cess-routes has been without difficulty.
Some problems have been experienced
over the requirement for sealing transport
trucks, but this stems largely from the fact
that many vehicles are not yet equipped to
be s,,aled. Similarly, the passage of West
Berl ners into the GDR has been generally
smooth, the only controversy being over
the possibility of "immediate" visits fol-

- (left lowing application (where bad drafting
ri nter- appx,ars to have encountered the GDR's
)i , conc.-rn for its own security and where

some people appear to have been barred).

li ;plar °t is too early to say just how these
u t the new arrangements will affect fresh invest-
h pend ment ' in Berlin, or the flow of young people

over to it, without both of which the city cannot
ious live and prosper. Certainly they ought to
`neR imake Berlin a more attractive, less claus-

e it no tropl-obic place to live, though of course
tivhat the Wall and the enclosing barriers on the

i endi peri::leter remain. An early piece of evi-
hich dencl^ of reviving confidence has been the

i:ered start? ing rise in road and rail traffic to the
ned West since June 5, and a noticeable de-
four- creaEe in air travel along the short-haul
iran- routes to the West. Despite the earlier

r ce of "goov:will" gesture of the GDR in making
r i the passes available for visits to East Berlin at
t-nion East :r and Whitsun, some 300,000 West
r all to Berlilers have visited East Berlin or the

1 put i GDR in the past two months.
inga :klways a little sceptical about the
nt at i rhetcric of détente, Berliners retain an

E! inite undEclying sense of concern about t h e i r
I ates crty'^, long-range future. In its negotia-

tons, the GDR was not prepared to consent
with. , to a:--y arrangement which might in the
,Vent sligh -,est way endanger its own internal se-
ngt0 ^curit:;, and it insisted on its own view of
vhicb the X-revailing legal situation in Germany

l.^rline and at Berlin. West Berlin, for example, in

the GDR's view remains an independent
third unit, while East Berlin is incontro-
vertibly the capital of the GDR. But the
GDR authorities have carried out the ac-
cepted arrangements to the letter, and no

doubt they will abide by them - at least
until the GDR's overriding goals of entry
into the United Nations and recognition by
Bonn's NATO allies are achieved. But what
then? Will pressure on West Berlin be re-
newed, as it could be without actually vio-
lating the letter of the recent agreements?
This may be unlikely, for as the Frank-
furter Allgemeine recently noted, it would
be impossible for the GDR to stand alone
for long against the current of détente.

More real, perhaps, are fears of an-
other sort. What will be West Berlin's role
as Germany's largest city if East Berlin
becomes, as it may, Communist Europe's
second-largest capital, with 100 embassies
from all parts of the world, and if Schône-
feld, not Tempelhof or Tegel, becomes the
hub of central Europe's airlines? To put
the question another way: can West Berlin
define and achieve a role to fit the new sit-
uation, replacing the former role as out-
post of the West by a new role as a bridge
or link between East and West? Can it use
the quiet to develop a role as it once used
the storm, and emerge as an outpost of
coexistence? Or will West Berlin be by-
passed by more favourably situated cen-
tres, and become a backwater, perhaps
even downgraded by its kin in Bonn? It
was one thing to subsidize Berlin in its
heroic days as a beleaguered outpost; but
will West Germans come to think that Ber- Will West Germans
lin is too expensive a luxury to subsidize if think of Berlin
it loses its identity and its political, and as a luxury
perhaps also its symbolic, significance? It if it loses
is one of the disappointing aspects of to- identity, symbolism
day's Berlin that there appears to be re-
markably little public or political debate
on the city's future.

Ostpolitik incomplete
In two significant directions the Ostpolitik
remains incomplete. Efforts to round out
the Moscow and Warsaw treaties with a
non-aggression pact along lines similar
to Czechoslovakia have hitherto been
without success; and this has held up the
establishment of diplomatic relations with
Budapest. The irony is that the Federal
Republic is Czechoslovakia's best Western
trading partner, and if the sluggish Czech
economy is ever to be brought to life it
will only be with West German assistance;
still more curious is the fact that an agree-
ment with Prague involves for Bonn none
of the bitter renunciation of l o n g-h e l d
German territories, as was the case with
Warsaw. The Sudeten borderlands of Bo-
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hemia, from which the long-settled German
population was expelled after 1945, was
never part of the Bismarckian Reich until
seized by Hitler in 1938. But two more
days of talks in June, and 15 months of
effort, foundered once again on the Czech
determination to have the West Germans
acknowledge not only that the Munich
agreement is invalid (which they have re-
peatedly done) but that it was invalid ab
initio. Bonn fears that such a declaration
would have adverse effects on the legal
status of the three million former Sudeten
residents now living in West Germany. But
the talks broke off without polemics on
either side, and the Czechs appear to un-
derstand the importance of not contribut-
ing an inflammatory issue to the forth-
coming West German election campaign. It

Treaty ratification may thus be possible to work out a formula
signals new drive acceptable to both sides without too long a
to improve links delay.
between Germanies The ratification of the Moscow and

the road but the start of a new drive to
improve relations between the two parts of
Germany. Bonn's efforts are currently
directed at achieving a Generalvertrag
that would provide the basis for the re-
lations between the two German states and
crown the earlier intra-German agree-
ments on Berlin. These agreements at least
showed that some agreement with the GDR
was possible; but, so far as one can deter-
mine at this stage in the preliminary ne-
gotiations, conducted with great secrecy,
the two sides seem far apart.

Bonn's view, suggested in Brandt's
governmental declaration of October 1969
(with the conception of two states in the
German nation) and spelt out in the 20
points presented to East German Premier
W i 11 i Stoph at Kassell in March 1970, in-
cludes: the unity of the nation, relations on
the basis of respect for human rights,
maintenance of four-power responsibility
for Berlin and Germany, and many areas
of technical or human co-operation. East
Berlin's attitude is conveniently summed
up in the word Abgrenzung, the insula-
tion or demarcation, intellectually and
politically, of the GDR and its citizens from
contact with the Federal Republic and its
insidious disease of social democratism, as
well as acknowledgment of the inviolabil-
ity of the GDR's frontiers and its recogni-
tion as a sovereign state under interna-
tional law.

Among the essential differences in the
way of agreement two stand out: how to
reconcile East Berlin's quest for full diplo-
matic recognition with Bonn's determina-
tion to preserve some acknowledgment of
the fact that, as parts of one nation, the
two German states and their citizens can-
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not be foreign to each other; and how 4
preserve some recognition of the contï nu.
ing validity of the rights which the "out
occupying powers have exercised since
1945.

Erich Honecker, the First Secre^: an
of the East German Communist Party, has
not much concern for the German nation,
despite the provisions of Article 8 of the
GDR's constitution. Towards the enc!. of
June he referred to Bonn's reference 3
the "unity of the nation" as a mere fict:on,
and the word Deutschland is being ,ys.
tematically superseded in organization
labels by "DDR" (ironically, the nam ^ of
party's official paper remains N. ues
Deutschland). Nor has he much respec for
four-power rights. It is true that Hone, ker
has made o c c a s i o n a l encouraging st ate•
ments, such as his reference in Sofi, i in
April to the fact that the Germans on' )oth
sides of the frontier spoke the same ian.
guage, and he has promised that, once the
Eastern treaties are ratified, "the Ger nan
Democratic Republic is ready to embar c on
an exchange of views with the Fed ral
German Republic on the establishme, t of
normal relations". This fresh phas.- of
intra-German talks between Egon Eahr
and his East German counterpart Mic iael
Kohl was adjourned on June 29 until (arly
August after a meeting of both dele^ ates
with East German Foreign Minister 1to
Winzer. It promises to be much mor( dif-
ficult than either the Berlin pass or tr; nsit
negotiations.

But despite the formidable obst.cles
to be surmounted, there are some gro mds
to expect that a minimal agreement may
be reached by the end of this year, per iaps
by confining it to those items on v hich
agreement appears possible. Brandt c ear-
ly needs it to round out and cap his Ea: tern
policy; indeed, there are some fears that
the urgency of reaching some agree ient
may lead to accepting less than satisfa tory
terms. Moscow has a less direct int !rest
than in the Berlin negotiations on v hich
the fate of the Soviet-German treaty I ung;
but Moscow may nevertheless agail. see
the wisdom of pressing East Berlin o be
accommodating in the interests of Mos-
cow's developing links with Bonn a id of
sustaining in power Willy Brandt, in N hom
the Soviets appear to have a large me: sure
of confidence. And the GDR leader 3hip,
especially, knows that, without an i itra-
German agreement, by definition at cept-
able to the Federal Republic, the cher shed
goal of entry into the United NationF will
be vetoed by the Western powers, and that
the long-sought recognition by B>nns
allies will continue to be blocked. Here is
Bonn's trump card.
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e United Nations Conference on Trade

the period immediately following the Sec-

to the General Agreement on Tariffs and

'and Development was created in the early
I 1960s because the many newly-independ-
^ent nations then emerging had been largely
omit.ted from the institutional structure of

iond World War. They did not wish to be
bypa.ssed in future in the process of inter-
ternational financial and commercial
decision-making. They sought the develop-
ment that had brought wealth to longer-
established states, and trade was the ac-
cepted means of achieving it. Participation
by developed countries in UNCTAD im-
plied a recognition that the developing na-
tions could not be left out of the structure
of the international system, though it left
open the determination of their proper
role.

'JNCTAD in the 1960s was not a rival

jTrade or to the International Monetary
Fund. It was not seen as necessarily a per-
man(mt organization, but possibly a pres-
,sure group that could influence the GATT,
the IMF and similar organs that had been
established by the industrialized nations.
UNCTAD was to awaken the conscience of
the i;,ternational community, and the inter-
,national trade and monetary organizations
were expected to respond to the equity of
the ceveloping world's claims.

UNCTAD has not been well reported,
however, and a community cannot respond
to what it does not know about. Moreover,
in the international trade and m o n e t a ry
crisi>; of the latter half of 1971, decisions
were reached by a handful of wealthy
countries-decisions that affected the
rates of international currencies, the terms
of trade and the value of foreign-exchange
reserves of developing countries - with-
out the Third World being afforded more
than minimal consultation.

iJNCTAD III, held in Santiago from
Apri? 13 to May 21 this year, could have
brokr.n up in bitter acrimony on this at-
, titud inal perspective - and C a n a d a was
extremely anxious that it should not. The

; . Canadian delegation came to Santiago with

certain initiatives and guidelines for nego-
tiation.

Canadian initiative
One may start with the major Canadian
initiative, although neither was it planned
nor did it turn out to be a central issue at
the conference. Rather, it was conceived as
a valuable, yet manageable, contribution to
the financial-resource requirements of the
developing nations. Canada introduced a
resolution proposing that the conference
accept an objective of $2 billion for con-
cessional financing to developing countries
through the multilateral agencies. The in-
stitutions comprising the multilateral
agencies include notably the soft-loan com-
ponent of the World Bank - the Interna-
tional Development Association - and the
United Nations Development Program, as
well as the various regional development
banks - i.e., the Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank, the Asian Development Bank,
the Caribbean Development Bank and the
forthcoming African Development Bank.

This year the pledges of developed
countries should run to more than $800
million to IDA, a quarter of a billion dol-
lars to UNDP and a half-billion to the re-
gional banks. This should total approxi-
mately a billion and a half dollars, with
more than half the sum going to IDA. The
fourth replenishment of IDA is due just
after the mid-point in the Second Devel-
opment Decade and should bring in on its
own a conservative $400 million. The re-
plenishment of the other multilateral agen-
cies will involve lesser sums, but it is high-
ly unlikely that the present year's pledges

Professor Dobell has been with the
Department of Political Science of the

University of Western Ontario since 1965.
During the academic years 1970-72, he was
on leave in Ottawa as executive assistant
to Senator Paul Martin. In April he
attended the Santiago conference and
has now returned to the faculty at
Western. The views expressed in this
article are his own.
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of about $1.5 billion to all the multilateral
agencies will not be exceeded by a third
when new levels of subscription are agreed
upon.

Canada is not prone to employ "pie-
in-the-sky" figures at major international
conferences, but when cautious projection
produced the prospect of a one-third in-
crease -in one of the most respected and
vital of international programs, it seemed
useful to ask the conference to accept the
objective. Since the Canadian contribution
to multilateral concessional financing is
only one factor in the total, the only pure-
ly Canadian commitment was to shoulder
a proportionate share of the $2-billion bur-
den, if the program were accepted inter-
nationally. Given the Canadian Inter-
national Development Agency's forward
planning program and steadily increasing
resources, covering the possible new com-
mitment presented no domestic budgetary

Doubt among donors problem.
whether target Forward development planning is not,
of $2-billion aid however, within the capabilities of many
could be realized countries, and is not commonly practised

by those few that possess the facilities and
aptitudes. Thus, the regular donor states
did not know whether the pragmatic $2-
billion figure was likely to be realized. Sev-
eral months of advance consultation might
have alleviated the problem, but, regret-
tably, the initiative had been agreed on by
the Canadian Government too late to af-
ford time for that indispensable step.

Resolution `dead'
The Canadian delegation was able to rally
Australia and the Netherlands as co-
sponsors, but the reservations of such
normally co-operative allies as Britain and
Denmark, among others, limited donor
country support for the resolution. Hesita-
tion about long-term commitment, com-
bined with a preference for bilateral as-
sistance, was largely responsible. The Ca-
nadian resolution is being printed an an
appendix to the conference report but,
since even resolutions that are passed are
not always followed up, the resolution
must be regarded as dead. That, of course,
does not prevent the $2-billion figure from
utilimately being met or even exceeded,
but it does make it difficult for Canada to
claim credit for securing international ac-
ceptance of the objective.

The reservations of some d e v e l o p e d
countries were not the only obstacle to
passage of the resolution. At the other ex-
treme, a number of developing countries
were appreciative of what the UNCTAD
Secretariat regarded as a positive contri-
bution by Canada but reluctant to endorse
a modest proposal that might end by eclips-
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ing a more lucrative form of assista^ce.
Attainment of the 7 percent target fo - of
ficial development assistance by 1975 was
one objective that had priority in the .^yes
of less-developed countries, though good
tactics on their part led them not to press
the developed countries to the point cf ir-
ritation.

Canada's net flow of official ail in
1970 was .43 per cent of gross naticnal
product and the total net flow of finarcial
resources was .72 per cent of GNP. Paul
Martin, then External Affairs MinistE :- in
the Government of Prime Minister P^ar-
son, had spoken at the 1967 UN Gem^ral
Assembly session of attaining the 1 far -
cent total development-assistance fil ure
by 1970-71, a commitment that the suc 2es-
sor administration of Prime Mini3ter
Trudeau did not deem crucial enoug i to
endorse. (Senator Martin, Governrr ent
Leader in the Upper Chamber, headeù the
Canadian delegation at Satiago).

A particularly cherished aim of th ^ de-
veloping countries throughout the co: -.fer-
ence was the establishment of a lint be-
tween the special drawing rights (G DR)
issued through the International Mon( ,ary
Fund and the creation of additional c^edit
required by the developing count: ies.
(SDR may be used by the central ban :s of
governments for settling official into rna-
tional payments according to a specia' for.
mula.) The conception of a link bet%;een
these SDR and the creation of addit^ )nal
credit sought by developing nations was
born in the 1960s and had fully deve5ped
at the New Delhi UNCTAD II meetin,;s of
1968. Its adoption by the Santiago co ifer-
ence was one of the great aspiratio: s of
developing countries in the months :,rior
to April 1972.

Apples and oranges
The Group of Ten-the group of pre-
dominantly Western European cour-ries;
that has dominated international mon( tary
decision-making - has never been h ippy
with the prospect of a link between abat
it regards as apples and oranges, i.e the
smooth functioning of the monetary sys-
tem and the provision of developmen^ aid,
The developing countries regard the link
as a means of drawing on the under-L ^iliz•
ed SDR to make available to thems- Ives
additional financial resources. It w)uld
represent one attempt at the internat onal
level to cope with an often-expresse( and
commonly inaccurate domestic comp' aint:
those who can get credit don't need it and

those that need it can't get it.
Many developed countries have been

sceptical of the efficacy of the sch ^me.
They have seen risks that a formal link
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would not necessarily increase the total
^development assistance available or, if it
did, it might be at the cost of excessive
iiquidity in the international system. Some
developed countries, such as Italy, have
^seen its advantage in providing more aid

j ('anada foresaw that many other de-

The 1`resident of the European Community

of the international monetary system in

i without a requirement for legislative ap-

'proval, though it would require IMF
amer.dment or a parallel agreement among
JDA donors.

veloped countries would not accept a for-
mal Iink at Santiago, and hoped that the
prospect of a sizeable rise in concessional
fina.^_cing through the multilateral agencies
âmight have widespread appeal to very dif-
ferent sorts of countries. Yet it was exactly
the proposal's image as an alternative to
the link that caused developing countries
to sideline the Canadian initiative lest it
inhibit passage of the higher priority link
between the operation of the monetary
system and the provision of development
aid. As it turned out, the conference voted
for neither the concessional financing pro-
posal nor the link. The economic spokes-
men of France and Germany, Giscard
!d'Estaing and Karl Schiller, vied with one
another in concocting a gossamer of phra-
seology calculated to evoke sympathy for
the 1_nk without entrapping their govern-
:ments into anything. World Bank Presi-
I dent.,obert McNamara appealed unmis-
'takàtly for additional resources, though
whether this involved the link was de-
cidedly less clear.

Compensation sought

Comr::ission, Sicco Mansholt, called for a
speci.-.il issue of SDR to compensate devel-
+oping countries for the depreciation in the
value of their reserves as a result of the
devaluation of the American dollar. This
discu-.sion of SDR in the context of cur-R
rency reserves was not really a variation
of the basic link issue but the linkage of
SDR with yet another extraneous issue.
It had no appeal outside of the developing
countries - not even among the govern-
`.ments of the European Community coun-
tries. It does illustrate, however, how en-
meshed the question of development as-
sista, ce became with the broader problem

the wake of the crisis of the latter half of
1971.

7he resolution dealing with the mon-
±etary system and SDR was eventually
,work,,A out after an all-night sitting, and
lwas,.dopted on Sunday, May 21, two days
after the conference was originally sup-
posed to have ended. It was probably the
resolution stirring the greatest interest at

Santiago, all but the Communist countries
being concerned to achieve an acceptable
text for the success of the conference.

Formula for link
The paragraph on the link invites the Ex-
ecutive Directors of the IMF to present
their studies on the possible implementa-
tion of a viable scheme as soon as possible,
but refers to the primary role of SDR as
a reserve asset. The resolution also asks
the IMF to review the conditions for draw-
ing on the compensatory financing facility
to see if the developing countries may be
enabled to make more use of it. While the
Group B, or wealthy countries, voted for
the compromise resolution, Canada par-
ticipated in a joint statement of interpre-
tation which noted that éndorsing the stud-
ies or link already under way in the IMF
did not prejudge the outcome, and that the
future role of the SDR, including the link,
had to be considered in the context of
monetary reform. This gloss on the opera-
tive paragraphs will certainly be recalled
if any developing countries endeavour to
claim that the link was endorsed in prin-
ciple.

The sections of the resolution that
dealt with the monetary system were
equally carefully negotiated. The IMF was
reaffirmed as the central forum for de-
cision-making on the international mone-
tary system, but it was urged - with Can-
ada's blessing - that developing countries
should effectively participate in the de-
cision-making processes of that system and IMF reaffirmed
in the reform of that system. A plea was as central forum
made for monetary, trade and finance but plan to give
problems to be resolved in a co-ordinated deueloping states
manner, and the Secretary-General of role in system
UNCTAD was requested to consult his op-
posite numbers at IMF and GATT and re-
port back to UNCTAD's Trade and Devel-
opment Board on ways in which this could
be effected.

Again the interpretative statement
released by Canada and other Group B
countries reserved approval in principle of
the case for new intergovernmental mach-
inery. The statement asserted that the res-
olution should not be interpreted to mean
that any intergovernmental machinery for
co-ordination would be established. As
clarified by the wealthy countries, this in-
tentionally major, and sweeping, resolution
cannot easily be subject to misinterpreta-
tion in the future. Whether it will be later
looked back on as a seminal resolution
rather than an ephemeral public relations
achievement will be a key judgment af-
fecting the historical verdict on the con-
ference as a whole.

Suspended judgment may also be re-
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Interest growing
in coming round
of GATT talks

quired on the ultimate value of the im-
portant compromise resolution on multi-
lateral trade negotiations, which was
unanimously approved by the conference.

It lists matters particularly sought by the
developing countries - such as full par-
ticipation in negotiations, preferential ac-
cess to markets, and immediate imple-
mentation of concessions-and recom-
mends that negotiating ground-rules in-
corporate special attention to their needs.
Whether these become working guidelines
or pious exhortations will not be known

for at least a year.
Canada was pleased at the consider-

able developing-country interest in and
support for the expected 1973 round of
negotiations under GATT. The delegation
was able to support genuinely and earnest-
ly the call of developing countries to par-
ticipate "fully, effectively and continuous-
ly" in the negotiations and to make full
use of appropriate GATT documentation.

One paragraph of the resolution re-
quests the Secretary-General of UNCTAD
and the Director-General of GATT to co-
ordinate their activities in assisting devel-
oping countries to prepare for and par-
ticipate in the coming GATT round.
Though this might appear to be giving in-
structions to GATT's executive, it is an
admonition rather than a directive - and
one, moreover, that does not go beyond a
1968 UNCTAD resolution that its Secre-
tary-General should maintain regular con-
tact and consultation with his GATT col-
league. Reaffirmation of the point is in-
tended to emphasize its increased im-

portance.

Two resolutions
These two resolutions on the reform of
the international monetary system and
on multilateral trade negotiations reflect-
ed a sincere willingness on Canada's part
to accept developing countries more fully
into the negotiating process. Something
had to be done to prevent the developing
countries from turning desperately toward
any new system - whether rigidly plan-
ned or chaotically disorganized-that
would provide them with seats round the
table rather than in the grandstand. The
limitation on this participation lay, none-
theless, in the realization that the allocated
role should not exceed the capability to
meet its requirements.

In the Canadian view, the two resolu-
tions met the requisite stipulation and
should be implemented in succeeding years
in a forthcoming and co-operative manner.
Nevertheless, there is no compulsion be-
hind the resolutions, and some reserve in
forecasting their liberal implementation is
in order.
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The third resolution adopted to which
Canada attached particular importance in
terms of a satisfactory conclusion to the
conference related to the least-develcped of
the poorer nations. It was expecte:? that
the possible addition of Bangladesh to the an i:
"hard-core" list of 25 poorest nations agree
might have provoked a public div ^ sion. ?ook
Canada could have accepted a decision ing it
either way on this issue, but the reGll spl:t
was between the Asians and the Af : icans
and was kept to corridor in-fightin:,. The
list was restricted to predominantly Afri-
can countries of small populations.

Action program
The Action Program on behalf (f the

least-developed countries incorporü ^ed a
comprehensive list of useful measurvs. In
the negotiations on this measure, C_;nada
played an active role. In particular, Can-
ada spoke in favour of a high deg_ ee of
concessionality in aid and the financ _ng of
small-scale projects by the regional ievel-
opment banks. The delegation did rt serve
its position on the question of establshing
a Special Fund for the least-deve-oped
countries, but not because it oppose I spe.
cial assistance in itself. The UNCTA.) Sec-

retariat's figures suggest that the : 5 na-
tions have a population of 148 million, or
8.5 per cent of the Third World popu ation,
yet have received 6.3 per cent of the avail
able development resources. The Car adian

position supported the additior al re
sources, but indicated a preferen e for
utilizing existing multilateral agen(:es a

the channel.
The original Secretariat shoppi - g-list

of measures was very extensive, anc^ some
of the most useful proposals were ac )pted
It was agreed that technical assista ce be
concentrated on removing bottlene ks tc
industrialization and to the encourag men:
of export-oriented industries. The 25 ieast.
developed countries trade very lit'. e, s(
the Canadian view has been that de : elop
ment assistance is more likely to be ralpf^
than commercial policy measures. Re ourcF
surveys to determine the potential _)r de
velopment were particularly recomrr ndei
by Canada, as was technical assista ice It
establishing a governmental plannir cap
ability, and - in these countries c.' pre,
dominantly subsistance-level agric.1lturi
- the development of dry-land fa 'mini
techniques and water resources. 'hes
proposals form a part of the Actio^ Pn
gram that was duly established.

Before the conference, it was 1 now`
that the landlocked developing cou ltrre
would be presenting a case for sF ecia
treatment. Their request was met rinc
pally in the commitment to assist n tl
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provision of transportation. The special
pieading, however, prompted some of the
island countries of special concern to Can-
ada, such as Jamaica and Trinidad and To-
bago, to claim that they too suffered from
an isolation problem. The conference
agree i to establish a panel of experts to
look into the special problems of develop-
ing it land nations.

'1he trade measures adopted to help
the 25 "hard-core" countries were weaker
than the financial and technical assistance
sections. This was as it should be, accord-

package of trade concessions for develop-

futs v,were not as pronounced as desired. Its

ing to the Canadian perspective, because of
the negligible trading involvement of these
nations. The Canadian delegation was not,
howew^er, in an ideal position to stress this
point, having failed to date to implement its
own offer under the Generalized Prefer-
ence Scheme (GPS) conceived at UNCTAD
I in 1964 and endorsed at UNCTAD II.
Desp-te this, Canada supported the exten-
sion of the original GPS for manufactured
and semi-manufactured goods in order to
include agricultural, handicraft and min-
eral products of interest to the least-de-
velop--d nations, plus the prolongation of
the duration of GPS.

I'nder the original GPS, each develop-
'ed country had been invited to submit a

ing ccuntries. Canada's offer was announc-
ed in September 1970, and was accepted by
the UNCTAD Secretary-General on behalf
,of the developing countries as a first step
because of its broad coverage of products

it 4already included agricultural prod-
^cts G;id handicrafts - and its restraint on
quotrs and safeguards. The Secretary-
jeneF•al also suggested that the offer fell
short if expectations, since the actual tariff

mple.nentation required legislative action
wh:ch was not pursued - by the time of

, he ceaference.
Trie failure to have legislated the GPS

In the Canadian Parliament before the con-
eren: a might well have provided an easy

^arget for critics at Santiago. To some ex-

I
this occurred, but the observations

•ere phrased much more diplomatically
1han they might have been. This was part-

bec.^.use the explanation of Canadian de-
Y w:s discreetly given before others

aisec. it and partly because the heat gen-
rate-j, at the conference was more tem-
eratr: than at the Delhi Conference in
968.

Ir: the latter months of 1970, the Par-

reform in decades. This explanation for the
delay in passage of the GPS legislation
does not account for the period between -
namely, the first half of 1971. The uncer-
tainty of the effects of the American sur-
charge of August 1971 provided further
reason for the failure to have debated the
GPS in Parliament in late 1971. Yet the
surcharge was lifted in mid-December,
and the conference did not commence until
mid-April 1972.

The American DISC legislation may
produce adverse expansion and employ-
ment problems in Canada. Yet that is an
unpredictable feature of the future rather
than of the past, and the Canadian Gov-
ernment stated at Santiago and reaffirmed
in Parliament in Ottawa that the GPS leg-
islation would be introduced at the earliest
feasible date. It would not seem as if DISC
had to that point much to do with GPS de-
lays. Only the persistently high unemploy-
ment of the last two or three years pro-
vides a continuous explanation of why
Canada shared with the United States the
distinction of being among the last of the
developed countries to implement its GPS
commitments.

Commodity agreements
By candidly admitting that it was stalling
on GPS implementation to avoid outright
rejection by Congress, the U.S. Govern-
ment drew the worst sting out of a tricky
issue. On commodities, it did the reverse.
The American Under-Secretary of State
claimed that his Government supported
"the negotiation of a workable and effec-
tive cocoa agreement", whereas many of
his colleagues from developing and devel-
oped countries alike believed that the U.S.
negotiators had been blocking the com-
pletion of an international cocoa agreement
for years. This produced considerable dis-
cussion of whether to complete the agree-
ment even if the United States, with 40
per cent of the international market, stay- U.S. eases sting
ed out. A resolution to call a plenipoten- on GPS issue,
tiary negotiating conference on cocoa was admits stalling
adopted at Santiago and duly supported by on implementation
Canada, but the sought-after agreement
still lies in the future.

Canada has participated in the nego-
tiation of commodity agreements, with the
exception of that on olive oil, in which ob-
server status seemed sufficient. The wheat,
sugar and tin agreements were negotiated
under UNCTAD auspices, and Canada rec-
ognizes that, in the creation and elabora-
tion of commodity agreements, UNCTAD
exercises a positive negotiating role. It is
not an exclusive role. The coffee agree-
ment, for example, owes little to UNCTAD,
which is no reflection on UNCTAD since

ame°,tary timetable in Ottawa was filled

Ope rv ;th the October crisis in Quebec, and
11th c'.ebates on the Public Order Bill to

the latter months of 1971 the time was
nsur.led on the first sweeping income-tax
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it is one of the least satisfactory of inter-
national commodity agreements.

Canada normally avoids requesting
one international body to deal with a ques-
tion when another is already seized of it.
A resolution was presented on the last full
day of the conference requesting the Sec-
retary-General of UNCTAD to convene a
special -session of the Committee on Com-
modities to organize intensive intergov-
ernmental consultations in order to achieve
concrete and significant results on trade
liberalization and pricing policy early in
the 1970s. Canada did not vote against the
resolution, though it did express the reser-
vation that negotiations on the reduction

Press for results of trade barriers fell within the compe-

in price policy, tence of GATT. This reservation might not

trade liberalization have been expressed had negotiations
taken place prior to the resolution's intro-
duction.

Another resolution introduced at the

last minute was one on World Bank fi-
nancing of buffer stocks, an aim which
Canada should have no difficulty in sup-
porting. It was apparent that the World
Bank had received insufficient opportunity
to consider the resolution before it was
submitted to plenary, and, under the cir-
cumstances, the Canadian delegation ab-
stained. In time, the resolution will doubt-
less be looked back on as far-sighted and
imaginative, and the French - who inspir-
ed it - as trail-blazers. Perhaps nothing
can stop an idea whose time has come, but
with countries represented from every
time-zone in the world there can be un-
certainty about the proper time.

Canada likes to think it has a fairly
liberal policy on commodities and prides
itself on having virtually no tariff on agri-
cultural products. It voted for the resolu-
tion on the competitiveness of natural
products. Canada does not like to see prices
on commodities stabilized at so high a level
that they induce over-production, nor does
it favour new forms of discriminatory ac-
cess that could cut into the traditional
markets of established vendors. Apart
from these qualifications, Canada shares a
reasonably wide common ground with the
developing countries on commodities.

Early warning
Canada had hoped to gain acceptance of
an early-warning system for commodities
-that is, a convening of producer and
consumer nations in advance of the bottom
falling out of the market for any commod-
ity. Since three-quarters of the trade of
developing countries is in commodities,
Canada would have been pleased to have
initiated a successful proposal relating to
commodities. The UNCTAD Secretary-

General was also striving for results iq the
commodities field. The UN's Secretary.
General was pressing him to keep costs
down, and commodities - the one area in
which UNCTAD's negotiating jurisdi -,tion
was practically unchallenged - aff-rded
him his most promising ground. Th-; Ca-
nadian early-warning proposal, nor Ahe-
less, lacked the instant appeal of a self-
evident truth, as well as prearrang(A co-
sponsors who could have talked u, its
virtues. Since it was difficult to a tract
support for two surprise resolution=, the
delegation concentrated its lobbying on the
more important-if ultimately eqi,ally
abortive - resolution on concessior::xl fi-
nancing discussed above.

The shipping resolutions were w• rked
out carefully, and five of the six we1 ^ un-
animously adopted. The sixth was z: pro-
posal to begin work on a universal' y ac-
ceptable code of conduct for liner o nfer-
ences. That part of the resolution w:^s ac-
ceptable to Canada. But it went on : -) call
on the UN General Assembly to con i:.ne a
plenipotentiary conference immediately,
including in the terms of reference fie in-
struction that it establish in the cod.- ma-
chinery that would be binding on th-

The resolution was being -iego-

tiated with a view to gaining near-unani-
mous acceptance, but the developin,; and
the Communist countries would not r.odify
the drafting enough to satisfy the di ,elop-
ed nations. The resolution was adopt.., d, but
will probably not prove meaningful ::nless
it is implemented in a way that tai ,:,s ac-
count of ship-owning nations' views.

The six resolutions on manufa : tures
were unanimously accepted as a re ult of
shrewd bargaining, and Canada sup.orted
an export-promotion resolution tt:-it at-
tracted the necessary support. The :.^solu-
tion on the total inflow of financ, d re-
sources to developing countries was dopt-
ed without a formal vote, though C-.nada
expressed its reservation about the arget
date. Canada preferred to see if tl goal
was achieved when the time arrived, ather
than accept a commitment on w ich it
might falter. This reflected the T^ ideau
Government's insistence on limitc I and
carefully-defined commitments ap roved
fully in Cabinet and unspecific in egard
to target dates.

Canada also had reservations in re-
gard to the resolution on the mobil Lation
of internal resources. The delegatior would
have been happy to see a resolutic a that
dealt with the obligation of deve? 4ing
states as well as the external cons:raints
on them, but the domestic responsik:,lity of
developing countries was omitted fr:mi the
resolution. Since the resolution was• unob-
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iectionable as far as it went but was deem-
ed limited, incomplete and unbalanced, the
delegation opted for an abstention.

Canadian reservations
Beyond the outstanding single resolutions
or groups of resolutions, other proposals
adopted were too disparate to discuss
mean. igfully in brief compass. In nearly
all ca,es, Canada was able to support the
conser.sus, and it is therefore the excep-
tions that require clarification. Canada ab-
stained on a suggestion made by the Presi-
dent if Mexico early in the conference that
a charter of economic rights be drafted,
and voted against the declaration of prin-
ciples to govern international trade poli-
cies. Although the Pearson Commission had
deemed debt relief a legitimate form of aid,

^ Canada was unable to support the resolu-
j tion on debt-servicing introduced by the

substance of the resolution. When the sup-

developing nations. Despite its own reser-
vatior;s about some of the consequences of
foreig;n investment, Canada opposed the
developing countries' resolution on foreign
private investment.

It is very easy to be in two m i n d s
about how Canada should have voted on

+ these iisues. In each instance the reason for
failing to support a resolution was sound:
the coA was unaccounted for, another body
was atready charged with the task, differ-
ent debt problems were insufficiently dis-
tinguished, or just plain bad drafting was
at fault. There is always a temptation,
when confronted with well-intentioned
resolutions such as these, to vote for the
intention and then place a reservation on
the re.,ord. Perhaps Canada should have
done sc; on the charter and the declaration,

= thougl., it would have been somewhat ab-
surd fe_ Canada to have come out against
foreigr private investment considering
that k had established an international,

;yreputa,-ion for itself as a call-house for
wealth.'i entrepreneurs and investors.

The reservation is nonetheless a sus-
pect de vice if employed too often; it is only

;carrie:ï off successfully if performed in3
near i-olation or if the joint reservation
does nit impede implementation of the

pleme--tary financing resolution - which
Prejud,,;ed possible action by the World
Bank -- slipped through the plenary ses-
sion without a vote, Group B collectively
entere-o a negating reservation. This reser-
vation engendered far more ill will at San-
tiago than the Canadian failure to vote af-
firmat: vely on a few imperfect resolu-
tions.

Se'^eral other resolutions passed by
Ae conference dealt with subjects that the
UNwas discussing elsewhere. On these, the

record indicates a varied Canadian voting
pattern, but one that reflects the aim of
reinforcing rather than undercutting other
UN agencies or committees. Canada ab-
stained on the Suez Canal resolution, the
subject matter of which was more perti-
nent to the General Assembly and the Se-
curity Council, and on a seabed resolution
that anticipated the conclusions of the UN
Seabed Committee. Canada voted against
another seabed resolution imposing an im-
mediate moratorium on the exploitation of Pattern of voting
seabed resources. On the other hand, the en- aimed at backing
vironment and disarmament resolutions other UN bodies
were intended to encourage the work of
the pertinent UN conferences and Canada
had no difficulty in taking an affirmative
position on them.

Canada was unsympathetic to the
passage of resolutions on the Vietnam war
but, as many other nations agreed that
UNCTAD was an inappropriate forum,
references to the war were bitter but in-
conclusive. Thirty unnamed journalists
from ten countries, including Canada, is-
sued a circular threatening to discontinue
reporting of UNCTAD III unless Vietnam
was fully debated in plenary. The confer-
ence, however, was so sketchily reported
before, as well as after, the threat that the
handling of the Vietnam issue can hardly
be deemed responsible for media apathy.

Public concern
Coverage of the conference was extensive
in Chile and neighbouring countries, and
both extensive and perceptive in Britain
and the Netherlands, where international
development enjoys a broad and articulate
constituency. Elsewhere, including Canada,
discussion of UNCTAD before, during
and after Santiago was perfunctory and
shallow. When the United Nations deter-
mined in 1970 that there should be a strat-
egy for a Second Development Decade,
Canada was responsible for the section
geared to the mobilization of public
opinion. The section was expected to
have its impact principally in the United
States, with which Canada was supposed
to enjoy a special relationship. Canada
voted for a similar resolution on mobiliza-
tion of public opinion at Santiago, though
with diminished expectations and without
being responsible for its introduction.

For a wealthy North American nation
- one far more attuned to listening to the
sales pitch of its manufacturers than to the
importunings of distant Third World peo-
ples - the Canadian voting record reflect-
ed an accustomed stolid balance between
the adventurous and the immobile. Some
30 of the 47 successful UNCTAD resolu-
tions went through by consensus and, of
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China saw gain
in standing aside
from Soviet bloc

the 17 others, Canada voted for 4 and ab-
stained on 6. The total Canadian voting
picture was thus 34 affirmative, 7 nega-
tive, and 6 abstentions, about par for a
developed country. Some Canadians would
have liked to have seen Canada follow the
voting pattern of a developing country,
supporting nearly everything: But then
nations should really try to implement
everything they have endorsed, and
UNCTAD resolutions always call for far
more changes in the practices of developed
nations than they do of developing coun-
tries.

The Group D, or Communist coun-
tries, are proportionately as much of the
object of Third World pressure in UNC-
TAD as is Group B. The Communist trade
organization in Eastern Europe, Comecon,
has seen its trade with the EEC grow fast-
er than its total foreign trade or its in-
ternal bloc trade. In 1970, Eastern Europe
bought more EEC goods than did Latin
America, though a dozen years before it
had only offered a third as good a market
as Latin America. Its small disbursement
of aid to developing countries also indicat-
ed a greater East-West than North-South
concern in the trade and development
sphere.

The People's Republic of China, which
attended a major international conference
for the first time since assuming a perma-
nent seat in the UN Security Council, ac-
cused a super-power that was unmistak-
ably the U.S.S.R. of encroachment, plun-
dering and aggression. Since China was
quietly assessing the power relations at
Santiago, its intervention indicated a be-
lief that the Soviet bloc was isolating itself
from the main negotiations at the confer-
ence, and that China could with advantage
stand aside from that bloc. This it did,
though it did not join the group of devel-
oping countries. The effect was to keep the
influence of both the Soviet bloc and China
to a minimum, as well as to produce more
majority voting -as at UNCTAD I-
than the consensus method that character-
ized UNCTAD II at NEW Delhi.

UNCTAD's impact
An increase in majority voting did not
mean a departure from consensus politics,
and still less the adoption of the outright
confrontation advocated by minorities in
many of the countries, including Canada,
and practised at Santiago by a few gov-
ernments - notably Cuba, though it speci-
fically excepted Canada from its fire. What
was implicit at Santiago was the recogni-
tion by developed countries of the perma-
nence of UNCTAD, and of its particular
negotiating role.

There was some movement towards

making UNCTAD a UN agency, a s-vitch
that could have created- more chan;,e in
book-keeping than in real influence. i'here
was also an attempt to give it negoti :ting
powers in manufactures, such as it h,:d ac-
quired in commodities. Above all, t iiere
was the move to grant U N C T A D a co-
ordinating role in trade and mon:^tary
matters, though a consultative function
was all that was accorded it.

The formal changes at Santiago were
less important than the intangibles. The
size of UNCTAD's Trade and Developnent
Board was increased from 55 to 68 - to
keep it as representative as possible n an
enlarged membership - and the board was
empowered to hold biennial sessions c!-i de-
velopment strategy. More significan` was
the recognition by almost all powe: s at
Santiago that UNCTAD had become -. ma-
jor international political organiza:ion.
Many thought this was already tr _e by
1968 in New Delhi; by 1972 in San.iago,
there could be no question that it was t ue.

Canada's future role
In view of this reality, it is fair to -sk if
Canada could not play a fuller role ,t the
next UNCTAD meeting with a large) dele-
gation, including very senior officiais and
experienced conference professionals. and
whether the Canadian media wouli not
pay more attention to UNCTAD in such
circumstances. The case of the UN Con-
ference on the Human Environment in
Stockholm, which followed shortly ifter
the end of UNCTAD III, provides -n in-
structive contrast. It appeared that a:arge
delegation was going to Stockholr., the
media decided to follow, and the Car dian
public drew the impression that C,nada
was running the conference. It appi- ared
that a small delegation was going to "anti-
ago, the media decided not to follov, and
the Canadian public drew the impr ssion
that Canada was dragging its heels.

Three factors contributed to th-; dis-
torted perspective. The organizer i f the
Stockholm c o n fe r e n c e chanced to be a
prominent Canadian, Maurice St,,ong,
whereas UNCTAD does not have and s un-
likely ever to have a Canadian Sect tary-
General. The Stockholm conference `asted
a fortnight - brief enough to main ain a
strong delegation for its entir^ty-
whereas the six-week Santiago sess'co.en-

tailed flying down specialists when t was
certain they would be required but at re-
taining them in Chile to staff unsch, duled
meetings. By June, moreover, it wa^ clear
there would be no June federal g<-neral
election and ministers would not be r^ïquir-
ed on the hustings. But in April sp,,cula-
tion on possible polling dates was rif?, and
sparing a minister for even a thirt' of a
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much longer conference was commensur-
ably more difficult.

One method of focusing more attention
on Canada at UNCTAD IV might be to in-
vite Parliamentarians to serve on the dele-
gation, as is done at the General Assembly

and for some conferences. Obvious-

ly this would appreciably raise the dele-
gation's budget. Yet most politicians could
be cw .nted on to stir up the public's inter-
est in the proceedings before and after the
conference. They would also be inclined to
feed the media stories while they were

possible implementation.

there .
Iïefore UNCTAD IV, Canada will have

to co.:ne to a decision on this question of
the s,ze and composition of its delegation.
It wil à: also have to reach interdepartmental
agreement on, and obtain Cabinet approval
of, ar:y initiative it may wish to take at
that c:)nference - months before the open-
ing gavel. Initiatives at UNCTAD often in-
volve budgetary expenditure or legislative
enactments by other governments, or both.
To be productive, they should be discussed
bilatcrally, at GATT, at the IMF, or even
at a: pecial pre-conference meeting of the
counr-ies that would be responsible for

In the meantime, Canada has more
imm::diate concerns than planning for
UNC "AD IV. At Santiago, our most con-
crete proposals were in the realm of offi-
cial c'welopment assistance; the greatest
conse,:sus of developing countries was in

the spheres of monetary and trade policy.
We submitted initiatives where our own
record was strong; we reacted to others'
initiatives where it concerned them most.
Developing countries came to Santiago un-
certain of whether to become revolution-
ary or reformist at the point when some of
their bargaining points - co-ordinated at
a pre-Santiago meeting in Lima - were
predictably resisted. Canada argued that
the IMF and GATT committee structure
should be enlarged, revised and updated.
Canada staked its good faith on the cause
of reform, and many developing countries
took Canada at its word.

Canada now has an obligation to try
to see that the IMF does become more rep-
resentative and open in its decision-mak-
ing, that the GATT is more than an organ
of the industrialized world, that our own
Generalized Preference Scheme offer of
1970 is promptly implemented and that the
spirit of the other UNCTAD resolutions we
supported is carried forward and into op-
eration. Canada expressed the view at San-
tiago that the success of UNCTAD confer-
ences could not be determined at the close
of one conference but rather in the years
between one UNCTAD conference and the
next. The UN Secretary-General made the
same point. That gives Canada and the
other participating countries about three
and a half years to prove that UNCTAD
III at Santiago was a success. It may take
much of that time.

CIear conscience' for the rich
bU;.t frustration for the poor
By Dcmingos A. Donida

About 3:00 a.m. on Sunday, May 27, dur-
; ing a break in the last plenary session of

the Ukited Nations Conference on Trade
^ and Development (UNCTAD), a Chilean
delegate who had reacted strongly to
stater, ents made by the United States,

,West =xermany and Canada a few hours
earlie: smilingly suggested to a European

= deleg ite: "Let's go for a glass of cham-
pagne " The European answered: Sir,
UNC ^J AD is not a fiesta." The Chilean
said: ' l3ut in Chile, sir, it is customary to
drink hampagne at funerals."

A. a matter of fact, funeral, setback,
disapf )intment, frustration were the cur-
rent e^,pressions used by the delegates of

the Group of 77 to describe their feelings
towards the third UNCTAD.

The many international journalists at-
tending the conference only expressed in
their own words this same pessimism en-

Mr. Donida is assistant professor of
development economics and research
associate at the Institute for Inter-
national Co-operation of the University
of Ottawa. Professor Donida has given
special attention to the course of
UNCTAD deliberations. Before coming to
Ottawa in 1971, he was professor in the
Department of Eeonomy of the University
of Brasilia in the capital of Brazil.
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gendered by more than 1,200 hours of dia-
logue between the deaf. The spokesman for
the Venezuelan delegation explained the
reason for his frustration thus: "The rich
countries do not have the least political de-
sire to pay any attention to the problems
of the Third World, and even less to solve
them."

Among the Group B countries (those
with developed market economies), with
rare exceptions, the impression was more
optimistic; they had succeeded, behind a
facade of understanding, in maintaining
the very attitude for which Raoul Prebisch
of Argentina, former UNCTAD Secretary-
General, had reproached them during the
second UNCTAD in New Delhi: "The de-
veloped countries, with the rare exception,
continue to regard the problem of under-
development as a marginal problem that
can be taken care of piecemeal with a few
insufficient measures rather than with
prompt and decisive action." "Prosperity,"
he added, "among individuals as among
nations, tends to create an attitude of de-
tachment, if not indifference, with regard
to the well-being of others."

Near the end of the third UNCTAD,
Presbisch - who had organized the first
two conferences with such high hopes by
introducing a report by Barbara Ward to
the Economic Commission for Latin
America, Santiago - resembled a defeated
general. "The third UNCTAD is the con-
ference of lost illusions," he said. Moreover,
the spokesman for the Netherlands delega-
tion deplored the fact, during the plenary
session, that the developed countries had
dashed the expectations of the Group of 77.
"I admit," he said, "that we have reached
agreement on a few subjects proposed at
the Conference, but not on the major politi-
cal orientations."

Objective reasons for gloom
Most, if not all, of the press comments
painted an even gloomier impressionistic
picture of the Santiago conference. This
pessimism is based on numerous objective
reasons, the main ones being:

On the one hand, the Group of 77 (ac-
tually 96 countries) agreed in Lima in
November 1971 to submit the maximum
common denominator of its claims to the
third UNCTAD. On the other hand, the
developed market-economy countries
(Group B), burdened by the changes that
had taken place and by economic, mone-
tary and trade crises, agreed on a mini-
mum common denominator of concessions
to be offered to the Third World. Further-
more, the socialist bloc, convinced that it
was not responsible for the present state
of underdevelopment caused by the im-
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perialistic and colonialist policies of the
capitalist countries, often departed f,om
the position taken by the Group of 77. The
socialist countries are more intereste+.l ir
developing their trade with the rich c,:un-
tries in Group B than with the Tl ird
World.

China remained aloof from all grc zps,
preferring a cautious tactic. This ai_gn.
ment of forces reduced the Santiago ion-
ference to a broadened reproduction of the
Lima conference. In fact, the resolut ons
proposed by the Group of 77 received nly
weak additional support from the "h .ve"
countries, support that was often diplc ma-
tic and followed by strong "voting r. ser-
vations". From the standpoint of prac ical
consequences, this means that the rich
countries - the only ones able to res ^rse
the international trade trends that are
harmful to the development of the I iird
World-will not be eager to con mit
themselves firmly to concerted and s-wi-
fic action. Pleading the urgency of zeir
own problems, such as new members oin-
ing the European Economic Commu iity,
"stagflation" (unemployment and inf ata-
tion at the same time), the United Si ites'
balance-of-payments deficit, and th( in-
ternational monetary crisis, the rich ( )un-
tries see the development of the T'iird
World as a simple by-product of their own
economic conditions.

Not accepting this marginal pos; :ion,
the Group of 77 supported its argun ents
in favour of full participation in int; rna-
tional decisions on all the problems vi al to
it, citing the unfavourable trends in i iter-
national trade (its share in internat onal
trade dropped from 21 per cent in 19 }0 to
17 per cent in 1970), the growing a diti-
tional charge on its debt services now
over $60 billion), the persistent pi >tec-
tionism of the*rich capitalist and soc alist
countries with respect to their sem -fin-
ished and manufactured goods, and th dif-
ficulty in maintaining a stable and p ofit-
able price for its basic commoditie:. and
raw materials.

Different views of UNCTAD
This created a stalemate for the dur ttion
of the conference; there was no po: 3ible
balance between supply and demand. Che9
did not overlap. Another reason fo the
frustration of the poor and the °`clear con-
science" of the rich stems from thei dif-
ferent conceptions of the very nati; e of
the conference. In the Lima declai :tion
and in the successive submissions at : 3nti•
ago, the Group of 77 reiterated its fa: ,h in
UNCTAD as a forum for negotiation with
concrete implication for immediate a tion.
Even though its claims are present,d in
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technical language, quotas, SDR, GSP (?)
and so forth, it is aware that behind this
jargon lies the undeniable fact that pov-
erty is becoming more acute and inter-
national co-operation is decreasing.

The rich countries, however, categori-
cally staté that UNCTAD is only a table
for consultation. They come to hear com-
plaints and to state their good intentions,
which never materialize. In fact, the gap
between an understanding of the develop-
ment problem and the political will to act

is growing ever more conspicuous. When
they agree on international trade prob-
lems, they immediately add that the Gen-
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) is the appropriate forum for ne-
gotiation; if the problem is monetary re-

forr.,:, it is referred to the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). No one can deny
the advantages that these two organizations
have secured for industrialized countries
since as far back as the Bretton Woods
Agreements; nevertheless the interests of
the underdeveloped countries are not re-
presented in them. It is even apparent
that the poor countries have derived no
maj-)r benefit from those organizations.
We aeed only note the use of the special
drawing rights (SDR). The SDR were
created by the IMF at the request of the
Gro,.zp of Ten, "the club of the rich"; the
inte:ition was simply to increase world
liqu;dity and to oil the trade machinery.
After three allocations of SDR, 14 indus-
triaiized countries had received $6 billion
and 120 underdeveloped countries $3 bil-
lion. Why two-thirds to 14 countries and
one- hird to 120 countries? B e c a u s e the
main criteria for allocating SDR are (a)
the wealth of the country and (b) its par-
ticipation in international trade.

,t is, therefore, understandable that
the ;)roblems raised at UNCTAD are re-
ferrc d by the rich countries to GATT and
the !MF, organizations created to defend
theiz interests and totally controlled by
then;..

Dist.nity in Group
The apparently strong unity of the Group
of 77 is showing considerable cracks.
Afri a maintains ties with European coun-
trie,, that were its absolute masters 15 or
20 ears ago. Political independence has
not ,een followed by the desirable econo-
mic ndependence. Today's ties, like those
of tl;e colonial era, offer real advantages
who,e costs are not always visible and
mea:,urable.

)n the other hand, Latin America,
econ)mically dependent on North America
and `ûrther advanced industrially, lays
stress on aspects that are of little interest

to Africa. Discussion on the less-developed
countries even threatened to break the
unity of the Group of 77 (only one Latin
American country, Haiti, was included in
the list of 25 least-developed countries).

This divergence among the countries
of the Group of 77 is often accentuated by
the conflict between the interests of the
élite in power in the underdeveloped coun-
tries, almost always tied to the interests of
the mother country, and the true needs of
the second-class population of the country.
For example, can a government that sys-
tematically denies the franchise to 40 per
cent of the population, because it is illiter-
ate, be expected to defend the interests of
those second-class people at an interna-
tional conference? Any d e f e n c e of such
people would be tantamount to self-accusa-
tion, and that would be political suicide.

The "rich" countries have approved a
series of measures favouring the 25 least-
developed countries of the world, although
the establishment of a special fund for the
"super poor" has been discarded. Accord-
ing to the Secretary-General of UNCTAD,
the definition of poor countries and the co-
operative measures provided for constitu-
tute the highlight of the conference.

The other relatively important gain
made at the conference was the approval of
a code for the conduct of shipping confer-
ences. This agreement laid the groundwork
for more equitable shipping legislation be-
cause Third World exporters are given
greater power in their negotiations with
Western ship-owners, who, until now, have
monopolized this field.

The machinery of UNCTAD was
strengthened as a result of the resolution
to increase the number of members of the
Trade and Development Board, which will
comprise 68 members (instead of 55), as
follows: 21 industrialized countries, 15
African, 14 Asian, including Mainland
China, 11 Latin American and seven of the
socialist bloc. There was unanimous agree-
ment on co-operation for the development
of tourism in the underdeveloped coun-
tries, and positive measures are expected
in this field. However, the rich countries
voted against the most important draft
resolutions.

Hence, all indications are that the sec-
ond development decade is off to a bad
start. If the first decade could be described
by the Secretary-General of UNCTAD as
"the development decade without a devel-
opment policy", the second runs the risk of
being the decade of the credibility gap in
international co-operation. One need only
analyse the results of the main questions
studied by the various committes of
UNCTAD.

The conference did not arrive at a co-
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herent and integrated policy on basic com-
modities; yet these constitute one of the
major concerns of the Third World coun-
tries. The picture is already very familiar:
Malaysia must export more than twice as
much rubber in 1970 as in 1960 in order to
pay for the same quantity of imported
manufactured goods; Ceylon must export
more than one-and-a-half times as much
tea in 1970 as in 1960 in return for the
same volume of imported goods. This de-
terioration in exchange terms affects many
other countries whose exports consist of
temperate foodstuffs, agricultural prod-
ucts and processed minerals, such as cere-

als, meat, fish, dairy products, wine, oil
seeds, tobacco, cotton and wool.

It should be further added that most
of the underdeveloped countries depend on
the export of one or two basic commodities
for their foreign-currency earnings. What
did the third UNCTAD contribute to the
resolution of this problem? From the open-
ing of the conference, the industrialized
countries showed a keen desire to co-
operate. Two trends clearly emerged: the
German delegation defended the more lib-
eral proposition that provided for meas-
ures that would generally favour the entry
of basic commodities on the markets of the
developed countries (lowering of customs
tariffs, elimination of quotas). The French
delegation preferred to draw up agree-
ments, commodity by commodity (like the
agreements on coffee and sugar) in order
to regulate production and stabilize prices.
The categorical opposition to each other of
the two methods blocked the way to a real
solution. After lengthy discussions, the in-
dustrialized countries came back to the
status quo by submitting a text in which
they stated that they would abide by Resol-
ution 73, passed on September 18, 1970, by
the Trade and Development Board. That
text is only a vague declaration of intent,
which leaves the way open for each in-
dustrialized country to adopt measures,
case by case, according to its choice. No
meaningful progress was, therefore, made,
and there is nothing to indicate that it will
be otherwise in the future. According to
Mr. Mansholt, the European Economic
Community is undergoing change and does
not find itself in the best position to de-
velop a clearcut strategy on external prob-
lems. The United States has still not
brought its balance of payments into bal-
ance and, furthermore, this is an election
year. Canada even questioned UNCTAD's
competence to deal with the problem of
basic commodities. In the rich countries'
view, all that the underdeveloped coun-
tries can do is wait for the day when all
the problems of the developed countries
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are finally solved, after which they will
perhaps be "charitably" invited to pa _ take
of the abundance.

Disunity on disarmament
The discussion on the commercial an( eco-
nomic aspects of partial disarmamer., did
not meet with the approval of the pr wer-
ful countries. Nevertheless, the argur:ents
put forward by the Group of 77 did ;-arry
some weight. Worldwide military exp-ndi-
tures had exceeded $200 billion in :970
and, if the proportion of world prodL;,ti.on
that they absorb annually at the pr_:sent
time continues, they could total from 3300
billion to $350 billion (at 1970 pric(:.,) by
the end of the decade. According to E.,bert
McNamara, President of the World r:ank,
this sum is 25 times as large as the lotal
amount of all assistance programs al d al-
ready exceeds the total gross nat; )nal
product (GNP) of all the underdeve oped
countries. "What is worse." he statec:. "de-
fence expenditures are increasing by 3 per
cent a year; this rate of increase i:t de-
structive power is greater than the rcae of
growth of the total world product'_ n of
goods and services." Hence, an end j the
arms race would contribute both ! , i im-
proving international relations. ndto
maintaining world peace and sec,, rity,
thus freeing resources for peacefu pur-
poses, including assistance.

According to some economist= +e.g.,
Barbara Wood, a 10-percent reduct n in
inflationist-type military expenditu es, if
transferred to development assist tnce,
would make it possible to meet quick y the
proposed target of 0.7 per cent of the GNP
for official assistance. An increase n as-
sistance to underdeveloped cou tries
would be the natural consequence of sub-
stantial reduction in military expend ures.
This reallocation of resources would )ring
about an increase in total revenue id in
world trade. The motion to this fect,

made by the Group of 77, was de; ated.
The draft resolution by the Grou, was
withdrawn in favour of a waterec down
draft submitted by the president f the
conference, which was adopted y 80
countries with nine abstentions (pr+ cisely
the more powerful countries). Chi a did
not take part in the vote "b e c a u e the
problem of disarmament cannot be ^solv-
ed as long as the United States a: d the
U.S.S.R. continue to increase their irma-
ments in their dispute over wor d su-
premacy".

Canada stated that it did not l^lieve
that the argument that a reduction i mili•
tary spending would automatically ;ener-
ate additional funds for developme. I wO
realistic.
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The measures proposed for lightening

the Third World's debt also received an
unequivocal "no". The Group of 77 con-
sider the problem to be vital. In fact, ac-
cording to the UNCTAD study, the data
from 80 developing countries show that
the total external public debt increased at
an average annual rate of 14 per cent dur-
ing the Sixties and that, at the end of 1969,

it totalled about $60 billion. As a result,
the r.et transfer of resources (gifts and
public loans) dropped from $5.4 billion to
$5.2 billion between 1965 and 1969. This
reduction in the net transfer of resources
affected mainly low-income Africa, India
and Pakistan. More than 20 per cent of the
export earnings of Third World countries
goes into debt-service payments, and this
proportion is tending to increase. The
Presid;ent of the World Bank pointed out
in his speech that "the debt service of the
develc;ping countries is increasing twice as
fast as the export earnings which should
finance them". Despite these facts and
trend.s, the spokesman for B r i t a i n, un-
doubtedly expressing the opinion of the
members of Group B (developed market-
economy countries), stated that the exter-
nal debt-service relief measures would be
a bonus for poor management and would
run the risk of weakening the bases of in-
ternational credit.

On this subject, as on many others, the
develcped countries wished to retain full
freedom to examine requests for the re-
negotiation of debts, separately, case by
case, End always after a crisis had become
obvious. The case of Chile is a striking
examl!e of such a crisis. In his inaugural
addresi, President Allende stated: "The
value of our exports is $1,200 million in
1972; ^ his same year we have to pay $408
millio:, as external public-debt service. It
is not _)ossible for a country to allocate 34
out of ever 100 dollars it receives to pay-
ment rf the external debt."

A:-=-•eady the Pearson Report (Partners
in Der^,lopment. Commission on Interna-
tional Development, Denoël, 1969, Pp.
228-9.', had recommended: "Aid-g i v i n g
count-ies should consider debt-relief a
legitin,ate form of aid and permit the use
of new loans to refinance debt payments,
in ord• r to reduce the need for full-scale
debt n^ gotiations."

CrAitor countries are opposed in
princille to tying aid to debt relief. The
debtor countries will continue to be held

The "rich" countries did not reach a

on a'°s iort leash", without the leeway nec-
essary to develop plans in advance with
reason ,ble security.

consen;,us on projects concerning monetary
reform and the "tying" of SDR to addi-

tional development financing. After
lengthy debate, they got around to study-
ing "the possibility of tying the SDR to aid"
in the context of world monetary reform.
At the same time, the advantaged countries
rejected the proposal made by the Secre-
tary-General of UNCTAD, Mr. Perez
Guerero (Venezuela), to establish a per-
manent liaison committee between
UNCTAD, the IMF and GATT. Through
such a committee, the underdeveloped
countries would have been able to partici-
pate more effectively in monetary and
trade negotiations in 1973. The tying of the
SDR to development financing would have
permitted the creation of additional liquid-
ity for the underdeveloped countries that
will soon be receiving only 0.35 per cent
of the total GNP of the industrialized coun-
tries. The United States, which had de-
manded a separate vote for the "tying"
clause, after lengthy consultations ab-
stained from voting. This abstention added
the last gloomy touch to the long sleepless
night of the final session of the third
UNCTAD.

Third chance missed
At the conclusion of UNCTAD, the coun-
tries of the Group of 7 7 were in the same
position with regard to the rich countries
as European union workers at the begin-
ning of the century were with regard to
their bosses. The bosses l i s t e n e d to t h e m
but refused to take out their wallets. Mr.
Mansholt was right to say: "The Santiago
conference is the place where everyone
says what should be done and where no one
does enough." At Santiago, a third oppor-
tunity to lay the groundwork for a more
rational reorganization of the world eco-
nomic system was allowed to slip by. Even
the study of a charter of economic rights
and duties of states, suggested by the Pres-
ident of Mexico, did not receive the mas-
sive support of the group of developed
Western countries. Such a charter, similar
to the Charter of Human Rights, could, in
principle, counteract the commercialism of
the present economic powers.

Poverty and wealth cannot coexist in-
definitely. The present world situation,
where one-third do not sleep for fear of
the two-thirds who have nothing to eat,
must be remedied.

The mass media, political leaders-
indeed, public opinion-could attach a
great deal more importance to underdeve-
lopment and its causes and bring pressure
to bear on governments so that they would
take measures to narrow the gap separat-
ing the "have" countries from the Third
World countries. Public opinion has forced
governments to take measures to prevent
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pollution and to preserve the physical en-
vironment, despite the costs involved. A
serious social pollution created by the ir-
rational way in which international trade
operates is strangling millions of human
beings, and yet public opinion remains in-
sensitive to it. We are still far from an in-
terdependent economy on this small planet

of ours. '
The third UNCTAD has eloquently

proved that the world is not a community,
that the "have" countries' assistance to the
development of the Third World is too
marginal, that "free" international trade is
a myth that profits the developed coun-
tries at the expense of the Third World.
Nations are not agreed on the worldwide
development objectives to be achieved; as

The widening gap. . .

Two recent statistical reports indicate that
the gap between the have and have-not
nations is widening despite the flow of
development assistance from the industri-
alized states.

According to the United Nations Sta-

tistical Yearbook, the total per capita
output - industrial and agricultural - of
the developed countries increased by 43
per cent from 1960 to 1970, while the per
capital increase in the developed countries
in the same span was only 27 per cent.
Moreover, the less-developed nations start
from a much lower per capita base.

In terms of consumption of energy,
the developing countries in 1970, with a
population more than twice as large as that
of the developed countries, consumed only
a little more than one-seventh of the total
energy produced.

In terms of caloric food intake per
person, Ireland stood first with an average
daily consumption of 3,450 calories follow-
ing by New Zealand with 3,320; the United
States, 3,290; France, 3,270; and Britain,
3,180. At the other end of the scale, the
intake per person in Indonesia was listed
at 1,750 calories; in Bolivia,1,760; Somalia,
1,770; Ecuador, 1,850; and Algeria, 1,890
calories.

In terms of adequacy of housing, the
1971 UN Yearbook shows that in Britain
there is a density of only .6 persons per
room; the United States achieved the same
percentage. In Switzerland it was .7 per-
sons per room. In contrast, the Central
African Republic had an average of 3.4
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a result the discussions on the means to be
adopted for reaching them were unpro-
ductive. The third UNCTAD should serve
at least as a warning to public opin:on.
World survival is at stake and everyone
rich and poor - depends on it.

Lester B. Pearson said in his addi ess

w ^

at the Conference on International Eccno- I By C,

mic Development, Columbia Univers;ty,
New York, that no planet could survive
half enslaved, half free, half engulfec' in
poverty, half on the way to the anticip^l: ^ed
joys of limitless consumption, the resul _ of
unprecedented production, and that
neither our ecology nor our morality cuild
survive such a contrast. What is goin;, to
happen when that minority majority, he
Group of 77, becomes aware that ther;,, is
strength in numbers?

persons per room; Pakistan, 3.1; and Ir_dia,
2.6 persons per room.

The growth of population in the un-
derdeveloped nations is much higher t nan
that in the developed countries des,;-ite
much lower life expectancies and mach
higher infant mortality.

The World Bank, in its annual re?ort
issued in September, said that, despit(- im-
pressive economic growth in the pc )rer
nations, "it is probably true that the
world's burden of poverty is increa ing
rather than declining".

The Bank's report, prepared for the
annual meeting of this UN specialzed
agency and the International Monet ary
Fund, ù:*ributed the increase in po,, ^rty
in part to rising population. But it aG led:
"Statistics conceal the gravity of the un-
derlying economic and social problF ms,
which are typified by severely skewe _ in-
come distribution, excessive levels o" un-
employment, high rates of infant mc-tal-
ity, low rates of literacy, serious m,, 'nu-
trition and widespread ill health."

The Bank report said the total lebt
and the annual cost of debt service o^ the
poorer countries had continued to incre se.

The report said, however, there had
been progress toward development a,.d it
stressed that generalizations about d,vel-
oping countries-their prospect: for
growth, their potential for expan ing
trade, their ability to carry debt bur lens
- were hazardous. (New York T me'
summaries, July 10 and Septembe 18,
1972).
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The chances of finding a political settle-
ment for the Rhodesian crisis remain as
remote now as they were in 1965 when
Ian Smith led his white breakaway to im-
plement the principles of the R h o d e s i a n
Front, the most basic of which is to "ensure
that the Goverpment of Rhodesia remains
permanently in responsible hands".
Neither white nor black Rhodesians, nor
the rest of the world, failed to understand
the meaning of "responsible hands", or the
significance of the challenge. The rebellion
destroyed any hope of a non-violent and
accepted transition to majority rule. For
the future, Rhodesia and the world com-
munity must live with the consequences of
that reckless act.

Mr. Smith's promise that UDI would
turn out to be "a nine-days' wonder" has
dragged its frustrating way through al-
most seven difficult years; yet even now
the Rhodesian Front has failed to under-
stand the reasons for either black hostility
or world opposition to its regime. At no
time has there been any sign of recognition
on Is part that Rhodesia is not an island
but a dangerously exposed frontier land
between black-ruled and white-ruled
Africa.

The fiasco of the Anglo-Rhodesian
proposals has shaken the self-confidence of
white Rhodesians, but not their character-
istic sense of self-righteousness; while the
Pearce Report has bolstered the morale of
black Rhodesians without in any way
changing their immediate prospects. As
President Julius Nyerere of Tanzania
wro7e in his important message to the 1972
sun.mit meeting of the Organization of
African Unity (OAU) about the British
G vernment's policy in accepting the

a-.--ce Commission's conclusions:
". .. Obviously this does not `solve' the

what it was previously. The power situa-
tion is the same; but the effect of the com-
missioners' visit to Rhodesia, the African
reactions to that visit, and the report it-
self, can never be undone. It is the impli-
cations of these things that have to be con-
sidered in answering the question 'What
now'?'

Major realities
Before considering this question, it might
be useful for purposes of further analysis
to identify the major political realities
about the situation in Rhodesia now:

(1) The Smith regime remains firmly
in political control. Any conceivable threat
to Mr. Smith's personal leadership (which
seems less likely now than a few months
ago) is unlikely to change fundamentally
the white-dominated power structure,
with the Rhodesian Front at its apex.

(2) Mr. Smith's black and white chal-
lengers have not yet developed a strategy,
or the means for effectively implementing
one, to change the power balance.

(3) In the new phase, which has al-
ready started, the regime will seek to
break Bishop Muzorewa's African National
Conference (ANC) by harassment, before
moving to outlaw it. It is already engaged
in giving greater powers to the chiefs to
re-establish their control over the tribal
trust areas they so conspicuously lost dur-
ing the visit of the Pearce Commission.

(4) The British Government has no
new ideas about what to do next. Having
listened to Sir Alex Douglas-Home, in
public and in private, the following seems
clear: He sees his "pause for reflection" as

Mr. Legum is associate editor of The
Observer, London, and editor of the
Africa Contemporary Record. He has
written a number of books on the pro-
blems of Southern Africa, including
works on South Africa, Pan-Africanism
and attitudes to Africa. The views
expressed in the accompanying article
are those of Mr. Legum.

hcdesian issue. It merely means that the
mith regime continues in power in Rho-

desi a; that it continues to be regarded as
illegal, to be without international recog-

;"j niti:-)n, and that sanctions against it con-
tinue. But it would not be true to say that
the situation has therefore returned to
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a period during which he hopes the Afri-
cans might have second thoughts about the
Anglo-Rhodesian proposals; he has no ex-
pectations that Britain might get Mr.
Smith to agree to anything more than the
last set of agreed proposals; he is deter-
mined to stand by Britain's Five Princi-
ples; he expects no great difficulties in get-
ting thè Tory Party to renew sanctions in
November, even though he is no great be-
liever in the value of sanctions other than
as a means of inconvenient pressures on

Rhodesia situation the Smith regime. In short, his position is
not considered typically (but not surprisingly) Micaw-

one of priorities berish. As for Prime Minister Heath, he
by Britain's shows no inclination to make Rhodesia one

Heath of the priorities of 10 Downing Street, nor
is he likely to do so unless the issue be-
comes divisive within the Tory
Party, which it is not yet.

(5) Even if effectively applied, econo-
mic sanctions will not by themselves suc-
ceed in t o p p l in g the Smith regime. But
they remain of crucial importance for rea-
sons that will be presently discussed. They
are already doing far greater e c o n om i c
harm than is usually supposed.

(6) Because Rhodesia is deeply em-
bedded in the Southern African sub-sys-
tem, its future is intimately bound up
with developments in that area. The Smith
regime would be greatly helped if Zam-
bia's President Kenneth Kaunda were to
fail in his current efforts to establish his
effective authority over his country; on
the other hand, it would be seriously un-
derminded if the Front for the Liberation
of Mozambique (FRELIMO) were to suc-
ceed in seriously undermining Portuguese
rule, especially.in strategic Tete Province,
wedged between Rhodesia, Malawi and
Zambia.

(7) The African states can, as yet,
play only a limited role in directly helping
to change Rhodesia's internal power struc-
ture. They can, and they do, help the Zim-
babwe guerrillas; they give moral and eco-
nomic support to the ANC; they can con-
tribute toward making sanctions more ef-
fective; and they can keep up pressure
through the United Nations and the Com-
monwealth. But increased African pressure
- and especially more effective guerrilla
operations - must reckon with the possi-
bility of South Africa's active intervention.

(8) The situation inside Rhodesia will
change fundamentally only when the black
factor becomes a serious challenge to white
rule. This is unlikely to happen until the
country's internal security and its economy
are in serious jeopardy and external pres-
sures are intensified, perhaps in response
to greater internal black pressure and to
what happens in Mozambique.

(9) The overriding single re4lity
about Rhodesia is that the struggle the re is
over the maintenance of white suprer acy;
although different in degree and chan^ -ter,
this is the dominant determinant oi the
policies of all the white-ruled countri •s in
Southern Africa.

Long-term settlement
What conclusions can be drawn from this
range of assumptions? The most imr edi-
ately obvious conclusion is that a s::tle-
ment of the Rhodesian problem is '; ing-
term rather than short-term: it call:. for
patience, persistence and commitment and
it leaves no room for the kind of facil:- op-
timism to which Harold Wilson was in ïlin-
ed to treat us from time to time. It is not,
in its present phase, a problem amerable
to peaceful negotiations,either betwee:. the
black and white parties directly inv,lved
or through third-party intervention.

The Pearce Commission find-ngs
amply demonstrated that an Anglo-Ri-lode-
sian agreement negotiated without Af ican
participation or consent will fail to neet
the British Fifth Principle - the test f ac-
ceptability. This is not to say, how ,ver,
that there might not be a resumpti n in
the future of direct talks between the Bri-
tish Government and the Smith reg'me,
with some possible arrangement to se .:.k to
implement a new agreement withoul the
help of a Pearce Commission - per'^.aps
even through a secret ballot, which ^ in-
creasingly favoured by the Rhodesia F ont.
Such an exercise might get Britain o:: the
Rhodesian hook, but it cannot bring ar: -- as-
surance of stability to the peoples of that
country.

Another fairly obvious conclusi n is
that the Smith regime will move vigc ous-
ly to repair the breaches in the Rhod sian
Front dikes opened up by the brief t>liti-
cal holiday allowed to Africans durin - the
operations of the Pearce Commission The
one lesson they have failed to learn - in-
deed, are incapable of learning - is that
the majority of black Rhodesians d not

like, or accept, white rule, and least f all
Mr. Smith's rule.

Despite the clear evidence of the -uti1-
ity of relying on tribal chiefs, Mr. : mith
has announced his intention of rei forc-
ing their position by giving them pc•.-vers
far in excess of their authority. Th im-
plications of such a policy are furthe: poli-
tical repression of blacks and the eli iina•
tion of the ANC and of Bishop Muz °ewa
in much the same manner as ZAPI and
ZANA and their leaders, Joshua 10^omc
and the Reverend Sithole, were elimil ated.
The predictable outcome is a furth r in-
tensification of black bitterness :.-id a
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greater readiness to listen to advocates of
violent methods of struggle.

We can also expect an intensification
of the policy of racial separation in the
South African mould of apartheid. The
new policy of provincialization, which is
now to be embarked on, is simply another
version of Bantustans.

Guerrilla strategy
So f_^r, the guerrilla movement in Rhodesia
has been ineffectual. The initial ZAPU and
ZAidU strategy of attempting guerrilla
incursions into the country from Zambia
ended in failure; it has been abandoned.
The:°e are signs of a new strategy being
devised, which will seek to infiltrate train-
ed guerrillas into the countryside to build
up :ells of resistance in the tribal trust
areas. Such a policy will take time to de-
velo,). Meanwhile, it would be foolish to
try ?o predict whether it will be successful
or not. All one can say with any degree of
confïdence is that a new generation of
yourg black leaders has begun to emerge
in the last few years. The most impressive
of these have been received into the new
Fror,.t for the Liberation of Zimbabwe
(FROLIZI), which has linked up with an
important section of ZAPU. The new lead-
er, :'leldon Samwela, is a graduate of Bos-
ton University and is impressive by any
standards.

he OAU has officially recognized
FRC',IZI as well as its rival ZANU-ZAPU
Join? Military Command. The future de-
velol.ment of these Zimbabwe guerrilla
movf inents will depend on two external
factcs.,s: the willingness and ability of
Pres3 ^lent Kaunda to sustain their bases in
Zam-, ia; and the fortunes of FRELIMO in
Mozz^ :nbique. In the middle-term future,
Rhoc asia's stability may be largely affected
by tl-.a capacity of the Portuguese to retain
their control over Tete Province. Too little
atte.. tion has, as yet, been given to the sig-
nific ince of the Portuguese troubles in
Tete and its likely effects on the security
of R` odesia.

<an Colvin of the London Daily Tele-
grap `,, a writer normally sympathetic to
the ` ortuguese, wrote after a recent visit
to tl ,^ area: ". . . Mozambique could be de-
scribed as the sick man of Southern Africa
in t rat Communist-trained guerrillas
swar;n in its remoter areas and pose an in-
visil.',e threat to the Cabora-Bassa hydro-
elect"ic project. In Rhodesia and South
Afric•a, there is even concern that the Por-
tugu. ,se might set up a black Government
as a means of extricating Portugal from
increasing pressures from the militant
Afric.:an states."

l^eports of guerrilla gains tend to be

minimized by the Portuguese and their
allies and to be exaggerated by their
enemies. A more careful evaluation would
treat sceptically claims that FRELIMO can
quickly break Portuguese rule or that the
Portuguese are winning. The Portuguese
have, in fact, slowly been losing ground
since guerrilla operations began in 1963;
their position has become more difficult,
especially since the middle of 1971.

It is wrong to evaluate the Portuguese
position only in terms of Mozambique.
Their capacity to wage a long war of at-
trition will be greatly affected by the sim-
ultaneous pressures on them in Guinea-
Bissau and Angola. These combined pres-
sures will in turn continue to affect politi-
can development inside Portugal itself,
where the Caetano regime faces three rival
challenges: the militant left-wing resist-
ance movement; the ultra right-wing mili-
tarist-commercial coalition, with strong
vested interests in Portuguese Africa; and
the new class of technocrats and industri-
alists, who see their future as members of
the European Community. In the end, Por-
tugal's policies in Africa - and their re-
percussions on Rhodesia and South Africa
- will be determined by the interplay of
forces in metropolitan Portugal and the
Portugese colonies.

The predictable effects of a deterior-
ating security position along the Rhodesia-
Mozambique frontier will be to reinforce
the Rhodesian Front's determination to
maintain white supremacy and not to yield
to any winds of change. But though nobody
should underrate the determination of
white Rhodesians to defend their way of
life, their capacity to do so would be great-
ly affected by any serious weakening along
their Portuguese flank. Not only would
this increase their security risks and call
for increased expenditure on security
forces, it would threaten their shortest
route to the sea and seriously impede their
elaborate sanctions-breaking machinery.

The Portuguese factor, therefore, is of Portuguese factor
crucial importance to white Rhodesia. Here of key importance
again one must sound a note of caution; it to white Rhodesia
is necessary always to keep in mind two in security plans
possibilities: first, that the Zambia regime
could change to something resembling
Malawi's; and second, that South Africa
might move its armies across its frontiers
to underpin the outer perimeter of the
"White Redoubt". The latter possibility is
real so long as Mr. Vorster remains in
power; it would be less certain if he should
be supplanted by a verkrampte leader
like Dr. Andries Treurnicht, since there is
a strong tradition among the inward-look-
ing section of Afrikanerdom to draw its
laager firmly within South Africa's own
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frontiers. The dispute between these two
sections of Afrikanerdom over this precise
issue has already surfaced.

However, should South Africa's
armies become deeply engaged in Mozam-
bique, it is reasonable to suppose that their
action would not only create. a different
situation in Southern Africa but affect in-
ternational opinion and policies.

Internal factors
include exodus
of young whites,
growth of jobless
in ranks of blacks

Internal threats

Apart from these external threats to Rho-
desia's security, there is also the likelihood
of internal threats. These could come, as
already indicated, from a more effective
guerrilla strategy linked to growing black
bitterness inside the country. There is, un-
fortunately, no reason to suppose that
black feelings can become anything but
more hostile under a regime such as Mr.
Smith's.

A serious source of internal disaffec-
tion is the steady growth of black unem-
ployment. Already an estimated one mil-
lion of Rhodesia's 5.4 million black popula-
tion are unemployed and their numbers
are added to annually by 45,000 school-
leavers. (An interesting and possibly sig-
nificant factor, too, is the increasing exo-
dus of young white Rhodesians who see no
future for themselves in the present soci-
ety.) There are other serious causes for
black frustration, arising from lack of ed-
ucational and social disabilities.

It is indisputably true that maintain-
ing sanctions will hit black Rhodesians
harder than whites and, in the short run,
will further worsen their condition; but
their disabilities precede the application of
sanctions. The fundamental nature of a
minority-ruled society is to favour its own
kith and kin over the majority. In the long
term, only a fundamental change in Rho-
desia's power structure can bring mean-
ingful change to its black citizens.

Impact of sanctions
Economic sanctions have begun to bite;
those who judge Rhodesia's economy from
its shop-windows or by the officially pub-
lished statistics, miss the deeper signifi-
cance of the damage done to the core of
the country's economy. These have been
carefully described in the report recently
published by the Africa Bureau, London.
The best brief description of Rhodesia's
difficulties is to be found in the following
statement made by Mr. Smith himself
when, on November 26, 1971, he defended
the Anglo-Rhodesian proposals at a confer-
ence of the Rhodesian Front:

"If only Rhodesians could be apprised
of the facts and predictions available to
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Government - our economic req,ire-
ments and anticipated development r:iffi-
culties and the security problems w-1ich
loom before us - then they would riore
readily understand our position. Rhor esia
could have gone on without a settlement
and her position would not have been ^)rej-
udiced this year or next. But it is our
assessment that in ten or 20 years' iime
the position would not be so good foi our
children."

The failure of the Anglo-Rhod aian
negotiations has not changed that pos:tinn
-except that the more effective app;ica-
tion of sanctions could considerably reluce
the time-scale indicated by Mr. Smitl:

Sanctions, as I have already sugge • ted,
will not by themselves suffice to defea' the
Smith regime. What, then, is the ca4 ; for
persisting with sanctions?

First, because it is the only policy that
guarantees virtual international z:;ree-
ment in treating the Smith regime :,s an
outlaw within the world community; ^ot a
single country (not even Portugal or, , 3uth
Africa) has recognized it diplomati ally.
Second, because of this isolation, Rhc iesia
has been denied access to the w^rld's
money markets, which are indispensa ile to
its long-term survival. Third, it has s rved
the purpose of denying outright vict, ry to
the rebels and of preventing them from
solidifying their control; they are kept
economically weak, and politically an mil-
itarily insecure. Fourth, it has bee the
only effective pressure to make white. Rho-
desians even consider a negotiated ^Atle-
ment. Fifth, it has sustained the moi le of
the black and white opponents c' the
regime. Sixth, it has prevented fu;-ther
polarizing of African and Western o. nion
over the problems of Southern A:,-ica's
white-ruled states.

All this mounts up to a fairl.^ sub-
stantial vindication of sanctions. Bu why
have sanctions not operated more 4ec-
tively in the past?

Because South Africa and Por: agal
have, from the first, refused to co-o^ .P-rate
and have provided markets and trade -^han•
nels to the outside world. Because thc main
effects have been shifted off white s. ould-
ers on to those of black Rhodesians.. who
have been forced to rely even mc.-e on
subsistence agriculture. Because, _ r di-
verse reasons, the world communi y did
not match Britain's own efforts, wh. -h, by
and large, have been exemplary. B•-cause
the African states in the past lackc : con-
fidence in the credibility of British Alicy
and so failed to exert pressures : t the
United Nations on those countries a! d had
defaulted on sanctions. Finally, becar: -,e the
UN sanctions machinery has been : lmost
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derisory for an international effort under
Chapter 7 of the Charter.

International approach
What should be the role of the inter-
national community in the Rhodesian

crisis? First and foremost, it should rec-
ognizP that the white rebellion in Rhodesia
formF an integral part of the wider strug-
gle going on through Southern Africa. Rho-
desia should not be regarded in isolation
from the rest of the subcontinent. Next,
although it should recognize the limitations
of international intervention, it could mo-
bilize its collective power to make sanc-

tions more effective while, at the same
time, giving direct support and encourage-
ment to the white and black opponents of
the Smith regime. Commonwealth solidar-
ity is one important factor. But the biggest
imm(diate contribution is to give a new
lease of life to the UN sanctions program
by insisting more rigidly on member states
honouring their obligations. (A useful start
would be for the United States to rescind
its exemptions on Rhodesian chrome and
other strategic minerals.) The most impor-
tant contribution, however, would be to
devel.-)p a new strategy for enforcing sanc-
tions.

This strategy should start by recog-
nizing that Portugal and South Africa will
refuse co-operation in any program of in-
ternational sanctions. But this is not fatal
to its operations. The key to an effective
sanct;.)ns policy is to deprive the Smith
regirre of foreign-exchange earnings; this
is mu•,h more important than denying it
impor^ s. It has already lost the benefit of
its most important pre-UDI source of for-
eign-e Kchange earnings - tobacco. Now it
relies almost e n t i r e l y on the export of
minerals, beef and agricultural products.
Since the last two sources of income are
derived largely from markets within
South^rn Africa, there is probably little
that can be done about this; but they are
insigr:ificant compared to the earnings
from -:ainerals.

All Rhodesian minerals are sold over-
seas. Portugal and South African can,
thereiore, assist the Smith regime only by
facilit-zting the export of its minerals. In
todays circumstances, very little can be
done - o block the shipment of these min-
miner;ils to the ports of Mozambique and
South Africa. The objective, therefore,
shou16 be to intercept the embargoed car-
goes at their ports of disembarkation. Bri-
tish intelligence has, so far, rendered ad-
mirahie service in pinpointing precisely
w•hat cargoes leave the ports of Mozam-

bique or South Africa. The problems arise
at their destinations. The experience in the
past has been that, with few exceptions,
even when cargoes have been apprehended
for inspection, the recipient countries have
proved unco-operative.

UN inspection
The need, therefore is to provide for a UN
system of inspection of all suspect cargoes
and not to leave their indentification to
authorities of the receiving country. This
system can be supervised by a team of UN
technical advisers. All cargoes declared
black must be confiscated - not just re-
turned to the point of embarkation, as has
sometimes happened. If this were to hap-
pen, Rhodesia would not only lose the for-
eign-exchange earnings from its exports
but it would suffer serious losses in the
cost of mining, transporting and paying
sanctions-breakers for their services. It
would require the loss of only a relatively
small number of such shipments to take
the profit out of the trade for sanctions-
breaking ships and companies. Without
their services, the task of breaching sanc-
tion would become increasingly difficult, if

not, indeed, impossible.
Finally, if all UN member states can

be persuaded to pass and enforce the same
kind of legislation as adopted by Britain to
prosecute the captains, owners and agents
of ships engaged in sanctions-breaking, the
operation of sanctions could be made very
effective. It is significant that not a single
British ship or agent has been known to
engage in sanctions-breaking; the penal-
ties have been made too high.

Here, then, is a practical international
approach to the question of making the
world's first collective attempt at impos-
ing sanctions effective. Economic sanctions

For these who believe in the impor- only one element
tance of developing some alternative to in- in any effort
ternational military sanctions, the chance to defeat regime
of demonstrating the possible efficacy of
economic sanctions offers a stirring chal-
lenge. But we should not lose sight of the
fact that even an effective sanctions pro-
gram is only one factor in the effort to
defeat Rhodesia's Smith regime. We should
not be discouraged by the time it takes, or
by the near certainty that the going will
get rougher in Rhodesia and in Southern
Africa. Unfortunately, the distribution of
power in the subcontinent makes it unlike-
ly that the situation can be changed in that
part of the world by peaceful means alone.
Our aim should be to reduce, so far as pos-
sible, the loss of life, misery and economic
chaos.
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ICER and its two-year search
for an approach to integration
By J. R. Maybee

In the first part of the Foreign Policy Re-
view published in June 1970, the Govern-
ment announced its decision that "there
should be maximum integration in its for-
eign operations that will effectively con-
tribute to the achievement of national
objectives". To further this purpose, the
Government established the Interdepart-
mental Committee on External Relations
(ICER). The committee, which was set up
at the deputy-minister level under the
chairmanship of the Under-Secretary of
State for External Affairs, was given the
responsibility "for guiding the process of
integration during its initial phases and
for advising the Government on such mat-
ters as the formulation of broad policy on
foreign operations, the harmonization of
departmental planning with the Govern-
ment's external interests, the conduct of
foreign operations, the allocation of re-
sources for those operations". The Com-
mittee and its companion body the Person-
nel Management Committee - a subcom-
mittee of ICER - held their first meetings
in July 1970, and have been meeting at
irregular intervals since that time.

The Interdepartmental Committee on
External Relations and the program it was
assigned to carry out had their origin in a
study commissioned by the Government in
1969. An interdepartmental task force
under the chairmanship of S. D. Pierce, a
retired ambassador with a distinguished
record of foreign service, was directed by
the Government to "study and report" on
all the operations abroad of the Federal
Government, with a view to the maximum
degree of integration that would be con-

Mr. Maybee, a member of theDepartment
of External Affairs since 1946, has
served as secretary of the Inter-
departmental Committee on External
Relations since its inception two
years ago. Mr. Maybee was Canadian
Ambassador toLebanon, Jordan and Syria
before his return to a headquarters
post in 1967.

sistent with the most effective achieve, ient
of the Government's objectives and tr ex-
amine the administrative areas of GoN ern-
ment operations abroad to deterr,,.ine
where savings might be achieved or effi-
ciency improved. This task force prod iced
its report in March 1970. The repor,, in
turn, was studied by an ad hoc comm ttee
of senior officials on Government or:;an-
ization (a group that included the S!cre-
tary to the Cabinet, the Secretary V: the
Treasury Board, the Chairman of the ?ub-
lic Service Commission, the Under-S cre-
tary of State for External Affairs an:' the
Deputy Minister of the Department c` In-
dustry, Trade and Commerce) and this
committee submitted its findings t^ the
Cabinet. The Cabinet took its decisi( a on
the report in May 1970 and announce l the
main points of its decision in Foreigr Pol-
icy for Canadians, which was publish rd in
June 1970.

In Foreign Policy for Canadians the

principal objective of the assignment ^) the
Interdepartmental Committee on Ext,-rnal
Relations may be identified in the :;ate-
ment that "the Government needs a s rong
and flexible organization for carryin out
its reshaped foreign policy". It is si nifi-
cant that, while the Government we _t on
to identify its purpose as "°maximu: i in-
tegration in its foreign operations". the
purpose was qualified with the p,rase
"that will effectively contribute t< the
achievement of national objectives"; this
has left to the committee of deputy r.inie-
ters the problem of deciding for pur toses
of recommendations to the Cabinet Ecact-
ly what degree of integration wou".3 be
most effective for the conduct of Car ada's
foreign operations.

It is significant that the Goverr.nent
spoke of the need for a "strong and fit cible
organization" in the singular. At the time
when the ICER was established, there were
approximately 1,880 Canadian and 428
locally-engaged employees of some
partments, boards, agencies and oth• r or-
ganizations of government appoint d or
employed at 115 locations in 69 cou9tries
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other than Canada. The Government's ob-
jective of the integration of foreign opera-
tions did not require the moulding into a
single organization of this vast conglomer-
ation of Federal Government employees
abrcad, but it was at least to be one of the
opti^)ns to be considered.

In its policy statement headed "Or-
gan-zing for the Seventies" in Foreign
Poli^y for Canadians, the Government also
directed that a task force be established to
report on "the means necessary to integ-
rate all the support services of the Gov-
ern.nent's foreign operations". This task

force, made up largely of personnel who
had been working with the Pierce Task

For.,e, made its report to the Interdepart-
mei.tal Committee on External Relations in
July 1970, recommending that support ser-
vices be integrated.

One of the first tasks, therefore, of the
ICEII was to prepare a plan for a submis-
sior to Cabinet for this important organ-
izat<onal step. Such a plan was submitted
in I'ecember 1970 and, after approval by
the Cabinet, was announced in January
197;_. As a result of this decision, support
staf for the bulk of foreign operations
(inc` uding administrative, clerical, steno-
gral hic, and other support staff, local em-
ploy-es, vehicles, furnishings, etc.) were
inte;-7rated into a single system under the
mar .agement of the Department of External
Affa rs, effective April 1, 1971. This repre-
sentz!d a major new commitment for that
Depu.rtment and involved the transfer of
about 1,000 employees (mostly locally-
engs;ed staff) and annual expenditures
exce;=ding $10 million by other depart-
men , s.

Cou atry-planning system
The responsibilities assigned to ICER by
the ('rovernment included advice on the full
spar of subjects relating to the manage-
men of foreign operations: the formula-
tion of policy, the harmonization of plans
and,;rograms, the allocation of resources,
the nplementation of foreign operations
and policies for the management of per-
sonr -,1. The ICER had undertaken to deal
with the question of the integration of sup-
port >ervices because it had been identified
as a ligh-priority problem. ICER chose as
the = acond area for its attention the har-
rnons 7:ation of plans and programs. Speci-
fical` y, it called for proposals for a coun-

?try-p..anning system. It was hoped that
coun- ry_planning might be that element of
a to:.31 foreign-operations management
sYstF n that would tie the various parts
toge

,
^ -ier.
"Vorking with an eye to the sobering

expe:, ience of the U.S. State Department in

its only partially successful efforts to de-
velop a comprehensive country-planning
system, the officials in Ottawa who were
assigned the task set to work with two
basic notions in mind - first, that the ulti-
mate integration of the foreign service
personnel of the various departments and
agencies maintaining personnel abroad
was, if not a foregone conclusion, at least
a likely eventuality and, secondly, that the
situation called for the application of pro-
gram-planning and budgeting systems to
foreign operations.

As initially presented, the outline of a
country-programming system was put
forward with somewhat more modest ob-
jectives. The system was intended to enable
the Government to see how its resources System involving
were being employed,in a given country country program
in pursuit of identified policies and ob- tried in 1971
jectives. Summary information of this on global scale
kind, it was said, should enable the Gov-
ernment to see how its resources for for-
eign operations were being employed on a
global scale, and would be an important
point of reference when d e c i s i o n s were
made on the allocation of resources for
foreign operations. One component of the
system-the country program-was
tried out on a global scale early in 1971.
The information that posts included in
their programs provided a tentative but
useful outline of the way in which Govern-
ment resources were being used for for-
eign operations at that time. Although the
preparation of these programs constitut-
ed a considerable administrative burden
for many posts, the operation had signifi-
cant benefits in terms of getting a better-
articulated statement of the various as-
pects of post operations and the informa-
tion was also of considerable use at head-
quarters. On the other hand, it quickly
became evident that it would be a con-
siderable time before the country-planning
system could contribute significantly to-
ward linking together the other elements
of foreign-operations management-
policies, resource allocation, operations and
personnel management.

Policy co-ordination
During the spring of 1971, ICER member
departments studied a wide range of
options (including various types of struc-
tural integration) as to what measures
might be recommended to the Government
to carry forward the "Organizing for the
Seventies" program. The view that pre-
vailed was that the committee should defer
consideration of further measures for
structural integration until progress had
been made towards the resolution of the
problem of policy co-ordination at head-
quarters between the various departments
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and agencies responsible for programs
with international implications. This has
been and continues to be a prime source of
attention for the ICER and its member de-
partments. Because of its importance, I
propose to examine this question a little
more closely.

The Canadian Government has tradi-
tionally been organized functionally, with
each minister and department responsible
for a fairly clearly defined area of activity.
Those departments of government admin-
istering programs with external implica-
tions have historically been relatively few
in number and, in general, there has been
a tradition of good co-ordinating and
consulting procedures between them. Out-
side the principal foreign service depart-
ments (External Affairs, Industry, Trade
and Commerce, Manpower and Immigra-
tion and National Defence), requirements
for specialized representation abroad
were, until the mid-Sixties, relatively few
in number and modest in extent (e.g., the
Departments of Labour and of National
Health and Welfare, and the National Re-
search Council).

In the last few years, however, the in-
ternational dimension of a number of gov-
ernment programs has been growing
quickly. The Canadian International De-
velopment Agency presents a special case;
the rapid expansion of the Canadian aid
programs for developing countries has had
a marked effect on the pattern of Canadian
representation abroad. It has been a major
factor in the opening of a number of new
diplomatic missions, and the requirement
for aid officers in Ottawa with field ex-
perience has produced an arrangement
whereby the aid work abroad is shared
between External Affairs officers and aid
officers posted abroad by CIDA. Other de-
partments have also been developing an
increasing interest in the international
aspects of their programs; these include
some of the longer-established depart-

Other departments ments (e.g., the Departments of Energy,
begin to expand Mines and Resources and of Transport) as
foreign dimension well as some of the newer departments,

particularly those with a horizontal co-
ordinating mandate, such as the Depart-
ment of the Environment, the Department
of Regional Economic Expansion and the
Ministry of State for Science and Tech-
nology.

Drastic side effects
There are a number of considerations re-
lating to these developments that make the
problem of policy co-ordination particu-
larly complex:
(1) It is becoming increasingly evident

that the policies and programs pur-
sued by one department can have

drastic effects on the prograr:s of
others. There are no rules, how ever
to control these side effects, and each
department must work out its owa
tactics for handling them.

(2) The traditional methods for har, iling
interdepartmental relations by defin-
ing areas of jurisdiction are becc.ning
less valid. Problems do not d vide
neatly along departmental lires of
demarcation. The question o"' the
movement of super-tankers carrying
oil from Alaska along the West Coast
of Canada involves, for instance, a
number of departments - ExtF rnal
Affairs, Transport, Environr:ent,
Energy, Mines and Resources, Reg:onal
Economic Expansion - to nam . the
most obvious. Each of these dt-part-
ments approaches a problem o this
kind from the point of view cc' the
policies it is charged with promAing;
these policies are not necessari'.y re-
concilable with those of other &part-
ments.

(3) The informal modes of consult;:tion
that have served well in enabling some
of the older-line departments to keep
in step with one another in some well-
defined areas of co-operation a. 3 not
likely to be adequate in situa-:.ions
where several large departr ents
should co-ordinate their differe^- t ap-
proaches. This is particularly to . ie in
the case of large departments, ^: here
vertical communication be,ween
deputy minister and desk offrce: may
not always be quick and effectiv-•. De-
lays involved in consulting wit? sev-
eral departments may, further:nore,
be unacceptable in a fast-char Ong
situation.

(4) E a s y international communic.tions
ana transport make it relatively sim-
ple for government departmer -s to
"do their own thing" internatioliallp,
To send off on a two or three v eeks'
trip abroad a senior official fro-1 Ot-
tawa armed with a brief case a.d an
air ticket may seem a simple and
more effective way of handling te in-
ternational aspects of a domesti:- pro-
gram than trying to use the per.,mnel
and facilities of established Can Ldian
missions abroad.

The challenge to ICER to deve op a
better pattern of policy co-ordinati n in
the face of the problems sketched i,,, the
foregoing paragraphs is formidabl -^ in-
deed. The ICER has already worked )ut a
tentative set of principles to form the )asis
of better co-ordination arrangement 3 for
foreign operations, and has begun the task
of exploring with other departments vays
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of giving practical expression to these
principles. Undoubtedly, useful things can
be done in terms of improving the meth-
ods, procedures and m a c h i n e r y for co-
ordination - revitalizing moribund inter-
departmental committees, establishing new
ones where required, canvassing the use of
task forces, providing for better interde-
partmental communication, sharing infor-
mation about policies and plans. These are
remedies rather than cures, however, and
will certainly have to be reinforced by
other measures.

In another part of the forest, the Per-

sonnel Management Committee is pushing
forward with several inglorious tasks that
may eventually make a significant contri-
bution to better policy co-ordination. The
committee is seeking to develop co-ordi-
nated personnel policies and to rationalize

the miscellaneous and often inconsistent
personnel practices of the several foreign
service departments. Whether or not all
foreign service personnel are eventually
integrated into a single service, the steps
being taken to put them so far as possible
on the same footing are bound to have
benef`rcial effects for better co-operation
between the departments concerned. The
Personnel Management Committee is also
developing programs for the secondment
and exchange of personnel between for-
eign service departments, and also between
forei;;n service departments, on the one
hand, and domestic departments, on the
othe.. Policy co-ordination is in many re-
spects a "people" problem, and the more
public servants there are who understand
the policies and programs of other depart-
ments the more likely it is that the co-
ordination procedures decided upon will
be einployed with perception and under-
stanGing.

A pervasive problem in relation to
policy co-ordination is the very loose way
in w.-ich the term "policy" is employed in
gove, nment. Whether the questions being
disci..ssed are long-range or immediate,
"polky" and a number of related terms
are used indiscriminately without com-

To n,eet the challenge of coming decades,
to be equipped to take advantage of new
opportunities, to keep abreast of the rapid
evolL,tion of events, the Government needs
a strong and flexible organization for
carry°ing out its reshaped foreign policy.

• . Modern management techniques are
called for.

The Government has decided that
there should be maximum integration in

monly understood distinctions of meaning
- aims, goals, objectives, strategies, poli-
cies, tactics, programs, projects. This
makes for difficulties in communication
between one department and another, be-
tween officials and ministers and between
government and the public. The situation
calls not just for a standardized vocabu-
lary but for more systematic and disciplin-
ed procedures in the formulation of pro-
posals for the Government to consider and
in implementation of Government decisions
once a plan of action has been selected.

Foreign Policy for Canadians sets
forth a conceptual framework that could
be employed as a basis for developing a
more systematic approach to the problem
of formulating Canada's foreign policy.
The approach outlined therein would re-
quire the definition of national objectives
in all significant areas of government
activity, under each of the six policy
themes (economic growth, social justice,
quality of life, peace and security sov-
ereignty and independence, harmonious
natural environment). It would also re-
quire the devising of alternative policies
that might be employed to attain the
national objectives and the relating of
program proposals to the different pol-
icies identified as viable alternatives.

Not surprisingly, this kind of ap-
proach to the discussion and planning of
Government business does not commend
itself very strongly to senior officials ac-
customed to handling the problems of gov-
ernment pragmatically, as they come, and
in relation to traditionally-recognized
areas of departmental jurisdiction. Yet
some better way than is now available
should be found to ensure that ministers
can make decisions on programs and
courses of action on the basis of a compre-
hensive appreciation of the interplay of
different national objectives and to enable
officials to perceive the programs they are
implementing as parts of a coherent whole.
This is a problem of the integration of the
Government's foreign operations that re-
mains to be solved.

its foreign operations that will effectively
contribute to the achievement of national
objectives. . . .

... The Government's view is that, if
its foreign policy is to be carried out ef-
fectively, the organization for doing so
must be closely-knit, fully-qualified and
responsive to the changing demands that
inevitably will be made on it. ...(Foreign
Policy for Canadians, June 1970.)

Finding method
making decisions
based on interplay
of national goals
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Seeking a route for achieving
a more dynamic United Natiom

Canada feels the United Nations can be
made more effective and more dynamic
without rewriting its Charter. The
world organization's effectiveness and
vitality depend not upon changing its
basic structure so much as upon the po-
litical determination of its members to

fulfil their obligations and respon-
sibilities under the present Chater. In
short, the effectiveness of the UN is di-
rectly dependent on the political will of

its members.
Despite this overall approach, Can-

ada is prepared to give careful consid-
eration to all specific proposals for re-

A basic premise of Canada's foreign policy
is to continue to work actively to make the
United Nations a more effective instru-
ment for international co-operation, and
to improve its capacity to meet its respon-
sibilities. It has been suggested on various
grounds that, to achieve this end, a review
of the Charter is necessary. It has been
pointed out, for example, that the Charter
is now 26 years old, that conditions have
changed greatly since it was drawn up,
that a majority of the present members of
the organization did not participate in
drafting it, and that the United Nations
has not fulfilled all the hopes of those who
did draft it in 1945.

The Government of Canada is prepar-
ed to give careful and serious consideration
to all specific proposals for revision or
more effective utilization of the Charter
which might command broad support
amongst the membership of the organiza-
tion.

In considering such proposals, it must
be borne in mind that it has proved to be
very difficult to achieve agreement on
textual amendments in the past. Charter
revision is governed by Article 108 of the
Charter, which states: "Amendments to
the present Charter shall come into force
for all members of the United Nations
when they have been adopted by a vote of
two-thirds of the members of the United
Nations General Assembly and ratified in
accordance with their respective constitu-
tional processes by two-thirds of the
members of the United Nations, including

vision or more effective use of th
Charter which might enlist broad sut -
port among member states.

This is the gist of the Canadia i
Government's reply to the UN SecrR -
tary-General's invitation for sugge--
tions on review of the UN Charte,.
Under a resolution adopted by tl
twenty-fifth General A s s e m b 1 y, t1-3
Secretary-General called on memb, r
states to submit proposals for review ^ f
the Charter and this question has bec
placed on the agenda for the twent -
seventh General Assembly session th s
fall. Text of the Canadian reply follows.

all the permanent members of the Seci_rity
Council."

Hitherto it has been possible to r^ach
agreement on amendments in only tw r re-
spects, providing for enlargement of the
Security Council from nine to 15 anc en-
largement of the Economic and S cial
Council from 18 to 27 and recently - ;ub-
ject to ratification - to 54.

Nonetheless, the Charter has pr )ved
to be a remarkably flexible document, :ap-
able of growth and adaptation in resp nse
to changing conditions and needs ol the
international community. The involve3 ient
of the United Nations in the emergen e to
independence of non-self-governing t rri-
tories, its activities relating to intF -na-
tional development, its concern with r cial
discrimination and apartheid, are al ex-
amples of how a broad rather than na •row
interpretation of the Charter can ma e it
a living Charter, responsive to the r^eds
of the United Nations' members. Th( -e is
in the Canadian view no reason whS this
should be any less true in future. The
United Nations can be made more dyn mic
without rewriting the Charter; its e fect-
iveness and vitality depend not t pon
changing the basic structure of the oi an-
ization so much as upon the politic,^, re-
solve of the member states to fulfi' the
obligations and the responsibilities t ach
has taken up in subscribing to the pro-
visions of the Charter. In short, the e fect-
iveness of the United Nations is dir Ttly
dependent on the political will of its r em-
bers. No documentary revision in itsel can
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be a substitute for that will; nor can it be
shown that where the will exists the pres-
ent form of the Charter has frustrated it.

Against this background, the Govern-
ment of Canada questions whether it
woald be productive to undertake revision

of the Charter as a whole at this time.
Questions of textual revision (as, for ex-
an)ple, the removal of certain provisions
such as Article 107) and, in particular, op-
portunities for change within the existing
fra:nework should be approached in a con-
str,ictive spirit on a functional or case-by-
cas ? basis.

Ca.zadian initiative
It ^.,ias with this objective that Canada took
the initiative to propose in 1970 the es-
tablishment of the Special Committee of
31 to study ways and means of improving
the procedures and organization of the
Unaed Natioris General Assembly, includ-
ing the organization of work, rules of pro-
cedure, methods and practices. The work
of t ii.s committee culminated in acceptance
of :.ubstantial procedural reforms by the
UnAed Nations General Assembly on De-
cen;ber 17, 1971.

Similarly, Canada has actively sup-
poried the proposal that a special com-
mit -ee of legal experts be set up to conduct
a c;ireful and searching review of the role
of the International Court of Justice in the
ligl t of the comments of member states, in
the nope that this proposal may be adopted
by s he United Nations General Assembly
at i,.s twenty-eighth session. Other efforts
alor g similar functional lines to strengthen
the t>ffectiveness of the United Nations will
hav: Canada's active co-operation.

Charter review is often approached
prir arily as a matter of strengthening the
effe tiveness of the Security Council. It is
in tee area of the maintenance of interna-
tior al peace and security that the United
Na'. ions has most generally been regarded
as alling short of what it is expected to
ach:eve. In Resolution 2864 (XXVI), the
Gereral Assembly requested the Secre-
tar -General to include in his report to
Ger: eral Assembly XXVII suggestions on
Wa.; s and means of enhancing the effec-
tivc _iess of the Council. Numerous i d e a s
hav,, been put forward relating to this
sub.,ect over the years.

Of particular current interest are
pro; Fosals which have recently been ad-
van -,ed by members of the Special Com-
mit ee on Peacekeeping, including the
U.S A. and the U.S.S.R., for the develop-
mer:t of a subsidiary body under Article
29 ^•r through activation of the Military
Sta!, Committee, in order to advise the
Secu^xity Council and the Secretary-Gen-

eral on the conduct of peacekeeping opera-
tions. Peacekeeping as such is not spelled
out in specific terms in the Charter. It is
noteworthy, however, that such proposals
need not call for revision of the Charter;
they are capable of implementation within
existing Charter provisions.

Based on the extensive experience of
Canadian forces in past United Nations
peacekeeping operations, Canada will con-
tinue to play an active part in the prepa-
ration of guidelines and institutional ar-
rangements d e s i g n e d to strengthen the
peacekeeping role of the organization and
more effective use of the Security Council.

Suggestions have also been made from
time to time involving amendment of the
Charter to alter the voting procedures in
the Security Council,and the General As-
sembly, in particular to introduce limita-
tions on the use of the veto, and various
systems of weighted voting.

A close examination of the effects and
implications of such proposals leads to the
conclusion that in present circumstances
revisions of this nature would not be feas-
ible or in some instances desirable.

Removal of veto
An attempt to remove the veto from areas
of decision-making in the Security Council
(for example, as has been suggested in re-
lation to admission of new members under
Article 4, or recommendations for specific
settlement of disputes under Chapter VI,
and indeed which Canada proposed at San
Francisco in 1945) might attract some sup-
port in the United Nations General As-
sembly, but in present circumstances
would still encounter firm opposition
amongst permanent members of the Coun-
cil. In the same way, any given formula to
allocate greater voting strength in the
General Assembly to member states ac-
cording to the size of their assessed con-
tribution to the regular budget or other
factors, such as population or GNP, might
conceivably find support (depending on
the particular formula proposed) amongst
those members who might thereby qualify
for preferred status. However, it would
inevitably have little appeal to the major-
ity of members, who, under any of the
various formulae proposed, would find
themselves placed at a relative disadvan-
tage.

The variety of problems within the
competence of the Assembly would make
it virtually impossible to establish just and
rational criteria for the allocation of votes
other than the existing system of one vote
for each member state. In certain in-
stances, for example, physical proximity
to a situation involving security considera-

Permanent members
would oppose
any attempt
to remove vote
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tions might be a more important and rel-
evant factor in assessing the influence a
member should have in the Assembly than
its economic resources or population.

Weighted voting in the United Nations
General Assembly would strike at the fun-
damental principle of the sovereign equal-
ity of states enunciated in Article 2 (1) of
the Charter. The rule of sovereign equality
in the General Assembly may be viewed

General Assembly in a sense as a counterpoise to the pattern

reflects interplay in the Security Council, where the perma-

of the realities nent members enjoy an overriding veto

in global context power on substantive questions.
It may be true that there is imbalance

between voting procedures and power re-
alities in the United Nations General As-
sembly. Resolutions may be drafted by the
majority despite the differing views of the
small minority of members whose co-oper-
ative contribution is invariably essential
to the success of any United Nations
activity. In the Canadian view, the im-
portance of this consideration can be ex-
aggerated. The General Assembly is a dip-
lomatic convocation in which the interplay
of delegations cannot but reflect the inter-
play of political realities in the interna-

tional community.
It is precisely because of those real-

ities that those who value the United Na-
tions for what it is, no less than for what

it might become, must be sensitive to the
risk of grave damage to the organization
itself which could result from a direct con-
frontation of irreconcilable political forces
within the membership. In this light, the
principle of unanimity of the five perma-
nent members of the Security Council must
be accepted as an indispensable mechanism
to prevent intolerable strains on the fabric
of the organization.

New member category
Suggestions for Charter amendment have
also been made regarding membership of
the Security Council, including, for exam-
ple, a proposal for a new category of per-
manent or semi-permanent members,
drawn from among those states regarded
as best able to contribute to the mainten-
ance of international peace and security.
Such suggestions give rise to many of the
same difficulties and objections noted
above.

In practice, as in the case of proposals
for weighted voting in the General Assem-
bly, it would be very difficult to determine
acceptable criteria for creating a further
category of states, in addition to the per-
manent members, who would be entitled
to preferred treatment in elections to the
Security Council. One criterion which is
sometimes proposed on the basis of a

somewhat narrow reading of Article 20 is
the ability to contribute materially to the
maintenance of international peace and se-
curity. From an examination of the mem-
bership of the Security Council over the
last 26 years, it is clear that there has in
fact been a significant correlation between
the size of assessed contributions to the
regular budget and the frequency ti,,-ith
which member states have served as ron-
permanent members of the Council. It is to
be anticipated, however, that an increasing
number of non-permanent members will
be drawn from among these states wbich
each pay assessments of less than 0.1 per
cent of the budget (currently some 65 per
cent of the total membership). It would be
difficult to sustain the view that these
smaller states should be discouraged from
taking an active part in the work of one
of the principal organs of the United ?v a-
tions. It would be equally difficult to assert
that larger or wealthier states should be
singled out by virtue of their wealth alone
as being in a special position to contribute
responsibility and constructively to the
work of the Council.

Difficulties of a comparable nature
are created by proposals to reconstruct the
regional basis on which non-permanent
members of the Security Council are now
elected. Most of these proposals tend to
produce an imbalance, to the disadvantage
of smaller states, and to imply more or less
arbitrary judgments of the fitness of par-
ticular members for service on the Council.

In Canada's view, the election of rrem-
bers to the Security Council is best le"t to
consultations within the regional groups,
with each group exercising discretion to
ensure that the candidates put for:;-ard
for membership are able and willir; to
make a substantial contribution to the
Council's work.

A number of thoughtful observers, in-
cluding the Secretary-General, have nuite
rightly underlined the likelihood that ;f the
world were called upon to repeat the ex-
perience of San Francisco the results
would not be nearly as impressive as our
present Charter. The decisive element in
the evolution of the United Nations ovcr the
past 26 years has been not the relatively
minor changes that have been made j:, the
Charter but the changing purposes af.a as-
pirations of its members. The Government
of Canada is of the view that what is
needed is not so much an overhaul cf the
Charter as a more effective implennenta-
tion and utilization of the existing f:-ame-
work for positive international co-cpera-
tion in order to achieve the goal of making
the United Nations an effective irstrn-
ment in harmonizing the actions of nat,;ons.
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Foreword

The Canada-U.S. relationship was identified in Foreign Policy

for Canadians as a key factor in Canadian policy-making.
Over the past year or so a number of studies have been in
progress of the relationship and its impact on Canada. The
present article reflects some of the main assessments and
conclusions which have emerged from those studies. In the
preparation of the article I have had the benefit of the advice
and assistance of my colleagues in the Government and offi-
cials in the Department of External Affairs.

04i
Secretary of State for External Affairs
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Canada-U.S. Relations:
Options for the Future
By Mitchell Sharp
Secretary of State for External Affairs

I

The options

• Canada can seek to maintain more or less its present relationship with the
United States with a minimum of policy adjustments;

0 Canada can move deliberately toward closer integration with the United States.

• Canada can pursue a comprehensive long-term strategy to develop and
strengthen the Canadian economy and other aspects of its national life and in
the process to reduce the present Canadian vulnerability.

In the review of Canadian foreign policy
wh;ch the Canadian Government publish-
ed in 1970 under the title Foreign Policy for
Canadians, the challenge of "living distinct
from, but in harmony with, the world's
most powerful and dynamic nation, the
United States" was described as one of
two "inescapable realities, both crucial
to Canada's continuing existence" in the
context of which Canadian policy needs -
domestic and external - must be assessed.
The other was the "multi-faceted problem
of 1111aintaining national unity".

If the importance of this unique re-
lat;onship is such as to affect the whole
of Canada's foreign policy, it is in turn
inf uenced by the nature of the world
emironment, and of the relations the
United States and Canada have with other
countries. As was recognized in the foreign
Aolicy review, and has been dramatically
illu,trated by more recent developments,
the postwar international order is giving
way to a new pattern of power relations.
The preponderant position of the two
super-powers, the United States and the
U.S.S.R., is being reduced by the emer-
gence of other major power centres. China,
With its vast population and immense po-
tential, has emerged from its long isolation,
achieved the status of an important nuclear
Power, and taken its place in the commu-
tity of nations. Western Europe is making
historic strides towards unity through the
enlargement and development of the Eu-

ropean Economic Community. Japan has
developed as a modern, industrial giant in
Asia. Confrontation is giving way to nego-
tiation and accommodation in East-West
relations and major progress has been
achieved on the road toward a political
settlement in Europe.

In this evolving new world situation, en-
larged opportunities are opening up for
Canada and the United States to extend
and broaden their relations with Commu-
nist countries and with the developing
world, while continuing to develop their
ties with their more traditional political
and trading partners. These major chan-
ges will undoubtedly have a bearing on
Canada-U.S. relations in the years ahead
and on the option that may be open to
Canada in particular.

The Canada-U.S. relationship, as it has
evolved since the end of the Second World
War, is in many respects a unique pheno-
menon. It is by far our most important
external relationship, but it is more than
an external relationship. It impinges on
virtually every aspect of the Canadian
national interest, and thus of Canadian
domestic concerns.

Because of the vast disparity in power
and population, it is also inevitably a re-
lationship of profoundly unequal depend-
ence; the impact of the United States on
Canada is far greater than Canada's im-
pact on the United States.

Some two decades ago, Lester B.
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Pearson warned that, as the two countries
became more interdependent, relations be-
tween them would become more, not less,

difficult. As interactions increased, con-
flicts of interest and differences of views
were also bound to increase. Preserving
harmony in the relationship would require
careful and sensitive management.

In recent years, however, the occasional
strains and difficulties that have affected
relations between the two countries have
also had a more basic and deep-seated
source. In a Canada undergoing profound
and rapid changes associated with indus-
trialization, urbanization, improved educa-
tion, cultural development and a major
reassessment of values, there has been a
growing and widely-felt concern about the
extent of economic, military and cultural
dependence on the United States, and the
implications for Canadian independence.

Apart from the relationship itself, which
has become more complex, public attitudes
in Canada have also changed. In the past,
Canadians have generally supported an
easy-going, pragmatic approach to our re-
lations with the United States in the belief
that Canada's separate national existence
and development were fully compatible
with an unfolding, increasingly close econ-
omic, cultural and military relationship
between the two countries. Many Cana-
dians no longer accept this view, or at
least do not regard it as self-evident. It is
widely believed that the continental pull,
especially economic and cultural, has gain-
ed momentum. In this on-going national
debate, the fùndamental question for Can-
ada is whether and to what extent in-
terdependence with the United States
impairs the reality of Canada's indepen-

dence. How strong has the continental
pull become? Can it be resisted and con-
trolled and, if so, at what price?

1. The Continental Pull
.It is important and instructive to view

the evolution of Canada-U.S. relations
in longer-term historical perspective. In
terms of Canada's relative dependence on
the United States, it is possible, as re-
cently suggested by an American political
scientist, to distinguish three main his-
torical periods.

Three phases
The first, lasting until Confederation and
some two decades beyond, was an era
in which the United States was viewed as
posing a military threat to Canada, al-
though the intensity of that threat was
steadily diminishing and trade with the

United States was becoming impcrtant.
Reciprocity in trade had been a major
issue just before Confederation and in the
long recession of the 1880s and 1-890s,
there was even a movement in Canada in
favour of union with the United S tates.
But Canada depended mainly on Fritain
for its security, for investment capital and
as a market and source of import^;. The
Treaty of Washington in 1871 elimmated
most of the outstanding U.S.-British is-
sues in North America, and the settlement
of the Venezuela dispute in 1895 finally
marked the end of the U.S. thraat to
Canada and to the British Empire. Cana-
dian perceptions of the United States as a
military threat, however, were to linger
on for many years thereafter.

The second period may be viewed as an
era of gradual transition, characterized by
a movement from internal autonomy to
full external sovereignty - achieved by the
Statute of Westminster in 1931 - and by
a gradual transfer of military, eco-iomic
and cultural dependence from Britain to
the United States. This period lasted un-
til the Second World War. The transfer
of strategic dependence from Britain to
the United States became fully apl)arent
and accepted in the 1930s with the mount-
ing_ threat of war in Europe. Pre^ident
Roosevelt pledged U.S. defence assistance
to Canada in speeches first in 1936 and
more clearly in 1938 in Kingston, and
Prime Minister King responded with as-
surances about Canada's continental de-
fence obligations.

In economic terms, the United States
had already surpassed Britain as Canada's

main source of imports by the turn of the
century. Britain, nevertheless, continued
to be Canada's main market until after
the First World War, and remained about
as important as the United States until

the Second World War. Free trade with

the United States - the reciprocity issue

- was a major national issue in 1911, but

Canadians rejected this course for ±ear of
its longer-term political implications. The
shift from Britain to the United States as

the primary source of new inve4tment
capital had taken place before tht First

World War. By and large, howe^,:r, the

inter-war period was characterize J. by a
relative balance in Canada's relationship
with Britain and the United States: it was

still the era of the Atlantic Trian;,^'-e.

Strategic dependence Second
The third period begins with the
World War and extends to about tr.:L Pres

ent. Canada's strategic dependence on the
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United States was an accomplished and
accepted fact. The war had propelled the
United States into unquestioned prepon-
derance as Canada's main trading partner
and source of investment capital. Britain
had dropped far behind, in second position
and, even after the full I recovery of the
British economy and the restoration of
convertibility, the British share of our

trade was to follow a generally declining

trend. This is the era of the "special rela-
tionship", of the new realities of military
alliance and close defence co-operation, of
increasing economic and cultural interac-
tion, of exceptionally close personal ties
between political leaders and senior offi-
cials of the two countries. Both countries
had been thrust onto the world stage: the
United States as the acknowledged leader
and protector of a Western world which
felt itself threatened by Soviet expansion;
Canada as an important military ally and
economic power.

The Canadian view of the United States
was influenced in large part by the Cold
1ti'ar and by the conviction that U.S. lead-
ership and active involvement in European
and world affairs were essential for peace
and security. Memories of U.S. isolation-
ism and protectionism weighed heavily
in shaping Canadian attitudes. NATO, the
new Commonwealth and the United Na-
tions provided congenial, multilateral
frameworks for postwar Canadian diplo-
macy and served to mitigate and dilute to
some extent the growing U.S. influence on
Canada. The pattern of rising interde-
pendence between Canada and the United
States was generally viewed, at least until
the end of the 1950s, as a natural and
beneficial phenomenon, without wider and
disquieting political ramifications. Polit-
imlly significant expressions of concern
about this trend began to manifest them-
selves in the late 1950s. However, it was
not until the 1960s that this trend of
Opinion gathered strength and found roots
in broader circles throughout the country.

This brief historical overview is useful
in prov;ding some sense of the shifting
pattern of Canada-U.S. relations. It shows
that the essential features of the relation-
ship as it exists today took shape mainlÿ
in the period beginning with the Second
Norld ,Var. Any attempt, however, to
assess the strength of the forces drawing
the two countries closer together requires
a more searching examination of their
manifestations in the defence, economic,
and cultural fields.

In the defence field, the pattern in this
tbird era has been one of increasing co-

operation and co-ordination for the most
part. Some of the highlights in this evolu-
tion were the 1940 Ogdensburg Agreement,
which established the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence (PJBD) as an advisory
body to the two governments to co-
ordinate plans for the defence of North
America; the 1941 Hyde Park Agreement,
extending wartime co-operation into the
economic sphere; the establishment in 1946
of a Military Co-operation Committee; a
joint declaration in 1947, continuing co-
operation for North American defence into
the postwar period; the North Atlantic
Treaty of 1949, establishing the first and
only formal alliance between Canada and
the United States; the joint `fStatement of
Principles for Economic Co-operation" in
1950; the conclusion in 1958 of the North
American Air Defence Command Agree-
ment (NORAD), establishing an inte-
grated anti-bomber defence system; the
Defence Production Sharing Program,
started in 1941, and continued after the
war, which has involved substantial sales
in both directions.

Extra -continental threats
The cornerstone of this defence relation-
ship consisted in the mutual recognition
that North America was no longer immune
from extra-continental threats. Canada
was considered by the United States as a
vital and strategic area, while Canada
recognized its strategic dependence on the
United States to ensure its defence against
an outside threat. It was this dual recog-
nition which led in 1940 to a U.S. commit-
ment to the defence of Canada and to a
Canadian commitment to ensure that
Canadian territory, air-space and coastal
waters would not be used for hostile ac-
tions against the United States. With the
Cold War, the development of nuclear
weapons and the rising threat of long-
range Soviet bombers in the late 1940s
and the 1950s, the U.S. defence interest
in Canada intensified; it was no longer
sufficient to ensure that Canadian terri-
tory be denied to a potential enemy. The
United States needed access to Canadian
territory for radar warning systems, air-
bases and other defence purposqs. Canada
shared the U.S. interest in an effective
North American system and, generally, in
protecting the U.S. nuclear deterrent ca-
pability. As long-range missiles were de-
veloped by the United States and the
U.S.S.R., and the Soviet Union moved
toward nuclear parity with the United
States, this shared Canadian and U.S. in-
terest became one of protecting the stabil-
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ity of mutual nuclear deterrence between
the two super-powers. The Canadian in-
terest was somewhat ambivalent, however,
since U.S. forces and bases in Canada were
viewed as posing problems for Canadian

sovereignty.
With the continuing development and

improvement in long-range nuclear-armed
missiles and in radar detection systems,
the relative importance of the bomber
threat declined. The United States had
less need for Canadian territory and, to
some extent, for close Canadian involve-
ment and participation in North American
strategic defence planning. As a result of
these technological developments, the level
of interdependence in the Canada-U.S.
defence relationship has remained static
or declined somewhat in relative terms
over the 1960s. The gradual improvement

in U.S.-U.S.S.R. relations and the con-
clusion of various agreements between
them to reduce the risks of confrontation
have reinforced this trend.

Nevertheless, Canadian territory, air-
space and coastal waters continue to be of
key importance for the strategic defence
of the United States, and the Canadian
interest in contributing to the mainte-
nance of stable nuclear deterrence is un-
diminished. Defence co-operation between
the two countries remains firmly anchored
and close, but the momentum of the Fif-
ties and Sixties toward closely-integrated
and structured defence arrangements has
abated. This situation could change, of
course, as a result of technical innova-
tions such as the introduction of new
defence and warning systems, or a return
to a more active military confrontation
between the super-powers.

Economic arena
By contrast, in the economic field, the
continental pull has operated strongly
throughout the postwar period and has
developed its own built-in momentum. The
North-South pull has, of course, been a
factor throughout Canadian history. At
the time of Confederation and until the
1920s, however, there were strong counter-
vailing forces promoting an East-West
bias in Canada's economic development
and in its trade and financial relations
across the Atlantic. These were buttressed
by the national economic policy introduced
following Confederation. The development
of the transcontinental railways in Can-
ada, the subsidization of freight rates and
the establishment of protective tariffs for
Canadian secondary industry were delib-
erately designed to strengthen economic

ties across Canada and to encourage the
development of the West through the ex-
port of agricultural staples, mainly to
Britain and Europe. Over time, howe:er,
the exploitation of our mineral and for st-
ry resources assumed more importa ice
and these found a large and expancing
market in a rapidly industrializing Un ted

States. The economic axis was gradu ;lly
turning in a North-South direction. W`:ile
the conclusion of Commonwealth pre<er-
ential arrangements in 1932 during he
Depression gave new impetus to Cana,ia's
trade with Britain and other Comn-;on-
wealth countries, annual U.S. capital flows
into Canada had already surpassed ti:ose
from Britain, and the establishmen of
these preferences encouraged U.S. firrn; to
set up branches and subsidiaries in Car ada
to take advantage of export opportun.ties
in Commonwealth markets.

In the postwar period, the economic pull
of the United States became stronger .till,
while the countervailing influence of 1-rit-

ain, Western Europe and the Comr::on-
wealth diminished. The U.S. need for Ca-
nadian resources became more intc ase.
The rapid development of Canadian Iin-
eral and newly-discovered petroleurr. re-

sources was financed mainly by J.S.

capital. Large inflows of U.S. cal- -,tal,
mostly in the form of direct investn,ent,
were also encouraged by the incre<=sing
importance of the Canadian dom stic
market, by competition among large J.S.
firms and generally by a hospitable in^ est-
ment climate. The availability of ca,?ital
from Britain and Europe was cir urn-
scribed until the 1960s by the nec I to
carry out the reconstruction and mo• ern-
ization of their economies. The phe ^.om-
enon of large, multinational corpora ons,
most of them U.S.-owned and U.S.-t sed,
made its appearance during this p< riod.
It added a large new dimension t,- the
interpenetration of the Canadian ane' U.S.
economies and led to a further concc- itra-
tion of Canadian trade with the U ited
States. By the late 1960s, nearly 8` per
cent of the export and import tr,^ isac-
tions of U.S. subsidiaries in Canada tivere
with their parent companies and aff'iates

in the United States.
In the new circumstances of the pc ;twar

period, Canadian economic and traci pol-
icies underwent major changes. C:-nada
played an important role in the esta ?lish-
ment of a multilateral trading syste 7un-
der the General Agreement on Tarif and
Trade, and vigorously supported effo "ts to
reduce tariffs and restrictions to trade
on a multilateral and non-discrimir:atorY

basis.
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basis. This was intended to assist Cana-
dian exports, mainly of agricultural, min-

eral and forestry products. At the same
time, it became apparent that Canada's
secondary industry needed access to large
markets if it was to be competitive. For

reasons of proximity, convenience and

size, it was natural that Canadian ex-
porters should concentrate their efforts on

the United States. The pursuit of trade
liberalization was dictated in part by a

desire to diversify Canadian trade. In
practice, it was accompanied by an in-
creasing interdependence with the United
States. To some extent this reflects geo-
graphic forces, but this trend has also
been supported by special man-made fac-
tors favouring continental ties, including
the attractions of the large and dynamic

U.S. market, the large U.S. ownership of
Canadian industries and the impact of the
multinational corporation.

U.S. share climbed
The cumulative impact of all these factors
is evident in Canadian trade and balance-
of-payment statistics: in the last 20 years
the U.S. share of Canadian exports in-
creased from somewhat under 60 per cent
to around 70 per cent. On the import side,
the U.S. share, which had been higher,
rose beyond 70 per cent. The U.S. share
of foreign portfolio investment and direct
investment in Canada rose to some 80 per
cent of the total. U.S. ownership and con-
trol in both primary and secondary indus-
tries in Canada grew rapidly, reaching
average levels in 1967 of 45 per cent in
manufacturing, 56 per cent in mining and
smelting, and 60 per cent in petroleum and
natural gas, with much higher percentages
in individual sectors. Canadian depen-
dence on the U.S. capital market also be-
came substantial as provinces, municipali-
ties and business enterprises made extensive
use of this market to meet their growing
needs.

While these few figures attest to the
growing Canadian interdependence with
the United States, the Canadian economy
at the same time gained in strength, bal-
ance and maturity. The Canadian bal-
ance of payments on current account
improved markedly, largely as a result of
a fairly steady improvement in the trade
balance. The generation of domestic savings
in Canada has also increased significantly.
This strengthening of the current account
position has reduced Canada's dependence
on net capital inflows.

While the trend in Canada's external
trade has been toward increasing concen-

tration on the United States, the remain-
der of that trade has become much more
diversified geographically. Japan has be-
come a major trading partner and trade
with that country in both directions has
been increasing at a very rapid rate. Cana-
dian trade with the European Economic
Community has also steadily increased,
although less rapidly. The U.S.S.R., China
and many other countries are becoming
significant trading partners for Canada.

These are positive developments, but
they have done little so far to mitigate the
overwhelming continental pattern of Can-
ada's trade. In particular, the United
States continues to be far and away the
largest market for Canadian manufactur-
ing exports, on which Canadian efforts are
likely to be increasingly focused in the
years ahead.

Cultural influences
The impact of U.S. cultural influences
has been another source of public concern
in Canada. Here again, the dominance of
the United States is inadvertent, a func-
tion of its large size and power, of the
communications explosion and of various
other factors. For many students of pol-
itics, this is in the long run the most cru-
cial area in terms of maintaining Canadian
distinctness, the more so since the spread
of U.S. interests and values is so diffuse
and yet so difficult to identify and measure.
While it is clear that there is a widening
concern over the extent of economic depen-
dence on the United States, there would
seem to be less apprehension among the
general public about U.S. cultural penetra-
tion. To a large extent, very much the same
economic and commercial factors which
account for U.S. penetration also explain
the cultural penetration. This is because
television, radio, films, periodicals, books,
publishing and other media form part of a
communications industry which responds
to market forces much as other industries
do. In addition, of course, the cultural
impact of the media has become greatly
enhanced by modern communications tech-
niques. Consumer tastes, public values and
social norms are assuming a degree of uni-
formity throughout the continent and are
largely shaped in the United States. The
nature of the dilemma was well delineated
in the report of the Massey Commission.

There could be no question of imposing
controls over the movement of ideas; in-
stead, an essentially positive approach has
evolved that relies mainly on the provision
of public support and incentives to Cana-
dian cultural activities but also, where



necessary, on regulation and control of
foreign influences. Various public bodies
have been established, such as the Cana-
dian Broadcasting Corporation in the
1930s, in radio and later in television, the
National. Film Board in 1939 and the
Canada Council in 1957. These policies
have had a favourable impact, though dif-
ficult problems continue to exist in a num-
ber of important areas. There have been
encouraging signs, in both French-speak-
ing and English-speaking parts of Canada,
of cultural vitality and creativeness and
of renewed interest in Canadian tradition
and distinct values. Over all, the inter-
actions and links between the Canadian
and U.S. societies in the cultural field have
been steadily increasing, even as a mood of
resistance to U.S. dominance was emerging
as a significant political factor.

In terms of common institutions, Can-
ada-U.S. ties do not appear to have in-
creased significantly, at least not in the

last decade. An elaborate pattern of joint
Canada-U.S. bodies has been developed
over the years. These play an important
role in evaluating and advising on joint
problems and in pointing the way to solu-

tions. But there is little or no joint deci-
sion-making. By and large, relations be-
tween the two countries are dealt with in
the normal way, through intergovern-
mental consultations, negotiations and

bargaining.
On balance, it is apparent that it is in

the economic and cultural fields that the
North-South pull has been especially
strong. This is because advances in com-
munications and modes of production and
economic integration favour large units
and markets and add to the pull of
geography. On the other hand, in the de-
fence and political fields, continental link-
ages have not significantly increased in
recent years. The strongest continental
pulls appear to derive from the ubiquitous
presence of U.S.-owned subsidiaries of
large multinational corporations, and from
the wealth of informal, non-governmental
ties between private groups, associations
and individuals. Paradoxically, as these
ties have expanded, the capacity of Can-
ada to develop economically and culturally
with less reliance on the United States
and the outside world in general has also
increased.

II. The Changing Context

New foreign policy perspectives
Over the past three years both Canada
and the United States have been review-

ing their foreign policies. Many of th!. rea-
sons given for doing so were identical on
both sides. We were at the end of an er<:. The
postwar order of international reL,tions
was drawing to an end. The cond-'tions
that had determined the assumption ,; and
practice of our respective foreign pc icies
were ending with it. The ending cj? the
postwar era had not been a matter o? sud-
den upheaval but of cumulative c: ange
over two decades that, in the aggr,_ gate,
had transformed the international en, iron-
ment. The task now, we both concl .ded,
was to shape a new foreign policy to neet
the requirements of a new era.

In the new scheme of things bot, ;^an-
ada and the United States saw a rela ^ ively
diminished role for themselves. Ii our
case, we argued that our role had been
enhanced at a time when Canada h, I en-
joyed a preferred position and a wide
range of opportunities as one of th,.- few
developed countries to have emerge ?1 un-
scathed, and indeed strengthened, from
the Second World War. The Canadia i role
was bound to be affected by the rec wery
of our friends and former enemies <<.:d by
other changes in the configuration of vorld
power.

The United States drew substa_ :ially
similar conclusions from its review sub-
ject, of course, to the very different -,cope
of its role and responsibilities in the •orld
It also had to take account of the train
that 25 years of global commitme^ , ag-
gravated by the Vietnam war, had ft on
its domestic consensus. It cited the ;°owth
among Americans of a conviction tl }t the
time had come for others to share a,, °eater

.rshipportion of the burden of world lea< "
and its corollary that the assure con-
tinuity of United States involvem. at re-
quired a responsible but diminished kmer-
ican role. It is the sense of the tiixon
Doctrine that it will enable the nited

States to remain committed in wa- ; that
it can sustain.

These perceptions on both side have
their counterpart in the role that r tional
objectives and national interests are ience-
forth to play in the conduct of )reign
policy. In the case of the United tates,
the greater weight to be given o the
shorter-term national interest is a f, action
of the diminished role it sees for its if and
of the enhanced potential of Au-'rica's
partners. It looks to a sound foreigr, policy
to support its national interests. t does
not rule out new commitments, p: 'njded
they are clearly related to U.S. in erests,
It is U.S. interests that in future wi; shape
U.S. commitments, rather than, as ti, ey feel
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was sometimes the case, the other way
around.

The Canadian foreign policy review, if
wthing, goes further. It defines foreign

pol<cy as the extension abroad of national

policies. The test of a sound foreign policy,
it L,rgues, is the degree of relevance it has

to national interests and basic national
objectives. The most appropriate policy

for the 1970s, therefore, our review con-
cluded, will be one which strengthens and
extends sound domestic policies dealing

with key national issues.
To the extent that the national interest

is seen as an active foreign policy ingre-

dient, reactive policies are rejected on
both sides. On the Canadian side, it is
argued that an empirical approach cannot
be continued indefinitely. A reactive, as
distinct from an active, concern with world

eve'.its no longer corresponds with inter-
nat ional realities or with the Canadian
Government's approach to foreign policy.
What is required is a sense of direction
and purpose so that Canada's foreign pol-
icy is oriented positively in the direction
of national aims. The United States pro-
ceeds from not very different assumptions.
For too long, in the view of the U.S. Ad-
ministration, American policy has con-
sist; d of reacting to events. The United
States tended to be drawn into situations
without a clear perception of where it
would end up. It will be necessary, in
future, to infuse American actions with a
sense of direction, to make a conscious
effo-t, in fact, to create the conditions the
Uni;ed States wants.

Two different entities
In s:un, the broad premises and underlying
perceptions of the two foreign policy re-
view s have many points in common. It is
in t, .eir implications for two quite different
enti; ies on the world scene that they in-
evit.,bly differ. Perspectives of the Canada-
U.S. relationship, in particular, could not
differ more sharply.

Oi the Canadian side, we could hardly
ignore the impact of the United States on
virtnally all aspects of our foreign rela-
tions. But the foreign policy review did
not attempt to articulate a comprehensive
policy to govern our relations with the
Uni `ed States. What it did do was to point
to -ome of the central ambiguities of
the Canada-U.S. relationship. It raised,
without elaborating on it, the concept of
coun terweights to the influence of the
United States. It also underlined the need
for careful management of a relationship
that was likely to become increasingly

complex, if not conflict-prone. Its major
prescription envisages "the judicious use
of Canadian sovereignty" in shaping the
Canadian environment.

The U.S. foreign policy review and its
annual updatings do not, on the other
hand, deal specifically with Canada. To
the extent that U.S. policy-makers think
of Canada in broad foreign policy terms
at all, it is in the context of the Nixon
Doctrine. That Doctrine, as President
Nixon explained it on his recent visit to
Canada, rests on the premise that "mature
partners must have autonomous indepen-
dent policies; each nation must decide the
requirements of its own security; each na-
tion must determine the path of its own
progress". To the extent that Canadian
concerns are apprehended in Washington,
therefore, the feeling is that a world in
which power is more widely diffused and
in which the relative weight of the United
States is diminished should afford a coun-
try like Canada greater breathing space.

At first glance such a prognosis appears
reassuring. In practice, however, it may
give less than adequate weight to two im-
portant considerations. The first is that
the Canada-U.S. relationship cannot be en-
compassed by governmental policies alone.
To the extent that they see a threat to
Canada in that relationship, most Cana-
dians would be prepared to concede that
it is a threat undesired by the United
States. The trouble is that, even as an
inadvertent process, it has acquired a mo-
mentum that, as one American student of
Canadian affairs has recently put it, is
"subject to profound internal growth". In
the second place, the Canada-U.S. rela-
tionship is bound to be affected, at the
levels of both deliberation and inadver-

tence, by policies on the U.S. side that
reflect an explicitly narrower interpreta-
tion than in the past of the U.S. national
interest.

This explicitly narrower interpretation
by the United States of its national inter-
est appeared to be reflected in the far-
reaching economic measures that Presi-
dent Nixon invoked on August 15, 1971,
as representing the elements of a "new
economic policy". These measures were
intended to compel changes in world mon-
etary and trading arrangements. As such,
they were global in their impact. They
were not specifically directed against Can-
ada. Because of the high concentration of
our trade with the United States, however,
and the affiliated structure of our industry,
Canada was probably more exposed than
any other country to the immediate im-
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pact of the U.S. measures and had more
reason to be concerned about their future
implications. In particular, they threw in-
to sharp focus the problem of Canada's
vulnerability which has been a source of
growing preoccupation to Canadians in
recent years. It is, therefore, of consider-
able importance to us to be sure that we
understand the problems and perceptions
that are likely to shape U.S. policies over
the medium term and which, in turn, Ca-
nadian policies cannot afford to leave out

of account.

U.S. economic policies
Since 1968, the U.S. Administration has
faced increasingly difficult internal as well
as external economic problems. Inflation,
a levelling-off of the economy and sub-
stantial unemployment were added to an
already existing pattern of significant
balance-of-payments deficits. During the
spring and summer of 1971, urgent con-
cerns developed over the apparent lack of
success of efforts to control domestic in-
flation and the sharp increase in the def-
icit of the U.S. basic balance of payments.
There was a possibility that the basic
deficit, and especially the trade balance,
would deteriorate still further, with no
clear outlook for recovery.

The United States has experienced def-
icits in its basic balance of payments for
most of the postwar period. However, until
the mid-1960s, the U. S. Administration
did not view these as reflecting a major
disequilibrium in world trading and mon-
etary relations. The level of the U.S. deficit
was seen as generally in line with world
liquidity needs and both the U.S. trade
account and the current-account balance
showed substantial surpluses.

From the early 1960s, U.S. long-term
capital outflows were, nevertheless, a sub-
ject of concern both in the United States
and in the major countries of destination.
The concern of the U.S. Government cen-
tred on the balance-of-payments drain of
these capital movements, which reduced
the level of U.S. reserves and increased the
vulnerability of the U.S. dollar, and on
their inflationary effects. For other coun-
tries, concern related to the role of the
U.S. dollar, which seemingly enabled the
United States to avoid needed domestic
economic adjustments while continuing

to maintain large direct investment out-
flows.

The United States Government initiated
efforts to moderate private capital outflows
in 1961, and intensified these efforts in
various stages afterward. From 1969, how-

ever, U.S. concern shifted from the capital
account to the deteriorating U.S. trade
position. The final step in these U.S. ef-
forts, confirming this shift in emphasis,
was the U.S. measures announced last
August. Over this period the U.S. program
to moderate private-capital outflows met
with only limited success and, while net
outflows were no doubt reduced, the gr(wth
of U.S. direct investments abroad was not
significantly affected, since to a consider-
able extent these investments were fi-
nanced from retained earnings and from
local borrowing.

Basic determinants
Within the United States, several major
recent studies, notably the report of the

Williams Commission on International

Trade and Investment Policy and the per-
sonal report to the President of his then

Assistant for International Economic Af-
fairs, Peter G. Peterson, have drawn atten-
tion to certain trends as major explanatory
factors for the current difficulties of the
U.S. economy, and the problems it may be
expected to face in the years ahead:

(a) The problem of controlling inflction

As the Williams Commission Report in-

dicates, unusually high government ex-

penditures related to the war in Vietnam
and inadequately compensated by do-mes-

tic taxation probably account in large
measure for the higher rate of inflation
experienced by the United States in recent
years, in comparison with other leading
industrial countries. At the same time it
appears from estimates made by the Fed-
eral Reserve Board that the price and in-
come effects of inflation account or1 y in
part for the deterioration in the U.S. ?rade
balance. These studies also suggest that
in the United States, as indeed in oth:r in-
dustrialized countries, important ch,nges
in domestic attitudes and social vAues
have taken place, compounding the ;)rob-
lems of controlling inflation and of man-
aging the economy. The United States is

faced with rising demands for policies,
programs and expenditures to deal with
domestic social and economic problem5•
Generally, these pressures seem to add uP
to a requirement for more effective public
management of domestic economic ^'evel-
opment consistent with social nee& and

goals. This suggests that there may be
substantially more rather than less gV-

ernment involvement in the economy in
the future and that foreign economic pol-
icies will be more closely related to and co-
ordinated with domestic economic policies,
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(b) The apparent deterioration in the
U.S. competitive strength

This trend detected by the various U.S.
studies has caused the most concern, par-
ticularly since it seemed to corroborate
widely-held fears, notably on the part of

labour. It is still insufficiently doc-
un ented to permit serious assessment, but

it has clearly influenced the thinking of

the U.S. Administration. Certain U.S.
studies, including those of the Hudson
Institute for instance, suggest that the
gradual loss in U.S. comparative advan-
tage in manufacturing will continue and
will extend to other important manufac-
turing sectors - e.g., automobiles and ma-

chinery. U.S. competitive strength in the
future might be concentrated in such fields

as high technology, organizational and
management techniques, and certain con-
sumer goods, as well as in agriculture and
certain raw materials. Meanwhile the im-
portance of the U.S. manufacturing indus-
try as a source of employment has been
declining steadily and rapidly in relation
to the service industries. These trends are
viewed as indicative of fundamental struc-
tural changes associated with the gradual
movement of the U.S. into the "post-in-
dustrial society".

(c) The rapidly growing influence of
multinational corporations

The rapidly growing influence of multi-
national corporations, mostly U.S.-based,

is another basic and related trend viewed
with some concern both within and out-
side the United States. These corporations
have facilitated an accelerated movement
of capital, technology, merchandising and
marketing techniques and management to
foreign countries with a resulting transfer
of production of many products and com-
ponents to areas outside of the United
States. The major U.S. studies argue
strongly that, on balance, the U.S. econ-
omy has gained more than it has lost from
the activities of multinational corpora-
tions, but this view is not undisputed
within the United States, notably by trade
union organizations.

(d) Economic policies of the EEC and
Japan

The U.S. Government has argued, more-
over, that its trade position has seriously
sufîered from continuing and significant
trade restrictions in the EEC and in Japan
(e.g., the common agricultural policy,
preferential arrangements and non-tariff
barriers in the EEC, manifold administra-

nic pol- 11 tive restrictions in Japan). This U.S. con-
and co-
)olicies,

tention is valid in the sense that it is
true that EEC agricultural price-levels

have encouraged the production of sub-
stantial higher-cost surpluses, and hurt
export possibilities of the United States
and other more efficient agricultural pro-
ducers. Yet U.S. trade as a whole with the
EEC has continued to expand and trade
with Japan has also increased markedly in
both directions. This U.S. view also takes
insufficient account of U. S. barriers en-
countered by the products of other coun-
tries, though it may be an accurate reflec-
tion of current U.S. perceptions.

(e) U.S. dependence on outside sup-
plies of energy and mineral
resources

A further major trend which will ad-
versely affect the U.S. trade balance and
freedom of manoeuvre is the growing de-
pendence of the United States on foreign
sources of energy and mineral resources.
The current U.S. deficit in minerals, fuels
and other raw materials is even now sub-
stantial. It is expected to rise fairly slowly
until 1975 and from then on more rapidly.
In oil and gas the United States is already
facing difficulties in meeting domestic de-
mand and import needs are expected to
grow rapidly. Nevertheiess, the United
States is and will in the foreseeable future
remain much less dependent on outside
supplies than the EEC or Japan because
of its large domestic resources.

(f) The significance of U.S. long-term
capital outflows

In contrast to existing concerns about
the U.S. trade position, the growing level
of earnings on U.S. long-term capital ex-
ports, particularly from U.S. private in-
vestments abroad, is viewed as a major
source of strength in the future for the
U.S. economy and balance of payments.
This is one of the major conclusions drawn
by all recent U.S. studies, notably by the
Williams Commission, which strongly rec-
ommends that the United States eliminate
its direct investment controls and support
international efforts to secure a free flow
of direct-investments across national
boundaries without artificial impediments
or incentives. According to the Commis-
sion's analysis, the maintenance of U.S.
capital exports, in particular of U.S. pri-
vate-investment outflows in the future,
would represent a major U.S. interest.

It may be expected that, under a re-

formed international monetary system,
the U.S. dollar will no longer enjoy the
special position it has had in the past and
that the United States will have to accept
new disciplines broadly similar to those
applying to other countries in dealing with
balance-of-payments problems. At the same
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time it must be recognized that the already
large and growing surplus on earnings from
U.S. private investments should provide
considerable scope for continuing important
outflows of investment capital in the future,
assuming a reasonable improvement in the
U.S. trade balance and some reduction in
U.S. military expenditures abroad following
disengagement in Vietnam. Moreover, it
is important to bear in mind that U.S.
private investments abroad result from
decisions of individual U.S. corporations,
and that in large measure they are fi-
nanced from reinvested earnings and local
borrowing. The United States Government
has only limited means of influencing or
controlling such investments.

U.S. perception of its problems and
national interests
There is, of course, concern on the part of

the U.S. public about the future of the
United States and the adequacy of its
institutions and policies. Public anxiety
focuses particularly on domestic tensions
and divisions, while most Americans seem
reasonably satisfied with their personal
material standards. Racial violence has de-

clined. The open and concerted protests
of the young, sharpened by the Vietnam
war, seem to have abated, but the roots of
frustration have not been removed. More
generally, there seems to have been a
turning inward, with a concentration on
domestic problems, combined with a dis-
enchantment with foreign involvement.

Among the major social groups, the most
significant shift in attitudes in recent years
appears to have occurred within the labour
unions. They have expressed themselves
in favour of increased protection from im-
port competition and also favour controls
on U.S. multinational corporations to en-
sure that their activities conform to the
U.S. national interest.

United States agriculture remains for
the most part highly competitive and has
a major interest in freer trade and inter-
national competition, but the farming com-
munity does not seem to have mobilized
its efforts in this direction and is also con-
cerned about domestic problems such as
the decline in the farm population and in
the number of small farms.

The attitude of the business community
is ambivalent. Large corporations on the
whole have a stake in freer trade and are
seriously concerned about the possibility of
a reversion to protectionism. Many enter-
prises, however, have suffered from in-
creasingly stiff foreign competition and
welcomed the additional protection they

received from the August 15 measures, in-
cluding the 10 percent surcharge.

The national mood of uncertainty and
concern over domestic problems is reflccted
in the U.S. Congress. There is still ^ sig-
nificant base of support for liberal tr.,1ng
policies, but it is fragmented and ap,ears
to lack leadership. In general, Con ress
seems to be prepared to respond tc the
mood of the nation and it might well
be responsive to protectionist initia ves.
There is a strong disposition to believc that

the United States has not been t-,ugh
enough in trade and economic negotia, ions
in the past and that it has receiver less
than it has given. Whatever the dire= tion
of U.S. policies, one may expect Con;;ress
to insist that, in any future trade and
economic arrangements, U.S. nation,-! in-
terests will be fully protected and tha _ the
expected benefits will not be less tha:; the
value of U.S. concessions. This tend mcy
to a rigid balancing of costs and berefits
will inevitably tend to favour a narr,)wer
and shorter-term view of U.S. interes:s.

The thrust of U.S. economic poli y in
these circumstances is likely to de;)end
largely on the will and the leadersh'p of
the executive branch, and especially c r the

President. Basically, the U.S. ecor.omic

strategy initiated last August an( the
explanatory statements made by the" resi
dent suggest that the major objecti-, s of
the Administration are to resolve th(-- real
and serious underlying economic pro: lems
of the United States on the course to .-ards
freer international trade and paymen . At
the same time, official statements have
echoed the view that a major reasc for
the U.S. troubles is that the U.S. ha- been
too generous in the past, while other oun-
tries have failed to carry their proper hare

of the burden.

Orderly system
United States interests are seen to r^ iuire
an orderly and effective international rrad-
ing and monetary system, but one that
will be reformed and adapted to th- new
international situation and that will ^ etter
ensure that all major countries sh:. e in
concessions and benefits. Althougl-^^. it is
recognized that the most-favoured-, ation
principle continues to have validity :s the
foundation of the system, the emph.sis is
placed more on finding effective me_ ns to
expand and facilitate trade and payr ^.ents,

consistent with domestic economi, and
social needs, and in improving the : erms
of competition by enlarging the scc. ^e of
negotiations to include all policy i^ °.stru-
ments and procedures affecting trad- ! and

paymi
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payments. This objective and perception

is reinforced by the political goal of the

U.S. Administration to restore and en-

balance of payments into better equili-

hance U.S. economic strength and vitality
so as to enable the United States to play
a re3uced but still dominant role in world
affa* rs that will be more easily sustainable
over the long run.

A the same time, U.S. policy could also
invo:ve less liberal elements and might not
be f:ee of contradictions. A sharp swing
toward economic isolationism seems un-

likely, but it could result from failure to
resoive the outstanding and difficult issues
of reforming the trade and monetary sys-

tem and of launching new and meaningful
trad:negotiations involving the enlarged

European Economic Community and
Japan, or from an inability to control
domestic inflation and to bring the U.S.

brium. Even if the United States manages
to h:-Jd to the course of freer trade, it is
expe_ted to be an even tougher bargaining
parti:er than in the past.

There is little evidence to suggest that
the 1;7 nited States has consciously had in
minci any particular continental doctrine
with respect to Canada in the context of
the Government's new economic strategy.
At t: ie same time, in implementing this
strategy, U.S. policies and interests on par-
ticul,.r Canada-U.S. issues, ranging from
the a:itomotive and defence-sharing agree-
ment:; through the growing concern over
congustion and pollution to the increasing
U.S. ieed for energy and natural resources,
coule well converge towards a more con-
tinentalist U.S. approach. The U.S. in-
teresi, in maintaining a substantial volume
of U. S. investments abroad could also in
practice involve some problems for Canada,
not« thstanding the recent indications
that he United States Government under-
stanr:^, that on this matter Canada must
decir^=: for itself what policies are best
suitet : to its own national interests.

The '-'anadian scene
Canr,-lian attitudes, too, have been chang-
ing. Perhaps more than ever before, the
Camida-U.S. relationship is becoming an
abso_ bing focus of much Canadian think-
ing a6out the Canadian condition. This is
nowl;^re more evident than in the foreign
polic :- review, which attributes its own
genesis in part to "frustration . . . about
havir,g to live in the shadow of the
LTnited States and its foreign policy, about
the l:eavy dependence of Canada's econo-
mY on continuing American prosperity,
and about the marked influence of that

large and dynamic society on Canadian
life in general".

This is a relatively new set of percep-
tions. In fact, one of the most dramatic
aspects of such evidence as is provided by
the public opinion polls has been the
change in Canadian attitudes over the
past two decades. In the 1950s and early
1960s, most Canadians were firm in their
support for U.S. policies and certainly gave
no evidence of perceiving a U.S. threat to
Canada. In 1956 as many as 68 per cent
of those polled supported the idea of free
trade with the United States. On the more
general issue of dependence, the polls
taken between 1948 and 1963 indicated
that at least half of those polled did not
think Canadian life was being unduly in-
fluenced by the United States. Indeed, a
1963 poll recorded 50 per cent as believing
that dependence on the United States was
beneficial to Canada. All in all, attitudes
during that period appeared to be much
more congenial to close Canadian involve-
ment with the United States than is the
case today.

The evidence suggests that the over-
riding issue to emerge from the Canada-
U.S. relationship for most Canadians today
is that of economic independence. For
example, a cross-section of various polls
indicates that 88.5 per cent of Canadians
think it important for Canada to have
more control over its own economy; that
two of every three Canadians view the
current level of American investment in
Canada as being too high; that, while
seven out of every ten Canadians are
prepared to acknowledge that American
investment has given them a higher stan-
dard of living than they might otherwise
have had, almost half of them would be
willing to accept a lower living standard if
that were the price to be paid for con-
trolling or reducing the level of American
investment. These are admittedly national
averages. They do not necessarily do jus-
tice to pronounced regional variations.

If the national mood is to be compre-
hended in one sentence, it would appear
that Canadians remain aware of the bene-
fits of the American connection but that,
today more than at any other time since
the Second World War, they are concerned
about the trend of the relationship and
seem willing to contemplate and support

reasonable measures to assure greater

Canadian independence.

Net flow reversed
It is a matter of more than passing interest
that the movement of people between
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Canada and the United States runs in
remarkable parallel with the attitudes re-
flected in the public opinion polls. The
1950s, for example, saw an average of some
30,000 Canadians a year moving to the
United States, against a reverse flow of
only about 11,000. These were the years of
the "brain drain", when doctors, engineers,

teachers, artists, writers and musicians

comprised the largest group of Canadian
emigrants. By the 1960s, the net flow of

Canadians moving across the border
started to level off dramatically until, in
1969, for the first time in the postwar

period, the movement of Americans to
Canada actually exceeded that of Cana-
dians to the United States by a small

margin.
The trend may prove temporary. It

probably reflects, to some extent at least,
U.S. restrictions on Canadian immigration
and the impact of the Vietnam war. Never-
theless, the trend is not without signif-
icance. It cannot easily be explained by
the normal quantitive factors. The differ-

ence in per capita gross national product
between the two countries has not varied
widely on either side of the 25 percent
mark and the gap in real per capita in-

comes has stayed about the same since
the war. The skilled Canadian can still
command a significantly higher salary in
the United States. The sunny climates of
California and Florida as places of retire-
ment have also not changed. Indeed, the
18,000 Canadians who emigrated to the
United States in 1969 obviously felt all
the old pulls. But something evidently had

changed.

Canada had matured. The outlines of a
more distinct national profile were emerg-
ing. An increasingly industrial economy
had taken shape. The revolution in com-
munications gave promise of knitting the
country more closely together. A quieter
revolution had transformed the face of
French Canada. The flow of immigrants
from Europe and elsewhere was adding
new dimensions to Canadian life. The
foundations of Canada's cultural person-
ality were being strengthened.

Inevitably, Canadians became more

aware of themselves, of the kind of society
they were intent on shaping, of the parti-
cular problems that lay ahead for them.
They were concerned about maintaining
national unity; about equalizing economic
opportunities as between the different re-
gions of the country; about the best ways

of meeting the challenges of a bilingual

and multicultural society. They were
concerned about their future prosperity;

about the problem of providing employ-
ment for the most rapidly expanding
labour force of any industralized country:
about the management of the resources
with which their country had been so
richly endowed. They were conce:ned
about the quality of their life; about the
risks of blight brought about by unplar;ned
urban growth; about the threat to the
environment represented by industrial and
technological growth; about the fr,4gile
balance of nature in the Arctic and the
quality of the waters off Canada's coasts.

If these concerns can be brought within
a single focus, it is that of Canada's
distinctness. And for Canada distinctness
could, in recent years, have only one
meaning: distinctness from the United

States. What more and more Canadians
were brought to realize was that, with all
the affinities and all the similarities they
shared with the United States, Canada
was a distinct country with distinct prob-
lems that demanded Canadian solutions.

It was not and is not that Canadians
underrate the tremendous achievements of
American society or its unbounded capa-
city for self-renewal. It is simply that more
and more Canadians have come to -,on-
clude that the American model does not,
when all is said and done, fit the Cana Jian
condition. Such a conclusion has led. not
unnaturally, to the assertion of the right
of Canadians to fashion their nationa' en-
vironment according to their own pei cep-

tions.

In this changing context, what is to be
done about the continental pull and the

internal momentum with which i: is
thought by many to be endowed? i t is
probably useful to start out by acknow-
ledging that there are immutable factors
that cannot be changed. Our history, our

geography, our demographic structure
have imposed and will continue to im,)ose
limitations on Canada's freedom of action.
Whether we defend it or not, there wi'l be
3,000 miles of common frontier with the
United States. Chinese Walls, Maginot

Lines or Iron Curtains have never live,l up
to the claims of impermeability that ^.vere
made for them. We could conceivably ^.ceep
out American products but not American
ideas, tastes or life styles. We could

theoretically have 100 percent Cana lian
content in our broadcasting but could
hardly ban the airwaves to American sta-

tions. We could prohibit the migration of
people but not eliminate the strong inter-
personal relationships on each side of the

border. Canadian independence car, be
realistic only within some measure of in-
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terdependence in the world. Canadian
energies should not be wasted or efforts
misspent on policies that give little prom-
ise of being achievable.

In examining the options before us,

therefore, we must necessarily focus on
those areas of the Canada-U.S. relation-
ship where movement is not foreclosed by
factors about which nothing can be done.

III. The Options
This is not the first time Canadians have
asked themselves which way they should

go. The factor of geography remains a
constant element in the equation. The dis-
proportion between Canada and the United
States in terms of power has not changed
all that much. The continental pull itself
has historical antecedents. The pursuit of
a distinctive identity runs through the pro-
cess of Canadian nation-building.

But if the signposts are familiar, the
landscape is undoubtedly different. Many
of the old countervailing forces have disap-
peared. The links across the common bor-
der have increased in number, impact and
complexity. New dimensions are being
added to the Canada-U.S. relationship all
the time. On both sides, there is now dif-
ficulty in looking upon the relationship as
being wholly external in character.

The world trend is not helpful to Canada
in resolving this dilemma. For the trend is
discernibly in the direction of interdepen-
dence. In the economic realm, in science,
in technology, that is the direction in which
the logic of events is pointing. In Canada's
case, inevitably, interdependence is likely
to mean interdependence mainly with the
United States. This is a simple statement
of the facts. It does not pretend to be a
value judgment. In point of fact, the bal-
ance of benefits of such a trend for Canada
may well be substantial.

But this evades the real question that
looms ahead for Canada. And that is
whether interdependence with a big, power-
ful, dynamic country like the United States
is not bound, beyond a certain level of
tolerance, to impose an unmanageable
strain on the concept of a separate Ca-
nadian identity, if not on the elements of
Canadian independence.

To pose these questions is simple enough.
To propound answers to them is more dif-
ficult because any answer is likely to touch
on the central ambiguity of our relation-
ship with the United States. The temper
of the times, nevertheless, suggests that
Canadians are looking for answers. It is
also apparent that many of the answers are
in Canadian hands. This is because few of

the problems engendered by the relation-
ship are, in fact, problems of deliberate
creation on the U.S. side. They are prob-
lems arising out of contiguity and disparity
in wealth and power and, not least, out of
the many affinities that make it more dif-
ficult for Canadians to stake out an iden-
tity of their own.

Three courses
The real question facing Canadians is one
of direction. In practice, three broad op-
tions are open to us:

(a) we can seek to maintain more or
less our present relationship with
the United States with a minimum
of policy adjustments;

(b) we can move deliberately toward
closer integration with the United
States;

(c) we can pursue a comprehensive,
long-term strategy to develop and
strengthen the Canadian economy
and other aspects of our national
life and in the process to reduce the
present Canadian vulnerability.

Such a statement of options may err on
the side of oversimplification. The options
are intended merely to delineate general
directions of policy. Each option clearly
covers a spectrum of possibilities and could
be supported by a varied assortment of
policy instruments. Nevertheless, the im-
portance of the options notion is not to be
discounted. For, in adopting one of the
options, Canadians would be making a
conscious choice of the continental environ-
ment that, in their view, was most likely
to be responsive to their interests and
aspirations over the next decade or two.
Conversely, no single option is likely to
prove tenable unless it commands a broad
national consensus.

Seeking to maintain our present
position with minimum policy changes
The first option would be to aim at main-
taining more or less the present pattern of
our economic and political relationship
with the United States with a minimum of
policy change either generally or in the
Canada-United States context.

The formulation notwithstanding, this is
not an option meaning no change. In the
present climate, any option that did not
provide for change would clearly be un-
realistic. The realities of power in the world
are changing. Some of the international
systems that have provided the context for
our monetary and trading relations in the
postwar period are in the process of re-
shaping. The United States is embarked
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on a basic reappraisal of its position and

policies. The Canadian situation is itself
changing and new perceptions are being
brought to bear on the Canada-U.S. rela-

tionship. All this suggests that some ad-
justments in Canadian policy are unavoid-

able. -
The first option would neither discount

the fact of change nor deny the need to
accommodate to it. But it would imply a
judgment that, at least on the present evi-
dence, the changes that have occurred or
are foreseeable are not of a nature or mag-
nitude to call for a basic reorientation of
Canadian policies, particularly as they re-
late to the United States.

In practical terms, this would mean
maintaining the general thrust of our trade
and industrial policies, including a large

degree of laissez faire in economic policy, a

multilateral, most - favoured - nation ap-
proach as the guiding principle of our
trade policy, emphasis on securing im-
proved access to the U.S. market, the vig-
orous export of commodities and semi-
processed goods, and continuing efforts to
industrialize domestically by rationalizing
production, in large part for export. Pre-
sumably, little or no change would be made
in the present way of handling matters at
issue with the United States, which is one
of dealing with each problem as it arises
and seeking to maintain something of a

"special relationship".

New constraints
But there is another side to the coin. The
changes that are taking place on both sides
of the border point to new opportunities
and new constraints emerging for Canada.
We would aim at seizing the opportunities
and managing the constraints to the best
of our ability. In the process we would be
concerned about the balance of benefits for
Canada, but we would be less concerned
about how any given transaction or act of
policy fitted into some overall conception
of our relationship with the United States.

Nevertheless, other things being equal,
we would seek to avoid any further sig-
nificant increase in our dependence on the
United States and our vulnerability to the
vicissitudes of the U.S. market and to
changes in U.S. economic policy. An effort
to diversify our export markets would not
be incompatible with the first option; nor
would a policy to take advantage of ac-
celerating demand for our mineral and
energy resources to secure more processing
and employment in Canada and, generally,
to reap greater benefits from this major
national asset; nor would some further

moderate Canadian action to ach;'Lve
greater control over the domestic r co-
nomic and cultural environment.

In sum, this is essentially a pragm;4ic
option. It would not, by definition, inv, Ive
radical policy departures. It would c;eal
with issues as they arose on the basi - of
judgments made in relation to each is> ae.
It is not a static option because it w( ald
address itself to the solution of prob':E.:ms
generated by an environment whicl- is
itself dynamic. One of its main attractï;ins
is that, we trust, it would not forec'';)se
other options.

The precise implications and cost:, of
this option are difficult to predict bec,--, ase
they would vary significantly dependin:° on
developments over the short and mec am
term. Accommodation of current U.S. :re-
occupations, however limited, would et tail
some costs and could involve an incr ase
in our dependence on the United Stï tes.

If U.S. difficulties proved more dur: ble,
and if significant improvements in a( ^ess

to other markets did not materi^ ize,

pressures might develop in the Ur ted
States and in Canada for further sp cial

bilateral arrangements. Alternativel, -, if

protectionist attitudes in the Ur ted
States were to find reflection in o` cial
policy, we might be forced to seek ( her
markets on whatever terms we could and
perhaps to make painful adjustmen in
order to reorient our industry to -^rve
mainly the domestic market.

On more optimistic assumptions ^out
the course of U.S. policy and the futi e of
the international trading system, the first
option might be followed for some ime
with ostensible success. The real que tion

is whether it comes fully to grips with
the basic Canadian situation or wit} the
underlying continental pull. There ïs a
risk that, in pursuing a purely pragi atic
course, we may find ourselves drawn nore
closely into the U.S. orbit. At the e: d of
the day, therefore, it may be difiicu'' for
the present position to be maintaine,', let
alone improved, without more funda:nen-
tal shifts in Canadian policy.

Closer integration with the
United States
The second option is to accept that. in a
world where economies of scale ari dic•
tating an increasing polarization of rade
and in the face of intensified integ: iting
pressures within North America, the con-
tinuation of the existing relatiot i1llP^
based on the economic separation of -^an-
ada and the United States, does not aake
good sense, and to proceed from that con-
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eve
r co-

clusion deliberately to prepare the ground
for an arrangement with the United States
imolving closer economic ties.

H, if petrochemical products (to be produced

with equal voice with the United States over

:4ic The option spans a considerable range

, Ive of possibilities. At the lower end of the
c;eal scale, it might involve no more than the

of pt.rsuit of sectoral or other limited arrange-
; ae. m^^rlts with the United States based on an

ald assessment of mutual interest. In effect,
1":: MS this would represent an extension of past
I-_ is practices except to the extent that such
:ï;-Jns arrangements would be pursued more as

a matter of deliberate policy. We might
seek, for example, to adapt to other in-

:: of dustries the approach reflected in the
r-, ase Automotive Products Agreement. The
i:: on chemical industry is one such industry
-1 am that could lend itself to rationalization on

:re- a North-South basis. The aerospace in-
t tail dustry might well be another. We might
r ase also endeavour to negotiate a continental

tes. arrangement with the United States cov-
ble, ering energy resources. Under such an ar-
ess rangement, U.S. access to Canadian en-

'ize, ergy supplies might be traded in exchange
i ted for unimpeded access to the U.S. market

cial for Canadian uranium, petroleum and

r=aed by a much expanded and developed in-
: cial dustry within Canada).

her This more, limited form of integration
1 and has a certain logic to it and, indeed, war-
i; in rai-As careful examination. It may be ex-
-,,rve pected, however, to generate pressures for

more and more continental arrangements
r^ out of this kind that would be increasingly
L e of difficult to resist. Experience with the

irst Automotive Products Agreement suggests
ime that, in any such sectoral arrangements,

e tion there may be difficulty in maintaining an

} the time. Nor could we be sure that the con-
'S a cep, of formal symmetry, on which the

1 atic United States has lately insisted, is one
nore that can easily be built into a sectoral

?: d of arrangement without impairing the inter-
11 for ests of the economically weaker partner.
e,', let In the energy field, by dealing continen-
a,nen- tally with the United States, we would

almost certainly limit our capacity to
come to an arrangement with other poten-
tial purchasers, in Europe or Japan, quite
apart from possibly impinging upon future

t. in a Canadian needs. In sum, we might well be
rt die- driN-en to the conclusion that partial or

rade sectoral arrangements are less likely to
ting afford us the protection we seek than a

LE con- more comprehensive regime of free trade.
)T hip, A free-trade area or a customs union
,f -,an- arrangement with the United States would,
t,lake to all intents and purposes, be irrevers-
a con- ible for Canada once embarked upon. It

would, theoretically, protect us against
future changes in U.S. trade policy to-
wards the rest of the world, though not
against changes in U.S. domestic econo-
mic policy. This option has been rejected
in the past because it was judged to be
inconsistent with Canada's desire to pre-
serve a maximum degree of independence,
not because it lacked economic sense in
terms of Canadian living standards and
the stability of the Canadian economy.

Risks involved
A free-trade area permits greater freedom
than a customs or economic union, which
calls for a unified external tariff and con-
siderable harmonization of fiscal and other
domestic economic policies. It might en-
able us, for example, to continue to protect
our energy resources by limiting exports
to the surpluses available after meeting
present and prospective Canadian require-
ments and to ensure against harmful pric-
ing practices. It would not debar us from
continuing to bargain with third countries
for improved access to their markets or
from protecting ourselves against low-
cost imports. Yet it must be accepted that
the integration of the Canadian and U.S.
economies would proceed apace and we
should be bound to be more affected than
ever by decisions taken in Washington
with only limited and indirect means of
influencing them.

Internationally, there is a real risk that
the conclusion of a free-trade arrangement
between Canada and the United States
would be taken as setting the seal upon
the polarization of world trade. To the
extent that it was, our room for bargain-
ing with third countries would inevitably
be reduced and our economic fortunes be-
come more closely linked with those of
the United States.

The experience of free-trade areas (such
as the European Free Trade Association)
suggests, in any case, that they tend to
evolve toward more organic arrangements
and the harmonization of internal eco-
nomic policies. More specifically, they tend
towards a full customs and economic union
as a matter of internal logic. A Canada-
U.S. free-trade area would be almost cer-
tain to do likewise. Indeed, such a course
could be argued to be in the Canadian
interest because, to compete, we would
probably require some harmonization of
social and economic costs.

If a free-trade area or customs union is
a well nigh irreversible option for Canada,
this cannot necessarily be assumed to be
the case for the United States. A situation
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could easily be imagined in which difficul-
ties arose in certain economic sectors or
regions of the United States when the
Congress might feel constrained to seek
to halt or reverse the process. The central
problem, here as elsewhere, is the enor-
mous disparity in power between the
United States and Canada.

It is arguable, therefore, that in the end
the only really safe way to guard against
reversal and to obtain essential safeguards
for Canadian industry and other Canadian
economic interests might be to move to
some form of political union at the same
time. The object would be to obtain for
Canadians a genuine and usable voice in
decisions affecting our integrated econo-
mies.

At first glance this might look like pur-
suing the argument to an unwarranted
conclusion. The Europeans, it could be
argued, have, after all, found it possible
to operate a customs union without sub-
stantial derogations from their sovereign-
ty. Even if this changes to some extent
as they progress towards economic and
monetary union, the prospects for full
political union or confederation continue
to look relatively remote.

But the configuration of power in Eu-
rope is different. The European countries
are more recognizably different from one
another; their identities are older and
more deeply anchored; and they are much
more nearly equal in resources and power.
There is a certain balance in the decision-
making system of the European Economic
Community that would not be conceivable
in a bilateral Canada-U.S. arrangement.
For the Europeans, moreover, the prob-
lem has been one of transcending histor-
ical conflicts. For Canada, on the contrary,
the problem has been one of asserting its
separate identity and developing its char-
acter distinctive from that of the United
States in the face of similarities, affinities
and a whole host of common denominators.

Throughout this discussion it has been
assumed that proposals for free trade or
a customs union with Canada would be
welcomed in the United States. This is
not an unreasonable assumption, taking
account of the substantial interpenetra-
tion that already exists between the
two economies and the vested interests
that have been created in the process on
the part of U.S. business and labour. It is,
nevertheless, an assumption that remains
to be tested against changing attitudes in
the United States and the implications for
U.S. trade and other policies that, like
Canada's, have been global rather than

regional in their general thrust. Congres•
sional reaction, in particular, would be a
matter of conjecture until the issue was
on the table. Political union would pre-
sumably raise issues of a different order
of complexity, although it has from time
to time had respectable support in some
circles in the United States.

Safeguards required
If we were to opt for integration, delib-
erate and coherent policies and programs
would be required, both before and after
an arrangement was achieved, to cope with
the difficult adjustments that would be
entailed for Canada. An adequate transi-
tional period would be essential. Some
safeguards for production and continued
industrial growth in Canada would have
to be negotiated. Agriculture might emerge
as another problem sector. In practice, any
safeguards would probably be limited
largely to a transitional period and could
not be expected to cushion the impact of
integration for an indefinite future. A ten-
dency for the centres of production - and
population - to move south might, in the
long run, be difficult to stem. But the more
relaxed environment Canada has to offer
and the lesser prominence of pressures in
Canadian society might also, over time,
exert a countervailing influence on any
purely economic trend.

The probable economic costs and bene-
fits of this option would require careful
calculation. The more fundamental i:zsues,
however, are clearly political. In fact, it is
a moot question whether this option, or
any part of it, is politically tenable 'n the
present or any foreseeable climate of Ca-
nadian public opinion.

Reactions and attitudes would no doubt
differ across the country. The cleavtge of
interest between the central, industrialized
region and the Western provinces on this
issue has become apparent in recent years.
Attitudes rooted in historical tradition
could be expected to play their part in the
Atlantic Provinces. The reaction in the
French-speaking areas is more difficult to
predict. On the one hand, they tend not to
draw a very sharp distinction between the
impact of economic control of local cnter-
prise whether exercised from the United
States or from elsewhere in Canada. But it
is not unlikely that among many French-
speaking Canadians the prospect of union
with the United States would be viewed
as risking their eventual submergence in a
sea of some 200 million English-speaking
North Americans and as a reversal of the
efforts made in Canada over the last ten
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years to create a favourable climate for the
sun1va1 and development of the French
language and culture in North America.

There is a real question, therefore,
whether the whole of Canada could be
brought into union with the United States.
Of course, full-fledged political union is
not the basic intent of this option. But, to
the extent that the logic of events may
impel us in that direction, almost any form
of closer integration with the United States
may be expected to generate opposition in
Canada. If it is true, moreover, as appears
to be the case, that a more vigorous sense
of identity has been taking root among
Canadians in recent years, it is unlikely
that opposition to this option would be
confined to particular parts of the country.

A comprehensive strategy to
strengthen the Canadian economy
The basic aim of the third option would
be, over time, to lessen the vulnerability
of the Canadian economy to external fac-
tors, including, in particular, the impact of

the United States and, in the process, to
strengthen our capacity to advance basic
Canadian goals and develop a more con-
fident sense of national identity. If it is
to be successfully pursued, the approach
implicit in this option would clearly have
to be carried over into other areas of na-
tional endeavour and supported by ap-
propriate policies. But the main thrust of
the option would be towards the develop-
ment of a balanced and efficient economy
to be achieved by means of a deliberate,
comprehensive and long-term strategy.

The accent of the option is on Canada.
It tries to come to grips with one of the
unanswered questions that runs through
so much of the Canada-U.S. relationship,
and which is what kind of Canada it is
that Canadians actually want. It is thus
in no sense an anti-American option. On
the contrary, it is the one option of all
those presented that recognizes that, in
the final analysis, it may be for the Cana-
than physician to heal himself.

The option is subject to two qualifica-
tions. "Over time" recognizes that the full
benefits will take time to materialize, but
that a conscious and deliberate effort will
be required to put and maintain the Cana-
dian economy on such a course. "To lessen"
acknowledges that there are limits to the
process because it is unrealistic to think
that any economy, however structured, let
alone Canada's, can be made substantially
immune to developments in the world
around us in an era of growing interde-
pendence.

The option is one that can have validity
on most assumptions about the external
environment. A basically multilateral en-
vironment, of course, in which trade is
governed by the most-favoured-nation
principle, world enhance its chances of
success. Eut it would not be invalidated
by other premises. That is because the
option relates basically to the Canadian
economy. Its purpose is to recast that
economy in such a,i-oy as to make it more
rational and more efficient as a basis for
Canada's trade abro^ d.

The present may be an auspicious time
for embarking on this option. Our trading
position is strong. We are regarded as a
stable and affluent country with a signif-
icant market and much to offer to our
global customers in the way of resources
and other products. Our balance of pay-
ments has been improving in relative

terms. We are no longer as dependent on
large capital inflows as we once were. A
new round of comprehensive trade nego-
tiations is in prospect during 1973. Above

all, there is a greater sense of urgency
within Canada and greater recognition
abroad of Canada's right to chart its own
economic course.

Keyed to exports
The option assumes that the basic nature
of our economy will continue unchanged.
That is to say that, given the existing ratio
of resources to population, Canada will
continue to have to depend for a large
proportion of its national wealth on the
ability to export goods and services to ex-
ternal markets on secure terms of access.
The object is essentially to create a sound-
er, less vulnerable economic base for com-
peting in the domestic and world markets
and deliberately to broaden the spectrum
of markets in which Canadians can and
will compete.

In terms of policy, it would be necessary
to encourage the specialization and ratio-
nalization of production and the emergence
of strong Canadian-controlled firms. It is
sometimes argued that a market of the
size of Canada's may not provide an ade-
quate base for the economies of scale that
are a basic ingredient of international effi-
ciency. The argument is valid only up to
a point. The scale of efficiency is different
for different industries and there is no
reason why a market of 22 million people
with relatively high incomes should prove
inadequate for many industries which are
not the most complex or capital-intensive.

The close co-operation of government,
business and labour would be essential
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through all phases of the implementation
of such an industrial strategy. So would
government efforts to provide a climate
conducive to the expansion of Canadian
entrepreneurial activity. It may be desir-
able, and possible, in the process to foster
the development of large, efficient multi-
nationally-operating Canadian firms that
could effectively compete in world markets.

It may also be possible, as a consequence
of greater efficiencies, for Canadian firms to
meet a higher proportion of the domestic
requirement for goods and services. But
that would be a natural result of the en-
hanced level of competitiveness which the
option is designed to promote; it is not in
the spirit of the option to foster import
substitution as an end in itself with all the
risks that would entail of carrying us be-
yond the margins of efficiency.

The option has been variously described
as involving a deliberate, comprehensive
and long-term strategy. It is bound to be
long-term because some substantial re-
casting of economic structures may be in-
volved. It is comprehensive in the sense
that it will entail the mutually-reinforcing
use and adaptation of a wide variety of
policy instruments. Fiscal policy, monetary
policy, the tariff, the rules of competition,
government procurement, foreign invest-
ment regulations, science policy may all
have to be brought to bear on the objec-

tives associated with this option. The
choice and combination of policy instru-
ments will depend on the precise goals to
be attained. The implications, costs and
benefits of the option will vary accord-

ingly.
In saying that the strategy must be

deliberate, it is accepted that it must in-
volve some degree of planning, indicative
or otherwise, and that there must be at
least a modicum of consistency in applying

it. One implication of the conception of
deliberateness is that the strategy may
have to entail a somewhat greater measure
of government involvement than has been
the case in the past. The whole issue of
government involvement, however, needs
to be kept in proper perspective. The Gov-
ernment is now and will continue to be
involved in the operation of the economy
in a substantial way. This is a function of
the responsibility which the Canadian
Government shares with other sovereign
governments for ensuring the well-being
and prosperity of its citizens in a context
of social justice. A wide variety of policy
instruments and incentives is already be-
ing deployed to that end, largely with the
support and often at the instance of those

who are more directly concerned with the
running of different segments of the ec3no-
my. It is not expected that the pursc;t of
this particular option will radically alter
the relation between Government and the
business community, even if the Go,, ern-
ment were to concern itself more closely
with the direction in which the ecor.^.)my

was evolving.
Much the same considerations app:,r to

the relationship between the federal and
provincial jurisdictions. It is true the i, in
the diverse circumstances that are bc and
to prevail in a country like Canada, the
task of aggregating the national int•.-rest

is not always easy. There may be a i:rob-
lem, therefore, in achieving the kin:l of
broad consensus on objectives, prio ities
and instrumentalities on which the suc-
cessful pursuit of anything on the lins of
the present option is likely to hinge. Part
of the problem may derive from a civer-
gent assessment of short-term inte: ?sts.

In terms of longer-range goals, it is riuch
less apparent why federal and provincial
interests should not be largely comp, tible

or why the elaboration of this e tion
should not enhance and enlarge th op-
portunities for co-operation with the rov-
inces. Indeed, there are many areas. such
as the upgrading of Canada's natur I re-
source exports, where the implicati( is of
this option are likely to coincide c: )sely
with provincial objectives.

Impact on U.S.
What of the impact on the United S ates,
which could be critical to the sucras of
the option? There again, it is necess.. 1y to
keep matters in perspective. There s no
basic change envisaged in Canada's ulti-
lateral trade policy. On the contra-, , we
could expect to be working closely with
the United States in promoting a more

liberal world-trading environment. Nor
does the option imply any intentioi arti-
ficially to distort our traditional t-, 11ding
patterns. The United States would , most
certainly remain Canada's most imp-itant
market and source of supply by c very
considerable margin.

The fact remains, nevertheless, th t the
option is directed towards reducing Can-
ada's vulnerability, particularly in rc ation
to the United States. A good deal c: this
vulnerability derives from an und( lying
continental pull, which is inadverte° ('. To
that extent, the risk of friction at tr gov-
ernmental level is lessened, altho^ gh it
would be unrealistic to discount i^ alto-
gether. Much would depend on wh, !; pol-
icy instruments were selected in s-,aPort
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of this option and how we deployed them.
The state of the U.S. economy could be
am)ther factor determining U.S. reactions
at any given time. On any reasonable as-
su^nptions, however, such impact as the

op-ion may unavoidably have on U.S. in-

terësts would be cushioned by the time-
fr:::ne over which it is being projected and
sh•)uld be relatively easy to absorb in a
period of general growth and prosperity.

«'i en all is said and done, the option aims
at a relative decline in our dependence on
the United States, not at a drastic change
in our bilateral relationship. As such, it
is rot incompatible with the view, recently
advanced by President Nixon in his ad-
dress to the House of Commons, that "no
seli'-respecting nation can or should accept
the proposition that it should always be
eccnomically dependent upon any other
na; ion".

Cultural options
The continental pull appears to be oper-
ati_^,g most strongly in the economic and
cultural sectors. There are those who, like
Prcfessor John Kenneth Galbraith, argue

al.thU.S. economic influence can be dis-
reg irded so long as Canada manages to
maintain a distinct culture of its own.
M«iy Canadians would disagree with him.
Nevertheless, no prescription for Canada
is l^kely to be complete that did not at-
ten-pt to cover the cultural sector.

There are differences between the eco-
norYdc and the cultural forces that are at
Nork in the Canada-U.S. relationship. In
the first place, culture has more than one
din ension; it means different things to
dif"t ?rent Canadians. Second, the cultural
int raction between Canada and the
Un!*_ed States is, if anything, even less a
ma ter of governmental policy than the
int,:raction between the two economies.
Tb,-d, it is much harder to influence the
mo. ement of ideas than it is to influence
the movement of goods. Finally, it is evi-
der'^ly not a threat about which the public
at :arge feels anything like the concern
tha_, according to the opinion polls, it feels
ab( it the threat to Canadian control of
the domestic economic environment.

This is one reason why the cultural
sce:;e requires separate discussion. But
the, e is another. In the economic sector,
it ;; clear, Canadians do face difficult
cho:.ces. It is a moot question whether this
is r:. ally true when it comes to the cultural
sector. This is not to discount the impor-
tanr e of a healthy cultural environnient
to Cie Canadian sense of identity and na-
tior_al confidence. It is merely to suggest

that in this sector the essential choices
may, in fact, already have been made.

Domestically, two prescriptions have,
by and large, been applied. The first is
regulatory. It recognizes that some of the
means of cultural expression are subject
to the competition of the market-place in
the same way as the offer of other services.
The purpose of regulation in these in-
stances is simply to ensure that, where the
standards of the product are equal, the
Canadian offering is not ruled out by terms
of competition that are unequal. This is
the general philosophy that has guided the
efforts of the Canadian Radio and Tele-
vision Commission. It is probably applic-
able in other areas where the Canadian
product - whether film, record, or pub-
lication - is held back because the requi-
site measure of control of the distribution
system is not in Canadian hands.

The other prescription has been to give
direct support to cultural activity in Can-
ada. This role has, on the whole, fallen to
government. Support has taken the form
of financial assistance, but also of institu-
tions that have been established to en-
courage the expression of Canadian cre-
ative talent. The Massey Commission
judged in 1951 that money spent on cul-
tural defences was, in the end, no less
important than money spent on defence
so-called. In the eyes of most Canadians,
this remains a valid judgment.

As in the economic sector, any policy
aimed at lessening the impact of U.S. in-
fluences on the Canadian cultural scene
should presumably have an external di-
mension. This is not simply a matter of
diversification for its own sake. Canada's
cultural roots are, after all, widely ram-
ified. International projection will enable
Canada to reaffirm its distinctive linguistic
and cultural complexion. But it will also

give Canadians the opportunity to test
their product in a wider market and to
draw, in turn, on the currents of cross-

fertilization.

Mass market
In sum, Canadians will not be able to take
their cultural environment for granted. It
is on the cultural front, as on the economic
front, that the impact on Canada of the
dynamic society to the south finds its
strongest expression. The impact has no
doubt been magnified by the development
of the mass media and their counterpart:
the mass market. French-speaking Cana-
dians may be less exposed to it for reasons
of language, but they are not immune. Ca-
nadians generally appear to find it more
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difficult to focus on it than on the U.S.
impact on the Canadian economy, perhaps
because the many affinities between Cana-,
dians and Americans tend to make any
concept of a threat unreal. On the
whole, the general directions of Canadian
policy in the cultural sector have been set
and they have been pursued with reason-

able success. Perhaps we have already

turned the corner. But it remains for these
policies to be extended to other vulnerable
areas and to take account of the further
impetus that the new technologies may
give to the cultural thrust of the United
States as it affects Canada.

This is, fortunately, an area in which
there is broad convergence between the
perceptions and goals of the federal and
provincial governments. It would not be
unrealistic, therefore, to look to a high
degree of co-operation between the two
levels of government in creating the kind
of climate we shall need over the next dec-
ade or two if Canadian themes are to find
their distinctive expression.

It is also one of the areas in which Ca-
nadians can act with the least risk of
external repercussion. It has been said
that culture is imported rather than ex-

ported. This is not wholly true. But to
the extent that cultural influences are
brought in willingly, they can be shaped

domestically without affront to the ex-

porter.
The following quotation has a familiar

ring to Canadians examining their current
problems: "The true sovereigns of a coun-
try are those who determine its mind, its
mode of thinking, its tastes, its principles;
and we cannot consent to lodge this sov-
ereignty in the hands of strangers". It is,
in fact, an excerpt from an address de-
livered at the University of Philadelphia
in 1823. Americans today will be no less
understanding of Canadian concern in try-
ing to follow the same advice.

IV. Summing Up
In looking into the perspectives for the
Seventies, Foreign Policy for Canadians
focuses on "the complex problem of living
distinct from but in harmony with the

world's most powerful and dynamic na-
tion, the United States". The phrase is
intended, presumably, not only to identify
the problem but to define the parameters
of the relationship. It is the requirement
of both distinctness and harmony, there-
fore, that any option for the future of
Canada-U.S. relations must be seen to
satisfy, among others.

In essence, distinctness should be im-

plicit in any relationship between t,^iro
sovereign countries such as Canada and
the United States. The very fact that it
has to be singled out as an objective of
foreign policy says something about the
Canada-U.S. relationship. The relation-
ship is characterized by an array of links
that, given the disparity in power and pop-
ulation, impinge on the sense of Canad:an
identity. This might be a sustainable chal-
lenge if evidence were not accumulating
that the underlying trend in the Cana(la-
U.S. relationship may be becoming 12ss
congenial to the conception of Canad_'an

distinctness.
Distinctness has no autonomous virtue

of its own. It is not an end in itself. In the
process of nation-building, however, it is
a substantial factor of cohesion. In the
case of Canada, in particular, it is argualble
that the perception of a distinct identity
can make a real and discernible contribu-

tion to national unity.
The whole conception of distinctness is,

of course, changing. There are challenges
facing modern society that transcend na-
tional boundaries. There are areas of eco-
nomic activity that can no longer be per-
formed efficiently except on a scale that
exceeds national dimensions. There i; a
whole host of linkages that lend cun,ul-
ative substance to the reality of interde-
pendence. This is a global trend fr)m
which Canada can neither claim nor ex-
pect to be exempt. It is a fact, neverthe-
less, that the Canadian situation in rela-
tion to the United States is unique in i wo
respects: the linkages are probably more
numerous and more pervasive than be-
tween any other two countries and the
affinities between them are also such a: to
put particular strains on the definitior of
the Canadian identity. On both counts the
problem of living distinct from the United
States is only marginally related to the
larger issue of global interdepender.ce,
which is a fact of life for all countries.

If Canadians say they want a distinct
country, it is not because they think tney
are better than others. It is because t':ey
want to do the things they consider im-
portant and do them in their own way
And they want Canadian actions and life
styles to reflect distinctly Canadian per-
spectives and a Canadian view of the
world.

Against this yardstick the first optio:l -
seeking to maintain our present position
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like the proverbial squirrel, have to run
harder simply to stay in place. In the final
analysis, the first optiôn is not really an
option of strategy at all. Directed as it is
toviard preserving the present balance in

the Canada-U.S. relationship in an exter-
nal setting of predictable change, it would
inevitably involve a substantially reactive
posture on Canada's part.

Costs involved
The second option-closer integration with
the United States - would involve costs
in terms of the Canadian identity. Even if
lim'..ted to a free-trade area, it would prob-
ably be unrealistic to assume that the
momentum generated by this option could
be confined to the economic and industrial
sphere. The many common denominators,
based on contiguity and affinity, that link
Canada and the United States, would re-
ceive a strong impetus. To resist them
wol:ld require more deliberate effort and
appear to make less sense because the sec-
ond option implies a judgment that the
effort to resist the continental pull is likely
to k e unavailing. To the extent that a real
ris], to Canada's distinctness as a political
and cultural community was apprehended,
recourse to the second option could in-
volve a serious strain on the domestic con-
sensus in Canada.

The third option - a comprehensive
strategy to strengthen the Canadian econ-
omy and other aspects of our national

life - assumes that the continental tide
can be stemmed to some extent and con-

tained within bounds that approximate
more closely the wider, global thrust of
interdependence. It sees, as did the recent
forcign policy review, "the judicious use
of Canadian sovereignty" as "the key to
Car.ada's continuing freedom to develop
according to its own perceptions". More
spe cifically, it looks to the mutually-rein-
forcing use of various policy instruments
as rhe proper strategy to achieve greater
Car;adian distinctness. It inevitably takes
account of its own limitations. It does not
see:; to distort the realities of the Canada-
Un.ted States relationship or the funda-
meatal community of interest that lies at

the root of it.
Ia'istinctness is not the only criterion by

whi.ch the options available to Canada in
its conduct of the U.S. relationship should
be „udged. Independence is another. Dis-
tinctness and independence are clearly
related, but they are not the same thing.
In the broadest sense independence'- is
related ultimately to the capacity of gov-
ernments to formulate and conduct policy

on the basis of national perceptions for the
achievement of national objectives in the
domestic and international environments.
Distinctness, on the other hand, is an at-
tribute that applies to a national society
in all its various manifestations.

In trying to judge the constraints on
Canadian independence arising out of the
U.S. relationship, it is necessary to keep a
proper sense of balance. In the first place,
there is an all-too-natural tendency to
think of such constraints as being deliber-
ate manifestations of U.S. policy. This ap-
plies, in particular, to the integrating trend
that is being apprehended on the Cana-
dian side. In practice, there is no evidence
to suggest that U.S. policy towards Can-
ada is being conducted on other than
pragmatic lines as distinct from some gen-
eral conception of progressive integration
that would have the effect of gradually ex-
tinguishing Canada's separate existence as
a national entity. It is important to dis-
tinguish, therefore, between the impact on
the Canadian scene of non-governmental
U.S. actors (such as corporations, business
groups, trade unions, and the media), on
the one hand, and of policies and actions
of the U.S. Government, on the other. As
a general proposition, there is no real ev-
idence that the U.S. Government does
now pursue a concerted policy of continen-
tal integration in relation to Canada. Con-

versely, however, the U.S. Government
should not be counted on to inhibit any
integrating trend that may be emerging as
a result of the separate actions or interests
of various U.S. constituent communities.

Rewarding relationship
In the second place, the Canada-U.S. rela-
tionship, in whatever way we may look
upon it, has been a rewarding and enrich-
ing relationship for Canada on most
counts. In particular, of course, it has been
instrumental in endowing Canadians with
an industrial structure and the higher
standard of living that goes with it in a
shorter time span than might otherwise
have been achievable on the strength even
of Canada's substantial natural and hu-
man resources. This is something that
cannot be left out of account in any judg-
ment of the constraints the relationship
may have placed on Canadian indepen-
dence. Nor are Canadians disposed to
make their reckoning without taking ac-
count of the many positive aspects of the
relationship. This accounts for the element
of ambivalence that has always been a
feature of Canadian policy towards the
United States. As the recent foreign policy
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review puts it, "for the majority of Cana-
dians the aim appears to be to attain the
highest level of prosperity consistent with
Canada's political preservation as an inde-
pendent state". The ambivalence has per-
sisted, in essence, because policy choices
at either end of the spectrum are likely to
involve unacceptable costs to Canadians.
To avoid such costs will presumably remain
a primary objective of any policy option.

In the third place, it is difficult to make
any pronouncement about the impact of
the Canada-U.S. relationship on Canadian
independence without at least a cursory
look at the concept of the "special rela-
tionship". The term is not uniquely applied
to Canada. Other countries, too, have in-
termittently used it to describe their rela-
tionships with the United States. This is
presumably because it has been considered
beneficial to enjoy a "special" relationship
with the United States.

As far as Canada is concerned, there
can be little doubt that the relationship
with the United States has been and con-
tinues to be special in the sense that it is
probably the most articulated relationship
between any two countries in the world
involving a unique level of mutual inter-
action, even if unequal in its impact. The
intensity of the relationship and percep-
tions on either side of the border notwith-
standing, it has been conducted, by and
large, as a normal relationship between
two sovereign states. On occasion, how-
ever, it has also involved transactions in-
volving special ground rules that have not
been extended evenly to other countries.

To the extent that the concept of the
"special relationship" reflects an objec-
tive reality, it will continue to be valid.
To the extent, on the other hand, that it
denotes special arrangements between
Canada and the United States, its cur-
rency is likely to diminish on both sides of
the border. In the United States, the per-
ception is gaining ground that the "special

relationship" with Canada was an un-
balanced relationship, that it involved
accommodations in favour of Canada that
are no longer tenable in the light of current
economic and political realities, and that
any restructuring of the "special relation-
ship" would have to proceed on a basis of
much more demonstrable equity of benefit
to each country. On the Canadian side,
there is a concurrent feeling that special
arrangements with the United States, for
all their acknowledged benefits, may in the
end have curtailed our freedom of action,
domestically as much as in the realm of
foreign policy, and that the cumulative

impact of such arrangements taken to-
gether carries the risk of locking Camda
more firmly into a pattern of continei;tal
dependence. This probably does not iule
out some special arrangements in future,
arrived at selectively on a basis of mut:ial
advantage, but the prospect under a:,y-
thing like the third option would be f( ,r a
more normal nation-to-nation relations] ip.

Any discussion of the theme of Ca_za-
dian independence would not be compl;,te
without some judgment as to the reali: tic
parameters of such a discussion itself. It
would obviously be absurd to proceed fr m
the assumption that Canada is today sb-
stantially deficient in independence. In
fact, Canada probably has much more n-
dependence than most countries in he
modern world and more than many Ca.a-
dians recognize. There is no denying, 3n
the other hand, that the pervasive st an
of the linkages between Canada and he
United States represents a set of poten ial
constraints on the latitude Canada ha^ in
dealing with its national problems. Sc ne
of these linkages are immutable; others ;re
susceptible to modification. The real qr-s-
tion is to what extent we can look to ^ ny
policy option to enhance the measure of
independence Canadians now enjoy wi:h-
out involving unrealistic, unaccepta^)le

and unwarranted costs.

Diversifying interests
The foreign policy review brings the c,n-
cept of countervailing factors into p' ay
Among these, it instances the active t ur-
suit of trade diversification and techn cal
co-operation with countries other than he
United States. The notion that Canac.a's
interests are best served by policies t: iat

seek to diversify those interests on a gla )al
basis as one means of avoiding exces, ive
reliance on the United States is, of cou se,
not a new one. In one way or another, it
has been an explicit assumption beh nd
Canadian support for trade liberalizat on
over the years. If trade liberalization :as
not contributed significantly, if at all, to
our explicit objective of diversificatior, a

less liberal world-trading environm nt

would probably have led to even stron ;er
links between the Canadian and U.S. rr ir-

kets. The fact remains that, with m)re
than two-thirds of our total trade c^ )n-
centrated in the United States, Canad< is
unique among industrialized countries in
having a trading pattern that, by the st..n-
dard of diversification, is so unbalance.l.

This suggests that we should be :-
realistic to set our sights too high. Ther is
clearly no possibility of our being able to
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surmount overnight Canada's heavy de-
pendence on the United States for trade,
investment and technology. But there is
no reason why we should not aim, in the
context of an expanding economy and ex-
panding trade prospects, to achieve rela-

tive shifts that, over time, could make a
difference in reducing Canada's depen-
dence on a single market and, by ex-

tension, the vulnerability of Canada's
economy as such. The stronger Canada

that might be expected to emerge from
tLe pursuit of such a policy is the objec-
tive of the third option. It is eminently

clear, however, that for diversification to
be achieved, even within the modest scale
here suggested, trade policy will need to
be harnessed to other policies - such as
an industrial-growth strategy and a policy
to deal with aspects of foreign ownership
- that address themselves to the special

factors at play in the North American

situation.
There is one final point to be made

about Canadian independence. There are
those who believe that the growing trend
toward regionalism in the world, coupled
with the narrowing focus within which the
United States may be induced to interpret
its national interests in a period of re-

the prospect of Canada's achieving its na-

trenchment, will inevitably increase the
continental pull exerted on Canada.
Against this, however, it is arguable that,
in the world foreshadowed by the Nixon
Dectrine-a world in which power is likely
to be more diffused and in which United
States commitments may be tailored much
more closely to resource capabilities and
public attitudes in the United States -,

tional objectives, domestically and inter-
nationally, will be enhanced rather than
diminished.

Various options have been identified for
th> future management of the Canada-
U.S. relationship. All these options have
one common denominator: the need for
the relationship to be harmonious. This is
net only because no policy option is likely
to be tenable in any context other than
that of a harmonious relationship between
Cmada and the United States. It is also
because, over a very wide spectrum, the
interests of the two countries as continen-
tal neighbours and in the international
environment are, in fact, in close harmony.

In particular, Canada and the United
States would appear to have a very strong
co:nmon interest in promoting improve-
ments in the international trade-and-pay-
ments system. We have made common
cause in these matters in the past and

there is every reason why we should con-
tinue to work constructively together. It
would be a pity if the existence of some
irritants in our bilateral trade relations
were to create the impression that, on the
big questions, Canada and the United

States found themselves in opposing

camps.

No anomaly
The foreign policy review speaks of living
distinct from but in harmony with the
United States. There is no anomaly in this
proposition. The concept of distinctness
is taken for granted as the natural context
for international relations and no qualita-
tive inferences should be drawn from it
one way or the other. There are many
countries in the world that certainly regard
themselves as being distinct and have no
difficulty in living in the closest harmony
of purpose and endeavour with other coun-
tries. There is no intrinsic reason, there-
fore, why Canadian distinctness should in
any way inhibit the continued existence of
a fundamentally harmonious relationship
between Canada and the United States.

It is fair to assume that, in the 1970s
and 1980s, Canadian-American relations
may become more complex than they have
been in the past. It is part of the trend
toward increasing complexity in the rela-
tionship that a larger number of issues
may arise between us that engage the na-
tional interest on each side. It is also to
be assumed that, if the national interest
were interpreted in a new and possibly
narrower focus, the issues arising between
us would, on occasion, be judged to bear
more critically on it than when the re-

lationship was more relaxed. Finally, as
governments on both sides of the border
are more and more being drawn by their
various domestic constituencies into areas
of social and economic activity that involve
the shaping of national goals, the nature
of the issues between us and the means of
resolving them may change.

There is nothing in all this that should
be thought to imply a scenario for greater

contention. Far from it. There will, of
course, be issues, such as Canada's policies
on foreign ownership and perhaps in rela-
tion to energy and other resources - and

in many other areas - where perceptions
will differ. The same will almost certainly
be true of United States policies as that
country continues to grapple with secular
and structural problems of economic ad-

justment. On occasion, as Secretary of
State Rogers recently put it, each govern-
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ment "may be required to take hard deci-
sions in which the other cannot readily
concur". In the main, however, we should
expect both countries to manage change
in a spirit of harmony and without doing
unnecessary damage to interests on the
other side. Above all, it is in Canada's
interest to work closely with a dynamic
and outward-looking United States whose
influence and the leverage it can bring into
play will continue to be critical to the
achievement of some of Canada's principal
objectives in the international environment.

In the final analysis, harmony is not an
extraneous factor in the Canada-United
States relationship. It has marked the re-
lationship because it is based on a broad
array of shared interests, perceptions and
goals. It also reflects the many affinities
that have linked Canadians and Americans

traditionally and that continue to ^ink
them as members of changing but ^ti11
broadly compatible societies. What i:^ at

issue at the moment is, as someone has
aptly defined it, "the optimum rang-, of
interdependence" between Canada anc^, the
United States. All the evidence sug.,-ests
that the issue is being reviewed on f oth
sides of the border. But, understan&.')ly,
it is of immensely greater significancE for
Canada. If the outcome is a Canada r.-.ore
confident in its identity, stronger ir its
capacity to satisfy the aspirations of C::na-
dians and better equipped,to play its !-,art
in the world, it is an outcome that is bc nid

to make Canada a better neighbour end
partner of the United States. Above a':, it

is an outcome that should buttress the
continuation of a harmonious relation •hip

between the two countries.
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NORAD: Origins and operations
of Canada's ambivalent symbol
By Roger Swanson

Since its creation in the late 1950s, the
North American Air Defence Command
has matured into an ambivalent symbol.
W Ah its combined command and its single
air-defence plan, NORAD is symbolic of
the degree of consensus that can exist be-
tw3en two sovereign nations faced with an
exËernal threat. However, NORAD is also
syT:lbolic of what many Canadians would
lika to avoid - an organizational tie with
the. United States that is bilateral rather

than multilateral (i.e., in which the full
im)act of U.S. power is not "°multilater-
ali-ed" or diffused by the presence of
other nations).

NORAD has contributed to the effect-
ive security of Canada and the United
States since its inception. However,
NORAD itself is - and always has been -
insecure. This insecurity stems from its
parentage. If NORAD's mother can be re-
gar ded as the increasing severity of an im-
mediate Soviet threat to North America,
its father is the technological-military ad-
va,,-ces that made this threat more and
me re imminent as the decade of the Fifties

' prc;ressed. NORAD's history is, therefore,
onc of perpetual battle against shifting
threat-perceptions and technological
obFilescence. The immediacy of the Soviet
thr mt to North America has been subject
to ;wo very different sets of perceptions
-'anadian and U.S. The technological-
mi; ttary advances that make this Soviet
thr aat credible subject NORAD to con-
sta:it obsolescence, forcing Canada and the
Ur.'.ted States to allocate money to defence
rat'ier than to other pressing priorities.

NORAD was established on an interim
bar is in August 1957, formally effected in
May 1958 for a ten-year period, and re-
newed in March 1968 for an additional five
Years. Since NORAD comes up for renewal
in 1973, the present is an appropriate time
to review its background and those con-
sid« ^rations that might concern Canada and
the United States in negotiations over its

ren 3wal.
NORAD's antecedents can be divided

intE^ three periods: ( 1) initial co-operation

from the late 1930s up to and including
Second World War co-operation; (2) pre-
liminary postwar air-defence contacts
from 1946 to 1949; and (3) permeative
Canadian-U.S. air-defence co-operation
from 1950 up to and including the es-
tablishment of NORAD.

The first period witnessed the shat-
tering of a number of historical prece-
dents. In August 1936, in a speech at
Chautauqua, New York, President Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt gave the first public pledge
of U.S. defence assistance to Canada. This
was the genesis of Canadian-U.S. defence
co-operation, for, until late in the nine-
teenth century, Canada had regarded the
United States as a military threat (and
with some justification, given the U.S. in-
vasions of Canada and subsequent U.S.
filibustering). Canadian fear of U.S. ag-
gression had largely dissipated with the
advent of the twentieth century. In fact,
Canada had had a War Mission in Wash-
ington during the First World War. How-
ever, Canadian-U.S. defence co-operation
did not really occur until the late Thirties.
This was because Canada's defence orient-
ation continued to be British, and because
a disintegrating international system -
that was to culminate in the Second World
War-had not yet disturbed the com-
placency of the North American environ-

ment.
In August 1938, at Kingston, Ontario,

President Roosevelt publicly presented an
even stronger pledge of defence assistance
than in his 1936 statement. Two days later,

Dr. Swanson is assistant professor in
the Centre of Canadian Studies at
the School of Advanced International
Studies, Johns Hopkins University. Co-
author of Canadian Foreign Policy:
Options and Perspectives, he has pub-
lished widely in the area of Canada-
U.S. relations. Dr. Swanson was appointed
to the U.S. State Department's European
Advisory Council in 1971. The views
expressed in this two-part series on
NORAD are those of the author.
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Plan emphasized
need for form
of protection
in Arctic area

Prime Minister Mackenzie King made pub-

lic the Canadian counterpart of this
pledge. The history-making Ogdensburg
Declaration followed in August 1940. At a
meeting between Mr. King and Mr. Roose-
velt at Ogdensburg, New York, a six-
sentence, unsigned press release was issued
that literally altered the course of Cana-
dian-U.S.'history. For the first time, Can-
ada and the United States became informal

allies.
In addition, the first organizational

component of the Canadian-U.S. defence
relation, the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence (PJBD), was created. As its name
implies, the PJBD was intended to be
permanent rather than to exist just for the
duration of the war. The Ogdensburg Dec-
laration therefore constituted the initial
step in general Canadian-U.S. defence co-

operation. The April 1941 Hyde Park
Agreement was both an economic extension
of Ogdensburg and an initial step in what
was to become an economic defence co-
operation of extraordinary interdepend-
ence. From these initial steps sprang a host
of wartime joint Canadian-U.S. commit-
tees and boards, and unprecedented co-
operation and co-ordination during the

War.

the maintenance of weather-stations in the

Arctic. These stations would be operated
by an equal number of personnel from the
Canadian Meteorological Service and the

U.S. Weather Bureau. At the same ti.me,
postwar history was beginning to acqttire
a momentum that was as unsettling a> it
was to become demanding. In 1948, ^ he

Soviets exhibited the Tu-4 long-range
bomber during their May Day parade, and
the following year detonated their fi;-st

nuclear device.
The third phase of NORAD's antect d-

ents was a period of close Canadian-U3 ).
air-defence co-operation that began in
1950 and continued through the establi.--h-
ment of NORAD. The year 1951 witnes: ^d
"Project Charles," a U.S. study involvi-ig

unofficial Canadian participation. Al-

though this study did not recommend Arc-

tic warning systems, it did emphasize the
importance of additional warning-tir.^e.
The year 1952 was marked by the forr.a-

tion of the Lincoln Summer Study Gro._p;
another was a U.S. endeavour involv.ag
Canadian participation. This study grcup
recommended a distant-early-warni ng
system. Initially, this recommendation ^ ^as
not accepted, but the August 1953 So° iet
thermonuclear test provided an awesctne
impetus, culminating in an October 1:153
statement by President Dwight D. Ei: en-
hower while he was in Ottawa: "The th, at
is present. The measures of defence have
been thoroughly studied by official b&-des
of both countries .... Now is the time for
action on all agreed measures."

Looking to Arctic
The second period, that of preliminary
contacts concerning air defence, lasted
roughly from 1946 to 1949. At a 1946
meeting, the PJBD prepared its first
major postwar recommendation, in which
the need for some form of protection re-
garding the then undefended Arctic was
emphasized. This plan was preparatory in
nature, its object being a larger measure
of co-ordination rather than combined
commands and integrated forces. However,
it did call for the construction of defence,
meteorological and communication sta-
tions across the Canadian North for the
purpose of gathering information and
training in Arctic and sub-Arctic condi-
tions. The Canadian Government was un-
receptive to this plan. Also, early in 1946,
a military exercise called "Muskox" was
carried out, consisting of a mechanized

force moving some 3,000 miles through
Arctic Canada. U.S. observers and some
American materiel were involved, and the
results of the whole experience and tests
of equipment were made available to both

nations.
During this same period, U.S. B-29

aircraft conducted experiments over Arc-

tic Canada in the use of the long-range

navigation system. In 1947 an announce-
ment was made in the House of Commons
concerning Canadian-U.S. collaboration in

Three warning lines
Meanwhile, construction had begun on
warning lines, of which there were tc be
three: the Pine Tree Line, the Pid-
Canada Line or McGill Fence, and the )is-
tant Early Warning Line (DEW Line . In
operation by 1954, the Pine Tree Line ran
for most of its length along the Canad an-
U.S. border. It was originally a U.S. ro-
ject, but was extended into Canada bN an
agreement of August 1951. The Mid-( an-
ada Line, which came into operatio- in
1951, ran from Labrador to British Co-
lumbia, roughly along the 55th Par^ le l.

It was a Canadian project in design, on-
struction, financing and operation. I his
warning line was largely a product of the
Canadian Defence Research Board. Fin; lly,
the DEW Line, located about 1,400 n.iles
north of the Canadian-U.S. border and
running from Baffin Island to Alaska, cme
into operation in 1957, and was su,)se-
quently extended. Although the DEW •ine
is suffering from obsolescence, it contil ues
to provide Canada and the U.S. wi;1
5,000-mile "radar fence" backed up l Y a
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Headquarters forNORAD is located deep
underground within Cheyenne Mountain
near Colorado Springs, Col. Among the
monitoring devices there are large display
screens which show what is going on

continental bomber-surveillance network.
Th^ Mid-Canada Line became inoperative

national lines, each having responsibility

in 1965. The Pine Tree Line became part

of he contiguous radar coverage or was
discontinued on a site-by-site basis, de-
pending on usefulness.

Apart from the actual construction of
thcse radar warning line systems, there
was , during this period, consistent and
clo:3e Canadian-U.S. co-operation concern-
ing North American defence. However, a
division of forces generally occurred along

primarily for its own country's defence.
As the exigencies of the international po-
litical and strategic scene became more
cor;.pelling, a need was perceived for
grr ater Canadian-U.S. co-operation. In
May 1956, a Canadian-U.S. Military Study
Group was established to study the oper-
ational and technical problems that would
be involved in a joint command. The com-
mittee issued its report in December 1956,
recommending the creation of a joint head-
quorters that would provide for the oper-
atic:nal control of Canadian-U.S. air de-
fence. Approval from the Canadian and
U.S. Chiefs of Staff was forthcoming, and
in August 1957 a joint statement was issued
anrouncing the interim agreement to
create NORAD.

-Wide World Photo

in space. These screens in NORAD's
Combat Operations Centre can show the
routes space satellites, such as the one
charted here by a computer, take as they

circle the globe.

NORAD formally came into force in
May 1958, through a Canadian-U.S. ex-
change of notes. The ten-year agreement ac-
knowledged, to quote from the text of the
Canadian note, that "for some years prior
to the establishment of NORAD, it had
been recognized that the air defence of
Canada and the U.S. must be considered
as a single problem". However, existing
Canadian-U.S. arrangements had provided
for co-ordination of separate plans instead
of "the authoritative control of all air-
defence weapons which must be employed

against an attacker". The emergence

of nuclear weapons and the requirement
of rapid decisions necessitated a single
air-defence plan, and an integrated head-

quarters with "the task of exercising
operational control over combat units of
the national forces made available for
the air defence of the two countries". This
integration, it was emphasized, "increases
the importance of the fullest possible con-
sultation between the two governments on
all matters affecting the joint defence of
North America". Indeed, the Canadian
note went on to say that defence co-opera-
tion between Canada and the United States
"can be worked out on a mutually satis-
factory basis only if such consultation is
regularly and consistently undertaken".



Level of forces,
facilities remain
as a function
of negotiations

In March 1968, an exchange of notes
signalled the renewal of the 1958 agree-
ment. However, under the renewal agree-
ment, NORAD was to continue for five
years instead of the original agreement's
ten years. In addition, either government
could terminate the agreement on one
year's notice. The 1958 agreement had
stipulated - that, while NORAD could be
"reviewed upon request of either country
at any time", the agreement could not be
terminated in less than ten years without
the concurrence of both countries. Nor is
there anything subtle about the eighth
sentence of the ten-sentence U.S. note: "It
is also agreed by my Government that this
Agreement will not involve in any way a
Canadian commitment to participate in an
active ballistic missile defense."

The rationale for NORAD's renewal
agreement was, to quote from the text of
the U.S. note, based on "the need for the
continued existence in peacetime of an or-
ganization, including the weapons, facili-
ties and command structure, which could
operate at the outset of hostilities in ac-
cordance with a single air defense plan
approved in advance by the national
authorities of both our countries". It
should be noted that the NORAD agree-
ment itself has never defined specific Ca-
nadian and U.S. levels of force and facility
contributions. Rather, these contributions
are a function of continuing negotiations

between the two governments.

sociated with NORAD on Canadian tpr-
ritory and 210 Canadians on U.S. terri-

tory.
In terms of specific Canadian and U.S.

NORAD force-level contributions, Cana la
has three regular fighter squadroa.s,

equipped with 66 CF-101 Voodoo aircrai:t.

The United States has 26 air-defence
squadrons, consisting of seven regul-r
squadrons of F-106s, and 19 squadrons f
the Air National Guard, consisting of ^-

101s, F-102s, and F-106s. There are l'3

Nike-Hawk batteries, all of which belor;

to the U.S. There are 99 long-range rada s
(LRR), 29 of which are located in Canaia
and the balance in the U.S. Finally, there
are 32 DEW Line stations, of which 21 ae
located in Canada, seven in Alaska, a^ I

four in Greenland.
NORAD consists of three compone-,t

commands (i.e., commands that ma:^e
forces available for NORAD operatioi al
control): (1) The Canadian Armed Forc ^s
Air Defence Command; (2) the U.S. An iy
Air Defense Command; and (3) the U.S.
Air Force Aerospace Defense Comma _zd
(which provides approximately 60 F er
cent of NORAD's total personnel id
equipment). However, the Commander- n-
Chief of the Alaskan Command, which ; a
separate U.S. unified command, is also •e-
sponsible to NORAD for the air defenc! of

Alaska. In addition, the U.S. Navy cn-
tributes some personnel to the N O R D

Command operations
The essential import of NORAD is that
Canada and the United States have placed
their continental air-defence forces under
full operational control of one commander-
in-chief (an American) and his deputy-
commander (a Canadian). The chain of com-
mand above the Commander-in-Chief of
NORAD is, for Canada, through the Chief
of the Defence Staff to the Minister of
National Defence to the Prime Minister.
For the U.S., the chain of command passes
through the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the
Secretary of Defense to the President.

NORAD is, in effect, a bilateral, in-
tegrated, military organization responsible
for defending Canada and the United
States and their approaches - an area of
10.5 million square miles - against air at-
tack. For the United States, NORAD-relat-
ed annual expenditures currently amount
to $1.26 billion; for Canada, they amount
to $136.6 million. At present, NORAD has
approximately 300 locations situated
throughout the United States and Canada.
NORAD's forces involve 85,417 personnel,
of whom 11,926 are Canadians. There are
currently 250 U.S. military personnel as-

staff and makes some units available.
The Canadian contribution to NOR ^D

lies in weaponry and surveillance fi ic-

tions. This is, of course, in addition to
Canada's granting air-space and refuel2 ng
rights to U.S. components in the even of
an emergency. In addition, Canada ma ^es
major contributions in air-surveiW ice
detection and identification. Canada , 1so
operates devices supplying data on sate'; ite

traffic.
For operational purposes, Canada nd

the United States are considered ai a
North American power-grid, which is di-
vided into eight NORAD geograp lic

regions.

Complex in Colorado
The focal point of NORAD is the Corr aat
Operations Center (COC), the nerve (en-
tre of the entire NORAD air system. The
COC is located deep in the 9,565-bot
Cheyenne Mountain, near Color rdo
Springs, consisting of a complex of 11 s eel
buildings covering 4.5 acres of tunnels nd
evacuated chambers. It is from here t aat
the first warning of an air attack wc ild
come and from here that the control of the
air battle would be directed. Data are (on-
tinuously transmitted to the COC fr )m
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such systems as the DEW Line across
Aiaska, Canada and Greenland, and the
Bc11listic Missile Early Warning System
(E:i^IEWS) located in Alaska, Greenland
ard Britain, with some communications
acdess across Canada. These data are
stored in a computer complex, which can
be used for displays on a closed-circuit
te-evision network. This network would
sh,)w the tracks of enemy air activity,
p^ t.hs of orbiting satellites, available data
on foreign military and intelligence ships,
and the status of interceptor and missile
w: apons available to NORAD. There is a
"hA line" communication system connect-
ing the COC with such points as the Cana-
dian Armed Forces headquarters in Ot-
tava, the White House, the Pentagon, con-
trc.l posts overseas, and so on.

To summarize NORAD's activities, it
op ^rates radar posts that scan both the sky
and space, squadrons of interceptors,

gr,.sund-to-air missile batteries, and com-
m,.nd posts that would direct the defensive

baAle. More specifically (and at the risk
of t versimplif"ication), the NORAD mission
can be divided into the functions of de-

tection, determination of intent, and, in
the case of attacking aircraft, destruction.

The detection function is carried out
by means of three surveillance systems.
Th,^ first, manned-bomber surveillance,
cor sists of a massive network of radars
ovc r populated areas. North of this cover-
age is the DEW Line extending from the
we,tern Aleutian Islands across the top of
thc continent to Greenland. The second
me' hod of detection is the Ballistic Missile
Ea^ly Warning System, consisting of the
BI4".EWS with sites in Greenland, Alaska
an(; England. The third detection system is

In the defence of North America, Canada
i; inevitably closely associated with the
Z `nited States • • • -

The Government concluded in its
c_efence review that co-operation with
t'ze United States in North American
c efence will remain essential so long as
cur joint security depends on stability
i -i the strategic military balance. Can-

- da's objective is to make, within the
l:.mits of our resources, an effective
contribution to continued stability by
assisting in the surveillance and warn-
ing systems, and in the protection of the
U.S. retaliatory capability as necessary.
(`o-operation between Canada and the
United States in the joint defence of
Yorth America is vital for sovereignty
and security . . . .

. . . To provide effective deterrence,

concerned with satellite detection. This is
the Satellite Detection and Tracking Sys-
tem, a network of radar, radio and optical
sensors located in the northern hemi-
sphere. Data from all three surveillance
systems are fed to the Combat Operations
Center in Cheyenne Mountain.

Canada's role
The determination-of-intent function of
NORAD is to obtain rapid and accurate

identification. The principal method of
identification is based on flight-plan cor-
relations, with North American air-space
divided into air-defence identification
zones. Finally, the destruction function of

NORAD in the event of attack would be to
hit an invading force with continuous at-
tack from as far out as possible as it ap-
proached a target area. This is what is
known as "defence in depth". For example,
an enemy bomber would first be met by
long-range manned interceptors, and then

by Nike/Hercules and Hawk missiles.
The case can be made that Canada's

decision-making role in NORAD is largely
perfunctory, given the disproportionate
Canadian-U.S. power capabilities and the
respective Canadian and U.S. contribu-
tions to NORAD. However, the opposite
case can also be made - that Canada plays
an integral decision-making role in
NORAD. Structurally, the Deputy Com-
mander of NORAD is a Canadian, who is
in charge when the Commander is absent.
In fact, three of the ten generals currently
assigned to the Commander's staff are Ca-
nadians, giving Canada a higher general-
officer ratio that its actual force contribu-
tion would warrant. In addition, the deputy
commanders of the four NORAD regions

at the present time there is a continu-
ing need for the integrated control
over forces made available for the air
defence of Canada and the United States
as provided by the NORAD agreement.
... The agreement does not specify any
level of forces, equipment or facilities, so
the nature of Canada's contribution
continues to be a matter for decision by
the Canadian Government. The NORAD
agreement will be up for renewal in
1973. The policy of the Government at
that time with respect to the agreement
and the interceptor force posture re-
quired will depend upon the strategic
situation extant, including progress in
SALT....

(Excerpts from Government White
Paper, Defence in the 70s, August,
1971).

'Defence in depth'
concept applied
after use of zones
for identification



overlapping Canada and the United States
are Canadians; and, in the fifth over-

lapping region, with headquarters at

North Bay, Ontario, the region com-
mander is a Canadian. Procedurally, there

is evidence to suggest a high degree of
Canadian participation at the senior-
officer level. This involves not only details
of administration but also the planning
and programming functions of NORAD.

Discussions of NORAD tend to be

characterized by a surplus of answers to
questions that are never asked. The pur-
pose of this article is to ask, and ansNver,
the three most basic questions ab)ut
NORAD: What are its origins, what is its
statutory authority and how does it oi,.>r-
ate? This background information will. it
is hoped, provide the reader with at le.rst
a minimal base upon which to draw 'i-;is
own conclusions about the future viabiL.ty

of NORAD.

NORAD: Choices for Canada
By Roger Swanson

Analyzing the ingredients and possible
outcome of Canadian-U.S. negotiations
over NORAD's renewal is ratheri
alyzing the finger painting of a pre-school
child. No one is sure what the end product
will be, but the process is certain to be
elusive, if not messy. As already indicated
in the foregoing background review,
NORAD symbolizes a profound Canadian-
U.S. consensus of purpose. However,
NORAD also symbolizes a bilateral organ-
izational tie with the U.S., which many
Canadians would like to avoid. NORAD's
history is one of perpetual battle against
shifting threat-perceptions and technolog-

ical obsolescence.
If NORAD's immediate antecedents co-

incided with the Russian detonation of an
atomic device ending the U.S. nuclear-
weapons monopoly, its conception coincid-

ed with Sputnik I and the advent of the

ICBM. If NORAD's five-year renewal in
1968 coincided with the advent of the anti-
missile age, its 1973 renewal coincides with
the advent of the SALT age and increased

detente. Preliminary discussions at the

working level are now under way, and
again Canadian-U.S. officials are address-
ing themselves to the two congenital
NORAD considerations: To what extent is
there a joint Canadian-U.S. assessment of
a strategic threat to North America? And
what is the military "state of the art" on
the part of the U.S. and Canada in meeting

this threat?
It is generally agreed that NORAD has

been waging a losing battle against tech-
nological obsolescence. In short, modern-
ization is essential if NORAD is to remain
effective. There are three modernized sys-
tems constituting the new U.S. area air-

defence technology: the Airborne Wa -n-
ing and Control System (AWACS), Over-
the-Horizon Backscatter Radar (OTF: -B)
and the improved Manned Intercet tor
(IMI). All of these systems would inv, Ive
Canada. That is, their deployment o er
Canadian territory and air-space wo.ild
be regarded by the United States as l.m-
portant, if not essential.

U.S. approach
.S.However, it should be emphasized that

defence policy does not currently inc: -ide
the deployment of these systems. Althç igh
there is general agreement among
planners on which systems should be de-
ployed, there is no certainty whether the
funding and authority to proceed , ith
their deployment will be forthcom: ag•
Moreover, these three systems are not op-
erational at present but are still in ad-
vanced stages of development. It is thisun-
certainty on the U.S. side, not Canat ian
recalcitrance, that is complicating C: na-
dian-U.S. negotiations over NORAD'e re-

newal.
The first system, AWACS, would on-

sist of converted aircraft, probably Ba ing
707s. According to some U.S. estimatc ;, a
total of 25 AWACS would be needed. Che
AWACS have a control facility that w, uld
direct interceptors to their targets, ai d a
radar facility. Their value is baser on
their invulnerability in flight, their dctec-
tion efficiency regarding low-flying air-
craft, and their flexibility in directin^ an

air battle.
The second system is referred t^ as

OTH-B. It would probably comprise 'our
sites, the most important of which w, uld
be in Canada (assuming that the Canai dan
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Government agrees) facing directly north.
OTH-B provides radar coverage up to the
ionosphere and at a distance of some 2,000
miles. There are disadvantages to this sys-
tem, however - the size of its radar sites
makes them extremely vulnerable to at-
tack, and it is not even known if the sys-
tem can operate in the Far North, given
ionospheric disturbances at the North
Pole. The primary advantage of the OTH-
B system is that it would tremendously

extend ground-based early warning,
thereby precluding low-altitude penetra-
tion of enemy aircraft. M o r e o v e r, it is
OTH-B that would give the warning for

the AWACS not already in flight to go

aleft.
The third system is referred to as

IMI. While the F-106s would be retained,
this new interceptor fighter would replace
the F-101s and F-102s now being used by

the U.S. in NORAD, probably with the
Navy F-14 or F-15. The AWACS would
direct these fighters in battle. Should the
U.S. adopt the IMI, however, the rationale
for Canada's replacing its CF-101 Voodoos

would become more compelling, given dif-

Radar antennas at one of the outposts in
NORAD's Ballistic Missile Early Warning

System cast shadows across the Alaskan

landscape. These devices throw long radar
beams 3,000 miles or more to spot an

intercontinental ballistic missile strikè "

ferences in radar facilities and speed.
In addition to these three systems that

are not yet operational, mention should
also be made of the SAM-D (surface-to-

air missile), which has already b e e n de-
veloped by the U.S. Army. The SAM-D
would, in effect, constitute the fourth sys-
tem in the modernization of the U.S. air-
defence system. The SAM-D is a highly-
mobile battlefield air-defence weapon,
which would serve as a substitute for the

high-altitude Nike Hercules missiles and

the low-altitude Hawk missiles to provide
a terminal defence of key U.S. complexes.

Political, military factors
The impetus for both the continuation and
modernization of NORAD comes from the
U.S., not Canada. It is difficult to define
clearly Canadian and U.S. considerations
regarding NORAD's renewal, owing to the
varied and diffuse political and military

factors involved.
Politically, suffice it to say that sev-

eral arguments have been put forward in
Canada concerning the advantages and
disadvantages of Canadian NORAD par-

NORAD Photo

against North America and pass the alert

to NORAD's Combat Operations Centre.
This BMEWS station at Clear,

Alaska, is part of a system with other

radar sites at Thule, Greenland, and
Fylingdales Moor in Northern England.
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ticipation. Some might argue that Cana-

Opponents see
'a defence system

in search
of an enemy'

than participation affords Canada access
to and influence on the U.S. decision-mak-
ing process; others, that Canada's partici-
pation not only does not yield political
benefits but erodes Canadian sovereignty.
Still others might argue that Canada
should remain in NORAD merely because
the political fallout from withdrawal
would have a deleterious impact on the
overall Canadian-U.S. interaction; others,
that it does not really matter from a po-
litical standpoint whether Canada does or
does not remain in NORAD.

Militarily, there are a multitude of
arguments for the continuation of NORAD
-for example, the possibility of damage

1; itation to North American urban-

Previously, the United States had also
argued that the effectiveness of an anti-
ballistic-missile system (ABM) increased
the importance of a bomber force. That is,
the ABMs are dependent on a syster, of
radars for locating and destroying inosm-
ing hostile missiles. The fact that th,-se
radars are vulnerable to attack by lc°.lg-
range bombers makes the requireme :ts
for a heavy-bomber defence more, not l^^,:,s,
important. However, the 1972 Nix ,n-
Brezhnev signing of the Strategic Ar rns
Limitation Agreement (SALT) limits he
deployment of ABM systems. This, c;r-
respondingly, then limits the relevancc: of

the heavy-bomber rationale vis-a-vis the

ABM.

WhitP Paner context
At this point it might be useful to exu na
the conceptual scope somewhat by plac'ng
Canadian-U.S. NORAD considerativns
within the larger context of the Canar ian

defence White Paper and the Nixon Poc-

trine. The Canadian White Paper es-
sentially reaffirmed existing directicïns.
Canada would remain in NORAD thrc igh
its 1973 renewal date, at which time the
strategic situation would be re-exami-ied.
The United States would continue to I ave
overflight and refuelling rights, inclu `ing
nuclear-armed flights on airborne ale ^, in
times of crisis, rights that the Ur. ted
States regards as essential to N,,rth
American defence. In addition, the M iite
Paper reiterated Canada's non-inv Ive-
ment in ABM defence, an involvemen the
United States is not especially interc ited

bombers, prevention of damage from at-
tacks by such nations as mainland China
and Cuba, and the assertion that NORAD
provides a complete mobile air-defence
package. A definite school of thought also
exists that maintains that these pro-
NORAD arguments are, at best, not par-
ticularly compelling and that, at worst,
NORAD is a defence system in search of an
enemy. Whatever the validity of these
"pro" and "con" military arguments, they
all revolve about the question: Is there a
manned-bomber threat to North America?

In this sense, it is interesting to ob-
serve that the August 1971 Canadian
White Paper on defence noted a decline
in the importance of manned bombers and,
accordingly, of defences against them.
However, the White Paper also noted that
the only major military threat to Canada
remained that of a nuclear war between
the super-powers. The prevention of such
a conflict is, therefore, seen as Canada's
overriding defence objective.

As for the United States, it refuses to

proceed on any assumption other than that

a manned-bomber threat to North
America does exist. Indeed, the United
States sees its offensive strength-de-
f'ined as its "retaliatory capability" - as
consisting of three components: ICBMs,

SLBMs, and heavy bombers. U.S. Secre-

tary of Defence Melvin Laird's fiscal year
1973 net assessment of external threats
includes that of the Soviet intercontinental
heavy-bomber force, some aircraft of
which are equipped to carry air-to-surface
missiles. This report also notes that the

Soviets have test-flown the B a c k f i re, a

new supersonic, swing-wing, dash bomber,
which they "could deploy in significant
numbers over the next several years". Ac-
cording to U.S. figures, the United States
in mid-1972 has 531 heavy bombers to the
Soviets 140 (in addition, the Soviets have

50 tankers).

m
industrial complexes from Soviet manned
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In addition to reaffirming exis ing

directions, the White Paper revealec two
new decisions. First, Canada agret 3 to
open negotiations, requested by the U ited
States, for U.S. interceptor and Stra, egic
Air Command refuelling dispersal-sit s in
Canada. That is, Canada was willir to
discuss the U.S. proposal that U.S. i ter-
ceptors and SAC refuelling tankers k^ al-
lowed to disperse to prearranged air, elds
in Canada, if the Canadian Govern ient
concurred in the U.S. estimate that tl . in-
ternational situation necessitated 5uch
action. Secondly, the White Pape: an-
nounced that the two anti-borrber,

hich
nuclear-armed Bomarc squadrons,
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cessive Canadian Governments, were o be
"retired". From the standpoint of a1 40"
matic trade-off, the United States att, ç^ al
much greater importance to the disl '
rights than to a continuation o` the

Bomarcs, even though the United : cates
had urged Canada to maintain them sntil
the late 1970s. Indeed, the Canadia ,ter•
cision to retire the Bomarcs can be =•
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preted as a political bonus for the United
States by enhancing the palatability of the
Wl^.ite Paper decision to begin dispersal
negotiations. That is, the Canadian public
and media were preoccupied with the re-
tirement of the Bomarcs rather than with
the dispersal negotiations.

In spite of what the White Paper does
or does not say, three interrelated shifts
of emphasis concerning the Canadian
Armed Forces seem - to this observer -

to be taking place: (1) in terms of bud-
getary priorities, defence programs will
remain relatively frozen and thus assume
a declining percentage of the GNP, while
civilian programs will increase; (2) those
activities that either conflict with or do
not contribute to domestic requirements
will be in jeopardy; (3) those roles that
the Canadian military does assume will be
multiple, with duties, training, equipment
and organizational structure aimed at a
number of "nation-building" functions.

These shifts of emphasis seem to re-
flect the underlying assumption that the
primary threat to Canada is domestic. The
corollary of this assumption is that Can-
ada's relevance in joint defence is not only
small but growing smaller, given the sta-
bilization of the international system and
technological developments in weaponry.
This Canadian emphasis on the domestic
picture focuses on possible terrorism in
Qu:-bec and on questions of Arctic sover-
eignty, but goes well beyond that to include
all the economic and political problems of
a nation of the size and complexity of
Car.ada.

Hence, the three shifts in emphasis re-
gai ding civilian programs, complementary
doraestic-military activities, and multiple
rol:^s for the military. Indeed, this as-
suription of a domestic threat to Canada
could be the genesis of the proposition
that the greatest contribution Canada can
ma',e to Western collective security is to
address itself to the domestic scene in
Canada. Few U.S. officials would argue
wit i the proposition that the disintegra-
tior of Canada would be a major strategic
liability for the United States. Parentheti-
cal'y, it might be noted that, not too long
aga, a Canadian Prime Minister was de-
claling that Canada's first duty to the
Bri.ish Empire was not to disturb the
En^,lish-French balance in Canada.

Nixon Doctrine
The Nixon Doctrine, first articulated at
Guam in 1969, constitutes a response to
the growing imbalance between the scope

of America's role and the potential- of
America's partners". To further quote
from President Nixon's February 1971 Re-

1 ates
,m 1nti1

l de'lia
)e ;nter•

port to the Congress: "In other countries
there was growing strength and autonomy.
In our own, there was nascent isolationism
in reaction to over-extension." Essentially,
the Nixon Doctrine reflects the twofold as-
sumption that a major U.S. international
role remains indispensable, but that other
nations can and should assume greater in-
ternational responsibilities. The Nixon

Doctrine, therefore, theoretically consti-
tutes an unprecedented post-Second World
War response to the demands of the U.S.
domestic scene. Thus, both the United
States and Canada are embarked on a con-
ceptual course in the 1970s of according
increasing priority to domestic factors,
notwithstanding changes in administra-
tions. Indeed, the primary question in both
countries is not will there be a return to
the era of the 1950s and 1960s but will the
trend toward domestic priorities culmi-
nate in a neo-isolationist era similar to that

of the inter-war period.
The Nixon Doctrine, stated most sim-

ply, embraces the conception of "burden-
sharing." That is, allies of the United
States must materially help the United
States as the major bearer of the burden
of collective security. Although fashioned
as a response to U.S. involvement in Viet-
nam, the Nixon Doctrine was always meant
to include all the U.S. defence interactions,
and in fact has been reiterated time and
again by the Nixon Administration. How-
ever, the most succinct and forceful re-
statement of the position appeared in
President Nixon's dramatic announcement
of August 15, 1971, of his New Economic
Policy. That announcement contained a
sentence that was largely ignored in the
acrimonious reaction to the U.S. surcharge:
"Now that other nations are economically
strong the time has come for them to bear
their fair share of the burden of defend-
ing freedom around the world."

President Nixon's New Economic Pol- Result of emphasis

icy reflects an increased emphasis on on economic issues

economic considerations. However, no one could produce

in the Nixon Administration is arguing alliance confusion

that the U.S. strategic deterrence and al-
liance system should be given less empha-

sis. The result - to this observer - could
be confusion, so far as alliances tend to
become ineffective in an atmosphere of
undue international economic disorienta-
tion (e.g., the surcharge). In fact, allies
can become enemies given that the key
U.S. trading partners are generally also

the key U.S. allies.
Moreover, the idea of "burden-shar-

ing" itself becomes confusing. Essentially,
it reflects the fact that for several years
the U.S. defence budget is unlikely to grow
substantially. Indeed, it is likely to be re-
duced. But how acceptable is the notion of
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"burden-sharing" if it means that U.S. al-
about

the stabi.ltytof theeintern tnonaltsyse
lies should do more so that the United

on
tem, so far as this stability affects its goals

States can do less? How realistic is it -
whether justified or not - for the U.S. to

of unity and prosperity. In this light, it is

ask its allies to maintain or increase their
interesting to note that, since the l a te

defence budgets to cover pre-existing U.S.
1960s, Canada seems to have been placing

responsibilities - something the United
an increasing emphasis on détente rather

States is unwi.lli.ng to do? The point is that
than deterrence.

the limits of "burden-sharing" may al- In discussing differing Canadian and

ready have been reached. Thus, unless the U.S. approaches, it might be well to note

U.S. may find
United States itself is willing to allocate the following: Those divergent Canadia•i-

that the limits
existing or greater budgetary sums to de- U.S. attitudes that do exist are not based

of 'burden-sharing'
fence projects, these projects are likely to on a difference of intelligence data. hz-

have been reached
be downgraded or eliminated by default. cause Canada has shared in U.S. and

As far as Canada is concerned, the British intelligence efforts since the midc;e

primary impact of "burden-sharing" is not 1940s, this is not surprising. In fact, ve: y

that Canada should do more; rather, it is seldom does Canada challenge U.S. intc-l-

that Canada should not do less. In other ligence data. However, it is in the evalL a-

words, the "burden-sharing" conception tion of this intelligence from the stard-

could tend to increase U.S. diplomatic re- point of motivations and risks that diver-

sistance to Canadian reductions in joint gent Canadian-U.S. attitudes may occ:tr.

defence activities.
In evaluating these data, the United Sta^es

The U.S. Government is not unaware tends to regard capability and risk as

of the trend toward East-West détente, a synonymous, while Canada does not. Th is,

trend for which it is largely responsible. if the United States concludes that - he

Nor is it unaware of the stability of the U.S.S.R. has 140 heavy bombers, it is axi.c -n-

U.S.-U.S.S.R. nuclear balance, the irration- atic that these bombers constitute a^iet

ality of a deliberate attack, and the emer- threat to North America - or, in ot:zer

gence of a multipolarity in the interna- words, an increase in the risks to be fa -ed

tional system - trends that are noted in by the U.S. Canada is less categorical, b,>th

the Canadian defence White Paper. How- concerning the validity of U.S. interprti_ta-

ever, U.S. optimism over these develop- tions of Soviet motivations and U.S. re-

ments is rather more restrained than that of sponses to perceived external threats.

Canada. Above all, the United States is of It is within this context that Canad:an
the opinion that these developments took and U.S. officials are again grappling v, ith
place and may proceed only so far as the such considerations as the degree of con-
United States deploys and maintains a currence in their assessments of the air
level ot strategic forces sufficient to en- threat to North America and the neces ity
sure the credibility of the Western deter- of air-defence modernization in meet ng

Increasing stress
rent. And the only way this credibility can this threat. It remains to be seen whet ier

placed on détente
be maintained is for the U.S. to continue 1973 will be, for NORAD, the culmina on

over deterrence
to have a second-strike strategic capa- or continuation of an era of joint defe- ce,

since the late 1960s bility. or a hiatus pending further study.

Détente vs. deterrence
Whatever the outcome, it is encou ag-

t that the rhetorical curt in
or would the Canadian Government dis-

agree with this U.S. analysis. The focal
point of possible Canadian-U.S. divergence

revolves about the question of how much
emphasis should be placed on deterrence

and how much on détente. The United

States, as a nation having profoundly in-
ternational interests and the primary re-
sponsibility for ensuring the credibility of

the Western deterrent, not surprisingly
places a greater emphasis on deterrence

than détente. Canada has a lower level of

capability, international interests and in-
ternational responsibilities than does the
United States. It is, therefore, not surpris-
ing that Canada tends to be more concern-
ed about itself as a united and prosperous
nation than its role in either deterrence or

détente. However, Canada is concerned

ing to no e
shrouding Canadian-U.S. divergent at-
titudes and interests seems to be lift ng.
The Canadian-U.S. interaction is by ^ ow
sufficiently mature to acknowledge the actI
that it is just as important to examine che
limits of Canadian-U.S. common inter sts
as it is to emphasize a consensus of ur-
pose. For, indeed, the Canadian-U.S. ir,-,er-

action is a dialectical combination of I oth'

ingredients. It is through a realizatio o^
this that NORAD's ambivalent symbol sm
can be translated into a viable policy opt on.1

o^But, then, this is merely another wa:
saying that the considerations involve j, in^
the negotiations over NORAD's renE'^ual^
must be grounded in the realities of theI
Canadian and U.S. national and inte^ na-

tional experiences.
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A hockey series that challenged
Canadians' view of themselves
By Douglas Fisher

During Team Canada's first game in
Stockholm, a nagging apprehension of
mine became real. Nothing much could be
done about it. Months before, I and other
associates in Hockey Canada had com-
promised our control and direction of the
operation in order to ensure that the
U.S.S.R.-Canada hockey series took place.

The apprehension was that the be-
haviour and performance of the Canadian
players and team management might be
such as to hurt Canadian relations abroad
- that what was stock or usual on our
hockey scene would be translated as brut-

is'n and unsportsmanlike by foreigners. I
was mindful of the reigning themes in our
hockey, expressed in such popular aphor-
is:ns as "Nice guys don't win" or "If you
can't lick them in the alley, you can't beat
them on the ice".

Stockholm has a stolid and antiseptic
air to it. The Johanneshall rink is spacious.
The roominess of its aprons and seating
run counter to the roaring, cockpit atmo-
sphere of most hockey rinks. Fans need not
st ind to see incidents anywhere on the ice.
Swedish fans are genteel by our standards.
Perhaps the high cost of tickets for the
Sweden-Team Canada games accentuated
the sense of discretion and propriety which
our players quickly challenged with vig-
orous stick-work, elbows and charging.
Sl:ortly after a wild scene in the penalty
box area with several Canadian stars ges-
ticulating about the ridiculous nature of
their penalties and the incompetence of the

referees, Alan Eagleson dropped into a
seat beside me. He had been sitting several
rows above in the distinguished company
of ambassadors and ex-ambassadors.

I asked him if the view was better

here. He said no, but he could no longer
take his diplomatic neighbours' shocked
reaction to the Canadians' play.

wa; oe
lve ^, in^
enc -sali

of t
nw na-

Eagleson's last word
Team Canada departed Stockholm for
Moscow with Mr. Eagleson having the last
word, telling the Swedish press that

Swedes as players and fans were "chick-
en", leaving the Canadian Embassy with

the aftermath.
This is a rather out-of-context pref-

ace to a narrative and appreciation of the
U.S.S.R.-Canada hockey series of Septem-
ber 1972. It is unusual in its personal em-
phasis. I use it to bring you quickly to Mr.
Eagleson, executive director of the Na-
tional Hockey League Players Association,
because he symbolized for me the spirit
and attitude of the Canadian team. It was
his operation. He set its pattern.

If the unbelievable rally in Moscow
which aroused Canada, if the certain de-
feat which became last-minute victory,
was worth a lot - as millions seemed to
think - then Mr. Eagleson deserves the
chief credit. If many others abhor the
means or some intrinsics in the behaviour
which defeated the Russians, then they
must ask themselves whether they are in
tune with today's Canadianism. As I ex-
pressed my hunch in a newspaper column,
Mr. Eagleson is probably more the arche-
typal Canadian than men like Mitchell
Sharp and Maurice Strong.

We in Hockey Canada hoped to have
a major international sporting event and a
national happening of great interest out of
the series. We wanted to establish the
principle of "open play" between pros and
so-called amateurs in international hockey.

Mr. Fisher, Canadian newspaper colum-
nist and television commentator, has had
a continuing interest in both amateur
and professional sport. He was
joint author of the report of the
Federal Government's Task Force on

Sport in 1969, which recommended changes

in Canada's hockey development struc-

ture. He is currently chairman of
Hockey Canada's executive committee.
Before turning to political commentary,
Mr. Fisher served for eight years as a
federal Member of Parliament. The views

expressed in this article are those
of the author.
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Events have forced
a re-examination
of Ottawa's role

We wanted to make big money for fur-
im-

thering Hockey Canadae dreamedt that
prove domestic play.
from out of the contrasts in style, training
and methods offered by the Russians would
come lessons for all stages of hockey in

Canada.

as the first major agent for professronal
athletes in Canada. The trend that brought
lawyers into bargaining positions for play-
ers with owners began to run strongly in
the Fifties in the United States during the
war between the National Football League
and the American Football League.

The huge sums won by high "draft"
choices agitated the veteran players into a
militancy that turned hitherto bland
players' associations in baseball and foot-
ball into aggressive groups with a willing-
ness to strike in order to get improvements
in contracts from owners. This militancy

Toronto his classmates came to now
as mercurial and bright, never as interest-

helped build an arena in Vancouver s rt-

ed in good marks or in law as a scholarly
able for major league hockey. There % as

field as he was in politics, contacts and a broad feeling l6h years old and older in
mixing with people.

hockey players

Mr. Eagleson became a public figure
peonage to a foreign sports industry.

as a Conservative candidate in York West
Mr. Eagleson raised another is ue

-
in the federal election of 1963. He lost

with the Federal Government, asking for

heavily (and ironically) to the Liberal
the abolition of the "reserve clause", he

candidate, Red Kelly, the fine hockey star
traditional means in American pro spc rts

of Detroit and Maple Leaf fame. At this
by which leagues and teams owned , nd

time the young lawyer was just emerging
controlled players.

Federal role
plans.Success crowned all these hopes and p

Despite this, other complications, including
the tendency to ambivalence about Mr.
Eagleson and Team Canada's behaviour,
have given everyone I know in Hockey
Canada reason to ponder the future of
hockey in Canada and elsewhere, and to
re-examine the role the Federal Govern-
ment may play or should play.

In hockey we do not manifest our-

selves as the fair, peaceable, high-minded
neutrals projected by men like the late
Vincent Massey and Norman Robertson.
Some outline of the career of Alan Eagle-
son may explain this generalization, which
most of those who have taken an interest
in international affairs would tend to dis-
miss as unimportant because international
sport has only peripheral importance.

Mr. Eagleson is 39 years old. His par-
ents were Irish Protestant immigrants, his
father a long-time shop steward and union
activist in a Toronto factory. The young
Eagleson was a sports enthusiast but a
good physique and quickness were not
enough to counter smallness and jerky co-
ordination. By the time he reached univer-
sity he had settled for managing teams
rather than playing. At the University of

k h m
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was transferred to the National Hockey
League Players Association, which, a€ a
player-run group, had not made much
headway with the owners.

In autumn 1963, Mr. Eagleson won the

provincial riding of Lakeshore for the
Conservatives. He held the seat for only
one term, losing in 1967. One of the parti-
san charges against him in the latter ca,^:
paign was that he was spending too mu^. h
time as a wheeler-dealer in sport, nt
enough in the Legislature and at ridi_.g

chores.
It was in this period that Mr. Eag::^-

son established his ascendancy as the he. d
of the NHL Players Association. In 19`6
he had tied his fortunes to the brightc :.t
hockey prospect in generations, B ob t y
Orr. He dickered with Boston for the fi it
professional contract of this Parry Sou • id
boy. The NHL was a six-team league in
1966; the next year it began to expa, d,

opening up "a players' market".
The first expansion of six teams if-

fronted Canadian nationalism, particula ly
in Vancouver. All the new franchises w re
sold to U.S. cities. While Vancouver v as
admitted two years later (along with F' if-
falo), one consequence of its first fail.re
was a deepening nationalist antagonisn to
the NHL. There were increasing c( ,,n-
plaints that the NHL dominated all le^. ,^ls
of hockey in Canada but was more . nd
more an American entertainment en ^r-

prise.
Nationalistic pressure usually frnd^ its

focus on the Federal Government. Brit sh
Columbia ministers and MP were dema id-

adaction, noting that federal funds : ad
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Election promise
Out of this dissatisfaction came the Pie -re
Trudeau election promise, made in B.C. to
have sport examined and to develo? a
stronger federal role in sport than had hl-
lowed the passage of the National Fitn ,ss
and Amateur Sport Act in 1960. After he
election, a Task Force on Sport, chai •ed
by Harold Rea, a Toronto Businessm in,
was named. It was to make a quick rep rt,
announcing its recommendations in 1^ ay
1969. One of the concerns it tackled )'as
the limping fortunes of the imaginal ve
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"Pauer concept". Any understanding of
how the 1972 series with the U.S.S.R. came
about depends on an appreciation of this
noble failure.

Father David Bauer is a member of
the noted hockey-playing family from Kit-

cr.ener. He had been an outstanding coach
at St. Michael's College in Toronto. In the
ewrly Sixties he had become disturbed by
the growing domination of Soviet teams in
in -lernational hockey and he challenged the
v,1ues reigning in junior hockey with its
er :phasis on honing only the very best for

a -)ro career.
Father Bauer believed there should be

arother avenue open to boys who played
ho-,key, particularly one which gave pri-
m::cy to education and to nationalism.
Rather than challenging or outflanking
rues which forbade Canadian national
te^ms to use professionals, Father Bauer
pL.nned a national "team-in-being", at a

fix•^d place, with a permanent coach and
an association with a university. He won
ba,:king for his idea from the federal
Health and Welfare Department's Fitness
an i Sports Directorate, the Canadian Am-
ateur Hockey Association, and from many
prç,minent men, especially in Western

C4 nada.
The CAHA is a federation, the parent

body for all amateur hockey in Canada. It
he:d, and holds, the right of representation
in the IIHF. The IIHF has been master-
mi ided since the 1930s by its permanent
sec retary and treasurer and oftimes presi-
dent, Bunny Ahearne, a London travel
ag2nt.

The "Bauer concept" almost worked.
Th 3 Canadian national team came close to
bec.ting the Russians and the other two
Ei. ropean hockey powers, Sweden and
Cz. choslovakia, both at the annual world
toi.rnament and at the Winter Olympics.
Fa her Bauer, working with the CAHA,
ha : to scramble for players. A deepening
an agonism toward this initiative came
frcn the NHL, growing out of what that
lea;ue considered interference with its
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mat ive

cor trol of players. Burgeoning costs made
it more difficult for the CAHA and pri-
vai e friends of the national team to carry
on One of the underwriters, the Federal
Go -^ernment, kept hearing complaints that
Ca iada was never going to win this way,
thr: t our national honour as hockey's crea-
tor, and best practitioners was being for-
feit ad in the name of an idealistic but un-
aucvessful project.

Ta ;k Force proposal
Th,. Task Force on Sport recommended
that the Federal Government sponsor,the
cre3tion of a new body, Hockey Canada.

This non-profit corporation, with repre-
sentation from all the major hockey
interests in Canada, was to have a dual
purpose: first, to manage Canadian repre-
sentation in international tournaments;
secondly, to take steps to i m p r o v e the
standards and skills of domestic hockey.

Canada's Phil Esposito-PM for a series

Health and Welfare M i n i s t e r John
Munro accepted this recommendation,
guaranteed it federal financial backing
until it could raise funds privately and
encouraged the Canadian Amateur Hockey
Association to devolve its responsibilities
and debts regarding the national team
on Hockey Canada. The "Bauer concept"
was not dead. Rather it had been put in a
larger frame, the hope being that greater
co-operation from the NHL representation
in Hockey Canada would open up a better
player supply for the national team.

By early summer of 1969, Hockey
Canada was under way, describing itself
as an "umbrella organization for Canadian
hockey". On its directorate were nominees
from the CAHA, the Canadian Intercol-

legiate Athletic Association, the NHL The Bauer concept

Players Association (i.e. Alan Eagleson), was not dead

the three Canadian teams in the NHL and but rather put

men from sport and business with a deep in larger frame

interest in the game, including federal

nominees.
The CAHA signed a contract with

Hockey Canada. The latter took over the
national team, including its debts. W hi 1 e
the CAHA did not give up its representa-
tion in the International Ice Hockey Fed-
eration - it's doubtful if it could have
transferred this to Hockey Canada - it
agreed to work in concert with Hockey
Canada and federal authorities.

The first aim was to get approval
from the IIHF for the use of pro players
in the world tournament. These, everyone
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agreed, were our "best". The three Cana-
dian NHL team leaders and Clarence
Campbell, the veteran, Montreal-based
president of the NHL, guaranteed their co-
operation. So did Mr. Eagleson, who by
this time was the leading agent for hockey
players as well as the chief actor in af-
fairs of the NHL Players Association. ,

The panels of Hockey Canada's um-
brella, despite their differing textures,
agreed in the determination to assert Ca-
nadian supremacy by icing a"national"

Paul Henderson, who scored the winning
goal for Canada in the tense eighth
game of the series, got an uproarious
welcome on his return. He is pictured

waving to thousands massed in Toronto's

team which would include the Orrs and Es-
positos of the NHL. -

World tourney lost
The first assay of Hockey Canada was dip-
lomatic. The triennial meeting of the IIHF
was held in Switzerland in July 1969.
There was a narrow failure to get free use
of pro players. The compromise resolution
would have permitted Canada to use nine
non-NHL pros on its national team, then
preparing for the 1970 World Tourna-

downtown square as he is held aloft
by goalie Tony Esposito (left) and Alcn
Eagleson, ubiquitous executive
director of the NHL Players Associati..= n•
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nient, scheduled for the first time in Can-
ada. Late in 1969 the U.S.S.R. forced a re-
view of the compromise, arguing convinc-
ingly to spokesmen for countries like
Sweden and Finland that playing against
such a Canadian team would jeopardize
the eligibility of their best players for the
1972 Sapporo Olympics.

Mr. Ahearne agreed with the Russians
and, in January 1970, Canada was faced
with the choice of giving up the tournament

(and missing revenues of some $600,000)
or giving up its use of the pros as agreed
to in Switzerland. Hockey Canada, after
consultation with the CAHA and Mr.
Munro, stood firm, lost the tournament,
and refused to send a team to the n e w
locale in Sweden.

Shortly afterward the national "team-
in-being" was disbanded. From April 1970,
Hockey Canada persisted in efforts to get
the IIHF to change its ruling on pros. At
the same time it approached the U.S.S.R.,
Sweden and Czechoslovakia with proposals
for round-robin exhibition series in which
Canada would use pros.

Annual draft
The killing of the tournament was es-
pecially hurtful in Winnipeg, one of the
host cities and the base for the Bauer
"team-in-being". The team would have
been hard to sustain without any inter-
national competition in sight. Aside from
that drawback, the expansion of the NHL
was creating a mark-up in salaries and op-
portunities for hockey players with which
educational scholarships and mere national
representation could hardly compete.

In passing, we should note that out of
the `Task Force recommendations came an
abandonment of the "amateur" farm sys-
tem of the NHL in Canada and the institu-
tion of an annual draft of 20-year-old
play ers. The draft payments went from
the NHL to the amateur clubs through
which the drafted players had developed.
In 1972, this figure reached $1.3 million.
Of course, by this time, the NHL was doing
an annual business of more than $80 mil-
lion and its new franchises were costing
the successful bidders $6 million each.

While a Hockey Canada-CAHA-fed-
eral troika, headed by President Charles
Hay of Hockey Canada, worked on the
Europeans for games with a team made up
of our pros, Mr. Eagleson and his associa-
tion had contracted with the NHL owners
that neither group would enter interna-
tional hockey competition unilaterally. In-
deed, for several years Mr. Eagleson rang-
ed around Europe trying on his own to set
uP a series between the NHL players and
the Russians.

Mr. Hay believed that co-operation
from the Europeans would become a fact
once the '72 Winter Olympics were over.
He was right. In April 1972, during the
world tournament in Prague, the Soviet
sports leaders formally agreed to an eight-
game series for September, four games in
Canada, four in Moscow. Canada could
play anyone it wanted. . American owners

No sooner was the coup announced less enthused;
than it became apparent that the NHL bolstered fund
owners, particularly the American ones, used as argument
were much less enthusiastic about the
series than was Mr. Eagleson. He used his
bond with the players to dragoon the recal-
citrant owners into line. One of his per-
suasive arguments was that half the net
revenues of the series would go to sup-
plement the NHL players' pension fund.

The achievement of Russian approval
coincided with the appearance in substan-
tial form of a new professional grouping,
the World Hockey Association. This im-
pudent rival to the NHL was sponsored by
the American entrepreneurs who had
launched the American Basketball Asso-
ciation. The WHA committed itself to the
placing of four-of its 12 franchises in Can-
ada. The WHA insisted it would operate
without a reserve clause. This meant a
"player war" with the NHL and a fantas-
tic bidding-up of salaries and the value of
players as properties. These grand vistas
for players were welcomed by the players'
champion, Mr. Eagleson. If the NHL own-
ers wished some stability in their labour
force during their war with the WHA they
needed, at the least, Mr. Eagleson's neu-
trality. This he gave in a general way and
he did not antagonize the NHL by signing
many of his own clients to WHA contracts.

. Throughout the negotiations planned
and completed by Mr. Hay with the Soviets,
it had been understood by all the elements
in Hockey Canada that the players for the
September series would come from the
NHL. Mr. Campbell agreed with this. So
did Mr. Eagleson. It was also understood
that team selection and management would
be in the hands of men chosen with the
advice of the NHL. It was a g r e e d that
Harry Sinden, a former coach of the Bos-
ton team, was the best man available to
manage, choose and coach the team.

Hockey Canada, through Mr. Hay, con-
ceded that Mr. Sinden should have com-
plete control of the team side of the series.
He would be accountable to Hockey Canada
only for spending. Hockey Canada would
arrange the series in matters involving
tickets, television, radio, the U.S.S.R.
team arrangements in Canada, the an-
cillary functions, the refereeing, and the
tour in Europe, including a training
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As chairman of the ad hoc steering and b
session and games in Sweden and a game

committee for the series, I knew there rt.alize

or games in Czechoslovakia. ^would be a national hue and cry over the E3gle^

Eagleson in control
Hull matter if we honoured our understand- Bird".

with the NHL. If we insisted that H}^il and re
Unfortunately Mr. Hay took sick shortly ing

after Mr. Sinden was named as manager-
should play, we would lose many of the asms ^

la ers whom Sinden had namE^-^. of ins
coach. Before his future contribution could

other p y
that he ca ric:

be determined, Mr. Eagleson took over ef-
Mr. Eagleson could not guarantee P

aager,
fective control of the team side of the

could provide an excellent team even frc?-a

operation, naming it Team Canada and
his own 25 clients. The best of the latte,-, clown,

hiring the trainers and other personnel,
Bobby Orr, was a doubtful starter becau: e

uF^sop
I

.
choosing hotel and travel arrangements.

of a knee operation.
Canada decided after a lor.{ to uni

In effect, Mr. Eagleson, not Mr. Sinden,
Hockey

interventions it suff
became the leader of the team. This in-

internal debate, political

itiative, quite unexpected by both Hockey
from the Prime Minister and strong di^- and ti

Canada and NHL leaders, was given a fur-
agreement from a minority of its directo:-s te the

ther force when the time came for con- to go only
t wit the Canadian passir'

sideration of TV contracts for the series was most unpopular

As a director of Hockey Canada, Mr. public, weakening further Hockey Ca-i- the V
C ana(

Eagleson disagreed with the tentative ar- ada'^h le thesHulg d
reputat

ecisionlowas still a graup
rangements it had made to sell the TV
rights to "Hockey Night in Canada" for

public controversy, Mr. Eagleson and ?-__is week

Sin fook ore
$500,000. When he was challenged to find teamleao^s including

tolmetup = e- ne s c
better alternatives, he asked for time. He for

Mos the series including television c:v- wives

Barring of Hull
produced uproar
after NHL star
on '35-best' list

remm e d traders I have ever m.

Mr. Eagleson as a participant. don t rate am g a (a
Before the team members were an-

nounced in early July, Mr. Campbell had
and fans ^Eagleson is a fast talker, aast Tesn

d d Hockey Canada and Mr. Eagle-
thinker, one of the best natural salesr en

at Metap:. )r- fur tl

steering committee of Hoc ey
created because of Mr. Hay's illness had

mented: "If you're not a snowbanker, , ou SU C C(

7 on Canadian hockey people PO'-'t(

men k Canada b ffs And as Clarence am

to be accepted, and, given the pervasive w lc p Canada's sr all to re^

influence of TV on hockey arrangements, for him. Most of Hockey
did not qua.iîy Rnss:

it put another aspect of series arrange- cadre of permanent p ple enuine hoc:ey hom
ts in Mr. Eagleson's control. The as snowbankers , that is, g

C be11 has la- ance

ra - g h• h the s orting press od• ri hts to the series. The o er con f Canada Y: ,ld and n

cert with Harold Ballard, o w n e r of t e erage, per

Maple Leaf Gardens and another Hockey This tour confirmed that he wasthe exEC•u-

that

Canada director. Their company guan im ort nt the t

teed
Hockey Canada a minimum of tive at the core of almost every P

$750,000 for the North American TV hand
a d

aspect
ff

and affecL ^ on playe
fm d by the mix oflawea

constituted a non-profit company in con- tails on
I- centages and practice arran _;e-

nadian hockey.
L eir -

son that the owners understood that can-
ac11 he was at the throttle of the se ies ing 1

didates for the team must have signed con- u ernaut; we were Passengers, wai, ng of 3,
tracts for the next season with their NHL J gg the accounts after it as seriE
team before they came to Team Canada's

to straighten up
spi ri

training camp. Bobby Hull, one of the
all over.

ablest and most popular NHL players, had
Mr. Eagleson and Mr. Sinden w re to ch

convinced that the Soviet team woul( be Oca
defected from the Chicago NHL team to

wlfl
the Winnipeg entry of the WHA in late well-beaten in alsuggestions from s' me

MosJune. The whole WHA had underwritten
brushed aside any

Canada that they sh lld the)Mr. Hull's massive signing bonus and sal-
of us in Hockey C

la ed ^nd
ary in order to gain the credibility for

consult with those who had p y ga;n

excellence which he gave to the new league.
coached against the Russians. We were old renE

Mr. Sinden named his 35 "best" play-
with some disdain to "Leave it to the

ers and included Bobby Hull. A national
pros" or "Don't burden us with bushE we'r

uproar followed when it was made clear
Team Canada was not to be a"chii tzY ,hha

by Hockey Canada that Hull would not be
operation". It was to be "first-class all the mcr

acceptable unless he was signed to a 1972-
way" for the 35 players and the othei 15

required to keep them happy ^nd
ctohe^

t73 contract with his old club. This seemed people
All was to befit the best player in ^t^

to contradict Hockey Canada's much moot- going.
Tea

ed objective of icing "our best". In West-
the world.

ern Canada especially, it was seen as an-
Clearly

for, a fa
here

ll,
was a
almost d

man and
eserving i

tE ' in'
in osn

che
other example of NHL domination of Ca- hhadicockiness When the team asseml led
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and began its exhibition schedules I
re:alized how in tune with the players Mr.
Eagleson was. We began to call him "Big
Bird". The players were generally rough
and ready, like teen-agers in their enthusi-
asms and interests; essentially simple men
of instinct, not highly rational. Lusty,
capricious, fun-loving and proud, quick to
azger, always ready to belly-laugh and

clown.
I feel one must note these boyish and

unsophisticated qualities of Team Canada,
to understand the shock and trauma that
it suffered when the Soviet team won two
and tied one of the four games in Canada
to. the accolades of many Canadians, en-
thused by the Russian speed and pattern-
passing. The booing of Team Canada by
the Vancouver crowd in the last game in
Canada capped the shock. It was a shaken

is week which had been promised long be-
a 11 group that went off to Stockholm for a

)ff fore as fun and practice before the grim-

Ile- ness of Moscow and the link-up there with
v- wives and girl-friends.

What renewed old Swedish charges

^2n. that Canadians were hockey barbarians

_•u- wcs a Gethsemane for Mr. Eagleson and

nt the team. Some of the stars were dis-

.as affected because they were not being

:on played. Some players were carousing day

, ld and night. Others were terribly determined

all to recover their pride with a comeback in

ify Rnssia. The Canadian reporters in Stock-

; . ;ey hom were dismayed by the team perform-

s la- ance there, on and off the ice. The Soviet

"ou su ccess had been traumatic for the re-

<.ple po,•ters, almost all of whom had anticipated
a C:anadian romp. Everyone at home knew
Team Canada was in trouble.

The scenario promised to unfold on
fur ther disaster in Moscow. One alleviat-
in;; factor was apparent at once. The group
of 3,000-odd Canadians in Moscow for the

series brought with it a noisy, militant
spirit, all out for the team and determined

w re , to cheer it onto victory.
^lc be

T'ey
s me

h( i1d
3 tnd
re old
;o the

f,

h( s.
hii tzy
all the
hei 15
)y tnd
yer in

Osmosis of spirit
Wlfile the Soviets won the first game in
Moscow with a surprising, late comeback,
they had been outplayed for most of the
game. Four players from Team Canada
reneged on the series and went home. Mr.
Ea;;leson welcomed these defections: "Now
were getting down to the guys who care."
The tactics on the ice stressed more and
more what NHL players do best: tough
checking, lots of body contact, challenges
to the referees, scrambly pressure-plays
with lots of shooting. The goal-tending for
Team Canada was excellent. There was an
osriosis of spirit from the busy, colourful,
cheering Canadian fans.

Team Canada turned it around with

Canadian Press photo

Team Canada's Coach Harry Sinden

three hard-won victories in a row. Any
neutral would agree that they were out-
played in two of the three victories.
Breaks, great goal-tending and magnifi-
cent opportunism in front of the net did
the job. But the most marvellous quality
of the team on the ice was simply absolute

determination.
Few of us in Moscow - certainly not

Mr. Eagleson and the team - really knew
how the entire country at home was roused
and watching. That realization didn't sink
in until they saw the big crowds in Mon-
treal and Toronto to welcome them.

It seems to me that it is stupid to press
one's shame too far over the excesses of
the players and Messrs Eagleson and Sin-
den in challenging the authority of the
referees and in denigrating the Soviet

sports officials.
Of course, the blasts at Soviet society,

the maudlin assertions that "We played for
democracy" or "We know now what de-
mocracy is" were juvenile. I won't forget
Mrs. Eagleson, distraught at her husband's
seizure by the police, screaming at the Rus-
sians around us: "We'll never come back
to this bloody dictatorship."

Balance this excess against the long
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pumping up to high pressure and tension

which a desperate Mr. Eagleson and his
colleagues had turned to in order to in-
culcate the determination to win. As one
of the Team Canada doctors said to me
the morning after the big win: "This is a.
powerful country with tough people and a
harsh system. They'll respect what the
Canadian players and fans have shown
here in Moscow. We are not Nice Nellies.
We are direct, crude and emotional, easily
arrogant, even more easily bitchy and
complaining, cherishing a sense of gr
ance. Before you and others crawl away
and hide because of the embarrassment

Eagleson and his antics have
think it over: Is there any other way we
could have done it and won?"

My answer is no, there was no other
way, given the similarity in attitudes and
values between Mr. Eagleson, Mr. Sinden
and most of the players. Their world is
a simplistic, emotional one; it is also a very

fast-moving one.
out of thisEven the self-discoverty

the roughnecks
series that we areaé useful. There isn't a
of the world may b
politician of my acquaintance in Canada
who doesn't know that hockey is one of the
deepest common denominators we have.

They know, even as the critics such as

Dr. Wilder Penfield know, that in the
recent series we shared an experience
which has turned into a challenge of a
long-held view of ourselves. I don't discount
the eventual victory with public opinion
for the critics of Alan Eagleson. Indeed,
by his excesses he has made a future role
for himself in international hockey forgive

ful. The NHL owners may
him. Certainly, they'll never again ap-
prove an arrangement which will let him
run the whole show. They have had the
merit of their product jeopardized. They
will resist future contributions to a Cana-
dian "national team". They will go after

International sport
encounters with the Russians and the other

poses contradiction
European countries on a basis of club

between brotherhood,
teams against club teams. The Russians

'game's the thing' will not be anxious to deal with Mr.
Eagleson again. Thus we are likely to be
left with the memory of a one-shot, unique
happening with most of it on our side
under the aegis of Mr. Eagleson.

International sport, especially the

Olympics, has always had a contradiction
in it. The idealists theorize sweetly about
the bridging and brotherhood accomplish-
ed by the contests and the association of
athletes from different countries, unsullied
by political motivation. All the while this
"the game's the thing" is touted, the em-
phasis has kept building on winning, win-

DefencemanBill White, laden with badg ,s

ning for national pride, medal totals :.nd
point scores. Now we Canadians h:=ve
shared in this contradiction and found ^ ic-
tory most important.

Canada and t^eMeanwhile, Hockey
parts of it are reconsidering the fut, "e•
What can we do with an even more €'r-
mane contradiction? Our major sport:ng
interest involves hundreds and thousa: ds
of households, it pervades almost evE ry
city, town and village in Canada. I;ut
where does the interest lead? Still .. to

the United States for rewards and glory.
How do we be our own in hocl.ey

when the apex of our huge base
inhockey is overwhelmingly American

ownership and finances? And much as we
know the renewal of a series such as he
last one with the Soviets would exc.te
Canada again, they are almost certain to
be rare so long as foreigners call theleu )n.
And this brings us back to Alan Eag
Now and in potential, he is the only cne
with the leverage - because almost all ` he
players are still Canadian - to force he
re-creation of the Team Canada idea.
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Just over a year has passed since the Red
Cross societies of North and South Korea
agreed to meet to discuss the question of
the reunion of ten million Korean families
separated by almost 25 years of division.
That agreement, and the political decisions
in Seoul and Pyongyang that made it pos-
sible, set in motion a series of events which
were to mark, in the following year, a
profound change in the relationship be-
tween the mutually-antipathetic regimes in

North and South.
In August 1945, with the end of the

Second World War, liberation came to
Korea after 40 years of Japanese domi-

nation. Under the provisions of the Pots-
dam Declaration, Korea was to be granted
independence "in due course". In the
meantime, it was agreed that all Japanese
forces north of the 38th Parallel should
surrender to the Soviet Command, while
those in the South surrendered to the

establishment of two rival regimes: in the

Americans. The division created by this al-
legedly administrative decision, frozen by
the advent of the "Cold War", led to the

North the Communist Democratic Peo-

ple's Republic of Korea, and in the South
the Republic of Korea, its government
chosen in what were termed "reasonably
free" elections under United Nations sup-
ervision in May 1948 and aligned with

the Western powers. The destructive, and
ultimately futile, Korean War of 1950-53
served to harden attitudes on both sides
and to perpetuate the partition; it also had
the global side-effect of placing China and

tlie United Nations in an adversary posi-
tion that was to endure for 20 years.

Throughout the 1950s and early 1960s,
North and South concentrated on recon-
structing their shattered economies. The
North had the advantage of being the in-
dustrial heartland of Korea, possessing the
bulk of that country's mineral resources
and having only about one-quarter of the
total population. The more conservative,
agricultural South, with its denser popula-

tion, was forced to depend very heavily
on aid from the United States and other

Western countries. The South Korean
economy began to recover rapidly in the
Sixties, however, and grew at an average
rate of more than 10 per cent a year from

1961 to 1970.

Hostility flares
The open hostility which had lain rather
dormant since the end of the Korean War
manifested itself again sporadically be-
tween 1966 and 1969, when increased in-
filtration across the military demarcation

line and shooting incidents in the de-
militarized zone resulted in casualties on
both sides. In January 1968, a carefully-
planned raid was mounted by h e a v i l y-
armed North Korean agents, who managed
to enter Seoul with the apparent objective
of storming the Presidential Palace and
assassinating President Park Chung-hee.
This so-called "Blue House raid" was
overshadowed in the international press by
the capture by North Korea of the United

States intelligence vessel Pueblo and the

subsequent shooting-down of an American

reconnaissance aircraft.
With the apparent realization on the

part of the North Koreans that this type
of provocation was not a particularly ef-
fective formula for unifying the country
on its terms, hostile activity slowed down
late in 1969, and the infiltration rate drop-
ped significantly. At the same time, Pre-
mier Kim Il-song, "the sun of the Korean
nation and great leader of the revolution",
began to make tentative proposals for
peaceful contacts between North and
South. At the same time, North Korea be-
gan a vigorous campaign to establish its
international legitimacy at least on a par
with that of the Republic of Korea. The
R.O.K., understandably, was cautious about
responding, and it was not until August
1971 that the contacts took place, in the
form of the first "preliminary" meeting of

Mr. Longmuir is a memberof the Pacific

Division of the Bureau of Asian and

Pacific Affairs, Department of
External Affairs.
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the two Red Cross Societies at Panmunjom.
"Talks about talks" continued fitfully
throughout the autumn and winter and into
1972. These were held in the headquarters
of the moribund Neutral Nations Super-
visory Commission, and saw modest break-

throughs, such as a telephone
thethe 38th Parallel and agreement on

broad lines thât primarily humanitarian

talks should follow.

Seoul differed
with Pyongyang
on interpretation

North-South communique
In May and June 1972, apparently at the
initiative of the R.O.K., secret negotiations
were held in Seoul and Pyongyang - the
first ever between officials of the two gov-
ernments. These resulted in the surprise
announcement of July 4 of a joint North-
South communique stating, in summary,

that, in an effort to "remove the misunder-
standing and mistrust and mitigate in-
creased tensions that have arisen between
South and North as a result of long sep-

aration . . .", the two sides agreed:
(a) to expedite reunification through in-
dependent efforts with no outside imposi-
tion or interference, renouncing the use of
force, and recognizing that "national unity

transcends ideology";

(b) that both sides would refrain from

provocations, armed or otherwise;
(c) that exchanges "in many fields" would

be established;
(d) to seek early success in the Red Cross
talks for the reunion of families;
(e) to establish a "hot-line" between Seoul
and Pyongyang; and
(f) to establish a South-North Co-ordinat- Japan and the United States are each :1-

ing Committee, co-chaired by the two of- tent on improving political and econoi: :c

ficials who negotiated the communique, relations with the U.S.S.R. The Cold V=r

Lee Hu Rak, Director of the R.O.K. CIA and atmosphere in Korea has begun to lc k

Kim Yong Joo, Director of the Organ- more and more anachronistic, and b( h

ization and Guidance Department of the North and South have received encoura,

(North) Korean Workers Party. ment from their respective allies to get )n

It rapidly became evident that the in- with a peaceful settlement of their pr a-

terpretations of the communique by North lems.

and South differed in several respects. For

example, the R.O.K. chose not to regard the
ofJulycommunique United Nations presence in South Korea

as "external imposition or interference",
whereas Pyongyang continued its efforts
to have all the UN activities in Korea

halted. Nevertheless, the hot-line was

established, and preliminary talks of the
Co-ordinating Committee have begun.

August start
In the meantime, the Red Cross talks, en-
couraged no doubt by the terms of the
July 4 communique, suddenly picked up
momentum, and agreement was reached
that substantive negotiations should begin
in August. Late in July, the North Koreans
proposed that the first meeting be held on
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August 5. This suggestion, to the appare :t
surprise of Pyongyang, was immediateiy
accepted by the R.O.K. Red Cross. It then
became evident that Pyongyang was r,-,t
quite ready to begin after all, and aftzr
further procedural discussion and sonne
concessions, particularly on the part of the
South, it was agreed that the first "su'^=-
stantiaP" meeting should be held in Pyon..
yang on August 30. Accordingly, 54 Sout^,

Koreans, including "7 delegates, 7 alter-
nates, 20 attendants and 20 newsmer",
crossed into North Korea at the end c:
August for four days in Pyongyang. Onl_
an hour or two was spent in the large'=
ceremonial opening talks. The visit w,.-,4,

reciprocated (also by a party of exact:
54), when the North Koreans visited Seo.-'
from September 12 to 16. The proceedin=_ i
were again mainly limited to °`ribbon-cL^ ^-
ting", although several hours were requ -
ed by a working group to agree on : a
agenda for the next meeting. The su,-
sequent meeting of October 24 and Nove: :-
ber 22 have gone on to more substant

work, but progress is slow.

All of these rather startling devel< d-
ments must not be viewed in vacuo. 7_e

reasons behind the attempts on both sir,^s
of the 38th Parallel to reach a mod is

vivendi in the Korean peninsula <-e
closely related to external events. B c h
Pyongyang and Seoul are well aware )f
the atmosphere of detente all around th n
in Asia. Japan has established normal
lations with China; the United States 1is
moved some distance in the same directi a.

Rivalry for recognition
Nevertheless, 25 years of suspicion, hos 1-
ity, and all-out war are obviously imps-
sible to eradicate overnight. The intei se
rivalry between Pyongyang and Seoul `or
international recognition continues, a id

for many years each side, claiming to be
the only legitimate government of Kor a,
has exercised a Korean version of 1e
Hallstein Doctrine: neither would m,^ n-
tain full diplomatic relations with - lY
country having such relations with t ie

other.
The North Koreans tended to be 1e

losers in such a process. Recently they hs ve
begun openly to court countries, especiE lY
in the "Third World", which already h: ve
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Tl:e first full-dress talks between
North Korea and South Korea opened in
Pyongyang at the end of August. In line
with a North-South understanding
arnounced in July, this four-day session

was to deal initially with reunification

establishment of diplomatic relations with

re ations with the R.O.K. There are signs
that the R.O.K., too, may be showing some
flexibility on this question, but the prob-

le; ^.i has not yet come to a head except in

Cl.ile, where its ambassador was with-
dr-;.wn (but the embassy retained) in re-
sp )nse to the Chilean announcement of the

Nrrth Korea. The North Korean regime
has shown interest in increasing its trade
ard other relations with Western coun-
tries, including some close allies of the
R.O.K., such as Japan, Australia and Can-
ada. It has opened trade offices in France,
Sv-itzerland and Austria and there are
prospects of success in its efforts to estab-
lish closer relations with the Scandinavian
Mzntries. All told, the R.O.K. enjoys dip-
lornatic relations with about 85 countries,
Ncrth Korea with 36 countries, and both
governments have consular or trade of-
fic,^rs in several capitals, including,New
Delhi, Islambad and Singapore.

of families, but much of the meeting

was ceremonial in nature.Before sessions
began, Lee Bum-suk (left), chief delegate
for the Republic of Korea, wasgreeted by
his NorthKorean counterpart, Kim Tae-hee.
Behind Lee are South Korean delegates.

Although both sides are committed to
working for unification, they have very
different ideas as to how this should be
achieved. North Korea's leaders wish im-
mediate political negotiations: (a) to agree
on the removal of the United Nations
presence in South Korea, especially U.S.

forces under the UN Command, and (b) to
set up a "confederation" under which both
"halves" would co-exist - each retaining
its own political s y s t e m, with e v e r-in-
creasing integration at the social and eco-

nomic levels.

R.O.K. position
The R.O.K. has adhered largely to demands
based on the principles set out in the UN
resolution of 1947 calling for democratic
and representative government establish-

ed in free, UN-supervised elections

throughout Korea, proportional to the

population in the North and South. The
R.O.K. also calls for continuation of UN



The old arguments

on UN presence

had no effect
onKorean problem

Pro;

activities in Korea until there is genuine
of all foreign forces from the South and

tions is
progress toward peaceful unification. At

the disbanding of UNCURK forced the

the same time, it denounces "°manoeuver-
Secretary-General to inscribe the UNCURK tion of

ing" by outsiders to perpetuate the divi-
report as a separate item. The annual

thé forc

sion of Korea by such formulas as two
debate - on the questi of Korea

the old arguments for

.

Korean

Korean memberships in the United
âgâlnst a p allUN presence in Korea - a renewei

Nations.
The main forums in which the views

process that was not only time-consumin, g will co

of North and South Korea have been aired
but had no positive effect whatever in no annça

over the years have been the Military Ar- settling important a debsaue was the pro- exchan
mistice Commission in Panmunjom (the

An ost t^
UN Command on one side, its spokesman a

cedural question of invitations to bott; m
but th(

U.S. General, and the Korean People's
North and South Korea to participat:

Army/ Chinese People's Volunteers on the
without vote in the debate. The R.O.K. has gamlt

other, its spokesman a North Korean Gen-
observer status in the UN, and had tru-

eral) and the UN General Assembly.

h^vingditionally been invited unconditionally -_o

The United Nations has been involved
attend the debate in the First Comm.;.- to encc

there s
in Korea since 1947, when a UN Tempo-

tee and the General Assembly. Nort-^1

rary Commission was set up to establish
Korea, on the other hand, was invited on':v , suapici

Pyong,
machinery for nation-wide elections.e^ oetence and authority" a of the United I\ x-PUsoon became apparent that the Sov1
Union would not permit UNTCK to oper-

tions to deal with the Korean questica.

ate in the North. In the end, elections
The R.O.K. in the past two years has be^n

were held in South Korea only, and the
willing to accept a"non-discriminatoiv"

d
United Nations recognized the Republic of invitation

tion tor Nor 11han tuncond tuon 1, but
Korea as the only legal government
Korea. In 1950, the UN Commission on the Korea.

Unification and Rehabilitation of K or e a
(UNCURK) was established to report to
the UN General Assembly on the situation

in the peninsula. UNCURK was composed
of Australia, the Netherlands, the Philip-
pines, Thailand, Turkey, Chile and Pakis-
tan. Chile resigned from the Commission
in 1971 and Pakistan has long been an "in-

h ts of the motion have crted _ -
active" member. Since 1966, UNCURK as ponen

been required only to submit its report to
progress being made in the bilateral l ed

the Secretary-General. However, the in-
Cross talks and, this year, took into c

scription each year by allies of North
count the government-to-government r_n-

Korea of items calling for the withdrawal
tacts between Seoul and Pyongyang.

... The political and strategic picture
of Asia is changing and, however reluc-

tantly, North Korea is finding itself

compelled to change its attitude toward

the outside world as well.
A doughty champion of the old-

fashioned cold war, the North - like the

South - is finding that the major
powers have changed the nature and the
rules of the game.

South Korea, a ranking diehard

of anti-communism, has been rocked by
the United States-China détente. The

North has been shaken no less by the ad-
vent of the pingpong season in China, by

Dr. Henry Kissinger's journeys to
Moscow and Peking and by President
Richard Nixon's fruitful visits with Mao
Tse-tung and Leonid Brezhnev. Like

other small countries in either camp
North Korea is finding it difficult tc
insulate itself from the strong neN,
currents in big-power relations .

The lesson of the pingpong interlu

was not lost in Pyongyang. North Kore.
could not remain bellicose w hentw
every other point on the map, the
rival camps were coming closer. Thus.
Pyongyang's campaign since the latc^
spring of 1971 to change its image, wi
friends and influence decisions . . .

(Excerpt from an assessment of Norti

Korea Premier Kim Il Sung's regime b.:^
Mark Gayn, who has just returned fron
a six-year roving assignment in Asic

for the Toronto Star; published in Th,

New York Times Magazine, Oct. 1,1972)

Debate deferred in UN
To the great relief of the majority of 1::`N
members, a motion was passed at he
twenth-sixth General Assembly in 11:71
and again this year at the twenty-seve, th
session deferring debate on the Kore.n

items until the following year. F r'o-
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Progress in the North-South negotia-
tions is likely to be slow; full reunifica-
tion of the peninsula remains a tenuous
objective rather than a potential reality in

^ the foreseeable future. The hopes of the
Korean people have been raised by the
renewed contacts, and it is likely that they
will continue, concentrating first on hu-
manitarian questions and later on eco-
nomic and cultural relations (trade, sports
exchanges). North Korea is doing its ut-
most to "politicize" the Red Cross talks,
but the R.O.K. is playing a very cautious
game, insisting upon gradual progress.

It is in the interests of those countries
having friendly relations with the R.O.K.
to encourage the process, recognizing that
there still remains a high degree of mutual
suspicion and hostility between Seoul and

Pyongyang. Precipitate moves toward
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Pyongyang or overt suggestions of a "two-
Korea" policy, either in the bilateral or
multilateral context, could be damaging to
the delicate balance now prevailing in the
peninsula. There is cause for rejoicing that
the glacier appears to be moving, but the
process will be a long one, bearing in mind
the profound ideological and structural
differences to be overcome between North
and South as well as the divergent in-
fluences and interests of Korea's powerful
neighbours. The communique of July 4
speaks of the aim of all Koreans to seek
"a great national unity . . . transcending
differences in ideas, ideologies and sys-
tems"; if Korean nationalism can tran-
scend the differences in ideology between
Seoul and Pyongyang it will be a unique

accomplishment.

Canada and the KoreanWar:
The boundaries of diplomacy
By Denis Stairs

Canadian security policies are prone to

qt;ick births and slow deaths. Born in

ti-mes of urgent peril and crisis, when

there are premiums on haste, they die in
periods of tranquillity, the victims of in-
di`ference, neglect and the infirmities of
oll age. In their middle years, they are
sLstained as much by inertia as by pur-
pcse - creatures partly of genuine per-
ceotions of external menace, but partly
to.) of static habits of decision-making and

ur:challenged habits of mind.
The most recent crisis to generate

spurts of major innovation in Canada's ex-
ternal affairs was not, as some are wont
to suppose, the coming to power of Pierre
Elliott Trudeau as Prime Minister in 1968,
or even the appointment in 1963 of Paul
H=,llyer as Minister of National Defence.
Nor was it the Cuban missile crisis of 1962;
ncr any of the peacekeeping episodes of
the late 1950s and early 1960s. It was in-
stcad the outbreak of the Korean War,
w?zich in Ottawa and other capitals in the
West served to confirm and entrench,
w?iere it did not actually create, alarming
perceptions of the Soviet Union and its
"satellites" as aggressively hostile powers,
orninous and threateining, not only politi-

cally but militarily as well. The members
of the North Atlantic pact, hitherto an al-
liance in support more of morale than of
military capabilities, looked accordingly to
the expansion of their armies, and Can-

ada's was among them.
In the winter of 1950-51, the Federal

Government embarked upon a program of
military expenditures that was to cost $5
billion over three years. On its completion,
the Canadian defence establishment had
assumed dimensions that it was to main-
tain without major change for nearly two

Professor Stairs is associate professor

in the Department of Political Science,
Dalhousie University, and academic
director of the university's Centre for
Foreign Policy Studies. His doctoral
thesis at the University of Toronto dealt

with Canada's role in the Korean War and

he is engaged in research which will

form the basis of a forthcoming book
on this subject. Currently Dr. Stairs is

on sabbatical leave at Carleton University
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decades. This, taken together with the
range and intensity of the p o l i c y com-
munity's rapidly-expanding linkages with
other members of the alliance (notably

and pe

the

United States) and the strength
sistence of its perceptions of hostile Soviet
intent, set parameters to the conduct of
Canada's external relations which

the s havebegun only recently to display Ymp-

toms of senility, weakening and giving
way under the pressure of changing con-

ditions abroad.
Of these latter transformations, the

current advances in negotiations between
the governments of North and South
Korea are both a symbol and a part
they are a reminder, too, of the only oc-
casion since 1945 on which Canadian armed
forces have been despatched abroad for
the explicit purpose of combat. Canada's
role in the diplomacy of the Korean War
may thus warrant brief review.

Failure to agree
on procedures
for the creation
of a unified state

elections of their own, constructing in the
area north of the 38th Parallel a "People's
Democratic Republic". In December the
United Nations General Assembly passed

resolution declaring:
that there has been established a
lawful government (the Government
of the Republic of Korea), having ef-
fective control and jurisdiction over
that part of Korea where the Tempo-
rary Commission was able to observe
and consult and in which the great
majority of the people of all Korea re-
side; that this Government is based on
elections which were a valid expres-
sion of the free will of the electorate
of that part of Korea and which were
observed by the Temporary Commis-
sion; and that this is the only such
Government in Korea .

a

The resolution also created a new Unit:1
Nations Commission on Korea, of whi n
Canada was not this time a member. "t
was directed to continue the work of ::s
predecessor by observing the withdrav: al
of occupation forces and by generally 1 1-
cilitating the process of political transit: n
and eventual (it was hoped) unification

in the Pa
1c,)50, Gei
vised the
External
that Kor

^ to the Ui
fall with
brella. I
Minister
U.S. Gov

(, more th
was sha:

^ ar. d by H
sador in

Hostile relations
During the ensuing months, relations

dtween the two Korean regimes, supp
by their respective great-power patru s,
were hostile and uneasy, with indicatic - s
on both sides of acquisitive intent. In -.'ie
first half of 1950, military and para-m:. i
tary skirmishes of ambiguous ori^ n
erupted along the border areas with st-,h
frequency that when John W. Holmes, - le
Acting Permanent Representative of C.1-

f e

as e
American and Soviet zones of occupation
at the end of the war with Japan. The
failure of the occupation authorities to
agree on procedures for the creation of a
unified and independent Korean state, and
the differences in their respective policies
of occupation, had resulted (as in Ger-
many) in a hardening of the division be-

tween the two sectors.
In the autumn of 1947 the Americans,

tt in

Hardening of division
In the spring of 1950, the Korean penin-
sula was divided into two parts along the
38th Parallel, a politically convenient

neconomically and topographically rnea
ingless boundary that had been established

th demarcation line between the

as a last resort, had raised the ma er
the United Nations General Assembly, and

North Korean invasion on June 25, he

at their request a Temporary Commission
sumed that nothing unusual was afoot.

on Korea had been charged with the task
Revisionist historians now dispute tie

of supervising an election throughout the
claims of American policymakers to

-ne
peninsula as a prelude to unification and

nocence in the events leading ^ em at

independence. The Commission, of which
North Korean attack, assigning

Canada was a member, was denied In some of` ne
ive access to the Soviet zone and, much t

oping conditions of conflict.

disgust of Prime Minister
's

Mackenzie
in- of connivan eeand conspiracy too. Of th se

King (whose opposition to Canada's first is ar
volvement in the Commission's proceed-

two classes of argument,
but in

ings had generated for a time a major
more convincing than the second,

crisis within the Canadian Cabinet), it had
either event they have little bearing on

ultimately decided to accede to an Ameri-
the Canadian case. For whatever one )e-

there can be li rle
can proposal that it proceed with elections

lieves of Washington,

in the South alone. There duly emerged
doubt that in Ottawa the outbreak of

an administration under the leadership of
major hostilities in Korea came as a c m-

Dr. Syngman Rhee, and it was followed in plete surprise. y-
August 1948 by the transfer of govern-

So did the American response. Pol

mental functions from the American oc-
makers in Washington had been makir it

cupation authorities to what was n hwoal
the Korean (and Formosan) c be

scribed as the "Republic of Korea". S y

thereafter the Soviets had administered
outside their strategic defence perim< ter
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in the Pacific and, as recently as February
1050, General Douglas MacArthur had ad-
vised the Canadian Secretary of State for
External Affairs during a visit to Tokyo
that Korea was strategically unimportant

^ to the United States, and therefore did not

fall within the American protective um-
brella. In consequence, External Affairs
Minister Lester Pearson assumed that the
U.S. Government would respond with little

f more than verbal protests, a view which

^ was shared by John Holmes in New York
ar. d by Hume Wrong, the Canadian Ambas-
sador in Washington.

authorities was that the American re-
sponse (upon which depended the postures
of all the other Western allies, Canada in-
cluded) be conducted under United Na-
tions auspices. This was partly because it
was felt that the strength of the organiza-
tion as an agent for the maintenance of

collective security depended on its being
used, or at least on its being seen to be

used, as the primary vehicle for counter-
ing aggression. If actions in constraint of
"aggressor" powers were taken unilaterally,
such promise as the United Nations still
held out for international methods of se-
curity enforcement would be lost. More

S<)viet absent
immediately, however, it was also because

In the absence from the Security Council
the Canadians realized that, if the Ameri-

of the Soviet Union (which since January
1lttle opportunity eforyconstrain ng

would
their

Response via UN
would represent
inhibiting factor
for U.S. policy

had been boycotting the proceedings on

the
matter of Chinese representation), behaviour, whereas if they

pol cies
the United States secured the passage of

through the United Nations, their
in-

a resolution on for an immediate cessataon h'bit ng multlateralwinfluences,tof which
June 25, calling
of hostilities and the withdrawal of North Canada's was one.

Korean forces. The resolution also re-
This was regarded as particularly im-

quested reports on developments in the
portant in the Korean context because it

theatre from the United Nations Com- was possible, the Americans, by a mixture

s
le
i-
n
h
Le
i-
ze
3-

1 -y-
it

,ced
tu be

ter

mission on Korea, and asked all members
to render every assistance to the United
Nations in the execution of this resolution
ard to refrain from giving assistance to

the North Korean authorities". This

initiative received Mr. Pearson's support

in the House of Commons on June 26,
when he expressed the hope "that as a
result of the intervention of the United
Nations some effective action may be

pc-ssible to restore peace". But in an

of=the-record press conference some hours

later, he told reporters that he did not

ar.ticipate that military measures would

be taken by either the Americans alone
or the United Nations as a whole.

As early as Sunday evening, however,
President Truman had authorized General
MacArthur to evacuate American nationals
from Korea, under the protection south of
the Parallel, if necessary, of the United
States Air Force. He was authorized also
to offer logistical support to the South
Korean forces, and to assume operational
ccmmand of the Seventh Fleet. Late the
following day he was ordered in addition

to give combat air and naval support to
the South Koreans in Republic of Korea
te-ritory, and to despatch the Seventh
Fleet to patrol the Formosa Strait. These
maasures were to be made legitimate in
the name of the United Nations, from
w:iich an• authorizing resolution would be
pursued at a meeting of the Security
Council scheduled for Tuesday afternoon.

Throughout the early phase of the war,
the principal concern of the C a n a d i an

strain s,
of distorted perceptions of self-interest
and inflexibly ideological conceptions of
their opponents, would be drawn into a
major Asian war, thereby involving the
Soviet Union and/or the Communist
Chinese. This would be a disaster in itself.
In addition, it would mean that American
attentions and resources would be divert-
ed away from Western Europe, which in
the Canadian view - as in that of the

other Western allies-was a far more

vital theatre.
When, on Tuesday morning, Mr. Pear-

son was informed by the U.S. Ambassador
of the President's decisions, therefore, he
telephoned Hume Wrong in Washington to
stress the importance of urging the Amer-
icans to bring their action under United
Nations auspices, and to withhold public
announcements of their initiative until the
Security Council's authorization had actu-
ally been obtained. When Mr. Wrong raised

the matter at a late morning meeting
of State Department officials w i t h the
Washington ambassadors of the NATO
powers, however, he was advised that the
American view was that the June 25 res-
olution had provided them with all the
authority required. On the apparent as-
sumption that the Soviet Union would con-
tinue to boycott the Security Council, they
believed in any case that the matter of
timing was not serious since their informal

discussions with other Council members
had revealed that their proposal for a
more explicit resolution would pass that
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Canada subjected

to more pressure
for contribution
in conduct of war

afternoon without great difficulty - as in-
deed it did. In it, the Council recommended
"that the members of the United Nations
furnish such assistance to the Republic of
Korea as may be necessary to repel the
armed attack and to restore international
peace and security in the area concerned".
Later in the week, on June 30, President
Truman ordered General MacArthur to
impose a naval blockade on the Korean
coast and to make full use of the ground
forces under his command in responding

to the North Korean assault.
Had the Americans decided to inter-

vene against the North Koreans entirely
without the blessing of the United Nations
(as the State Department's George Kennan
would have liked them to do), Canadians
would have had as little to do with the war
in Korea as they had subsequently had to
do with the war in Vietnam - perhaps less,
given that Canada was not a member of the
UN Commission on Korea whereas it was,
and is, a member of the International

Control Commission. With the passage of
the resolutions of June 25 and 27, however,
the Canadian Government acquired on the
one hand a battery of pressures, from con-
stituents at home and abroad alike, to con-
tribute to the conduct of the hostilities
themselves (an outcome of which the
Americans heartily approved), and on the
other a licence to intervene in the making
of decisions (a consequence with which the
Americans were naturally displeased).

MacArthur's Unified Command on July 12.
But in Korea, armies, not navies, were in
the greatest jeopardy and hence in great-
est need. On July 14, therefore, UN 8ec-
retary-General Trygve Lie despatchec a
message to 53 member governments a _k-
ing them to examine their "capacity to pro-
vide an increased volume of comb -at

forces, particularly ground forces", and

his multilateral plea was supported by
American bilateral pressure. On July ï 9
the Canadian Cabinet accordingly deli^-
erated again. And again it settled

equipment, not men.
A squadron of RCAF long-range trar 3-

port aircraft was assigned to service

the Pacific airlift (its efforts were la.; r
augmented by civilian flights charterA
from Canadian Pacific Airlines). But if
ground forces there were none. Not umil
August 7, under steadily-increasing pr: s-
sure at home and abroad, did the Gove•n-
ment finally announce its intention of re-
cruiting a brigade-size Special Force of
volunteers "for use in carrying out Cm-
ada's obligations under the United Naticns
Charter or the North Atlantic Pact " . r.,':Ze

full deployment of the brigade in r: fte
Korean theatre was even then not finsily
determined until late in February 1951..

But, if the Canadians paid their di=es
with reluctance, they exercised their pr:v-
ileges with enthusiasm. Their princit. a1
concern throughout the diplomacy of 4^e
war was to constrain and to modify An,=r-
ican behaviour (since they could not h^ pe
themselves to modify the behaviour of
America's opponents) with a view L, 6-
mately to containing the scope and d°r-
ation of the hostilities. Their princil,al
dilemma was to find a way of doing no
without alienating the Americans entir1y
from their practice of acting in conc rt
with their allies in the United Nations. :°)r
M Pearson in particular, therefore, he

Restricted involvement
To the extent that payment of dues buys
access to the club, the second of these ac-
quisitions was contingent on the first and,
like buyers in every market, the Canadi-
ans sought to maximize their marginal

utilities. Their military expenditures

came, therefore, in dribs and drabs, con-
strained in part by the poverty of their
resources (early in July the Director of
Military Operations and Plans was to ad-
vise the Minister of National Defence that,
if all the units of the Active Force Brigade
Group were brought up to strength and
allowed to concentrate on training, they
would be reasonably efficient after a peri-
od of six months), in part by the fear -
soon dispelled-that such dabblings in
overseas wars would not go down well in
Quebec, in part by a reluctance to divert
Canada's meagre defences away from the
North Atlantic area, and in part by the
simple sluggishness of the mechanics of
collective military effort.

The first instalment, as it happened,
came easily. Three Canadian destroyers
sailed for the Western Pacific on July 5
and were ultimately assigned to General
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r.
exercise of diplomatic judgment invol- ed
not merely decisions with regard to i1e
timing and tactics of diplomatic mano= u-
vre but also calculations with respect to

the limits of American patience.
On what issues did the maintenu ce

of allied pressure on Washington of'er
some possibility of success? On what iss :es
did it not? And precisely when in ir-
ticular cases was it "better" to give ir to
American resistance and fight again n-
other day than to persist in one's opp si-
tion? Such preoccupations reflect a u ili-
tarian morality upon which it is post ble
for good men to differ, but their im •: or-
tance for the conduct of Canada's &.,lo-
macy in the Korean War was so centra: as
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came very evident, for example, in the
ing its dues. Hence, when Mr. Pearson

first few days after the
27, when State the Americans of plans then be ngldevel

resolutions of June ed for the recruitment of a Canadian
Department officials turned their atten-
tion to drafting yet a third Security Coun- Army p

cil proposal - this one authorizing the
conditions under which it might be made

he occasion
^ United States to establish Nations

twolreqlui emen t.tThe first was thattthe
Command. Hume W og

s instructions from Ottawa.
troops would not be ordered into combat

1r_ the had been trained to the satis-
To emphasize the "United Nations

[ character of the commitment in Korea, he

j was to recommend to the Americans that
they reduce in their draft the number of
references to the "United States". To dimin-
ish the possibility of UN forces becoming
involved in issues other than the purely

^ Korean, he was to suggest that they im-
prove upon the precision of such casual
phrases as "in the area", which were used

ir, their resolution to define the scope of
UN objectives. To secure the explicit ex-

f

s
e
e

rt

ed

ie

u-

to

ce

`er
:es

ir-
to

c, be-

clusion of Formosa from the sphere of U
Command operations, he was to propose

the include in the draft a geo-41,-+ y

be re y
faction of their Canadian officers. The
second was that under no circumstances
would they be involved in the defence of
Formosa. To these, the Americans readily
agreed (although in connection with China
their inability later to control effectively
the public utterances of General Mac-
Arthur subsequently led, on more than

one occasion,
tests).

to additional Canadian pro-

Definition of objectives
Once MacArthur had reversed the for-
tunes of the war after his amphibious
attack through Inchon in mid-September,
there ensued a new series of policy ques-
tions which, until then, had not been ex-
plicitly considered. These related in par-
ticular to the definition of the UN's general
objectives in the theatre. The resolution of
June 27, devised while the North Koreans
were still hurtling down the peninsula, had
made vague reference only to the need "to
repel the armed attack and to restore in-

ternational peace and security in the
area". On the face of it, this suggested that
the UN's task would be completed once
the security of South Korea had been re-
established at the 38th Parallel. At the
same time, however, the United Nations
had been committed since the winter of
1947-48 to the ultimate objective of
Korean unification, and it did not officially
recognize the government in the North as
a legally-constituted regime. Now that the
North Korean army was in total disarray,

therefore, the temptation to occupy the
northern zone and settle the matter once
and for all was difficult to resist. The
danger was that an advance into North
Korean territory would escalate the con-

flict beyond manageable proportions by

inciting the intervention of the Communist

Chinese.

graphically-defined boundary around
Korea within which General MacArthur
would be acting on UN authority, and be-
yond which he would not.

On receiving the last of these direct-

ives, Mr. Wrong gave vent to his exasper-

They would not react favourably to a sug-

ation. In a reply which accorded en w4
the opinion of Mr. Holmes in New York,

anhe advised Ottawa that so complexp
amendment might seriously delay the pro-
gress of proceedings at the United Nations.
The Americans, in any case, had made it
clear that their "neutralization" of Formosa

was an ingredient of their own p y,

which was quite independent of the UN.

gestion that implied scepticism about the
reliability of their guarantees, and which
was redundant besides. There was, more-
over, a limit to the number of "treks" he
could undertake with dignity to an already
harassed Department of State.

In consequence of Mr. Wrong's com-
p' aints, this particular "trek" appears not to
have been taken at all, while the ones that
were proved ultimately to have been in
vain. But the episode nonetheless exempli-
fies not only the substance of the Govern-
rnent's intent but also the tactical cal-
culations to which the pursuit of its intent
was constantly subject.

Two requirements
To provide another example, if late June
and early July, when Canada had still to
aanounce a significant contribution to the
conduct of the war, was an inappropriate
time to influence the course of American
policy, then an appropriate time was when
the Government was in the process of pay-

General MacArthur had advised the
American Army Chief of Staff, General J.
Lawton Collins, as early as July 13 that
his intention was to destroy the North
Korean forces entirely, and not merely to
drive them out of South Korea, and he was
not long in persuading his colleagues to a
similar view. On September 7 the Ameri-
can Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended
that ground operations be carried "beyond

Temptation to seize
northern zone
difficult to resist
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the 38th Parallel as necessary" to ensure
lowed the earlier example of their South

the destruction of the North Korean
Korean counterparts and had crossed the

forces. President Truman, after discus- 38th Parallel.

sions with his National Security Council,
agreed on September 11 that MacArthur
should be authorized to proceed into North
Korean territory, subject to there being
"no indication or threat of entry of Soviet
or Chinese Communist elements in force".
In the more detailed directives which the
General received later in the month, he
was instructed also to ensure that "no non-
Korean ground forces" would be used in
areas of North Korea bordering on Soviet

Sanction provided
or Chinese territory.

for MacArthur
There remained the question of the

to proceed north
involvement in these decisions, post hoc,

of the United Nations. At first, the Ameri-
cans argued that a formal resolution would
not be necessary because the Security
Council had already authorized the restor-
ation of "international peace and security

in the area", an ambiguity to which the
'41 In ob'ected from the begin-

China's entry
Their sojourn in North Korea was to be
short-lived. By the end of the month, Gen-

eral MacArthur's headquarters were r;;-
ceiving sporadic reports of contacts wit ^
Chinese forces. On November 5 he filed c:
special report to the United Nations aca.-
vising the members that his troops
certain areas of Korea" were "meeting a
new foe". Three days later President Tru-
man authorized him to bomb bridges lin,
ing North Korea and Manchuria across th

Yalu River.
Throughout the preceding weel.

there had been repeated attempts by t^^e

British, French and Canadians at tl:=
United Nations and elsewhere to obtain e^ -
plicit agreement from the Americans :^
establish an unoccupied "buffer zone" _.n
Korea's northernmost provinces, but to ^.o

Cana ians J
ning, and to which they - among others -

avail. General MacArthur was in any ca.,_,

were not now disposed to fall victim.
unreceptive to such restrictions, and h` ,,

Fearful of a Soviet or Chinese interven- superiors in Washington were not dispos, i

tion, they at first strongly opposed any to insist. When on November 14 the Tr.--

crossing of the Parallel, and when after
man Administration requested allied aa-

several days of informal discussions the proval of the "hot pursuit" of enemy a_ -

Americans succeeded in having Britain craft into Manchurian air-space, it w;ts

and seven other countries sponsor a reso- discouraged by the vehemence of the r^_-

lution recommending, among other things,
sponse (Canadian opposition was conveyc-'

that "all appropriate steps be taken to en- to American officials within two hours

sure conditions of stability throughout the arrival in Ottawa of their inquiry).

Korea", Mr. Pearson was urged by his Now that there was evidence that t`.°

senior staff not to support their initiative. Chinese were already in the field, Huc ^>,

Assured privately by the Americans, how- Wrong was instructed yet again to prE ^i

ever, that the advance would not be al- upon the State Department the need _

lowed to proceed beyond the narrow waist keep United Nations forces well aw:- ^'

of the Korean peninsula (roughly half-way from the northern areas and to exerci

between the 38th Parallel and the Man- the greatest possible degree of milita

churian border), and anxious to support restraint. In advising an audience in Wir:

the implementation of other features of sor, Ontario, on November 15 of his vi:

the new resolution (which recommended that "nothing should be done in the estl, .-

Rapidity of events procedures under United Nations auspices lishment of a united and free Korea wh

forced Canada "for the establishment of a unified, in- would carry the slightest menace

to abandon dependent and democratic Government in Korea's neighbours", Mr. Pearson suggc:^

proposed changes the sovereign state of Korea"), Mr. Pear- ed that it was still possible that the Ch -

son ultimately decided to support it. nese were engaged only in "a proteci i:^

An informaily-expressed Canadian and border mission", and a case coi: a
• a

suggestion that the passage of the resolu- therefore be made for the United Natiç o

tion be postponed until there had b e e n attempting to get in touch with them

diplomatic contact with the North Korean find out their intentions". But it was ml:°a:h

regime was rejected by the American Sec- too late. On November 26, the Chint -'e

retary of State, and Canadian plans for "volunteers" launched a major offens' e^

proposing modifications in the draft in and by December 15 the United Nati.

order to win the support of the Indians Command had been driven in a cha 1-'=c

120-mile retreat down the peninsula =ohad to be abandoned because of the swift-
ness of events. On October 7 the resolution lines located once again in the gene, 11

carried by a vote of 47 (Canada reluctant- vicinity of the 38th Parallel.

ly included) to 5 (Soviet bloc) with 7 In thus so rude a fashion were the al ed

abstentions (India's among them). Within powers compelled to abandon their pi Ms

hours, American units in Korea had fol- for a Korea unified and "democratized` by
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force of United Nations arms. All they
could hope for now was an eventual secur-
ing of the peace, if necessary on terms re-
flecting no more than the restoration of the
status quo ante bellum. But here, too, the
Americans and their colleagues in the
United Nations were prone to quarrel. For,
in the case of the United States, the in-
tervention of the Chinese had made the
war more, not less, difficult to resolve.
ihis was partly in consequence of the po-
iitical pressures to which it gave rise at
:iome, but more because in the American
perspective it escalated the international
significance of the crisis as a "Communist"
:hallenge which could not safely be ignor-

!?d. For the allies and the "neutrals", on the
other hand, it strengthened immeasurably
the argument that every effort should be
made to contain the hostilities and to treat
the issues involved as if they were reflec-
tNe of nothing more than a localized
breach of the international peace. From
this vantage-point it was essential to re-
store the limited character of the UN's ob-
j.3ctives in the theatre, and to persuade the
Peking regime that the security of Chinese
territory was not under threat.

Chinese position
There ensued a complex series of negotia-

t:ons among the Americans and other
members of the United Nations, focusing
oa the question of whether discussions

n-!ight usefully be initiated with the

Chinese. The essence of the American

p-)sition was that no progress could be ex-

p;-;cted until the military fortunes of the
UN Command had improved at the front,
and that concessions ought not to be grant-
e:; in any event under military pressure.
The British view, shared in general if not
ii- detail by the Canadians among others,
was that an intensification of United Na-
tims military and other sanctions would
h..rden, not soften, the Chinese position,
and that Peking, therefore, ought to be ap-
pr°oached instead in a spirit of accommoda-
tit,n. Certainly there could be little harm
in making the attempt. If a cease-fire could
be arranged, a conference in pursuit of a
p(.itical settlement might shortly follow
(t ;e British, in fact, were prepared to make
a number of the political concessions in
advance, but the Americans would have
none of this and the Canadians thought it
fu ile to press them).

Confronted by these insistent de-
m;xnds, and convinced in any case that the
Cl:inese would not agree to a cease-fire
without advance political concessions, the
Araericans finally gave their blessing to an
attempt "to seek an end to the hostilities
by means of negotiation". They madé it

clear, however, that in the event the ne-
gotiations failed, a resolution labelling the
Chinese as aggressors would be brought
before the General Assembly for its ap-
proval.

Cease-fire group
The immediate result was the passage of a
resolution in the General Assembly au-
thorizing the creation of a Cease-fire Group
to initiate discussions with the Commu-
nist Chinese. Its members included Nasrol-
lah Entezam of Iran, Sir Benegal Rau of
India and Mr. Pearson.

The history of the group's activities
need not be recorded in detail here. Suffice
it to say that the American requirement
that a cease-fire precede, rather than follow,
negotiations on the unification of Korea,
the recognition of the Peking regime, and
other political issues appeared to be un-
acceptable to the Chinese. At the same
time, however, Peking's communications
in response to the Cease-fire Group's in-

quiries were sufficiently ambiguous to
lead a number of UN powers - notably
Britain, Canada, France and several of the
Arab and Asian states - to conclude that
there was still room for manoeuvre.

In consequence, when the Americans
ultimately introduced on January 20 a
resolution in the General Assembly de-
claring that the Chinese People's Republic
had "itself engaged in aggression in
Korea", they encountered stiff resistance.
In the meantime, the Canadians and the
British had gone independently in search
of a clarification of the Chinese position.
A series of questions conveyed to Peking
by Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent
through New Delhi produced a reply
which suggested that the mainland gov-
ernment might be prepared to consider at
least a short-term, conditional cease-fire

pending negotiation of some of the more
immediately important political issues.
Thus encouraged, the Asian powers, under
the leadership of India, introduced an As-
sembly resolution calling for a 48-hour
adjournment of the Korean proceedings in
order to permit further study. To the fury
of the Americans, whose condemning reso-
lution had been ready to come to a vote
when the Chinese reply to Mr. St. Lau-
rent's private inquiries arrived in New
York, the Indian proposal was adopted.
The American delegation subsequently
complained with some bitterness that the
Canadians had been negotiating with Pe-
king behind their backs. Such was their
resentment that Mr. Pearson was to recall
the episode in later years as one of the
most serious in the history of Canadian-
American relations.

Americans angered
as bid for delay
sought by India
adopted by Assembly
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Demands of unity,
need to avoid
alienation of U.S.
dictated final vote

But, in the end, the Americans w the
have their way. Peppered throughout
ensuing week by the pleas and propositions
of diplomats representing the full spec-
trum of neutral and allied United Nations
powers, they would agree only to minor
modifications of the wording in their own

draft. They were paying the piper, and

they were calling the tune. of ne-
Since "the methods peaceful

gotiation" had not yet been °°completely
exhausted", Mr. Pearson confessed that he
thought the measure "premature and un-
wise". But like the British, the French,
and other sceptics in the Western camp,
he ultimately voted in its favour. The de-
mands of "allied unity", and the need to
avoid alienating the United States entirely
from the machinery of UN decision-mak-

ing, were factors that he considered too
important to ignore. In the utilitarian cal-
culus of foreign policy, the strategy of
constraining the Americans had passed,
for Canada if not for India, beyond the
point of productive return.

sense of irritation that years later he was

to write of Lester Pearson and India's

Krishna Menon as "adroit operators"
against whose proposals it had been neces-
sary to maintain a constant guard.

Although little was achieved by the

se
passageresolution at the timeeof its initial

- it did not then appeal

it was later mobilized again in constraint
of United States behaviour at the climax
of the armistice negotiations in May and
June of 1953, and the Americans were
compelled once more to accede to its pro-

visions.
Within a month the war in Korea

was over. The lines of demarcation had
shifted a little, but the peninsula was as
divided at the end as it was at the begin-

ning.
Perhaps the most

tee theCanada's diplomacy throughout was
fact that its targets were friends rather
than enemies. For the United States, the
most important actors in the conflict were
the North Koreans, the Chinese and po-

Im.
tentially, at least, the SéSoviet nion.

were scallied and neutral poV
active in the United Nations were relevant

thartoo, but more as restive constituents
com-com-

as primary targets of policy.
plicated America's diplomatic life; they dic-
not determine its central direction.

For the Canadians, on the other hand.
these conditions were reversed. Since the
« " wers were clearly beyond the

Armistice negotiations
With the Chinese thus diplomatically con-

demned, the contest was left for a time
with the military, and it was not until
July 10, 1951, that armistice negotiations
finally began. They endured for more than
two years, and in them the United Nations
played only a sporadic part. Even here,

however, the pattern was the same, with
the United States again the object of con-

certed diplomatic manoeuvres
role theIn

Canadians assumed a prominent
thethe autumn of 1952, for example,

American authorities were compelled in-

corporating

a General Assembly resolution

corporating proposals for the repatriation
of prisoners-of-war of which they did not
entirely approve. Advanced initially by
the Indians, it had been moulded only in
part to American taste by the attentions
of the Canadians, British and French, a and

ait left Dean Acheson with so prolong

enemy po couldreach of Canadian influence, they
not be made the immediate object of Cana
than policy. In the final analysis, their be
haviour could be directly affected only b
the United States. Hence, if the Canadiar
wished to modify the dynamics of Eas'.
West relations, they had little choice but t(^

concentrate lnf the behaviour of the Amei

icans, amp y g Canada
wherever possible by acting in concel,
with the governments of other power .
For the pursuit of such strategies, tr.v
United Nations was a convenient instrr-

ment.

North Korea and South Korea agreed
during the second round of political

talks in Pyongyang in early November
to organize joint machinery to arrange
political, economic and other exchanges
between the two Koreas. These were

seen as part of a process leading to

eventual peaceful reunification.
to stopThe two sides also agreed

propaganda broadcasts and leaflet dis-
tribution including psychological war-

fare activities.
A joint statement indicated the two
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sides had reached accord on the composi-
tion and management of the co-ordinat-
ing committee agreed on earlier and
announced in the communique of July 4.

This committee would work out

specific programs and carry them out
within a five-part set of guidelines
dealing with problems of reunification;
political, economic cultural and social

exchanges; easing of tensions and

fostering of joint activities abroad.
(Digest of New York Times dispatch
from Seoul, Nov. 5, 1972).
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Examining China's world view
on an appointment in Peking

The Chinese, "like any great people, are
fervently convinced of the correctness of
their world view," John K. Fairbank, di-
rector of Harvard University's East Asian
Research Centre, noted in his article The

New China in the current issue of the

American quarterly reviewForeign Affairs.

Canada's Secretary of State for External
Affairs, Mitchell Sharp, recently concluded
a ten-day trip to the People's Republic
of China and his conversations with China's

leaders underline the aptness of Mr.

Fairbank's observation.
In their talks with Mr. Sharp, China's

Premier Chou En-lai and Foreign Minis-
ter Chi Peng-fei etched a role for China
in opposition to "superpower domination"
of the world - opposition to a kind of
tacit hegemony by the Soviet Union and

the United States.
"They made it very clear that they do

not want to be a super-power", Mr. Sharp
recalled. "They don't consider themselves
to be such .... They do not yet p o s s e s s
nuclear weapons comparable to the sys-
tems which are employed by the Soviet
Union and the United States ....

"It is part of their approach to world
affairs that everyone is equal - and that
no country should be in a position to im-
pose its views upon other countries."

The accompanying article is the result

of an interview with the Secretary of
State for External Affairs after his
return from a ten-day visit to the Peo-
ple's Republic of China late in August.

Mr. Sharp held discussions with Chinese

Foreign Minister Chi Peng f ei, Chiao

Kuan-hua, the Vice-Minister of Foreign
Affairs, and other officials and had a

three-hour meeting with Premier
Chou- En-lai during his five days in
Peking. Mr. Sharp also visited Canton,
Shanghai and Hangchow, as well as points
of interest in the countryside, and
made a pilgrimage to the graveside of
Dr. Norman Bethune in Shihchiachung,
150 miles south of Peking. The Minister
presided at the opening of the Canadian
Trade Fair in Peking on August 21.

Despite Chinese pronouncements
about shunning the role of a super-power,
it is difficult for others to assign them a
subordinate position. As Mr. Sharp put
it, for example, "we couldn't help but look
upon them as being one,of the powers with
a great influence on the course of events"

on a global scale.
The External Affairs Minister said

that the Chinese put themselves forward
as champions of the smaller countries and

this was primarily how they saw them-
selves - "the champions of independence".
To reinforce that view, he said, they as-
serted that they themselves would not be-
come dependent upon any other country.
"Their aim is self-reliance. They dealt at
great length with their former dependence
upon the Soviet Union and how Soviet aid
had been withdrawn in the late 1950s ....
The Chinese leaders made it clear that
never again would they permit their coun-
try to be in such a position of dependence."

The Chinese concept of super-power
domination and their opposition to it was
couched in a variety of ways, but it has
obviously motivated Peking's stance on a
broad range of world issues.

Nuclear arms control
On the topic of nuclear arms control, and
particularly in their attitude to the nu-
clear non-proliferation treaty, the Chinese
leaders suggested the treaty amounted to
a hegemony established over the world by
the super-powers that possessed the major
nuclear weapons. "They couldn't admit
that hegemony," Mr. Sharp said, `°. .. and
that was their justification for proceeding
with their nuclear testing. They told me
they would like to get rid of all nuclear
arms, but in the meantime since two coun-
tries (the United States and the U.S.S.R.)
are dominating the world with their nu-
clear arms - "we can't permit that to
happen we will need them too.' "

Mr. Sharp, who put the case for ad-
herence to the non-proliferation treaty
during the talks, suggested that the Chi-
nese were taking a very idealistic position
in pressing to rid the world of all nuclear
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arms at once: "I said i found this very dif-
ficult to see as possible and therefore I feel
that we ought to proceed at least to pre-
vent the proliferation of nuclear weap-

ons."
The Chinese saw little to salute in the

first-phase strategic arms limitation

agreements reached by the United States
and the Soviet Union. The Chinese saw the
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) ac-
cord as being relatively meaningless in re-
ducing the nuclear threat. The super-
powers were still continuing to improve
nuclear arms despite the much heralded

progress in the SALT.
In dealing with the arguments for nu-

clear disarmament put forward by Mr.
Sharp, the Chinese Premier said it was
because the superpowers were able to
threaten to use nuclear arms that they
were able to "terrorize" other countries
into submission - and he cited the Soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia as an example

of this process.
Mr. Sharp said his discussions with

Chou En-lai buttressed his belief that re-
lations with the Soviet Union represent a
dominant factor in current Chinese for-

eign policy.

Role of Soviet
It is a key element, for example, in

dominant factor the complex set of relationships flowing

in Chinese policy from the Indo-Pakistan conflict in late
1971 and the emergence of Bangladesh.
China had opposed the admission of Ban-
gladesh to the United Nations, Peking
leaders told Mr. Sharp, because they be-
lieved that this was an Indian initiative
backed and fostered by the Soviet Union
as part of an approach aimed at breaking
up Pakistan and eventually establishing
greater Soviet influence in South Asia.

Mr. Sharp said he got no feeling from
his conversations in Peking that the Chi-
nese had any ambition or desire to dom-
inate the countries around them, but
neither did they want those countries to be
dominated by either of the super-powers.

Apart from the condemnation of U.S.
policy in Southeast Asia, the attitudes and
actions of the United States took up little
time in the discussions, Mr. Sharp said.
And even the denunciation of the United
States for its Southeast Asian moves ap-

peared pro forma; The Chinese seemed

preoccupied with the initiatives of the

Soviet Union.
Two questions on the current United

Nations agenda were reviewed in Mr.
Sharp's talks with Chinese leaders.

On the question of the two Koreas,
the Chinese presented the case for deba,,-
ing the issue in the United Nations and
urged the ouster of UN forces (or Ameri-
can troops, as they characterized these
forces) in the Republic of Korea. In Chi-
nese eyes, these troops had committed ag-
gression in Korea and had no place there
Mr. Sharp replied that Canada had taker_
part in the UN operation in Korea and,
Canada had "never in its history engage^.

in a war of aggression".
The Canadian External Affairs Mir.

ister said it would be undesirable to risi.
the possibility of a breakdown in the ear1,
stages of the current talks between Nort' ,
and South Korea by injecting this contrc
versial item into the UN debate. Since 141-.
Sharp's visit, the General Assembly &4-:

decide to defer until next year debate o_

the Korean question.
On the status of Bangladesh, whicl,

occupied a good deal of time in the Pekin,

discussions, Mr. Sharp put forward th=
argument that it was desirable to establis:

as much universality as possible in thi-
membership of the UN and hence to adm;

Bangladesh.
"I said what is the reason for denyii,

representation to 75 million people. I not,
that when we (Canada) took the initiati-,:
to help you occupy the China seat (in t;
UN), it was with that in mind - we wâ=-`.
ed to have the vast numbers of the peo, '>=
of China represented in the UN - and t

Approach to Indochina
In Southeast Asia, the C hi n e s e saw the
United States as the power attempting to
impose itself on the area through "aggres-
sion" in Indochina. Foreign Minister Chi
Peng-fei - in response to questions from
Mr. Sharp - said he saw no useful future
role for the original International Control
Commission in Indochina nor did he see
any need for an international peace force or
observer group after a settlement had been
achieved in Vietnam. "They said Vietnam
is a domestic problem, not an international
one at all - there's no need for anybody
to interfere, in their view," Mr. Sharp re-

lated.

seems a bit inconsistent that China sho.:
be opposed to the entry of Bangladesh,'

Mr. Sharp said the Chinese reply -," i
in effect a question: How could BangladE:- 'a
be admitted when India and BangladF_n
were not observing the resolutions of ^`,e
UN? Mr. Sharp said he hoped there w:- ',l
be fewer of the kind of resolution
proved by the UN where the chance- ?I
compliance were minimal because I ='S
lowered the prestige of the world bcv•
But Mr. Sharp asked what would be : le
purpose of keeping Bangladesh out beca ,e
the Indians had allegedly not compl'?d
with UN resolutions? "Bangladesh is -)t
yet in the UN, so how could it be in .^-'
fault .... I said I should have thought `e
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External Affairs Minister Sharp - taking
tim.e out from conversations with Chinese
lcaders for a sightseeing trek - mingled
u.-:th off-duty soldiers, tourists and

cuuld deal just as effectively with Ban-
g:adesh in as with her out - and indeed
better."

In the general talks with the Secretary
of State for External Affairs, both Chou
Ea-lai and China's Foreign Minister re-
ferred with some gratitude to the initia-
tives taken by Canada in moving to recog-
n}ze the People's Republic of China and to
Canada's support for Peking's entry into the
Ü:NT. Canada undoubtedly had an advan-
tsge in dealing with China because it hal
carried through on its undertakings.

Globe and Mail, John Burns

teen-agers on the Great Wall about45 miles
north of Peking. With camera at hand,
Mr. Sharp climbed to a turret along a
roller-coaster stretch of the historic wall.

Canada had been able to serve in a sense
as adviser to the Chinese on the machinery
of international institutions, since China
had been "out of circulation" for so long.
The talks with Chinese leaders were carried
on with complete frankness by both sides,
Mr. Sharp stressed.

In this atmosphere of confidence, it is
no surprise that further progress was
made in bilateral relations in such fields
as trade and cultural and scientific ex-
changes.

Dealing with wheat, which had made
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up the great bulk of Canada's exports to
China, the Chinese Premier went even
further than his officials had in the past.
The Chinese Government had already
made it clear, before Mr. Sharp undertook
his trip, that Canada would have a pref-
erence as supplier - in other words, the
first opportunity of supply. In the course
of his meeting with Mr. Sharp, the Pre-
mier noted that China was not short of

food. China was currently producing
enough food to feed itself, but it was de-
liberately exporting rice and importing
wheat. Canada, therefore, could look upon
China as a long-term market for Canadian
wheat - not an "in-and-out" purchaser -

Beyond the fair. . .
Canada's first industrial exhibition in
the People's Republic of China, held in
Peking from August 21 to September 2,
produced results on two levels. In spe-
cific terms, orders placed and contracts
negotiated with Canadian exhibitors
have been valued at $25 million, and
there could be more. In broader terms,
the Canadian trade fair served as the
focal point for the process of acquiring

Jean-Luc Pepin, at that time
Trade and Commerce Minister,

in Montreal Harbour gets an

elevated look at the first

provided Canada was competitive with
other potential suppliers.

The Chinese were also prepared to see
Canada diversify its exports to China.
"What is important about the Chinese at-
titude to trade is their insistence upor:

self-reliance," Mr. Sharp said. "And that
means they are not going to be interested
in importing consumer goods; they expect
to produce them in China .... What they
are interested in is machinery, equipment,
some raw materials perhaps, but princi-
pally production goods rather than con-

sumer goods."
Mr. Sharp recalled that during his

visits to Chinese cities such as Shanghai,

firsthand knowledge of the respective
economic potentials of both countries,
for the Chinese to learn about the range
of products Canada had to offer and for
the establishment of contacts. For ex-
ample, there were opportunities for
subsequent meetings between represen-
tatives of Canadian firms and those from
China's state-trading corporations.

The fair itself, staged by some 550
Canadians from industry and govern-
ment, attracted an estimated 250,000
visitors, including technical personnel
from China's industrial and agricul-

tural spheres.
A total of 219 companies and trade

associations set out displays in 206 ex-
hibit areas. Sectors represented ranged
from aerospace and road, marine and
rail transport to electricity and elec-
tronics, medical and pharmaceutical
fields, forestry, minerals, mining and
agriculture, including heavy off-the-
road machines used in mining, forestry
and agriculture.

Almost all the heavy machinery on
exhibit was sold and orders were com-
pleted for electrical, geophysical-survey
and medical equipment. Other contract::
involved a large shipment of nickel.
pulp and paper products, potash anc
livestock. Sales may be stimulated fc,•
light planes and offshore oil-drillin_'
rigs, a category in which even one ac:-
vanced unit would be worth $25 million.

The fair, under the general direc-
tion of L. J. Rodger of the Industry,
Trade and Commerce Department, wa^
opened on August 21 by External Af
fairs Minister Mitchell Sharp, and wa^.shipment. of nickel

bound for China
after deal was concluded
during 10-day Peking fair.

visited by Chinese Premier Chou En-
lai and China's Foreign Trade Minister,
Pai Hsiang-kuo.
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he saw a wide range of consumer goods of
the highest quality, but obviously the great
mass of the people of China were not yet
in a position to buy them.

Regarding Chinese exports to Can-
ada, Chinese officials realized that they
would have to adapt tlreir production to
meet the requirements of the North
American and European markets and they
were apparently prepared to do so.

Mr. Sharp's trip produced the an-
nouncement about tentative agreement on
a series of exchanges in cultural, scientific
and sports fields between the two coun-
tries.

In the area of cultural exchange, the
Chinese agreed to discuss arrangements
for sending an exhibition of recent archae-
ological finds to Canada in the second half
of 1973. The collection has been described
as a national treasure for the people of
China, with international historical im-
portance. In return, Canada will send
China an exhibition of Eskimo prints
which has toured the P a c i f i c area. The
Chinese approved a proposal to send an
acrobatic troupe to Canada.

3cientific missions
in science and technology, the Chinese ac-
cepted an invitation to send a team of
scientists to Canada. Their interests will
;:over a broad range of scientific fields in-
cluding particularly biology, chemistry
and physics. The Chinese also agreed to
send a team of experts to Canada to study
the petroleum industry. In return, at least
two Canadian missions to China have been
worked out. A Canadian petroleum group
will visit China in 1973 and in the same
year a group of Canadian agricultural
scientists will make a separate Chinese
tour.

In medicine, the two countries agreed
to an early resumption of the Bethune
i;ledical-exchange program, which had
carlier been suspended. The program,
c.)mmemorating Dr. Norman Bethune,
Freviously provided for an annual ex-
change of two doctors, the Canadian
r=.ominees to be chosen by McGill Univer-
s`ty and the Chinese by the University of
I`eking. The two sides discussed the de-
s`rability of further exchanges of medical
c?legations.

In sports, officials of the Canadian and
Chinese sports federations meeting in
Feking at the same time as Mr. Sharp's ses-
s;ons with Chinese leaders agreed in prin-
c:ple on an exchange of volleyball, table
t-nnis, hockey and gymnastic teams. The
two sides also reviewed possible exchanges
bt basketball, figure skating and soccer, as
well as the exchange of coaches, films and
literature.

Mr. Sharp and the Chinese Foreign
Minister discussed possible student and
teacher exchanges and agreed that such
exchanges would be mutually beneficial.
The subject will require much further dis-
cussion before any formal program can be
worked out.

The proposed air link between China
and Canada was merely touched on during
Mr. Sharp's talks since full-fledged nego-
tiations were already under way. The Chi-
nese indicated they were anxious for nego-
tiations to proceed quickly. These talks,
conducted in both Peking and Ottawa, have
since resulted in a Sino-Canadian civil air
agreement announced in mid-October. Di-
rect flights between the two countries are
expected to begin early in 1973.

Pride in results ,
The general impression left with Canada's
External Affairs Minister after his offi-
cial talks and his tours through city and
countryside was of a people and a leader-
ship proud of their accomplishments in in-
dustrial and agricultural spheres. This was
a feeling present in a peasant's home out-
side Canton, in a bicycle factory in Shang-
hai, in a crowded department store and
in the upper echelons of the administra-
tion - a feeling of pride in the results of
mass effort. "What you remember is this
spectacle of vast areas of cultivated land
- cultivated so carefully; there isn't a
square foot of arable land that isn't being
used. You see people planting, harvesting,
fertilizing to the limit - and probably the
greatest accomplishment of this regime is In peasant's home,
to have removed the threat of starva- in bike factory -
tion ...," Mr. Sharp said. pride in results

The Chinese were ready to engage in of mass effort
self-criticism and to hear criticism from
outsiders. "At the end of any visit or any
occasion, the Chinese who was in charge
will ask: `Well now, have you any criti-
cisms or any suggestions ...?' The pilot of
your plane, the cook, the head of the com-
mune - they always end by saying: `Well
now, you've been around, have you any
suggestions or criticisms?' "

Mr. Sharp said he was impressed with
the range of Premier Chou En-lai's mind
and his knowledge of the nuances of Sino-
Canadian relations, although the External
Affairs Minister did not hesitate to differ
vigorously with the Premier on some as-
pects of international affairs. As to Cana-
dian affairs, Mr. Sharp added with a smile:
"The only thing I had to correct him on was
that he accepted the American version of
the War of 1812."

- Murray Goldblatt
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Egypt's heritage and dilemma
in a world of rival power blocs
By Lorne M. Kenny

In 1957 Alfred Lilienthal wrote a book en-

titled There Goes the Middle East. His

thesis was that U.S. fears of international
Communism, coupled with an emotional
involvement with the state of Israel, had
blinded the United States both to the in-
justice done to the Arabs and also to its
own interests. The inevitable result, he
foresaw, would be to force the Middle East
irrevocably into the arms of the Russian

bear.
Recent events have shown, however,

that the Arabs, who were thought to be in
immediate danger of being swallowed up,
have no greater love for Russian than for
Western imperialism. This is true not only
of Anwar Sadat's Egypt but also of the
rest of the Arab world. Arab leaders may
feel that there is no other source to turn
to in their quarrel with Western imperial-
ism and with Zionism, which they regard
as an extension of the former; but no Arab
country or government has turned Com-
munist and there is not a single one
amongst them, including Iraq and Syria,
that is not dragging its feet with respect
to Soviet d e m a n d s for more direct in-
fluence upon their policies and for a
greater say for the local Communists in

affairs of state.
If the Arab states do not relish the

thought of becoming Soviet satellites, why,
then, do they flirt with the Communist
bloc and put themselves so far in its debt
that it will be most difficult for them to
reassert their independence (although

Professor Kenny is associate chairman
of the Department of Islamic Studies,
University of Toronto. Over a 23-year
span, he spent considerable time in
Egypt as missionary, teacher and scholar.
After completing his graduate studies at
McGill University, he joined the Depart-
mentofIslamie Studies at the University
of Toronto. He has served as executive
director of the Centre for Arabic Studies
Abroad at Cairo's American University.

The views expressed in this
article are those of Prof. Kenny.

Egypt has recently made an astonishing
move in that very direction)? The political
behaviour of the Arabs seems incompre.
hensible to many people in the Westerr,
world, whereas, as a matter of fact, ther^.>.

is little mystery attached to it. (It might
be added that the Arabs find our politica:
behaviour just as mysterious.)

One cannot generalize about th.-
Arabs, though, for the various Arab state,
do not follow identical policies because c:
the differences in their individual historie.-.
political experience and a host of othc,
factors. Let us turn, therefore, to one Ar^.
country, Egypt, and try to understand tl-
factors behind its recent action in dismis. -
ing its Russian advisers, its attitude towar-::
Israel and the Palestinian cause anc
Egypt's embarking upon yet another ex
periment in Arab unity.

Illustrious history
Egypt is possessed of a long and illustriou:,
history, of which it is justly proud. TI::
Valley of the Nile was one of the earlies.
centres of civilization and an awareness c'
his Pharaonic past runs deeply in the veir
of every Egyptian, if more consciously ^:
in those of the educated class. Egypt h--,
often been the seat of an empire embrac?r, :
Greater Syria, the Sudan and both sho
of the Red Sea, including the Yemen,
at times North Africa as far as Tunisi-<
resurgent Egypt naturally looks in th.-

directions. More important than its 3"11 ,
raonic heritage in determining present: 3:
titudes and policies is its Islamic p.
Egypt was a Christian country for ha':
millennium before the Moslem conque=: t'
640, and although the Arabic langu
and the Islamic faith gradually gaii,
dominance over a period of four or ff^-'
centuries, there is still a significant Cop`=c
(derived from the word "Egypt") mim:.â -
ity and influence present in the count,.Y •
However, Egypt is mainly a Moslem co, •:^-
try and the Islamic circle, as Gamal Ah-
Nasser indicated in his Philosophy of

Revolution, is one of the three imports-!t

circles within which Egypt moves. Pr "s-
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ident Sadat is a deeply religious Moslem
who finds Communism, with its materialis-
dc philosophy, quite distasteful. (The same
,s even more true of Libya's fundamental-
xst Qaddafi.)

It is interesting to note that some Rus-
.ian officials in Egypt are said to have
roiced similar sentiments to those express-
,A by Lord Cromer, the British pro-con-
,^ul, before his departure from Egypt in
1907, to the effect that Egypt would never
>nake significant progress while the nation
held to the Islamic faith. But Egypt is not
,,bout to abjure its faith, as anyone who
yalks down Cairo's thoroughfares at the
,our of the Friday noon prayer will real-

}ze, when he has to direct his steps to the
middle of the street in order to avoid the
prayer-mats spread out to accommodate
the crowds of worshippers. The Russians
lave been wise enough not to press openly
fur the acceptance of Communism; never-
Vzeless the Arabs have remained wary.
r hey may be forced into an alliance with
the Communists, but President Sadat has
confessed that he regards this as an alli-
ance with the devil, which, when it turns
eut to the advantage of the devil, must be
rÜpudiated.

Second circle
The second circle in which Egypt has a role
to play, in Nasser's view, was Africa.
Fgypt's destiny, because of its dependence
Lnon the waters of the Nile, is inextricably
b)und up with the Sudan. The Sudan ques-
t^on was a main bone of contention be-
tveen Egypt and Britain for more than
r alf a century, until their agreement on
t)e right of Sudanese self-determination
ir, 1953. Egypt has developed political and
e:onomic ties with black Africa, but it is
I;lam that forms the most important bond
b,tween the two. Thousands of black
A.rican students flock to Cairo, especially
te Azhar University, the great I s 1 a m i c
centre of learning.

Nasser's third circle, the Arab, was
d-stined to become the most important of
t1 e three politically, as it had been cultur-
a'ly for a millennium. Much is made of
ti e divisive factors among the Arabs (re-
g=anal variations, interests and jealous-
ie^), all of which is true. The Arabic
la nguage and culture, however, do provide
a powerful unifying force and, though the
sF)ken idiom may vary markedly from
ore region to another, the same news-
P&pers and books may be read anywhere.
It spite of the political and economic in-
te:•ests which the Arab countries have in
conmon, the loose association known as
tb ° Arab League has not been an outstand-
in; success, to say the least.

4

Nevertheless, joint action would seem
to be essential for the Arabs in order to
protect their interests and to contain the
threat of Israeli military and economic
power. In a world characterized by huge
political and economic blocs, they must co-
ordinate their policies and action in order
to exert their proper influence and make
the most of their vast resources, both Arab world's unity
human and material, especially oil. Arab called a mirage
unity has often been called a mirage, and but more attempts
Arab steps in this direction may be stum- will be undertaken
bling and uncertain; but the ideal will re- to realize goal
main, and we can expect further attempts
to realize it, in economic and cultural areas
as well as in the political arena.

Element of colonialism
Egypt's experience of European colonial-
ism over the past century is another very
important determinant of Egyptian politi-
cal attitudes. The door to political and mil-
itary intervention was opened by the
penetration of European capital through
resort to ruinous loan arrangements. In
order to protect these financial interests
and to insure control of strategic com-
munications through the recently-opened
Suez Canal, Britain occupied Egypt in
1882. That British officials and adminis-
trators did make a contribution to Egypt's
development, for instance in the field of
irrigation, has to be admitted. However,
Egypt cannot forget the colonial adminis-
tration's neglect of education, its opposi-
tion to the development of an independent
Egyptian economy and the repressive hand
of foreign domination deeply impressed
upon the Egyptian consciousness by such
events as the vicious punishments meted
out at Dinshawai in 1907.

Parliamentary democracy never had a
fair trial in Egypt; it fell between three
stools - the landowning gentry, the mon-
archy and the British residency. The last-
mentioned stood somewhat in the back-
ground, but was always able to enforce its
will, as it did in February 1942, when the
British High Commissioner rode up to
King Farouk's palace accompanied by an
armoured contingent and forced the King
to install a new prime minister. Having
won its independence after a long and
sometimes bitter struggle, Egypt, like
other Arab countries, is not likely to bar-
ter away its freedom of action easily to
any imperialist power, new or old. Of
course the devil you don't know seems less
dangerous than the devil you do know, and
the Russian bear did appear on the scene
in the mid-Fifties as a disinterested friend,
willing to supply arms and also assistance
in such projects as the Aswan High Dam
when such assistance was available from
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History created
love-hate relation
with the West
and a large fund
of potential goodwill

the West only with all sorts of strings at-
tached. The Russian strings were to appear

later.
The Egyptian experience of Western

imperialism does not, however, exhaust
the country's legacy from the Western
world. Ever since Napoleon's expedition to
Egypt in 1798, Europe and the West have
stood for the wonders of modernity and

technologiçal progress. Western-style ed-

ucation and legal systems were adopted.
European literature, together with the re-
vival of Egypt's own Arabic heritage, pro-
vided the stimulus for a new literary ren-
aissance. In short, over the past century
and three-quarters, Egypt has become cul-
turally oriented to the West. This orienta-
tion cannot be changed overnight. The re-
sult of both the political and cultural ex-
periences of Egypt in modern times is its
peculiar love-hate relation with the West.
There does exist in Egypt a large fund of
potential goodwill toward the West, espe-
cially toward France and the United

States.
Given the historical facts here touch-

ed upon - its Pharaonic past, its Arab-
Islamic history, its experience of European
imperialism and institutions, and the
founding of the state of Israel in spite of
repeated Arab protests and resistance -

it was only natural that Gamal Abdel
Nasser, Egypt's first native son to rule the
country in two and a half millennia, should
resist pressure to join any Middle East
defence organization dominated by the
West, and should opt for a "neutralist"
course in the Fifties. Yugoslavia's Tito and
India's Nehru became Nasser's mentors as
he rode high to a position of prominence in
the neutralist bloc and the Arab world.

Dependent on Soviet
Gradually, however, Egypt became more
and more dependent upon the Eastern bloc,
as the United States more and more as-
sumed the role of guarantor and supplier
at large for Israel. The total of Soviet aid
to Egypt has been estimated at anywhere
from $4 billion to $6 billion, with an out-
standing debt of at least $3 billion, while
the United States has supplied Israel with
much larger amounts of capital and equip-

ment.
Then came the catastrophic Six-Day

War in June 1967, with Egypt's loss of
Sinai to Israel in addition to vast amounts
of equipment and men. Russia agreed to
rearm and train the Egyptian forces, but
never to provide the offensive missiles and
air-strike capability required for Egypt to
attempt to regain its lost territory. While
the United States has supplied Israel with

100 Phantom supersonic fighter-bombers,

with 40 more promised (Phantoms that,

by the way, have not yet been supplied to
its NATO partners or to the Northern Tier-
Middle East nations), the U.S.S.R. has sent
only a few T-U16 subsonic Badger bomber,
to Egypt. The MIGs stationed in Egypt

are definitely inferior to either the Phan-

toms or Skyhawks and, without some
semblance of equality in the air, any war
against Israel would be suicide. The mis-
siles supplied to Egypt were also essential-

ly defensive.
President Sadat journeyed to Moscow

three times in order to press his demand

for more offensive weapons, but to no

avail. The Russian leaders were looking

ahead towards a détente with the Unitec?

States, and when the Nixon visit to Moscow
came about last May, Egypt undertook 5^
serious re-evaluation of its policy,
Muhammad Hasanayn Haykal, the in-

fluential editor of al-Ahram, convened :.

symposium on the Nixon-Brezhnev ta1k=,
which concluded that the "no-peace, nc-
war" situation with Israel was benefich^,i
to the interests of all parties except Egyp:.
In spite of Haykal's belief that Egypt neeûs
Soviet friendship and has little to expec^
from the United States, still the May syr â
posium opted for a policy of non-aligr-
ment, in spite of its risks, rather than for
reliance upon one power. This is the polic,
President Sadat dramatically announced on
July 18, which resulted in the expulsion e:
some 15,000 Soviet military advisers.

There were other factors that entere:i
into this decision. The Russians were never
liked by the Egyptians, who regarde F
them as boors and detested taking order_:
from them. There were also clandestir
Russian attempts to subvert the midd!^--
echelons of the Egyptian bureaucracy aii '.
to.win over some of the journalists. A d^ -
cisive factor was the growing feeling th_-^
Egypt was being used by the Russians 11 i'

.-,its own ends of strengthening the U.S.S.F
strategic entrenchment in the Mediterr,:
ean area and carrying on a surveillance
the American Sixth Fleet, all the wh
disregarding Egypt's military needs ar a
goals. Egypt would be a friend but not, a
satellite. It might be bribed but could rl >t
be bought and owned.

Symbolic gesture
In some ways, Sadat's gesture of def-iar °
was more symbolic than real. True, it
been a blow to Soviet prestige in the ai
and the Egyptians have been only _,)o
happy about the lessening of the Rus4_n
presence. Egypt cannot, however, at o:',.'e
pull itself out of the Russian orbit. Sad,_,. 's
action also contained a silent, but urge-t,
plea to the world, and especially to t,le
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After a series of meetings between
Soviet and Egyptian leaders, President
Sadat announced in July that the bulk
of Soviet military advisers, technicians

West, for help in arriving at the settle-
ment with Israel. Sadat affirmed that
there was no Arab-U.S. problem, only an
Arab-Israeli one.

But his plea was met with a deafening
silence in every Western capital, and even
France refused Sadat's suggestion for a
visit to Paris to talk t h i n g s over. The
United States seems committed to the
3ealpolitik approach and the view that
'srael is the one great bastion against
,~ommunist inroads in the region (al-
,hough it was the creation of Israel that
opened the door to the strategic penetra-
=,ion of the Russians into the area). Egypt
will thus continue to be dependent upon
he U.S.S.R. for weapons and the servicing

4 its military machine.
Aziz Sidqi, Egypt's Prime Minister,

who is far from being a Communist, is re-
,)orted to have been apprehensive that
3adat's action might disturb Egypt's fi-
nancial and commercial relations with
Russia. The Soviet Union is deeply in-
volved in 40 major industrial enterprises in
3%gypt, and such patterns of development
,.nd trade cannot be changed overnight.
Egypt signed another $100-million trade
agreement with Russia last June, and in
crder to meet its obligations to the Eastern
Hoc, Egypt ships to it perhaps as much as
80 per cent of its annual cotton crop. It is
reported from Beirut that the main^-Rus-
:ian naval base will be removed from

Wide World photo

and instructors were being asked to
leave. Pictured are three of the Russians
as they pass the Soviet club in
the Cairo suburb of Zamalek.

Egypt to the Syrian port of L a t a k i a,
though Egypt will continue to provide port
facilities for the Russians in exchange for
military spare parts.

What, then, has Sadat accomplished by
his dramatic move, which was character-
ized by Edward Sheehan in the New York
Times Magazine of August 6 as "an act of
desperation - a spectacular diversion, a
colossal attempt to buy more time, a heroic
grasping at straws, a blind groping to find
a way out of Egypt's dilemma"? At least,
Sadat has let the Russians know that Egypt
intends to be master in its own house and
that Egypt's interests must come first.

Offer from Libya
Sadat may have no real alternative to
Russian help, but he did have one card up
his sleeve - he had had an offer from
President Qaddafi of Libya for the union
of their two countries. The sceptic may be
justified in asking whether the marriage
will be consummated by the time of the
announced wedding date of September 1,
1973. Again, as in the case of Egypt's union
with Syria, it is the smaller partner that is
urging the union, and Libya has an at-
tractive dowry to offer. Various loose
federal unions between Egypt and other
Arab states have been announced since the
breakup of the Egyptian-Syrian union in
1961 - with Syria and Iraq in 1963, with
Libya and the Sudan in 1969, and with
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Syria and Libya in 1971 - but these have
achieved little. Libya has always been
afraid of being swallowed up by its com-
paratively gigantic neighbour, but possibly
Qaddafi's ardour and Egypt's experience
can find the right formula for success.
Whatever happens to this proposed union,
it is safe to say that Egypt is deeply and
irrevocably committed to the Arab cause,
and that Egypt and its neighbours will
pursue the ideal of Arab unity.

As to Egypt's form of government in
the future, there is little likelihood of a
return to parliamentary democracy. In
Egypt this system, imported from the
West, was exploited by the privileged few
for their own ends. It has, in fact, been
successfully applied in few of the develop-
ing nations. Probably, as Arnold Toynbee
has said, parliamentary democracy is a
luxury of the affluent society. The em-
phasis of Egypt's present regime has been
upon "social democracy" under a pater-

nalistic, authoritarian government, the
form most often adopted by countries in a
hurry to modernize and industrialize.

Egypt, then, while remembering its
Pharaonic heritage, will continue to choose
a path in keeping with its Arab-Islamic
past. Internally, Egypt will urgently pur-

sue the goal of industrial development and
a modified state socialism under the direc-
tion of a highly-centralized, bureaucratic
regime. In the international sphere, Egypt
will pursue a policy of non-alignment as
far as it is allowed to in a world of power
blocs.

Since there is little likelihood of ob-
taining redress for the sufferings of the
Palestinian Arabs or of recovering Sinai
in the near future, the struggle with Israel
will go on. Egypt's leaders cannot negotiate
with Israel on the basis of the surrender
of Arab territory and Arab rights and
hope to stay in power. Although Egypt
cannot embark upon an all-out war with
Israel with any prospect of winning, the
situation is volatile and could explode un-

expectedly. Another possibility is that

Egyptian frustration at the state of "no
war, no peace" might prompt them to a
renewal of commando attacks across the
Suez Canal into Sinai. However, the de-
mand for some sort of action may have
been satisfied for the time being by the
expulsion of the Russian military "ad-
visers". The confrontation may therefore
be postponed and deflected into other
channels - economic, political and diplo-

matic.

Soviet role in the Middle East

... In contrast to Europe, where the
Soviet leaders have chosen a policy of

stabilization and détente, the Middle East

has presented a shifting political scene
in which the U.S.S.R. is engaged in an
active political and military competition
with the United States which both sides
frankly admit is dangerous to world peace.

In contrast to South Asia, where
the Soviet leaders, although virtually
compelled to support North Vietnam and
oppose the United States for reasons of
solidarity with a Communist state and of

competition with China, have limited

their involvement, the Middle East has
witnessed such a heavy concentration of
Soviet effort and such deep Soviet involve-
ment as to suggest that the leaders in
Moscow see vital interests at stake. In
contrast to . . . South Asia, where they
chose to back India - the stronger party
- and made notable gains at small risk,
in the Middle East they have sided with
Arab states of proven weakness and in-

stability.
The inevitable question is: Why? .

What has the Soviet Union gained in
military positions, political influence and
general prestige? How solid is the founda-
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tion on which these gains rest?
The recent action of Egypt in request-

ing the withdrawal of most of the Soviet
military advisers and experts appears tc
have posed that last question in stark form.

This dramatic move and the cir

cumstances surrounding it are not ye=,
sufficiently clear to enable us to reacl-
firm conclusions ... As an expression o;
nationalism, it can hardly be overestim
ated. Some call it a historic turning poin^
a basic shift in the balance of power.
indicating that the Soviet position in th,
Middle East has passed its apogee anc
can only decline henceforward. Others pas:
it off as a temporary setback, or even :
sly game of collusion. Probably neithe

interpretation is correct . . . .
... Egypt has been and remain^-

the centrepiece of the Soviet position i-
the Middle East. The country's size, geo
graphic location and influence on othe:
Arab states were as apparent to Moscov
as to Western capitals. ...(Excerpts fron
study of Soviet role in Middle East by Johi
C. Campbell, Senior Research Fellow at th
Council on Foreign Relations (New York
Problems of Communism September
October, 1972).
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Seeking nuclear-arms control
-the hard lessons of SALT I
By John Gellner

The first stage of the Strategic Arms Lim-
itation Talks - SALT I, as it is beginning
to be called in anticipation of further
stages to come - was concluded by the
signing in Moscow, on May 26 last, of a
U.S.-Soviet Treaty on Anti-Ballistic
Missile Systems and of an Interim Agree-
ment and Protocol on Strategic Offensive
Missiles. Also part of the package are a
number of "agreed interpretations" and
"common understandings". The whole rep-
resents the net result of seven rounds of
bargaining (four in Helsinki, three in
Vienna) that began on November 17,1969.

After reading the texts, and going en-
tirely by what they say, one can only come
to the conclusion that the mountains
laboured mightily to bring forth a mouse
- and a rather sickly one at that. If it
were not for the indirect, the imponder-
able as it were, results it may have, SALT
I would have to be written off as yet an-
other of those exercises in futility which
arms-control negotiations so often are.

The anti-ballistic missile (ABM) pact
limits the treaty partners to two com-
plexes of 100 missiles each, one round the
national capital, the other round a group-
ing of land-based intercontinental ballistic
missiles (ICBM). There are some further
restrictions on the area covered and on
the deployment of radar, but not such that
they would interfere with what the two
sides have or intend to have: for the Rus-
sians, the already-emplaced ABM system
around Moscow; for the Americans, the
Safeguard ABM installation at Grand
Forks, North Dakota, which is under con-
struction and slated for completion late in
1974. As things look now, the Soviets will
probably thicken and modernize the ABM
shield protecting Moscow, but neither side
is likely to pick up its second option, which
would be an ABM system defending a
Soviet ICBM complex and a Safeguard in-

stallation ringing Washington.
All in all, the ABM pact amounts to

an admission by the two powers that the
chances for a successful nuclear first strike
are so slight as not to be worth consider-

ing; the aggressor cannot save h i m s e l f
from being crushed by the counter-attack,
the second strike, whether or not there
are anti-ballistic missile defences. This is
pretty plain. We do not know, of course,
what Russian thinking on this point was
earlier, but there could not have been any
doubt in American minds - not after 1966,
when the Soviets started deploying ICBMs
and building missile-carrying nuclear sub-
marines at an unprecedentedly rapid rate.
The punch a nuclear force can deliver is
often expressed in megaton equivalents
(MTE), equal to two-thirds of the explo-
sive yield of the nuclear weapons that can
be counted upon to reach enemy territory.
For some time, it has been unwritten U.S.
military doctrine that the delivery of
about 400 MTEs would result in the "as-
sured destruction" of the Soviet Union.

The latest estimate by the Interna-
tional Institute for Strategic Studies
(IISS) puts the present "maximum theo-
retical capacity" of the U.S. strategic
nuclear forces at just under 19,000 mega-
tons, and that of the Soviet Union at
15,000 megatons, or about 12,300 and
10,000 MTEs. Even though the figures for
deliverable weapons would be less (not all
nuclear submarines would be on station,
not all ICBMs or bombers would be ser-
viceable), no conceivable first strike, in
whatever way executed, could reduce the
weight of the inevitable counter-attack to
less than 400 MTEs.

So, at least as far as the military

Mr. Gellner, lecturer and freelance
journalist who specializes in the defence
aspects of foreign policy, is editor of
the Canadian Defence Quarterly/Revue
canadienne de Defense. Mr. Gellner is
serving as Visiting Professor of Inter-
national Security Studies at the University
of Toronto. Author of Canada in NATO
and other books, he has written a new
volume, Bayonets in the Street, dealing
with the military components of the
October crisis in Quebec. The views
expressed are those of the author.
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balance between the two super-powers is
concerned, the ABM is an irrelevancy. The
standstill agreement negotiated under
SALT I merely confirms this fact.

Freeze in pact
is quantitative
rather than
qualitative

Problem of verification
One provision of the ABM pact is, how-
ever, worthy of note; it concerns verifica-
tion, the problem that has bedevilled past
nuclear-arms control negotiations. Article
XII states that "each party shall use

national technical means of verifica-

tion . . ."; it "undertakes not to interfere
with the national technical means of veri-
fication of the other party ...(and) not to
use deliberate concealment measures
which impede verification...". This is im-
portant. The Russians, in particular, have,

in their Kosmos space-vehicle series, tried

out an earth-satellite destroyer that could
sweep American reconnaissance spacecraft
from the skies above the Soviet Union.
They have now promised not to do so. Also,
the formulation of Article XII is such that

it may lend itself to adaptation to future
nuclear-arms control agreements, perhaps
(but this is very much open to question)
even to a comprehensive test ban.

If there is at least some merit in the
ABM pact, there is none in the strategic
offensive missiles agreement - at least,
none that would be readily discernible.
There is something like a quantitative
freeze in respect to missile-launchers, but
at a level higher than that which the Soviet
Union has reached. (The United States is
already at the maximum level set by the
agreement.) Even more significant - and
regrettable - is that there are no qualita-
tive restrictions to speak of.

The United States currently has 1,710
missile-launchers, 1,054 for ICBMs and 656
for SLBMs (submarine-launched ballistic
missiles), in 41 nuclear submarines. This
is also the total number allowed it under
the agreement, except that the 54 oldest
and most vulnerable missiles, the Titan

ICBM, can be replaced with SLBMs, to a
maximum of 710 in 44 submarines. The
Soviet Union at present possesses 2,090
ICBM and SLBM launchers. Depending on
which of two options open under the
agreement the Soviets decide on, they can
increase that number to 2,424 or 2,358
(the larger number would not necessarily
give them a stronger punch). In any case,
there must not be in the ultimate weapons
"mix" more than 950 SLBMs in 62 sub-
marines, or more than 309 of the most
powerful land-based ICBMs, the SS-9.

At first sight, this looks like a bad
deal for the United States, the more so as
the Soviet land-based missiles are, in gen-
eral, considerably more powerful than the
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American. This, however, overlooks other
factors that tend to equalize - some would
say, more than equalize- the odds.

First of all, the Moscow agreements
do not cover manned bombers. Here, the
United States is vastly superior, with 455
(if only the B-52s are counted) or 531 (if
the somewhat dubious, because of their
more limited range, FB-111As are added)
carriers to the Soviet 140. It is often
argued that bombers would have a dif-
ficult time penetrating modern defences.
This is a contentious question; it would
lead too far to enter into it here. In any
case, the U.S. bombers are just in the pro-
cess of being equipped with a reputedly
highly effective air-to-surface missile, the
SRAM; the later versions of the B-52 will
carry 20 of these each and the FB-111As
six each. Since the explosive power of a
SRAM is, according to reports, 200 kilo-
tons, one B-52 would be able to deliver
four megatons in 20 warheads, each of
which is ten times more powerful than the
Hiroshima bomb, while staying well out-
side the range of the close anti-aircraft
defences ringing an important target (the
range of SRAM is reported to be about
100 miles). Thus the least that can be said
is that the manned bomber cannot be sim-
ply discounted as a nuclear-weapon car-
rier. It follows that the U.S. superiority in
this category remains a factor in the gen-

eral strategic balance.
Another factor to be considered is

that the U.S. force can deliver from fewer
launchers more warheads than the Soviet.
This is because of the development, so far
not matched by the Soviet Union, of mul-
tiple independently-targeted re-entry

vehicles - MIRVs; each Minuteman 3

ICBM and each Polaris A 3 SLBM can

carry three 200-kiloton MIRVs, each

Poseidon SLBM ten 50-kiloton M I R V s
That these are relatively-low-yielc
weapons, at least by comparison with the
mammoth Soviet ICBMs, is not all that im-
portant assuming - as one must - that
either kind is meant to deter a first strike
by the threat of retaliatory counterattack.
Since the latter could logically be directed
only against cities (if there had been ,,
first strike, the enemy's nuclear-weapor ,

carriers would be gone by the t i m e th(
counterattack was launched), the yielc=
would not greatly matter; either 50 or 20(
kilotons is frightful enough. It is the morE
frightful as a single Poseidon submarin>

could conceivably hit 160 targets simu':
taneously. At the end of the current re

This brings us to the principal failinL

il

armament program, the United States wil
have 31 Poseidon submarines, with 49k.,
launchers and 4,960 warheads.
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Leonid Brezhnev (left), general secretary
of the Soviet Communist Party, chats with
President Nixon after offering a toast

of the offensive strategic missiles agree-
ment - the absence of effective qualitative
restrictions, which means that, where im-
provement and replacement of e x i s t i n g
weaponry is concerned, the nuclear-arms
race can go on unabated.

There is every indication that it will.
Both the United States and the Soviet
'`Jnion are working on a new supersonic
Arategic bomber (the Soviet Union has
aready flown one). The Russians are
modernizing their fleet of missile-carrying
submarines, both by replacing diesel-
powered units with nuclear-powered and by
developing an SLBM with a longer range
i han the now standard SS-N-6, the SS-N-8.
'hey are also experimenting with multiple

warheads, though apparently not yet in-
dependently-targeted. The Americans, for
^_heir part, are in the process of updating
`)oth their Minuteman ICBM and their
ballistic-missile submarine forces. They
also intend to replace the ten oldest nuclear
submarines, which are not slated for con-
version from the Polaris to the Poseidon

missile, with the new Trident-class sub-
marines, which will carry the first SLBMs
of intercontinental range. Finally, the ac-
euracy of both the American and Soviet
missile warheads is continuously being im-
proved by better guidance systems. Much
research and development work is also
being done on manoeuvrable warheads
that would be able to evade ABM defences.

In sum, the offensive strategic mis-

-UPI photo

to mark the initialling of the strategic
arms limitation pacts reached during
the U.S. President's visit to Moscow.

siles agreement can be called an arms-
control measure only if one interprets that
term very broadly. It does put an upper
limit on the number of missile-launchers
the two super-powers will have, and it
does establish a rough equilibrium be-
tween American and Soviet capabilities in
this field. On the other hand, at the end of
the life of the agreement in May 1977, the
offensive nuclear forces of both treaty
partners will undoubtedly be quite a bit
stronger than they are today. Their "over-
kill" capacity, already tremendous, will be
greater still. One cannot know, of course,
but a case could certainly be made for the
contention that this increase in strength
would not be much greater without a
limiting agreement, so-called. 'Overkill' capacity

So, if one took into consideration only will be greater

the hard-and-fast results attained, the by accord's end

final verdict on SALT I would have to be during May of 1977

that it represents at best a tiny step in
the direction of nuclear-arms control. It
does not even touch the issue of nuclear
disarmament.

Accomplishment in talks
As for the less obvious achievements of
SALT, the one that s h o u l d perhaps be
classed as the most important is that the
two super-powers persevered in negotiat-
ing for two-and-a-half years until they
reached the sort of agreement that was
sealed in Moscow last May. They did so in
spite of all the difficulties that emerged
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along the way, and despite recurrent dead-
locks, especially in the earlier stages of the
negotiations. If one remembers how far
the two sides were apart, even on basic
principle, this was indeed an accomplish-

ment.
For instance, Moscow's understanding

of what are "offensive strategic weapons"
differed sharply from Washington's; the
Russians wanted to include in this category
every type of weapon that could reach the
territory of the U.S.S.R., that is, among
others, the so-called "forward-based sys-

tems" (FBS) - in essence, American

tactical airplanes based in Europe or on air-
craft carriers. This would have weighted
the scales in favour of the Soviet Union,
which has no FBS and would thus have
been able to offset these weapon systems of
rather limited value with additional, fully
effective ICBMs or SLBMs. When the
Americans, naturally enough, demurred,
the Russians proposed that the issue of

offensive weapons be dropped from the
agenda altogether. It took infinite patience,
an unconscionable amount of time, and
above all readiness, on both sides, to com-

Results meagre promise, before problems like this one were

but good exercise got out of the way.

in negotiation SALT I, however meagre the results,

on concrete terms was thus for the two super-powers at least
a good exercise in dealing with one an-
other in concrete terms (as distinct from
the sweeping pronouncements and totally
unrealistic proposals for complete disarm-
ament in which the Soviets, particularly,
indulge in the United Nations) on matters
of arms control. It is to be hoped that this
will have a beneficial effect on other
negotiations that are forthcoming, on
mutual and balanced force reductions in
Europe (MBFR), on a comprehensive
nuclear-test ban, and, of course, on the
continuation of the strategic-arms limita-
tion talks, SALT II. It would be just as
wrong to underestimate this particular in-
tangible result of SALT I as to overestimate

it. The two delegations, and in particular
the delegation chiefs, Gerard Smith for
the United States and V. S. Semenov for
the Soviet Union, who have faced one an-
other across the conference table for more
than two and a half years, have reportedly
established a certain rapport. This, too, is
an imponderable, which one of these days
could be of importance.

Effect on NPT
Nor should the effect SALT I may have on
the fortunes of the 1968 Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty (NPT) be overlooked.
It has been called discriminatory by the
non-nuclear weapon states, and so it is, at
least for the present. Still, there is Article

VI of the treaty to act as a palliative. It
binds the nuclear-weapon states, the
"haves" so to speak, to "pursue negotia-
tions in good faith on effective measures
relating to cessation of the nuclear-arms
race at an early date and to nuclear dis-
armament . . .". This is, in fact, the essence
of the NPT. It asks the "have-nots" to re-
frain from aggravating the problem by
rushing to get nuclear weapons too, while
the "haves" attempt to bring about nuclear

disarmament.
At any rate, this is the idea. One can

- indeed one must - be sceptical about its
ever being translated into practice. Still,
even if Article VI did nothing but assure
the non-nuclear weapon states that the
military superiority the nuclear powers
have over them at present will not get
greater still, it would achieve much of its
purpose. On the other hand, if the three
nuclear powers that have acceded to the
NPT did not even show that they were
trying to comply with Article VI, tht.
floodgates of nuclear proliferation woulé
be bound to burst open eventually. Afte>

all, a number of countries that would b.,
capable of providing themselves witl.
nuclear weapons have not signed, or have.
signed but not ratified, the treaty. For th :
present, they are still on the fence. Thei,
decision will no doubt, at least in part,
depend on whether the nuclear powers up-

hold their side of the bargain, and to what

extent.
This is why both Moscow agreement:

make a point of stating that they represent
only a first step on the road to nuclear-
arms control. Thus Article XI of th.
Treaty on Anti-Ballistic Missile System
says: "Each of the parties undertakes t:
continue active negotiations for limitation.
on strategic offensive arms." And Artic?
VII of the Interim Agreement on Strateg! -
Offensive Missiles states: "The partie
undertake to continue active negotiatic?.
for limitations of strategic offensive arm
The obligations provided for in this
terim agreement shall not prejudice
scope of terms of the limitations on st,
tegic offensive arms which may be wori.
out in the course of further negotiation.

The vital interest both the Uni
States and the Soviet Union have in kc
ing the NPT operative - and making
universal, if this were only possible -!
hances the chances of SALT II, which is n
certain to follow SALT I (and may be um
way by the time this magazine is in t
reader's hands). Such success will adn..
tedly be more difficult to achieve than in t
case of SALT I. In the latter, the objecti^
perhaps not from the beginning but certa -
ly from the time the two sides came dowr 0

A
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brass tacks, was to establish force parity
between the two super-powers and thus to
provide a basis on which future under-
standing might be reached. (This, inci-
dentally, will have to be done in MBFR
as well if it comes to negotiations on this
subject, as now seems likely; the thorny
road trodden in SALT I cannot be avoid-
ed.) The next step is to apply the principle
of parity to gradual, balanced reductions
of armaments.

This task will be tackled in SALT II.
It will no doubt be an extremely difficult
one. Reductions of armaments will have to
be related to each side's perception of its
security requirements, and these are quite
different in many respects. Under such
circumstances, arriving at acceptable trade-
offs will pose enormous problems.

In a recent issue of Newsweek mag-
azine, a U.S. official was quoted as saying
that "progress will be slow". "Compared
to SALT II, SALT I is going to look like
a lightning process," the article declared.
This is probably true, though regrettable
- and perilous, if for no other reason than
that, with every year that passes without
substantive progress toward nuclear-arms
control, the danger of nuclear prolifer-
ation increases sharply. Still, it is too early
to say what will happen at SALT II. It is
certain that, if it has come about at all, it
is because there was SALT I, and this in
itself is something to enter on the credit
side of the ledger. Where arms control is
concerned (let alone disarmament, which
has not even been tackled yet in earnest),
one has to be thankful for small mercies.

Military balance intact,
political effects less certain

The SALT agreements are clearly the most
significant outcome of the Moscow sum-
nit. . . . These agreements will not,
however, end active competition in stra-
tegic missiles. Within the agreed numbers,
both sides are free to modernize and
improve their missile systems.

Thus the United States can continue
o install multiple guided warheads
MIRVs) on its Minuteman ICBMs and in its

?olaris submarines, or indeed to develop
:iew missile submarines. By 1975 or so,
he United States would . . . have about
hree times as many warheads as the
3oviets though each would be much
maller.

Conversely, the U.S.S.R. will have at
:east three times as much destructive
,orce (megatonnage) as the United States.

nd as the U.S.S.R. develops its own
.v'IIRVs (as it surely will), its greater
umber of missiles and the enormous size

af its 300 SS-9's should enable it eventually
`o surpass the United States in total
varheads.

... The prospect is that the U.S.S.R.
^^ill ultimately have 30 to 50 percent more
trategic missile-launchers and sub-

Iaarines, with several times as much
iegatonnage, and potentially could have

r iore warheads. Some people will fear
tiat this disparity will give the Soviets
tailitary "superiority". In military terms,
this concern seems to have been mistaken.
•.. As long as the U.S.S.R. could not hope
t.) disarm the United States by a i"irst

A

strike, it will be deterred from purposely
initiating nuclear war. In those terms, the
interim agreement will not upset the
military balance.

Its political effects are less certain.
Will the U.S.S.R. conclude that its relative
"superiority" could be converted into
greater leverage or influence in trouble
spots like the Middle East or even in
Western Europe? ... If it does, the effect
could be destabilizing and very danger-
ous....

In U.S. domestic politics, the agree-
ments are likely to sharpen and polarize
the debate over military spending. One
group will stress the growing Soviet
power . . . . Others will rely on the
agreements in pressing for major cuts in
the military budget .... Actually, these
pacts provide no real basis for substantial
savings.... Any major savings will depend
on whether the interim agreement leads
to further restrictions . . . .

The effort to achieve further restric-
tions should be pursued with vigour and
patience. The reduction of the armaments
burden could be a genuinely shared
interest of the United States and the
U.S.S.R. on the basis of parity if the
Soviets are willing to forego efforts to gain
political advantage from illusory "superi-
ority". (Excerpts from an analysis by Dr.
Robert R. Bowie, director of the Centre
for International Affairs, Harvard Univer-
sity, in the Christian Science Monitor, May
31, 1972).
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A fresh architectural face
to fit External Affairs' role
By Humphrey Carver
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External Affairs:
its own presence
and personality

When the Department of External Affairs
moves into its new building on Sussex
Drive in Ottawa early in the new year, it
will emerge into public view for the first
time as an organization with its own pres-
ence and personality. Hitherto it has been
an element of the Federal Government
with its head offices secreted somewhere
in the corridors of the East Block, behind
the green baize doors to the antechambers
of the Prime Minister and the Privy
Council. This has preserved the rather
elitist image of a department whose per-
sonnel have, in fact, been scattered

through many downtown buildings in th=
Capital. Now all will be brought togethe,
in the new headquarters, which become
the corporate image of the department.

You may not like the style of t`-_:
building or feel that it properly express
the department's role, but hencefor'
everyone who lives in or visits the Capit.

will know "this is the Department
External Affairs". Architecture is a powe
ful language; people "read" buildings ,
the same way as they interpret perso?
alities from the outward appearances
faces and clothes. What kind of buildir

is it?
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First of all, its site is superb. From
the penthouse terrace that surrounds the
diplomatic dining-room on the ninth floor,
there is a broad view up and down the
Ottawa River, across to the Quebec side
and on to the horizon of the wooded
Gatineau Hills. To the left are the spires
of Parliament Hill, just below is Earns-
cliffe, the modest Victorian home of Can-
ada's first Prime Minister, and beyond the
French Embassy to the right is the Prime
Minister's official residence. Additional
conversation pieces are the old National
Research Council building just across the
street, the Ottawa City Hall right beside
us and, just over there, that rather grue-
some fortress the Mint. Displaying this

4 whole scene to a visiting diplomat, one

11 could with justice say: "Here is Canada".
One could also explain that Sussex Drive
is a kind of processional route between
Parliament Hill and Rideau Hall, which to-
gether symbolize the sovereignty of the
nation.

In such a superb setting, so closely
associated with the symbols and affairs of
state, it would certainly have been a temp-
tation to choose a stately architectural de-
sign, in the traditional sense. Should there,
perhaps, have been some historic reference
to the classical columns and courtyards of
the Foreign Office in Whitehall, or some
recollection of the ornate architectural
good manners of the Quai d'Orsay, or even,
perhaps, a bow to that crusty stylistic
monster, the old State Department Build-
ing in Washington? But all of these got
their Roman style from an imperial age in
diplomacy and more appropriate, perhaps,
would have been some overtones of the
blander architecture of the United Nations
building, signifying the period in which
Canada became actively involved in inter-
national affairs. All these recognizable
architectural conventions can be used by a
competent firm of architects with the ex-
pectation of winning gold or silver medals
if the conventions are used in a stylish and
graceful way.

Surprising design
However, the architects for the new Ex-
ternal Affairs building, the firm of Webb,
Zerafa, Menkes and Housden, did not
use any of these architectural conven-
tions, but put their minds to work on the
real-life requirements of the Department.
This has produced a design that has taken
everyone by surprise because of its un-
expected form and unconventional charac-
ter. It is not quite like anything the public
has seen before, and it has, consequently,
been the target for some rather foolish
criticism.

This is not really a single building but
a three-dimensional cluster of several
pieces, stretching nearly 300 yards along
Sussex Drive, linked together and planned
round a very handsome main entrance and
foyer. The whole composition is raised on
a podium, with a battered wall 12 feet
high, that gives a robust strength to the
design and provides a setting for garden
terraces and groups of large trees. The
highest tower in the cluster is the prin-
cipal diplomatic centre, with the protocol
and reception facilities at the foyer level,
the Secretary of State for External Affairs
on the tenth floor just above the penthouse

terrace, and the officers of the Depart-
ment on the second to the eighth floors.
Also facing Sussex Drive, in a separate,
lower building, is the Passport Office and,
behind this, a general departmental office
building.

At the main entry from Sussex Drive
one either drives directly into the parking
space below the podium or up to the main
foyer doors, circling round the ascending
steps of patterned gardens and under the
shelter of a port-cochère roof. Entering
the richly-sculptured bronze doors, one
finds oneself immediately within the entry
hall, which is two storeys high, not unlike
the foyer of a large hotel, and serves the
function of a kind of town-square sur-
rounded by the whole cluster of buildings
and their various features. In one direc-
tion from the foyer is the open hall of the
Passport Office and the large cafeteria
dining floor, both of which look into an in-
terior courtyard that faces out towards the
Rideau River; this garden courtyard will
be a very pleasant place for lunch in the
summer. At the back of the foyer is the
Library, with a well-lit reading-room, a
public display of documents on the history
of Canada's external relations and, under
greater security, a collection of NATO
documents.

In another direction from the "town-
square" is the international conference
centre, with its own lobby and a smaller
courtyard garden; there is a theatre-style
auditorium seating about 220 and a highly-
sophisticated conference chamber in which

Humphrey Carver, town-planner and
authority on the social-policy aspects of
housing, served as chairman of the re-
search committee and later as chairman
of the advisory group of Central Mortgage
and Housing Corporation during nearly
20 years with CMHC. Mr. Carver is
author of Cities in the Suburbs, and acted
as chairman last year of the jury for the

Vincent Massey A wardsforExcellence in
the Urban Environment.

Robust strength
plus a setting
forgarden terraces
and towering trees
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Should encourage
general public
to catch spirit
of central square

more than 30 delegates can sit round an
oval table, surrounded by supporting staff
and aided by four-language translation
and such facilities as television coverage.
And, finally, from the central foyer, for-
eign visitors will be escorted to the proto-
col reception area under the main tower
of the building. All this has been contrived
for some theatrical effect: the s t e p p e d
gardens leading up to the bronze entrance
doors, the high-ceilinged central hall and
the vistas into the surrounding floor-
spaces and courtyards. The activities aris-
ing out of Canada's relations with the rest
of the world are thus grouped round this
central square, which should be a lively
and interesting place. It is to be hoped that
the Department will not be too security-
conscious and that the general public will
be encouraged to come in and catch the
spirit and openness of this central place.

(When I walked through the interiors
of the buildings in late September, the
floors and wall-surfaces were not yet fin-
ished and the ceiling frameworks were
still festooned with cables, ducts, pipes and
all kinds of apparatus for climate-control
and intercommunication. I cannot com-
ment, therefore, on the atmosphere and
mood, which will depend so much on the
colour, the furnishings and the works of
art that are to be installed.)

The outward appearance of the build-
ings in the cluster, the strong horizontal
layers of window-strips and the pre-cast

William Rankin, Public Works Department
project manager for construction of
the External Affairs Department building,
clambers up a ladder to get an over-
all view of the ninth-floor diplomatic

stone cladding, come simply from the accept-
ance of a normal arrangement or working-
office floors, each planned around a service
core and lit by continuous windows that
do not obstruct a flexible partitioning sys-
tem. In its outward appearance, the whole
composition could be thought of as an
enormous stratified sculpture with inter-
esting and unexpected projections and
overlappings and layers of garden ter-
races. If this terraced and layered effect
is, at first sight, a bit exotic (some people
have suggested that it looks like some
Aztec temple or Babylonian ziggurat), it
is in fact a quite natural extension of the
common office-floor plan. It should also
be noted that the building will unavoid-
ably look rather barren until it has been
clothed with the landscape texture that
will be as important to the character of
the exterior as the furnishings will be to

the interior.
Ottawa has not been blessed with

many fine pieces of architecture since the
original Gothic Revival composition on
Parliament Hill. The new National Arts
Centre is perhaps the only other architec-
tural work of first rank, and its design
has an obvious relation to the new Ex-
ternal Affairs buildings. They are not only
built of the same rugged pre-cast slabs
but are alike in being sculptural three-
dimensional compositions, not just street
architecture or rectangular boxes. They
are each whole city-scapes, with terraces

-Information Canada Pho:

reception area. This area, overlooking
the Ottawa River and the Gatineau Hills

beyond, is located in Block A, highest of the
four towers that make up the four-block

complex. Block A rises ten stories.



and landscape built into them and upon
them. This is a kind of architecture that
takes us back to the grandeur and scale of
medieval building, of castles and cathe-
drals and great stone walls rising like cliffs
from the earth, mellowing with the pas-
sage of time, with the rhythm of the sea-
sons and the evolving shapes of trees and
garden plants. Perhaps this is a direction
in which urban architecture may develop,
now that the last possible dramatic effect
has been squeezed out of the steel and
glass towers of Mies van der Rohe, with all
their austere and puritanical elegance. The
firm of Webb, Zerafa, Menkes and Hous-
den is to be congratulated for this essay in
a new and more human kind of city-scape.

There has been criticism of the site
chosen for the External Affairs headquar-
ters, standing at the Ontario end of the
Macdonald-Cartier Bridge and caught in
the network of approach ramps. It has also
been said that the traffic generated by a
work force of 3,200 people will spoil the
rather quiet and dignified character of
Sussex Drive and put an unmanageable
load on the neighbourhood streets of New
Edinburgh and on the arterial roads linked
to the bridge. There are obvious difficul-
ties ahead and the External Affairs staff
will have to accept the limitations of park-
ing and traffic space; there are parking
spaces for 575 cars and some bicycles. The
staff will learn to act more like those who
work in other Capital cities that do not
have the same generous acres of car-park-
ing space that Ottawa civil servants have

customarily enjoyed but have been such a
blight on the city. In the future, more
Ottawa people will have to ride on public
vehicles.

The capital city of a democratic coun-
try is a place where people go to redis-
cover the essential character of their
nation, its history, its aspirations and its
place in the world. It is one of the func-
tions of Ottawa (and of Hull, too) to help
Canadians understand their own country Sensitive design
better, how its government works do- unlike counterparts
mestically and how its relations with the most of which
rest of the world are managed. The new are faceless boxes
External Affairs building has a special
qualification for this process of internal
communication because it is one of the
very few public-service buildings in the
Capital that has been sensitively designed
to fit a particular complex of department-
al functions. Most government buildings
are faceless boxes filled with interchange-
able bureaucrats, who, so far as the ex-
pressiveness of the building goes, could
just as well be concerned with agriculture,
defence, finance or welfare. In its new
headquarters it will be possible for Ex-
ternal Affairs to consider not only the de-
partment's working convenience and the
favourable impression to be made on visit-
ing diplomats; it should also be possible to
consider the needs of the ultimate em-
ployer, the people of Canada, who come to

their Capital wanting to find out what
goes on here and how Canada looks out
upon the rest of the world through the
medium of this department.

Next stage in humanitarian law
By D. M. Miller

Law is never wise but when merciful, but
mercy has conditions; and that which is
mercy to the myriads, may seem hard to
the one; and that which seems hard to the
one, may be mercy when viewed by the
eye that looks on through eternity.

Bulwer Lytton

The four Geneva Conventions of August
12, 1949, for the Protection of War Vic-
tims are widely known, if not as extensive-
ly understood or appreciated. Drafted in
the rejuvenated "never-again" atmo-
sphere of the post-Second World War pe-
riod, they definitively codified and pro-
gressively developed important aspects of
the international law of armed conflict.

Since 1949, however, the nature of war
has changed dramatically, with the conse-
quence that civilians have become more
exposed to danger.

New forms of humanitarian action
are urgently required to protect more ef-
fectively civilian populations against the
dangers and destruction of modern means
of warfare-against, of course, "the
Bomb" but also against the all-too-frequent
employment of "lesser conventional
weaponry", more often than not in situa-
tions of "armed conflict not of an inter-
national character" in which terrorists,
so-called guerrillas and irregular or regular
armed forces act to the direct detriment
of the civilian population.
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Ways to ensure
better protection
for both civilians
and combatants

To its credit the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross (ICRC) was among
the first to realize the inherent inade-
quacies of the Geneva Conventions. In Oc-
tober 1965, the twentieth International
Conference of the Red Cross adopted a
formal declaration, the Vienna Declara-
tion, on the protection of civilian popula-
tions against the dangers of indiscriminate
warfare. Some of those who attended this
historic meeting in the Hofburg suggested
that the ICRC should develop and present
to states new proposals intended not to re-
place the Geneva Conventions but to elab-
orate and supplement them as necessary.

In a parallel and closely related man-
ner, the International Conference of Hu-
man Rights held in Tehran in 1968, 20
years after the universal adoption of the
Declaration on Human Rights, drew to the
attention of the organs of the United Na-
tions the steps that could be taken to se-
cure the better application of e x i s t i n g
humanitarian conventions and rules in all
armed conflicts, and the need for addi-
tional legal instruments to ensure better
protection for civilians, p r i s o n e r s and
combatants and the limitation of the use
of certain means of warfare. The United
Nations General Assembly gave effect to
the Tehran resolution by inviting the Sec-
retary-General to undertake related
studies, by deciding to examine the prob-
lems arising in this field at each of its
regular sessions, and by noting with ap-
preciation the work of the ICRC.

In September 1969, added impetus
was provided by the twenty-first Interna-
tional Conference of the Red Cross, held at
Istanbul, where the ICRC tabled a report
entitled Reaffirmation and Development

of the Laws and Customs Applicable in

Armed Conflicts, covering not only weapons

of mass destruction but also the problems
inherent in contemporary forms of con-
ventional and guerrilla warfare and non-
international armed conflicts.

Canada's initiatives
The Canadian delegation at Istanbul took
several successful initiatives. It co-
sponsored, with the Norwegian delegation,
the Declaration of Principles in Disaster
Situations, subsequently adopted with no
opposing votes, which affirmed mankind's
concern for all forms of human suffering,
recognized the need for effective interna-
tional relief to civilian victims and de-
clared six important principles. These
dealt with the protection of the individual

Mr. Miller is director of the Legal
Operations Division of the Department of

External Affairs.

and safeguarding of basic human rights;
the non-political and humanitarian nature
of relief to civilian populations; the neces-
sity for the effective co-ordination of in-
ternational action; the provision of relief
on a non-di scriminatory basis, which
should never be regarded as an unfriendly
act; the facilitation by states of the admis-
sion, transit and distribution of relief sup-

plies; and similar facilitation by other

authorities.
In company with the Swedish delega-

tion, the Canadian delegation also drafted
a resolution requesting the ICRC to: (a)
propose as soon as possible concrete rules
to supplement existing humanitarian law;
(b) invite governmental Red Cross and
other experts, representing the world's
principal legal and social systems, to meet
with the ICRC for this purpose; (c) submit
these proposals to governments for com-
ment; and (d), if desirable, recommend the

convening of diplomatic conferences of
states that are parties to the Geneva Con-
ventions and other interested states, to
elaborate international legal instruments
incorporating these proposals. The delega-
tion also co-sponsored a resolution re-
questing the ICRC, with the co-operation
of governmental experts, to devote special
attention to the subject of non-interna-
tional armed conflicts given the unfortu-
nate fact that since 1949 t h i s type of
armed conflict has been increasing and has
caused much suffering.

Convinced that a definite trend had
been established favouring the develop-
ment of conventional humanitarian law to
cover all armed conflicts, the ICRC im-
mediately began working toward a diplo-
matic conference to adopt new instruments
of a legally-binding character supplemen-
tary to the Geneva Conventions and the
even more dated Hague Conventions codi-
fying international legal rules governing
combat operations.

It was apparent that such a conference
would require careful preparation. Ac-
cordingly, encouraged by the United Na-
tions Secretary-General, the ICRC in May
1971 convened in Geneva the first Confer-
ence of Government Experts on the Re-
affirmation and Development of Intern -
tional Humanitarian Law Applicable n
Armed Conflicts, to provide informed ac
vice on the various issues involvec
Thirty-nine governments provided delc
gations composed of some 200 diplomatic.

legal, military and medical experts. Th^
ICRC, with pre-conference assistance from
a number of national Red Cross societies,
prepared extensive background documen
tation on such subjects as: measures in
tended to reinforce the implementation o:-
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existing law; protection of the c i v i l i a n
population against dangers of hostilities;
rules relative to behaviour of combatants;
protection of victims of non-international
armed conflicts; rules applicable in gueril-
la warfare; and protection of the wounded
and sick.

Basic standard
The Canadian delegation vigorously pro-
moted the view that, building upon com-
mon Article 3 of the 1949 Geneva Con-
ventions, there should be a basic minimum
standard of humanitarian treatment ap-
plied in all armed-conflict situations,
whether these were characterized as "inter-
national" or "non-international". The Ca-
nadian experts presented a draft protocol
embodying this concept in which an en-
couraging number of other experts ex-
pressed interest.

Considering that the prime purpose
of the conference was to discuss the in-
tricate issues involved in an informal
and non-binding manner and not neces-
sarily to achieve any conclusions or solu-
tions, the results of the conference, as
reflected in the reports of its four com-
missions, provided a useful insight into
government thinking of sufficient value
to warrant the subsequent decision by the
ICRC to organize another such gathering
one year later and to invite all states
that are parties to the 1949 Geneva con-
ventions to submit concrete proposals in
the form of draft texts.

As a result, the ICRC convened a
meeting of more than 460 experts from 76
states (including Canadian experts from
the Department of External Affairs, De-
partment of National Defence, and Uni-
versity of Western Ontario Faculty of
Law), together with observers from the
United Nations and from non-govern-
mental organizations, in Geneva from May
3 to June 3, 1972, to consider two draft
protocols, and accompanying commen-
taries, to the Geneva Conventions - one,
concerning international armed conflicts,
and the other, as proposed by Canada at the
first conference, concerning armed con-
flicts not of an international character. A
preparatory meeting of national Red Cross
experts was held in Vienna in March.

As at the first conference, there were
two days of plenary meetings and general
debate, followed by the organization of the
experts into four commissions and two
sub-commissions. Commission I considered
the protection of the wounded, sick and
shipwrecked in international armed con-
flicts. It discussed those parts of the first
protocol which extend to civilian médical

establishments and personnel protection
equal to that accorded to military medical
personnel by the Geneva Conventions.
Commission II, which was again chaired by
a Canadian expert, examined the second
protocol on non-international armed con-
flicts. Commission III dealt with those
parts of the first protocol relating to the
behaviour of an s, protection of the
civilian population, protection of non-mil-
itary civil defence organizations and, at
the request of the UN Secretary-General,
protection of journalists engaged on dan-
gerous missions in areas of armed conflict.
Commission IV was concerned primarily
with measures intended to reinforce the
implementation of the existing law, its
supervision, including the appointment of
protecting powers, and penalties for
breaches of the law.,

Hundreds of proposals
Accordingly, each commission worked on
parts of the two protocols. Hundreds of
proposals and amendments were submit-
ted in writing and considered by the ex-
pert delegations. Since the rules of pro-
cedure followed both in plenary and com-
mission sessions encouraged experts to
speak in their personal capacity without
binding their governments, efforts to co- Bid to co-ordinate
ordinate these submissions and to accom- all of submissions
modate conflicting opinions were meagre proved illusory
and largely illusory. The rules did permit
indicative voting on individual proposals,
but not many such votes were recorded.

In addition, no verbatim or summary
records were kept and no resolutions or
recommendations were adopted formally.
This permitted fairly free-ranging and
generally apolitical discussions which were
reflected in the voluminous reports of the
four commissions. These reports were
adopted by the conference as a whole at
its closing plenary sessions. It was left to
the ICRC to draw up a complete report of
the conference for circulation to states
parties to the Geneva Conventions and to
the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.

The basis of work for Commission I
was the relevant articles of the first draft
protocol (Articles 11 to 29) on interna-
tional armed conflicts, dealing with two
major topics: one, the protection of
wounded and sick and civilian medical
personnel, and the other, the s a fe t y
of medical transports. The commission also
considered the provision of additional as-
sistance to national Red Cross societies and
other relief agencies.

The commission selected a drafting
committee to prepare texts for its con-
sideration on the basis of the ICRC draft
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articles and proposals submitted by ex-
perts, and then arrived at recommenda-
tions on the basis of these texts, notwith-
standing the fact that some experts ob-
jected that the commission had no author-

ity to take decisions.
For instance, the Commission recom-

mended that: special protection should be
extended to civilian medical personnel
(complete with a medical identity card)
and to all kinds of civilian medical institu-
tions - permanent or temporary (while
in use), public or private - provided they

Regulations to cover were duly recognized by the competent

medical personnel, authorities of the state within whose ter-

new-born as well ritory they operated; medical air trans-

as infirm persons ports should be included rather than ex-
cluded within the definition of "medical
transports"; special protection and respect
should be granted to the new-born as well
as to infirm persons, expectant mothers
and maternity cases; any act endangering
health (i.e. physical mutilation and medi-
cal and scientific experiments, including
the grafting or removal of organs, not
justified by medical treatment) should be
prohibited; and persons should not be pun-
ished for having carried out medical ac-
tivities or been compelled to commit re-
lated acts contrary to professional rules
and ethics. The provisions recommended
by the commission were designed to be
part of a comprehensive protocol to all

four Geneva Conventions, rather than
merely to the Fourth Convention (Protec-
tion of Civilian Persons) as envisaged at
the first conference.

Commission I also drafted articles
calling for the full protection of medical
aircraft in the battleground area under
the control of the party to the conflict em-
ploying the aircraft, and on the basis of
flight plans agreed on in more forward
areas where such control did not exist. The
commission agreed that whenever a med-
ical aircraft were recognized as such, it
should not be the object of attack. To
better identify such aircraft, the commis-
sion established a technical subcommittee
which drafted an annex entitled Recom-

mended Standards, Practices and Inter-
national Procedures for ldentifying and
Signalling Ambulance Aircraft. This pro-
vided for better visual identification by
means of flashing blue lights, improved
radio voice communications on specific
frequencies and secondary surveillance by
radar beacon transponder systems.

Finally, the commission called upon
the parties to a conflict to extend to na-
tional Red Cross societies the facilities and
assistance necessary for the performance
of their humanitarian activities.

Commission II reviewed the second

draft protocol, which dealt with non-inter-
national armed conflicts at present covered
by Article 3 common to the four Geneva
Conventions. At the first conference, the
Canadian experts had asserted that this
article did not provide sufficient protec-
tion for the victims of internal conflicts.

Although the need to expand common
Article 3 was largely accepted by the ex-
perts, the question of whether this should
be done in a separate second protocol was
debated actively. Some argued that the
victims of international and non-interna-
tional armed conflicts should be protected
equally by a single protocol, but most be-
lieved that the nature, conditions and basic
differences of non-international conflicts
required separate treatment. It was gen-
erally agreed, however, that w h e r ev e r
possible the language of the two protocols
should be similar.

The ICRC draft protocol, which it was
admitted was based essentially on the 1971
Canadian draft but which went far beyond
the Canadian draft by introducing rules of
combat as opposed to purely humanitarian
rules, was defined to apply to all situations
where hostilities of a collective nature oc-
curred between "organized armed forces
under the command of a responsible auth-
ority". Experts differed over whether the
application of the protocol should be made
broad and flexible to cover internal armed
conflicts of relatively low intensity, or be
made narrow and precise to cover only
conflicts of high intensity where both
parties, including the rebels, had at least
quasi-governmental authority, control of
some territory and the capacity to abide
by the protocol. Some experts considered
that "wars of national liberation" were in-
ternational in nature and, therefore,
should be excluded from the second pro-
tocol and treated differently from conflicts
of secession or dismemberment of a ter-

ritory.

Practically all experts agreed, how-
ever, on the need to provide captured com-
batants with the humane treatment not at
present provided for in common Article 3.
Although some favoured the granting of
prisoner-of-war status, or a similar status,
to guerrilla fighters and other p e r s o n s
meeting certain minimum requirements,
most favoured the more basic treatment
extended to civilians deprived of t h e i r
freedom for acts connected with the con-
flict. Some experts proposed the abolitior
of the death penalty for combatants who
had fought fairly, i.e. had respected the
essential provisions of the laws of armed
conflict. Others considered that the execu-
tion of combatants should simply be sus
pended until hostilities had terminated ir
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the expectation that a general amnesty
would then be granted.

Commission II also considered the ef-
fectiveness and supervision of relief opera-
tions in non-international conflicts in the
light of the ICRC's desire to eliminate the
lacunae existing under common Article 3
by including in the draft p r o t o c o l pro-
visions to facilitate humanitarian assist-
ance and support and strengthen the ac-
tivities of national Red Cross societies and
other relief agencies. Most experts con-
sidered that the ICRC draft articles were
excellent, but some, with an eye to balanc-
ing the security requirements of the
parties to the conflict and the humanitar-
ian requirements of its victims, advocated
the reinforcement of the obligations in the
protocol rather than reservations limiting
its scope. Others were apprehensive that
humanitarian assistance in the form of
outside relief might, in some instances,
constitute interference in a state's internal
affairs.

When rules of a humanitarian char-
acter in relation to international conflicts
were proposed and discussed in greater
detail in the other commissions, there was
relatively little difference of view on such
subjects as protection of the wounded and
sick and of the civilian population as a
whole.

Provisions on combatants
Commission III dealt principally with the
provisions on combatants and protection of
the civilian population contained in Parts
III and IV of the first protocol on inter-
national armed conflicts. The vast number
of proposals submitted necessitated the
establishment of a co-ordinating com-
mittee to evaluate amendments to certain
articles.

The two most contentious s u b j e c t s
concerning combatants were the means of
combat and guerrilla warfare. Some ex-
perts, notably those from Sweden, strong-
ly advocated that the prohibition in the
1907 Hague Regulations against weapons
causing unnecessary suffering should be
expanded in the protocol by including a
list of specific weapons causing indiscrim-
inate damage (e.g. delayed action, incen-
diary and fragmentation bombs), rather
than by resorting to the more subjective
standard advanced by the ICRC of forbid-
ding "particularly cruel methods and
means" of using such weapons. Later in
plenary, several experts proposed that the
ICRC convene a special group of specialists
to examine the effects of these particular
conventional weapons with a view to their
prohibition or limitation.

As in Commission II, the experts in

Commission III expressed differing opin-
ions on the entitlement of irregular com-
batants, such as guerrilla fighters, to be
treated as prisoners of war. Although al-
most all agreed that the relative provi-
sions of the Geneva Conventions should be
liberalized and made more flexible, there
was considerable disagreement over how
far to go in this direction. On the one hand,
some insisted that, to become eligible for
such treatment, irregulars must be dis-
tinguishable from the civilian population
by carrying their arms openly or, as sug-
gested by the ICRC, by wearing a distinct-
ive sign. On the other hand, a few experts
stated that it would be more realistic to
treat all combatants as prisoners of war
when rendered hors de combat.

The commission also tried to define
rules on perfidy, use of flags of truce, con-
ditions of capture and surrender (includ-
ing flyers in distress), and the treatment
of members of armed forces on independ-
ent missions.

Protection of civilians
The other major area of concern to the
commission was the protection of the civil-
ian population against the dangers of hos-
tilities. The Geneva Conventions protect
civilians only against arbitrary action by
the enemy authorities in whose power they
happen to be, whereas the articles of the
ICRC draft protocol prohibited attack
against individual civilians or the civilian
population, and restricted military activi-
ties if the probable injury to the civilian
population was likely to be dispropor-
tionate to the anticipated military advan-
tage. Not surprisingly, experts concentrat-
ed on the definition of such key terms as
civilian population, civilian objects and
military objectives, but after prolonged
discussion little or no consensus emerged.

For instance, some argued for a broad Little consensus
category of objects indispensable to civil- on the definition
ian survival or containing dangerous of military goals,
forces (e.g. dams and dikes) and for their civilian population
absolute immunity from attack, whereas
others spoke of the increasing difficulty
in armed-conflict situations of separating
military and civilian objectives and activi-
ties. Consequently, while the experts re-
affirmed that the civilian population
should not be the object of attack, they
disagreed about what protection should be
given to civilians indirectly e x p o s e d to
danger by being in the vicinity of military
objectives. This disagreement highlighted
the difficulty of introducing rules of com-
bat into a Geneva (humanitarian) context
with the result that it was hard to reach
consensus. For example, no consensus was
reached on the ICRC proposal to prohibit
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target-area bombardment.
The experts did agree that children

under 15 years of age should not be em-
ployed in any way in military operations.

Finally, the commission discussed the
protection of journalists engaged in dan-
gerous missions, a topic considered by vari-
ous UN agencies and the General As-
sembly's Third Committee during the past
two years and submitted for comment to
the conference by the Secretary-General.
Some experts expressed concern that a
multiplicity of categories of protected per-
sons might weaken the general protection
due to the civilian population, but most
accepted that if the majority of states
favoured such special protection, suitable
rules should be drafted.

Implementation phase
Commission IV was asked to consider the
preamble to the first protocol, the general
provisions, including those relating to the
implementation of its provisions, and the
final clauses. It also examined a possible
draft resolution on disarmament and a
draft declaration on the application of in-
ternational humanitarian law in armed
struggles for self-determination. The com-
mission took some indicative votes.

Most experts considered that it was
necessary to reinforce the international
machinery designed to assure and facili-
tate impartial supervision of the imple-
mentation of the Geneva Conventions. The
commission established a special working
group to achieve a composite text on the
appointment of protecting powers (i.e.
states, not involved in the conflict, respon-
sible for representing the interests of
belligerents in the territories of adver-
saries, and for supervising the application
of the Geneva Conventions) and their sub-
stitutes. The final text approved by the
commission included provisions for the ex-
change of lists of prospective Protecting

Protocol to apply Powers, the setting of time-limits for the

from beginning choice of a Protecting Power, and, ulti-

of armed conflict mately, the obligatory acceptance of the

or total occupation ICRC as a substitute.
On the basis of the alternatives pre-

sented by another w o r k i n g group, the
commission decided that the protocol
should apply from the commencement of
any armed conflict, as well as in all cases
of partial or total occupation, and that it
should cease at the close of military op-
erations or the termination of occupation,
with protected persons continuing to be
protected until their release or repatria-
tion.

The commission also dealt with pro-
visions on penal sanctions. There was clear
support for the inclusion of an article al-

lowing a subordinate to refuse to obey an
order that would entail the commission of
a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions
or the protocols. Most experts also favoured
including an article obliging member states
to provide adequate sanctions for such
breaches.

The commission voted to omit from
the protocol any provision indicating when
reprisals were permissible. In fact, the ma-
jority of experts supported forbidding any
reprisals against persons and property
protected by the protocol (a proposal of
far-reaching effect - in the final analysis,

it may be wiser to leave the question of
reprisals unanswered).

In the examination of the final clauses,
the experts tended to support the inclusion
of an article prohibiting reservations.
Opinions were divided on whether this
should apply to all of the protocol or just
to the provisions relating to supervision.

Debate on self-determination
The commission's consideration of the
draft declaration on self-determination
sparked a highly political debate. Several
experts opposed the declaration since the
subject matter was beyond the scope of the
protocol, while others strongly favoured
including in the protocol provisions on
wars of national liberation. By a large ma-
jority, however, the commission decided
not to include an article stating that wars
of national liberation should be regarded
as international conflicts. The commis-
son's debate on a possible disarmament
resolution proved far less decisive and was
without significant result.

The work of the four commissions and
the conference on the ICRC's two draft
protocols, while less than optimal, repre-
sents considerable progress in the further
identification and clarification of the main
issues by a far larger number of experts
than at the first conference. On a number
of important points, it was possible to at-
tain a measure of rapprochement, if not

complete agreement. For example, progress
additional to that at the first conference
was made on the protection of the wound-
ed and sick and on the articles on medical
aircraft. The extent of similar protection
in non-international armed conflicts was
further developed, even if the problem
the status of rebels remained unresolvef-,
and progress was registered during con
sideration of the implementation of exist-
ing law.

The ICRC, as indicated by the rules
of the conference, never expected more
than informal and non-binding advice or
how the draft protocols might be improve_:
in preparation for a diplomatic confer-

,
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ence. This the experts provided, often
in bewildering abundance. The task of de-
ciding how best to redraft some of the cru-
cial points over which views differed
widely will not be easy. However, the
President of the ICRC announced in the
final session of the conference that the re-
sults obtained were ample for the ICRC to
recommend that the diplomatic conference
be held in the near future after revised
protocols have been presented to the
twenty-second International Conference of
the Red Cross in Tehran in autumn 1973.

Provided the governments of states
that are parties to the Geneva Conventions

prove willing, the diplomatic conference
could crown one of the most significant
advances in the progressive development
and codification of international humani-
tarian law in the past 25 years. Certainly,
the second Conference of Government Ex-
perts both expanded and strengthened the
foundations laid at the first conference. It
is worth remembering that the reaffirma-
tion and development of international
humanitarian law is a political as much as
a juridical problem. It is hardly surpris-
ing, therefore, that most states approach
the subject with considerable caution.

New trends in international law

The Canadian Council on International
Law, established in June of this year,
met in Ottawa in mid-October to review
a series of international legal issues
in which Canada has major interests.

The Council is designed to provide
a forum for Canadian academics active
in public international law and organ-
ization and to facilitate closer contact
between the academic community and
government officials in the field. The
Council also wants to broaden relations
between Canadian international law-
yers and interested individuals and
organizations outside Canada.

In the Ottawa meeting, keyed to
the theme "New Approaches to Inter-
national Law", there was discussion of
such questions as Canada's Arctic
pollution-zone legislation, exclusive off-
shore fishing-zones, extended concepts
of the territorial sea and internal waters
and jurisdiction over the continental
margin and deep-sea bed. Other issues
under review included the right of self-
defence in response to environmental
threats, telecommunications and new
techniques of surveillance and mass
propaganda and acts of international
terrorism by private groups and indi-
viduals.

The meeting attempted to take
account of new forces and altered roles
in the international community, with
special attention to the impact of summit
conferences, direct negotiation and
agreement by the super-powers on global
issues, the prospective role of the United
Nations, the present relevance of-Ahe

International Law Commission and the
future of the International Court of
Justice.

The Council hopes to recommend
measures for more effective operation
of international organizations and to
promote the imaginative use of peaceful
methods of dispute settlement, includ-
ing resort to the International Court
of Justice.

Among those participating in the
Ottawa sessions were Ambassador Arvid
Pardo of Malta, perhaps the best known
advocate of reform of the law of the
sea; Professor Myres McDougal of Yale
University, consultant to the U.S. State
Department; Allan Gotlieb, Deputy
Minister, federal Department of Com-
munications; J. Alan Beesley, Legal
Adviser to the Department of External
Affairs; and Maxwell Cohen, Professor of
International Law at McGill University.
The President of the Canadian Council is
Dean R. St. J. Macdonald of the faculty
of Law, Dalhousie University.

The Council awarded medals in
recognition of distinguished contribu-
tions to international law to Judge
John E. Read, formerly of the Inter-
national Court of Justice, and to Pro-
fessor Percy E. Corbett, now of Prince-
ton, New Jersey, and formerly of McGill
University, a Canadian pioneer in in-
ternational law.

The Council is planning to inaugu-
rate a summer program in Canada
on public international law modelled
on the lines of the Hague Summer
Academy.
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